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LAUNCHING
DURING the period of the War, when the exigencies of the Service

called for a maximum number of Naval Academy graduates in a mini-

mum of time, the standards of this institution were of necessity lowered to

meet these urgent demands. Along with this situation there grew up among
many officers of the Fleet a feeling that the Naval Academy was beginning
to fall down in the caliber of her graduates. Whether this was true or not
we cannot say, but this much is certain: with the arrival of Admiral Wilson
a new spirit became manifest about the Yard. A pride in the drills, in the

uniform, in the Academy in general soon developed. It has been the privi-

lege of the Class of Twenty-Two, the first complete four-year class since

before the War, to guide and develop this spirit among the Regiment. In-

spired by the spirit of the Class of Twenty we have endeavored to bring

this institution closer to that ideal which we pictured before our entrance.

In view of this increased pride in the Academy which has so recently

reappeared and because of the fact that the Naval Academy is the heart

around which our entire naval establishment centers, the Staff has aimed
to devote this volume of THE LUCKY BAG to the subject of our Severn

-

side home. An attempt has been made to describe herein a few of the

historic traditions connected with the institution as well as to show to the

outside a few of the high and low spots in the average Midshipman's life.

But, above all, the main endeavor has been to construct a volume which,

when looked at in after years, by those now going forth into the Greater
Service, will bring back to their minds the recollection of these past four

years as Midshipmen within the walls: years of extra duty, study, and
struggle, but nevertheless, when looked back upon, as happy a four years

as any member of the Class will ever be privileged to enjoy.
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FIRST BATTALION STAFF

til

Midshipman Lieutenant Commander—Adell, B. B., Battalion Commander.

Midshipman Lieutenant (j. g.)—Haycock, W. E., Battalion Adjutant and Signal

Officer.

Midshipman Lieutenant (j. g.)—Iversen, N. K., Battalion Commissary and

Quartermaster

.

Midshipman Chief Petty Officer—Hollowell, J. A., Battalion Chief Petty Officer.

#
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Midshipman Lieutenant Commander—Whitaker, F. H., Battalion Commander.

Midshipman Lieutenant (j. g.)—Johnston, D. H., Battalion Adjutant and Signal

Officer.

Midshipman Lieutenant (j. g.)—Howland, J. R., Battalion Commissary and

Quartermaster.

Midshipman Chief Petty Officer—Floyd, N. M., Battalion Chief Petty Officer.

sgjm,1
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THIRD BATTALION STAFF

Midshipman Lieutenant Commander—Steele, C. H., Battalion Commander.

Midshipman Lieutenant (j. g.)—Smith, H. A., Battalion Adjutant and Signal

Officer.

Midshipman Lieutenant (j. g.)—Wallis, A. V., Battalion Commissary and

Quartermaster.

Midshipman Chief Petty Officer—McWillie, C. W., Battalion Chief Petty Officer.

16
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FOURTH BATTALION STAFF

Midshipman Lieutenant Commander—Sanborn, A. R., Battalion Commander

Midshipman Lieutenant (j. g.)—Bauernschmidt, G. W., Battalion Adjutant and

Signal Officer.

Midshipman Lieutenant (j. g.)—Malanaphy, M. J., Battalion Commissary and

Quartermaster.

Midshipman Chief Petty Officer—Curtis, E. B., Battalion Chief Petty Officer.
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REGIMENTAL OFFICERS OF THE UNITED STATES
NAVAL ACADEMY, OCTOBER 1, 1921

i
REGIMENTAL COMMANDER AND STAFF

Mid'n Comd'r, Olmsted, J. L., Reg. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r., King, C. W., Reg. Sub Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut., Whitaker, F. H., Reg. Adj. fit Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut., Helber, C. L., Reg. Com. & Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Frawley, E. R., Reg. C. P. O.

REGIMENTAL DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS

s
Mid'n Ensign, Adams, F. McK., In Charge.

Mid'n C. P. O., Rothwell, R. B.

Mid'n First P. O., Hardin, D. W.

5&?

FIRST BATTALION

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Adell, B. B., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Iverson, N. K., Batt. Adj. 8e Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Weston, J. L., Batt. Com. & Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Adell, C. C, Batt. C. P. O.

SECOND BATTALION

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Howland, J. R., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Snodgrass, C. S., Batt. Adj. 8b Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Craig, E. C, Batt. Com. 8s Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Jordan, W. C, Batt. C. P. O.

y£§ Mid'n
Mid'n
Mid'n

J. A
Mid'n
Mid'n
Mid'n
Mid'n

J. E

First Company

Lieut., Quarton, D.
Lieut, (jg), Dole, R. W.
Lieut, (jg), McBride,

Lieut, (jg), Bond, K. E.
Ensign, Converse, A. F.
Ensign, Dorsey, J. H.
C. P. O., Waidlich,

Second Company

Cruse, A- W.
Walker, F. R.

Cruise, E. A.

Koehler, B. G.

Ault, W. B.

Hume, J. R.

Archibald, H. C.

Third Company

Comp, C. O.

Stoddard, K. D.

Tucker, W. B.

Richards, F. F.

Leberman, P. K.

Oxnard, T.

Guider, J. W.

Fourth Company

Gallagher, V. J., Co. Comd'r.

Wanselow, F. B„ Co. Sub.

Comd'r.

Ingram, H. A., 1st Plat.

Coleman, B. M., 4th Plat.

Hill, T. B., 2d Plat.

Burleigh, R. W., 3d Plat.

Libby, R. E., Co. C. P. O.

THIRD BATTALION FOURTH BATTALION

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Larson, E. E., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Fitzhugh, G. D., Batt. Adj. 8s Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Pierce, H. W., Batt. Com. 8e Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Humphreys, C. O., Batt. C. P. O.

Fifth Company

Mid'n Lieut., Jerome, C. C.
Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Nold, G. E.
Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Walker,

O. M.
Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Ragonnet

L.
Mid'n Ensign, Hudson, R. H.
Mid'n Ensign, Eldridge, D. R.
Mid'n C. P. O., Hunter, G. P.

Sixth Company

Steele, C. H.

Conradt, P. E.

Taylor, E. D.

Morris, W. S.

Southard, S. E.

Kendrick, O. A.

Covell, G. W. D.

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Sanborn, A. R., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Bauernschmidt, G. W., Batt. Adj. 8e

Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Huffman, L. J ., Batt. Com. 8s Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Curtis, E. B., Batt. C. P. O.

Seventh Company

Fulenwider, J. J. B.

Kastner, A. V.

Smith, R. Hall.

Harper, J. S.

Davis, A. L.

Mitchell, J. A.

Voegeli, C. E.

Eighth Company

Pullen, H. F., Co. Comd'r.

McWhinnie, C. J., Co. Sub.

Comd'r.

Tyler, A. L., 1st Plat.

Ely, J. S. T. S., 4th Plat.

Baker, H. D., 2d Plat.

Johnson, R. L., 3d Plat.

Toney, A. L., Co C. P. O.
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REGIMENTAL OFFICERS OF THE UNITED STATES

NAVAL ACADEMY, DECEMBER 1, 1921

REGIMENTAL COMMANDER AND STAFF

Mid'n Comd'r, Frawley, E. R., Reg. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut., Humphreys, C. O. Reg. Sub Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut., Haycock, W. E., Reg. Adj. & Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut., Baker, O. K., Reg. Com. & Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Wiedorn, P., Reg. C. P. O.

REGIMENTAL DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS

Mid'n Ensign, Rothwell, R. B., In Charge.

Mid'n C. P. O., Hardin, D. W.

Mid'n 1st P. O., Adams, F. McK.

FIRST BATTALION SECOND BATTALION

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Archibald, C. B., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Butterfield, H. B., Batt. Adj. & Sig

Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Neiley, E. A., Batt. Com. & Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Titus, E. U., Batt. C. P. O.

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Johnston, D. H., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Doak, J. H., Batt. Adj. 8b Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Guider, J. W., Batt. Com. 8b Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Thomsen, P. S., Batt. C. P. O.

Mid'
G.

Mid'
Jr

Mid'
R.

Mid
W

Mid
Mid
Mid

First Company

n Lieut., Alexander, W.

n Lieut, (jg), Blick, R. E.,

n Lieut, (jg), Gurley,
R.
n Lieut, (jg), Cogswell,
. P.
n Ensign, Skidmore, R.L.
n Ensign, Riddle, F. A.
n C. P. O., Fenton, P. M.

Second Company

Walsh, H. T.

Gordon, J. F.

Craig, J. E.

Lindsay, H. W.

Donnelly, W. J

Adell , C. C.

McMurray, R

Third Company

Barr, W. W.

Biehl, F. W.

Whitney, J. P.

Lott, F. S.

Porter, K.

Frost, R. F.

Dunstan, T. S.

Fourth Company

Jordan, W. C, Co. Comd'r.

Lee, W. T., Co. Sub Comd'r.

Clark, S. R., 1st Plat.

Wallace, M. H., 4th Plat.

Libby, R. E., 2d Plat.

Zimmerman, W. E., 3d Plat.

Goodwin, C. F., Co. C. P. O.

THIRD BATTALION FOURTH BATTALION

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Wallis, A. V., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Krick, H. D., Batt. Adj. 8s Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Clark, S. J., Batt. Com. 8b Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Farrington, J. V., Batt. C. P. O.

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Coffman, R. P., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Brown, C. C, Batt. Adj. 8b Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Stacey, G. A., Batt. Com. 8b Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Malanaphy, M. J., Batt. C. P. O.

Fifth Company

Mid'n Lieut., McHugh, J. M.
Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Hunter,

G. P.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Nicholson,

M. F.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Grow, B. E.

Mid'n Ensign, Cady, J. P.

Mid'n Ensign, McWillie,C. W.
Mid'n C. P. O., Clay, J. P.

Sixth Company

O'Donnell, J. J.

Whitgrove, L. D.

Hale, P. G.

Blake, J. C.

Strong, M. J.

Pierce, F. W.

Orem, H. E.

Seventh Company

Becker, A. L.

Stohr, L. A.

Cox, J. M., Jr.

Williams, M. R.

Hogan, H. H.

Smith, H. D.

Eighth Company

Higgins, J. M.. Co. Comd'r.

Miller, R. B., Co. Sub Comd'r.

McDonald, R. P., 1st Plat.

Crew, W. H., 4th Plat.

Momm, C. H., 2d Plat.

Zayotti, H. R., 3d Plat.

m^m^^^^m^^m^^^^^^^^^
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REGIMENTAL OFFICERS OF THE UNITED STATES
NAVAL ACADEMY, FEBRUARY 1, 1922

REGIMENTAL COMMANDER AND STAFF

Mid'n Comd'r, Smith, H. A., Reg. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Toney, A. L., Reg. Sub Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut., Toomey, H. W., Reg. Adj. 8b Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut., Keeler, H., Reg. Com. 85 Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Wallace, J. R., Reg. C. P. O.

J*?
FIRST BATTALION

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Waidlich, J. E., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Miles, M. E., Batt. Adj. 8b Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Raines, E. V., Batt. Com. 85 Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Crawford, C. W., Batt. C. P. O.

SECOND BATTALION

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Holmes, W. J., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut. Gg). Jackson, R. R., Batt. Adj. 8s Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Jennings, H. L., Batt. Com. 8b Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Floyd, N. M., Batt. C. P. O.

First Company

Mid'n Lieut., Fenton, P. M.
Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Titus, E. U.
Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Shears,

C. C.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Lewis, C.H.
Mid'n Ensign, Hylant, E. P.

Mid'n Ensign, Gary, J. P.

Mid'n C. P. O., Hollowell'

J. A., Jr.

Second Company

Brautigam, T. M.

Fink, B. W., Jr.

Stuart, L. B.

Suits, W. J.

Clapp, V. O.

Rockey, W. W.

Eccles, H. E.

Third Company

Hazard, H. G.

Kosse, S. H.

Myers, C. W.

Sweeton, J. A.

Zotti, F., Jr.

Lyon, A. R.

Johnson, J. N.

Fourth Company

Kniskern, L. A.f Co. Comd'r

Catron, P., Co. Sub Comd'r

Vose, F. B., 1st Plat.

Ridgway, A. K., 4th Plat.

Jackson, M. C, 2d Plat.

Carter, B. E., 3d Plat.

Connor, J., C. P. O.

THIRD BATTALION FOURTH BATTALION

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Smith, R. E., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Rawlings, H. A., Batt. Adj. 8b Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Clay, J. P., Batt. Com. 8b Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Orem, H. E., Batt. C. P. O.

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Wilson, T. D., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Blue, R. E., Batt. Adj. 85 Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Ryan, T. C, Batt. Com. 8b Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., McManes, K. M., Batt. C. P. O.

Fifth Company

Mid'n Lieut., Stokes, T. M.
Mid'n. Lieut, (jg), Dunkel-

berger, H. E.
Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Parsons,
W. S.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Regan,
H. E.

Mid'n Ensign, Hadley, H. W.
Mid'n Ensign Pierrepont, J. J.,

2d.
Mid'n C. P. O., Dawson, H.T.

Sixth Company

Hamrick, L.

Zinn, R. T.

Morehouse, A. K.

Ashley, C. L.

Brown, T. O.

Taylor, A. R.

Leppert, J. H.

Seventh Company

Voegeli, C. E.

Nash, A. R.

Evans, D. S.

Bedilion, R. W.

Sinclair, V. R.

Weirum, O. C.

Durgin, E. R.

Eighth Company

Bartlett, B., Co. Comd'r.

Yelverton, I. N., Sub Comd'r

Becker, A. E., Jr., 1st Plat.

Foster, F. D., 4th Plat.

Robertson, A. R., 2d Plat.

Elmore, E. E., 3d Plat.

FitzGerald, C. J., Jr., C. P. O.
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REGIMENTAL OFFICERS OF THE UNITED STATES
NAVAL ACADEMY, APRIL 1, 1922

REGIMENTAL COMMANDER AND STAFF

Mid'n Comd'r, Olmsted, J. L., Reg. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, King, C. W., Reg. Sub Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut., Frawley, E. R., Reg. Adj. & Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut. Helber, C. L., Reg. Com. 8s Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Rawlings, H. A., Reg. C. P. O.

FIRST BATTALION SECOND BATTALION

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Adell, B. B., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Haycock, W. E., Batt. Adj. 8b Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Iversen, N. K., Batt. Com. & Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Crawford, C. W., Batt. C. P. O.

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Whitaker, F. H., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Johnson, D. H., Batt. Adj. St Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg) Howland, J. R., Batt. Com. 85 Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Floyd, N. M., Batt. C. P. O.

First Company

Mid'n Lieut., Cruse, A. W.
Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Walsh, H.T-
Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Fenton'

P. M.
Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Shears, C.C
Mid'n Ensign, Waidlich, J. E.

Mid'n Ensign, Alexander,

W. G.
Mid'n C. P. O., Titus, E. U.

Second Company

Ault, W. B.

Quartern, D.

Brautigam, T. M.

Adell. C. C.

Clapp, V. O.

Suits, W. J.

Weston, J. L.

Third Company

Snodgrass, C. S.

Comp, C. O.

Tucker, W. B.

Richards, F. F.

Guider, J. W.

Biehl, F. W.

Lyon, R. E.

Fourth Company

Jordan, W. C, Co. Comd'r.

Kniskern, L. A., Co. Sub

Comd'r.

Holmes, W. J., 1st Plat.

Hill, T. B. 4th Plat.

Craig, E. C, 2d Plat.

Gallagher, V. J., Jr., 3d Plat.

Libby, R. E., Co. C. P. O.

THIRD BATTALION FOURTH BATTALION

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Steele, C. H., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Smith, H. A., Batt. Adj. & Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg) Wallis, A. V., Batt. Com. 8b Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Mc Willie, C. W., Batt. C. P. O.

Mid'n Lieut. Comd'r, Sanborn, A. R., Batt. Comd'r.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Bauernschmidt, G. W., Batt. Ad. 8b

Sig. Off.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Malanaphy, M. J., Batt. Com. 8b Qtmstr.

Mid'n C. P. O., Curtis, E. B., Batt. C. P. O.

Fifth Company

Mid'n Lieut., Larson, E. E.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Hunter,
G. P.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Jerome,
C. C.

Mid'n Lieut, (jg), Hudson,
R. H.

Mid'n Ensign, Stokes, T. M.
Mid'n Ensign, McHugh, J. M.
Mid'n C. P. O., Farrington,

J. V.

Sixth Company

O'Donnell, J. J., Jr.

Conradt, P. E.

Southard, S. E.

Baker, O. K.

Morris, W. S.

Ashley, C. L.

Humphreys, C. O

Seventh Company

Voegeli, C. E.

Smith, R. Hall.

Fulenwider, J. J. B

Blue, R. E.

Williams, M. R.

Becker, A. L.

Nash, A. R.

Eighth Company

Pullen, H. F., Co. Comd'r.

Higgins, J. M., Co. Sub
Comd'r.

Baker, H. D., 1st Plat.

Tyler, A. L., 4th Plat.

Bartlett, B., 2d Plat.

Zayotti, H. R., 3d Plat.

FitzGerald, C. J., Jr., Co.

C. P. O.
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ANNAPOLIS

There at the gate of the ocean,

Close to the voice of the tide,

Annapolis stands like a beacon light

Flashing its rays far and wide.

Aye, like a beacon we see her,

Rearing up men for the fight,

Standing up proud in her power,

Dazzling the world with her light.

There 'neath the crosses of marble

Our famous old sea fighters rest,

True to their mother, the ocean,

Forever asleep at her breast.

And there 'neath the dome of the chapel,

Lying in most honored state,

Still hovers that undaunted spirit,

Paul Jones, the unconquered and great.

Full man a grey-bearded captain

Remembers the old Lovers' Lane,

And down its green-shaded pathway
He longs to be strolling again;

M
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The tidewater river that's flowing

Past Greenbury Point to the bay;

The winds that sweep in from the ocean

And carry the sting of the spray.

There stands the tribute to Somers

And all of his time-honored band,

Mute spokesman of deeds by the workers

Who fashioned our own native land.

And filled with the breath of the warriors

Whose pictures look down from the wall,

We roll back the years to their glory,

In the hush of Memorial Hall.

Then borne on the breezes of twilight

Comes the sound of a sweet bugle call,

As the colors float down from the flagstaff

And the shadows of evening fall.

Once again comes the sound of the bugle

Now softly, now sweet through the night,

And ever there gleams out to seaward

The far reaching rays of the light.

27
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"Twas here lived 'Uncle Henry',

The Grand Old Man of all;

The squarest 'Supe' who ever ruled

O'er good old Bancroft Hall."

28
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"And here we came each Sunday morn
This prayer to send on high:

'To those in peril on the sea

Send help when danger's nigh'."

X?
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'And here admiring strangers saw
The Fourth Batt. in review;

A pretty sight to take the eye,

Those long, trim lines of blue."

30
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"The Arm'ry where we learned to drill,

But better thoughts are here

;

'Twas there we had the Farewell Ball

Which Memory holds so dear." i 2 S •

- !
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"The four long years we tarried here

We always yearned to roam;

But when the time came to depart

It felt like leaving home."

32



"Another scene to touch the chords

Of fondest memory,
And bring us back to bygone days

Before we went to sea."
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"In old Mem. Hall we see again

The portraits on the wall

Of those who went before us,

When they heard their country's call."

34
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"And here we pause quite silently,

To pay the homage due
The dauntless souls of warriors,

Whom dishonor never knew."
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"The Hall of Horrors, Place of Woe,
Where some found joy, some, pain;

And some found there much knowledge,

But others strove in vain."
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"And here in rainy weather

We climbed these stairs to go

In fancy back to other scenes,

And days of long ago."

37



''Good-bye to all the scenes we knew
And days in Bancroft Hall;

God Bless you, Alma Mater,

Service Mother of us all."

JxAv
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"We'll turn the wornout pages

Of this book for many years,

And see the days of long ago

Through eyes grown dim with tears."

m^ if
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TRADI
Uhose who enter at these gates

Will never more befree.

Let those who wish to, enter here:

I rather 'twere not me .'

Ode to the Academy Gates.

Such was the lament of the

Midshipman of the fifties.

Such is his wail todajy.When
the Oldster" beheld the raw,

unbaked newcomer, he in-

variably bemoaned theNavys

fate . In turn this very novice

raises the same crjy, "the Navy
is going to the dogs,"wnenever

anything new is foisted on him.
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\\lfetker -''reefer " Cadet or

Midshipman, Oldster" 0r
Youngsterriie,rts*^4*y^ys

^ has been fundamentallyuie
same. Custom has always
been his nursery faith. No
custom of old Midshipmen
but that there is awakened
in him a ready desire to
adhere to it.
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THE OLD AND THE NEW
THOUGH Time has left unaltered the Soul of the Academy, it has, neverthe-

less, wrought vast changes in its outward trappings. The school of today is

the result of an evolution, in four stages, if you will. Each phase saw an increased

tightening of the reins of discipline, a more military appearing Midshipman, an

improved shelter, and an enlargement of facilities.

The "Oldster" of the forties was old and unruly. He sprang from the sea!

He anathematized the landlubber, the land naval school, and all those who taught

him from books. His uniform was undefined; he wore "cits" if he so

chose. If he could raise a beard, he never hesitated to do so. Even mar-

riage was not denied him. Of battalion organization—there was none

;

nor were there formations or little green bibles. "What was nobody's

business was a Midshipman's business." Resentful of the slightest

restriction of his gay spirits, he was yet patient to a fault under physical

discomfort. When once, during study hours, the wind blew down
the wall of his quarters, he accepted the situation with charac-

teristic good humor. Apt were the words of George Bancroft

when he termed these quarters "a modest shelter for the pupils."

Coincident with Commander Stribling's arrival

as Superintendent in 1850, this chaotic state of the

Naval School gave way to an organized, orderly,

United States Naval Academy. The code of regu-

lations now showed its head for the

first time. "Les affaires du coeur"

of the Midshipman were peered into

with the result that marriage before

graduation was forbidden. The uni-

form adopted was a soft roll collar

with a baggy seagoing "trou." The

class entering in 1851 was the first to

be recruited from civil life. They
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were styled "Youngsters" to distinguish them from "Oldsters" who came to

the school directly from sea service. This new group was the only class that

ever rated First Class for four years. Along with these changes in personnel came

new additions in buildings.

When Admiral Porter took the helm in 1865 he inaugurated what was by far the

most progressive improvement in all of the Academy's annals. He established

the Honor System, wherein the word of a Cadet was never to be questioned. Then,

too, he engendered a lively interest in athletics by personal example.

The high collared, close-fitting blouse was adopted. Indeed our present

uniform varies but little from that established in this period. The

ancient buildings were torn down; the old "New Quarters," the old

Chapel, the Steam Building, and many others were built to replace

them. The magnificence of Admiral Porter's regime left so little
JBilffl

undone that his successors had but to continue on with the

institution as left he it. This period (1860-1903), which is so

familiarly known to us as the "Old Naval Academy," is the

immediate forerunner of the New Naval Academy which dates

roughly from the completion of Bancroft Hall, in

1904, to the present day.

Even now we are passing through mighty

changes. The Regiment no longer lives in mo-
nastic security. It moves, it stirs, it

answers the call of the outer world.

Thanks to those who have felt the

pulse of the times, the Midshipman
of today has been granted privileges

once deemed destructive of discipline.

Today these new experiences form a

part of his training—nor does his

morale, his poise, or his respect for dis-

cipline suffer from these new interests.
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JUNE WEEK
JUNE WEEK invariably conjures up associations with the "ONE and ONLY,"

gay colors, "Sweet Kisses," parades, cruise, graduation! It is a week of hopes
fulfilled; yea, even that tired feeling on the June Ball's after morn is mixed

with that soothing sense of relief of another year "down."

June Week is an institution well established now! but not always was it so,

crowded as it is with the happenings that make for a joyful academy life. The
first graduation ceremonies ever held^at the Naval Academy came to pass with the

Class of 1854. The scene was
the Old Chapel. The cere-

monies were supersimple— a

muster of all hands, a brief

address by the "Supe," and the

presentation of certificates;
thence speedy dispatch.

Whether the scene was the

old fort of the nineties or the

sumptuous armory of today, the

June Ball with its attendant

diversions has always been . the

sun that radiates all the joy of

June Week. Does History re-

peat? Just peer behind the

old mortar or observe the pres-

ent Farragut Field during the

Hop. Without the fleet in the

roads—a June Ball eve along

the Seawall would be true love

running too smooth! That
musn't be! Hence the very ad-

mirals, who in their own spoon-

ing days were put to flight by the

fleet's glaring searchlights, now

i?*^
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HUNDREDTH NIGHT AND
BURIAL OF SUBJECTS

"TRANCE, sing, prance, and fling"—the sky's the limit when the Mid breaks loose.
l^* And, of his many departures from dignity, Hundredth Night and the Gymk-

hana find him primed. Hundredth Night has been, like many of our other customs,
borrowed from the Pointers. It is one of the "big rivers" of a Plebe Year. And
none will ever forget that feeling of "Raw Meat" which we experienced in bracing

up (?) a pet First Classman on the terrace.

Burial of Math and English is U. S. N. A.'s oldest custom. In the late fifties

Wayland's "Moral Science," proving too much for the virtuous old salts, they
buried the book with elaborate funeral ceremony.

Now, within the memory of us all, the commemoration of the segregation of

Plebes on October 26, 1920, gave rise to a new custom in which Youngsters revert

to Plebes, and Plebes rise to ratey Youngsters for the one night. May the practice

once begun be handed down to those that come after us so that the great event can
be faithfully remembered. Then, too, the Plebes will be enabled to obtain a first-

hand example of an old-fashioned Plebe Year, "as she used to was."
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-PINdKNgY ,_ "DOC" SNYDER

CHARACTERS
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FOREWORD

^HE WORDS which you are to peruse in the pages to follow are not obituary-

notices, neither are they epitaphs. They are rather an attempt by one Mid-
shipman to characterize another in a few terse paragraphs, paragraphs which

will call from present classmates a reminiscent smile in those long years ahead

with the Fleet; which will convey to the Midshipmen of the future the idea that

his new D. O. or Juice Prof, is not merely a duty-struck machine but, that one

time, at least, he was a red-blooded, happy-go-lucky, non-reg Midshipman. Some
of the writeups may seem to be harsh on the man portrayed but remember, the

men who have done the most for the Academy and Class are the ones best known,
and, as such, are the easiest to write up. They can afford to let themselves be

"razzed" somewhat over a foolish "bust" of their first cruise, or the thoughtless

act of Second Class Year, because they are well enough known by the Class, as a

whole, so that they can let their Honors speak for their supersuccessful career as

a Pampered Pet. On the other hand, it is a safe bet that the old line about "the

most popular man in his class, etc." belongs to one known little outside of

his own company. Still, lest those on the outside judge Our Class too severely

by some of the articles which follow, let us say that the original sample biographies

called for three hundred words but, as it was found that at least one hundred

and fifty words of each carried the same thought, the Editors decided to run the

stereotyped form in this space rather than under some five hundred odd pictures.

P. MAX GUAGE

Scuttle Butt

THE State of Happiness lost a steadfast

supporter when P. Max left the home-

town boy scouts to ally himself with Uncle

Sam's Navy. His previous training soon

displayed itself, however, and early Plebe

Summer our hero was chosen by the author-

ities as Three Striper of the Old Nth Company.
Plebe Year the men in his company bestowed

upon him the highest possible token of their

esteem, electing him to the Class Honor
Committee. Always wooden, it has been an

uphill fight for our hero but he stuck it out

and now graduates with the respect of the

Montana

entire class. (Or maybe he was quite savvy
but never selfish and spent long hours helping

the less fortunate.) Our cruises showed up
his seagoing qualities. A harder working,

more conscientious, or better versed man in

the art of seamanship cannot be found. Ask
anyone who shoveled more coal than any
other three men on The Maine.

Below his seemingly cold exterior lies a

warm heart and a firm handclasp. Once you
know him you have a friend to make fast

to. Lucky indeed is the J. O. Mess that

can call this man theirs.

Again we repeat, the more terse the biography, the better liked, most prob-

ably, is the man it belongs to, while, if a picture is followed simply by another

article, all or partly like that of Midshipman Guage's, just put it down that the

man in question was too insipid to have anything else written of him.
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CLYDE WHITLOCK KING PHILIP PERRY MILLER
'Clyde:'

Cedar Rapids Iowa

H'
"EAVENS, isn't he the best-looking

thing? Why, just lamp those muscles,

dearie! Wouldn't he be a dream in blue silk

pajamas? Swee-e-t Papa! And you know,
they say he's been to the Olympic Games,
too. Isn't that thrilling? Oh! I'm just

crazy to meet him!" Sure, and who wouldn't
be? "Clyde" is a real he-man, silver-tongued

father of the Royal Family, and Skipper of

the Filthy Four. He even knows how to use

those funny little bowls in the Belgian hotels.

And thirst—he has an unquenchable one for

Harry's egg flips and Clarke's homebrew

—

and that ain't all! Likewise, he's famous
as the man who robbed the Crystal Palace
of one of its most cherished and delicate

instruments.
"Very good, sir, I've hit the cobbles through

better doors than this. Good-day sir."

''Phil.

Albia Iowa

THERE are many types of beans in the
Navy—How well we know! But there is

only one reg Navy bean. There are also

many types and shades of Millers, but there

is one and only one Philip P. Miller. For
five years we have lived with it—four here

in Bancroft and one elsewhere. We've passed
through the fiery, passionate, dream-world
of the honeymoon. Five years of constant
companionship has mellowed the mutual
ardor into a ruddy afterglow of marital bliss.

And soon this must all come to an end.

Graduation may separate us forever. Then
to whose chiffonette will I go when I want
some aspirin, iodine, handkerchiefs, or safety

pins? Those soft spring nights when the
moon makes a silvery path from Greenbury
Light to the sea-wall, and the fragrant crab-

kissed breeze from Eastport filters in through
the bayside porthole—how often have we
reclined awake and discussed the lighter

things of life such as Calculus and Juice.

The memory of this happy idyll can never
be taken from me.

I thank you.

Class President (2, 1)
Crew (3, 2, 1); N Four Crossed Oars; Captain (1)

Clympic Crew, Stroke
Football Squad (4, 3, 2, 1); N* (3, 2, 1)

Basketball Squad (4, 3)
Boxing Squad (2, 1)
Treasurer Y. M. C. A. (3); Secretary (2)
Class Athletic Representative (4, 3) ; President

Athletic Association (1)
Buzzard (2)
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EDGAR ALLEN CRUISE
"Battler," "Eddy."

Hebron Nebraska

IN THIS corner is "Cruise of the Navy,"
our own "Lionel Strongfort," the pride

of Hebron. "Eddy" seems to get by with
the women; claims he uses cave man tactics;

and admits he has never dragged a brick.

He bones little, stands well, and never
knows the lesson for tomorrow. Fairly reg,

with a good grease—he got his bird, Second
Class Year and its life is safe under the

"Battler's" husky wing. Self admitted a
"citizen of the world," he can be at home
anywhere. He has had some strange episodes

since leaving Hebron (not according to

himself, for he never tells about his parties;

but we get our dope from others). We heard
about weird doings on the Baltimore night

boat, Youngster Cruise, in which a port hole

saved the day. New York surely got a treat

when "Eddy" visited Greenwich Village

Christmas Leave.

JOHN EDWIN MURPHY
"Spuds."

Edgewood Park Pennsylvania

SPUDS" is levelheaded (?) and serious.

He frequently takes a notion to improve
himself—and during one of these spells he
decided that the quiet life of the Smoky
City was not to his liking, consequently he
hied himself to Annapolis. In other things
since his arrival in the Navy he has also
demonstrated this idiosyncrasy: witness the
corn meal kept in readiness near the shower,
the block always found in the locker, and
bove all the Correspondence School "memory

course" which he so consistently boned.
"Murph" has ever been a big advocate of

daily exercise and it is a rare occasion when
one finds him loafing in his room during
recreation hours. He never smokes and is

a consistent dodger of the morning orders.

In his three years with us we have found him
harmless where femmes are concerned, a
hard plugger against ye Academics, a good
shipmate, and above all a true friend.

iSSi
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JOHN ERNEST WAIDLICH
"Tarzan," "Dutch," "John."

Mercersburg Pennsylvania

NHE hunchback?—which one do you
mean? Oh, that man—why he carries

a wonderful brace—ex-Pointer, y'know."
And so they went. Yes, so they went for

two long years, until McFeaters came and
simultaneously with the advent of McFeaters
came the overthrow of the theory that "once
a Pointer always military," and great was
"Tarzan's" fall. He showed us that our little

god had very base, clay feet and thence-

forward "Tarzan" was one of the rabble. And
being one of us it was inevitable that he
should conform with our customs—so he
took up dragging. On one memorable New
Year's Eve he deserted his thoughts of the
delicatessen and Stuart Hall long enough to

drag blind with the natural consequence that
he connected. Que lastima! The Knight of
Odorono spent the next three hours wishing
he was in his little domicile with his knees
on the turkish towel worshiping at the shrine

of the goddess Pippa! Selah! McFeaters

—

long may he wave!

ROBERT LOUIS SKIDMORE
"Luke" "Skid," "Sloddy," "Matinee Idol."

Indianapolis Indiana

"TT'ES MA'AM, I cut it off three times and
JL it's still too short." You are right,

ladies, "Luke" refers to the sparcity of his

golden locks. It is the bane of his young
life that not even Herpicide can help, for

they are gone forever.

"Skid" is a snake from away back—he
began dragging "cousins" early Plebe Year.

It worked fine, but Youngster Year the
femmes assumed a new relation. However,
like all handsome men, "Luke" is fickle and
his miniature has passed through more hands
than a plugged nickel at a crap game.
"Luke" is a great athlete theoretically

and his powers nearly put Rose Poly on the

map, but here he has devoted all his time to

training "Thug" in the way he should go, and
we must admit he made a success of it, as

successes run.

Buzzard (2)
Class Secretary (4, 3, 2, 1)
Basketball (3, 2)

Tennis Squad (4, 3, 2); tNt
(2); Captain (1)

Company Representative

(4, 3, 2, 1)

Class Crest Committee
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ANDREW WILLIAM CRUSE
"Andy."

Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

FAIR damsel at hop: "Oh! So that's the
good-looking Mr. Cruse? He is handsome

with that curly hair and military aspect."

Yes girls, he can't help it: ever since our
Plebe Summer this fair youth, who resembles
his podunk (Pittsburgh) in more ways than
one, has had to drive off the weaker sex with
an ammonia gun.

But that's not half of it: in addition to

that Adonis-like face and figure—and figures

don't lie—he is an adapt at poker, stripped

of all vices, and as a military genius rivals

Napoleon. The mention of a certain game
in Crabtown—which was rudely broken up

—

always brings a tinge of pink to "Andy's"
cheeks. As for the Napoleon stuff—can any-
one forget the unlimited devotion to country
and duty at the Army-Navy Game, when
weary, and with faltering voice he reported:

"Sixth squad all present, Sir, wants to go to

elevator; Goo-night, Sir! Squad Forward,
March."

FRANK BOYD GARY, JR.

"Frankie," "Izzie," "Hungry," "Whispering."

Abbeville South Carolina

HE CAME, he saw, and—well, he don't
do nothin' but jazz. His monorail

mind divides itself between the dance and
the Southern Railway and he'll tell you that
"Charlie" Schwab had a pipe acquiring rail-

roads compared with his present under-
taking. But she can't refuse—none can
resist his wiles. Academically he's not so
much (owing to the fact that he must
memorize his jokes from the latest college

publications—and search for the lost step
while accompanying himself on the swinet),

but socially!—ah, socially, he ably defends
his title as "the bloodiest of the Bloods" just

as he defends the Citadel—the collech of
colleches and apogee of all that is honorable
and military. Those eyes, those million

dollar feet, that neck—all contribute their

integral bit toward making up our "Frankie."
"Oh wad some power the giftie gie us to see

ourselves as others see us—dance!"



LYLE ARLINGTON MACFADDEN
"Mac," "Lilly."

Sherburn Minnesota

YES, MADAM, this is the latest model.
Built for speed as you can see from its

simple lines, but its beauty and luxurious
upholstering make it a fine boulevard car."

Lyle has always gone in for luxurious
simplicity from his costume to his habits.

His favorite activity is caulking and his

favorite food is anything. He would rather

sleep than bone, rather eat than sleep, and
rather laugh than eat. Since entrance he
has kept up a lively one-sided correspondence
with the authorities, each letter starting:

"The report is incorrect." But nothing
phases Mac. Given his pipe in one corner
of his scupper-lipped mouth he could go
down with his ship singing "The Blue Bells

of Ireland." Although a decided Red Mike
he has the ability to make 'em fall, as can
be seen by the impulsive welcome of the
little San Diego kitchen kanary, "Do you
want your waffles now, dearie? My! but
you're a big, handsome boy."

#

FRANCIS JAMES MEE
"Chief," "Jefe."

Detroit Minnesota

THE LAST of the Chippewas hails from
Detroit, by gum, where they have a

pickle factory and a summer resort. Since
Plebe Summer the Chief has been unsat
approximately seven-tenths of the time but
the Ac Departments have always been
unsuccessful in getting a Valentine or May
basket placed on his table. He loves the
Navy (?), his skags, and his squaw-to-be, all

to excess. A charter member of the Radiator
Club, he claims "Decameron" and "Aphro-
dite" as his favorite books and Balzac as his

favorite author. Rojo Miguel? Hell no!
Evidence—Eunie, Helen, et al. (the "et
al" standing for a grand over all average of

1.25).

"What's your name, Mister?"
"Mee, sir."

"Yes, you."
"Mee, sir."

"Huh? Wot the 'ell, tryin' to run me?"
"Oskaloosy pollywog koka kola. Answer

quick, Mr. Mee."
"Holee sufferin' cats—is that reveille?"



THIS Picnic Egg from Michigan is harder
than Diamond Dies, as those of us who

have been his playthings can testify. Be-
coming interested in the Naval Academy
when he and J. Henry Miller were building
the Second Wing, he shortly thereafter moved
in. He and "Doc" Hudson lived together
in comparative peace until "Doc" bilged;
he loved his wife so that he has lived alone
ever since. Not desiring a cruise to Lisbon,
he went to the hospital and got all cut up,
and while the rest of us drank salt water he
lived on the fat of the land. Academically
he's held his own nicely except for a har-
rowing tussle with Dago. Whenever we
stand at P-rade Rest for an hour listening
to the Pap sheet we know he has been on duty
on the 4th Deck. "Oh, Austin, that mous-
tache looks sweet enough to kiss!"

HOWARD REID HUFF
"Hungry," "Hufficker."

Monticello Georgia

HERE he comes, give him room." He
hails from the "Sunny South," and he

has everything that goes with it. The
influence of some military college down in

Georgia probably led him to undertake a

career in the Navy rather than continue
his sedentary Southern existence. His name
is "Hungry Huff" and he is one of the sleep-

iest space fillers that ever nourished a three-

deck portico. He received his name on the
cruise, for whenever you wished to find him
he would either be caulking or dodging around
the galley—he knew all the cooks.

He ran a close race for anchor Plebe Year
only one between him and the goal, but

he learned his lesson and thereafter main-
tained that he would star First Class Year,

.s this man merges into the shadows of a

day that is spent the deep gray dusk hearkens
to the soft Southern drawl, "Yea, do you
think it will rain?"
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WILLIAM STRYKER CAMPBELL
"Brim," "Heavy," "Mouse," "Judge," "Fats."

Brooklyn New York

" ^kJO, LADIES, he's no movie hero, just

1/N the Judge's son himself"—this as "Brim,"
erstwhile Navy plunger, waddles nonchalantly
into sight. "Brim," however, is a man with
a past and many are the rumors whispered
concerning his doings in the land of his

forebears—as well as in the territory of the
Wicky-Wickies. "Fats" entered with '21 but,

being blessed with a carefree disposition, he
drifted along waiting for us to catch up. And
then, having joined us, he became a true
member of 1922. "Brim" is something of a
savoir—and Dago is his forte. For three
years the boys have faithfully trotted to his

kennel to obtain the good words which mean
another day of victory over "los espafioles."

Not the least of his accomplishments, though,
is snaking, for "Fats" is known far and wide
as a neck hound of keen scent and rare discern-

ment.

HARRY BEAN JARRETT
"Beany," "Jerry," "Budd."

Norristown Pennsylvania

WE DON'T wonder that Washington
prayed when he wintered at Valley

Forge, and we have come to the conclusion

that for the same reason "Beany" left there

to start the life of a Mariner bold. A more
staunch representative of the Pennsylvania

Wolunteers never lived, but we're thankful

that he left most of his Dutch behind. He
survived the Hatfield-McCoy feuds around
the coal mines of West Virginia where he was
a surveyor in the embryo. Anything you
want to know about Pocahontas Coal he'll

find for you in that Coal Miner's Manual he

brought with him to show the boys he'd done

a day's work at least once in his life. Say,

did you ever realize what a feeling it was to

have your carbide lamp go out and have to

bum a light from your buddy in the mine?
Well, "Beany," has! In fact, it was that

training which hardened him for his work
here as Assistant Damager of the Baseball

Team.
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JAMES HARRIS DORSEY
"Jimmie" Lastissimus," "Garter," 'Mother."

Columbia Missouri

DIRECT from the mule and hog herds of
old "Mizzou" came this "Tiger," after

the toil and tribulations of a hard year of
social functioning at the U. of M. had made
him decide that the Navy was the only place

for little James. "Jimmie" was early led

to believe that the reg book really was a
Midshipman's Bible and, being a pious youth
anyway, his life while here was one of strict

adherence to the letter of the law. This was
the least of his troubles though, for he received

such low grease marks that he was almost
in danger of being deficient for the year on
several occasions.

Spanish was "Jimmie's" strong subject.

Old Olivet (1903):
—"Senor Dorsey! Cuantos

aiios tiene ud?" Dorsey:—"Muy bien, gracias

y usted;" and needless to say he was on the
bush that week. But the hardest blow of

his career came when Helen penned that
note to Mr. Dorsey, "Please don't write such
loquacious letters as I am busy with exams."

—

Amen.

WARREN ELMER HAYCOCK
"Herman," "Here," "Paleolithic."

Springfield Massachusetts

THIS mild-appearing young grandson of

the Mayflower with the broad shoulders

and broader New England accent took a

Civilian Training Cruise aboard the Virginia

and liked the Navy beans and slum so well

that he decided to cast his lot with the

Pampered Pets. After Plebe Year honors

he took a decided interest in social events

and was always the presiding deity at every

birthday party given in the company. Second

Class Year he hauled his herculean frame over

to the wrestling mat and became one of our

premier middle-weights. "Herman" always

had his velvet, but as for his not starring

academically, well, "Find the Woman." He
claims to be disillusioned now but in reality

he's only waiting for graduation and the

woman who understands. Ask the Norske

fiicke!

"Gee whiz, what's the idear?"

"Doggone these women."

J



WILLIAM GEORGE McCREA
"Mac," "The Harp."

Renovo Pennsylvania

WELL, fellows, I bilged cold last period,"
is the line that invariably greets us

after each recitation, but a little pressure
brings out that he ragged his marks: a 3.5
in Nav or a 3.8 in Dago. "Tough luck, old
boy. It's hell to be wooden."

It's a known fact that "Mac" is wasting
his efforts here, for as a memory course
expert he's all to the berries. The originator
of Mr. Addison Sims, of Seattle, better look
to his laurels. Any man that can memorize
two pages of Dago in an hour is superhuman,
and "Mac" qualifies.

George is credited, by good authority, with
having more wives than Solomon in all his
glory. In fact, they come to him like mis-
fortunes to an average man.
Though only a simple, small town youth,

"Mac" savvies only too well the ways of the
wicked city, and it is predicted that his
future will be full to overflowing in more
ways than one.

BERTRAND BEASLEY CASSELS
"Eagle/' "Red," "Cass," "Bert."

Seattle Washington

BEING red-headed must be an awful
handicap to start life under, especially

when you love women like "Red" does. In
fact he loves them all so well he can never
decide just who the O. A. O. is. Every leave
brings tales of new romances and new worlds
conquered. The girls sure fall for his line

of chatter, and his be-e-e-autiful titian hair.

And dance—say, Professor Bell almost
resigned when he saw "Eagle" do the "boom-
drip-drip."

Somebody said "Lucky at cards, unlucky at

love," but "Bert" sure has an ungodly grease

with that fickle dame, "Fortune," for he
wins on both ends.

It's a long trip from Crabtown to Seattle,

yet he manages to while away the weary
hours, for he's a firm believer in "a Miss is

as good as her smile." Ask him about it,

and you'll hear some wonderful stories.

"Now coming back on the train I met a
femme who "

He believes in the old B. P. days and his

chief ambition is to live the life of Riley with
a full cellar.

Mandolin Club
Fencing Squad

merals (2)
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RUDOLPH CONRAD RUPERT
"Prince," "Rudy," "Rup."

Newark New York

ALL GREAT men must have hobbies and
the Prince is no exception. The Alpha

and Omega of his life for the past four years has
been that pass book of his. How he glories

in it. At all costs that amount available

must rise ; even if he has to see father on the
subject. While the rest of us aided the char-
itable project of making millionaires of the
clerks in the Midshipman's Store, "Rudy"
was busy writing, "Dad, send me some
more shirts," or words similar thereto.

His next best idiosyncrasy is giving the
Johnnies a treat by dragging femmes for them.
If you want a good time some day ask him
about it. He does go strong with the ladies,

though. Why, he counts the days by the
letters he receives. And, girls, if you want
to make that pleased expression beam forth
upon his face (showing that you've made
the big hit) just call him "Rudy."

"Versatile, that's I'm."

ARTHUR ALEXANDER CLARKSON
"Clark," "Morpheus," "Duermo," "Diz."

Passaic New Jersey

"/"^LARK," the boy from Passaic, a city

V> famous for nought else but him and its

mosquitoes. Just to show he was neither

proud nor fast "Clark" allowed two of the

brutes to accompany him on his trip into the

great world. Since then, however, they have
occasioned him considerable trouble and no
little fear—for "Introducing animals into

Bancroft Hall" is no small pap.
When you see a Midshipman dashing out

to formation with a reefer on when the

uniform is rainclothes, it's "Clark." Slightly

unconscious at times, the boys are frequently

amused by his funny little mistakes until it's

now a popular indoor sport to watch for

what he will pull next. Hence the handle,

Morpheus."



CHARLES WOLFORD CRISTAL
"Charlie," "Cris," "Wooden," "Sweetheart,"

"Monty."

Bowling Green Kentucky

WHERE'S my garter?" "Hey mister!
Come look for my glasses." " 'Peerless,'

have you got my sock?" We wonder if

"Charlie" will ever find anything when he
wants it.

Our blood from the land of beautiful
horses exists in a hop from reveille till

reveille, and from Sunday until the following
Saturday. Foofoo affects him like a shot of
"white mule," particularly when it emanates
from one of those special delivery books.

"Charlie's" pessimism apparently doesn't
affect his perpetual good humor. Nothing is

ever going to happen right—but let tomorrow
take care of itself, he has a good time today.
Since pulling sat in "Bully's" contortion
gang, "Charlie's" been completely happy.

Sufficient, however, unto a writeup is the
guy thereof—and this is about "Charlie."
Although he is fond of caulking drill his gate
is always open and a sign of welcome is on
his skag case.

Masqueraders (4

II

MILTON EDWARD MILES
"Mary," "Shakespeare," "Milo," "Salty."

Seattle Washington

'"]% /TARY" has a burning passion for

1V_L musical instruments and the moon.
His varied collection of ocarinas, mandolins,
saxophones, kazoos, piccolos, etc., are the

pride and admiration of the First Company.
He was a confirmed Red Mike—never

gave a damn when the mail came out—just

leave him alone with his "Vic" and Chopin's
Funeral March and he was in heaven. But
strange things happen under an Annapolis
moon—and then came Christmas Leave.
Anyway Chopin's turned into "Margy" and
"Hold Me," and now "Mary's" good humor
depends on the purple ink letter in the

morning mail.

"Shakes" knows the Navy from the North
Sea to Bremerton. Even though he doesn't

say much about the North Sea part of it,

that Destroyer Clasp on his Victory Medal
speaks for itself. He's a rolling stone that

hasn't acquired any moss but has put on a

helluva good polish.

Buzzard (2)

Overseas Chevron

~5*«
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ROBERT FOSTER JOHNSTON
"Peerless," "Johnny," "Bob."

Harrisonville Maryland

THIS professional tendency rigger and
ardent disciple of Lady Nicotine can

rig 'em where they ain't. Just give him his

pipe, a little Edgeworth, let him open the

windows and old boy "Peerless" is all set.

That is, if the M. C. hasn't been holding out
on him and has brought the daily epistle

from the Lady Dutch.
Remember that beautiful, breezy (mostly

breezy) California day we coaled ship in

'Frisco? "Ice cream on the foc's'le," yelled

the bos'n's mate. "Peerless" disentangled

himself from behind the suitcases and with
a thirsty glitter in his eye shouted "Follow
me," as with splendid nonchalance he sailed

through an open bunker hole on his way to

number 3 fireroom.

Foster is one of these rare specimens who
never get the Sunday night feeling—always
ready to help a classmate over the rough
spots, and to bum from him a smoke, a

tendency, and a match.

WILLIAM FAY HURT
"Willie," "Bad Bill," "Barracho."

Birmingham Alabama

'TT7HY, 'Peerless,' the math's los berriesW this morning," and "Willie" is off for

class again. As an ordinary man walks into

a pawnshop to trade his winter overcoat for

a few paltry shekels, so "Pequefio Thug" was
wont to walk into a Math Class and swap
his 4.0 smile for a 2.5, or less. Worry,
however, is not in his vocabulary, but how he
managed to dodge the Math Dept. with his

nonchalant attitude is beyond us. Some-
how, though, he snook up on 'em 'n pulled

sat.

His course in step-cut-out under Professor

Bell didn't seem to improve his aspirations

toward the light fantastic. Musical—yes,

or at least he admits it, and manages to keep

his wives' supply of mandolin "E" strings

low.

Thanks to long hours of instruction in the

Nav Dept. "Bad Bill" has had more success

in finding G. M. T. in the Nav P. -Works
than he had in Greenwich Village after the

Army Game.
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ALFRED JAMES HOMANN
"Diz," "Ajax," "Mucho."

Santa Rosa California

' T T EY, you Bareaxe Plebe. You, with
A A the jewelry in your mouth, wipe off that
sickly grin and put it where it belongs."

"Aye, aye, sir," and "Ajax" struggled man-
fully to remove the smile but all to no avail.

Physics teaches that every cause must have
a result—even so was it in this case. "Because
he seemed to like it so" "Al" became an
excellent dummy for Upperclass batting
practice, and many an innocent broom went
back to its corner bent and broken following
a "closeup" with our hero. "Mr. Homann, if

you can keep from giggling for fifteen seconds,
I'll spoon on you."

"Diz" has never been safely sat since a
seven weeks' siege of flu Plebe Year. Indeed
he has always been a strong contender for

the position of anchor, which in itself is no
mean honor when you stop to consider how
many men one must crawl beneath in order
to reach that coveted place.

OWEN REES
"Ratey," "Cutey," "Poncho."

Carroll, Nebraska

THIS handsome lad hails from Nebraska,
and, like a certain other son of that

glorious State, yearned for a place in the
calcium glare. But Owen didn't begin by
extolling the virtues of grape juice on the
Chautauqua—nope, he chose the Navy
instead.

Plebe Summer passed pleasantly enough,
but with its passing came the transfer to the
Barracks with its subsequent trials and
tribulations. Ringworm, flu, swabos, and
demos—our hero got 'em all. His independ-
ent manner was mistaken for rateyness, con-

sequently he maintained a constellation after

his name which closely resembled Orion's

Belt.

About the middle of Youngster Year Owen
got hep to the system, and learned to dodge
the demos and acquire the elusive velvet.

Snake? He'd rather relate tales of man-
killing fireroom watches than boast of his

affairs of the heart, but in an unguarded
moment he might hint at how close he came
to not reporting back from Second Class Sep
Leave.



EDWIN VERNON RAINES
"Jim," "Baldy," "Thug," "Tarzan."

Myrtle Creek Oregon

SOMEONE having related a story of our

Navy to "Jim," he foresook the bustling

communityof Myrtle Creek, and, in due course,

arrived at Crabtown. While receiving his

first reg haircut, the clippers slipped, and
now E. Vernon may be said to be the only

one who never told our hair dressers "not

to take too much off the top," for in this

case they could be trusted in the use of their

own judgment. His next mishap came to-

ward the end of that windy March, Plebe Year,

when his eyesight became weak, and from
that time on he's had a battle to keep sat

with the eye specialist. His conscientious

attention to detail—even to the appointed
place of each hair of his sparsely populated

top—and his cheerful smile have won him
his well earned nickname of "Old Reliable."

I

RALPH EDWARD FORSYTH
"Stony," "Boresight," "Chesty," "GooGoo."

Sayre Pennsylvania

SMOOTH, shiny black hair and those
eyes, which hold all the mysteries of a

midsummer night's dream! In his more
tender years this Pet may have been a little

backward, but once started—"Stand from
under," especially if it's the night after an
Army-Navy Game. Now, dear reader, you
have an idea, not of a movie hero, but just
of "Boresight," Sayre's most promising son.
The first thing he caught as a Plebe was flu,

the second was hell. Many inhabitants of
the First Wing will recall the rattle of a court
window accompanied by those vociferous
wailings, "Mr. Boresight." After Plebe Year
all went well, and according to regulations,
until the fateful month of Segregation. Since
then he's the proud possessor of several
months more sea service than that called for

by the Practice Cruises. We sure missed
him while he was gone, for knowledge
imparted to roommates has kept the high
cost of red ink down in several departments.



FRANK THOMAS WATKINS
"Brush," "Brush Ape."

Salt Lake City Utah

' /"T"\HE Brush Ape," a name that has stuck

J. to this hardy westerner from the land
of the sage brush, was bestowed upon him
during his first few days as an awkward
Plebe. Entering the Academy on a star-

board tack "Brush" has sailed successfully

through the whole shoal-infested sea without
going aground a single time.

We can't accuse him of being a snake but
we all do know that he inherits the religion

of his Mormon ancestors and wants to marry
'em both, the one from the land of his fathers

and the dear little thing from the East.
"Brush's" greatest outstanding feature is

his plain, simple frankness of speech and
manner. If you want his opinion you'll get
it straight from the lad, with no trimmings
on the side and if there's anything you want
that he has, just say the word and you'll get
it.

RUSSELL GROESBECK STURGES
"Fish," "Ape," "Bo," "Solo," "Dead Reckoning."

Concordia Kansas

OUT of the cyclonic wilds of Kansas
came "Solo Bo," the Dead-Reckoning

King, to take up his residence in the home of

Future Admirals. And an Admiral he will be,

because "Bo" has become a true Navy Man
through and through; and he can argue ad
infinitum about the advantages of the Navy
versus civilian life—which is quite an accom-
plishment these days when the usual song
is "Aw, the Navy's Shot to Hell."

"Fish's" activities, have been confined

strictly to the Radiator and Cosmo Clubs,

and, believing that when he does a thing he
should do it well, he has been a most con-

sistent and loyal member of each organization.

As one femme said, "Mr. Sturges is the

only Midshipman I know with a real sense

of humor."



JOHN BUXTON WEAVER
"Back," "Lightweight," "Wevver," "TuxedoKid."

Rich Square, North Carolina

RICH Square, All out for Rich Square!'

cries the conductor and then "Buck"
appears. The pride of Rich Square, and of

the Navy, grabs the O. A. O., tosses away his

"seegar," and plants a kiss as the village

musician, accompanied by the barber shop
quartet, blares forth "See, the conquering
hero comes." Who let him in on the secret no
one knows. Excitement runs high in the
podunk as our hero discourses on "My trip

to Yurrup" and "How I won the war."
The only trouble is that he forgets to mention
those who came, who saw, and who fell. He had
a girl in every port—truly a heart breaker—in

some ports two. His favorite diversion is

to dance, bone the Cosmo, and write to
Drexel Institute. His ambition is to get

Asiatic duty. Why? Foolish question. Ask
anyone who has been there, or who knows
"Buck," the boy masquerading in man's
clothes.

IGNATIUS JOSEPH HALEY
"Jake," "Snow," "Ike."

Chicago Illinois

" A NY Midshipmen in that car?"

l\"Y-e-s, Sir."

Enter "Jake" the snake—a victim of

fate and the executive Sherlock Holmes.
Thus is formed the Forty-Niner Club

—

Regimental Order No. 49—four members
and four hundred demos for a start.

From the city of steers to the city of crabs

"Nate" brought a love of argument that is

99 44/100% pure, guaranteed not to rust, rip,

or run. His main assets are his curly locks,

his own toddle and a hungry look that always
touches her heart to the extent of "just a bit

of candy."
His favorite sport is blarney, his favorite

author, Bullard, and his favorite femme

—

far be it from me to say.

Should you ever meet this handsome lad

be sure to exclaim, "Ah, Mr. Haley, I've

heard so much of you," and you have a friend

till they play snowball below. "Aw, Camp-
bell, you know you're a bigger snake than I

am."



FRANK WALTER ROWE, JR.
"Kid," "Fish."

New Rochelle New York

'"iy~ID" claims New York, but when pressed

J\. he admits it's really New Rochelle

—

always adding, however, "Only 45 minutes'

from Broadway." But, in spite of living so

near the white lights, he's still unsophisticated;

never drinks, smokes, nor does anything
naughty—much

.

A snake, he has never missed a hop and
has always dragged sat (?). His dreamy
eyes simply play havoc with the femmes.
His greatest trouble is that he likes 'em old,

but he is gradually changing in the other

direction.

"Fish" is prone to argue over anything
and with anybody. Early Second Class

Year he argued himself into seven paps for

the same offense and a prominent place

among those honored by the song "Who's
Who in Twenty-Two."
Notable event: Warning from the Super-

intendent.

Notable deed: Rescuing the "Connie's" pro-

peller.

Notable saying: That's not cerise, it's

velvet.

Swimming Team (4, 3, 2

N.A. (3, 2)

Class Gym Numerals (2, 1)

Class Lacrosse Team (2, 1)

Lucky Bag

JAMES PROFIT RISELEY
"Jim," "Jinks," "Jimmy."

Cooks Falls New York

SOMEONE once intimated that "Chames"
was greasy but "It ain't so"—witness, for

example, el gran gusto with which he slaugh-
tered Rufus' Pets during the Interclass Soccer
Games of Second Class Year, incidentally

earning for himself an honored place among
the Society of the Goat Getters.

Business man that he is, "Jim" allowed
himself to be roped in once and now his

monthly bill for postage runs into three figures.

But that triumphant return from Second
Class Christmas Leave was the crowning
event in his Naval Academy career. What
happened may be a matter of conjecture, but,

that the results were momentous the daily

letter shows.

"James' " main claim to fame, though, is

that he is the only man in the class who, after

sixteen days at sea, used to go to the canteen

and buy beans—and reg beans at that.

Despite his perversity "Jim" isn't such a

bad sort, and we must admit that Cook's
Falls lost a good half of its population when
he left home.
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CHARLES PHILIP McCABE, JR.

"Mac," "Seaman Si."

Greenville New York

McCABE, alias "Si, the Hayshaker,"
the boy who never wakes up, is a shin-

ing example of how little the Navy will do
for your boy. He's got one of the chief

requisites of a seventy-five per cent officer

in his ability to live on, and on, and on, with
nothing troubling him except indigestion

—

and that doesn't much.
A farmer he was, a farmer he is, and maybe

he'll go back to the old homestead when he's

finished his worldly education in this Home
of Sorrow. He's pretty savvy at the books,

but that ain't all. We learn about the wim-
min every day, and "Si" hit the skids on
First Class Leave, returning to us in a touch-
ing condition. He never told us how badly
he was touched, but he soon became himself

again and remarked in Kipling's best style,

"And I learned about women from her."

ALBERT VAN PRADELLES RUDD
"Al," "Alphabet Al ," "Passionate Pressie."

Owensboro Kentucky

' \ L" IS happy-go-lucky, good-natured,

J~± easy-going, and generous. True, some-
times he almost carries his generosity too
far and let's the other fellow do all the dirty

work, but he generally snaps out of it if you
holler—and explains why he can't afford to
exert himself.

Kentucky, with its three famous products,
claims "Al," and he's some proud of it.

"Lots of good-looking men come from
Kentucky," says he in a non-commital
manner.
The Executive Department has kept him

busy so he's never had much time for hops,

especially during Second Class Year, which
was his jinx. "I'm trying to be reg," was his

usual song as he lit another skag. "only it

doesn't do any good."
"Al's" ambitions are to invent a motor

without any back E. M. F. and to get married.

As yet he's had no luck in either but he's

trying hard, still believing two can live on
love and an Ensign's pay. Well, others have!

s^ssy



LYMAN GANO MILLER
"Shad."

Butte Montana

FORGIVE me. I love you. Please write

to your own Peggy," and with this quaint
radio was acknowledged the surrender of an
Hawaiian heart to Shad the Sheepherder.
But alas, the Fates are often cruel: It was
too late. Already Seattle was looming into

view and then the O. A. O. from Tacoma took
home a beautiful boy from Butte.

Indifference is the secret of his success.

"Get 'em young, treat 'em rough, and tell 'em
nothing." This is the philosophy of the
miner and sage. "Many a rose is born to

blush unseen" and few are the fortunate

femmes who see the teasing twinkle in his

eyes.

Beside being the leader of the famous
Frenching Four he is (or was) a man of affairs.

He has dabbled in stocks and loved and lost.

His favorite writer is Pelman.
"Well dammit 'Bo,' if you're going to

scrap all the time, I'm knocking off.'

EDWARD URIEL TITUS
"Eut," "Ted," "Rollo."

Chicago Illinois

'""TpITUS, report to the Main Office for

JL telegram," and the Chicago snake chalks

up another one from the current devotee.

Yes, he is fickle, but he says, "Competition
is the life of the game, besides, if the same
femme gets the miniature three times she
rates keeping it" and the leading competitor
has two legs—on the trophy we mean.

Sure, he is an athlete of note; winner of

the purse in the Hogan's Alley bridge sweep-
stakes and the runner-up in the First Com-
pany golf (not African) tournament. But
seriously, he could wear a well decorated
sweater if he so chose for consistent work
in football and lacrosse fields.

"Ted" you're a good kid and we like you,
but we would appreciate it if you would make
your cousin "Tommy" play in his own back
yard.
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WILLIAM LYNCH WARE
"Willie," "Deacon," "Bill," "Thug."

Sewanee Tennessee

COMING from Sewanee in the Sunny-

State of Tennessee and desirous of being
"one of the boys" Willie left his Southland
for quaint Crabtown on the Spa. Worldly
experience up until that time had not
bothered this young Southerner, but it was
not long before his life took on a deeper,

darker aspect, for he was now an officer in

the Navy and as such had certain ideals to

live up to.

Now William isn't exactly a snake, nor is

he a Red Mike; he has never fallen irre-

vocably but frequent letters cause him much
pleasure and no little worry over the O. A. O.

"Willie" has made two New York trips

with the fencing team and thus has enjoyed
fully his reward for those tiring and daily

practices in the fencing loft. On one of these

New Yorks trips some of the boys heard him
remark wonderingly (but admiringly), "Aren't

you cold?" Oh baby!

JAMES MONROE POOL
"Jimmie," "Windy," "Pooley."

Princeton Kentucky

BUT I'm tellin' you right now—"and with
this there was sure to follow a story that

wouldn't give the last man a fair chance.
"Say, 'Windy,' tell 'em the one about the
eighteen dollar silk shirt or of your friend
the engineer. Or maybe some of the boys
haven't heard how you played the Kentucky
Sweepstakes that year."

The call of the sea was louder than that of
he Blue Grass, so "Jimmie" left the land of

beautiful horses and fast women to take

p the struggle for the 2.5. Still when the
end of the week rolled around he was always
ready to drop the books and give the girls a
treat. Was he fond of his Annapolitan
home? Apparently he was, judging from
the fact that he refused to go on liberty all

the last half of Second Class Year. No, he's

not one of the Forty Per Cent, simply one of

the Frenching Four.
"Has anyone here seen Rover?"



WE WONDER if the people of Hyde
Park realized what a celebrated person-

age they lost when "Perk" came to Annapolis.

He is a typical '22 man in that he can play
any role from porch climber to gentleman of

the court with equal facility. To look at

him one can easily see why two girls stood in

a window in Chicago and fought for the
honor of claiming him. Along with "Gary"
and other famous exponents of Professor

Bell he was never lacking at a dance, or

anywhere that women prevailed, for tea fight-

ing has always been one of his outstanding
abilities. All we can see is a rare, rare treat

in store for the harems of the northern coast

of Africa, for "Sunshine" has decided that he'll

req for Mediterranean duty—be it on fast

destroyer, cruiser, or even a bum boat.

HUBBARD FREDERICK GOODWIN
"Ben," "Jeff," "Nat."

West Haven Connecticut

AW GEE, I don't see what I drag for.

I don't get any satisfaction out of it."

Yes, that's him, "Chinless Harry," Ben
Turpin's only rival. "Jeff," the Yale Bully
—the General Manager of G 3

H 2 Club, he and
the treasurer being the only two survivors.

"I have my tuxedo on, and says the D. O.

to me, 'What's that you got on, a tuxedo?'

And says I to him, 'No, sir, that's only my
reefer,' and I took charge and went off in a
taxi. But it was too good a chance to miss."

The business manager and publicity agent
of the Forty-Niners—"Aw 'Perk,' it was worth
the 112 demos. We had some time, no kiddin!

Big feed and everything. But what chance
has a car with nine in it against a car with
sixty miles an hour behind it? And its many
a furlong between Baltimore and Annapolis."

"I ought to get credit for being non-reg

anyway."

Buzzard (2)
—

'21

Regimental Basketball
Champions (4)
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FREDERICK KENNETH McELROY
"Ken," "Alice," "Mac."

Central Falls Rhode Island

THANKS to the left hind foot of a rabbit

and a certain vulnerable part of Tecum-
seh's anatomy, little "Alice," the ladies'

delight, is still with us; for the Ogres of the

Academics have tried in vain to land him.
Perhaps it was his mania for colors which
saved him— Sh—perhaps you didn't know
he's a monochromatic maniac—Yes sir! and
the hue of which he is so passionately fond
is—Naw, not red,—Let me have the drill

—

it's none other than the verdant green. Even
his choice of the gentler companionship is

ruled by this basic principle of his makeup.
And the kid's sure non-reg. He stays up late

at night so that he can sleep in at reveille

—

and he wears non-reg clothes just because
"Jake's" atrocities aren't form fitting, that
is, fitting to his peculiar form.

Aside from the fact that "Mac" is an ardent
supporter of Webster, and in spite of his

faults, he's a good kid and he means well.

JOSEPH WHITLEY PEETE, JR.
"Joe," "J. W.," "Late Blast," "Private Peat."

Memphis Tennessee

WHO is that interesting young man over
there talking to those three femmes?"

"Oh, that's 'Private Peete,' original snake
and king of line-slingers." He hails from
sunny Tennessee and is possessed of a heart
as large as the G. O. P. elephant—despite
the fact that he's a staunch Democrat. His
weak point is his generosity—he'll lend you
anything except his girl. The Academics
hold no terrors for Peete, a 2.2 only means
six more folders to his "heart's desire."

"Private" is one of the most consistent Sub
Squad artists that ever swam a dog stroke,
while his ability to heave crockery has won
him a name which will never fade from the
memories of those who have seen him in
action. These constitute his sole athletic
qualifications.

Here's to you "Private," may you win the
Class Baby hands down.



WILLIAM GEORGE ALEXANDER
"Alec," "Country."

Little Rock Arkansas

THE Corn Club lost one of its most
staunch and loyal members when "Alec"

.left the plow in the furrow to cast his lot

with the Navy Blue. Yes, "Alec" was a

star member, having won the corn-raising

prize and a trip to the National Capitol for

raising more "bushel a acre" than any other

farmer in the county. But "Alec" also made
a good sailor and before long he could steer

a boat and tie the "slickest bowline you ever

seed." And withal George had brains.

His motto was "Why study when there are

letters to be written," as well as, "An, if y'

bone it you'll only get mixed up." Still,

"Alec" always pulled his 2.50. George has

often threatened to return to the ol' home-
stead but we believe in the once popular air:

"How you gonna keep him down on a farm,

etc." And who of us isn't glad that "Alec"

waived the plow to plow the wave?

.

RUFUS CLARE RUDISILL
"Rudy."

Little Rock Arkansas

BEHOLD, ladies and gentlemen, the
original boy politician who, in his score

or more of years, has never lost an argument
though his opponent's have numbered the
Podunk Chief of Police; innumerable D. O.'s;

and of lesser importance, his roommates.
This young man has one other character-

istic particularly scarce among the younger
members of our profession : namely, an intense

lack of interest in the opposite sex. Never
has he so much as smiled upon the ladies who
showered him with their attentions. It is

the general concensus of opinion hereabouts
that "Rufus Clare," as he is known to his

classmates, missed his calling and we, with
our intense interest in his success, have
endeavored to show him his mistake. Would
he listen? No! Sternly he replied: "If

their ways are not my ways I will change
them: if they disagree with me I will convince
them." And the Naval Academy Diogenes
continued his search for a woman who could
be convinced.
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IT MUST have been the blood of his Viking
ancestors stirring in his veins that caused

"Gerhard Nathaniel" to kick the dust of an
Iowa brickyard from his feet and don the
white works of the embryo admirals. The
great loss suffered by the brick industry was
the Navy's gain, for those long legs and
broad shoulders will make an admirable filler

for an Ensign's uniform. Although "G. N."
has never startled the Academic Departments
with his scholastic ability, still we all know
that "the wooden man makes the best officer."

And, as a snake—well, Riste isn't always
among those present at the Gym on Saturday
nights; but we know of several young fem-
inine hearts that this handsome Norwegian
profile has broken. In athletics Riste has
never done much, for with extra instruction
four nights a week and extra duty every
Wednesday and Saturday—I ask you,
"What's a man to do?"

A

JUDE PERRIN GARY
"Judge," "Possum."

Wheaton Illinois

YES, "Judge" hails from Wheaton—near
Chicago y'know. But he's in the Navy

now and bids fair to remain there, for three
squares and a flop are no mean inducement.
"Possum" is a very versatile young man

who might have a distinguished appearance
were it not for his nonchalant slouch. He
has always been a past master at the Terpsi-
chorean art—except his first attempt at
toddling. "Oooh! that man would like to
have shaken all my hairpins loose." Practice
makes perfect, though, and "Judge" has
since given many fair ones a treat. The Ac
Departments hold no axe over "Judge's"
head, for he is among the fortunates who can
remain sat and still get the necessary amount

sleepf To the best of our knowledge
'Judge" is not in love and never has been

—

but when he falls: "Girls, here's your chance

—

you might do worse—a lot worse."



CHARLES BROWN ARCHIBALD
"Arch."

Ashland Wisconsin

WE DON'T know much about "Archie's"
past performances, so we won't pass

comments upon them, but lots may be said

about his entries since we have had the
pleasure.

During Plebe and early Youngster Year
he remained in seclusion but after that he
sure snapped out of his hop and became a
regular participant in the Saturday night
meets in the Gym. Rumors place a certain

person from Washington at the bottom of his

debut. But, be that as it may, she only
started him. After that, it was but a short

step to using cutex and putting cold cream
on his face each night from Wednesday to
Friday. For the balance of the year his

motto was "A different one every week."
"Archie" is also a memory book hound

who claimed he would take it home to show
the folks. Wouldn't we like to see his face

as he innocently presents that collection of

Coles Philip's, and other noted beauties, for

inspection? Oh Boy!

WILLIAM RANDALL COMPTON
"Eddie," "Pee Wee."

Baltimore Maryland

HERE'S the dope, fella's; go easy on the
amount available, 'cause anyonewho has

made a Sep Leave will tell you that a dollar

now is worth two in September." That
same old economical line flows at least n+1
times per diem from the lips of this young
marvel from up the line; this proud possessor

of the Lord Chesterfield manners and the

disposition that shines through the trials and
troubles of every day life like the rays of a
lightning bug through a London fog.

When it comes to social parasiting, "Eddie"
wins in a walk. He has never been known
to drag during his entire three and a half

years' internment, but oh how he does cast

his charms upon the fruits of other men's
efforts. Most girls thinks he's such a "dear
li'l darlin'," while one sized him up completely

when she innocently inquired "Who's that

cute little fellow dressed up like a Midship-
man?"



ROBERT McCORMICK PEACHER
"Bob," "Red," "Strawberry."

Indianapolis Indiana

BOB'S the lounge lizard par excellence

—

never out for anything but the bon
marks. That he succeeds in obtaining his

end is shown by a glance into the "Annual
Register." As an athlete he's a shark—been
the mainstay of the Sub Squad for three years
and he is so devoted to his splendid work in

the past that he has elected to remain with
them for the remainder of his Academic
Career.

On the cruise he's noted as a worker

—

mainly for the work he doesn't do. Young-
ster Cruise he worked hard holding down
the steel deck of the steering engine room.
Second Class Cruise he seemed to think that
the boat deck would rise up under the weight
of the motor sailers if he were not stretched

at full length upon it.

His favorite howl heard after every exam
is always—"Betcha any amount of money
I bilged worse than you did."

JOHN EDMONSON STEPHENS, JR.

"Steve," "The Kid."

Washington District of Columbia

IT TOOK but a few weeks of "Bare-Axe"
life Plebe Year to transform "Steve" from

the dinkiest little mamma's boy you ever
saw to an ardent disciple of Trotzky and
Lenine. Not that he took part in any upris-

ings Plebe Year—indeed he did not—but
since he's rated being out of uniform in the
corridor he's done much as the spirit moved
him, and little as the Regs say it should be
done. The result is that he has traversed
most of the Seeing Maryland Routes on Sat-

urday afternoons.

Another little peculiarity of his is a pro-

pensity for dragging—which act causes his

judgment to go astray. We hear of the
wonderful queen that's coming but when she

arrives we generally make another notch in

the Company Brick. However, his grand
average is sat, for the O. A. O. is the main
drag.

"Well, I guess I kind of bilged the boys
today."



ASINGLE glance at "Peggy's" expressive
brown eyes is sufficient to explain why,

in addition to all of Buffalo, one member of

Detroit's population lays claim to our versa-

tile classmate.

The lurid accounts of "Peggy's" wild
parties, combined with his sublime contempt
for prosaic facts, hold us spellbound for hours,

until he soars toward the climax with

—

"Listen! my kid brother "

But when "Peggy" breaks out the old fiddle

some night after chow (when the last "Fat"
has been heaved out the port and the moon
is just peeping over Kent Island)—well, we
could forgive far worse faults than that of

an over-active imagination. The sounds
brought forth by his inimitable genius would
bring tears of remorse to the eyes of a "Juice"
prof and relegate our serenading Thomas Cat
to a state of hopeless mediocrity.

Jazz Band (4, 3, 2,

Musical Clubs (4, 3, 2, 1)
Class Song Committee

JOHN AMBROSE HOLLOWELL, JR.

"Ambrose," "Hollowhead."

Norfolk Virginia

AMBROSE came to us from Tennessee,
but at that he's not without ambition.

He is a firm believer in, and a living example
of, the "Solid South." Constant contact
with civilization, however, showed him the
great handicap beneath which he was labor-

ing so that he changed his residence to
Norfolk,—a move in the right direction, but
not far enough. A few more shifts an'—by
the way, he's some shifter. Listen! He'll

tell you himself: "My gang shifted that last

scene in one minute flat. Professionals saw
something they rarely read about."
Ambrose is noted for remarkably poor

argumentative powers, a sorrowful accent,

and not knowing that the Civil War is over.

Nevertheless, he is the best of roommates;
is heart is big and his opinions are changing.

Why, he's even going to drag sometime

—

maybe.

Gold Masked N
Stage Manager Masque-

raders (2, 1)
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LOWE HAYDN BIBBY
"Hour," "Score."

Cascilla-near-Grenada , Mississippi

HANDICAPPED by first seeing the light

of day and growing up in the above
named hamlet, our "Hour" was undaunted by
the seemingly unsurpassable barriers, and by
the age of fourteen knew every girl within a
fifty-mile radius of Grenada, a town which
he says is listed in the almanac.

His education was augmented by a course
of one year at the "University of Millsaps,"

where he made an exhaustive study of the
Bible and Pool—winning honors in Pool.

"Hour" is full of ambition. In fact, this

insatiable ambition, combined with Asiatic

service, would simply ruin him. He is

known throughout the Regiment as a heavy
heaver of a smooth and easy line and he never
forgets a story, good or bad.

BERTRAND LEE McCONN
"Bert."

Liberty Missouri

Y boy from Missouri assumes a triumphant
air while his roommates strive in vain to

think of some clever comeback. Just where
"Bert" acquired his remarkable argumenta-
tive powers is more than we can say, but it

is probable that they are the logical outcome
of his efforts to convince us that Liberty is

a real town—and not a crossroad's center

where the local checker champions unite to

discuss the scandal in the choir of the First

Baptist Church.
Under ordinary circumstances "Bert" is

rized by his unbiased judgment and
clear perception of the truth—yet there is

one fond hallucination to which he clings

with unshakable tenacity—he thinks he's

fat. Unwilling to deprive him of the evident

satisfaction evoked by this belief we readily

admit that his physical perfections may some
day gain public recognition through the

medium of a Tanlac advertisement—the

kind that says "Before commencing treat-

ment."
"By damn!"



KENER ELDRIDGE BOND
"Kene," "Crocodile."

Pekin New York

"When they named the baby Kener
Did they look to years beyond,

Knowing none would be much keener
Than our Kener Eldridge Bond?"

KENE BENE," as his mother is wont to
call him, came to us from the wilds of

Pekin. No, he's no Chinee for Kener's
Pekin is near Buffalo, and 'tis with much
pride that he claims the burg—or should we
say that the podunk claims him?
"We shall not meet" is an axiom which

means so much in Kener's young and
budding career. Ask him about its signifi-

cance if you want to hear a good story.

Academically Kener has always been on
the job. No man ever earned his sixty-five

per more faithfully. And—he loves the
Navy. All in all, Kener is a lovable chap
—loves to sleep and eat—loves his mother
and his girl—even loves to bone Italian as a
diversion.

NICHOLAS KNUDSEN IVERSEN
"Nick," "Ivey," "Hard-bottom," "Piggy."

Niagara Falls New York

HE INSISTS it was Shredded Wheat; we
think it must have been his insatiable

desire for fresh air that gave him that Navy
golden hair and peaches and cream complexion.

"Yes, Mr. Iversen, you'll find the air very
beneficial outside." Be that as it may,
there is no more enticing combination to be
found anywhere—when served up a la snake.

At any rate "Nick" receives enough mail for

two ordinary people.

"Nick" usually stands well up in the "first

division" but Second Class Year saw him
taking a thirteen-weeks' rest with the "peezy-

weezy." However, he staged a glorious come-
back and, in a famous encounter with the

age-long enemies of the Pampered Pets,

came out topside.

A firm believer in practical experience, he

proudly points to his remarkable success in

Juice as the direct result of his previous

work with the Niagara Falls Power Company
—for whom he used to order whole carloads

of oersteds at a time.

"Now knock off fooling around."
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JOHN ABRAM TENBROOK
"Jack," "Tammany," "Tenny."

Chiloquin Oregon

'TN THE spring a young man's fancy,

A. Lightly turns to thoughts of love,"
sings the poet, but all seasons are spring to
"Tammany." Nothing has been able to
restrain the snakish tendencies of this promis-
ing young man; not even that tragic incident
following his blissful Youngster Sep Leave,
when he stood on the sea-wall, with a heart
broken (?) for all time, and confided the once
precious class-pin with all its dreams and all

its hopes (but so lately returned from Oregon
via registered mail) to the silent depths of
the Severn. They say a sailor has a girl in

every port, but how this salty ex-boatswain's
mate manages to keep twelve of them, all in

Annapolis, is truly remarkable.
Absolute conviction: That he's a "one

woman" man.
Chief regret: That there isn't a Mormon

church party to join.

Ambition : To be admiral of the South Sea
navy, "with a harem all my own."

ADELBERT FRINK CONVERSE
"Connie," "Frinklepate," "Addlepate."

Wellsville Kansas

THE call of Poseidon early proved toe
strong for "Connie," whereupon he

renounced journalism for the sea. Plebe
Year his previous experience made him editor-

in-chief at his table—and an advisory council

at adjoining ones.

As for femmes—"What are you thinking
of now, dear?" "Nothing much, 'Connie
Boy'—only—I wish I had a son like you!"
Wouldn't that put you under for the count?
Not so, Adelbert. He doesn't waste much
time on the Fair Ones during the year—but
in September! It's Wellsville to Olathe to

Ottawa—and then New York. "Who gets

the most mail on the deck?" Converse, of

course.

Not content with fooling the All Acs.

himself he pulled a roommate from their

clutches Plebe Year—and found himself

saddled with a heavy responsibility for the

balance of his Midshipman life. However,
he has done nobly, and he's so self-sacrificing

when his duty's clear
—"What! Brandied

Peaches? No, Jack, you mustn't—here, pass

me that bowl!"
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FREDERICK LEAVENWORTH RIDDLE
"Fred."

Petersburg Virginia

HELL'S delight." "Help yourself, you're

welcome." "A letter from the sweetest

thing in the world. Oh boy! Say 'A. D.,' have
you worked any of these probs yet?" That's

"Fred." The boy hails from Petersburg,

Va., but we have good reason to believe that

his heart is in another State. Ask him the

name of his favorite song, It's "Maryland,
My Maryland" only spelled differently and
it's a standing joke on him.

"Fred" never had much difficulty staying

on the sunny side of 2.50 until Second Class

Year but crossing these two rivers was like

getting off the Sub Squad—some swim.
He's often been called a snake, and even his

mother remarked, "Whenever he's late the

cause wears petticoats," but his taste is

—

well the whole Navy and at least half of the

Army agree with him in his choice. At that,

however, he's not a "ladies' man." Ask anyone
who saw him on the track in the inter-class

meets.

AUGUSTUS DAYTON CLARK
"Gus," "A. D.," "Champ."

East Orange New Jersey

EVER SEE Tecumseh real excited? If you
have, that was the time "A. D." ran to

formation. He accomplishes more with less

effort than any man known, while the word
"hurry" is unknown in his vocabulary. Still,

he gets there just the same. Once he and
Juice came to blows—and "Bilg'em-Cold's

Couloumb Chasers" were the sufferers. We
have yet to see him moved over anything

except the chief source of all our worries, and
they left us last June. For true contrasts we
invite your attention to Kehoe and Clark

in the same room—could anyone imagine a

better one? But, all joking aside, Dayton
handles whatever he does infinitely well and,

except for rushing the Yard during his spare

time, he causes his roommates little worry.

As a pie-racer he is unexcelled, holding the

Academy record of four-fifths of a second flat

—which made him some little money-maker
for certain members of '20.
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THOMAS HENRY KEHOE
"Tom," "The Mick," "The Wild Irish Rose."

Chicago Illinois

il/
I sOM" is Irish and a native of Chicago.

JL One glance at his picture leaves no
doubts as to his ancestry, while a slight knowl-
edge of his breezy personality shows that
his native town has left its mark on him.
Many people think "Tom's" crazy, but

it's not true—not quite. He has bolshevistic

ideas, an unquenchable nerve, and a grin that
won't wipe off; while he can find trouble
anywhere—betting's even he'll knock off

rates with St. Peter his first day above. He
has the unfortunate habit of choosing the
wrong time for his escapades, hence his

speaking acquaintance with all the D. O.'s.

Whenever "Tom" feels the need for a rest

his imagination works up sufficient pains to
send him across the creek, which trips come
off at regular intervals. "Tom" is an ardent
admirer of the fair sex, too, but, judging from
his average of drags, he fully realizes that
beauty is only skin deep.
"Rudder—no—left—Aw hell, 'Pat,' put her

over."

MARION NETHERY LITTLE
"Chick"

Mobile Alabama

WE HAVE so much good dope on "Chick"
that it's almost a shame to spill it. He

was in love—once, and the culmination was
drastic

—"Chick" sighed and swore that
experience was an ever-dear school—but
that we fool mortals would learn in no other.

And then—he fell again, this time "Oh, so
hard." The lucky woman is so true!

There is one indoor sport which our
"Marion" excels in, and that is propaganda
preading. He came back from a call in the
Yard one day and calmly gave us some dope
which he claimed was absolutely straight,

but unfortunately for "Chick"—it was all

wrong. Ask him for the gruesome details.

He couldn't use a regulation chair without
:he aid of a soft pillow for a week. However,
he meant well!

Class Baseball (3, 2)
Class Supper Committee
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RICHARD WIGGLESWORTH DOLE
"Savvy," "Dick."

Riverside California

THIS beautiful child got his start on the

Isle of Golden Dreams; but he was not
long in hearing the call of the wild and,

turning his back upon the paternal domicile,

he started eastward. One day "Dick"
chanced to stray among a crowd of Midship-
men at the Naval Academy, after which his

fall was rapid. With that famous antelope

gait he not only went to the dogs fast, but
the dogs had to hoist the five flag to even
keep upwith him. Afterrough-housing through
Youngster Year like a true bum he sank to

the depths during the next twelve-month
when he dragged everything from Yard
Engines to friends of the family.

As a member of the Second Class Soccer
Squad, "Dick" rose to the highest heights of

fame through his consistent disregard of

R. H. I. P., which was always followed by
that dismal wail, "Now, Mr. Taylor, I don't

like the way that man Dole plays."

Star (4, 3)
Football (4,3, 2, 1);NA(2)
Lacrosse (3, 2, 1); INt (3, 2)

Class Soccer Numerals (2)

Director Y. M. C. A. (3)

Choir (2, 1)

Soccer Squad (1) ; aNf

HAROLD CHARLES PATTON
"Pat," "Wild Irishman."

Lead South Dakota

PAT" WAS the first Midshipman to risk

his life rooming with a wild Indian.

At the end of the year the Indian moved
out. An ordinary Redskin had no chance
alongside a wild Irishman.

After thirty months of cool and calm
deliberation "our Harold" threw off the
bright-hued coat and became a snake. He
dragged! and then—they called the Hop off.

His chief activities, though, have been sub
squading and lacrossing on the Class team.
His progress in swimming was especially

rapid—after they abolished the Sub Squad
and instituted "September Morn Swims."
"Pat" and the All-Acs are old enemies. For
three years and a half his studies have pur-

sued him but he has always succeeded in

aintaining a small lead on them.

-
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CURTIS CHARLES SHEARS
"Dad," "Scissors," "C. C," "General."

Omaha Nebraska

kAD" cultivated a wanderlust early in

life, but with his craving to travel not
satiated but rather augumented, he first

sauntered amongst us at the startling age of

Sweet Sixteen and he's grown sweeter every

day—so She says.

"Hey wife, got any hair tonic? I'm
draggin'."

"Nope, but you might wander over toward
'Scissors" room; he tries 'em all from Herpicide

to Wildroot, some of which are sweetly

scented, others not so much. Still, his hair

always does look so nice." In fact it has

been rumored that Curtis has nearly been
prevented from going on leave several times

by an almost total lack of the Amount
Available—said scarcity being directly trace-

able to excessive expenditures for hair tonic

—

and still he is growing bald.

JAMES ANDREW McBRIDE
"McBird," "Mac," "Mic," "Harp," "Jimmy,"

"H. H.," "G. J.," "Bill."

Great Falls Montana

HAR-OLD! Har-ar-old!" "Shut up, Jim-
mie." "I think you're—.""Pipe down,

Jimmie." "I still contend that Sirius—."

"Aw dry up." Yes, gintlemen of the Rigi-

ment, that's "Mac," the Wild Irishman from
Montana, indulging in his usual nocturnal
loquacities. "Mac" can talk more from 10

to 11 P.M. than most of us could in a week.
But that's not "Jimmie's" sole claim to first

honors in the Fame and Fortune Contest for

he's a versatile "lightweight" who packs a
terrible right. In fact, his multidexterity has
enabled him to grace one training table or

the other continually since his entree within

these cold gray walls. But he's always
earned it—witness the time he fought the last

two rounds of a heavyweight bout with a
broken thumb.
"McBird" is a lover of all things beautiful

—including books. However, the B. M. B.
Trio (Bullard, Muir, Bowditch) are not
included under this caption "beautiful."

"I'll admit I'm savvy."



EDWIN ROBERT McPHERSON
"Mac"

Yuma Arizona

HERE he is, gentlemen, the wildcat-

chasing, cactus-eating, two-gun man
from wild and wooly Arizona. Sure they had
to hold him to put shoes on for the trip East
but three years in civilized country have
worked wonders and in many ways "Mac"
is like the rest of us, even if he does go back
to the old "cayuse-breaking" habits on leave.

"I'm out to get you!" Imagine this coming
from a coy little damsel. Oh! boy, wouldn't
your heart just melt away? Not so with
"Mac." "Really, girlie, I'm sorry but I'm
already taken!" Yes, he is a real heart-

breaker. If "la constancia es el recurso de
los feos," "Mac" must be as ugly as a satyr.

For three years (with the aid of his pet 20-

inch slip stick), he has maintained a con-

sistent 3.0 average. Interest in Einstein's

theory prevented his going higher, while

opportune boning prevented his bilging.

"Whaddya say we go for a little workout,
boys?"

A

T

JOSEPH BRANTLEY DUNN
"Jo-Jo," "Wheat," "Southern Gentleman."

Eupora Mississippi

O" CLAIMS he's from Europa but no one
has yet succeeded in locating such a town

on any map of Mississippi. Like all true
Southerners, "J. B." started his career as a
snake with a rush, acquiring much notoriety
when, as a Plebe, he proved the much desired
friend in need and dragged the "friend of a
friend" for his roommate. He enjoyed the
dinner at Carvel though the broom was ter-

ribly hard that night. After that he waited
till Youngster Year but has since been making
excellent time in the race, for he is so good
looking (just notice how his mirror's worn).

Like all of us he has his faults ; but his good
qualities were of sufficient number that he
managed to keep the same roommate through-
out—and, if he selects a small ship he may
still keep "it." "Jo"(inay win a certain bet,

but not if the H. C. of L. (not living) falls.
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WILLIAM WALLACE LONG
"Bill."

Albuquerque New Mexico

MUCH of "Bill's" spare time was spent
working on the Masquerader's Stage

Gang, where he was one of the ratey men on
the crew which so successfully staged "It

Pays to Advertise" and "The Fortune
Hunter."

"Bill" is a good sailor—must be—for he
enjoyed Second Class Cruise in spite of forty

days in the fireroom. Still the boy had
another pastime which he liked better than
heaving the black diamonds—the gentle art

of doing nothing. In fact, it was "Bill's"

trump card. He had an ungodly knack of
knowing just when and where he was wanted
—and an equally ungodly ability to steer

clear of such time and place.

"Bill" has a horribly sarcastic streak which,
thank goodness, is often quite funny. In
spite of this little idiosyncrasy he had no
trouble making friends wherever he went, for

he has a generous soul and is a hard worker
—when there's no work to be done.

RALPH RANDOLPH GURLEY
"Rollo."

St. Louis Missouri

HERE we have the greatest living example
of what three years at the Naval

Academy can do for your boy. Plebe Year
this victim was one of the most promising
candidates for the Sub and Weak Squads.
After the tryouts he had cinched a seat at
both training tables but, by the end of
Youngster Year, his name was conspicuous by
Its absence from all honor rolls published by
the Pants-Hanging Department. Plebe Year,
also, he was the Reddest of all the Red Mikes—not a single fu-fued letter appeared in his

boudoir during the entire year. By Second
Class Year, under the careful tutelage of
loving roommates, he blossomed forth as a
full-fledged snake until now there are few
men in the Academy who can differentiate

between Oolong and Green Pekoe with the
unerring accuracy of our "Rollo." And on
graduation he's headed for the West Coast

—

well, just because he once attended a certain
Hop at the Presidio.



HENRY JOHN SCHMIDT
"Harry," "Schmitty," "Dutch," "Abel," "Butch."

Brooklyn New York

HE WAS famous before he ever held up
his right hand and murmured "I do,"

for he was the big noise in a dancing contest

back in Ozone Park, and take it from us, it's

no small thing to be the premiere danseuse
of that town.
Schmidt had his hands full Plebe Year

trying to look enough like a Plebe so that he
wouldn't be mistaken for his 2 P. O. or twin
brother. His best method was to shine his

shoes, and the habit so grew that his room-
mate hasn't bought shoeblacking since.

With the advent of his first decoration he
busted out at the hops where he made an
enviable record, which never was and never
will be even approached. He dragged all

the Crabs within the limits of our liberty for

a grand average of a point five. He's so

good looking himself, however, that when he
does drag a whole section of street paving
the average for the two of them is well over

a three-o. Amen!

HARRY THURSTON SMITH
"Smythe," "Harry," "Smitty," "Cain."

Hingham Massachusetts

OH! WHO'S the distinguished-looking

blond gentleman talking to the Super-
intendent?" inquired our fair partner at the
hop. We turned and, as we had expected,
our gaze lit upon "Smythe" busily engaged
in his favorite pastime. He was some talker

when he came here, but since then how his

wind has improved!
His one ambition has been to drag all of

Trinity College on the installment plan. He
was going strong until his friends and room-
mates all shook hands and solemnly took the
oath.

As to his nativity he comes from that far

off New England village, Hingham, where the

curfew rings at 9.00 and all good folk go to

bed with the chickens. Evidently the simple
life has its advantages for, academically
speaking, "Smythe" speaks the language, and
if he gets less than a 3.3, he will tell you he
had a rotten prof.



DALE QUARTON
"Dale," "Theta," "Savvy."

Anaheim California

ALTHOUGH he denies that he's a native

son, "Dale" is one of "Old Sunny Cal-

ifornia's" most staunch supporters. "If it

doesn't come from California it's no good,"

is his motto.
He began his pursuit of knowledge at

Pomona, later changing to Stanford, from
whence he came to the Academy. His
excellent preparation soon made itself manifest

for he succeeded in bluffing all of the depart-

ments save that under the sign of Taurus.
In other words he's recognized as a savoir

and consequently devotes considerable time

to explaining various complex ideas beyond
the scope of the book!

Athletically, we can say that like Caesar,

"Dale" was ambitious. He made any number
of good beginnings but invariably he gradually

drifted back to his first love, the Sub Squad,
to which he has remained ever faithful.

(Perhaps in the end 'twill all be for the best,

for, as J. J. said, we all need a couple of

showers a month.)

*B

Tennis (2, 1)
Manager Wrestling
Class Soccer (2)
Choir (2, 1)

Sub Squad (4, 3, 2)

Buzzard (2)

Star (4, 3)
I. L. Club (4, 3, 2)

B. I. L. Club (1)

CLARKE HAROLD LEWIS
"Lewie," "Clarkie," "Strangler."

Payette Idaho

"TT 7"HO is that small gentleman over there

VV in that skintight wrestling outfit? You
don't mean to say he is going out there to
struggle with those brutal-looking men on
that bench, do you?" asked the interested
lady. That introduces Clarke to the
public. Wrestling is not "Lewie's" only
claim to fame—the Academics hold no terrors

for him and the fat side of a 3.0 is always his

with as much certainity as topside is in a
wrestling meet. "Lewie" is very modest
about his victories on the mat and he gives

no explanations of how he lays them out, but
a hospital on the verge of bankruptcy could
certainly stage a comeback with the boy
working for it.

His worst fault is his singing, and a dozen
assorted screech owls are music to the ear
beside his melodious chirps when the mail
comes in from Idaho.

f£2§

Wrestling (4, 3, 2, 1); wNt
(3, 4); N(2)

Captain Wrestling (1)

Academy Middleweight
Wrestling Champion(4)

Academy Light Heavy-
weightWrestlingCham-
pion (2)

Choir (2, 1)

I. L. Club (4, 3, 2)

B. I. L. Club (1)



HYMAN GEORGE RICKOVER
"Rickie."

Chicago Illinois

NEITHER "from Iceland's snowy moun-
tains nor India's sunny clime" but from

the Middle West comes the gentleman in

question. As water seeks its level, so has
"Rick" sought to bring himself up to the
plane of a worth-while and credit-bestowing
profession. Neither a star on the gridiron

nor a terror in the pool, yet did he loom large
through the chalk screens. He is a thorough
Englishman in regard to humor, appreciating
only Spanish jokes. Even the "No Soap"
story failed to draw forth its much merited
smile. For three entire nights before each
large Hop, "Rick" used to be closeted in his

boudoir with huge stacks of Hop Cards,
engaged in his favorite pastime of helping
the other fellow. We have rarely seen him
drag, as he remains true to the O. A. O. in

"Chi," but some day we hope to see himputting
his seamanship to practical use as he pilots

HER in a gondola o'er the moonlit waters

—

of the Wabash.

LOUIS GOODMAN
"Louis."

Portsmouth Virginia

"T OUIE" is a good-humored, poetic, unas-
1 j suming Virginian, who firmly believes

that Norfolk is the only village in the country
worth while. His Lares and Penates arrived

at Bancroft late Plebe Summer—but not so

late that he missed the awkward squad and
the playing of Three Deep. His favorite

pastime soon became evident: he was an
inveterate spreader of Ye Olde Navie Dope.
"Say, have you heard the latest? No? Well,

this is straight. The corridor boy says that

the messmoke said that he overheard the

jimmylegs say that ." And, talking of

mail! Ye gods! It's a pretty safe gamble
that his stationery bill stacks up alongside

the Naval Appropriation Measure. We judge

his line must be flowery, if the number of

pink letters he receives is a fair indication.

"Something must be wrong; I only got six

letters today," being his frequent plaintive
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HERBERT EVERETT BERGER
"Victor," "Heiru'e."

New York City

'T TERB" is the rat-foolingest cuss in four

J. 1 counties. A true product of the gas
house district he early received a thorough
training in the art of "Treat 'em rough." And
yet he remains a Red Mike to the point of

ostentation. Still we suspect him of being
one of the "when-you-get-him-alone" kind
that is afraid of the light—but oh mamma!
when it's dark. It's been his highest ambition
to corral somewhere a real Four-O, drag her,

and so establish his dormant snakish instinct

on an active basis, but from indications he's

still seeking her. So far his success in finding

a live 4.0 is about as great as at finding the
same mark academically and he's a strong
candidate for Anchor. Don't cry, little boy,
we'll get you your gosh darned dame.

THEODORE WILLIAM MILLER
"Ted," "T. W."

Schenectady New York

AND here we have a real seagoing man,
one who has been in the Navy as long as

anyone whose countenance appears in this

Rogues' Gallery. He entered the Navy at

the tender age of—well, I won't tell you that

—

but any way, he saw war service for some
time, and was quite sophisticated when he
entered our Seminary-on-the-Severn.

"Ted" has tried his hand at numerous
ports, but fickle Dame Fortune did not see

fit to smile on him until one day he tried on
a pair of boxing gloves. In the manly sport

he became a member of the Class Boxing

Did you ask me if he is a snake? Now, I

ask you, look at him again and then give your
honest opinion. They say that he was
almost pulled overboard into the rough raging

sea of matrimony, but somehow or other he

was saved, being still alive and going strong.

Life Saving Corps
Class Boxing (2)
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RUSSEL SIMPSON WILKINSON
"Bus."

Memphis Tennessee

'TT7ELL, gather around boys, if you want
VV to hear a tale about the land 'o 'jazz

andBeale Street.'" '"Bus," with a bunch of

femmes continually on his string, is truly a
product of Tennessee. As to managing the
women he's a genius, instinct seemingly en-

abling him to take a "dead reckoning" on
what Mary will tell Anne, with the various

causes and effects thereof. The result is that
seldom indeed does he return from drill or

class without finding the little pink letter

waiting. But, besides his undoubted ability

to make Professor Bell's A-Squad, Russell

possesses the equally useful knack of being
able to celebrate an Army-Navy Game in the
most approved Navy style—so much so that he
has generally been quite carried away with
the celebration.

Sat, and with velvet always, "Bus" still

manages to have, after each period, that
eternal letter—one or more—for the seminary.

How does he do it?

Hustlers (4)

Class Football (3, 2);

Numerals (2)

Class Lacrosse (2)

A

JAMES MORRIS CROUCH
"Luke."

Griffin Georgia

GEORGIA Cracker—eh? Well, by
George, I'll crack you!" These gentle

words from our own "Joe" started Morris out
on his Naval career. It didn't take us long to

discover his home—first, because he couldn't

talk as he does and come from any other State

;

and second, because of the good-looking girls

he dragged.
The poetic name of "Luke" came just after

Youngster Leave. He was numbered among
the casualties of Cupid for that month, and
would sit for hours with his mandolin looking

so lonesome that the first thing that came to

our minds was "Lonesome Luke." He sur-

prised us all by having a different one after

Second Class Leave, and changing again by
Christmas. We wish him better luck with
this one, but, judging from his past record, it

is about time for another change.

"Say boy, you ought to see the queen I

met over at the hop last night. I'm going to

drag her next week."
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WILSON PATTERSON COGSWELL
"Pete," "Skagswell," "Gyrene."

Attica New York

GYRENE PETE" or "Bones Skaggs-
well" hails from that far-famed village of

Attica, N. Y., where they claim to have one
building actually three stories high. A red-

headed warrior from start to finish, he joined
the Gyrenes shortly after the outbreak of the
war and thus became one of Attica's most
famous sons. He then decided to cast his lot

with the Navy and so favored our Class with
his presence.

"Hay muchos Gatos en su cuidad, Senor
Cogswell" was his introduction to Spanish
and we believe there must have been some of
the human variety because he's been a con-
firmed Red Mike ever since. He's a savoir
and an athlete—what more can you expect?
Class football and class baseball were his

paths to athletic honor. But here's a secret;

if you want a treat, watch him blush when he
trips forth to grab his sheepskin.

ROBERT EDWIN BLICK, JR.

"Sweedie," "Pinky," "Tec."

Michigan City Indiana

BEHOLD Robert Edwin Blick, Jr., Navy's
tow-headed trilling tenor, mainstay of the

Choir and Glee Club, and the only living man
who could put Caruso to shame.

Fresh from the sand dunes of Michigan
City, Ind., he blew in here Plebe Summer,
his assets consisting of a frame of bones, an
ron will to be savvy, a lung full of canaries,

nd one of the most appalling memories ever
reated.

"Gosh, I haven't got a prayer. But I've

decided to go and bilge anyway." This has
been "Tec's" everlasting cry, released before

every Steam and Juice recitation of his career,

but that terrific memory has never failed to

baffle even the most exacting of profs.

No, "Bob" is not a Red Mike by any
means. His sweet chirpings and rosy cheeks
seem to be the subject of much comment
among the weaker ones, and oh, how they do
fall!

"Sir, I report for recitation, having been
detained by the dentist."

Buzzard (2)

Star (3)

Class Football (3, 2, 1); Nu
merals (2, 1)

Class Baseball (2)

Choir (4, 3, 2, 1)

Glee Club (4, 3, 2, 1);

Leader (1)
Buzzard (2)

Director Y. M. C. A.



ARTHUR LEROY HAMLIN
"Ham," "Art."

Port Huron Michigan

IN the year of our Lord 1918 a certain youth
decided to forsake his native village to

follow the paths of the sea. Thus Michigan
lost a "Class A" citizen and a youthful ex-

ponent of the drama but the Navy got "Art."
"Ham" is of the ordinary garden variety of

Midshipmen; he is not one of the specimens
who rush howling through the corridors in

quest of more regs to break, neither is he the

type who trembles in fear when the D. O.
heaves in sight. Never listed in the heavy
black type in the register, still he is always
well above the 2.5 danger line.

Still waters run deep and we have a sus-

picion that there may be more to Le Roy than
appears on the surface. Who knows but
himself to what extremities he may go when
home on leave? Surely we don't, but, as

remarked before, we have our suspicions.

IX

F

JOHN RENWICK HUME
"Fat."

Port Huron Michigan

ATS!" He came to us with that name
long before he knew the meaning of

"tendency." "Jack" is from Michigan

—

"Soy de Michigan" was his opener in Dago.
Early records show he could count to fifty

at the age of three; at five he had progressed
to twelve times twelve; while at eight he was
a Juice expert, having wrecked the paternal
doorbell. That this early experience was
not wasted, the Ac Departments will attest.

"Fats" can explain Johnny Gow and he had
some ideas on entropy. One might even say
he was savvy.

Life is not all skags and books with Ren-
wick. The books don't worry him while he
has been known to desert even skags for a
whole week because of a girl—but for only

girl.

tee-''*
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DAVID EVANS ALLEN
"Otho," "Snake," "Handsome Dave."

Huntington West Virginia

'QNAKE," although ashamed to admit it,

O hails from the beautiful valley of the Ohio.

He always swears allegiance to the mountains
of West Virginia and no doubt he is a real

mountaineer, "ragged ears" and all. He has
no time for trifles such as Nav and Juice,

except to help a wooden friend, now and then,

to double-cross the Academic Departments.
The Presbyterian S. S. receives his loyal sup-

port, although opinion differs as to just why.
"Enthusiastes" (note the feminine gender)

have described him as tall, slim, andhandsome.
"Charm" oppresses him like a disease. When
a dainty hand turns on the valve, he can
deliver himself of sweet nothings like a garden
hose spouts water. "Snake" is so fickle he
never knows whether he's in love or not, but
generally takes a chance and says he is.

HUGH WILSON LINDSAY
"Filly-Loo."

Taylorsville North Carolina

HERE we have a product of North Caro-
lina, and well does he uphold the tradi-

tions of the wooden State. However, hard
boning, a little oil now and then to grease up
the rusty wheels of thought, and unbelievable

good luck have kept his charming personality

with us. Socially, he has kept sat by taking

unfair advantage of the attraction a dimpled
hin exercises over the illusioned damsels of

these parts. His chief intra-mural activity

has been the manly art of argument. Cicero,

Burke, and Webster may have been greater

orators, but they could not have been harder

to pry loose from an idea once espoused,

is Philippics against fate and the higher-

ps make the puny pessimisms of Schopen-
auer seem as gay and buoyant as a flute solo.

In short, Filly-Loo supplies the proper C — W,
back E. M. F., negative slip, and shrinkage

to reduce any optimistic classmate to despair

and insanity.



HENRY CALDWELL ARCHIBALD
"Arch," "Big John," "Big Arch."

Las Vegas New Mexico

FRIENDS, D. O's, and Juice profs (to

drop down the ladder rung by rung) be-
hold a true product of the Golden West. To
glance at the high intellectual forehead and
penetrating eyes one would never suspect
that this dashing young officer was the hard,
cruel cowboy who cast his lot with ours some-
thing less than four years ago. Since then
he has become one of the most popular chil-

dren in the class—like Grape Nuts, "there's

a reason," for his personality and manner fit

perfectly the handsome face upon which you
have the privilege of gazing (Copyright, 1921,

White's Studio). He is most modest of his

physiognomy, though, and so far has steadily

refused to aid the sale of Arrow collars by
permitting its use in the Cosmo and other
high class magazines. John's sole care is

about the O. A. O.—but how he does care

for her. From morning till night he raves

on and on—sort of raven wild, one might say.

EDWIN PARKER ARCHIBALD
"Arch," "John," "Young Arch."

Buffalo, New York, and Newport News,
Virginia

LADIES and Gentlemen, we crave your
attention while we carve this last epitaph

on the Midshipman career of "Young John"
Archibald, of Newport News and Buffalo.
It is only fitting and proper that, when he
returns home they should gasp for breath,
declare a civic holiday, break out the band
(both pieces of it), toll the bells, and have the
fairest daughters spread roses before the
footsteps of this conquering hero. Yes, he
is the only one of his kind in captivity today

:

a combination of gentleman, savoir, snake,
songbird, and roughneck—for he is always
strong for a gang fight. But for all that,

"John" is not yet the model boy after which
the Sunday School teachers try to pattern
their small wards, for, it must be admitted,
he has two terrible weaknesses. These are
nothing less than an unholy desire for ice

cream—and girls. However, if he can suc-

ceed in taming these wild ways he may yet
live to be a j. g.—some day.
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FRANK MILTON CONVERSE
"Connie/' "Milt."

Kansas City Missouri

'/BONNIE" claims nativity in Missouri

V> whose traditions he well upholds. Those
who have known him during the past three
and one-half years have found him blessed
with an unquenchable good nature though it

has been known to have been ineffectually

camouflaged behind those proverbial Mis-
souri mule instincts. Having been also

blessed with no mean oratorical ability he
was able to conduct the Clean Speech cam-
paigns in certain periods of ye academic bliss

that had the added advantage of being more
than oratorically felt, as his roommates can
hastily affirm. To those blessed with a
thorough grounding in geography, the home
podunk would not appear to be at such a
great distance, but for those delving into the
files of A. O. L. there might sneak in the im-
pression that it was a suburb of the "Garden
of the Pacific." However, this Midshipman
trait of character belittles him none at all

for if he wants a thing—just pray it's not
yours he's after.

KA

HARVEY THOMAS WALSH
"Harv."

Kansas City Missouri

COMING from the city of packing houses,

"Harv" is always willing to take up for

his podunk, even claiming that Kansas City
is "bully," although at times comparisons
are odorous when the "Heart of America" is

discussed. As a Plebe he broke into fame
by claiming to be a Republican in a Demo-
cratic Navy. Many a weary week he spent
searching for the answer to the question

"How long is a short circuit"? Which made
it easy sailing when he entered the ohm of

ab-Henry and milli-volts. Like the national

animal of his State "Harv's" ears are always
getting in his way; and, due to his inability

to feather them at critical moments, every
wrestling season finds them drooping like the

signal gun at Guantanamo Bay. After being

Harveyized by his dry humor and Irish

blarney, anybody is shell proof against the

rhinoisms of an Academic year.



BEAUFORD WALLACE FINK, JR.

"Bugford," "Deacon Benny," "Finca."

Bloomfield Missouri

BEAUF" and the Army mule (that

amuser of all seagoin' men) both hail

from the same State—Missouri—and nothing
pleases him ("Beauf") better than to dispense

dope on Bloomfield and other spots of said

paradise. "Bugford," however, is the old

standby for everyone—the sort that will take
your duty on a Saturday night; or, while a
Second Classman, act as First Battalion
Commissary for the boys during those long
stretches from one week-end to the next.

Thinking it too much work, and also under-
estimating his own abilities, he has never
gone out for any special athletics—except
when "Bully" proclaimed: "No swim, no
leave." He swam! At studies he is far from
wooden and manages to stand well up among
'em with the least possible effort.

ROBERT WADE MORSE
"Little Robbie," "Gas Ike," "Abie the Goofer."

Binghamton New York

" T)OB" hails from Binghamton, where they

J3 make Swamproot Medicine. Plebe Sum-
mer, after he had faced the kodak so the folks

at home could admire their promising young
naval hero, he set out to be reg, and he suc-

ceeded. Plebe Year he collected 3 demos, a
veritable record for anyone in '22. Then,
lo and behold, he repeated the performance
Youngster Year. This, and the fact he
roomed with Ault, Butterfield, and Fink
(even after repeated correction) have proved
his only faults.

Never a snake, "Bob" has, nevertheless,

breezed forth upon the ballroom floor oc-

casionally where he has "stepped right" and
"cut out left" a la Professor Bell (me and the

Commandant style). "Gas Ike" has emerged
from the four year melee battlescarred but
still going strong.
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THE "Pride of Enterprise" came into his

own Plebe Year when he played center on
the winning Company basketball team. From
that time on—with the help of Army games,
his notoriety increased until everyone knew
W. B. and A.

Yes, it's truehewas always bilging, or thought
so at least—but he came down the home-
stretch to snatch his sheepskin with the best
of 'em. During Second Class Year, even
during the days of tiresome labor at lacrosse

and basketball, he was thrilled to hear a
commanding voice from the fileclosers: "Ault,
take guide." Oh, yes, big grease with "all

the boys."
The Old Man, or as some reverentially call

him, "Parson Bill," is well known by his

classmates—and his friendship has helped
more than one out of trouble. Take it from
one who knows, not a man in 192.2 can get
a better shipmate than "Bill" Ault in more
ways than one.

I
> i

HORACE BUSHNELL BUTTERFIELD

"Horatio," "Butts," "Butterchip."

Dakota Illinois

DOC Butterchip" hails from "Dakotie,"
111., but he's a real sailor boy of the

deep blue water type. For illustration:

Scene 1. Butterfield as officer of deck of sub-
chaser: "Hey, you there on the back porch,
let go that rope."

Athletically speaking, "Butt" has done his

share. Early in Plebe Summer and until the
lightweight crew table was abolished Second
Class Year, Horace was one of ye sturdy
oarsmen who learned a few new phrases of the
Naval language from "Joe" Morrison. Since
that time he has been "chasing butterflies"

with '22s class lacrossers.

As a Plebe he was strictly regulation as all

Plebes should be and has been so ever since

—

academically. But with the girls he's just

the naughtiest thing. Just take a look at his

picture—he has a stack of these heart breakers
all autographed, so step right up to Room 1354
and put in your application for the supply
is limited and the demand great.

Buzzard (2)

Regimental Champions
Basketball (4)

Class Basketball Captain
(3); Numerals (3)

Basketball N (3, 2, 1);

Captain (1)
Lacrosse INt (2, 1)
Class Track Numerals (3,2)
Track Squad (2)



SAMUEL KENT GROSECLOSE
"Sam," "Farmer."

Ceres Virginia

STRAIGHT from the wilds of Western
Virginia, here he is, the man who made

Ceres known to the world. You'd probably
never think this snappy young fellow with
the jet black hair and military brace was once
a mountaineer, the wildest of the wild, but
'tis true.

Not until the middle of Youngster Year
did he drag, but since then—well, we'd drag
blind for him any time and that says a lot.

Engaged? Not yet! It almost happened in

Honolulu, but fate decreed otherwise. How-
ever, a miniature was ordered early and the

inevitable is expected every day. Baseball

is his hobby, but until Spring of Second Class

Year it looked as though the swimming tank
would be his Water-Loo. It was—not! He
passed that exam, as he passed all the others

—but we'll not tell how. "How ma chu
wanna bet?"

LUTHER BRADFORD STUART
"Stew," "Slim," "Luther."

Portland Maine

THIS tall, good-looking young man hails

from "Poteland," Maine. Here is a
fellow that is always glad to do you a favor,

the kind that will lend you the last penny
and still manage to give you the impression
that you are doing him the favor by borrow-
ing it. "Stew" must be savvy or he wouldn't
always pull through with a 2.50 for the term.
He has one great weakness—the femmes.

All of them appeal to him, but especially the
soft, clinging type. He doesn't say much in

a crowd, but he's a swift worker once he gets

alone. But June Week, a big moon, and a
maid from home (the cause of many a good
man's downfall) left Luther figuring how
soon he could marry on an Ensign's pay.

"Stew" has some qualifications for a good
naval officer, but three years of special train-

ing should leave him especially well fitted

for the submarine service.

"Let's catch one."

Sub Squad (4, 3, 2)

Weak Squad (4, 3, 2, 1)



CARLISLE LELAND HELBER
"Helb," "Savvy."

Farmington Missouri

ANY man who has a star average in this

asylum of high-speed knowledge has
some claim to being savvy, but the first few
years are at last getting "Helb." Any man
who stays up night after night reading,"How
to improve the eyes by pants-hanging gym-
nastics" in the subdued bathrobe-draped
light needs a keeper. After building up a
reputation for honesty such that anyone
would be willing to lend him an unmarked
undershirt or trust him to drag the O. A. O.
when the Executive Department interfered,

"Helb" has developed a tendency for de-

ception. Many a time the Regiment has
marched ravenously down to the mess hall

only to find that the "Chicken a la King" had
turned to "Horse meat a la Carte" or slum,
and that the ice cream had been transformed
to bread pudding in spite of the chow put on
the menu by "Helb" as Regimental Com-
missary.

THOMAS TYLER BEATTIE
"Tom," "Te-Te," "Admiral."

Louisville Kentucky

"T TNO del mundo grantissimo munderiso"
\±J and "Tom" is with us—a Kentucky
gentleman of the highest type, who believes

in upholding the tradition of the Blue Grass
Country so far as wine, women, and song are

concerned. Some of his tales of leave in

Louisville are indeed breezy.

The Academics never really threatened
"Tom," but there have been several skir-

mishes with the Executives in which he came
off second best; chiefly through the perfidy

of Lady Fatima, for "Tay-Tay" is non-reg
only when his personal comfort is curtailed.

D. O.'s and duty-struck Upperclassmen
always met with "Tom's" severest disap-

proval—as witnessed by his frequent de-

nunciation of the animals. He has done
little in athletics (though he passed "Bully's"

P.-Works in his early days), for he much
prefers a good book and a tendency.



BATES HOSBROOK JOHNSTON
"Swede," "Johnnie," "Ban."

Cincinnati Ohio

THE old saying runs: "Some folks are born
lucky, others are not." "Ban" is of the

latter class, or else he was struck on the head
during youth, who knows which? At any rate
he drifted within the gates of the Yard one
day and, to the present moment, he doesn't
know how he got in or what his purpose
in life is. Being a descendant of the famous
Highlanders, Bruce and Wallace, his wander-
ing instinct was probably aroused and he
undoubtedly fancies he's on the road to glory
following the example of his ancestors.

Entering meek, shy, reg, and scared "Ban"
exits hardened and non-reg, but none the
worse off for it. Always a consistent worker,
"Ban" tried hard to shun the Radiator Club,
but his efforts were only partially successful
owing to his love of caulking. One afternoon
he turned in after drill, confused his G. M. T.,
and concluded Sick Call was Reveille. Boy,
present the silver-plated redeye bottle.

Class Track Numera.
P. A. Squad

NORMAN DOUGLASS McALISTER
"Mac," "Muc," "Pat," "Mackie," "Personality."

Cuero Texas

TO glance over that name and the locality

from which "Pat" comes you expect to see

some six feet of steer-throwing cow puncher.

But far, far, kind reader, are you from the

truth. You have here a gentleman with
all the savoir faire of a New York blood and
a language that is a mixture between a New
England Yankee and an excited wop. His

chief accomplishment is his personality. If

you don't notice it just ask him for an ex-

planation, he'll tell you all. And as for

femmes, "Mac" is never so happy as when
recklessly relating to his spellbound friends

his latest escapade with the fair sex. His
exertions to maintain velvet have kept him
busy throughout his three and a half years

at the Naval Academy and have left him
small time to go out for the athletics for

which his lithe body is so admirably fitted

—

but which require" that exertion which his

mind so despises.

"M. C, what's the uniform?"

lass Track Numerals (2)
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KENNETH LLOYD FORSTER
"Kay El," "Ken,"' "Kenny."

Milwaukee Wisconsin

THE Cream City, better known as the

home of "The Beer that Made Mil-

waukee Famous," sent "Kenny" to us. It

could not have chosen a less representative

specimen, for he never drinks and even skags

attract him not.

Previous to coming to the Naval Academy,
his career was rather turbulent, for in more
than one case did the faculty, aided by the

primrose path, succeed in getting the better

of him. Once within the gray walls, however,
he regained his normal ways and, after having
once become acclimated, he has encountered
little difficulty, with a fair amount of boning,

in keeping sat and savvy.
While at Annapolis, he was a Red Mike

consistently, but the many varicolored and
odoriferous letters he received with great

regularity give evidence that he exhibits a
complete reversal of form while on the Cruise
and on Leave.

EHRWALD FRANK BECK
"Ehrwald," "Red."

Fond-du-Lac Wisconsin

AFTER a strenuous year of hash-slinging
and other minor eccentricities at Madison,

"Red" entered the Academy determined to
win a commission in the Navy or go down
in the attempt. Throughout his under-
graduate career his continual wail has been
that he was unable to bone until the wee
small hours of the night. This difficulty

was overcome on a few occasions, however,
in the seclusion of the shower after Taps or
by rising before the Hell Cats.
Ehrwald 's one ambition has always been

to be the dizziest man in his class. Sleeping
through formation or going to Steam in gym
shoes were mere trifles in his young life. On
Second Class Cruise he received much of
Elmer's personal attention. Famous sayings
n plus 1, "Get out of here, you're down for

not being shaved."
He's not conspicuous in a crowd of Mids,

but get him back before the open-mouthed
citizens of Fond-du-Lac heaving the hop
and you'd be surprised.
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HENRY EFFINGHAM ECCLES
"Ec," "Hank," "Tarzan," "Arnery," "Henri."

Flushing New York

VOICI Tarzan," formerly of Columbia
University, The Metropolis of the World,

and lately incarcerated with us on the Severn.
Henry is right there with the pep and every-
thing and everybody—especially athletics and
athletes. Although not active as an athlete he
has come to the fore as manager of both foot-

ball and lacrosse. Henry's greatest pride is his

voice, which he is always ready to exercise,

while his favorite game during his first two
years here was that international favorite,

"cherchez la femme." However, a series

of engagements and wedding announcements
placed him forever in the ranks of the Red
Mikes. "Me draggin'? Say!" Not too
savvy, non-reg, non-greasy, not at all wooden
(except in Dago). "Bottoms up to him,
gang. May his success as an Admiralty
lawyer parallel his career in our midst."

'NS

EDWARD ABBOTT NEILEY
"Eddie," "Ed."

Winchester Massachusetts

-not Boston!—Winchester, just out-
side. No movies there. All the amuse-

ment is in Boston."
"Eddie" has been kidded out of most of

his New England accent but you can still

tell he is not from Chicago.
He is always ready to take a chance on

anything from a fireroom detail to a regular
outing of the notorious "Porch Climbers,"
of which latter organization he is a charter

member. He once made a wager that he
could fast for four days. He carried on
valiantly through ten meals, but finally

succumbed to the tempting aroma of a turnip
sandwich. As a mixer, "Ed" can hold his

own in any company, from the oil-burner's

union to the teafighters over on the Row.
As a savoir, he gained his spurs by starring

Plebe Year, but since then he has laid aside

his cloak of brilliancy and become a note-

worthy disciple of common sense.

Football Assistant Manager
(3, 2); Manager (1)

Lacrosse (4); Assistant

Manager (3, 2);Mana
ger (1).

Glee Club (2, 1)
Porch Climbers (3, 2)
Lucky Bag

Star (4)
Porch Climbers (3, 2 ,
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WALTER WELLINGTON ROCKEY
"Rocks," "Waltah," "Raid."

Stone Harbor New Jersey

"O OCKEY! Rockey!" shouted the 1 P. O.

Xv No answer. Br-br-bring (late blast).

"Rockey, here" Bla-a-a (bugle) and, like his

well-known Late-Blast brother before him,
our Rockey steps into ranks between the
bell and bugle—seldom before the bell and
often after the bugle.

Walter is well acquainted, both with demos
and femmes. The former crept up on him
at such times as he misjudged the bugle

or forgot to spit out the gum before the Nav P.

Works. With the latter it's a different story.

Trusting in his fellow-men brought him
permanent possession of the Regimental
Brick—"Babs" and Walter certainly made
a cute pair. On another occasion he sallied

forth to get a cake and meet the cake's fair

cook. The cake was at the trysting place

but an auburn-haired Lieut.-Com. had made
off with the girl. Nevertheless, his roommates
gave thanks, for he brought back the cake.

THEODORE MARTIN BRAUTIGAM
"Broddy," "Ted," "Maruja," "The Corridor

Songbird."

Chicago Illinois

IT IS difficult to characterize Brautigam;
he is everything: conscientious, handsome,

reg, and unathletic except in the parlor, for

in this realm he has no equal. The only
thing that prevents him from being a perfect
snake is the fact that he's a lifelong member
of the Bone-a-part Club—his legs having
a tendency to bend outward at the knees.

"Ted" is fairly savvy and never has much
trouble keeping sat, except in Nav—both
in and out of the water. When his room-
mates decided that he must pass his swim-
ming and conducted daily P. Works in the
tank he made little progress until he finally

grasped the principle that, when the mouth
is open, water has a tendency to flow therein.

After that it was fruit for him and now
swimming is one of his hobbies—and diving

would be if he could only wear a chest pro-

tector.

Basketball Squad (4); Nu-
merals

Class Basketball (3, 2);

Captain (2); Numerals
(3, 2)

Track (4); Numerals
Class Track Numerals (2)

Hop Committee (3, 2, 1)

Reception Committee (1)

Tennis (2)
Porch Climbers (2, 1)
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ROGERS ELLIOTT
"Rog," "Big Boy."

Mayville New York
MY, who is that tall blonde Middy-

over there, I'd like to meet him"—that's

what all the femmes say about our dimpled,
bashful Mellen's food product. Although
"Rog" is a snake of the lowest type, he will

tell you that the Sea-Pop's world revolves
around a little manor tucked away in the
Palisades of the Hudson.
While "Rog" andwork have remained totally

unacquainted for three cruises, the Pride
of Mayville is a he-man. Plebe and Young-
ster Year found him on the crew squad, and
Second Class Year he was left guard on "Red"
Reinicke's bolsheviki eleven which captured
the interclass championship.
The only handicap Rogers has is the fact

that he's "up State." But the big boy is

savvy and has never been known to crack
a book (excepting "Red Book," "Shadow-
land," etc.). Non-regness and demos have
kept our hero from stars and stripes, but
my! my! just cast a glance at the skipper of

the First Batt. color guard.

"Oh boy! she's a wonder!"
"Say, brother, out at second with that

stuff!"

Crew Squad (4, 3)
Class Football Numerals (2)

ALVAN FISHER
"Al," "Skipper."

Hartford, Connecticut

WANDERING around through this aca-
demic vale of tears, always obeying

Newton's laws, and never climbing trees,
this budding youth of the genus "homo
sapiens" or supposedly so—still claims his
place in the rising sun of 1922. He came,
a slender youth in all his pristine beauty,
he goes a no-necked creature of reptilian
tendencies, crammed with knowledge and
wise to the bars of the world. That stern,
relentless expression he developed from using
Colgate's twice daily. But he has a gentler
side—his "Dance to Spring" on the soccer
field is an unparalleled sight while his gentle-
ness to his roommates and other dumb ani-
mals is ever a source of amazement. His
gyrations on the dance floor reveal him as
a firm advocate of hops-of-all-kinds, while
Lover's Lane has come to know his virile

stride. And oft at night when the moon
rides high, a woeful dirge fills the air, trem-
bling the aspens, etc.—it is only he
sobbing "That's where my pennies go" in

front of the great deus deorum—Tecumseh.
As only the good die young, you can count

on "Al" for a long cruise and may Davy
ones lack him as a lodger.

Class Soccer (2, 1)
Choir (1)
Life Saving Corps
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GEORGE JOSEPH O'SHEA
"Georgie," "Mickle."

Brooklyn New York

HERE, ladies and gentlemen, you have
the eighth wonder of the world—an

Irishman who seldom gets hot—but, when
he does!?*(*)!

This harp began a non-reg career Plebe
Year by taking a little vacation to Washing-
ton over Christmas, and since then he has been
well known to the Detective Bureau. They've
got his Bertillon, but there never could be
more than one map like his in the Rogues'
Gallery.

Not exactly a roue—but he does go around
with the love light shining through his

specs—he gets it from gazing at her photo.
The first morning of First Class Year he was
awakened by the gong at reveille and turned
out with the dumb inquiry of, "Where's that
damned alarm clock?"

He's Irish—and must have his little scrap,

so he leaves us to take his command in the
"first to fight"—but we all look forward
with anticipation to meeting our hero with
his double saddle, a new set of ivories, a plug of
Star, the old caulking mat—and—well—as
"Georgie" would say, THE Queen.

ROBERT ALLEN JOSEPH ENGLISH
"Doc," "Bob," "Rajah."

Tombstone Arizona

l Tn\OC'S" claim to fame, next to being our

jL/ wildest bolshevik, and the terror of all

Plebes, is that he is The Log's chief standby
for his ham-and-egg cartoons—and the
femmes sure fall for his especially decorated
hop cards.

This "two-gun man" from Tombstone has
been one of the few truly non-reg men who
never boast about it. He is Rip Van Winkle's
only rival in the Naval Academy, but when
he does turn out, he is always ready with the

bold front and the big bluff that has kept
him sat without the aid of his books.

"Bob's" chief amusement these four years

has been found in some wild crockery-heaving

parties, for only faithfulness to the "Queen
of the Universe" has kept him from trying

to join the ranks of the snakes. We who
know him best, though, realize that his free

and easy line could never fail to charm the

fair sex if he chose to use it.

"Hang on fellows, we're going around."

"Sweet owl, shoot."



BRUCE BYRON ADELL
"B. B.," "Cereal," "Pilsner."

Seattle Washington

WE HAVE tried our hardest to get a
little "reverse dope" on "Bruce," but it

seems to be so impossible that we will give it

up and turn to something more interesting.

Being born on the West Coast it was natural
that he should turn "a la briny" and before
most of us had given much thought to the
Navy, he had seen many of the leading and
misleading ports of the world in everything
from a limejuicer to a windjammer. When
the Big Scrap came off, B. B. was still going
strong, and nine months of convoy duty no
doubt did much in influencing him to enter
the Academy.
Hard and conscientious work has given

him a reputation for the savvyness which
has helped many a wooden man; while the
same brand of endeavor has won him a wNt.
These qualities, combined with a big smile
and a 4.0 disposition, are bound to make a
hit with all future shipmates and helpmates.

CECIL CLINTON ADELL
"C. C," "Clintie," "Milk," "Pacer."

Seattle Washington

THIS world's Lightweight Champion was
born in Kansas but now hails from

Seattle. C. C. took to the sea rather early

and a long bitter winter on the New Orleans
gave him his gold chevrons and his sea-goin'

swagger, also his motto "The Navy wants
results." In fact, he has a famous method
of giving the Academic Departments' their

results while treating the work as unimportant.
This tendency to get results is evident at the

training table (or any other table) and on the

mat.
Whether the ladies enjoy having this

bright-eyed child around for its prettiness or

for its happy prattle is undecided, but his

charms have delivered food and fun from
Honolulu to Gibraltar. When Cecil gets

the mental balance of the average sixteen-

year-old and when he confines his attentions

inside the fourteen and forty limits, he and
the Service can advance to a happy future,

but preserve us if he fails to reach this state.
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EDMONSTON ERNEST COIL
"Dizzy," "Induction."

Perry Missouri

COIL is a man of such high moral standing
and lofty idealism that not an oath

escapes his lips unless he pays the dire penalty.

Marks are not striven for; he works for the
work alone. Sweet of manner, still our
educator has not let woman succumb Lo his

baneful range of foo-foo and manly charms,
but has centered his thought with an ever
present fear upon Dago and a resolution of

"manana." From early childhood he has
been a ballistician, and it was quite natural

that he enlisted in the Navy. He entered
"Fair Harvard" as a radio gadget, then to
sea on a destroyer but, owing to the rough-
ness of the elements and his fiery nature, he
returned a sadder and lighter man. Above
all, differ not with this representative of
Missouri for he takes great pride in the
possibilities of his vocal organs and never
misses the opportunity to force his convic-
tions upon any man.

CHARLES WALKER CRAWFORD
"E. M. F." "Snappy," "Cholly."

Marlborough Massachusetts

CHARLES WALKER is a man after the
ladies' own hearts; keen, of handsome

stature, and of commanding dignity. Being
a native of Massachussetts, his people wished
him to become a distinguished personage,
and contemplated Business at Dartmouth or

Culture at Dean Academy; but Fate decreed
him a Midshipman. Plebe Summer he
attracted as a member of the winning Fourth
Company Cutter Crew, later being on the
'Varsity Squad. He has instinctively taken
to the sea, allured by mysterious explorations

and varied fantasies of love as he roams from
port to port. This "Midnight Golferine"
piloted his ship to Honolulu where he whiled
away golden dream hours in the pale Hawaiian
moonlight in quest of the precious "Bread
and Jam." Did he find it? Well, that part

has never been let out yet.
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HENRI HAROLD SMITH-HUTTON
"Red," "Rojo," "Henrie," "H. H.," "Harry,"

"Smithy."

Deadwood South Dakota

CARLOS JENKINS BADGER
"Brigham."

Salt Lake City Utah

AND it came to pass in the final year of
the reign of the U-boat that there came

amongst us from afar off a stalwart young
man known unto the hometown sports as
Henri.

And he did petition for admittance at the
Pearly Gates even as many before him had
done, whereupon he was admitted and
became a true salt.

Soon thereafter his wisdom became famed
throughout the land of the Middy-onites and
he rose in favor with the kings who ruled o'er

the country until he was like unto a second
Joseph come into Egypt.
And he saw his people sore oppressed,

being compelled to drag bricks even upon the
Seventh Day, whereupon Henri rose and
cried out in anguish.

So henceforth he did drag the O. A. O. each
week-end to give the boys' eyes a treat, for

he seldom consented to part with her for a
single dance. Yea, verily I say unto you,
Henri was one wise man, a true savoir.

Lucky Bag
Black N**
Class Tennis (2)
Sub Squad (2)

Mister?"
Yes, sir.'

Utah,
"How

WHERE yuh from,

sir." "Mormon?"
many wives yuh got?"

Yes, Carlos es de Salt Lake. Plebe Year
when he came through the gate after a session

at Buck's War College, the plan looked
pretty bright until the Upperclasses came
back. Always popular with them, they
used to come from other Batts to see him so

that he got more than his share of attention,

but "Brigham" stood up well under it.

Badger never worries long about anything.

His chief causes for worry being his com-
plexion, and the prize-fighter out West.

If you want to appreciate Badger don't

let him sing. He likes to yodel "Cuba" but
when he starts it's time for "Bologna to take

the air" as the gob on the Michigan used to

say.

However in spite of frequent admonish-
ings to "grow up" Carlos continues to be a

happy-go-lucky sketch, but we guess he'll

rate the sheepskin when he gets it.
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WILLIAM JOSEPH DONNELLY, JR.
"Bo," "Buz," "Doneli," "B. C."

Washington District of Columbia
I. Only a boy

'"DO" LANDS at the gate—goes through

X3 the White Work stage and proceeds to

serve through "Two Years Before the Mast."
He affectionately greets the Upper Classes and
soon wins fame by wishing a fair sample of

Irish confetti on one of their number, a
Youngster. "Bo" soon wins the name of

Don-nell-i, a la Dago prof.

II. First Transformation
Slimy snakes will out. Wins degree of

A. B. from his classmates and is forever

assigned to teach his company Dago. Goes
rhino and decides to be "cura"—off women
entirely until

—

III. Mature Development
Hawaii and Seattle. Snake again. Wins

name of "Buzz" serving as "Captain of the
head," but he sure was inefficient and let the
"Connie" arrive in Guantanamo late. Second
Class Year he comes back at the Ac Depart-
ment by batting a re-exam. He also joins

the Sub Squad and drinks his share of the
water in the pool.

IV. A Man o' the World
Ensign—that idolized boat cloak at last.

"Fijado?—Si."

WILLARD JOHN SUITS
"Bill," "Sweats," "Subitts."

Gloversville New York

BILL" came to us from the greatest State

in the Union—to hear him tell about it.

But then, who didn't? He might have been
a great politician, financier, or gunman, for

the Empire State produces all kinds and
sorts of greatness. Instead he chose to hide

his light in the Navy. New York's loss is

our gain.

"Bill" has always boned Cosmo and smoked
his well-preserved pipe until study periods

were far gone. Then, with ten minutes to

go, he would frantically grab a book and
absorb enough to keep his average around
a 3.0. He was never known to be in uniform
when formation busted, yet he always got

there. That boy sure do hustle when he wants
to—as is further evidenced by the fact that

he won his numerals in basketball. You
can bet that "Bill" will get anything he
really works for and, after all, that's what
counts.

Buzzard (2)

Smoke Hall Committee (1)

Sub Squad (4, 3, 2)

Class Basketball (3, 2);

Manager (2); Numerals (2)

Class Baseball (2)

Class Football (3)
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JAMES KILPATRICK CHAPMAN
"Charlie," "J. K.," "Jake," "Chap."

Adrian Georgia

' ^^JOW up in the Orkney Islands on the
_L\I old Florida we had to scrub decks when
the temperature was 35 below zero," and so
"Charlie" goes on. A sea-going sailor—with
seven months' service in the North Sea
during the World War—he has told many-
interesting tales of his experiences. When
he came into our midst in the summer of
1918 he surprised us by his ability to do
"squads right" at the first formation. From
then on his ability for giving information
became widespread among the Plebes.

During the past four years "Chap" has
been a Red Mike, although it has been of

his own choosing. Then, too, we are told

that there is a young lady anxiously waiting
down in Georgia for his return. We have no
hesitancy in predicting a future of success

—

professional as well as matrimonial.

STREUBY LLOYD DRUMM
"Strubie," "Strib," "Stookie."

New Orleans Louisiana

HE'S really from Algiers but he calls it

Nu Awleons. No small town stuff to

Streuby. That's one of the reasons why all

the femmes fall. Snake both by nature and
inclination—that'sStreuby—and consequently
he's an ardent lover of the "Hula" in its

native and semi-civilized stages.

"Stookie" gained quite a name for himself

by his distinctive pronunciation. "Mr.

Drumm, describe the flag of Brazil." "It

has a poiple woild in it, soih," The natural

conclusion was that he was from "New Yoik,"

but don't insult him by telling him so.

Would you believe that a certain well-

known artist wished to use Streuby's picture

for a model? What was he going to paint?

Oh! he didn't say. A landscape, I suppose.

But when all is said Streuby has always

come through with the goods. Not extra

savvy—still he has his share of good common
sense. What if he does intend to get married?

Our only wish is that he may make as good a

husband as he has a wife.
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CHAUNCEY MOORE
"Dinty," "Cy," "Grandma," "Dint."

Monticello Indiana

IT WAS June, 1918, when "Dinty's" D. R.
found him in Annapolis. His knowledge

of navigation had heretofore enabled him to

proceed with exceptional results between the
plow handles in the fields of Indiana, and on
a dredge through the meandering rivers of
North Carolina, where, like Mark Twain, he
obtained his first knowledge of the intricate

subject of piloting.

"Dinty" is a carefree 3.0 man whose run-ins

with the Academics are few and far between.
When not in the land of Nod he's a con-
sistent worker at athletics, but working
Plebe Year tired him so that his Youngster
Cruise was mainly in a New York hospital.

He skags, drags, stags, and speaks Spanish
mildly but as a gloom dispeller and rhino-
chaser he tops them all. If we don't laugh
at the point of his joke we laugh at his earnest
endeavor to tell one that has a point to it.

Crew Squad (4, 3)
Class Basketball (3, 2)
Track (2)

Buzzard (2)

VERNON OTHO CLAPP
"Otho," "Otto" "V. O."

Poteau Oklahoma

THIS young, puny proboscis first glimpsed
daylight in Poteau, Okla. Until the rather

uneventful year of 1918, his wanderings
ranged from hoboing to armed guard duty
during the War. It was while on this duty
that Otho got the ambition to become a
naval officer and a gentleman by an act of

Congress, and we see him entering in June,
1918.

His career at the Naval Academy has been
one continual round of training tables. In
he fall, football; in the winter, basketball;

while during the spring season he was always
a mainstay of the Track Squad. His hard
work and ability in the discus earned him a
trip to Europe for the Olympic Games at

Antwerp, to say nothing of the Academy
record being broken three times in one year.

Possessed of a peaceful disposition he hates

to argue without being on the right side—in

fact, he's rarely on any other for, after all,

"might makes right."

Buzzard (2)
American Olympic Team,

1920
Football (4, 3, 2); Numer-

als (4)
Track (4, 3, 2, 1); Numer-

als (4); N (3, 2)
Academy Record: Discus.
Academy Record : Javelin

Throw
Basketball (4)
Company Representative

(4, 3, 2, 1)
i^V
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JAMES EDWIN CRAIG
"Pinky," "Jimmy," "Dizzy."

Jacksonville Florida

TMMY" is the idol of every wooden man
in the Class in that he leads just the sort

oflife everywooden manwould love to lead,
if he were savvy. "Jim Ed" seems to have
a standing, or rather a lying, job with old
Morpheus and lives conscientiously up to the
motto of "Sleep, Sleep, and More Sleep."
For awhile it was rumored that he would
not graduate, due to a tentative position
with Thomas Edison, but "Jimmy" was
shamed out of it when the company dis-

covered that the job was a watch-and-watch
partner affair with the great four-hour-a-day
sleeper. Various tales have reached us con-
cerning the particulars of the "Panama Plot"
which resulted in his being dubbed "Pinkey."
Take it, however, that he is as innocent as
he claims; in which case he is, without
question, a Gintlemen of the Rigiment.
"Have you been contributing lately,

'Jimmy?' "

ROBERT LEE JOHNSON
"Johnnie"

Columbus Georgia

WHERE are you from, Mr. Johnson?"
"Geogia, suh." "Let's here 'use' say

'horseshoe'!" "Hossshoe, suh." So it goes.

"Johnnie" lets people know by his talk as

well as by his laziness that he's a true son of

the South. How could that First Classman
have gotten sore Plebe Year when "Johnnie,"

shower-soaked and shivering, crawled into

said F. C.'s bed to try to get warm. He got

warm, but not in bed.

"Johnnie" has rushed in where most of us

have feared to tread. The time that being

a Red Mike has left on his hands he has

used to learn enough about Einstein and the

fourth dimension to say in deep sarcasm
whenever anybody tries to argue, or rather

discuss such topics with him, "Aw, pipe

down, you can't understand these things."

He can't either, but it's characteristic of him
that he doesn't admit it. Bluffing is the

secret of whatever success he has attained in

academic subjects.

mw
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GEORGE LAWRENCE MENOCAL
"Nigger Boy," "Meenok."

Asheville North Carolina

'"VTIG" arrived at the Navy School early

JL\( in June and fell prey to 18's last attack.

Since then he has never been the same. He
has made many fine resolutions, but poor
"Nig" always fell into the lawn mower and
wound up playing a game of three-cornered

pussy with the D. O.'s who took 1st, 2d and
3d places

—"Nig" failing to score.

When not in Crabtown he spends most of

his time looking for the "Crockadore Hotel"
in New York, or playing Croconola with the

Cocobolas down in Coco-cola grove. Being
strong on road work—Annapolis to Balti-

more and return—"Nig" decided he was the

135-pound kid, so he signed with "Spike"
Webb's bouncers. Someone hit him in both
pupils simultaneously, but forgot to kill him,

so the "Darky" stuck it out.

S.O.P. of the Oil Burners always 3 days
behind in studies and a month ahead in road

work—sworn enemy of old Lady Luck

—

"Nig's" a 4.0 friend.

"Boy I looked at that ship and

Hps

ERNEST ASHTON WILLIAMS
"Ernie," "Willie," "Ernzie."

Wilmington Delaware

SOMETHING like five years ago little

"Willie" established himself at the Navy
School. "Ernie" is the original "Boy with
a smile." Hardships merely make him regis-

ter joy. He proved it by his determination
to keep on keeping on after he was turned
back into the next lower class.

He'll drag anything for anyone. From his

accumulation of bricks you can rest assured

that his house will never be built upon the

sand. Like most of us "Willie" has spent

most of his time staying to leeward of that

two-five. His picture, as we have it here,

is expressionless, but you ought to see that

Ben Turpin look and pose when he tries to

tell the prof about something he doesn't

know anything about.
He's foolish now, but he's young. He'll

come to his own some day in the near future

and it will be an "own" I know most of us

will envy.
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FRANK ROBINSON WALKER
"Frankie," "Snoty," "Johnny Walker."

Birmingham Alabama

THEY make iron in Birmingham, Ala.,

and they also turn out iron men, witness
the above. His only weak spot is his week-
ends, for he is some snake and "all the girls

he ain't drug ain't had no draggin' and never
will."

"Frankie" ran afoul the Executive Depart-
ment and was turned back a year, changing the
angle of his stripes from v to 0, but he bore it

with a smile and Twenty-One's loss was
Twenty-Two's gain.

His hobbies are ship-navigation, foot-nav-

igation, and basketball. His business is

borrowing clothes from roommates and neigh-

bors, for the requisition book is a closed

volume in his young life.

To anyone who will listen to him this tall,

dark, charming, good-humored Mid. will

unfold with his smooth Southern drawl,

wondrous tales of his little girl from Alabam
"Lend me a shirt, little Hal."
"Who's got a pair of socks?"

BEN GUND KOEHLER
"Benny," "Bunny," "Gun," "Old Reliable."

Geneva Nebraska

WHEN the "Flying Dutchman" left his

cornhusking job on a farm back in

Nebraska to enter the Naval Academy
Geneva lost a good pig-sticker but the Navy
acquired a prime pigskinner, for "Benny"
was the first man to bounce from scrimmage
across Army's line with the pigskin in his

arms since 1906. Even without his football

prowess, however, "Benny" would be popular

with the Regiment because his simple, honest

ways make many friends. Possessed of a

contagious laugh, a wallowing walk, and a

wooden gonk—that's "Benny" all over. He's

always had a hard time keeping sat in studies

for "Benny" always stood better with the

All-Americans than he did with the All-

Academics. But perseverance is the key to

many a lock and "Benny" finally bucked the

line past trees, bushes, reexams, and even the

infernal Sub Squad. As for women, they

attract him like honey does a bee, though he's

still faithful to the girl back home, we'll trust.

Buzzard (2)

Two Stripes (1)

Company Representative

(2, 1)

Lucky Bag, 1921
Manager Basketball (1)

Hustlers (4)

Football N* (3, 2, 1)

Lacrosse Squad (3)

Buzzard (2)

Hop Committee (1)
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HALLOCK GILLILAN DAVIS
"Hal," "Hop."

Alameda California

THE above nicknames, as well as several

other cognomens, all refer to the same
Native Son from Alameda, one of the numer-
ous little cities which surround San Francisco
Bay. According to "Hal" it was destined to

be The City, but something went wrong some-
where—"Hal" never explained what. Pos-
sessed of an overpowering love for the Navy,
"Hal" deserted the little rose-covered cottage
in the land of sunshine and directed his foot-

steps into the moss-covered dumps of quaint
Annapolis, there to acquire that education
which was to send him forth as John Paul
Jones' sole rival. It was smooth sailing

until Second Class Year when "Hal" struck

Juice. After a terrific battle lasting four
months they picked "Hal" out of the bilges

only to hear him say, in true emulation of

his great prototype, "I've not yet begun to
exam." He hadn't, for after another month
of boning he fixed Allen's Ampere Addlers
to the tune of 3.1 in his sole re-exam.

WILLIAM PHILLIPS DAVIS
'Billy," "Savvy," "Cue-Ball," "Unique," "Old

Man."

Oskaloosa Iowa

PLEBE Summer was "Bill's" happiest
period as a Midshipman because, as the

old saying goes, "Ignorance is bliss," and at
that time "Unique" knew nothing of the trials
that lay before him. As soon, however, as
the books were broken out, the "old thing"
wrinkled his brows and started to fight.
Before he could pull sat in one subject he was
under in another. It was then that he
started his famous saying, "Well, I'm getting
out, they've got me now." But, in spite of
all this boning he managed to go out for
basketball, and made the 'Varsity.

Ordinarily "Bill" is a quiet, unassuming
old man, but when aroused to mirth his voice
can be heard throughout the halls, like
"Pappy" Kane's "Nyow make up them
jackstays there, Andy," while his grotesque
exhibitions of facial beauty or mimicry of
Fillyloo's dancing, as sideshow attractions, are
second only to those of Ringling Brothers'
Greatest Show on Earth.
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HARRY CHARLES HARSHMAN
"Willie," "Wentilator."

Bisbee Arizona

SEVERAL years of wild Arizona life made
*Harry decide to change his surroundings

—

so the Navy got him. He's no one else than
the famous boneless wonder of the old Fourth,

for, when it comes to boning, Harry's right

there—with the N. A. Register. Academics
have never given him cause for worry, but
he delights in saying he will adorn the next

tree.

His favorite pastime, playing that ill-famed

clarinet, never was appreciated by others in

his wing. Besides this, "Willie's" activities

have led to class team sports, and like so

many others, to Extra Duty, though he
usually keeps on the tamest side of demos.
A firmer Red Mike could hardly have

been found until he went and saw Seattle

—

it conquered! What a transformation—and
then, the Army-Navy Game. We hardly

blamed him for seeking the ranks of the Red
Mikes after that, but constant persuasion

brought him forth again as a snake.

"Now don't make a fool-around."

ROBERT McMURRAY
"Red," "Bobbie," "Mac," "Baldy."

Indianapolis Indiana

HERE'S the Port Running Light of the
Company—he's held down that position

for three years because of his sub-average
stature and his super-colored hair which is

as red as the freckles that illuminate his

beaming face. But alas for that hair! The
past year has seen his locker shelves lined
with fancy hair tonics, and his wife has nightly
suffered the fumes of mange cure—all to no
avail.

A girl once truthfully said of "Bobbie"
that he was too young to love, and ever since

then his pet ambition has been to fall in love.

His sunny smile fools 'em all, but beneath it

there's some tough scrappin' if you get him
mad.

'Red" was undisputed skipper of the Sub
Squad for three years, and it was a sad day
for them when he laid aside his water wings

—

the only wings he ever sprouted—and "Bobbie"
passed the "A" test.

'Who'll I get a date with tonight?"
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WE HAVE sought for some word that

would fit "Pop," but there is only one

—lazy. He is too lazy to be true. We have
sought the height of laziness and it is "Pop!"
A man who knows a 4.0 and will not drag her

because it is too much work rates the prize

in laziness.

A savoir from Massachusetts, "Pop"
became a regular subscriber to The Saturday
Evening Post, the Red Book, the Cosmo,
the Boston Herald and the Christian
Science Monitor during Plebe Year when
he could coast along just short of starring on
his inherent ability plus what he remembered
from twelve months at M. I. T. The time

that he spent keeping sat in reading would
have starred him easily. In athletics "Pop"
has made his mark in the Mexican brand:

if you were to ask him to exert himself, the

most probable reply would be, "What do you
think I am, a f-o-o-1?"

"Kissh Popah!"

JOHN LAMBERT WESTON
"Wes," "Caballo," "Horse."

Somerville Massachusetts

AMAN'S ambitions change as he grows
older. Lambert first contemplated the

simple rustic life of the farmer lad; then he
dreamed of solving the mysteries of Juice

;

finally destiny interposed and launched him
toward a life on the rolling deep, via Crabtown-
on-the-Bay. Chalk fights seldom phased
him, difficult probs and entropy got on their
knees before him, but he has yet to conjugate
his first irregular verb. Exams, however,
are as nought in his young life: "Bilged,"
say we, "Fruit," says he. "Wes" is all right
as long as you agree with him, but contradict-
ing him is like dropping a depth bomb : some-
thing's going to happen. He is a consistent
fusser but, through it all, his heart has
remained with the girl back home. Love,
however, has not affected his appetite; in
fact, it requires two mokes and a chiefcommis-
sary steward to supply his table, hence his

appointment as Battalion Commissary,
bring on the chow!"



LEON JACKSON MANEES
"Leon," "Manus."

Monticello Arkansas

'HY, he told me that very same thing

—

that I could dance better than any
girl he'd ever met." When the femmes start

comparing notes, Leon hauls freight, 'cause

after he's spread that ever faithful line on
every girl at the party something's got to

happen. It was noticeable, too, that after

First Class Sept. Leave, the pink and blue

ones followed the bean cycle and came on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. Leon's race with

all but the Executive Department has been
one of the uphill variety, and the top of the

mountain came in a reexam in Second Class

Juice. However, you can't down a Sea-Pop and
since he knocked Juice cold, he's had no
trouble. First Class Year saw him strut in

the First Batt. color guard and after a cold

year in the Eagles' nest, everything was O. K.
Leon's athletics have been of the general

rather than of the specific type, his only

handicaps having been his tendency toward
trees and bushes and his dislike of having

Jeff Davis on a sour apple tree.

"Mister speaker, mister speaker-

Arkansaw, never!"

"Ah cain't hep it."

JESSE RINK WALLACE
"Jess."

Beardstown Illinois

THERE must be a secret behind "Jess"

—

Why? Before he came to our midst,
according to the dope, he was a most wonder-
ful snake, leaving in his wake a trail of bleed-
ing hearts which would make the Red River
look black. No one knows just how he
changed but since we have known him the
femmes have been an ever dreaded fear to

"Jess." Some one must 'a done him wrong.
Throughout his time studies have not

bored him much. When there is some
studying to be done he can hold his own;
especially so with the caulking squad, to

which we vote him a charter member.
He's another of 22's all-around athletes

—

the kind that combine the Mexican and the
reg brand. "Jess" was one of that ungentle-
manly Second Class Soccer Team and he
wielded a wicked foot, whether he was kicking
the ball or one of his R. H. I. P. opponents.



JOHN FRANKLIN GORDON
"Jack."

Greeley Colorado

EVER to be remembered in the annals of

local history is the day when modest,
demure, savvy "Johnny, our Annapolis man,"
ascended the steps of the Greeley stage coach
amid the cheering of the police force, the fire

department, and the other prominent citizen.

In one hand was his carpet bag, in the other

his lunch and a de luxe copy of "The Story
of Our Navy."
"Jack" "arrived" as a member of '22 via

"Bobbie's" University of Knowledge. Since
his entry he has developed into a true blue

son of Neptune with all the necessary social

accomplishments, attained a la Bell, and an
oil burning capacity (picked up we know not
where). He is also a faithful wooer of the
heartless Princess as evidenced by three of
the "unauthorized use of" paps Second Class
Year.
"Hey, Mister, got any oil?"

JAMES GREENE SAMPSON
"Sam," "Goliath," "Unique."

Galena Illinois

MIX together one hundred forty pounds
of nonchalance, inertia, wood, oil, and

generosity—there you have "Sam." Forget
not the oil, for "Sam" was using Star before
the keel was laid for the "Connie." "No,
men, it ain't toothache, it's Climax." How-
ever, he doesn't always aim to leeward, as a
keener shot with the rifle would be hard to
find, and 'tis said that he can shake a wicked
hoof when he so minds.
"Sam" skidded in his Plebe Year but by

dint of good hard work and many nights at
late study he grew up and graduated with
'22. Those familiar little ditties, sung with
his most melodious, well-oiled, whiskey tenor
have driven away the rhino during many an
otherwise tiresome hour for his friends. And
friends—their number is legion. Everyone
likes his contagious laugh, his unselfish nature,
his funny anecdotes and his ever pressing cry
for the "Chief."

"Say Jack, where's my Galena Gazette?"
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ON THE map Rhode Island appears
rather small, but you have only to listen

to Perry to know that it is a land of milk
(Borden's Condensed) and honey, embracing
all the garden spots of the known world.

As a Red Mike, Perry has proved a

dismal failure, for he gave away his heart

long before he decided to follow the life on
the roaring main. September comes but
once a year, andwhenPerry returns—Oh boy

—

the hop he's in. 'Tis wonderful to behold.

Several months of anxious solicitation on the

part of his wife and friends seem to produce
some result, but then another Leave rolls

around and he's off again.

In the interim he spends his time in swim-
ming, winning life-saving contests, and making
innumerable futile attempts to "perfect him-
self in the French language." We certainly

wish him more luck in the former than he
has had, so far, in bluffing the All-Academics.

HAROLD GEORGE HAZARD
"Hap," "Hal."

Altoona Pennsylvania

WOOED by the call of the wild seawaves,
this budding young Apollo forsook his

native haunts of cinders and roaring freights

for quaint historic Crabtown. Viewed from
the Sub Squad the "wild seawaves" were
distasteful, but "Hap" gulped his way
through three years of tests until, with no
more rivers to swallow, he swore off HsO
forever.

Youngster Year witnessed the crisis. Bitten
by a deplorable desire to become one of the
snakiest and most reptilian of vipers he
nearly accomplished his own downfall. But
the sweet patience and shining example of
his roommate—abetted not a little by a fair

Washingtonian—drew him from yawning
reefs into quieter channels where one drags
not—except in safety. Thenceforth his im-
provement was rapid. He still pulls » dizzy

one occasionally, still talks in terms of freight

engines, still thinks the lingo of Pennsylvania

is Rnglish "as she should be spoke," but his

future is promising and we all wish him the

best o' luck.

Buzzard (2)
Class Lacrosse (3, 2, 1);

Numerals (3)
Class Football Numerals

(2, 1)

Log Staff (2, 1)
Lucky Bag
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JOHN LOUIS NESTOR
"Mike," "Jack," "Johnnie."

Nashville Tennessee

'/AH! YOU know he is my ideal Southerner

V/ with those big dreamy brown eyes."

Such was the description of "Mike" by one

of Seattle's fairest during Second Class Cruise.

John's accomplishments run the gamut
from the adept wielding of a lacrosse mace to

the delicate manipulation of a teacup and
three kinds of cake with one hand. Quite

a collection of trophies of the chase he had,

until he lost Exhibit A and hit the pap for

unauthorized combination. With an incli-

nation to break hearts, hand in hand, goes an
aversion to labor. John's chief ambition has

been to sleep during all study periods and
then make a 2.5 on recitations. Successful?

Well he proudly asserts that he hits a maxi-

mum of 5 bushes a week.

MELLISH MOTTE LINDSAY, JR.

"Junio," "Hijo."

Ripley Tennessee

THIS Apollo Belvedere of the Sunny South
combines with a latent lack of intelligence

a demoniacal personal beauty and a sinister

hatred of anything even faintly resembling
labor. He is a perfect example of Sir Isaac

Newton's law relating to inertia. If ergs

were dollars his total expenditures would not
bankrupt a pauper.
But pardon me, gentle reader, do not get

e wrong impression of this native son of
ipley for his commendable qualities are

many. He is a good pal and a true friend to

all and is bound to be liked by those below
him as well as those above.
He speaks three languages: two of them

fluently—English and Profane, Spanish doesn't
count. The Walrus isn't much of a hand at

fighting tea but "Remember, gen'men, they
ain't no man what can pass me through a
barroom door."



THIS gentleman with the benevolent face

holds the long-distance sleeping record

of the Navy. "Aw-w knock off—I only got

fourteen hours' sleep last night—and with a
gentle snore "Snow" is back in his hop again.

The only way to wake "Eddie" up is to

flourish a fresh Fat under his nose, and
immejiately he is all animation—compar-
atively speaking. For as much as five

minutes' after smoking he's awake; then

—

coma again. One look at "Eddie's" expres-

sive eyes—you guessed it—he's a poet! When
under the influence of his wife's picture and
a few Fats—what trips he do take into the
realms of the poetically fantastical! When
his friends aren't smoking Fats, but some
other brand, "Snow" ponders over the short-

comings of mankind—but never over the

frailty of woman. "Go on, I'm a married
man!"
"Who's got the skags—let's catch!"

LOUIS DAVENPORT LIBENOW
"Laybelow," "Lou."

Spokane Washington

WHERE am I from, Mister?"
"Massachusetts, sir."

?!*! (indicating difficulty in regaining
speech) "Say, do / look like a simple, low-
living easterner?"

Yes, "Lou" is a true and loyal son of the
West, and his one ambition in life is to vin-

dicate the State of Washington in general and
dear ole "Spo-can" in particular. "Laybelow"
has all the characteristics of the Great
Northwest, except one, and he claims he
lost that Plebe Summer in the Severnside
Sanitarium where he has taken an annual
rest cure ever since. "Lou" is game for

anything at anytime unless there's work
involved, in which case he prefers old "beddo."
Our hero did not begin to show signs of a

reptile nature until Second Class Year when
he even forsook Lady Fatima (for a short
time) to pay homage at another shrine.

Sailing close to Academic shoals he has
always cruised about with few mishaps, and
with just enough reserve speed to make good
the few times he has been forced to bust out
the five flag.
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MARION HAMILTON WALLACE
"Ham," "Si," "Wadlick."

Nashville Tennessee

'T JAM" made his first public appearance

JlTL at the Christmas Carnival Plebe Year
and the performance was one that left Ruth
St. Denis in the back-stage light. He has

taken his four years' internment as it has come
and he has had little or no trouble. It is

rumored that he can count the number of

trees he has hit on one hand and the number
of hops missed on the other.

As far as athletics go "Ham" told his

Company Officer Second Class Year that his

activities were three times a week at the gym,
but it happened that the latter knew where
he spent those three days. He did play golf

once or twice a week First Class Year and
lots of bridge on First Class Cruise, though.

It's rumored that sooner or later he is to

return to Nashville to enter the lumber
business, but those of us who know him
better know that the lumber business

doesn't attract him.

DAVID JOHN STUDABAKER
"Stude," "Dave."

Bluffton Indiana

DAVID joined our ranks from Hoosierdom
and since then has entirely buried the

remembrance of Bluffton, Ind., under the
trials and tribulations of the Naval Academy.
Trials? Yes. From the time when he first

entered, he has had great difficulty in keeping
his feet under the covers at night. Formerly,
he kept a bright lookout against the traps
laid by the All-Academics—but "how the
mighty have fallen!" Now, he revels in hops
and pink-scented envelopes.

"Who—me? No, I don't get many letters

from femmes. Only two yesterday and three

today. There's too much work around here

to fool time away like that. Say—what's
the Juice for this morning"? "Do we actually

have to memorize that whole table of shrink-

age for Ordnance?"
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WALTER WEEDON BARR
"Walt," "Weedon," "Bullet-Top."

Eufala Alabama

THIS, ladies and gentlemen, is a real, live

cave man, a manwho charms the opposite

sex by "the curve of his adorable lips, his

beautiful hair, the wonderful blue of his eyes,

and his supreme indifference to feminine
wiles." He's "big and strong, but oh, so

futile." His policy of "treat 'em rough and
tell 'em nothing" has created havoc with
many an innocent who came, who saw, and
who was immediately obsessed with an
intense desire to meet "that man with the

deliciously brutal (?) face." Though by his

seagoing walk it would seem that his ambi-
tion is the bridge of a destroyer in a sea way,
yet 'tis not so—a certain dark-haired little

lady, who, with Milady Fatima, is his only
love, has made a Gyrene out of him and his

rolling gait will be wasted (if he has his way)
on a bunch of "leathernecks" at P-rade with
"the Missus" on the sidelines watching.

*&

Buzzard (2)

Boxing Squad (3)

JOHN PINCKNEY WHEELER VEST
"Johnnie," "Gridley," "Einstein."

Centreville Maryland

LET go the starboard anchor! Give him
a long shot of chain and hold everything!

John's about to introduce a new "theory" of

that particular caliber which compels all

listeners to wonder how he stays on terra

firma, rather than to attempt to understand
what he is saying.

John squeezed by until he navigated into

Nav. Since then the practical side of the man
has been on a side track somewhere between
the Mean Sun and the Vernal Equinox.
Theories, Ideals, Eastern versus Western
shore of Maryland, and Uplift Work form a
complete description of the boy. "Gangway
for a single standard for society;" "Suppose
the radius of the Earth to be infinite;" "The
name Maryland is all that the two Shores
have in Common," so he goes on through
life! Adorner of every Christmas tree and
May Pole that ever was, or will be posted,
still he will be a Godsend to any wardroom
which is short of first-class, sure-fire, non-
corrosive athletes of the bull-tailed, Mexican
variety.

*y

Water Polo Squad (4, 3, 2,

1); NA (2)
Class Football Numerals

(2, 1)

Class Lacrosse (2, 1)
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FRANK CARLIN SUTTON
"May"

Columbus Ohio

DON'T think, gentle reader, that since

our hero is occasionally called "May"
he has feminine tendencies. Far, far from it

—

his first thought on seeing a woman is to

place as much of Crabtown between her and
himself as is humanly possible. And when
Frank thinks a thing, he generally proceeds
to carry it out. Aside from steering clear

of the female of the species, his pet hobby is

to get into a rough-house, the bigger the odds
against him the better; with his faculty of
coming out topside, he should make the kind
of a naval officer whom the enemy hate to
fight. Frank is one of the kind of men to
whom you can spill all your troubles and
woes, and then go off feeling better, for he is

a quiet fellow who doesn't try to tell you
what you want to say, but gives you the chance
to say it yourself—a true messmate.

EARLE FULTON HEIGHT
"Rabbit"

Manchester New Hampshire

THERE'S a lot to be said about Red
Mikes around the Naval Academy, but

it's seldom that one is really seen. Here,

however, is one of the most consistent non-
fussers that ever graced this Utopia for

Ancient Mariners. He dragged but once!

That was when his Congressman sent his

daughter down, and "Rabbit" couldn't sleep

for a week before the eventful Sunday that

was to bring the fair young lady to Crabapolis.

It might be added that, after he had met her

at 2.15, and had shown her John Paul and
the Armory, he managed to catch the
4 o'clock car for her, but he's never looked

a woman squarely in the face since.

"Rabbit" is easy going and prizes his sleep

above all else. He would stand high if he
could tear himself away from his downy
couch a little more. He doesn't talk much,
but the way he can color the air with a
minimum number of words and a maximum
naval efficiency is a revelation.



WILLIAM HARMON BEYRER
"Bill, "Wiley."

Bertrand Nebraska

HERE he is, everyone! Look him over!

Old sea-going "Bill" with that rolling

gait which is all his own, despite the well

meant efforts of sundry of our earlier acquaint-
ances to rid him of it.

"Bill" has never had much trouble with
the Academics but the Executive Department
has been camping on his trail ever since

"Wiley" donned his first suit of white works.
Lord help the Midshipmen of twenty years'

hence when "Bill" comes back as a swagger-
ing D. O. for he knows all the tricks of the
trade.

And did you ask if he is a snake? You'd
certainly think so if you could see the tinted

notes which gather to him from every port
in which he has set his number nines.

"Bill" has always been a faithful worshiper
at the shrine of our Lady Nicotine and various
cruises on the good ship Reina have never
weakened his devotion. May you never be
parted, "Bill," old man!

Choir (3, 2, 1)

Bugle Corps (4)

Glee Club (4, 3, 2, 1)

Black N********

EDWARD HARRIS PIERCE
"Ed," "Eddie."

Unionville Ohio

YES, THIS is he, there is only one, and
some day he is going to be a great, big

naval officer. There have been times when
it seemed somewhat doubtful, but a 2.500 in

Dago had no disheartening effect. It only
showed great power of will for him to keep
his grade down so that the other boys would
have a fair chance.

His looks—well some subjects are more
painful than others. Because of them, he
has never gone out for athletics. You see,

sunlight causes freckles and freckles are a
hindrance, even the girls have been known
to say that they always hated freckles till

they saw him. And as to girls, even though
he may not be the All-Academic snake, he
gets there just the same, keeping his usual

"savoir faire." Just now he is afflicted with
something that may prove serious, it has

increased his letter rate and made his dis-

position even more sweet. Time alone will

tell.



WILLIAM SILLERS THOMSON, JR.

"Billy," "Tommy."

Oklahoma City Oklahoma

BORN in Cordele, Ga.; reared in Greens-
boro, N. C. ; blossomed in Oklahoma City,

and now claims the Big Town as a home.
The wanderlust seized "Billy" in his early

"teens," and he rode the "bumpers" all over
the country, winning for himself the title of

the International Bum and an appointment
to the Naval Academy. Although his pro-

posed hunting trip into the wilds of Canada
failed to materialize because of it, this intrepid

youth unhesitatingly dedicated his future life,

liberty, and pursuit of happiness to the plea-

sure of the President.

"Billy" has had many "affaires de coeur,"

but he's now seen the light, and realizes that
one ever can depend upon a woman. Since
denying himself this usual means of amuse-
ment he has turned his attentions to plans for

getting rich quick. So far these plans, like

the trip to Canada, have failed to materialize,

but a man with his imagination ought soon
to have the world at his feet.

WYNDHAM STOKES CLARK
"Wink," "Nap," "Brute."

Kyle West Virginia

'TV /TONSIEUR Clark—you are so hand-
1VJL some—you have ze perfic physique

—

I give you ze 4.0." Who could help agreeing
with the Aristocrat after one glance at that
god-like figure and those curly locks?

"Wink" hails from the land of Sid Hatfield
and the coal miners, the mountaineers of West
Virginia. One would think with such a back-
ground he would be the snake of snakes, and
have a different woman for every day. Such,
however, is not the case. He met Her
Youngster Leave. The affair flourished dur-
ing Second Class Leave, and came to a climax
the following Christmas, while "Wink" was
officially at the Academy being punished
because of an accumulation of demerits.
Since then "Wink" has unfalteringly trod the
straight and narrow. Now the only remain-
ing question is, how soon after graduation
will he get married?
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BELLS and Buzzers—Ding, ding, ding,

buzz, buzz, buzz.

False alarm, fellows. It's only that guy-

Clement again spreading false dope.
The outstanding feature of his Academic

career has been his conscientious love of good
hard work. No one could ever accuse Lyman
of being lazy—unless they knew him. And
greasy, oh my! Youngster Year he collected

three smoking paps, just so he would have
more chance to drill than the rest of the boys.
Then King Albert came along, and all demer-
its were cancelled. It nearly broke his heart.

In spite of all the efforts of the Executive
Department, and a summer in J. O. II,

Lyman landed a 2 P. O. job. He has hopes,

however, of getting busted to a clean sleeve

before the year is over.

It is to be regretted that "Clem" has never
had any love affairs. "Captain Billy" says,

"the longer they wait and the harder they wait,

the harder they fall." If this is true, Lyman
is certainly due for a terrible bump.

it

WHO'S that little fat boy?—Why, that's
"Charlie" Myers. He's from the "mule

State"—"Lift Missouri out of the Mud"—
that's his slogan. "Charlie" kicked the mud
off his shoes early Plebe Year and made the
"Hustlers," but he's never been known to
hustle since. He has been known to work,
in case of dire necessity, but you might as
well try to convince him that New York is

not the best place to leave watches "to have
them repaired," as to try to rob Charles of
his perpetual beauty sleep.

It has always been a live question whether
"Charlie" was anyone's "soul" support. It

has been practically conceded now, however,
that he is still approachable, as the mails
continue to bear five missives a week regularly
o the same address—not home. Few hus-
bands are quite so faithful.
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CHARLES OWEN COMP
"Fats," "Jowl."

Omaha Nebraska

rOWL" got his first desire to follow a life

'militaire"as a majorofthe First Battalion
of the old High School Cadet Corps. He

arrived in Crabtown with a beaming counte-
nance, four bits, and "Pete," in the early

summer of '18, and immediately donned one
of "Jake" Reed's greenest. He spent most
of his Plebe Year in the gymnasium and by
hard and conscientious work won a place on
the Gym Team. This fine start he followed

up Youngster Year by winning his gNt in

the Intercollegiates at Haverford. Many
a feminine heart beat fast and many a sigh

of delight was heard as this gold and blue-

clothed Apollo rolled and tumbled his rotund
form to collegiate supremacy.

"Fats" has brightened (?) many an hour
with his old banjo and that rich "contrapano"
voice of his.

k

FREDERICK FERRIS RICHARDS
"Ted," "Fats."

Rockport Maine

HERE we have a salty skipper from the
wilds of Maine, one who was always

ready to put his "weight" behind every
activity. On the football field he wore off

every corner from his Apollo-like form and
now is as round as round can be. Whenever
there was any rough work, or any "steam-
roller" work, to be done, he was always
present and did his share.

And, Oh! Those wonderful pink cheeks!
You never saw the like before. Girls! How
can you ever resist him! Whenever he blushes,

even the American beauty rose droops its

petals in envy. Why, even the darkest
corners burst into radiancy when he appears.

You ought to hear him sing of an early morn-
ing. One would swear it was the trill of a
meadow lark did he not know it was the right

honorable "Ted" himself. In short "Fats"
sure lived up to the saying that "fat men are

always happy." When he is around happi-
ness just naturally radiates from him.
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JOHN LAURENS FRAZER
"Frazzles," "Agnes," "Diz."

Mexico City Mexico

He comes from Mexico, or how he gets

that way
ClCENE: Frazer 'sroomduringmorningstudy
AJ hours. He and "Rhino" are boning.

Frazer (suddenly): "Say, I just got an idea—

"

"Rhino": "Pipe down and study your Math.
You know you've only got a 2.3 average."

(Silence for five minutes then)

Frazer: "Remember that poem I
—

"

"Rhino": "SHUT UP!"
(Silence for a few minutes, then Frazer

closes book, starts to undress.)

"Rhino": "It's only ten minutes to forma-

tion, and you haven't finished that Math."
Frazer: "But I need a shower!" (Continues

undressing.) Sings (yes, he wrote it)

:

"My bonnie is down in the laundry,

My bonnie wee Maryland rose.

My bonnie is down in the laundry,

Awashing the Midshipmen's clothes."

(Frazer steps intoshowerand formation busts)
Curtain

Long live the author of those "Segregation

Blues!" Yea "Frazzles!"

HENRY LAWRENCE HOLCOMB
"Hayseed," "Slim," "Bunkum," "Hole."

New Castle Delaware

FROM Germantown Academy, breaking a
thousand hearts

To Crabtown came a youth of fame, a lad

of goodly parts.

The record of his former deeds 'tis needless

to repeat;

An all-round scholar was the lad, an all-

around athlete.

But once within Tecumseh's walls he found
that he, alas

Was not a specialist and so at nothing could

surpass.

Quite fairly good at every sport, he did a little

skagging,

Almost a shark at bridge, he was a dilettant

at dragging.

But then at last he wrote a play, the bestofbets.

e spent his time from that day on amusing
Pampered Pets;

And there we leave him satisfied for here our

story ends

—

All hail to Hoicomb, best of sports, and best

of loyal friends.



JOHN YANCEY DANNENBERG
"Yank," "J. Y."

Muskogee Oklahoma
' QAY 'June,' here's a new one—let's see

k!j you take four pieces of paper and"
he's off. "Yank's" chief hobbies are "puzzl-

ums," practical jokes, sleep, smoking, and
getting out of work. If the energy he uses

dodging work were put into studies his face

would be adorning recruiting posters before
long. Though decidedly not Irish, his name
should be O'Flannaghan, if his luck at getting

away with things not allowed by USNAR,
and getting out of them when somebody's
carelessness gets him ragged, is any indication

of nationality. The classic profile of his nose,

and his famous war-whoop won him the title

of "Chief Nick-a-hole-in-the-sky" as a Plebe,
and his actions when snapped out of a hop
have caused its retention as an Upperclass-
man. His noted collection of French liter-

ature and art (imported) leaves no doubt as
to his tastes.

"Hey 'Yank'—minute and a half till late

blast."

"Aw-w-w. I don't give a damn—gimme
a skag."

'J

JUNIUS WEAKLEY MILLARD
"June," "Ducky," "Silent."

Shelbyville Kentucky

UNE" is a fervent follower of all that fis

Southern. An effervescent native of the

famous Blue Grass, his tongue wags like the
tail of a happy terrier. "Suh, I'm from
Kaintucky—the habitat of fair women and
fast horses."

But to you—fair ones who shall perhaps
read this—can you look into those romantic
blue eyes framed above and yet fail to feel

the turmoil of your hearts? Can you not
hear your very soul crying for him? But
to you fortunate ones who might measure
up to his selective taste, there is yet hope

—

he might oblige you—because he was once
known (long ago when he was sweet 21) to

have sacrificed one of his attractive curls to

a Kentucky damsel. Junius is a hard hombre.
He was worked out as a Plebe; has conscien-

tiously passed this good work along, and he
even has aspirations for a green N.

Sub Squad (4, 3, 2)
"Know Your Maryland"
Club (4, 3, 2, 1)

Early Rising Squad (3,2,1)
Radiator Club (4, 3, 2, 1)

Class Football Numerals
(2,1)

Masqueraders (2, 1)

Musical Clubs (2, 1)

Maryland Sight-seeing Club
(4, 3, 2, 1)
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CHESTER LLEWELLYN McGHEE
"Maggie," "Geech."

Decatur Georgia

TSTER McGhee, that sketch is not
worth two Slugs of Navy Plug Cut in

the Dead Sea. That valve would not stop

a nickel's worth of Ford Exhaust, much less

high pressure steam," and "Maggie" gets

another jolt from the All-Academics. How-
ever, he is used to jolts. Early in Youngster
Cruise he towed two derelicts back from
Panama City, but, easing over the non-reg

forecastle gangway, the wrecks carefully

aided him and "Maggie" has never been able

to explain it all away. Even a three-mile

climb up and over the fighting tops of the old

Ky. did not change his luck. But it took
"Tom" and Baltimore to put the final straw

on "Why, Mister McGhee, I am just as-

tounded. How immoral to attend a hop you
didn't rate. Forty demerits, four week-ends,

and a life membership in the Positive Action
Aggregation."

WILLIAMS BURNS TUCKER
"Bill."

Gainesville Florida

HERE'S to old Florida. May she always
remain on the map." Personally we have

never seen "Bill's" podunk, but we hear that
trains have been flagged there on special

occasions.

Among the fair sex, the sun never sets on
"Bill's" ardent admirers. They all fall

—

the grass widows of Honolulu, the buxom
blondes of Norway, and even our real Amer-
ican Beauties, and here we might add that
with "Bill" a girl in the grandstand is worth
two in the ballroom.

"Bill" claims that he wears only a number
8 but we are inclined to doubt this when we
see him send the pigskin spinning on its

parabolic trajectory down the football field.

In fact, if it were not for hard luck, our son
of the South would have had his N* long

before this. To quote from the Baltimore
Sun "He has the veritable earmarks of an
all-American."



PALMER KURTZ LEBERMAN
"P. K.," "Leebie."

Sheboygan Wisconsin

MOST every State can claim some note

for something it turns out, on which
her native sons can dote and ever be devout.

Now up along our northern line, the haven of

the plumber, they raise the tall and stately

pine—their big output is lumber. Up north

you'll find old P. K's lair, to tell you as we
should, but just because he hails from there

don't think he's made of wood! He's savvy
—yes, and more than that, he bluffs the

femmes serenely! He's drug 'em tall and
drug 'em fat, and drug 'em sweet and queeny.

You ask him how and he'll retort: "It's best,

I've found, my son, to have a girl in every
port than have 'em all in one!"

HENRY NEILL PAUL, JR.

"Hank," "Hen."

Chestnut Hill Pennsylvania

SOME staid old prophet murmured once
that waters still run deep, that silence

golden of the wise will fruits of knowledge
reap. We'll say he hit the nail forsooth, he
wins the codfish ball, and if perchance you
doubt its truth, consider Henry Paul. Now
who would think he'd ever strayed from off the
straight and narrow; who'd think that o'er

the seas he'd heyed and drunk his bit o'

marrow? And does he run from damsels fair,

our blushing little "Hank?" He runs—Ah
oui! But where? He takes 'em on the flank.
There is an instance known to few, we can't
relate it for ye, 'twas of the sort that young
men rue and happened in Hawaii. Then
here's to "Hank," may he live long, and raise

a manly beard, may Old Dame Fortune ring
his gong and may his jinx be speared.



JOHN CAMPBELL LESTER
"J. C," "Savvy," "Salty."

Seneca Falls New York

SHADES of John Paul Jones! If Dewey,
Farragut, and the rest of the boys had

gazed upon this salty individual before em-
barking upon their naval careers they would
undoubtedly have turned green with envy,
and decided the old farm wasn't so bad after

all. It's not only his looks and his cute sea-

going roll which gain him his notoriety, but
also his distinguished actions. Youngster
Cruise he created a furore by descrying a six-

stacked steamer coming out of Norfolk—it

was only one of our most famous colliers.

Like all true seamen he has a wife in every
port, but he demonstrates his sagacity in
insuring fidelity by picking them old and
homely. If all the bricks he has dragged
were placed in line they would make the
Great Wall of China look like a broken down
bamboo fence. A true genius, naturally
salty, he has his eccentricities, but at that he
proves the real rarity of that combination

—

beauty and brains.

Expert Rifleman

MATTHEW STANLEY QUAY WEISER
"Bud," "AT. S. Q."

Philadelphia Pennsylvania

OUT OF the wilds of "Philly" comes
"Bud" with two or three chess cham-

pionships and a strong penchant for still

stronger cheese. He is left-handed and has
a left-handed sense of humor to match. Yes
indeed, when "Bud" begins playing jokes then
someone is scheduled for disaster. And his

ideas—they're works of art. And he puts
his schemes through willy-nilly. We'd call

him dizzy if he weren't so practical in work-
ing them up.

"Bud" is a strong believer in the efficacious

'esults of outdoor exercise. And, as usual,

he has followed up his idea by putting it in

practice. Yea verily, he has missed but few
of the bi-weekly strolls of the Extra Duty
Squad in the last three years. Walking as

a punishment? Not at all, just walking for

the exercise. We wonder why a chess cham-
pion can't keep a move or two ahead of the

D. O.

Black n*******
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WOODSON VAUGHAN MICHAUX
"Meesh," "Cosy."

Houston Texas

inr*îHE most fascinating and the most
dangerous man in the Navy." This

phrase could describe but one man, and that
is the notorious "Mich" pictured above. It

was during Youngster Cruise that he earned
this sobriquet, and under most remarkable
circumstances. Being low in funds one day
he and "Bobby" Maurin decided to hit Coney
Island, so they proceeded to this Hebraic
Haven and parked out in front of the Casino.
Suddenly two oldish damsels, too homely
and tawdry to ever excite second glances,

catapulated themselves upon "Mich" with
loud cries of, "Oh my young naval officer!"

The latter fled precipitately.

The passing years have seemingly failed

to live down this one escapade, although an
extended cruise on the No Hope added
another important phrase to his career. Thus
when he attained office on the Minnie First

Class Cruise the startled whisper was always
preceding him on the deck, "Cheese it! Here
comes that hard Mate of the deck."

D. O.'s Orderly at Extra
Duty (2)

JOHN PERRY WHITNEY
"Jack," "Jake," "Ambition," "Bo-o-ful."

New York City

T And with a luscious rendition of one of
Broadway's latest melodies in a splendid
"near-beer tenor" "Jakie" is lightly tripping

his Terpsichorean way to formation, to dash
up madly just in time to hear the "You're
Too Late Little Boy" theme touchingly
rendered on the bugle. Whether it's the

beautiful wave of his hair (ad'v't) or his

silken, soothing, caressing line is a mooted
question, but somehow he just skins by the
A-A's with his Irish Luck running interfer-

ence for him. All the crossing of fingers that

he can do, however, doesn't seem to do him
any good with the All-stars, or Exec's, for

he's thrown for a loss, or knocked for a goal

on each encounter. They've got the Fear
of All Things in him so thoroughly that he
has even been known to shave not once, but
four times in a day.

"Gimme gangway, wonsha? I've got to

read that letter from Her."

Class Football, 1921 (2, 1)

Class Soccer, 1921 (1)

Class Water Polo, 1921(1)
Black n********
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ROGER EASTMAN NELSON
"Red," "Rusty," "Wagie," "Nellie," "Focus."

Ishpeming Michigan

SUFFERING snatch blocks, you handle
that annunciator like a debutante handles

an eggbeater!" Thus was "Red" initiated

into the mysteries of the cruise. "Red" hails

from Ishpeming where it is usually too cold
to fish, so he decided to let the Navy benefit

by his service; and benefit she will, for "Red"
is savvy and has a high sense of duty,

—

which latter causes him to sleep in on the
only mornings he isn't on the early rising

squad. "Rusty" has the distinction of being
the baby of '22, being not quite 16 when he
joined us Plebe Summer. He has still one
other claim to distinction in that he is su-
premely, deliciously, intoxicatingly fickle. He
falls in love each week-end and each new one,
according to Roger, is sure to be "the one
great love of his life." But for all that, the
girl who does finally land him will be lucky,
for "Red" is a real man with lots of common
sense, 'n everything.

KENNETH DODSWORTH STODDARD
"Ken," "K. D." "Snooks," "Steve."

Detroit Michigan

'O NOOKS" began his naval career as a

O mural decoration in Buck's War College

where he successfully underwent the ordeal

of facing the Big Fire. From this he rapidly

graduated to the supreme satisfaction of

Plebe Summer. The descent to the nether
regions, however, was swifter even than the

rise to glory, especially when "Snooks" was
ragged on Lover's Lane by an interested

spectator.

"K. D." has been a candidate for all known
sports, but in the end he forsook the paths
which lead to glory for his first and only love

—a pack of skags and a tendency. As a

hunter uses a decoy, so did "Snooks" lay a

trap for the D. O. in the shape of a photo-
graph holder which looked exactly like a con-

verted cigarette case. Things close at hand,
though, are hard to see and, strange as it

seem, not a D. O. fell. Que lastima!
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CHARLES MARVIN FURLOW, JR.
"Shorty," "Monte," "C. M." "Sep. Leave."

Madison Georgia

DID someone mention Sep Leave? Then
"Charlie's" around. The prospect of

that month's leave spent "down in de land

ob peaches" is a vision of heaven to him.
"Shorty" first got his idea of becoming

one of Uncle Sam's sea-going chaps from
navigating the swamps of the Oconee
River in Morgan County, Ga. To hear him
tell it, he never did anything but hunt and
fish before landing in Crabtown, but he does
admit that too much hard work stunted his

growth considerably.

Most of his time has been spent breaking
regs and dodging D. O.'s so even though he
has made several honest attempts at ath-

letics, extra duty interfered. That's his

excuse, but if you ask us we would say it

was simply his Georgia laziness. He is a
typical "Georgia Cracker" and never grows
tired of the "Empire State of the South."
Unlike most rebels, "Cee M" is a true Red
Mike, having dragged only twice in three

and a half years—and he still regrets that

he spoiled the record.

"Well theah you are, afteh all these yeahs."
"Our Union Jack."

JOHN ALEXANDER SMITH
"Jack," "J. A." "Gunboat."

Gloster Mississippi

QUARTERMASTER, eight side boys, the
guard and band. One look at "Jack"

will easily distinguish him as an old sea dog.
With eighteen months on board the Utah
and that oceana roll which he learned behind
the plow down in Mississippi, one would
think he had been in the Navy all his bloody
life.

That broad smile and lazy drawl are con-
vincing proof that his home is far below the

ason-Dixon Line. "Yes, suh! Ah'm frum
Mississippi, suh!" He learned the inland
rules by hunting and fishing up and down
the Mississippi River during his early years
as a happy "barefoot boy."

"Gunboat's" greatest fault is his awful
line and the way he heaves it at the femmes
makes them all fall. It is hard to tell which
he shoots better, his famous line or trusty
Springfield; for, with all his lazy Southern
ways he has managed to make considerable

of a name for himself with the Rifle Team.
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IT is "Jarruld," the cataclysm with the old

Fall River Line. Did someone say 40%?
No! There isn't anyone else in the race.

Mix a little bit of New England with a lusty

whack of Ireland—and you may begin to

dope him out. But when it comes to Math
and Gow and all the sources of Academic
wear and tear, he has out-doped them all

to date with very little lost motion.
The great personification!—Anyone who

has endured his effervescent flow of wit may,
after four years, well claim to be acquainted
with the elastic strength of the language,

—

'pun my word!
"Jerry," we all know it's constant

—

Doyle's Laws tell us so—but when that cold

day in December comes (of all the words of

tongue or pen, the saddest are: It might
have been) we know that asphyxiating line

will be the illuminant of some poor benighted

J. O. country.

FREDERICK WAGNER BIEHL
"Freddy," "Fritz,"

Galion Ohio

"/^>AN you plot this hyperbola?"
V> "Naw, don't bother me!"
Judge for yourself the high regard this

naval aspirant holds for innocent mathe-
matical complexities. "Freddie" was ever
engaged with theories about "star-stuff,"

and "lunar cycles."

Not satisfied with the details of an ele-

mentary naval "edicashun," he has unfolded
and laid bare those cold logical deductions
that have driven men to inventing Martian
communication, reversing the polarity of
Polaris, and connecting in polyphase Pollux
and Castor adrift.

His classification: Studious, 4.0, depending
on the subject (usually philosophical) ; Aca-
demic, 2.7 (a long hard grind); Physical,

3.8 (a personal belief in the science of Mental
Training) ; and the remainder a cold swabo

—

Jazz, Hops, Waikiki, and Women.
"Hit 'em hard, Friedrich, for navies may

come and navies may go, but the stars! Ah,
they are fixed!"
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THOMAS OXNARD
"Tommy," "Thosox."

Savannah Georgia

TOMMY" was brought up in the Sunny
South where they believe that all work

and no play makes Jack a dull boy. He
is an ardent advocate of this old standard.
He tripped his way through Plebe Year and
annexed a star. Perhaps it is his innocent
face, perhaps his colorful line; at any rate
there is something about him which makes
an instructor believe he knows all about his

lesson whether he has studied it or not.

"Tommy" has tried hard to get ahead of
the rest of his class by acquiring an Admiral's
waist-line while yet a Midshipman. His
efforts have met with some measure of suc-
cess but reg chow has handicapped him
considerably; still, it is positively contrary
to all "Tommy's" principles to worry about
anything, so he's patiently waiting, hoping,
trusting, that some day e'er long he'll have
sufficient girth to qualify as an Admiral,
U. S. N.

I

JOHN GERALD MERCER
"Skeets."

Wilmington North Carolina

YOUNG as he looks, this mighty specimen
of manhood is one of our oldest citizens,

for "Skeeter" tried life with both '20 and '21

before coming to his final resting place with
us. His career was full of ups and downs,
until at last he learned to swim, since which
time he has kept his head above water.
Perhaps it's been the love of affairs with the
unfair sex that led to his troubles, for life

with "Skeeter" is just one love affair after

another.

During his Youngster Years "Skeets"
was one of the "Bolshevistikest of Bolshe-
viks," but continued intimate correspondence
with the "Supe" on that lovely Irish green
stationery led him to reform, and seek once
more the straight and narrow path of right-

eousness, until now, the great "Skeeter,"
who used to boast of the many D. O.'s he
had fooled, sits placidly in his boudoir and
sings solely about his recently-acquired
regness. Quel change! Quel change!
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JOHN WILLIAM GUIDER
"Duke," "Red."

Syracuse New York

«QAY fellows, have you heard the dope?"
»3Stand by for the latest direct from those
who know, for it is no other than "Duke."
John William jumped into Academy life

Plebe Year with his characteristic energy
and has been doing more than his share to

make the old place buzz ever since. The
Log received the greater part of his efforts,

and his versatility and ability in promoting
organization have been of the greatest benefit.

"Duke" showed his ability in an athletic

way by making the fencing squad for three

years. Whether due to his fiery countenance
or real ability with the sabre, he had the
goods and did his part to keep the Inter-

collegiate Championship where it belongs.

"Duke" has the polished finesse of a courtier

and is truly in his element on a ballroom
floor. If one's success is measured by his

efforts, "Duke" is assured of a full measure
of good fortune.

Log Staff (4, 3, 2); Assistant
Editor (1)

Athletic Editor Lucky Bag
FencingTeam(3,2,l);N(2)
Intercollegiate Champion-

ship Saber Team (2)

JOHN ROCHE HOWLAND
"John," "Savvy."

Chicago Illinois

SO BIG and strong, but oh, so gentle!"
the fair young thing demurred. We

found, though (grant it accidental) to whom
the maid referred. From this description
truly made, we'll add our little bit, with
hopes to make this history a lot more definite.

Now Savvy in his four years here has set

us quite a pace; his works of art will long
remain, to greet the populace. The Art
Department of this Bag has been his special

pride, but also in athletics here and there
his hand he's tried. A little bit of class

football, a year or so of crew, a tiny bit of

snaking just as all Midshipmen do. And
with the crew in Belgium not one cathedral
did he miss, while all his comrades raided

the cafes of old Paris.

One word is not forgotten as we march
along, route step, and that is Savvy's ever-

present "Hep! Hep! Hep!"

:&3¥ggSSR56^^^

Buzzard (2)

Class Football (3, 2, 1);

Numerals (1)

Log (4, 3); Staff (2)

Art Editor Lucky Bag
Crew (4,3, 2, 1); NA

Crossed Oar
Olympic Crew Squad
National Championship In-

termediate 8 - Oared
Crew, 1920 ?0i
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ALFRED CRAVEN BRUCE
"Al."

Yonkers New York

TAKE one long, lingering, heart-rending
look, girls, at the Apollo Belvedere

Venus de Milo pictured above. Of course,

the little heart is backing both engines full

speed by now. Anyway, I'm going to let

the cat out of the bag—This is our "Al"

—

there's no use telling you—'cause you can
see it in his eyes—but he is a devil with the
fair ones and the wafer-snapper supreme.
There's another little secret that might well

be made known—you haven't a chance
'cause he's already taken.
And say, do you know-—I saw "Al" on

that last night of that last September

—

where and how? All I need say is Balti-

more—Time? Well, it was "quitting time,"
for him. Get him to tell you about it. He
may flinch—but therein lies the sad story
of another good man gone wrong.

JOHN NORTON JOHNSON
"Johnnie."

Washington District of Columbia

ALTHOUGH we hate to admit it, it was
Johnny's original intention to don the

Grey and devote his talents to the Army.
Somehow his plans miscarried, however,
and he became one of the "riffraff of the
Seven Seas" who "are all in Twenty-Two."
Not that we are sorry, for every addition
to the porchclimber element of our class

simply represents another good man gone
right, as even "Joe" admitted (?)!

During his battle for existence "Jawn"
has easily put it over the All-Academics,
but he did not succeed so well with the

Executive Department. During Second Class

Cruise, strange as it may seem, they managed
to discover that he was not averse to the
charms of Lady Nicotine. However, they
never discovered enough to announce "while
on probation for a similar offense," so "Jawn"
figures he fooled 'em after all. As for his other
love affairs: well, suffice it to say, that the exact
number can be but roughly estimated.

Buzzard (2)
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RALPH BIRCHARD DEWITT
"Arbee," "Here," "De."

Newfane Vermont

INTRODUCING a long, lanky youth from
rocky Vermont where he has left his name

carved in the enduring stone of his native

haunts, as an incentive to the ambitions of

those who are yet to breathe the stimulating

air of the Green Mountains. From the day
Ralph first donned white works, walked
into the U-boat's office, and saluted without

his headgear, until First Class Cruise when
he was awarded a 1.5 for his inefficiency as

Mate of the Deck, he has been famous for

doing the right thing at the wrong time.

One Sunday morning during Youngster
Cruise found him marooned aboard the

Wisconsin, but, nothing daunted, he climbed

into the gig and then disappointed eight

expectant sideboys by coming aboard his

own wagon via the boom. Before turning

this page, consider this youth of noble traits

and remember that the granite of Vermont
is everlasting, and into each of her sons she

imparts this characteristic of permanence.

GEORGE LEONARD NEELY
"Nellie," "Wunno," "G. L."

Franklin Tennessee

HERE'S the man with the big green
diamond, "Nellie" Neely from Ten-

nessee, the genuine producer of the Rebel
yell. Who has not heard of his weird in-

ventions, his vocal atrocities, or the stories

of his native State? Our mechanical man
can, without any semblance of mental effort,

hit upon what is intimately known as a coup
d'etat. Through his work a whole company
nearly passed out, the occasion being his

perfect execution of the manual of arms
with fixed bayonet. Again, in several in-

stances, a special formation was called for

his benefit, the rest of the class having already

spent one hour of a two-hour period at a
lecture.

Any time you want to talk about maxima
or deal in altitudes just get George Leonard
to tell you how it is in the old home town.
No obstacle put forth by the Pants Hanging

or the Academic Departments has been
formidable enough for him and still we hear

his war cry:

"They can't bilge me!"
Favorite song: "I'm getting old and

feeble."
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HAROLD TAYLOR DAWSON
"Ziggy," "Kid," "Herpicide."

Mt. Pleasant Iowa

; ll/fR. DAWSON, have you been on
liberty tonight?"

"Yes, sir."

"I thought so (sniff, sniff). Better get to

bed or I'll put you down for something
worse than violating tap's restrictions."

Introducing Dawson, the pride of Ioway,
the man whom three successive sets of class-

mates have sworn by, and three generations

of D. O.'s have sworn at. For five years he

waged war with the Acs, slowly but steadily

nearing graduation.

Last year, however, the combination of

extra duty, extra swimming, and extra

instruction proved too much for "Ziggie."

But, being a firm believer in the Salvation

Army slogan, he spent a summer cruise in

Washington, and proved himself more trouble

to the Bunav outside than in. This resulted

in his becoming once more the most non-reg

squad leader in the regiment.

"That lets me out."

THOMAS STEPHEN DUNSTAN
"Tom," "Tommy."

Bayonne New Jersey

VOICI nous avons, as they say in the
French, the man you'vebeen looking for

—

he's from "Bayonne, the Peninsula of Indus-
try" and the home of the "band W." A
complete history of "Tom" is impossible,
for we must hear him describe his Plebe Year
in order to fully appreciate it. Let us,

therefore, begin with the following summer
when the Crabs were steaming past the
Statue of Liberty after a cruise in the Carib-
bean. Here we see "Tom" with the skipper's
binoculars, perched in the foretop of the
Alabama trying to make out the old familiar

landmarks. But it was Second Class Cruise
that nearly proved the termination of this

hitherto brilliant career. While ashore in

San Diego "Tom" rented "cits" for a jaunt
to Tia Juana. Information concerning sub-
sequent events is lacking, but this much is

certain: that night he was discovered in the
Santa Fe station in the act of boarding an
eastbound train.
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JOHN ALFRED SWEETON
"Al," "J. A."

Haddonfield New Jersey

"QWEETON, J. A.—Late to formation,"
O was the announcement that nearly wrecked
the life of this otherwise regulation scion
of a famous New Jersey family. In fact,

"Al" has been so reg that he is being seriously
considered for the author of the next Reg
Book.

While his stay among us has not been
overly exciting still "Al" has been a most
successful rival of the well-known Jersey
State Pet, the gentle mosquito. An uncanny
jump in his limbs got him the graft of pulling
in three squares a day at the training table,

which only served to partially satisfy his

voracious appetite. "Manners are a good
thing in their place, but the table is no place
for them," is his motto in any chow-stowing
contest. Again, like the mosquito "Al" is

persevering, especially in his efforts to pick
arguments with the Prof in the section room
but on the outside his main repartee consists
of his peculiar "aw shucks" or an occasional
"darn it."

JOHN SHERMAN HEDRICK
"Slim," "Johnnie," "Jawn."

Dunkirk Ohio

THOSE who knew our little bright-eyes

of the Plebe Summer Third Company
would never know him by sight now. From
five feet three to six feet in three years is

a record for any man,—but close your eyes
and the same boy of 16 comes back to you.
The Navy's done its best, but it couldn't

harness his wild nature. Why, he's never
been known to pass a jewelry store without
getting something on grad terms.

The marks of a man-of-the-world will come
out though, for as early as November, 1920,

with the aid of one conductor and three

metropolitans, he was able to pay his fare

on a New York street car.

He plunged into athletics, via the Nata-
torium, and emerged through the Weak
Squad with such momentum that he is an
aspiring gymnast.
"Come again when you can't stay so long."

"Let's catch one."

^ggg^sseggggg?



GEORGE WELLS EIGHMY
"Acme," "George."

Buffalo New York

GEORGE has been unusually successful

in maintaining an apparently invulner-
able exterior, one that he may feel confident
will withstand the prying efforts of an ex-

acting critic. However, we will not confess
that he has us completely "buffaloed," for

everyone cannot be fooled all the time. He
is singularly uncommunicative in all matters
relative to the heart, which in itself gives
ample grounds for suspicion.

In the fall the young man's fancy lightly

turns to thoughts of class football; but when
the warm breezes blow he turns rather to
canoeing, and with his trusty pipe in his

mouth he explores the tributaries of the
Severn—but not alone.

George is not one of those fortunate persons
who do not have to study to get by, but his

willingness to work plus beaucoup ability

to bluff have kept him off the rocks. Above
all he must be an optimist, for the most
determined efforts of the Nav Department
have failed to even ruffle his good humor.

"Tpl

FREDERICK SCHOONMAKER LOTT
"Fred," "Freddie," "Fritz."

Brooklyn New York

HEM eyes! That nose! Oh, those curly
locks! Goils just look at the cute little

Midshipman!" This line of comment is

always drawn from the crowd when our hero
marches by.
Not only has"Fred" been a favorite with the

fair sex, but he has been active along many
other lines during his stay at the Naval
cademy. He has stood well up in studies

during his entire stay here, and has met with
more than a fair degree of success in athletics.

He has been a member of the 'Varsity squad
in Tennis, and of the Class Baseball and
Wrestling teams.
Everything that "Fred" has attempted he

has gone into whole-heartedly and with en-

thusiasm. He combines perseverance with
natural ability in all which he undertakes,
and this combination is bound to carry any-
one far along the road to success.



CORNELIUS STRIBLING SNODGRASS
"Strib."

Martinsburg West Virginia

AMELLOW voice of obviously southern
origin floats gently over the ranks of

blue-clad warriors: "Sir, the battalion is

formed," and West Virginia's pride shakes
his post. All of which reminds us of our
Third Class Army-Navy game.
West Virginia's main contributions to the

nation are: first, moonshine and, second,
"Strib" and the two work so well together that
it's difficult to decide which should come
first. Had "Strib" lived in the days of Cleo-
patra he no doubt would have been in the
business of petrifying mummies.

"Strib" lived close enough to the little green
book to earn a buzzard his Second Class
Year. He has that come-and-get-me-if-you-
want-me air which has attained so many
feminine admirers which, together with his

bedroom eyes, combine to make a deadly
combination .

" Strib 's" recipe for a good time
is wine, women, cigarettes, and sleep, and
you can find him at the Little Club any
Game night mixing his good time according
to his own formula.

Class Water Polo (2)
Masqueraders (2)
Lucky Bag
Buzzard (2)

PETE" is our premier exponent of the

gentle art of parlor entertainment.
His tricks are as numerous as his tunes, and
needless to say, just as popular with the ladies.

From the moment of his arrival he has been
injecting new life into the decadent and effete

East. When it comes to blending the exhil-

aration of a saxophone, xylophone, piano,

and traps with the prohibited kind, we have
a cocktail-shaker who would make any
Kentuckian turn green with envy. After

"setting an example to our fast young men"
on the occasion of our Second Class Army-
Navy game by turning in at eleven o'clock,

he well deserved the role as head of the

temperance union in the "Fortune Hunter,"

although it is rumored that "plain sody"
wasn't called for on that particular night.

If, by some magic, we could accomplish a

marvelous synthesis of such men of fame and
talent as "Art" Hickman, "Pussyfoot" John-

son, John Barrymore, and Henry VIII, the

result would be—our young lumberjack.

Masqueraders (2, 1); Presi

dent (1)

Jazz Band (4, 3, 2, 1);

Leader (1)
Company Representative

(4, 3, 2, 1)
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ROBERT BISHOP ROTHWELL
"Cherub," "Bobby."

Detroit Michigan

ROTHWELL of Navy, cox'n of the Junior

'Varsity and of 22's Plebes, wandered
twice to "Philly" to ride down the course and
help the boys break training. In the same
role he voyaged to Trois Fountain, Belgium,

and many are the wild tales credited to him.
Second Class Year, however, brought the

great responsibility of a buzzard in the Hell

Cats and, coupled with several other ac-

cidents, such as an operation and falling in

love, robbed the squad of one of its most
versatile shell smashers.
Yes—to quote"Joe R.," "He had the bridge,

the launch, both banks, and the rest of the

river—and he had to hit that fishing boat."

Rothwell entered late, but his smooth
line, baby face, and savvyness more than
made up for what education he missed during

Plebe Summer. Aside from crew and love

his talents have been directed towards
music (?), tendencies—and collecting D's,

and he's a d good collector.

,,;;

Masqueraders (4)
NA, Two Crossed Oars
Crew Numerals (4)

Mandolin Club (4, 3, 2, 1)
Buzzard (2)
Hell Cats (4, 3, 2, 1)

DONALD HENDRIE JOHNSTON
"Don," "Johnny."

Albany New York

'TpRUE TO his "shrinking violet" per-
A. sonality, this bouncing boy has ever

shunned the mud of the gridiron for the plain
H 2 of the river. One placid July day he
climbed into a shell at No. 6's place and since
then he has never left it, except to eat. Even
when the ice is on the river and "Johnny" is

wrestling with Steam or Juice he has that
"Little Red House" look in his eye, that
look which says "Step on her boys and let's

go." "Johnny" wields a wicked oar all

right, he being one of the boys that turned
the trick over in Belgium, putting Navy's
crew up where the altitude is 90°.

"Johnny's" love affairs are locked up
somewhere, so we can't ride him, but he is

a letter-writing hound; and somehow we
all got the hunch over there that he has the
stuff along those lines.

N, Four Crossed Oars
Crew Numerals (4)
National Championship 8-

Oared Crew, 1920
Intercollegiate Champion-

ship 8-Oared Crew, 1921
Olympic Crew—Number 6
Basketball (3, 2, 1)
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AARON RICHARD LYON
"Dick."

Kinsman Ohio

ICK," a member of Derrie's "Ham and
Eggers," a wearer of the block N,

"Stumbling block of the Army," and one of

the murderous butchers known as lacrosse

players.

It is true that he loves his sleep, but some-
thing would have been lacking if we had
missed his fair face from the stag line at any
of the hops Youngster or Second Class Year.

It is, as we know, too early to predict about
this: "Dicky" boy's last lap. However, let

us venture the suggestion that, the higher

they go the harder they fall. Of the height

we are certain, and of the fall we only know
that he has created grave doubts. We know
that he has tried the game in which it is as

hard to pick a queen as it is to spin a thirty-

six on the wheel at Tia Juana. It is just

possible, however, that "Dick" may have,
out of all his ventures, made a clean-up with
just that—a perfect thirty-six.

KENNETH PORTER
"Ken," "Kay," "Commodore."

Portsmouth Virginia

FIRST VOICE: "Did you ever know it

to fail?"

Second Voice: "What's the matter?"
"K. Porter broke loose again in Class Meet-

mg.
This curly-headed descendant of the F. F.

Vs. has always had an intense desire to be
known as a parlor ophidian of the first water
but he has always been handicapped by his

hard-luck line. Talk with him a few minutes
when he's at his zenith, and we'll give you
a pair of paper mache shoe trees if you don't
feel like doing one of two things: either

reaching for your handkerchief to choke
him, or stooping for the handiest brick.

But, in spite of all this the Commodore
is not really half as bad as his friends like to
believe. His persistency will some day stand
him on the top rung of the ladder, and we
feel safe in predicting that no ship's company
will long remain ignorant of his presence.
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ALAN REED McCRACKEN
"Mac," "Cracker."

Paxton Illinois

NO ONE would guess from a cursory glance

at the above example of the mid-West
that beneath this calm and detached exterior

pulsates the wild and untrammeled spirit

of adventure. Mostly it remains submerged
but on special occasions it breaks out violently

and it was during one of them that he de-

cided to leave his architectural aspirations

at the University of Illinois and become
a wearer of the blue. Mess hall manners
Plebe Year obtained such a grip on "Mac"
that one Sunday at Carvel Hall when a young
lady at the next table dropped her spoon
he gravely picked it up and handed it to her.

And speaking of lines—any man who could
convince a flock of skeptical Navy Medics
that a summer in Washington was far more
essential to his welfare than a cruise, could
easily pile up a fortune selling ham on the
East Side.

CHARLES REA MILLETT
"C. R." "Sol."

Beverly Massachusetts

ONE GUESS as to what State is home to

this dignified, knowing face. He can
say Bar Harbor, with or without, although
his accent has suffered since becoming a devil

of the deep. "I'm a big, strong, healthy,

virile Samson"—at least that's what he told

'em Plebe Year. His idea of the most ef-

fective way of boning is to sleep with a book
beneath his pillow—and results prove his

point. He rebels against all society and
militarism. He has never been known to

drag, nor to be in step—which latter has
earned him the title "The Human Hunting
Cog." When it comes to information, "Sol"

has no rival. He can discuss any phase of

politics, history, science, or the latest scandal,

and is at home on any question from "Edu-
cation in Massachusetts before the Flood"
to "The Cosmic Urge among the Modern
Martians." Books may be written, revised,

and reprinted, but C. R. will always be one
of the "Types of Naval Officers."
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JOHN ELBRIDGE PARKER
"Jack." "Johnny."

Danvers Massachusetts
rOHNNY" is such a nice boy, but he does
like his rough-house. He has rough-housed
his way through four years at the Naval

Academy, and if there is a whole bone in his

body it is certainly not his fault. He has
no particular objection with whom he rough-
houses, either; classmates, friends, enemies,
the All-Academics, the Executive Depart-
ment, the ladies,—they're all the same to
him. He is the original cave-man with the
marcelled hair.

As we have said, "Johnny" likes to rough-
house with the ladies, and, unfortunately,
they usually get a fall. He has had many
serious opponents—from a blue-uniformed
thermometer pusher to a leading light of
Broadway. But beware of bothering him
when he is sitting looking at a small, square
sheet of paper, with the date-line and "Dear
something ending in ie" written on it, with
that misty, far-away expression in his de-
voted brown eyes.

"Say, somebody's going to get hurt around
here!"

"Another good man gone wrong."

ROBERT JUSTICE SHORT
"Bob."

Kansas City Kansas

THERE'S an old saying that everyone
knows—"Better late than never"

—

which fits our dashing hero to a "T". When
late blast busts he can be heard galloping
in the distance, just reaching ranks in time
to march off.

"Bob's" relations with the fair sex have
been of the best. He has a bad tendency
toward falling for the ladies but since it

usually occurs on hop nights and he invariably
sleeps it off during church the next morning
he has not suffered in consequence.
To see him in his element, however, one

should drop around some evening and listen

to him sing. He never is quite sure whether
he is singing tenor or carrying the air, but
his heart is in his work. When "Mister
Moon" is heard the only thing to do is shut
the windows and bang on the radiator, for

and "Hans" are at it again.



that gun?"
That's "Hans"—the sturdy youngster with

the youthful face. It breaks his heart to
have extra duty prevent him seeing an
athletic contest; but it doesn't prevent him
dragging. Oh, no! He'll probably make
an inspection of the Naval Academy to-

morrow with a large staff of girls, and then
find time to wrestle.

"How did you get your demerits, 'Hans'?"
"Oh, singing after taps. Haven't those

duty officers any souls?"
"Dick's" love of fun has often led him

astray. When on duty once the monotony
of being quiet and dignified proved too much
for the little boy. Then he thought himself
showing the latesc sleight-of-hand tricks to
a large audience of classmates, and awoke
to find as a lone spectator a lieutenant

-

commander.
"What you say, 'Hans'?"
"By the deep six, sir, submerge."
Well, girls, line up. Time is short and we

must make this good-bye ceremony snappy.

EARL VINCENT SHERMAN
"Oil Hoiman," "General."

Providence Rhode Island

WHAT'S your name, Mister?"
"Earl Vincient Hoiman Voiman Foid-

inand Augustus Shoiman, Sir," said the
plump little youth of eighteen summers
throughout his Plebe Year.
"Hoiman" comes from Providence. He's

real proud of Providence, and after finishing

his usual line on scorage batteries, vacuum
tubes, and ultra-violet rays he delights in

nothing more than relating one by one the
charms of that magic city.

Since he has been old enough to walk,
electricity has been his hobby. As a Juice
shark he has a confirmed reputation. The
radio set, which covers most of his room, is

an apparatus to be proud of. He nearly

broke out the whole Annapolis Fire De-
partment the day he burnt up his best khaki
shirt attempting to charge some storage bat-

teries in secrecy. By the time 1922 has its

first reunion he should have enough inventions

beside his name not only to revolutionize the

radio world but to bilge another score of Mid-
shipmen per year in E. E. and P. as well.



ARTHUR ALEXANDER SCHMIDT
"Art," "Schmidty."

Indianapolis Indiana

ONE GAZE at yonder map will disclose im-

mensely more than mere hollow words
may ever hope to of a snake of the snakiest

variety, with a list of victims large enough
to turn the devil himself green with envy.
And yet, so cozy and unassuming, so tactful

and diplomatic that to those not fortunate

enough to have gained his confidence he lacks

only the wings to bear him aloft. Gifted

with a set of gears in the upper story that

work with a minimum of friction and dis-

sipation of energy, the All-Academics (a

constant terror to most of us) have never
even given him a thrill. This, coupled with
a lead of about ten laps on the exacting and
efficient Executive Department, has made
his four years replete with happiness, sans

the hardships.

I

FRANK ZOTTI, JR.

"Wop."

New York City

HOW THE terrible "Wop" was ever lured

from the native haunts of his beloved
Manhattan will ever remain a mystery, for,

although he soon became acclimated to the
life here, he has never ceased to yearn for the
big city and to this day is one of its most
enthusiastic boosters. Entering with the
Class of Twenty-One he was exceedingly
popular with the Academic Departments
who encored his Youngster Year, whereupon he
became a member of Twenty-Two. Never
much of a student of the calendar, Frank has
had a most happy faculty of getting his

astronomical and civil dates mixed—a habit
which failed to get away quite so big with the

fair sex, especially when he would casually

breeze in a day or so late to keep an engage-
ment. Still, he generally managed to get

away with it somehow and, after all, it's

what you get away with that counts in this

man's Navy.

ootball Squad (3, 2)

Lacrosse Squad (2)

Boxing Squad (3,2,1); Cap-
tain (1); bNt (2,1)
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CHARLES FRANCIS GOODWIN
"Chuck," "Nat."

Aurora Illinois

GENTLE reader, on gazing upon the
above splendid Mellen's Food ad, you

will no doubt think of the subject as a very
gentle character—but, how wrong! This
hardened child of the West was rescued from a
travelling side-show to become a sea-going

adventurer. He enjoys the enviable reputa-

tion of having had more miraculous escapes
from death, and of having broken more hearts,

than any other in our midst, while his

eloquence of speech has saved him many a
"D." Being an ardent admirer and an able
charmer of the fair sex, this "two nine" man
has found his time too much occupied to
indulge in any athletics save our regular

Saturday evening meets, in which he is a
distinguished and prominent figure. To those
of you who would become, in our own ver-

nacular, real snakes—give heed to: this, our
most perfect specimen.

ROBERT NISBET HUNTER
"Bob."

Macon Georgia

ASTAR man from Georgia!—This in it-

self is astonishing enough, buthowone who
appears half asleep at all times can do it is

a mystery. However, the fact remains that

he is one of the chosen playmates of the Aca-

demic Department.
"Bob" is an incorrigible Red Mike and

is experience—the only time he ever dragged

caused him to forswear the social game.

s only love is the Goddess Fatima, but he

as wooed her so ardently that he made
o cruises on the Reina Plebe Year.

He specializes in athletics of the Mexican
ariety, but his attempt at breaking the

bank at Tia Juana resulted merely in his

bumming cigarettes, for the remainder of

e summer—at which little art he succeeded

qually as well as in the battle of studies.

<855i
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SAMUEL HITE KOSSE
"Sam."

New York City

'"VTOW stop! I want to nip this right in the

JL\I bud. Now stop! (Stamps foot emphati-
cally) Don't call me a runt! I won't stand for

it!"-—Yes, he has a high brow, intelligent fea-

tures, is conscientious, hard working, andratey.
"Sam" is generous to a fault ; he would lend you
the shirt on his back, or borrow yours

—

probably the latter.

Did you ever hear "Sam" shoot the line? No?
Well steer clear then! He's one of those
"straight dope" artists—whatever he says
never comes true, and all that sort of stuff!

And, if he's out of dope, he shoots statistics

at you! Beware!
Now as for the vision of the ideal

—"Sam's"
right there! You see "Sam" knows he was
cut out to be an athlete. That's the vision,

and it also seems to be the ideal! He prefers

the manly game of baseball, but tries soccer,

too. Keep trying "Sam"! Stick with 'em!

ALBERT LEVI REINMAN ROSENSTEIN
"Rosie," "Wosie."

Class Soccer (2)

Log (3)
Lucky Bag

I

Lancaster Pennsylvania

SOUND off, mister!" "W-w-wosenstein,
sir! Lancaster, Pennsylwania, sir!"

{Laughter)

.

"Mr. W-w-wosenstein, do you lisp?"

"No, sir, I only wubble-yoo."
"Wosey's" a sketch when it comes to hold-

ing confabs—he never yet held an audience
serious, and he never will. A finer example
of a "Jack-of-all-trades—master of none" is

rarely found. But, like Steve Brodie, he'll

bite once at anything—although only once
at a brick. Our hero's main claim to fame
rests on his ability with the Stradivarius.
Orpheus himself would turn green watching
"Wosey" charm beasts, move trees, and roll

sevens with that fiddle.

Albert's philosophy of life is well summed
up in those words from the old poet: "A
jug of wine, a loaf of bread, a lonely wood,
and a wild woman—then let the world go
hang."

Musical Clubs (4, 2, 1)

Class Soccer Numerals (2)
Class Lacrosse (2, 1)

Log (3)
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FRANCIS McKEE ADAMS
"Mac," "Fannie," "F. McK."

Troy Alabama '

WHEN "Fannie" left Alabam' he brought
with him a brace and bearing that not

even Plebe Year could beautify. A true
son of Troy he was preordained for either

the military or the laundry profession. He
compromised and joined the Navy where
his skill on the tin horn immediately landed
him a secure berth among the Hell Cats,
with which organization he has become
Canis Major.
There may be wooden horses in Troy but

"Fannie's" not one of them, it being a rare

occasion when a weekly academic casualty
list began with F. McK. Adams.

Girls seldom bothered "Fannie"—that is

until Second Class Cruise, but since then he's

been a hardened habitue of the hops. He's
not a great mixer, but he's a hound for power,
and if he gets as much work out of his blue-

jackets as he gets discord out of his Hell Cat
minions, "Fannie" may be heard from yet.

EDWARD CORNELIUS CRAIG
"Parson," "Ed."

Nashville Tennessee

"T^VO YOU know that good-looking Mr.
JLV Craig? He's such a marvelous dancer,

so smooth and easy." Thus they rave when
"Ed" appears upon the scene with his air

of "Bring 'em on, nothing phases me." He
doesn't smoke, drink, or play cards; but,

when it comes to "The Ladies," he lets them
smoke while drinking in his words, and he is

rather lucky at drawing queens.

Class football and basketball looked good
to him, and many a point was rolled up
towards the championship through his hard
work.
The man who hangs the names on the

trees lost track of "Ed" early Plebe Year
and he's never had a chance to look the

Parson up since. Naturally reg by nature

and previous training, the honor of being

mentioned in the morning orders was not

often his.
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NATHANIEL MACLYN FLOYD
"Mac."

Newport News Virginia

'VTO, SIR! I wasn't camel walking. I'm
A/N just long legged and got a hump in my
back—that's what makes me look that way."
And with this heavy line we know "Mac" is

sea-lawyering his way out of another perni-

cious pap. Had our hero expended half the
time and energy in stalking the Academics
that he has in arguing his way out of work,
he would have caused even the notorious
Semitic Satellite to pant for his second wind.
One summer's day "Mac" and confrere

slipped into the creek for a wee splash, but
scarcely had they donned their swimming
gloves when the Prince d'Ordnance appeared
upon the scene and commenced chasing
them round and round the boathouse. The
Prince's hopes were long but his breath was
short, so encamping upon their line of com-
munications he waited for them to dress.

The culprits, however, swam away to another
landing leaving the solitary watcher to his

long and fruitless vigil.

N?*8!

RALPH WENDELL BURLEIGH
"Tec," "Will."

Houlton Maine

SO YOU are a brother of Burleigh in '19?

Well, start right in—100 stoop falls,

200 knee bends, and 25 asymptotes. And
when you get through with these, come around

to Room 5503 for further instructions."

This little speech of welcome was what
ushered "Tec" into our midst with a bang.

The way of the transgressor may be hard

—

fejut 'tis a boulevard when compared with

the thorny path of the lad who has a rough-

eared "pred," and a brother at that!

Although "Billy" has been involved in a

catch-as-catch-can with Tecumseh ever since

he has been here, he is never too unsat to leap

into a Mexican athletic contest. The subject

may be anything from cabbages to chorus

girls, but in less time than it takes a Wop to

inhale two feet of spaghetti, "Tec" is leading

around to his specialty with "And who'n 'ell

said the finest spuds in the whole world don't

come from Aroostook?"
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WILLIAM REGINALD TERRELL
"Terrible," "Bill," "Weel."

Fort Worth Texas

MISTER TERRELL, you will now imitate

a cowboy on a bucking broncho."
Bang! Zip! Rattle! Rattle! And "Terrible

Terry," the Texas tornado, is off astride a
mess hall chair. We always granted as how
he was some cowboy, but now it comes out
that he's a banker of note.

A believer in good times, carefree and lucky,

he has the dual assets of clubfeet and ultra

Fort Worth accent. The Plebes always
quake with fear when first accosted by this

lank drink-o-water, but they soon see by his

look how harmless he is. If a brilliant art

gallery means anything we all agree that
Texas must be some place to go back to;

while Flo Ziegfeld would never stop kicking
himself if he could but see the boy's collection.

"Dancing is loving set to music. I ain't

got no music in my soul, but I sure am a
dancing fiend," which goes to show the
rapturous soul of the Texas Tornado.

BEVERLY ERNEST CARTER
"BevOj" "Bev," "Reveille."

Monroe Louisiana

CAHTAH, suh. From Looziana, suh,"
as he used to sound off when a Plebe.

Here in this olive-skinned youth from the
Sunny South we have a perfect example of
the kind that made the country below the
Mason-Dixon Line famous. As a reptile

he's no mere garter snake; he's a full grown
rattler. This big-hearted, big-footed lad
always possessed the best collection of blondes
ever seen in these parts. As stagging was
not his idea of a good time, he spent such
week-ends as he was not cross-countrying

Calipers, in towing about some sweet
Mid simple young blonde. We called time
out, though, and handed him the sterling

silver, hand-engraved goboon when, on start-

ing back from Youngster Leave, some sweet
young thing at the station sobbed out, "Now,
Hilton, you will take care of Beverly for me,
won't you?"
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PERRY CATRON
"Percy," "Perro."

West Plains, Missouri

HERE indeed is the man versatile, one
who can be chez lui anywhere from the

plush draperies of society's boudoir to the

toughest dive in the toughest part of the

toughest slum. 'Tis rumored that in his

youth he aspired to be a journalist, but
anyhow, every time he sees one of those

cunning little coupons he always hastens to

inscribe his name upon it. As a direct result,

not a day passes but what our Perry is the

happy recipient of liver pills, complexion

soap, or art advertisements. In fact, his art

collection would get a rise out of the Pharoahs.

Within the last year Perry has suffered

a reform, but he will not tell us whether this

was caused by love or by the fact that after

a particularly bohemian night in a San
Francisco cabaret he rang for a pitcher of

water and discovered that the flashy bellhop

who answered was none other than his con-

vivial host of the night before.

EUGENE FRANKLIN EMMONS
"Gene," "Emmo."

Sandusky Ohio

WHEN Uncle Sam called "Gene" away
from his childhood diversions of urging

plows along and squashing mud between his

feet, we little knew that we had garnered one
of the most notorious beauties of the present
generation. To see him carefully manicuring
the part in his hair, or just sweetly smiling,

you would imagine that it was either Pavlowa
going on for a dance, or Cleo coming off for

a rest. Like all good travelling salesmen
he was a great supporter of The Saturday
Evening Post, but somehow he could not in-

terest anyone else in a subscription. Ever full

of ambition, "Emmo" answered a matrimonial
advertisement in the Parisian Life and every
ship which has left Belgium and France since

then has borne a flock of billet doux for our
darling. Nobody blames him, but the crowd
begins to thin out just as soon as he starts,

"How can I help it? I merely shot her a
line and the woman has been after me ever



LOUIS MOORE CHILDS, II

"Looi** "Louis."

Norristown Pennsylvania

VOILA! The champion caulk-hound of

the Navy. Eighteen hours in twenty-
four he spends on his downy couch ; five hours

he utilizes in chowing, and in his spare time

he picks a Corona. Both advice and kidding

have been futile, for "Looi" must have his

sleep. How he has gotten by the Academic
Department is a mystery to all, but he
generally bats them for a goal.

"Looi" is as salty as a Bergen fisherman

except for one thing—he is slightly inclined

toward "Mai de Mer." The first week at

sea each cruise he spends gazing at the waters

rushing past, and ponders on just how well

known he must be to each and every fish in the

Atlantic. No wonder the December gradua-
tion dope, with no cruise attached, pasted

such a permanent grin on his noble counte-

nance!
When the mess hall conversation is turned

into literary or artistic channels, "Looi"
always takes a leading part. But do not let

that fool you, for between quotations from
Aeschylus and George Bernard Shaw he is

liable to slip in a "Please pass everything."

CARLTON CLAIR DICKEY
"Dick," "Mountaineer."

Johnston City Tennessee

THIS CHOICE exhibit from the moun-
tains of East Tennessee had been with

us full many a moon before he commenced to

relate his shaggy-eared stories. But what he
lacked in the start he has since made up in

speed and endurance. Be his subject the
blood-thirsty exploits of the embattled moon-
shiner, or the easiest way to alight from the
Congressional Limited while it is making forty

miles an hour, rest assured that even though
the facts may be a bit hazy, the details and
the action will be there in all their glory.

His heart is in the highlands for fair, and
if you could have seen the ecstatic smile he
wore the day we drilled over the banks and
excavations for the new gas line you would
believe it. He may never be ready for forma-
tion or drills, but just let someone mention
a frolic, then watch "Dick" exit.
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SHERMAN ROCKWELL CLARK
"Shrimp," "Cutie," "Petit."

Baltimore Maryland

OH! MAMA! look at that cute little boy
all dressed up just like a Midshipman."

No, it isn't one of the Navy Juniors who
excites this admiration! It's our own athletic

coxswain, the swimmer, the golf expert; it's

our own "Mary" direct from "It Pays to
Advertise;" it's "Slump," the "Duke," "Petit,"

the champion cox'n of the universe.

He came back from Antwerp a changed
man—with a Parisian accent and a cynical

attitude toward all females. 'Tis rumored
that he finished last in a hard and gruelling

contest at the schoolhouse but then, how could

a mere amateur expect to compete with those

hardened professionals? He has seen the evils

of London (even the bottom of the pool at

the Bath Club), and the wonders of the

Follies Bergere and still he returned to us in

October as pure and sweet as when he left.

Some record!

Masqueraders (4)
Gold Masked N
Crew Squad (4, 3, 2); N

Four Crossed Oars
Olympic Crew.—Coxswain
National Championship

Senior 8 -Oared Crew,
1920

Intercollegiate Champion
8-Oared Crew, 1921

Class Swimming (2)
Buzzard (2)

WILFRED JAY HOLMES
"Jasper," "Jazz."

Hudson New York

NO, LADIES and gentlemen, this is not
a walking advertisement for the world

-

renowned Rubberset Shaving Brushes but
a dashing young Swede from Hudson,
N. Y. One would never guess that beneath
this placid countenance lies the aesthetic soul

of an ardent devotee of Terpsichore. Yet
each time he emerged from the shower Plebe
Year he would gracefully flit to and fro in an
impressionistic dance of the muses. Curses,

have we failed to mention the bath towel?
That towel was just as necessary to Jasper as

tulle is to Eva Tanguay. The combination
of Navy life and love, however, has changed
him to a sadder but wiser man, and his only
pastim e is writing the nightly wail of his

everlas ing love in a billet-doux to Hudson,
N. Y.

"Jasper" is a true salt from the heels up
and with a little practice he'll be able to hold
his liquor with the best of 'em.

"Any mail for me, Assistant?"

Water Polo Squad (3)
Track Squad (3, 2, 1)

Class Swimming (2)

Class Water Polo (2)
Class Life Saving Contest (2 )
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JOHN DEL. CONNOR
"Jack," "Greek," "Irish."

Manchester, New Hampshire

LIKE other famous characters of the under-

world, "Jack" is a good lad with bad
habits. One of the latter is his utter inability

to hear late blast, which failing has caused
frequent turmoil among the progressive ele-

ments of his squad. In fact, they some-
times take it in their own hands and forcibly

remind him that late blast is four and not
ten minutes after formation busts. His
class standing, with which women never inter-

fered, has only dimmed his future once, and
then he lost more sleep and weight in pulling

back up to 3.38 than Jess Willard did when
Dempsey introduced him to the planetary
system. His good habits—both of them

—

are known only to his intimate friends and
they, like the daisies, won't tell. Still, "Jack"
in his own way has become quite famous, and
we can safely say that he has a brilliant future

behind him.

LEVERETT HULL NICHOLS
"Pick," "Pinkie," "Nick."

Manchester New Hampshire

DESPITE the handicap of pink hair,

chopped off nose, and guileless blue eyes,

"Pick" has rapidly passed out of the period
of his first childhood, though he totters at
times dangerously near the brink of the
second. A charter member of the Helium
Club, he has never been known to miss an
opportunity to gambol up and down the
corridor with his little playmates. Besides
being a raconteur of no little note, "Pick"
is ever keen on the trail of a new story.

Scandal is old stuff with him ; he knows it all

—from the rustic follies of his native village

to the latest dual divorce meet in Metropol-
itan circles. However, "Pick" is an athlete

of no mean ability, having been wrestling

with work ever since Dewey was a lad, and
always gaining a fall. Often in the stilly

watches of the night you can near the Bol-
shevik calling to his mate and "Pick" mourn-
fully mumbling in his sleep "Trotsky! Froid
back in der vagon."
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EDWARD WHITE FOSTER
"Eddy," "Slim."

St. Petersburg Florida

MIDSHIPMEN have been accused of
most everything, but "Eddie" won the

prize Second Class Cruise when he spent a
most restful night in the range finder. He's
the Second Batt snake—with an average far

from sat. Still, he continues to hope, and
trust, and keeps dogmatically after his unsat
average, but he just can't get off the tree.

'Tis said a man's traits will come out at some-
time during a summer's cruise—and "Eddie"
proved no exception to the general rule for he
fell in love and I'll be hanged if the girl

didn't, too. From all accounts she's still

falling, but "Eddie," the heartbreaker, has
long since forgotten her!

In his native haunts he's perfectly at home
in a pair of white duck trousers and a shirt,

but, as for shoes, the pa ter had to rope and
hog-tie him before they could put these
articles on him for the great adventure of
his life—the trip to Annapolis.

A

WILLIAM CONRAD JORDAN
"Buck," "Slim," "Bill."

Cleveland Ohio

SIX FEET four and still growing! This
and two years of hard work explain

"Buck's" presence on the eight that sailed

for Belgium and copped the World's Champ
medals, cups, 'n everything. Small wonder
the Plain Dealer pictures his smiling face

and form daily—grateful appreciation for put-

ting his native city on the map. Rowing,
however, seems to be the least important thing

that happened over there, for all reports of the

trip fail to mention anything but the Follies

Bergere, Rector's, etc.!

"Buck" was kept out of basketball only

because his height at jump center made it

unfair to other teams. Last, but not least,

of his accomplishments is the ability to fall

asleep any time, place, or position. In fact,

he'd rather sleep than bone, or even dine

out Sundays.
"Heave-ho on the after bilges!"

"Rig your bowsprit belaying mast!"

Basketball Squad (4, 3, 2)

Crew Squad (4, 3, 2); NA Crossed
Oar (4); N Crossed Oar (3);

N (2).

National Championship Senior 8-

Oared Crew, 1920
Olympic Crew.—No. 3
Hop Committee (3, 2, 1)
Buzzard (2)
Star (3)



HOWARD LOBDELL JENNINGS
"Jimmy," "Lob."

Manchester New Hampshire

AFTER a look at the noble countenance
above a further denouncement of"Lob's"

character is unnecessary. Note the delicate

cut of his nose—and then try to imagine the

size of his amount available. Glance at the

determined set of his eyebrows and then
perhaps you will understand why he is famous
as one of the greatest scoreboard keepers the

N. A. has ever had. If he were smiling one
would be dazzled by the pearly whiteness of

his teeth and would realize why he proudly
cries, "there are only a few of us left."

He speaks three languages—English,

French, and Golf. The orations that he
usually contributes after missing a two-foot
putt are resplendent with scintillating quota-
tions from the Bible (in Latin) and oscillat-

ing passages from other good books. Lack
of space is the only consideration that pre-

vents the quoting of these, so we can only
state that Captain Billy has offered him a
position on the Whizz Bang staff. Judge
for yourselves, mates, judge for yourselves!

Assistant Baseball Manager
(2); Manager (1)

Class Baseball (3)
Masqueraders (3)
Bugle Corps (4, 1)

Black N

VINCENT JOSEPH GALLAGHER, JR.
"Gal," "Vink."

Brooklyn New York

OUR"VINK" of the VII Olympiad, like the
rest of the boys, always starts out with

"Now when I was in Antwerp" and proceeds
to describe in glowing iridescence adventures
that would make "Treasure Island" sound
like Gray's "Elegy." Among other sporting

contests was one wherein he attempted to
hold more honors than all the rest of the crew
put together, and succeeded—temporarily.

But Paris will never be the same again!

After three years at Rutgers, "Gal" came
to Crabtown at the tender age of seventeen

with a flock of gleaming teeth and gray
hairs. But despite his prematurely mature
appearance, and heavy line, this lad is as

easily fussed as the sweet young things back
in the eighties, who believed that "to love"

was always followed by "and to obey." His
fate is decreed, for there's not a swimming
meet but what some dulcet female voice

exclaims "Oh 'Lil,' couldn't you just adore
that man—he's so big and strong, and Mon
Dieu, how gentle!"

"Now me and Booth—."

Star (4, 3, 2)
Plebe Crew (4)
Crew Squad (3, 2, 1); N Crossed
Oar (3, 2)

National Championship Interme-
diate 8-Oared Crew, 1920

National Championship Senior 8-

Oared Crew, 1920
Olympic Crew.—Number 7

Intercollegiate Champion 8-Oared
Crew, 1921

Swimming Team (4, 3, 2, 1); N (4,

3, 2, 1); Captain (1)

Academy Swimming Champion (4)

Academy 160-Yard Relay Swim-
ming Record

Buzzard (2)

K'g^gHS^
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EDWARD ALVA SOLOMONS
"Ez," "Sol," "Alva."

Sumter South Carolina

SUMTER may have started the Civil War,
but she did something equally as devas-

tating to history when she sent this saturnine
youth up to Uncle Sam's Fold for the Faith-
ful. Like Ivory Soap he was 99 44/100%
pure, but that 56/100% more than managed
to keep things stirred up around Crabtown.
As with most good men, woman was the
cause of his downfall, for each and every
week-end saw him towing corner stones all

over the lot. Among other gifts is his fatal

habit of repartee, and it is a brave woman
who tries to get the last word in any argument
with him. A famous name is a terrible thing
to live up to, but had not the various legis-

latures made Brigham Young non-reg, "Sol"
would have undoubtedly surpassed the ex-

ploits of his illustrious namesake. The
Toreador's Tribunal would be a hollow
mockery without him, for he is always the
first to lead out with, "Here lie the bones of
Mary Ann Glowder."

WILLIAM CHARLES LATTA
"Bill," "Possum," "Weel."

Goshen Indiana

' /"T~SHAT'S us Lattas all over, generous to

X a fault!" Ever hear that remark, or see
the grin that accompanies it? And that from
a man who would make Shylock look like

the hero of "Brewster's Millions!"
Little "Willie" is quite a famous character

with his deep blue eyes, cheerful grin, and
handsome beard. Ever see the scar under
his chin from the fire of Plebe Year? Well, it

happened like this: "Willie" was playing hero
and he happened to fall through a skylight
into but ask him to finish it! And say,
ever hear about the baby-carriage episode,

or the Cat in Panama?
It was after the Panama Cat episode that

"Will's" fame began to spread throughout
the Regiment; then it leaked out about the
baby carriage and every now and then some
whispered word goes around concerning the
doings of our "Willie." But now I ask you,
what do you see that looks like a possum
basking in the sun and then a hurt voice
exclaims, "Why, I?????"
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HUGH HILTON GOODWIN
"Huge," "H. H."

Monroe Louisiana

BEHOLD the true gentleman from Louis-
iana, endowed by nature with a warm

heart, a deep-seated aversion for hard work,
an infallible weakness for the rustle of a
petticoat, and a spirit of open rebellion

against the financial system of the nation.

Very early in life Hugh heard the call of
the sea and in a fit of patriotism or despond-
ency, we know not which, he answered it.

He achieved his first experience, naval and
otherwise, in and around bonnie Scotland
with the Grand Fleet.

Hugh has perhaps bummed more Fats,

worn more non-reg clothing, and distributed

more presents among female admirers than
any man in the Academy. His fondest
dream is to be shipwrecked on a desert isle

with lots of cannibal women, a pack of Fats,

and no work in sight.

"Ten thousand dollars! Gee I'd do anything
for that!"

ROBERT PARKER HOLLIS
"Bobbie," "Runt."

West Lafayette Indiana

STEP right this way, ladies and gentlemen.

We have here a wonderful specimen, "The
Rollicking Runt from the Hoosier State,"

and very proud of it. We may not agree with

him about the State, but we'll have to admit
that for once Indiana did some job. The boy
has many faults, of course,—a particular

weakness for women, and a bad habit of

getting caught at lots of things he should get

away with. He's a hard fighter though and
has staged several close comebacks against the

loaded dice of the Academics and so stayed

with us. We'd hate to lose the kid, for if

need any advice in love affairs—you
now the old song "Oh what a snake was
obbie." That wicked line surely plays

havoc with the hearts of fair damsels and,

combined with that handsome profile, it

makes him simply irresistible.



RILEY RICHMOND JACKSON
"Railroad," "R. R.," "Jack."

San Diego California

DURING his course at the Academy,
"Jack" has succeeded in doing about

what he pleased, being of an adventurous
disposition and having a persuasive tongue
to aid him when in a hole. However, his

adventures with the Russian Countess "Who
strayed in from Copenhagen" nearly cost

him his career to say nothing of 145 kroner
thrown in for the good of the service.

Besides being quite a Mexican and
Pullman car athlete, "Jack" has obtained
some fame as a crew man. However, after

his Plebe Year his efforts in this line were
curtailed by connections in Annapolis. In
this connection we might add that "Jack's"
chief weakness is females.

California has left its stamp on "Jack"

—

not only with regard to size and appearance
—but it has imbued in him that easy going
way, that poise, and self-possession which
are characteristics of its climate. Volstead's
and "Pussy-foot" Johnsons may come and_Jgo
but "Jack" still has his parties.

GEORGE MICHAEL MERIWETHER
"George," "Dumpsey," "Humediddle."

Demopolis Alabama

DUMPSEY'S" four years as a Pampered
Pet have been spent in the depths and

on the heights. He has had more than his

share of hard luck with the Executive Depart-
ment. As a Plebe he spent more nights in

Crabtown than in bed and left more than one
tattered shred on the barbed wire fence.

One such joyous adventure cost him a month
in the brig. Subsequently he lost a Christ-

mas Leave, during which he dined memor-
ably at the Supe's.

African golf delights George, and he has

an authoritative way of addressing the

freckled cubes, but his star role is that of

boulevardier par excellence. His soft brown
eyes and melting voice have induced six

successive maidens to leave home, but un-

fortunately, each one has run away and
married someone else. So, to console himself,

he swims in the Old Green River occasionally.

"Jack, foh God's sake get up, formation's

busted."

Crew Squad (4, ,3, 2, 1); Nu
merals (4) ; Manager (1)

Masqueraders (2, 1);

Director (1)
Choir (4, 3, 2, 1)



HANDSOME Harry Ingram, the hero of

this tabloid, may hail from "Philly,"but

you need not think from that that he is sleepy

and inexperienced. On the contrary there are

mighty few people who have run the whole
gamut of human emotions in eighteen years,

but such is the experience of the noble youth
pictured above. During the returns from
the Dempsey-Carpentier match "Inky"
casually pared his nails. When the "Connie"
barely missed climbing up the cliffs of St.

Kilda in that heavy fog, he stifled a yawn.
Football games find him slightly interested.

At Army Games he actually becomes excited,

but ordinary times—oh hell, there's absolutely

nothing going on. Sometimes he drags, but
it is only because it is done, and not for the

primeval pleasure of the chase.

"All afternoon I wasted on that woman.
Gosh! Necking bores me to death."

FERDINAND BERTHOLD WANSELOW
"Ferdie," "Bert."

Rice Lake Wisconsin

FERDIE" is the original old salt. He
joined the outfit as young as they take

'em and has already been in more shipwrecks
than most of us will ever see. But the worst
wreck that ever hit this neck of the woods
was his sweet young self, when he tried to
bring all Paris home with him after the
Olympics. Over there he gained notoriety

by his original tactxs in ripping up the Follies

Bergere. While at "Philly" for the Henley
Regatta "Bert" made his debut as a charmer
by being chased out of a convent. Since then,
however, he has done the chasing, and it is

rumored that he christened the new catboats
long before anyone else knew what they were
for. Despite his natural secretiveness he some-
times breaks out with a tale which would
make Dante green with envy, and perhaps
cause Munchausen to rise from his grave and
award the non-refillable varnish capsule.
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FREDERIC BLIN VOSE
"Freddie," "Flossie."

Houlton Maine

PURE and unsophisticated! That's me all

over." But unfortunately "Freddie's"
memory isn't as vivid as his imagination, for

can you picture our "Freddie" as he jumps
over the side—clothes and all—into the icy

water of Seattle for the promise of five dollars

from five different people, only to find the
deck empty as he shiveringly pulled himself
up the side; or have you seen him in the
shadows of the evening, hugging—well, the
wall preparatory to a wild dash for liberty?

Maybe you never heard him parley-vousing,

but his chief delight lies in conjugating
"french-frenching-frenched .

"

The shower club (should have) lost a
constant member when he showed them that
Lady Fatima could push a mean foil, as well

as spread the fragrant whiff.

DAVID WINCHESTER HARDIN
"Savvy," "Hard-Egg," "Taps."

Shepherdsville Kentucky

THIS blushing beauty from the blue-
grass pastures "fohty miles south o'

Louisville" has spent the greater part of his

career in Uncle Sam's Training School for

Little Boy Blues, patiently explaining that
Kentucky is not famous for "pretty horses
and fast women." But it's fortunate for the
rest of us that he elaborates solely upon this

subject instead of expatiating upon the
glories of his native heath, because the last

time he got started on this subject, the D. O.
heard him and ordered the uniform to be
rain clothes.

Outside of being a member of the Hell
Cats, "Savvy" has few eccentricities. True
to the traditions of the South, he drags

—

now and then—but he never drags the same
woman twice.

The day of disarmament may find most of
us out of luck, but "Savvy" should worry
about a job—he can always flit back to the
mountainous scenes of his childhood and
establish a flourishing business with a young
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ELMER EMANUEL MEYERS
"Swede."

Anaconda Montana

BEING born in Sweden and having an
innate passion for fishing in the summer-

time, it was but natural that Elmer should
gravitate towards the sea and Uncle Sam's
Naval Nursery. Here he roomed with
"Frenchy" d'Oyley for the first year, and
many an evening the arguments which
emanated from their little nest in mixed
French and Swedish made the old Third
Deck rock like Casey's Last Chance Saloon
the night the soft coal miners were paid off.

In desperation "Swede" took up French and
"Frenchy" took up Swedish to find out
whether the other was lauding or lowrating
him. "Swede" even let himself be called

"May-yare" for a whole month in Dago to
get a good grease with the prof. When,
however, the scores were posted he had gone
down three hundred numbers in class stand-
ing. "What do I think of him?" to which
Elmer replies: "What did the hen think of
the egg?"

?^£B&&

EDWARD CONRAD METCALFE
"Red."

Class Basketball (2)

Natchez Mississippi

CHASE me, Oi'm a Yiddish butterfly,'

cooed a gay young thing at Coney
Island the minute she cast her "ojos" on this

he-vamp. Yes, we repeat, he-vamp, for he
shakes a mean calf—but he's a much meaner
slinger of the bull. His line would make
Captain Billy sound like Emerson. It holds
in any clime, too. If you want to make the
color of his face rival those scarlet locks just
ask about a certain Western cabaret or
mention the "hoosgow" in Panama. Still,

one must remember, "the blush is the symbol
of innocence."

Early Second Class Year "Red" stubbed
is toe, as it were, on a Plebe's cap, and was

only saved from emulating Balaam's de-
parture from Jerusalem by the grace of God
and the old reliable line.

We can't do justice to this man in print,

and besides, that look of reform on his

childish face leaves us without the heart

—

we can't even use his own favorite expression,

"It's a'shame he drinks."

Log Staff (4, 3, 2, 1)
Lucky Bag
Black N ******

Probation (2)
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ARTHUR LEE PLEASANTS, JR.

"Ash," "Whale."

Richmond Virginia

THANK God, I'm a Red Mike" remarks
this pure prodigy from the sun-scorched

hills of Richmond as he carelessly scoops in

a tableful of varicolored envelopes which
give off conflictingly vivid odors. Then,
with a smile on his face like the justly famed
crevice in an earthenware crock, our hero

sits down to peruse them, meanwhile letting

off steam with frequent and prolonged sighs.

Chasing the women, the elusive 2.5, and
the deadly lacrosse ball, all were put in the

discard when he commenced chasing cats.

Armed with a powerful gravel shooter he
would sit in his window for hours at a time

patiently awaiting the arrival of some errant

feline. On Second Class Cruise this habit

stuck, and the entire police force of Panama
City—both of them—chased "Ashur" all

over the ramparts of that burg but failed

to catch him, and all because his deadly

aim was hourly sending more kitties and
parakeets to the Pearly Gates.

Soccer Squad (4) ,$$

Lacrosse Squad (3, 2); Nu-
merals (3);lNAt (2)

P. A. Squad (1)
Class Football (2)

ISAIAH OLCH
"Cy."

Providence, Rhode Island

'T MAY have been in the Bugle Corps
X. Plebe Year, but thank God I've reformed."
So speaks this crusty-countenanced specimen
pictured above, but from a glimpse at some
of the risque sketches which he has slipped

into The Log you could scarcely believe the
latter part of his statement. Youngster
Cruise "Cy" pulled the tall trick by getting

in the hospital at Guantanamo and returning

to God's Country as a Junior Officer aboard
a transport while the rest of us were sweating
blood and manicuring boilers on the Crabs.

His ideas may be large, but you should
see his feet. In fact we are led to the belief

that the reason "Cy" joined the Navy was
that there was not room enough in Rhode
Island for the State Capitol and "Cy's" feet,

so that the Governor decided that one of
the two had to go. The Capitol was built

in the native rock.

Track Squad (4, 3)
Log (4, 3, 2, 1); Art Editor

(1)
Fencing Squad (2, 1); Nu-

merals (2)
Bugle Corps (4, 3)
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WALTER ERNEST ZIMMERMAN
"Heinie," "Heintz," "Wallo."

Adams Massachusetts

YES, THIS is "Heinie"—one of the

Savoirs from Massachusetts. But he'll

take the girls in preference to books any-

night in the week. And when it comes to

modern art, he's some connoisseur—Mack
Sennett's bathing beauties to Venus at the

Punch Bowl—he knows them all.

There are many tales connected with his

last cruise on the West Coast. Indeed,

"Wallie" found it extremely difficult to drag
himself back to the drudgery and privations of

Academic life. Still, even a Midshipman
must have an opportunity to recuperate

from a vacation.

As for yard engineering, Ernest has a high

batting average. Just ask him about his

last holiday drag. He'll never forget it.

But nothing like that could make his spirits

droop; it's common for him to risk the new
blanket suit over the barbed wire for a non-
reg sociable evening with the laundry queens.

He's getting bald, but he's still the ravenous
racer

—"Horseshoe Heinie."

CHARLES AXFORD WOOD
"Charlie," "Chas," "Woodie."

Montclair New Jersey

HERE WE have a veritable example
of the snake par excellence as portrayed

by a native of "New Jersey, Sir." His
suave, somniferous speech has effectually

placed hors de combat many an unsuspecting
chaperon and his repertoire of sea stories

(and other kinds) have always enthusiastically

charmed those of the opposite sex who applied

early. The light that lies in "Charlie's"

eyes, the cool, calculating Marble cranium
indicate that we have here an Intellectual

—

to which his casual references to Ibsen,

Tagore, de Maupassant, Swinburne, and a
thousand other authors and essayists, all

contribute.

Owing to slight disagreements with the
fundamental theories of discipline as ex-

pounded in the Little Green Bible his cog-

nomen was regularly posted after Morning
Roll Call. In justice to this perseverance

we mention the Black N and Four Stars

—

but damn! that's nothing to hold against

aVTwo-Fisted Man, and that's what "Charlie"
is. (Last two lines run by special request:

he wants a grease with his femme.)
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JOHN PAIGE BENNINGTON
"Hon," "Benny."

Cardiff Maryland

B 1

Academy clothed in the latest fads of
Hart, Schaffner, 8b Marx—and his smile.

The powers-that-be changed his clothes,

but the smile—never! First it captivated
his classmates; then the noble lords when
they returned from the cruise; and finally,

when he had become a Youngster—the
femmes, and they're falling yet. This Balti-

more beauty spends nine-tenths of his time
either dragging or writing letters. Of course,

his dragging is of two kinds, even as you and
I, but when he's not dragging—well, then
he is with "Rosy," queen of them all.

"Hon" first started stepping out on that
memorable Second Class Cruise about the
time he reached Panama. After that it

took a mighty good spy glass to see his dust,
while it took him a good half of Sep Leave
to recover from the effects thereof.

Baseball Squad
Class Baseball (2)

P. A. Squad (1)
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PAUL SYLVESTER THOMSON
"Slim," "White-e-e."

Edgewater New Jersey

SHIPSHAPE, ambitious, and hardened by
hair-raising experiences oftwo years before

the mast, "Whitey" was rather reluctant

to relegate himself to the quiet and calm
life of virtuous Crabtown. However, after

rating two mokes, a bucket of paint on the
starboard yard arm, and the whole blamed
Corps of Cadets for 365 days, this unman-
ageable and dashing daredevil was tamed
to the ideal of gentleness and refinements,

even as you and I. From the very first,

his cotton top has been widely known by
his classmates and quite too frequently

recognized by the D. O.'s, as he gathered
material for a Baedeker on all the holes and
passages of the Academy walls.

It was a hard struggle, but as usual every-

thing fell before the winning smile and the

fluent line, the profs, femmes, and the

bucKet. Oh yes, he was ambitious in Hono-
lulu but midst the bewitching influence of

fickle maidens, marvelous moonbeams, and
Okolehau lies the secret ofsad disappointment.

Crew Squad (4, 3, 2); Nu-
merals (3)

Numerals Crossed Oar (4)

Basketball Squad (3)

Choir (2, 1)

^-~-:"r
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NORMAN HATTEMER
"Ann," "Dobbin," "Baron."

Forest Hills Long Island

WHEN you see him you will know him:
"Dobbin" from Forest Hills, the boy

who showed Tilden all the fine points of the

game in his younger days.
He divides his time between his banjo

(from which he pours forth notes of music,

at least in quantity if not in quality, stirring

the sleepy and the dead with those Hula
Blues) and long arguments with "Whitey"
Thomsen on anything from ping pong to

women.
The Baron's satire is remarkable and he

appreciates a good joke, except when he
followed a big hunch on the Georgia Tech-
Penn State game.

So far as we know his dealings with the
fair sex have been confined to novels and
moving picture magazines, but they tell a
story about him in Seattle, so who knows?

"Hey, Ann, did you get much?"
"Oh boy, all I could stand."

m\

HARRY ST. JOHN BUTLER
"St. John," "Butts," "Harry."

Houston Texas

STAND back, girls, don't crowd. You
will all get a rapturous glance at our hero.

Harry is well known (by himself) as the best
looking lad from Houston. He ought to
be, with a locker full of beauty hints that
would bilge Ann Pennington's dressing table.

For four years our Texas ranger has made
pin money off advertisements, reading some-
thing like this: "Harry St. John uses our
dandruff remover for eyebrows." "Butts"
has never gone in for any athletics for the
simple reason that he thinks first base,
second base, and third base mean a singing
trio, and doesn't know a thing about debating.
But get him in a real old-fashioned rough-
house, the kind that come off in his room
about once a week,WOW—stand from under.
He's a hard man, and what's more, four

years of the Baron's degrading influence

hasn't changed our hero a bit.

^5S£S3St<|
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WORTHINGTON SMITH BITLER
"Worthy," "Tarzan," "Sodium."

Charlottesville Virginia

" I SARZAN" has two passionate desires in

A. life. The first is to amass impossible
quantities of non-reg clothes, and the second
is to reduce that budding corporation which
bids fair to soon obstruct a perfectly good
view of his toes.

He jumped into the limelight suddenly
Youngster Year by trying to blow up the
laboratory. "Exhaustive experiments in the
decomposition of sodium" he called it.

Since then he has ruined more generator
sets than the G. E. could replace by run-
ning night and day.
Sodium is not altogether a destructive

idealist, however. His work in The Log
speaks for itself. Few issues have slipped

by the printer without the famous strong
man occupying at least a half a page.

Here's to you—"Worthy"—may your
shadow never grow thin.

"Say! I'm a hard-boiled egg, I am! Get me?"

DONALD THOMAS FLYNN
"Mike," "Don," "Dook," "D. T."

Somerville New Jersey

'TpRUE, the initials stand for Donald
X Thomas, but in the eyes of his class-

mates, they mean "Dragging Tom," the
snakish "Iron Duke" who broods in his boudoir
like Achilles in his tent if a single week goes
by that he fails to drag one of the season's

debutantes. Girls are his element, and jazz
music his aim in life. Oh boy! We should
like to see him meet a vamp with as good
a line as his own. Then it would be a case
of an irresistible force meeting an immovable
object. Something's bound to happen: down
comes Ye Cherrie Tree; D. T. we cannot
tell a lie.

"Mike" does other things besides drag
and toddle. He studies hard and faithfully

—

the night before every exam. Between times
he criticizes the Red Book and writes diplo-

matic notes to his O. A. O's.

Log Staff (4, 3, 2, 1)

Christmas Card Committei
(2, 1)

Class Track (2)

P. A. Squad (1

adiator Club (5, 4, 3, 2, 1)
Weak Squad (5, 4)
Sub Squad (3, 2)
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FRANCIS HUNTER WHITAKER
"Whit." "Chief," "Tex," "Tecumseh."

Beaumont Texas

THE FIRST impression of "Whit" is

his striking resemblance to Tecumseh

—

or, perhaps it's his impassive nature which
suggests his having Indian blood among his

ancestry who roamed his native Texas heath.

Like Swaboda he keeps his ambitions secret

and conceals his thoughts with the facial

calmness of a stoic.

He never broke any local hearts, for,

"There's a girl at home." With his vivid

imagination what more could he want? He
sallied forth, however, several times and
innovated some new steps at our hops; which
ventures served only to increase his affection

for the one and only.

Hardy life at home led to consistent
athletic endeavors, lacrosse coming nearest

to suiting his fancy ; since we have no debating
teams. He shines in argument backed by the
inspiring confidence that he can neverbewrong.
Probing his past reveals not a single dark

spot except a beer in Panama. May he
better the record in the future and may his

tribe increase.

TOM BURBRIDGE HILL
"T. B.," "Burb," "Taum."

Cripple Creek Colorado

A SNATCH of song lustily rendered

echoes in the corridors and into the

room bounds the one and only T. B., a lean

and lanky six feet of regular fellow from the

West. "Tom's" chief accomplishment, be-

sides missing the trees that he is always sure

he is on, has been to become one of our first

and foremost snakes, and many are the

heart flutters he has caused. He is a past

master of the terpsichorean art. Ask him
how he almost danced with a real queen.

"Burb" also shines in the field of argument,

being able to convince you of anything if

given time.

"Tom" made himself famous as "Nut
Sundae," the mourning deacon, in his burial

oration over the Army Plebe Year. He
has continued to improve his vocal powers

by indulging in barber shop chords with his

select quartette, for his own amusement,
and he says, "we are glad somebody en-

joyed it."



JAMES HENRY DOAK
"Jim," "Jimmie," "Slicker."

Philadelphia Pennsylvania

ONCE upon a time—no, Mabel, this is

not a Fairy Story—a severe attack of
Ambitionitis seized upon our light-haired,

blue-eyed hero, and he disentangled himself
from the Clinging Vines in order to seek out
the deadly Navy Slum in its Sea-going Lair.

After a Dark Age in Bancroft Hall, James
emerged with a Furtive Look and a High
Step. The latter gave him a speed on the
Cinder Path that caused the Laundry Queens
to congregate on the back steps. His en-

durance enabled him to weather all room-
mates without carrying a Buckeye.
James won his numerals at the hops,

where he cultivated Telling Shots and em-
ployed the latest Tea-fight Tactics. Perhaps
the most embarrassing moment was when
the Skipper ordered him to indulge in a
half-inch reg haircut. Many a long Mid-
watch has been made endurable by his

philosophy on femmes. Finally, James be-
came "Jimmie," and so he is, and ever shall

be, a member of the Boys.

^
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HAROLD LEWIS FUDGE
"Snickle," "Spludge," "The Candy Kid."

Wabash Indiana

kCK home again in Indy—," and a
modernish, sticky name make that

Whistler etching by White one of the meek-
est, most absent-minded, good-natured things

that ever joined the cause.

A debutant slouch a la human spoon and
a phoney name have got him roped in on
more extras than "Doc" Snyder could
provide a name for. "Doc" wound up a bad
job by assigning Harold to permanent obvia-

tion in the sweat room.
Pronounce this, "hea, hae, hea, hae," say

it with a catch in your voice and a wheeze,

and you've got Harold's laugh down to the

last notch.

He nearly broke up our Class German
when he crowned Peter Wiedorn over the

head with a chaise lounge.

"Let me see a couple of drags," and if

you'll oblige him he'll wheeze out a laugh
and show you how to drape your right elbow
around your left neck.

All in all he's true to the Indiana grain.



VOLNEY OGLE CHASE
"Volney," "V. O.," "Vogle," "Edison," "Quelque."

Washington District of Columbia

OLD "Volnez," while bravely attempting
to pound into his precocious brain a few

of the reasons "why is a battleship," has
mounted the heights along many other lines.

His climb from Champion of the Reds to
the most polished of waxed-floor artists has
been long, but oh lady! it has been steady!
His mail curve, after years of indecision, is

now rising and resembles a graph for in-

stantaneous powder, when viewed from astern.

From the painted palaces of Panamanian
Princesses to the Japanese tea-houses of
Honolulu, from the hilarious halls of Seattle

to the dingy depths of our own dark town,
he has left a trail of blasted lives and high-

ball glasses. This all goes to show that a
man of such indefatigable determination is

the master of his own destiny. However,
there have been times of trial and discourage-
ment, for his ability to get away with murder
has only been exceeded by the hard luck
with which he has locked horns with the
D. O.'s.

IL

BEVERLY MOSBY COLEMAN
"Bev," "Bevo."

Washington District of Columbia

YOU HAVE at last made your big find of
the year, one "Bev" Coleman. He

started out by getting us all indebted to him
for coming into the Navy at all, for he was
headed for the Point and had passed the ex-
ams. His career has been marked all along
with that same quality; that is, he always
has two things to do and not nearly enough
time to do either. If girls really mattered
seriously with him things might be very
different but they don't—not even the best
or the worst of them. True, he has fallen

but he says, "It is a thing not worth while
describe." So it is the freedom of an un-

amed life that he craves and he'll get it.

His notable achievements are suppers and
dances of various sorts, all of which have
been marked with pep, enthusiasm, and
success; and the following honors:

Khaki N Crossed Shoes Hop Committee (3, 2, 1)

Manager Basketball (1)
Manager Fencing (1)
Chairman Class Supper
Committee (1)

Class Track (2)
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NICHOLAS AUGUST DRAIM
"Mr. Grimes," "Caesar," "Nick."

Vincennes Indiana

'N
1

amongst us since he raised his first chalk

screen late in September, 1918. During
Youngster Cruise his favorite sport was to

catch jelly fish in a bucket and test them
for electricity. Youngster Year he took
another stride toward fame by appearing
at dinner formation one Thursday noon in

Infantry X-ray. But he was a Second
Classman before he proved that some star

men, at least, have brains. Absent-mindedly
"Nick" placed the coffee pot on the deck
beside his chair. Then he tackled "Luke"
Pape, champion water guzzler of the Second
Batt. "I'll bet I can drink you under."

Seven glasses disappeared down "Luke's"
throat while "Nick," waiting till "Luke" had
his glass well tilted, poured as many in the

coffee pot. Then, to show he was no piker,

"Nick" downed three before the eyes of the

beaten "champion." And "Nick's" game
hasn't been called yet.

Star (4, 3, 2)

Buzzard (2)

PAUL WIEDORN
"Pete," "Hun."

Waterbury, Connecticut

NO MATTER what happens to disturb

the peacefulness of Wiedorn's existence,

no matter how many Midshipmen gangsters

get together to beat up on him, he never
loses his temper. He even smiles as he
pitches his tormentors head over heels out
of the room.

"Yah! You will try to turn Bolsheviki,

will yuh? Well, you've run up against a be-

liever in might makes right, this time!"

"Polly's" only bad habit is singing; as

a great vocal artist, he is a good football

player. For three years he has devoted
the greater part of his time to athletics, and
his steady work finally achieved for him the

coveted success. One would naturally expect

a man of his build to possess a deep, bass

voice, but such is not the case. His answer
to muster, "He-e-yer," sounds like the wail

of a lost child. In addition to all his outside

work, "Polly" keeps sat without an effort,

he's just naturally savvy.
Cholly Phle-e-ger!"

Buzzard (2)

Class Boxing (2)
Class Track (2)

Wrestling Squad (4,3, 2, 1);

Academy Champion
Lightweight (3); wNt(2)

Football Squad (4, 3, 2, 1);

NA (2); N* (1)
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THOMAS BUCHANAN DUGAN
"Tom," "Tommy," "T. B."

Richmond Virginia

TOMMY," "at large" in June, 1918, and
"at large" ever since, is mighty proud

of his picture. He claims it is just as good
as his other one in the Rogues' Gallery at

Cheyenne, Wyo.—only the stripes are dif-

ferent. Stripes have always been very be-

coming to him, his wonderful accomplishments

only accentuating his promotion. His activi-

ties are so many and oh, so varied! As
a speaker his spontaneous eloquence has

brought tears to the eyes of the blind—and
deaf; his manly bearing is the envy of all

cripples; and his deep blue eyes rival the

azure blue of the heavens—on a stormy
night. In spite of these misfortunes, he is

always obliging-—willing to lighten a friend's

burden, either in skags or in times of heavy
dragging. "Tommy" is proud of his policy

of no entangling alliances with the fair ones

—

but "pride goeth before a fall!"

RAYMOND DOYLE SULLIVAN
"Rabbi," "The Count."

Lowell Massachusetts

THE savoir faire and mental poise dis-

played by this young son of nobility
soon gained him the title of "Count" among his
associates, but he's better known as "Rabbi"
by those intimate with him. His early life

in Lowell is shrouded in mystery though it

is certain that he acquired a knowledge of
advanced Math by matching nickles in
Page's Drug Store. Since becoming one of
the Forty Per Cent, he has got a further
liberal education, such as can only be acquired
by frequent draggings. Strange as it may
seem "Rabbi" has never been seen at a hop
with a brick—at least not for long, for he
has a trick of passing them on to a friend,

and then departing into the exterior darkness.
Some day, if all goes well, "Ray" will be an

Admiral—but not, we hope, before the time
of universal peace.



MARION EMERSON MURPHY
"Murph," "Spuds," "Pat," "Mike."

Huntingdon Tennessee

SOMEONE once remarked that it requires

a genius to appreciate a genius.

After six months of ardent search we
were about to conclude that "Murph" came
under that head for his past, from a bio-

graphical viewpoint, seemed devoid of

incident. True he had once been both

handsome and Irish. Now he is still Irish

but, thanks to football, his beauty has de-

parted. In fact, since the accident, strangers

even seriously suspect his intended Irish

brogue and lineage, once they view the shape

of his nasal appendage.
Finally, however, after a lengthy search

by all hands and the office cat the secret

of "Maggie's" successful camouflage was
uncovered. Early in life he aligned himself

with Hi Lo Jack, the militant Pastor from

Newburgh; since which date he has busied

himself trying to keep the "Chink" out of

the pulpit; in which effort he has achieved

but a negligible success, and one equaled

only by the results of his sturdy attempts

to keep Neely on the straight and narrow

in Panama.

WILLIAM ALBERT FINN

<|K

"Chink,

Newburgh

"Whang."

New York

THOUGH many speculations arise as
to "Chink's" real nationality it is pretty

well established that none other than the
States of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and New
York claim him. Being a minister's son,

and a typical one at that, he never fails to
claim each of these as his native State when-
ever it is the recipient of bouquets.

In his early days Finn must have had
aspiration toward a street car conductorship.
Anyhow, his tendency to pull bell cords at

improper moments caused him to spring into

the hall of fame Youngster Army-Navy Game
trip. He didn't succeed in checking up the
fares as he evidently intended, but he sure

did chalk one up for himself that we will

never forget.

His mind runs to Juice and the results of

his hard labors in that line may be seen each
year at the Masqueraders' Performance.

P. S.—If you can't figure out the why and
wherefore of his oriental cognomen just take
a good look at his picture.
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MILTON C. JACKSON
"The Colonel," "Cosmo," "Jack," "Costello."

Gainesville Georgia

A MORE devoted patriot never came
from the red hills of Georgia, famous for

those marvelous nights when "the moon
shines on the moonshine."
He has demonstrated his fighting ability

by showing us that with fifty submarines
he could sink the combined fleets of the
world. Still he is called "dignity" in less

extensive conquests such as those occurring

on the parlor couch. His few serious thoughts
inevitably lead to some imaginative scheme
by which he suddenly becomes one of the
powers of finance. He has gained much
experience on his extensive travels, for he
learned tricks of highflying along the sunny
shores of California and then in Norway he
became an expert Arctic swimmer under the
instruction of a charming little Norske.
Having had his experiences he now turns
thoughts to a little cottage down in Georgia
where reigns the queen.

"I tell you man, it's this way," and so begins

another tale of his rare experiences.

WALLACE THOMAS LEE
"Wally," "Watertight," "W. T."

Columbia Alabama

PAGING Mr. Lee—Ah, I see and that's

the fellow I've heard so much about, such
a captivating and aristocratic young rebel;

but look, so changed to hardness and the
irony of ingratiating simplicity. "Stand back,
ladies, give him air."

Hailing from the sunny clime of ole Alabam',
Lee has knocked about extensively and always
with the belief that a bit o' good and a bit o' bad
makes a rich mixture. "Watertight" captured
a berth on the Olympic Squad and, they say,

captured everything else upon arrival. He's
a fast worker, especially with the cubes and
artificial pep, which cost a bit o' discomfiture
on most occasions. A wonder at the game
of hearts, he usually plays a light hand, his

dreams being centered about that "ole

southern girl" and, 'tis said, he'll be the first

of us to hear, "Daddy, can I have the car

tonight?"
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FRANCIS BENEDICT JOHNSON
"Felix," "Johnny."

Waterbury Connecticut

NO WONDER Waterbury's famous for

alarm clocks and oil cans! "Felix" is apro-
duct and, like a good son, advertises it. Either

he's sleeping—good for alarm clocks; or

doing the oil can act, and at the latter he's

nothing but good. Yeah, good,—about as

good as a blind sharpshooter. As you know, all

great men have their ideals, and Napoleon
is "Johnny's." They both "pack an awful
wallop"—and a few other things. "Full Back"
is some sailor boy—never been sea sick—and
feels at home in every port. It's a poor
town that hasn't a corner—or a jail. The
summer of Second Class Cruise he applied

to the Calaboose Inspector at Panama

—

said all his friends were there—which sounds
like cheese to us. F. B. (Fancy Biscuit) is,

by his own admission, handsome. He is the

type the poets dream about (a poet's license

is needed to write about him), the damsels
dote upon—and every inch a man himself

(so they say).

WILLIAM BOLTON PAPE
"Willie Bolts," "Battleship Luke," "Battler,"

"Father."

Waterbury Connecticut

RIGHT off the bat Plebe Year "Luke" be-
came known as an authority on battleships

and succeeded in proving that Jayne is wrong.
As he progressed in this Durham fest he
repeated his first success by overturning
the pet theories of Barton and Stickney , Muir,
and even old Nathaniel Bowditch himself.

"Luke" savvies many things, especially

his trusty Springfield. And between me and
thee and the wild, wild waves there are few
within these bleak gray walls that know the
ins and outs of trigger squeezing and win-
dage as "Luke" does.

"Willie" is somewhat inclined to the ennui,
the blase, the risque, and it takes more than
a Nav P—work or a Seamanship exam, to
arouse more than a passing interest. How-
ever, no one would ever accuse the "Keeper
of the Royal Merk" of hitting on anything
but twelve cylinders. He's all there, where-

that is.



AUGUSTIN KING RIDGWAY
"King," "Gus," "Toujours."

San Diego California

HE HAILS from Ruggles Gap, the land
of the six foot drifts. If you don't

believe it, ask him. He came to us fresh

from Greenbrier which gained for him the
important post of left guide of the Third
Company.
"King" has had many hobbies, the most

notable being his scrapbook, the lightweight

crew, the Denver Club, the Merchant Marine
(which he discarded when he found he
couldn't bilge), and last, but assuredly not
least, his beloved mandolin and the eternal

"Margie."
It is hard to place "King" in any particular

class. He is not a snake, but he occasionally

drags well; he is not a savior, though he is

always sat; neither is he an athlete, still it

takes a big man to get away with anything
in his room. He is a quiet fellow, and "Squirt"
says that his motto is "Toujours dans un
hop." However, if plugging will get him
anywhere, "King" will be an Admiral yet,

if disarmament doesn't hit us too hard.

IMAGINE "Charley" seated at the head of
Table 85, with the gang in a happy and

conversational mood. "Charley": "Don't
knock Ohio, that's my State. All the real
Presidents come from there! I know all about
it—was born in Springfield, within eight

miles of the birthplace of Tecumseh; that's

why I can always keep topside of a 2.5 and
lay in a little velvet against the time when
the All-Academics go on the warpath. What
did I do before coming in the Navy? Well
I worked on the Big Four R. R. chasing

box cars, built a speedway at Sharonville,

sold fireworks and sodas, spent part of my
time in a newspaper office— ."

'Not so fast! You win, 'Charley:' pick

'em up! What's this I hear about your drag-

ging blind twelve times?"
"That's right. And say, the strange thing

about it all was that not a single one of those

twelve femmes was a brick." All together:

'One, two, three!
—

"
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LESLIE ALBERT KNISKERN
"Oscar," "Les."

Centralia Washington

"^\TES, the 'K ' is silent as in fish»" which
X clever bit of repartee to the famous "Joe"

Brennan immediately threw "Les" into the
limelight Plebe Year. During that same
eventful year he learned the phrase, "Avez-
vous quelque chose a manger?" and, in his

eagerness to display his newly-acquired
learning, kept the deck cleared at all times.

Shirts, towels, etc., might cover a multitude
of sins but never a box of chow from this

canny Scot with his uncanny nose for eats.

"Les" has such an honest, open counte-

nance that even the girls believe what he
says. The "Goof" usually knew where the
"oil stove" was, and took great pleasure

in breaking it out every few days to donate
it to some new victim. As for "Les" and
his class pipe, it was largely a matter of
give and take. But he maintains he kept
his feet. Ask "Les" if he's broken it in yet?

Star (3, 2)

Buzzard (2)

Class Lacrosse Squad (2)
Lucky Bag
Academy Champion Prune

Eater (4)

ALVIN INGERSOLL MALSTROM
"Al," "Buddy," "Beautiful."

Tacoma Washington

DON'T let anyone tell you that "Al"
hasn't a prolific line. The way he used

to win over the powers-that-be with his

flowery flow was phenomenal. "I was just

up tellin' the D. O. what I thought of this blan-

kety-blank system, and he said he'd try to

fix it up." You should have heard "Al"
calm down a roomfull of ticket-hungry

Mids—had 'em eating out of his hands. No
one ever yet told "Al" where to head in.

The boys used to call him "Theory Al;"

the way he effervesces on anything from
"Why Singers Can't Sing" to "Langmuir's

postulates of atomic structure" would make
H. G. Wells turn green with envy. But
with all that "Al" is a reasonable creature

—

he has a reason for everything he does. He
even had a good reason for going out for

fencing. "Say, 'Al,' did you bring in that

pack of skags?" "Sorry, I was just on the

point of remembering it—but!"

Masqueraders (4, 3, 2, 1)

Musical Clubs (3, 2, 1)

Academy Sabre Champion
(2)

Intercollegiate Team Cham-
pion, 1921

Intercollegiate Individual

Sabre Champion, 1921
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IRVING LAUREL LIND
"Jenny," "Wop."

Tacoma Washington
1 LJEY, MAW, when will dinner be ready?"
J. J. This plaintive cry was wont to shatter
the stillness of summer afternoons in the town
of Tacoma when little Laurel returned, dirty
and tired, from play on the tide flats. Even
then his appetite was awe-inspiring so that,

to escape the poorhouse, his impoverished
family sent him to the Naval Academy. A
week later three Navy Cooks quit; they
wouldn't work nights and Sundays, too.

Yea, verily, as the twig is bent so doth the
cordwood lean—and he is lean; Cassius had
nothing on him.
Undaunted by an early reversal in his

dragging fortunes, his subsequent feminines
have pulled him decidedly sat. Ask him
about his little mountain daisy with whom
he spent Second Class Leave—Goldie is such
a sweet name. Now, if he can ever be
broken of the habit of making up his bed on
Saturday mornings, it'll be a great relief

to us all.

"Hey, 'Gooph,' how's to pass the spuds?"
I

RUTHVEN ELMER LIBBY
"Ruth," "Bobbie," "Laura Jean."

Spokane Washington

'M'

mm

turns faster than the proverbial bat,
bound for the M. C.'s table. While less

fortunate ones ruefully depart with nothing
(or perhaps less, like an urgent S. O. S. from
"Jakie's" or Chargewell's or B. B. 8b B.)
"Ruth" invariably "draws" and can be seen
homeward-bound busily sorting the pinks
torn the blues, the Mary Garden from the
Djer Kiss and the K. D. X.
Even the moon has its dark side, and

"Laura Jean's" one failing is his fondness for

juice. Not Milly Volt herself is safe when,
at the head of the Masquerader Electrical

Crew, he goes on the trail of material. Yard
electricians lock the power house and car-

penters hide their tools when, his gang is

loose, but by dint of hard labor and work
which would do credit to either Jesse James
or the Allen Boys, "Ruth" and his cohorts
have always managed to give the yard a
Broadway-like appearance on the night of
the big show.

Masqueraders' Electrical

Crew (4, 3, 2, 1); Chief
Electrician (2, 1)

June Ball Committee (2)
Buzzard (2)

Star (3, 2)
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CHARLES OWEN HUMPHREYS
'Hump," "Ducky," "B. A.," "Oscar," "Smoke"Ducky," "B. A.,"

Screen."

Easton Maryland

LADIES and gentlemen, I ask of you
j your sincere concentration while we glide

through a few of the numberless notable

events pertaining to the earlier life of a
sixty-three-year man.

Glance, decide for yourself, and agree

with me in coming to the conclusion that the
Navy is the winner in having as one of its

future "yard arm tippers" such a worthy
specimen of athletic, as well as female, fame.

In both sports young "Hump" immediately
made his "daybu" during the early part of

Plebe Year. He continued his prep school

records along the baseball line as he has held

down the initial sack from the first baseball

season until graduation called him forth, to

the tune of N***.
As for married life "Hump" is a conquered

man. Get him to tell you about that Young-
ster June Week and two diag September Leave
and see the keen little blush. Oh boy!

PETER GERALD HALE
"Pete," "Oscar."

Butte Montana

HALE hails from the woozy wilds of
Montana from which he emerged just

in time to catch on the rear end of the Twenty-
Two Special as it started over the Academic
tracks the latter part of Plebe Summer.
From the word "go," "Pete" has been a
scholar. To date he has never given in nor
admitted that he was ever downed by a
prob—they just don't make 'em that hard.
While other men worried about the Academ-
ics, "Pete" was immune—until he struck

the Ringworm Specialists. They succeeded
in chalking two eye reexams up against him,
but a practical application of his memory
course, plus a clever manipulation of the eye
charts, kept him with us.

As a Red Mike, Pete was always a loud
claimant for first honors in the society, until

he reached the Pali. He tumbled there for

a little Hawaiian maiden. We don't know
how far he fell, but he has softened toward
the fair sex ever since.

gg^¥%SgggE^«
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GEORGE ELLSWORTH NOLD
"General"

El Paso Texas

' \ LL RIGHT you Plebes, let's have a pie

./\.race—winner carries on. Go!" Wzllp

—

Wheel "You win, Mr. Nold, pick up the

marbles and pull in your chair." George
easily qualifies as chief food taster for the

commissary department, but, despite his

inner cravings, he's no mean hand with the

rings—flying rings, for he's not engaged

—

yet.

Working hard most of the time, George
has been above the average past the Acade-
mic milestones, though to hear him you would
say "Hello, Tecumseh, since when have you
been so wooden?"

Will you, won't you,

Can't I coax you?
Aw gwan, you said you would
Won't ya mother let ya?

JOHN JAY PIERREPONT, 2d

"Red," "Strawberry."

Brooklyn New York

RED SKIN, "alias"Strawberry, "alias "Red
Jay," only son of Pierrepont—may these

lines do his sweet soul justice. We honor
him as one of our Giants of Mental Strategy,

for during the four years of the Academic
War, he has always managed to stay at the
top of the greased pole. Trace the Spanish
Records back to the primitive Plebe days

—

his fair name stands emblazoned in these
grim and dusty annals. Approach ye un-
believers and gaze upon page after page of
blue-pencilled P-Works. Not so easily

acquired, however, were the same colored
marks in the record sheets of Richardson's
Enforced Acrobatic Squad. It was a long
fight but "Red" was well rewarded when,
early in Second Class Year, he was unani-
mously elected captain.

Seriously speaking, "Red" is as peculiar

as the rest of us and he admits it; yet, as a
roommate, though often sorely tried and
tempted, he has been a good wife.
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LUCIEN RAGONNET
"Raggie," "Lucy," "Tecumseh."

Miami Florida

"T T7ELL, we will prove it by Webster."
VV With this, "Tecumseh" drags out the
well-worn and fingered volume to convince
another unsuspecting youth that a whale is

not amphibious and thus earn his month's
wages. Many a battle has "Raggie" won
with the aid of his Ex-calibur—the 20th
edition of Noah—but his conquests have not
ended with these minor pastimes and indoor
sports.

Though loudly protesting his innocence,
it was definitely proved that "Lucy" was no
Red Mike ; while his claims for admission to

the Ancient and Honorable Heraldic and
Chivalric Order of Snakes were refused

because of a slight favoritism for that girl

from—but that's getting too personal.

Necessity never forced "Tecumseh" to burn
the midnight oil nor toss pennies at his

namesake in order to clinch a class standing
—it was just second nature for him to come
out of the chalk screens with the necessary

marks to graduate "with merit."

mff%

Rifle Team (4, 3)
Expert Rifleman
Lucky Bag

DONALD REXFORD ELDRIDGE
"Slim," "Don."

Marshalltown Iowa

THIS fair Iowan has so far been proof
against Cupid's most skillfully-directed

darts. "Slim" will do anything to help you
out—from working a Nav problem to going
on duty on Christmas, but if you value his

friendship, don't ask him to drag! Even
Washington's prettiest debutantes failed to
lure him away from his Red Mike propen-
sities.

Despite his immunity against the wiles of
the fair sex, "Slim" nearly fell once. The
place was San Francisco, and the time was
Second Class Cruise. We shoved off too
soon, however, and his sole affaire de coeur
culminated in one memorable farewell at the
dock!
The Academic Departments have never

been able to put one over on him. He is one
of those natural savoirs who can beat them
without boning. You can never get him to

admit, however, that he has passed an exam
—until the marks are posted.

ass Track (3, 2, 1); Nu-
merals (2); Manager (2)

Buzzard (2)

Lucky Bag

^^^^gd
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JOHN HENRY SHULTZ
"Johnny," "Skultz."

Staten Island New York

OUR FIRST impression of "John" was
of a diffident, unassuming, unsophisti-

cated young man with a wonderful crop of

black, curly hair, who appeared quite dazed
with his new surroundings. Academic Year
quickly transformed him, however, and we
soon learned that although one of our youngest
members he was also one of the savviest.

Exams and P-Works are a recreation for him,
and he enjoys them almost as much as he
does disporting himself in the pool.

"Johnny" is quite popular with the fair

sex, but his heart has long since been capti-

vated by a charming damsel from St. Croix,

and he is now blind to the wiles of the femmes,
and dreams of naught save the O. A. O.
He is practically inclined—even in his

sense of humor. Just ask "Red" about that
birthday party Youngster Year when he was
rudely routed from his bed at 5 A.M., only
to have the gorgeous auburn locks clipped
till they resembled a cock's comb.

"A

ARTHUR DAVID BATES
"Bats," "Andy," "Art."

Worcester Massachusetts

RT" CAME to us as the publicity agent
of Worcester, the metropolis of New

England—and his extensive eulogies of the
Old Bay State would lure many a good man
from his native haunts. Begin an argument
with him and you'll soon learn the size,

products, and advantages of the home
podunk.
But "Bats" has not claimed the dis-

inction of being a highbrow—in fact, he
doesn't even claim to be an intellectual lion,

nor does he spend his leisure hours perusing
Vergil or endeavoring to elucidate to his less

fortunate classmates the intricacies of Ein-
stein's theory, but he has shown himself to

ave the essentials of a practical naval
officer: so practical in fact that he insisted on
taking extra instruction in Plebe Math during
Second Class Year.

Bates' affaires de coeur have given few
indications of an unswerving constancy to

the O. A. O. back home. Both a snake and
a Red Mike, he has taken his stand with
them all.
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OLIVER MALLORY WALKER
"Swabo," "Zip," "Seagoing."

Birmingham Alabama

BEING from Alabama, he just naturally
can't help talking that way, even if it

does make the sweet young things beg him
to "talk some more, please." But he gives
them a chance, too; one must stop for breath,
you know!

"Seagoing" loves, more than all else, to be
non-reg. He would rather french than have
leave, and has been known to scale the wall
for no other reason that to show a beginner
the best routes.

Such nerve as this gets him by in lots of
pinches. In Lisbon, and dragging to the
"Connie's" hop, how did he fool the crowd on
the dock? Easy enough—he commandeered
the Admiral's barge and told them to charge
it to the LUCKY BAG!

Don't listen to him when he starts greasing
you up—in five minutes he'll sell you some
advertising space in the LUCKY BAG, eat all

your chow, and tell you about "that time in

Lisbon when me and the American Consul—."

fj^^^=8g5jg^=fe££

THOMAS MURRAY STOKES
"Tim," "Murray."

Meridian Mississippi

AS THE Fourth Dimension of that com-
bination of "Luke," "Skipper," and "Swa-

bo," "Murray" has battled against profs, trees,

and femmes. Not that the first two bothered
him—but the last consumed much time and
energy. With the Lovers' Guide as his

right hand rule he is rumored to be making
knots toward a final anchorage.

"Murray" got his start in Marion—he
says so himself—and admits it was a flying

start. Since then he has kept going, keeping

pace with "Luke"and"Duke"intheAll-Acade-
mics. Many a rising young officer has been
disciplined and overawed by this astute

Southerner who believes in early training for

beginners, especially those at the Academy.
The path to a home has appeared very

attractive and the hold the Navy has on
him seems very slender, but his lifelong

ambition to hold down a real seagoing job

on a seagoing tub will carry much weight.

Log (3, 2)

Advertising Manager Lucky
Bag

Gymkhana Committee (2)
Class Wrestling
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I
ASK you, "Did you get that name—Full-
water Shipworthy Halsell?" It almost

seems as if one could shake the salt out cno

es verdad? But watch your step, for he's

an oldtimer—he's trotted the globe so often

that the Panama-Honolulu leg of Second
Class Cruise was mere fruit for him. His

sole ambition on the Kansas was to caulk:

how "Luke" and that caulking mat used to

stick together! Where does a man learn to

sleep so much?
During his cruise along the Severn Fulwar

has had his ups and downs. For awhile the

Executive Department thought they had
him by the ears but "Luke" came out top-

side in the end. Still, despite the many
cross-country walks, the Gym has seldom
lacked his presence on Saturdays, for "Tio"
has always been able to find time to go over

and give the femmes a treat—generous lad!

CLIFFORD MADISON ALVORD
"Skipper," "Al," "Cadwallider."

Portland Oregon

POWDER RIVER! A mile wide and an inch
deep! Hook 'em cow; whe-e-e." Here

comes "Duke," the original "Old man of the
Sea"—a veteran of the armored cruiser

Frederick where he acquired that salty roll

always so much in evidence. If there is

anything you want to know about the "old
Navy," from the use of the marline-spike to
the mysteries of Neptune, see "Al."
Thus far he has not ventured to depart

from the ranks of the Red Mikes but prefers

to line up with the oil burners and discuss

new dope. "Step-cut-out" meant nothing
in his young life, being, according to him,

most impractical work that he ever did.

The "Duke" has shown his ability on the
lacrosse field and in the squared ring, while
his bouts with the Academic Departments
have been mere scuffles in the daily routine,

for from each one he has come out with a
sat mark.
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MERRIT JORDAN FLANDERS
"Mike" "Flan," "Fuzzy."

Ocilla Georgia

TO GET the straight dope on this man
it's only necessary to ask any one who

was a Plebe with '22. His picture still looks

like the dear innocent boy who came to us
straight from a long engagement as clarinet

soloist in the village choir, but 'tis not so.

"Mike" is one of the saltiest specimens that
ever broke into a pair of Welcome Homes.
As proof of this, you should make an inspec-

tion of his collection of white caps.

The name "Mike" was not derived from
Naval Academy slang—far from it. In fact,

no mention can be made of this worthy with-
out the occurrence of the thought of girls.

It is a hard matter to single out any parti-

cular one, and so, in order to avoid hurting
anyone's feelings, any mention of names is

"Beyond the scope of this work."
"I'd love to go to sleep and W A K E up

tra la la la."

CHARLES WILLIAM McWILLIE
"Mac," "Wandering," "Chollie."

Greenwood Mississippi

IS THERE a hound with soul so dead, who
never to himself hath said, "Mr. Bones,

who am that Southern gentleman?"
"LittleEva,TakeCharge!" "Mike"has a dark

past, having been a star in the Greenwood
Minstrels before becoming a wooer of Nancy
Lee with the rest of us.

Our "Cholly" exhibits a hardened disregard

for the "deadlier than the male," but like all

those who feign indifference he keeps up a
correspondence that would delight Sears

Roebuck.
There have been two outstanding episodes

which will never perish from our consciences.

First, one wild Navy night in a glittering

cabaret, a 99 44/100% pure voice drawled
forth in southern accents wild, "All hands
pipe down so the orchestra can hear the

signals." The other, "What's a swabo in

steam compared to a kickout for hazing?"
When an irresistible force meets an im-

movable body there's something going to

happen, so "look out Navy after June 1st."
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CLIFFORD RAPHAEL SAELTZER
"Bromo," "Schlitz."

Redding California

EVA TANGUAY still tears her hair and
the rest of the gang still bemoan the day

that "Cliff" gave up the idea of becoming a

noted thespian and decided to give his

services to our fond Uncle. The stage

suffered an irreparable loss, but the Navy???
"Schlitz" has never been called thin and

has made several attempts to reduce by va-

rious "athelootic" methods. And once on
Christmas leave he tried to emulate a certain

hero of the hour and failed to eat for three

days. He is very enthusiastic about every-

thing he starts; for instance, ask him to relate

the story about the Hotel Washington,
Seattle.

Ambition? Of course; it covers everything

within the scope of human imagination.

With this as a basic ideal it is a good bet that

some day will find him something ("with a
big S, please"), possibly Sergeant in the

hometown police force.

Charter member Filthy Four. Ex-treas-

urer.

JAMES MARTIN CARROLL
"Dixie"

Great Falls Montana

THE biggest show ever assembled under
one top, "Dixie" can be the most comical

fool imaginable; but after the show—don't
try to pick him out for an easy mark, unless

you're looking for a rest over the week-end.
It is looking too far into the hazy future to

try and predict the success which he will

meet within the Navy, but after seeing him
conduct a "seance" one is not at all uncertain

of the outcome if he were to be pitted against

Ben Turpin or any other of the Famous Fools.

A liberty with Martin is assured of being

a success before the boat ever touches the
beach, for he has come out of more scrapes

than any man in the history of the Navy.
At the Academy, however, he is a Mexican
athlete of note, while as a tendency rigger

heaven certainly sent a blessing to the Ninth
Company.
Honorary member Filthy Four

Class Track Numerals (2)
Track Squad (3)
Assistant Cheer Leader (1)
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HAROLD RUNYAN STEVENS
"Steve," "Slum."

Mason City- Iowa

"QTEVE" entered the Navy at the ripe old

O age of seventeen years, six months, with
the firm resolution to surpass the record/of
Admiral Fiske. He's still strong for it, too

—

none of this "Home, boys home" stuff for

"Slum." Despite the fact, so picturesquely
stated in the old song—that no one ever gets

rich in the Navy—he still refuses to return

to the plow.
With the exception of English, the Aca-

demic work was just one shoal after another
for this young hopeful, but he's still afloat,

though bearing the scars of several serious

collisions. With the femmes he has a way
that brings them back smiling, and, until

Easter of Second Class Year, variety was his

code. Then a fair Senior from Wellesley
picked the Navy for a pastime, ad "Steve"
hove to and seems anchored for sure.

LEROY POLHEMUS
"Polly," "Red."

Dobbs Ferry New York

"pOLLY" was a charter member of '22's

JT Radiator Club and seldom failed to attend
a meeting of that famous organization. Just
why he elected to enter the Navy is unknown,
but from the way he spread its fame it is

suspected that he was sent here to tell the

world that Dobbs Ferry is on all maps of

New York State—provided the map is big

enough.
A man of the world is "Polly" and many

are the tales he can tell of wild adventures
in various parts of the old globe. But he
fell from his high pedestal of cynicism during

June Week of Youngster Year, and fell for

a representative of mankind's bitter enemy
—woman. After that he "reformed," only

no one would ever have known it if he hadn't

told them.
With his wicked line and his ever readiness

to participate in a good time of any sort,

"Polly" ought to roll through this Navy in the

most approved style.



GEORGE EDWARD PALMER
"Poco," "Shorty," "Brings," "Palmerhoffet."

Cairo Illinois

SHORTY" likes to walk around in the
mess hall when everybody else is sitting

down. To be big and tall is his greatest

ambition. He tried treatment at Sick Bay
for a whole year and we've even tried to
stretch him by main force, but alas, it is no
use. He hasn't grown an inch.

Girls, he is a Red Mike and seldom allows
women to cross his path but, "When he do,
Che-rissmus, how they do enjoy him."
Art fell down cold when another was model

for The Thinker. Serious? With the custom-
ary big black cigar in his face he enjoys nothing
more than being rhino for days at a time.
But when he smiles? Everything lights up.
We hate to wish anyone anything nice,

but "Shorty," we hope your shadow may
never grow less: you're short enough as it, is.

MILTON FRANCIS NICHOLSON
"Nick"

Valentine Nebraska

WHO'S the Corporal?" was the query
one day Plebe Summer when Nicholson,

of Nebraska, fresh from the Mexican Border
and Marion Institute, first drew his white
works. And the way he kidded 'em into

the job as Plebe three striper was a shame.
Since then his room has been the hangout for

all dope meetings and horseshoe tournaments.
Naturally wooden, "Nick" has still found

time to bone more than is called for by the

prescribed course

—

Cosmos and adrillmanual.

But, try hard as he could, a little bad luck

Second Class Cruise lost him a buzzard.

Though inclined to work hard here you should

see the boy when away. 'Tis said he even
checked in four minutes' late from his first

Christmas Leave, only to find he was back
a day early.

"Nickle Plate" refuses to be vamped from
the O. A. O. back in Valentine and there

are rumors that he'll soon be tied up for life.

Score another for Cupid!



ied Mike and only once in

his career as a Pampered Pet has he been
ensnared into the meshes by a fair maid.
Afterward quoth he, "Never again."

Chief among his hobbies are eating, sleep-

ing, and going to the movies on Saturday
nights. Lady Nicotine did not become one
of his acquaintances until First Class Year,
when he received an introduction through a
"Scandahoovian Studenterpiper."

"P. A." has never let studies bother him
much nor did he bother them—except when
as a member of the re-exam squad he had to
convince the Ac. Departments that he
belonged in the Navy and not in the cruel
outside world.

WILLIAM MONTGOMERY MITCHELL
"Bill," "Baldy," "Mitch."

Bristol Tennessee

LIKE Sam McGhee he's from Tennessee.
But he claims that he is from Virginia,

also, since Bristol is a 50-50 town. On the
Virginia side of town are two schools for

girls, which fact makes it easy for one to see

why he has an interest in Virginia. As a
matter of fact, he met the O. A. O. in one of

these colleges and if it were not for grad
debts we would probably hear wedding bells

in June.
"Bill" is a snake through and through and

seldom misses a hop, but those curly locks

are fast disappearing in spite of every brand
of hair tonic.

Musical and easy going, "Mitch" has not
shown us the best of his athletic abilities,

though we know that he is not so slow on
the track and is a basketball player. We
are inclined to believe that it is due to his

Southern pep with which he is abundantly
endowed.
"O Lord! I lost two more hairs today!"
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WILLIAM ELBERT NEASHAM
"Bill," "Cherub."

Oakland California

</ a v\VAS some twenty years ago that the

J. sagebrush plains of the glorious State
of Nevada first brought to light her famous
trio: Reno, Trick Divorces, and our Cherub.
"Bill" continued to dwell among the denizens
of this metropolis of separation until he heard
the call of the sea when, like the cur in the
story, he recognized his master's voice and,
with four sheets in the wind, headed for

Crabtown.
"Bill," not having much love for Lady

Nicotine, has been relatively free from the
interesting Saturday afternoon instruction

in infantry. But, though lacking in this

training, his time has not been wasted, for

"Cherub" is a past master in the fine art

of tea fighting. Just give him a cup of tea
and a lady finger (possibly a lady's finger)

and he soon proves himself the king of snakes
and vipers. In fact, his punctilious courtesy
and charming ways are but two of the many
reasons why girls leave home.
MOTHERS, please note.

H

WILLIAM WILLARD ORR
"Bill," "Sleepy," "Savvy."

Reno Nevada

URRY, step out! Here comes Orr."
Much scuffling ensues at this injunction

for the aforementioned individual is the
official Third Battalion indicator of the
approach of late blast, coming out usually
more or less deshabille. He early saw his

adaptability for a naval career after living

in the notorious State where knots are untied
in one minute and tied in the next in another
way.
"W. W." is one of the best known members

of the Class and he has shown that he is

every bit for Twenty-Two. He has always
taken his fun where he found it disregarding

as much as possible the ever present members
of the Executive Department. He is exhibit

A" of the Class vs. the All-Academics, for

he has successfully weathered more Christmas
Trees and May Poles than any of us; but
he is a last month savoir, for when a come-
back is needed, leave it to "Bill."
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JOHN TWACHTMAN
"Jack," "Twitchet."

Cincinnati Ohio

IT HAS been our pleasure to have had with
us brother John Twachtman to whom the

ancient appellation "his face is his fortune,"
applies exceedingly well. The handsome
countenance of this pink-cheeked son of the
middle West was never equalled outside of an
Arrow Collar advertisement. "Twitchet" has
not taken advantage of this, despite the fact

that he is generally admitted to be quite a
Beau Brummel, and has persistently been true
to the O. A. O. by not attending the hops.

Studies are the least of the worries of our
"Jack," but he has never profited therefrom
by giving external evidence of his athletic

prowess, for he has remained a staunch and
devoted member of the Radiator Club. He
has, however, shown great talent in decorat-
ing hop cards; and upon the harmonica as a
musician. Life is just one continual round
of pleasure for him.
"Oh Rats."
"Got the new Cosmo?"

ALEXANDER FOSTER JUNKER
"Junk," "Alex," "Fos," "Heinie."

McKeesport Pennsylvania

THIS small charter member of the Sub
Squad first drew breath in McKeesport,

Pa., and since his entree into the Naval Acad-
emy has been trying to fill the Underclasses
with "Wennsylwania Wolunteers."

"Fos" is a would-be snake who often breaks
forth and gives the girls a treat at our hops.
He even is so snakily inclined that he'll

always drag blind and now he holds no
qualms about getting married by mail.

Mails are his weak point and when he fails

to draw down any billet-doux he answers
these, "Send a dime and I shall send you a
wonderful surprise package" ads. In this

manner he has accumulated a wonderful
collection of cosmetics.

As a connoisseur of finer art, "Junk" is

unrivaled. His collection of Mack Sennett
beauties, Coles Phillips' masterpieces, and
other aesthetics is unequaled—even in this

well-equipped temple of art.
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MAXWELL WARNOCK WELLS
"M. W.," "Pozos."

Panama City Florida

THIS genial, carefree, and optimistic youth
hails from Panama City—not Canal

Zone, however. True to his Floridian instincts

he isn't happy unless the thermometer is over
95 in the shade with the radiator going full

blast. He emphatically denies, if he is ever

that ambitious, that the sleeping sickness is

rampant on the West Coast, yet his habits

prove him wrong. He can sleep more than
anyone we know, yet, queerly enough, it

doesn't affect his class standing for he sets

an Academic pace which very few can follow.

"Eunice's" desultory and sporadic attend-
ance at the hops bar him from the Fraternity
of Red Mikes; yet, despite the attempts of
the femmes, he is still unanchored.
"Emmy's" favorite source of amusement,

besides being a charter member of the Radi-
ator Club and Late Blast Skinners, is rifle

shooting. When he is sighting along the
barrel of a gun he wakes up sufficiently to
pull the trigger—and hit the bull's-eye—then
he sleeps again.

Pv-
\v \

J:

JEAN ARTHUR LAMBERT
"Jean."

Muncie Indiana

DID'JA ever have a feeling of perfect con-

tentment and eternal bliss? If not

—

were \,you ever the witness of an expression

portraying such emotional activity? Many
Rhino Mids have, during our sojourn in Crab-
town-on-the-Bay, had their blues chased
away as by a whiff of the elixir of life, by
merely a glimpse of "Jean" during the few
minutes immediately after the receipt of one
of those "billet-doux."

Now the value of these epistles on the

Naval career of our "Jean" must not be under-

estimated. For, through all the trials and
tribulations of a Mid's existence, "Jean" has

remained true and faithful. Not even that

wonderful Pacific Cruise, with the entrancing

Hula maidens, and the beauties of the West
Coast one hears so much about, had the

slightest effect on the sangfroid of our

staunchest Red Mike—Romeo. Conservative

at heart, he has always exercised a stabilizing

influence when others seemed ready to "rock

the boat."
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ADELBERT VERNON WALLIS
"Fats," "A. V.," "Pearl."

Tarpon Springs Florida

DRAGGING Saturday, 'Fats'?" "Uh-huh."
"Blind?" "Uh-huh." And so it was for

two long years. Pretty much of a snake, he
dragged them all, blind and otherwise. But
during First Class Leave he developed an
acute case of heart trouble which seemed to

be the real thing—Quien sabe?

Just his luck to miss the train returning
from the Army Game of Second Class Year.
Says he overslept—"Now, all together gang
—one—two—three

! '

'

"Aw, use your head"—and thus does he
charm the Powers-that-be. Gracefully
at times—at other times not.

He came to us from the Sunny State of

Florida and has wished ever since that he
was back on the Gulf. "Now down here

And, girls, you should have seen him on
the cruise. He's versed on girls from the
Panama Canal to the Land of the Midnight
Sun, including those of Waikiki.

WE HAVE thumbed Webster; becud-
gled our now wearied brains; yea, and

even tackled our "Lives of Great Men" in
an endeavor to find a fitting description of
this wild-eyed Tar Heel—but all to no avail.

Not that there are any qualities lacking in

Woodford, for no man has more than h«

but, that's just where the trouble lies.

Like all true sons of the Solid South "Zack"
is fond of his sleep. In fact, no man more
zealously guarded his beauty naps than did
"Woodford": that is, until he shocked us all

by joining the Denver Club during Second
Class Year. The reason is beyond the scope
of this book but rumor has it that it was due
to a complication of causes, principal among
which was a desire to become an athlete and
an overpowering fear of the Sub Squad.

taken my fun where I've found it."
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JOHN EDMUND FRENCH
"Johnny," "Frenchie," "Eddie," "Elsie."

Skowhegan Maine

SKOWHEGAN" and a D. K. E. from
Bowdoin, that's our "Johnny." Con-

sistently, he has never considered the Aca-
demic curriculum as his main object in life;

but during his four years he has been able

to more than hold his own in the struggle

for the 2.5.

He has been one of the mainstays of the

Old Radiator Club and during their weekly
session at "Doc's" he was always among
those present. His seagoing qualities are

unquestioned—being a charter member of

that noted Spanish cruising organization.

In the absence of other diversions "Eddie"
has taken up fussing in all its phases and by
the looks of that nightly mail he has had no
little success. Ask anyone about that last

night on the dock in San Francisco. How-
ever, it has not been these minor mile posts

which have been the real events for through
it all he has remained true to the "Only One"
back in "God's Country."

JOHN FOSTER GEISE
"Scuzzy," "Dulcie," "Jeff."

Dawson Georgia

NOW there are plenty of yarns afloat

concerning the "Navy Caulking Cham-
pionship," but "Scuzz" has broken all

previous records. He acquired the greatest
fame at this popular pastime on First Class
Cruise when he had an unbroken stretch from
Crabtown to Norway—sleeping through three
meals meant nothing in his robust young
life.

This dashing young salt, whom all profs
insist upon calling "Geese," is a natural
musician, his specialty being the "dumb
alto;" while his salvo during coaling brought
forth much comment.
What do the girls think of him, huh?

Well, just look at those pictures. A certain

boat trip returning from Second Class Leave
came very near bilging him, but he soon
recovered. Ask him about his little Portu-
guese sweetheart "Dulcie," the girl of the
"elephant hair bracelet."

"I am off women for life, they're all alike."



JOHN LOCKWOOD PRATT
"Rosy," "Doc," "Sockwood."

Milford Delaware

OUR "DOC," as he is most commonly-
known by the other inmates of the

Naval Academy, came to us with that fluent

flow of language going at flank speed and he
hasn't weakened yet. Given a pearl-like ear

to fill and surrounded by an appropriate

setting there are no heights to which that

linguistic ability cannot attain, for "Doc"
has imagination and enough dramatic ability

to get away with what it leads him to say.

Classified according to tastes "Doc" belongs

to the Serpentine Order. He would rather

dance than eat, which is saying something.

He is also a golf fiend as his long suffering

roommates will tell you. "Rosy" is always

busy. Fastidious to a degree, "Doc" spends
hours on his personal appearance and "witness

the result." The bane of his life, though, is a
game leg and an attendant peculiar gait. This
is all that prevented "Doc" from becoming
famous as a quarter-miler as he makes too

much leeway, being, in this respect, like

the proverbial Crabs.

CHARLES FREDERICK CRISP
"Charlie"

Americus Georgia

"T>RRRR, has the old Styx itself frozen

JiJ over this morning?" An inspired shimmy
ensues as "Charlie" hits the cold deck.

Yes, he hails from Georgia, "the heart of

the South" and "Tech" lost a promising
"Rambling wreck" when he decided to

answer the call of the briny.

He's a reputable Mexican athlete, though
he does boast a medal in tennis and can leave

a wake like a torpedo in the pool. However,
he's proudest of his weakness, golf, and when
the mood strikes him, his roommates duck
and swear as he practices stance and swing.

Once in the "Bare Axe," Plebe Year, he had
an obliging friend call up "Pass that Georgia
Boy the Java" when a lordly Georgia M. C.

sat at the head of his table. He has stood
high in grease ever since.

Take a tip from us, "Charlie" likes to

drag, but not blind, having definite prefer-

ences. "Aw pull up a rope, I don't get a
kick out of dragging just anybody." The
folks call him "Charlie" but how about that

vibrant girlish voice that always says "Cholly"
so sweetly.
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CHARLES DENBY GARVIN
"Deb," "Cast Dog."

Harrison Arkansas

THIS elongated specimen from the Ozarks
of northwest Arkansas dropped into

our midst like a depth bomb and has been
detonating ever since. Things are never

dull with "Deb" around, for his genius as

a practical joker has seldom been equaled.

He can tell a story that will bring tears to

your eyes but, if you value your sanity, don't

believe everything he says.

"Deb" doesn't claim to be a snake, but
when he puts that soulful look in his eyes

and draws a deep breath—"Stand from under,

Girls." Regulations never bothered him at

all as his irresistible attraction for D. O.'s

will attest. Always in for a good time, "Deb"
is "happy go lucky" almost to the point of

disaster.

"Cast Dog" is agile, both athletically and
intellectually. Of unruffable temper, "Deb"
will stand by you in a pinch, and if you need
his last dime it's yours for the asking—if he
doesn't get your's first.

THOMAS ARMITAGE CORY
"Tom," "Cutey," "Armature."

Little Rock Arkansas

ARKANSAS is justly proud of this sea-

going son. He entered the Academy
so he wouldn't be a bum. You wouldn't
call him wooden and you wouldn't call him
bright, but he is very muscular—in tights

the girls' delight. You think of old Apollo
when he's performing on the bar, but alas! he
is bowlegged and walks just like a tar. Cap-
tain of our Gym Team, he takes it very well,

because frankly, he is lazy, and it makes him
work like hell. He is also light upon his

feet. Into raptures he can lure 'em, but,

friends, I must confide in you, he feeds 'em
full of Durham. At track he also took a
fling, he's a jumper and a vaulter, the only

way to hold him is to tie him with a halter.

"Tom" broke a little Geisha's heart, and
in Norway had his fling. New York, too,

and Portugal; still—you haven't heard a
thing.
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ALBERT EDWARD CHAPMAN
"Banjo," "Chappie," "Al," "Chippie."

Defiance Ohio

HERE he is, girls—"Al"—the man who
could make Anatol, with all his affairs,

feel like an amateur. He knows more about
society than the man who invented country
clubs—while his conquests make it seem'as if

Don Juan was a quitter.

"Banjo" is wont to spend his Sundays
swinging a brutal midiron on the course.

He staged a heavy comeback when asked
why he took up golf

—"'Tis the only place

where I can get a fore," he said.

It seems his putting wags a bit low over the

academic hazards, however, and he followed

through with some extra periods his First

Class September. But "Chappie" didn't

see any reason why eight feet of wall and a
little barbed wire need stand in the way of

his customary week end. Thus the Admiral
gave him the privilege of laying the corner

stone of the ship squad—and his illustrious

name heads the list of charter members.

HUMPHREY WALLACE TOOMEY
"Hump," "Wallie," "Pearl," "Helium."

Deer Lodge Montana

Mandolin Club
Tennis Squad (2)
Glee Club (2)

Charter Member Ship's

Squad—9 September, 1921

SOME men, so the poets tell us, are born
famous, others acquire publicity, while

others have reporters running after them
morning, noon, and night. Such, it seems,
is the case with "Hump." When he re-

turned from Second Class Cruise with buz-
zards, stripes, and everything but the galley

swabs on his arms, and told about the wonders
of the sea, all the bumwads in the State sat

up and took notice. Scarcely a day passed
but that some new paragraph on that hand-
some Midshipman Toomey appeared. He
must have fooled them wonderously, for one
morning the society notes added to the
regular writeup that "While in Hawaiian
waters Midshipman Toomey was detailed

as wireless telephone operator on a Navy
lane, and made a number of flights over

the Hawaiian group." But if the memory
of man can be trusted he had to hang around
that aviation field several days before he
finally bummed a ride.

i
Glee Club (4, 3, 2, 1)

Class Wrestling (2)

Class Boxing (2)

Buzzard (2)
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GUS ROBERT BERNER, JR.

"GuSj" "Son," "Skoot."

San Felipe Texas

'/^AGE him in boys. Here comes that

V>| rootin', tootin', pistol shootin' son of a
gun from Texas." Yes it's true he was
a school ma'm out in the Panhandle but
that's no recommendation for the educational

system of the Lone Star for Gus has graced

the bushes in regular arithmetical progression.

His only excuse is that the Academic Board
doesn't do their part for he is quite sure that

if they would only throw in a couple of

exams per month on the Red Book and
Cosmo he'd be safe, sat, and savvy.
Gus is pretty much of a Red Mike when

the girls are plentiful but just turn him loose

in the "furrin" parts and the wind shifts. He
is the first man ashore in the first liberty boat
and is never satisfied till he has every piece

of calico in that particular port lined up,

counted off, and marched out in a column
of squads.

RICHARD CASEY SCHERRER
"Casey"

Greensburg Pennsylvania

REARED among the verdant Pennsyl-
vania hills—close to the haunts of the

original moonshine, and upon the very site

of the great century-old Whiskey Rebellion

—

Casey has lived up to all expectations and
has, along with other Prohibitionists, man-
fully tried to reduce the alcohol in these
United States. No wonder he leads the
Bancroft bon vivants. Among other extra

instruction courses which he indulged in

was that of Military Exercise, his regular

Wednesday and Saturday address being

"Jig-Jig, On the Road to Somewhere." En-
dowed with unusual, but peculiar, vocal
talents, he easily led the flock on such well-

known classics as "Maggie's Little Old Red
Socks" and "No Cash at All." Needless to

say, his devotion to the Turkish Lady caused
him frequent skirmishes with the leader of
the Shock troops, but Casey came through
unscathed and it's a dull day that you don't
hear his bass voice booming through the
corriders. "Frow it back in the wagon and
drive on, driver."



THOMAS HORATIO OCHILTREE
"Tommy," "Ochilberrie," "OchiJbush," "Ock,"

Marysville California

ONE look at this Native Son will suffice

to explain why the fair sex fall for him
in a column of squads. They just cannot
resist him, but can you blame their fluttering

hearts? Girls have been the bane of "Tom's"
existence and have perched him high on
many a bush. Time was, when two pictures

graced opposite locker doors (to prevent

hair pulling) and he spent whole study hours

gazing at those fair likenesses. To tell the

truth "Tommy" almost bilged in Juice while

attempting to plot the convolutions of

Auburn against the Hysteresis Loss.

After Second Class Cruise and Leave we
noticed a great change in the boy. "Tom" fell.

Christmas time witnessed the introduction of a
sparkling miniature into the equation. We
have not yet received the announcements
but save your old shoes and pennies for a bag
of rice on graduation day.

"What? Only six letters this morning?"
"Well—what have you got to say for

yourself?"

BYRON SAMUEL ANDERSON
"Red."

Millersburg Ohio

LOOK at him, the only man able to vamp
and cajole the pill mixers and get away

with it; the first and last to rise and say that
a squilgee has yet to grace his two hooks.
A man of unique attainments, "Red" eased
through a Plebe Year with the notion that
he swung the hinges on the doors. He has
never lost that feeling, still believing that
2.6, velvet and all, is his by the divine right
of kings and bloods.

"I am monarch of all I survey," and he's

seen a lot during his semi-weekly migrations
with the Extra Duty Squad, due to an inbred
conceit that makes him love to be spoken
about before the battalion each morning.
The blindness of love has nothing on the

simplicity of "Red" when knotless wood is

in question. Time, the great leveler, will

bilge on this man, and our memories will

picture a son of rest who stows more nerve
and luck in his hip pocket than the rest of
us in our strong boxes.

Hustlers (4)

Class Football Numerals (2,

1); Captain (2, 1)

Baseball Squad (4)
Class Baseball (2, 1)

Company Representative^,
3, 2, 1)
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ELLWOOD ECLAIR BURGESS
"Burg" "Bird."

Middlesex New York

'' I MLL the hump on the back of a drome-
X. dary assumes a concave outline the

visage of the above inspiration will serve as

a relief from anything from acute melancholia
to the toothache. This modest youth of
uncouth appearance is thrice famed as the
champion water drinker of the Regiment.
He gained the title in the face of strong
competition. He considers himself to be
quite a little rascal but, seriously, he is only
an impetuous youth who will soon overcome
his unruly tendencies. As yet he has neither
killed or been killed, but he once tripped a gal-

loping "Jimmy Legs," and brought him down
in a nose dive. He has an inborn desire to
explore the confines of the commissary ward
and, at one time, almost hit the skids because
of this passion. So, preserve a drop of the
milk of human kindness, and, when looking
at Burgess, remember that Lincoln too had
a lantern jaw.

ANDREW MADISON RAPLEE FITZ-
SIMMONS
"Fitz," "Lee."

Grand Rapids Michigan

TT/"HEN "Fitz" came he came unobtru-W sively and, outside of relatives and
intimate friends, very few knew he was here
for a month or two. But once in, he stuck,

for though not savvy, even "Johnnie Gow"
failed to completely master him. He is also

quite a musician. About Masquerader time
at the Auditorium he often favors us with
enditions a la piano. His selections are

beautiful, both of them, only one of them
has no ending. No, friend, Alphabet never
burned down Bancroft Hall or revised the

Reg Book, but he did hold down Assistant

Stage Manager during Second Class Year,

e claimed to have stage experience and
some believed it. We know he sneaked in

the Hippodrome Youngster Sep Leave and
inspected the chorus. Responsibility will

tell, and "Fitz's" hair is turning gray since

he has been in the Navy, but we hand him
the khaki umbrella, for, since 20's graduation

he has ever lived up to his motto "Plebes
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ALBERT KELLOGG MOREHOUSE
"Al," "Terry," "Misty."

Brooklyn New York

THE regular Cavalry lost a potential
general when the lure of the sea drew

"Al" southward to serve his time at hard
labor in the Naval Penitentiary at Crabtown.
After the usual round of Bertillon measure-
ments, he was put among the hardest of the
thugs—being assigned a place with the
"Ham'n Eggers," where he did much with
his lacrosse stick to make the "Terrible Navy
Crew" a darn sight "Terribler." In between
murders he was wont to hie himself towards
"Mem" Hall where he utilized that voice of
his, a combination of the charm of McCor-
mick with the roar of a lion. The hard lot

of Head Cheerleader also fell on his shoulders
and who hasn't felt the thrill of his "C'mon
gang, let's give a 4N, one Navy, and

HAROLD SIMON NAGER
"Hal."

Brooklyn New York

ANYONE who doubts that New York is

the best little city in the world can call

around and ask the wearer of the "brown
doiby" about it. If he can't prove it, nobody,
not even Al Jolson, can.

Combining a determination to make the
best of his four years at the Academy, with
a* businesslike attitude towards every phase
of the game, "Hal" has acquitted himself
"con exito" with the All Academics.
Having as much ability at breaking rates

at the Academy as he had at breaking hearts

in Honolulu, he has forced himself in the
limelight many times, but the matter of extra

duty never has interfered seriously with his

social duties over the week ends. Ask the
girls at the hops about that short "cake-

alker"—Can he "scandal?" "I'll say he
do!"
The efficiency of the Navy is well assured

in the graduation of Harold. "My System

—

fails."
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WILLIAM JOSEPH SEBALD
"Bill," "Billy," "Snake," "Wop."

Baltimore Maryland

"QAY> mister, where ya' from?"
O "Baltimore, sir."

"Baltimore, well that's the worst place
on earth, isn't it?"

"Yes, sir."

"What?"
"No, sir."

"That's better. What ya' got in that
suitcase?"

"A zither, sir."

"Never heard of one, let's see it. Oh it's

a musical instrument, eh? Well, let's hear
it—Out! OUT! Are hymns all you know?
You win!"

It was thus that "Bill" started his naval
career by using to advantage the principal

qualification of the naval profession, strategy.

He has further successfully demonstrated
this out in the boxing ring, not to mention
the barber shop, store, and pay office.

"Say, 'Bill,' get me a drag for next
Saturday?"

"Sure, blonde or brunette?"
"Why not be a batchelor like me?"

GEORGE THOMAS BOLDIZSAR
"Boldie," "Windy," "B. A." "Kansas," "Nebuchad-

nezzar," "Belchazzar."

Junction City Kansas

'n:

Rifle Squad (4)
Expert Rifleman
Boxing Squad (3, 2, 1); bNt

(2)

Academy Featherweight
Boxing Champion (2)

can make an announcer in a side show
feel like a mummy. George is perpetually
stacked up with good ideas and isn't slow
to put them in force.

Always the master of trying situations

—

witness him explaining matters to the skipper
of the "No Hope" after casually dropping
said almighty gentleman's gold watch! Or
see him telling the boys just why he was so

seasick in a cutter one fine afternoon on
the Severn!

George is a consistent worker at most
everything, but when away from his spheres

of action George's pet companions are the
bed and radiator. As for dope! He can
discover more dope in five minutes than the

N. Y. Times can print in a week.
"Got a tendency?—a skag?—a light?"

George has them all.

Not an avowed snake, yet who hasn't seen

him busting out and dragging heavy? Fade
away thou "Nobody loves a fat man."

Class Football.Numerals (2)

Riflei Squad (4, 3, 2, 1);

rNt (3)
National Rifle Matches (1)

Expert Rifleman
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SINCE John hails from "Rud Diland" you
may be sure he was well encrusted with

salt before ever subscribing to the "The
Articles for the Government—." Plebe Year
the Reg Book was his Bible, probably a
result of his Puritanical nativity. However,
he suffered the demoralization resulting from
the non-reg atmosphere into which he was
injected; and managed to stretch Second
Class Leave to twice its normal proportions.
He told the doctor "appendicitis" but he
never convinced the skeptics. From then on
he became a diligent Log contributor on
week-day evenings, though seldom involved
with building material on Saturday nights.

Like Alden of old he led his flock to worship
in Kristiania, but a false-toothed Norske
diverted his attention and the birds flew

to skaal the Pilsner. The Port Hole Pan-
oramic was John's favorite serial for the
remainder of the cruise.

RALPH HOSKINS HUDSON
"Henry," "Savvy," "Doc."

Columbus Ohio

HENRY is so reticent, retiring, and in-

active that he gets away with it without
even acquiring nicknames thereby. Fame
comes, however, to those who are gifted even
if they are unambitious—if they wait long
enough. Therefore, following the path of
least resistance, he drifted into a star Plebe
Year and has held it ever since. Evenings
his chief diversion is the yellow leaf unless
he has to explain the meanderings of the guy
that wrote the book to some less fortunate
one. In between those two he used to sleep;

but all that changed Second Class Year when
he made a pair of class teams as well as editor

of the Reef Points. Such things interfered

with his recreation terribly, for they took
time. But the climax arrived when the
fleshiest lady in the musical clubs' audience
discovered his resemblance to the "Arrow
Collar Man." He was swept before the
tidal wave and even now he stands before

us doomed.

ditor Reef Points
Class Football Numerals

(2, 1)

Class Lacrosse (2)
Mandolin Club (4, 3, 2)

Star (4, 3)
Buzzard (2)



ORSON REED SUTHERLAND
"Alkali Ike, y Little Eva, y Thug, y Little Angel,

y Sphinx, y Little Sunshine, y Royal Custodian
of the Alligator's Bath, Sir." "Cupid," "Fats."

Miami Oklahoma

LO AND behold—the Ugly Duckling!
What other name could we apply to this

man? Verily, verily, I say unto you, "He
wins." He is a living contradiction of

himself and of everything that's said or

thought or done, or ever has been said or

thought or done. Do all the Class say
"Fruit," and Cupid exclaims in notes of

morbid despair "I'm bilged,"—do all the

class say "Holy Smokes! a 1.0 stars." "Thug"
replies in tones of exulting joy, "Fruit, 4.0."

You've heard the old saying, "Them as can,

do—them as can't—talk." That's him

—

he talks. What about? Oh, it doesn't

really matter: J.J. P.A., wine, women, song
(he doesn't sing), football, lacrosse, boxing,

B.S. and Pug.
His aversions are the female of the species,

work in general, and more work; and he
talks these all the time.

And under his stern and rock bound coast,

what? Dunno!

1
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ANTHONY RODGERS BRADY
"Diamond Jim," "Pop," "Alice."

Fernandina Florida

FERNANDINA, Florida, sir!" This
was "Jim's" battle cry all Plebe Year,

and a sign that one more Upperclassman
was about to get as good as he sent. But
"Jim" isn't content to confine his attentions
to such small fry, f'rinstance "Professor"
Estes, and his run in with Lieut Com. Os-
borne,—not forgetting his invitation to speak
to the Commandant at the end of Youngster
Cruise on the subject of "Watermelons."
When he registers innocence it's a hardened
heart that can refrain from begging his

pardon on the spot for even suspecting him
of guilt.

There's never any lack of something to do
when "Jim's" around; if it isn't already
going on, he'll start it, and if it is, he'll finish

it. With the "wimmen," he's had hard luck.

Not that his manly grace has not attracted
many a languishing glance, but as the Seat-
tle girls told him, he would never win.

Goodness Sake!"

Football Squad (4, 3, 1);NA(1)
Class Football Numerals (2)
Lacrosse Squad (4)
Class Lacrosse (3, 2); Numerals_(3)
Boxing Squad (2) bN
Log (3, 2); Circulation Manager (2)

President Red Mike's Protective Asso-
ciation

Probation (3); P. A. Squad (1); Reina
(4, 1)

Class Lacrosse (2)
Manager Class Football (1)
Plebe Crew Squad
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JAMES MARSHALL McHUGH
"Mac," "Jimmy."

Wichita Kansas

'TT7"OW! but I'm hungry" and he was,

VV and is. Though this is but one phase
of his life it is a mighty pleasant one. But,
Stop! Look! Listen! His greatest propensity
is for falling in love. Sh! that suggests a
past, but I loudly proclaim and entreat, look

not upon it but think only of his future as

he wields a facile, persuasive pen and those

I-love-you-only moony glances with now
and then a caressing word.
No! Say not so! for he is equally at ease

with a baseball glove and can recite every

player that ever named a bat. Oh yes, I

forgot to say that Kansas is the honored
State that produced this man who fears

neither the Academics nor the Marathoners,
as he has the power to concentrate when he
wishes, casting aside all the vain thoughts
of idle pleasures till the next week-end.

CLAYTON CHARLES JEROME
"Jerry," "Buster."

Burrton Kansas

HELLO, everybody!"
When the door opens with a bang and

you hear a few strains of the season's latest

followed by the above, you know that "Jerry"
has arrived. Nature endowed him with
a soul full of jazz and a big smile; and with
these he is the life of the party—since they
took away our pure spirits.

And yet, along with his mirth, he has taken
the game much more seriously than most
of us and as a result savvies a lot of the fine

points, which will be invaluable to him later

on. Not ultra-savvy, yet by no means
ultra-wooden, he has really enjoyed life.

No one enjoys caulking any more than he

—

in fact the process of awaking is mighty
difficult. When he first awakens he doesn't
know whether it's Xmas or Fourth of July

—

he's a five-act comedy then.
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HENRY FAHNESTOCK MacCOMSEY
"Mac," "Mex," "Chink," "Chico," "Tecumseh."

Chico California

EVER heard of "Chico?" No? Well
neither have we but it's on all the maps.

To hear him expound on his home podunk
you'd think that it's the hub of the United

States.

"Mac" is not the type to make much
display but he is far from being quiet. How-
ever, he saves most of his loudest chatter

until he gets in ranks. From Plebe Year
he's been noted for his noil-regulation qualities

but he has the invaluable gift of standing

just clear of the threatening yard arm.

Studying never bothered the Mexican
much for he ajways got everything without

excessive exertion. A visit to his room any-

time during study hours—to sleep was his

one wild passion. He went fifty-fifty with

the authorities on this proposition, putting

in at least twelve hours a day.

"Gee! That was a short night last night."

"Call me Ock."

*K

HUGH WILLIAM HADLEY
"Had," "Rooster," "Bill."

The Dalles Oregon

STRAIGHT from the Northwest and big

outdoors—that's the "Rooster." He cer-

tainly rates his name for he is always "up
and at 'em." Didn't he crawl out of bed
two days after an operation and rummage
the whole hospital ward for a skag?—while
the "Doc" had said he was down and out!

"It can't be done!" The Exec Department
thought they had him Second Class Year,
but he went five months on one demerit and
fooled them all.

"A little beech canoe and you" used to be
his favorite, but he sang it once too often

on Second Class Leave, and now he's among
those spoken for. And when that moon
started rising over the Chesapeake, you
couldn't stay in the same room with him.
Ask "Mac" or "Jerry"—they'll tell you that
love must be grand.

"Oh no! I swear I'm perfectly all right.

It's simply the effect of that slum we had
for chow tonight."

ell, how about breezin' up on one."



AND now, we are face to face with demure
"Deacon" Parsons, the handsome and

convivial young savoir from Fort Sumner,
New Mexico, U. S. A. Upon entering this

land of the hereafter, no one mistook "Deacon"
for the spirit of Apollo reawakened. The
cactus of his native haunts did not nourish

him as well as the cobblestones of Crabtown,
seemingly, for "Deacon" is now a magnificent

example of auburn-covered might and power.
With characteristic modesty, he blames the

wrestling mats of "Bully's" strength em-
porium for the change. "Deak" has been
wearing the lint off those mats for four years

now, for he is as persevering as a starved

mosquito. He is possessed with a well-oiled,

double-jointed tongue that can wrap itself

around a penult or ante-penult of a Dago
jawbreaker in a way that is really astounding.

As we gaze on this red-headed Red Mike,
let us remember this exhortation: "Bide
with him, oh gentle one, for Sing Sing has
a full house."

RALPH CLAUDE KEPHART
"Shorty," "Kep."

San Francisco California

NO, HE isn't, though some people stoutly

maintain that he is. He may have been
caressed on the cap with a hammer in his

youth, but statistics are unsatisfactory on
that point. Be that as it may, he still lacks

a goodly amount of the proverbial six feet.

"Shorty's" sweet tooth seems to be ab-
normally developed. His craving for sweet
things is really surprising, as all who know
him well can testify. "Sweet things" might
also be construed to mean something else,

as he is not a Red Mike, although on the
other hand, he is not a confirmed snake.

Incidentally he vamped the Academics
Youngster Year, and while thus infatuated,

they starred him.
When we gaze upon his venerable visage

in years to come, our hearts will be softened by
the thought that, though Nature was unkind to

him, he, in the fullness of his heart, lived

on anyway.

:«B»*S5?
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HERSCHEL ALBERT SMITH
"Smitty," "Hersch," "Sir Smythe."

Dowagiac Michigan
I

COME on you guys if you want to hear

About hard-boiled "Smythe" of the

cauliflower ear

;

Where he is from, and how he came
To be with us through these years of fame.

II

In the town of Chicago on Michigan's Bay,
In the Twentieth Century, the twenty-fifth day
Of January, cold, bleak and bare

There came into this world a man full of dare.

Ill

His long rangy arms have stood him good stead

Furnishing him with his meat, vegetables,

and bread

;

And here I might add if he keeps up his good
work,

He'll soon be too big for his trou and
his shirt.

IV
Now many and varied are the things he has

done
And about him I might write for a year

—

and then some,
But biographies are short and that is why
We'll bid him good luck and a happy good-bye.

HERBERT ED REGAN
"Herb," "Blackie," "Rig."

Reno Nevada

OUT IN the west central part of Nevada,
where they drink sweet agua fortis tea,

ride rainbows, climb lightning, and quench
volcanoes, he was born in a cyclone by the
light of a diamond. With peace troubling

his mind he met his mate one day; they
melted, ran together, two men in one walked
off, and here he is. He appears quite peace-

ful and boasts of no dark past, but here's
the evidence—a letter addressed to none
other than "The Terror of Price's Lake."
Well, he still bears traces of his rough-riding

days, even through seagoing trousers. Evi-
dently he was weaned on a six-shooter.

Among us he has proved himself a wizard.

After many long tests he has perfected an
automatic shift from Siderial to Solar Time,
whereby it is possible to sleep over twenty-
four hours a day. "Draggin' this week,
Herb?" "Caramba damn!"

"I wish the sun would come out so I'd

have a good place to caulk."

"Where's the Mexican?"
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you mean. Light-haired one, fourth from
the left end. You're the thirteenth girl

that's asked in the last ten minutes. If

you'll get sane a moment, I'll tell you.
"His name is George Dulany (no, not dew-

law-nay, though they do say he's a blood)

Fitzhugh, from the Golden West. Ask him
why he came in the Navy and he'll tell you
that as a child he was ever engaged in floating

clothespins in the washtubs Monday mornings
and since then the call of blue water has
always been felt within his soul. The
momentous decision came in 1918 and,

turning down offers from the whole theatrical

world, he took up his lifework as a tracker

of the ocean wastes.

"He swings a mean racket and pick (mando-
lin, ice, and tooth) and a wicked nether limb.

His line-heaving pro clivities (? ?) . Oh , no ! they're

not confined to the nautical by any means. He
fusses or teas with equal indifference and is

loved by all the girls' mamas and aunts."

y«3e&=gg^?Z£&=£&&.

" "VTOW, lissen here, son, I'm gonna say 'they

X\l wuz' if I want to even if Webster does
say 'they were'." That's him all over,

original and different. "Bill" is absolutely

the most highly tolerated and versatile

performer in his Class. Here's what he can
do—he says so himself, so it must be true

:

He has Ring Lardner backed off the map
when it comes to handing out a line; he
writes short stories better than O. Henry;
he draws like Howard Chandler Christy; he
sings now and then; plays any musical in-

strument whatsoever, and can dance and
jig with the best of them; in his leisure

moments he plays football, tennis, swims,

and wrestles; outside of that his favorite

occupation is boning for re-exams.

Modesty is absolutely "Bill's" highest

quality, but even with all these abilities he

really is a good, kind-hearted chap and is

perfectly willing to go on a Dutch treat with

anyone.

Hop Committee (1)

Class Boxing (2)

Buzzard (2)

Mandolin Club (4, 3, 2, 1);

President (1)

Tennis Squad (3, 2); tNt (2

Wrestling Squad (3, 2)

Swimming Squad (4)

Class Football Numerals (2)

Log Staff (4)

Masqueraders (4)
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WHOA—stop—this is what you've been
trying to find out. You've about

decided this volume is the Rogues' Gallery
and the above has—Clinched the Conclusion.
Gaze on it, dear friend. You'll never see

another like it. Did the photographer tell

him to smile? Yes, he did, but "Gawge"
didunt.

He was a snake but now he isunt. He
was the Writhingest, Rapaciousest Reptile
that ever Riggled. But one of Kid Cupid's
special No. 3 armor-piercing, golden arrows
can puncture even the Horny Hide of a sea

serpent and now the lad has a one track
mind. When George fell from grace,
dragging became an unknown quantity, in-

dulged in as a special favor to old friends only.

In its place came the fencing, and, as usual,

a labor of love brought its own dividends.
The long boy is now Al with the duelling

sword and when not busy with the college

teams amuses himself prodding Army colonels

from Washington.

JOHN VINCENT FARRINGTON
"Jack," "Bronix," "Farry."

Yonkers New York

GENTLEMEN, gaze on the above pro-

found visage and know the outward man,
John Vincent Farrington. To those fortu-

nates within the inner circle of his acquaint-

ance "Jay Vee" is gentleness itself, despite

the stern appearance of his brow. He hails

from N'York, and is very deliberate in thought
d action. He has but one vice and that

is poetry writing which, if allowed to continue,

will eventually make an awful dent in the

world's supply of papers not to speak of the

degenerating effect on his brain (?) and the

entality of people who read his poetry.

Although John claims he is femme proof,

he has never missed dragging a single Satur-

day since the first June Ball, and it has been
proposed to rear a memorial to his zeal in

the form of a marble statue, depicting a

dancing Mid chasing clay butterflies with

a hod. Selah (as the Turkeys say): It

is said.
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FRANK BURROUGHS BIRTHRIGHT
"Frank," "Frankie," "Frankus," "Long John,"

"Gloomy Gus."
Washington District of Columbia

A GOOD man nowadays is hard to find but,
girls, above is the ideal. Environment has

failed to lure him from alcohol, nicotine, or
caffeine and he has even been seen following
the milkman at 5 A.M. Of the three
favorites of man—wine, women, and song

—

he'll none of wine nor does he sing but—sh

—

"Frankus" falls for the girls, and many have
been the unsuspecting victims of those guile-

less dimples.

Academically, the English Department got
the jump on him at the gong and nearly
scored a knockout but, after going an extra
period, he gained the decision and has been
getting savvier ever since.

Frank usually takes life easy but several
times he has interrupted our otherwise peace-
ful existence by such stunts as climbing
through the laundry transom at midnight;
rising an hour before reveille; recruiting an
expedition to China; and going under his

chair at the Circle Playhouse when the blonde
tried to kiss him.

"Listen, do you want to bet on that?
Wait a minute—what are we betting on?"

•
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JAMES POWELL CLAY
"Jim," "Henry," "J. P."

Hutchinson Minnesota

LIKE an exhilarating breath of spring is

this rosy-cheeked youth of Podunk
idealized, who, upon arriving amongst us,

put to use the experience acquired in his

home town and became a snake. An early

fall dampened his ardor, though he still

dragged any and all with the motto "let

fortune smile or frown." Fortune usually

frowned.
"Jim's" present peculiar appearance is due

to an accident Youngster Cruise when he
hitched his hammock to a "squilgee" locker

and climbed aboard. The locker fell on
his face.

At pluggin' the bull, "Nick" Carter has
nothing on Henry. He first showed promise
as a marksman when, with his popgun, he
worried Fido, the pup.
The Academic and Executive Departments

bothered J. P. but little, he often craving

the bright lights of our Capitol sufficiently

to make his exodus via the wall. However,
time serves to eradicate the impetuosity of

youth, except "When the brakeman calls

the station of your old home town."

Class Track (2); Track
Squad (2)

Buzzard (2)
Expert Team Rifleman
National Rifle TeamJ (1)
rNt (3, 2)
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KENNETH OSCAR EKELUND
"Ek," "K. O.," "Knock Out," "Swede."

St. Paul Minnesota

ABOVE we gaze upon the Scandinavian
profile of our representative of New

Sweden, a true son of the old Northwest.
Always proud of his origin, he has a handy
line to sling at any time on the merits of
Minnesota, with the center of interest at
White Bear Lake.
"Ek" is a firm believer in the O. A. O.

system, and, judging from the regularity with
which he drags down the pink-perfumed letter,

he has it down to a science. Socially "Ken"
started using the slogan of Steve Brodie, and
manned the drags rather frequently. But
after drawing a few blank numbers from the
W. B. and A. on Saturdays, he yielded to
human instinct—too much is enough—and
since then has been a Red Book hound,
always faithful, however, to his god Morpheus
whom he worships ten hours per diem be-

ginning at 8 P.M.
"What's the dope, Swede?"
"Hello, 'Ek'—how's the girl?"

JESSE GRANT COWARD
"Jess," "Battleship Jasper."

Richmond Hill Long Island

BREAK out the ruffles and unlimber the
drums of syncopation, for we are now

confronted with the man who came back.
Steeped in the depth of weekly drags during
Youngster Year, "Jess" came into his own
in Second Class Year and has never dragged
since.

' "Jess" then applied himself to other fields.

He soon proved to be a youth of great dex-

terity, using to amazing advantage both his

upper and lower limbs in the rosined square
and on the tennis courts.

While in Panama during Youngster
Cruise the fellows had "Jess" mind their

aluables, for he never drinks, smokes, etc.,

is only bad habit being talking in his sleep.

His marcelled wave has been successful

in vamping everyone except the Dago profs.

'Cuantas faltas en dictado, Senor?" "Veinte."
Old "Battleship Jasper" has a salty manner

and is a strong advocate of the teachings of
the Old Navy. He is ever ready to stand by
the Service through fire, water, and hell.

"Lay aft the liberty party."
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EDWARD JOSEPH O'KANE
"Eddie."

Philadelphia Pennsylvania

OUR "Eddie" came among us, an Irish

lad in blue, with a sea-going roll, a happy
smile, and a line both strong and true. On
through the long, long Plebe Year with the

rest he stood the gaff, but let us pause and
at one cold bust give vent to a little laugh.

Long he wooed the fair Fatima, in corners

near and far, until in tendency P—works,

he should have won a star. But disaster

once overtook him for a D. O. caught him
fair, and now he rates black N-2 stars for

his Reina Cruise down there. On the West
Coast Cruise he tested well the truth which
in the adage lies, and in all the front sheets

his face appeared—you know, "It Pays To
Advertise." But, "Alas, Alack," the wise

ones say, his care free days are o'er, for a
Tri-Delt Queen who looked tres bien has
his heart, and a whole lot more.

JAMES AUSTIN STUART
"Jim," "Jimmy," "Peggy."

Salt Lake City Utah

HERE, gentle reader, you behold one of

the prize products of the land ofBrigham
Young. Since the beginning of Youngster
Year he has shown the effect of his Mormon
environment, for since then a hop would not
be complete without our "Jim, Jr." He
has led them all a merry chase, but they
seem to have quite an effect on him, so the
honors are about even.

r Rumor hath it that there is a certain "her"
on the West Coast. "A rigid proof of this

statement is beyond the scope of this book."
As an ardent wooer of Lady Nicotine he

sports a black N for a Reina Cruise Plebe
Year, and has run foul of the Executive
Department several times since. Aca-
demically he has followed the line of least

resistance, for caulking has ever been his

favorite sport, and the old hay has always
proved more alluring than Bullard, Bow-
ditch, and Co.
"Now when I was on the survey "

"Yes, Mrs. X, you are right."

"O-h-h, 'J-i-m-m-i-e-e '
"

Fencing Squad (2)

Class Fencing Numerals (2)

Academy Single Stick

Champion (2)

Black N (4)
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ONE DAY late in June there arrived at

the threshold of the Academy a cute
little lad with a wonderfully pink complexion.
It was none more than Hayden, aspiring

to become a naval officer. Plebe Year
passed with no more than the usual number
of hardships for him, and at last that glorious

day arrived which meant he could then, and
forever, be a snake. Though no tea hound
or lounge lizard, he became the snakiest of
snakes and most any week-end he might
have been seen at the hops with a fair damsel
in his arms.

"Pinky" has aspired to the ham an' eggs
squad ever since Plebe Year and as a'.

;

Young-
ster he made the table. Handicapped to
a certain extent by weight he never reached
the 'Varsity, though in knowledge of the
game and dexterity in skull cracking he has
few superiors.

RALPH HERBERT WISHARD
"Wish," "Alowishus," "Wishunk."

Ellensburg Washington

ISH" and Josephus are both believers

in the same thing—a five-year course

at the Naval Academy—but "Wish," going

"Joe" one better, decided to put his preach-
ings into practice and try it out. Along
with several other academically marred and
otherwise scarred veterans of the famous
Yorktown Cruise he came upon us from the
Crabs that sail the ocean" in September,

'18.

Ralph, though not exactly a man without
country, still has love of country spread

over a large territory for he has lived in many
ections of these old United States, but
rincipally on the Pacific Slope. If he ever

ets East coast duty and gets the usual

one in every port" he will be an expansive
lover to say the least. One needn't worry,
though, for he knows the exact number of

minutes until graduation and the time when
he will be able to fully realize that "There's

A Little Gray Home In the West."
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EMERY ELLSWORTH LARSON
"Swede," "Lars," "Em."

Minneapolis Minnesota

A naval brigade, some dreadnaughts, too,

And a fleet of submarines,
They wouldn't have a chance in hell,

If they bucked the Horse Marines.

THE reason for this little ditty of"Swede's"
lies in his appreciation of the way that

the U. S. Marines did the commissary act
for him before the training table chefs took
over that far-from-little job. Grateful

—

that's him all over.

There are few followers of the sporting

world who do not know of the primitive

traits he can exhibit when necessary, but
only those who have listened to the big

lad bear down on a few base notes in some
barber shop quartette know that the music
in his soul hath its charms. If the briny
deep should ever, by ill chance, throw "Swede"
on some cannibal isle, we are sure that the
rescue party would find him "hitting a few"
withthe king and the royal guards.

HARRY EDWARD DUNKELBERGER
"Dunk," "Dutch."

Kulpmont Pennsylvania

LOOK whom we have here! This sturdy
Pennsylvania Dutchman has longed

for a career in the Navy ever since he used
to sail sticks down the gutter. The un-
sophisticated coal miner has blossomed out
into a promising man of the world; you
ought to hear him tell about his travels

abroad. And do not let us forget the girls.

It must have been a sad, sad day for them
when "Dunk" left for a life on the raging
main.
Harry has striven valiantly to make a

name for himself in athletics. Chosen for

goal keeper on the class lacrosse team, he
made the balls bounce off of him in great

style. Just recently he has taken up the
arduous game of golf and now he spends all

his available afternoons in digging up the
links. In the evenings he is an enthusiastic

student of the current magazines.
"Don't get hard."

Football (4,3,2,1); N***
(3,2,1); Captain (1)

Lacrosse Squad (4, 3,

INt (3,2)
Glee Club (4, 3, 2, 1)

Choir (4, 3, 2, 1)

Hop Committee (3, 2, 1)

Boxing (2, 1)

Buzzard (2)



DON'T tell me "Heine" hit the pap for

talking in ranks—because "Swede "is like

the oracle, as he speaks only when the time
is fitting. But when it is, stand by for a
ram, for he will shoot good, solid arguments
and facts at you so fast that you don't
stand a prayer.

Plebe Year "Heine" saw the crew in a
shell out on the Severn—the next year found
him in the 150-pound boat at the start of the
Henley in "Philly." A touch of the seaman's
dread—rheumatism—has blasted his chances
on the cinder path, so he has turned instructor

in the art of sailing half-raters.

Not a snake, not a Red Mike, not a Bol-
shevik, nor a believer in "positive action,"

not too salty in heaving the line, not too
frequently on the bush nor too occupied
with the Red Book nor the little red book

—

but still not a negative quantity by a damn
sight.

HARRY ALFRED RAWLINGS
"Hag," "Hank."

Newport Kentucky

Here's to the man whose features fair

Are works of art, or I'm a knave,
But what the hell's the good of looks

If lost to view for want of shave.

JUDGING the fame of Kentucky by a
study of "Hank" would change that old

boast of fast horses, fair women, and fineliquor,
to oil wells, oil burners, and more oil, for this lad
prepared early for service in modern ships.
A living personification of Newton's laws

regarding motion, except when carrying the
football or rounding the bases, "Hank" has
always given the "All-Ac's" a head start
before easing the minds of our baseball and
football mentors as to his probability of
appearing for the home club. But long
since have we decided that the Navy and
'Hank" are inseparable.

We have watched him now for the last
four years giving his best to the Navy teams
and though his rewards have suffered from
the hoverings of a ghost of ill fortune, he has
gained a lot more than that in the esteem and
admiration of his classmates.
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MAURICE JOHNSON STRONG
"Mike," "Prieto."

Evansville Indiana

IF YOU ever see a guy wandering around
in an old blue bathrobe over a suit of

blue service, with an evil pipe in his mouth
and a far, far away look in his eye—never
mind, that's just "Mike" Strong, the standby
of the old Tenth and the new Sixth. When-
ever a parlor snake needed sympathy or had
a scrap with his O. A. O., all he had to do
was go around and see "Red Mike" Strong.
The latter could hold forth on how to avoid
the wiles of the fair wicked ones better than
any mortal from Methuselah down.
But say—when it comes to burning oil

and stoking coal-burning fires at the same
time, "Mike" could hold down the floor

plates with anybody.
As for being a connoisseur of Panama

rum, Christiana Champagne, Lisbon Madeira,
or Gibraltar Mixtures, just ask "Mike" to
keep away from your cellar.

"Say 'Thug'—dragging to the Army game?
No? How's to throw a rare old party? What
say?"

-•ilfjk

CHARLES HAYWOOD STEELE
"Chuck," "Charlie."

Corpus Christi Texas

TWAS back in May of '17 that "Charlie"

hocked the family six-shooter, said

frewell to the cactus and sand-fleas, and
stepped out to his first formation at Great
Lakes. After a cruise overseas "saving the
world for democracy," he came to us as a
real sure enough man-o-war's man. From the

service, he brought with him a corking

efficiency of 100% and had the international

six-day championship cinched until Second
Class Army-Navy game when he slumped
to the extent of standing in the corner all

night for want of loving hands to tuck him
in. But when he once shakes Old Morpheus
off, he's a bearcat at hard work, as a number
of the middleweight white hopes learned to
their disfigurement.

"Charlie's" been the legal advisor and
"daddy" in his company for four years and
has boosted many an unfortunate's 2.4 to

a 2.6. Oh, yes, and although he doesn't

tell everyone, he only missed a star by some-
thing like a .01.
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DAVID BENJAMIN JUSTICE
"Dave."

Waycross Georgia

LEAVING the beat State in the Union
(so he says) to seek success in the Navy

was the sacrifice made by "Dave." Not
fearing the Regs—by which all Midshipmen
must abide—resulted disastrously for him
so that he spent the last three years of his

sojourn at Crabtown-on-the-Baywith '22. What
better could be said in such a case than that
he has always been a real member of his

adopted class?

As a snake he cannot be surpassed. In
Georgia, so runs the legend, they train 'em
from the cradle up in matters of fussing.

Unluckily "Dave" didn't make Second Class
Cruise—although he says his time was well

occupied at home. From the number of
special deliveries he's received since, we
don't doubt it. The mystery is: Who got
away with that miniature?
Never mind what "Hank" says about the

mule—"Dave" never was left behind, and if

we judge correctly he never will be.

ROBERT BARNARD HIGGINS, JR.
"Shorty," "Fish," "Gadget," "Hig," "4-door."

Hartford Connecticut

''~T~SWAS the latter part of June and '22

J. was coming in by flocks; the regular
morning bunch had gone, when up came a
sweet-faced, downy-cheeked, little chap,
'bout the size of a minute, lugging an enor-
mous suitcase. "Well, son," the Jimmy
Legs said, "this is as far as you can go.
What's the candidate's name and I'll hold
it till he comes." "Candidate! Why, chief,

my dad is a skipper in this outfit and my
name's Higgins. Gangway for a hard guy."
Though light in body, head, and heart,
Robert is always on hand for a rough house,
usually making it interesting for all hands.
He doesn't often speak of those dark days

spent in Panama's fair cities, principally
because he doesn't remember, but just the
same, "Runt" believes in holding up the
traditions of the Navy.
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JOHN CURLING DONEHOO, JR.

Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

"TlGGS" first saw sunlight, and inhaled

J his first breath of fresh air, on the morn
of his entrance to the Naval Academy.
Torn from a busy occupation of making
sunshine in the Smoky City, this bow-legged

piece of Erin dropped amongst us in the

welcome shape of gloom-dispeller and cloud

chaser. For him the mirror holds but new
glories; and after each new gaze, he praises

God that he wasn't given cauliflower ears.

Philanthropic to the core, he always puts a

nickel in the collection box on Sunday morn-
ing and is known to have forced a ten dollar

bill on an elevator boy for throwing him out

on the tenth deck of the "Commodore" the

night of an Army-Navy game. He is blessed

with a keen intellect and an ability for bluff

that has completely snowed under the Ac.

Department. "Jiggs," as all other great

men, ascribes his success to his mother and
derives keen pleasure, when circumstances

afford him grounds, in saying, "Mrs. Donehoo
never raised any foolish children."

ROY CHASE FOLLETT
"Swede," "Fooley."

Sioux Falls South Dakota

WE HAVE here the original finger

snapper, so far as Sefior Care is con-
cerned—always on the rocks, executively
speaking, but never so far gone that he'd
decline the last drag on a Fat with a D. O.
on the threshold. He has yet to get too
many demos to keep him from laughing
over recent additions: he'd chuckle at his

own hanging if the rope didn't pinch too
much.
Being the original hayshaker, he has carried

through his four years here a strong dislike

of everything military—from uniforms to
route step, while his strong liking for the
non-reg would cause him to walk across

Hades on a rotten plank if a reg. in the Green
Book required cement pavement for the
transit.

Young Follett has a double portion of

"self-confidence" as he styles it, and will

highly recommend himself as an authority
on anything too profound for the average
mind. "I'm right, dummy, Bullard's all

wrong."

is^gggRaagggggg
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GEORGE W. D. COVELL
"Turkey," "Slim."

Tacoma Washington

AFTER nearly two years as a bluejacket
on the West Coast, George entered here

in 1918. First he built himself a home by
hauling stones for the construction of the
new wings of Bancroft Hall. But, as luck
would have it, after he had built this "more
stately mansion" they put him in the third

wing.
From the first the boys recognized him as

a regular fellow—a man's man—but, oh
boy! he's a wazzo with the ladies. He can
navigate those pedal extremities shod in
"Welcome Homes" with more agility than
an ampere chasing a stray loss over an en-
tropy diagram. As a snake, he's a boa
constrictor.

For three years George courted the friend-
ship of the "filthy weed" and the "God of
Good Tendencies," and maintained the en-
viable record of never having chalked up
a "smoking pap." How's it to loan us your
horseshoe a while, "Turkey?"

Second Class Year found George with a
buzzard—yes, a "Turkey" buzzard, most likely.

ORIE KNIGHT BAKER
"Bake."

Woodward Oklahoma

LADIES, allow me to present O. Knight
Baker, daring and reckless with the

teacup, introducing the latest two-fingered

clutch that won him honors in the tea-

fighting meets of Woodward, Okla. Suc-

cess is attributed to his five years' ex-

perience in the scullery of his father's hotel.

To see the damsels scrambling for him you'd
think he was in Cluett, Peabody's latest cast.

But, tea tosser and all, he has been an athlete

from kindergarten days. Tradition has it

that he played marbles at the age of three.

"Just enough knowledge" forces One
to study during the spare minutes between
letters to some sweetie, some place, but he

is not as dumb as he would have you think

at first glance. He stood number one in

the reexams in "Skinny."
"Won't somebody get some apples tonight?

I'll pay for 'em."
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RALPH THEODORE ZINN
"Theda," "Teddy."

Philadelphia Pennsylvania

FROM the City of Comrades comes this

"Swede,"who, from the first, let it beknown
that he was a strong follower of caulking.

How he does love to sleep, next to which is

his desire for a rough and ready.

In arguments, a fluent conglomeration of

well-placed adjectives soon proved him the

equal of any except the Dago Department,
which long presented itself as a stone wall

blocking his efforts to gain the road to

knowledge.
A prolonged trip across the creek put a

crimp in promising football material Plebe
Year, but since then he has displayed his

ability in many a hard fought class game.
At boxing—well, after stopping one speedy
haymaker, he decided to try elsewhere and
retired from the roped arena. His favorite

sports, though, are hiking (on Wednesdays
and Saturdays), and racing—his Plebe Year
record in pie racing still being the mark to

which all newcomers aspire.

JOHN JOSEPH O'DONNELL
"Harp," "Jerry."

Atlanta Georgia

O'DONNELL hails from the famous
"Peach State." However, he's a modest

youth and braggeth not that his ancestors
came over with the great Oglethorpe, as

many vain New Englanders are wont to do
about their great-granddaddies having formed
part of the ballast of the Mayflower.
Under the able care of kind friends he

was initiated into the Denver Club early

Plebe Year and, before June had rolled

around, was a hardened follower of the Tenth
Company, First Class. One day Youngster
Year, while watching boxing tryouts, "Jerry"
decided to put this previous training into

practice with the result that he was a regular

consumer of eggnogs at the Boxing Table
during the remainder of his Academic Career.

But you should see that fighting face

wreathed in smiles when a certain epistle

arrives from Baltimore. "What's the dope,

Jerry?" "Well, I heard from the O. A. O. to-

day, boys." Always a firm believer in the
concentration of attentions, one has little

difficulty in predicting the future of "Jerry"
O'Donnell.
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HOWARD EMERY OREM
"Orie," "Tebe," "Howard."

Klamath Falls Oregon

OREM hails from the land of the Setting
Sun and many is the time he has argued

its merits before the Radiator Club.
Second Class Year with the "Count," the

"Harp," and the "Swede" afforded Howard
many experiences and taught him his bad
habits. It is said that a few of the many
arguments were settled in the gym. The D.
O. has had little to worry from "Tebe" for

he has taken to the straight and narrow
without a sigh.

Academically, he has fooled the depart-
ments although Dago made it a rocky road.
In athletics he aided the Second Class Water
Polo Team but injuries put a stop to the
tryouts for the Wrestling Squad. Orem
approves of the hops and it is rumored is

a holder of the Pink N.
On the trombone Orem has created melody

at Christmas Carnivals and Gymkhanas,
winning most of his fame as director of the
"Minnie" Band, notorious on coaling days.
"How about those biographies, fellows?"

COURTLAND ARNOLD PALMER
"Rover," "Coty," "Courty," "Naughty."

New London Connecticut

"O OVER'S" greatest weakness is his ability

AV to conquer the feminine population
whose fate it is to cross his path. "God's
gift to women" is indeed too mild a term
for describing "Count Stilletto." Even in

the fargone Plebe Summer, our mothers
were wont to ask who that dark, handsome
fellow was; thus instilling deadly jealousy
in our juvenile hearts. Possessed of a char-

acter and disposition quite as attractive

as his appearance—how could we help liking

him? The fact that he is absent-minded
and prefers to enter his place of rest by a
window, especially after circling the premises
everal times in a truly canine (?) fashion,

only enhances his sterling qualities.

We. have heard fairly authentic rumors
hich hint at desperate love affairs, following

one another in rapid succession, each greater

and truer than the last, till in the end the
hand which penned too many billets-doux

succumbed to the ravages of writer's cramp.
Take heed!
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HENRY CUTTER WALTERS
"Hank."

Cleveland Ohio

ONCE during Plebe Summer Henry~was
seen to put out nearly three hundred

ergs in a useful cause but since, as far as
science or any of his little playmates have
been able to ascertain, his exertions have
been practically negligible. He's not lazy

—

only inert.

Aside from some demerits acquired the first

week of Plebe Year for a certain careless

use of slang, overheard by Upperclassmen,
he has steered remarkably clear of the morning
news sheet. As a rule, however, he prefers
to perform his extra duty upon the ballroom
floor, practicing between times to the music
of the secret folding victrola.

A source of constant joy to his roommates,
partly because of his excellent companion-
ship, but mostly due to the fact that his

locker always contained food for the hungry,
clothes for the naked, a whiskbroom for the
unclean, and toilet articles for "Bill" and
George (who were always "Just out of 'em"),
we can only hope that we meet as good a
provider when we go to the fleet.

"Sure, she's coming down this week-end!"

WILLIAM EVERTS BRICE
"Bill," "Breethay."

Lima Ohio

IN THE midst of a life so distracting that

a boiler shop in full blast would be like

a twilight lullaby, the inimitable "Bill"

yawns—hears the D. O., and sleeps, for he's

found means to evade successfully, if nar-

rowly, the most stringent regulations. He
kept a Ford and used it—he kept and played
a Victrola, even though it was forbidden
fruit. At a boxing match Youngster Year
his emotions—excited by a loaf of bread re-

ceived in the mails—got the best of him, and
he wept at a poor decision of the judges.

"Bill" has frequently had to prove his

ingenuity by finding satisfactory answers
for embarrassing questions put to him about
his actions. Once he explained how he had
said one thing and meant another. He got

away with it. It was more difficult to ex-

plain his protracted stay in New York at

the time of the Army Game. There were
some clouded points in the statement which
cost "Bill" many a weary erg.

"The committee on tires and gas will

meet tonight."
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HUBERT WINTHROP CHANLER
"Hubert."

Geneseo New York

THERE is nothing mediocre about our
Hubert, he never stands at the middle

in anything. His position is always at the

top or at the bottom, and in reference to the

Academics as a side issue (that is, to Juice,

Steam, and Ordnance, yea and even Grease)

we rarely ever find him standing at the top.

But, nevertheless, when the smoke of the

battle has cleared away we can always count
on his being in the proximity with a grin on
his face and a twinkle in his eye.

Since the time in the Mess Hall Plebe
Year, when he volunteered the information

to a First Classman that it was improper
to eat ice cream with anything but a fork,

Hubert's advice on such matters, given by
him to the social climbers, has been accepted
without a murmur. Teas, drags, or chap-
erones, they're all fruit for him.
"Hey Hubie, gotta skag?"
"Has anybody seen the grease tree?"

HAROLD DAVID KRICK
"Creek."

Richmond Indiana

HAROLD came to us from the wilds of
Indiana at a time when the use of a

razor was still unknown to him. He was
always quick to learn, however, and soon
was able to break out a brush and hoe with
which he scraped religiously twice a week.
While learning this art, he was also being
coached by the Professor of Deportment
in the gentle art of being a snake and, when
Youngster Year brought with it hops and
dancing pumps, "Kricket" came out in all

his glory. It wasn't long before he showed
us many tricks Prof. Bell had never taught
him, but which reflected credit on that
worthy—in a word Harold was not a. Red
Mike.
Think not that Harold has done nothing

t the Academy besides shake a nasty pair

of heels. He used to decorate the Dago
tree once in awhile at first, but soon over-

came that, along with his other backward
ways until now he's a regula' Navy feller.



HERE we have the old man of the

Levees, anciently of N'Orleans and '21,

but now one of the boys, decorated with
the Order of the Brown Mule and a magnet
of Hawaiian steel. Inherently tired but
irrepressibly happy, an extra week on the

early rising squad is met with a smile rather

than with stock Navy expressions.

"Sam" has made some bad cruises on the

sea of romance and has been left all alone

in mid-ocean several times.

All "Pop" took on Second Class Cruise was
a blanket, which never failed to rest his

weary bones during General Quarters. The
mystery about it was why his strenuous
duties didn't make him more tired. How-
ever, his hard work won him a buzzard and
by his sterling qualities he has kept up his

progress. Bilge, oh yes, once in a while,

but, where some bilge, "Sam" bilges and
smiles.

DONALD WOODY GARDNER
"Shorty."

Marianna Florida

SAY, Mister! Do you see that salty dog
with rolling gait and non-reg appearance?

What, don't know who he is? That's none
other than "Shorty" Gardner. He's an
old head around here who knows all the
laws of the Navy. In fact he left '21 to
join '22 because he took too great an interest

in '22 when we were Plebes. That's what
the Executive Department thought at any
rate. He belongs to the Radiator Club,
being of the oil-burning type, and is holder
of the Academy record. In addition to
this, he is the best tendency forecaster in the
Regiment. Worry never enters his head
for 2.5's are common to him. As for his

non-regness, it is an object of much remark.
He seldom gets to formation on time. He's
truly a four-minute man.

"Say, Mister, brace up!"



WILBER GLENN JONES
"Jonesie," "Grandpa," "Will-Power."

Boone Iowa

WHEN "Jonesie" first showed up early

in June, 1918, he was as green a land-

lubber as ever entered the Naval Academy.
Though he'd lived in Chicago most of his

life, a ship, or boat (as he then called it), was
a thing unknown in his self-estimated vast
experience. He came to us with essays on
will-power in his suitcase and he's followed

the study of that subject ever since. In
fact, he attributes his success in the hand-to-
hand struggle with Death (at the time he
had pneumonia) to three things: mother,
father, and the cultivated will power.
Youngster Year he turned out a snake.

Not that he wasn't Plebe Year—oh no! he
had all the inclinations but, for obvious
reasons, not the opportunities. You'd never
think it to look at him but the girls do fall.

The falling, however, is not all on their side

—

as his dear wife can, and will, truthfully

attest.

DOUGLAS PENN STICKLEY
"Doug,"

Woodstock

'D. P.," "Stick."

Virginia

''"T^HE mountaineers have ragged ears,"

JL but you all know the rest of that popular
poem, so why repeat? "Stick" burst into

the Academy one June wiping blood from
his hands and suggesting ways and means
of ridding ourselves of our greatest burden

—

by shooting all D. O's on sight. Plebe Year
took most of this out of him and lo! and
behold! we have one of the mildest-mannered
men that ever cut a throat or scuttled a ship.

He has been handicapped, "figure"-atively

speaking, by having the hereditary disease

of his famous ancestor, Napoleon; namely
"long-shortness." He is long in brain and
appetite but short in height and speech. In
order to add to the stature, he has been a
member of the Growing Squad, partaking
of many curious and mysterious medicines,

beside inhaling that new ethereal man-
developer, "stretching gas." But all to no
avail, for the homefolks still cannot sing,

"My, how you've grown."



HOWARD DOUGLAS McINTOSH
'Slicker," "Daddy."

Joplin Missouri

'TT7HAT do the girls call you, Mister?"

VV "Most of 'em call me 'Daddy', sir."

And "Daddy" is the sobriquet which has
clung to this son of the Mule State since his

debut in naval circles. And he has been even
more than a mother to his little playfellows,

explaining all the obstruse points of the

profession, sometimes at greater length and
in more detail than was desired. "All right!

Now we see that by the method of sections
—

"

and he is off on a tangent not to be stopped.

By his own confession a 4.0 man doing 3.0

work, he has always rested easily and chuckled

at the eleventh hour boys.

Second Class Year he surprised us all by
making the Class Track Team, and incident-

ally, proved the truth of his oft-sung asser-

tion
—"I may not be varsity material but

I'm no dub."

Class Track Numerals (2)

Black N

WILLIAM VINCENT SAUNDERS
"Hitch," "Long Distance."

Fort Madison Iowa

'T TITCH" has been around—there's no
J
-
1 fins on his back nor any grass under his

feet. However, during his stay around here,

he has "held the burlap" on several occasions

when—but he has never been in a place where
he couldn't have things.

He's the only man in the Class that can
spot the Juice Dept. a 2.0 and then stage a
whirlwind finish that would make Man o'

War look like an express horse. A charter

member of Sons of Rest, Iowa Council, he
has kept well its precepts and its by-laws.

Never letting his studies interfere with his

college life, he has had a good time wherever
he has been, and has brightened the corners

in many a side room.
Above all, "Vincent" has that appearance

of extreme nonchalance, the belle-aire atti-

tude of the elite which makes him as much
at ease in the drawing room as over the

billiard table.

"Them Ain't Eyes."
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THOMAS OWEN BROWN, JR.

"T. O.," "Toby."

Orlando Florida

T.
O." IS a true Florida Cracker, being
one of the staunchest admirers of his

native State. Indeed he never hesitates

about telling you that Ponce de Leon sure

knew his apples when he looked for the

Fountain of Youth in Florida. He's a
Navy man, born and bred, for early training

on the lakes (not swamps) around Orlando
made him a true salt, from the cant of his

cap to the athwartship's swing of his arms.
"Tom" went strong until Youngster Year

—when memories of Sep. Leave, coupled
with regular attendance at the hops, so

changed his views on this college life that he
nearly ran on the rocks during Christmas
Leave. Luckily he got his bearings and by
now O. A. O's are a habit, he always having
at least one on the string.

Although feeling that he's treating the
public unfairly by not going into vaudeville

with his buck and wing, still "Toby" has
determined to sacrifice all to his chosen field,

the Navy.
"All right now!—have a big time."

RALPH FRIEND BRADFORD, JR.
"Bud," "Brad," "Reddo."

Pontiac Illinois

STOP! Oh please stop, mister, and give us
a ride to Annapolis." (But the car passed

on without slowing down.) "All right then,
**?!— ." Baltimore road—18 miles from
Annapolis—6.25 P.M.—"Bud" and two other
frenchers—Ford—no lights—drivers' eyesight
10-10-15—result: Ford still as death in nearby
cornfield. And they got back without being
ragged.

Plebe Year he was as down in the mouth
as Jonah but, like that Bible celebrity, he,
too, came out all right. He swore he'd never
have Taps blown while the undertaker threw
sand in his face, but one diag brought life

and hope. Today he's as happy as a mule
eating briars. Get him to tell you about the
"Yellow Cab"—with the exception of the
spare tire—which he bought during Christ-
mas Leave of Second Class Year!
Wednesdays and Saturdays "Bud" trained

for the Olympic walking race but for some
reason Navy neglected to enter a team.
What an opportunity for fame was thereby
lost!_ Nevertheless "Brad" is one of the few
who'rate the khaki N with crossed shoes.
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WILLIAM BURTON HOLDEN

"B///," "Willie" "Gooph."

Sioux Falls South Dakota

'TWILL," the third member of The Trium-
J3 virate, is in love—and still happy. Not
being immune from the charms of feminine
wiles, he fell in Honolulu—then spent the
entire trip to Seattle trying to drown the
sorrows of a lonely heart. "Bill" is a typical

sailor, having at least one femme in every
port listed on the charts—except Eastport.
Consequently he is always certain of a good
time.

Speaking of snakes: "Bill" is regular gilt-

edged, morocco-bound, deluxe edition—until

it comes right down to dragging. Then he
always has extra duty or a sprained ankle,

so that an eleventh-hour telegram is necessary
in the reverse direction. As he sagely

remarks, though—"I still get the big grease

for my good intentions."

"Bill" is one of those musical fellows, too.

Sing? Couldn't carry a tune in a basket but
when he breaks out the banjo—boy, Tecum-
seh himself goes shimmying down Stribling

Walk—all in a quiver, as it were.

Jazz Band (2, 1

PIERSON ELLSWORTH CONRADT
"Connie," "Swede."

Portland Oregon

YEP, THIS Oregon apple survived the
transcontinental voyage and anchored

in Crabtown for an indefinite stay. And he
hasn't spoiled while away from his "Little
Gray Home in The West." Look him over:
snake and correspondent (he keeps the Port-
land Post Office running). They call him
"Conradt," she calls him "Pierson," but we
know him as just "Connie," No, his fame
doesn't hang on a broken propeller shaft.

Military? Yo lo creo! The Plebes take
him for one of their own number, or a mere
D. O. Say, you should see that brace!
(West Point papers please copy.)

"Connie" was born with a cap pistol in

one hand and a popgun in the other. Plebe
Year this stripling toddled to the Armory,
selected his firearm, and proceeded to shoot
his way into the Rifle Team, becoming captain
of it Second Class Year. Say, if we could
shoot the bull as he does we'd desert the sea

take up bull fighting in Panama.

lass Basketball Numerals
(3, 2, 1)

ifle Team (4,3,2, 1); rNt
(4,3, 2); Captain (2, 1)

National Matches, 1921
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ALFRED RICHARDS TAYLOR
"Al," "Dick."

Syracuse New York

THE elusive pursuit of the Entropy, the

come-and-catch-me taunts of the playful

erg, the devious windings of the Sumner
line cause Richard but mild perturbation

—the deep question that causes that noble

brow to winkle, the left eyelid to hang low
in concentrated calculation is, "What abode
on Porter Row shall be graced with my
presence this afternoon?" The momentous
problem once solved, a quick decision is

made as to the brand of talc, and "Dick"
stalks forth with stately stride, ready for

the fray.

"Dick" has the distinction of being the

man who made the rather undignified but
forceful dive into the swimming pool com-
pletely dressed at the last aquatic meet of

the season. No, Lady, he didn't try to save
anybody's life; he merely saw a hew kind
of pesces submarinibus.
"Good evening, Gentlemen. Do you know

what the dope is?"

"Slum, ho!"

:-4\

EDWARD DICKINSON TAYLOR
"Ned," "Eddie."

East Orange New Jersey

' \TED" abandoned a career of fame and
i/NI fortune when he turned from the foot-

steps of John McCormack and hearkened to
his country's call. There were times when
that call seemed to grow very faint, but the
whispers of love never quite drowned it out.

Still, by the middle of Second Class Year, he
ceased to search the real estate ads for bun-
galows, and college registers for institutions

where education might be less strenuously
acquired, it then becoming evident that he
intended to graduate. From then on only
the rustling of the winds of fate in the weekly
rees disturbed his mental equilibrium.

For two years "Ned" held a place on the

Gym Team, but he did his starring in the

cclesiastical League where his talented play
t first bass served to hypnotize the bleachers,

while the stripers manipulated the plate in

the semi-monthly races.
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WILLIAM DURANT MOORER, JR.

"Bill," "Alfalfa Ike."

Shawnee Oklahoma

IT'S SAID "There's an exception to every
rule," and "Alfalfa Bill" from the Sooner

State has gone far to prove it to us, for he's

a minister's son whose wanderings from the

straight and narrow are negligible. All his

vices are virtues and any attempt to scandal-

ize his actions will call forth his characteristic

"No I never."

"Bill" has had his ups and downs academic-
ally, but athletically he's had only ups.

Youngster Year he graced the lightweight

crew and has never recovered from the
disappointment of its becoming a lost art

here. He goes into both work and play con-

scientiously, and with a determination to make
the most of opportunities.

Although he doesn't wear out countless

dancing pumps, dragging; there's a little

girl "Bill" thinks about mucho. If said

little girl knew "Bill" as we do, last Leap
Year would never have passed without a
proposal, for doncher know, "Good men
nowadays are hard to find?"

Lightweight Crew (3)

Class Baseball (3, 2)

Buzzard (2)

ROBERT CHARLES HICKSON, JR.

"Monk," "Bob."

Bangor Maine

< T)OB'S" happy home is in Maine, and if

_D you should by any chance entertain the
thought that Maine does not occupy an im-
portant place on the map just see "Bob"

—

he'll prove to you that it does. The elusive

2.5 has run "Monk" such a merry race that it

has prevented him from developing into a
crack miler on the cinder path. However,
to show that aggregation of All-Academics
what a bunch of pikers they were, he went
into the Second Class Semi-Ann in Mechanics
unsat and pulled down a 3.99. Check
another up for "Monk."

Speaking of the ladies, "Bob" must have
a girl of the sterling old New England type
back home because every time anybody
begins to crab, "All women are the same,
they'll all do you dirt," etc., he starts some-
thing like this

—"Aw horseshoes to that stuff,

now I know a girl ." All together, "One,
two, thre-
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WHEN "Benny" arrived Plebe Summer
little did we realize what we had with

us—nor have we realized it yet. His first

tendency was toward "Red Mikedom" (Plebe

Year only); his next toward the A. A. T.IR.
Club (American Amalgamated Tendency
Rigging Club) of which he was President and
Charter Member. He rates it, judging from
the way the boys flocked to his room to

clutch. Speaking of tendencies, ever notice

that one toward dragging? It's infallible!

A large number of famous Crabs will goin
mourning when their "Bill" shoves off.

He is also a crack member of the Rifle

Squad (he admits it himself). Did he ever
tell you about the time Youngster Year when
he returned from the range juggling his rifle,

which was jammed full of cartridges and in

addition possessed a hair trigger. Did he
do it? Well, I hope to p-reach! But it's only
characteristic of his devil-may-care ways.

LYSLE ELBERT ELLIS
"Jakey," "Bud."

New Brighton Pennsylvania

AKEY" gently slipped into our midst
Plebe Year with lofty ambitions and an
acute knowledge of the fact that he was

destined to be a savoir. However, after a
week spent under the "painstaking" First

Class, he concluded that his one abiding
ambition was to reach the exalted rank of
Youngster. And, after being called wooden
in manifold ways by the same assiduous First
Classmen, not to mention the lordly Young-
ters, our "Jakey" was rudely shorn of his

elief in his own intellectual perfection. To
cap the climax, his popularity with the
foresaid gentlemen was further increased
when he was unable to come down with the
ame of the Sec-Nav. Sufferin' fish cakes!
And now, before turning the page on this

sad picture, let us hope that, misguided youth
though he be, he may eventually reach an
age of discretion and a state of mentality
that will almost approach normal.

gg^ggeg^^JP
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JOHN WILLIAM PATTON, JR.

"Johnnie," "Pat."

Jackson Mississippi

JOHNNIE'S" first encounter with maritime
life was at an Appa Kappa dance in

Jackson, when he became seasick doing the
Original Camel Walk. Since taking up his

abode in the heart of Maryland, countless

thousands of the deadlier sex have taken the
count from his varied, smooth, polished,

fascinating, invigorating, irrepressible, irre-

sistible line—that's the reason why we
predict a successful season for the Keeper
of the Bull.

When the gang is in the side room, "Johnnie"
holds the burlap and sees that no one inad-

vertently drops a butt on the deck. While
others make use of the outboard tendency,
he takes them on hunting trips, on fishing

jaunts up the dreamy Pearl (from the first

camp to the last house party). Being a man
of extreme versatility, "John W." was
undecided whether to be a lumberjack, a
bootlegger, or an Elder in the church, but
he's going to stay in the Navy because SHE
likes the uniform, and he likes the outfit.

Buzzard (2)

Life Saver
Keeper of the Bull
Class Football (1)

Crapshooter Extraordinary
(3, 2, 1)

LELAND DEWAR WHITGROVE
"Whit," "Savvy," "L. D."

DeKalb Illinois

HAVING mastered all the arts of a fresh

water sailor at Culver, "Whit" was not
satisfied until he had acquired a coat of salt,

and shipped to the U. S. N. A. Academic
worries were unknown to him, for "Whit"
was a real savoir. The marks of savviness

adorned his collar for two successive years or

as long as they were in style; this proving a
mystery to all those who knew his passion

for Cutex and correspondence.
"Whit" has served time in the Musical

Clubs for four successive years, and can play
anything from a jew's-harp to a calliope,

classical or jazz, drunk or sober. Boy, when
he drops down at that old piano in Smoke
Hall, we sure have harmony.
The old saying that still water runs deep

certainly applies to "Whit." He is a man
of action, not of words, as witness—after

dashing madly up to the fourth deck with
the beaming look of expectancy on his face,

he turns and says, "What, only three letters?"

K^g££g£3^!^^<

Star (4, 3)
Buzzard (2)
Mandolin Club (4, 3, 2, 1)

Managing Editor LuckyBag
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OSBORN ADELBERT KENDRICK
"Doc," "Ken," "P. E." "Eyes."

Cincinnati Ohio

o H! WHO is that man, I just think he's

wonderful. And those eyes; well he's

got me vamped. I'd be his'n fer life." Such
is the usual flow of hop that one hears as
Dr. P. E. Kendrick, L. K., ushers himself
into view. While Osborn Adelbert has had
many names, the only ones to stick have
been "Doc" and "P. E." But that's another
story. "Doc" hails from the wild town of
'

'Cincy , '

' in the center of the Corn Belt. 'Twas
here he received his early training in piloting

—as Mark Twain had done a half century
before on the Mississippi—in the role of
skipper of the Island Queen. If he con-
tinues to follow in the footsteps of his great

prototype, we may yet read the startling tales

of "A Naval Officer in a Moorish Harem."
Already "P. Elm's" fame has spread to far off

Honolulu, where he held the Champion of
Hawaii to a no hit game. Some man!

I

WILLIAM SAMUEL MORRIS
"Bill," "Willie."

Fort Wayne Indiana

N THE Army, "Bill" was called the
flower of Ft. Wayne's youth—he was only

a bud then; look what the Navy did for

him. But, ladies, beware of that demure
and innocent look—he doesn't spend all his

time on that permanent wave—he has a
correspondence list that would bewilder any
expert social secretary. His favorite melody
used to be "Oh What a Pal Was Mary," but
now one hears his divine voice in passionate
rendition of the fascinating strains of "I
Used to Love You but It's all Over Now."
Of course it's not all over because "Willie's"

choice is unlimited. In his Youngster Year,
"Bill" earned the title of H. R.—which in

plain language means home wrecker—it's

the weaker sex that causes the trouble.

Back in his home town he was conferred with
the honorary degree of L. D., which only a
blood can afford in these days of violent

prohibition.

Buzzard (2)
Class Soccer Numerals (2)

Class Track (2)

Class Football Numerals (1)

Buzzard
Company Representative

(4, 3, 2, 1)
Class Swimming (2)

Life Saver
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SIDNEY CLARK
"Sid," "Sparks."

Louisville Kentucky

'OID" IS an exception to the rule that all of

O old Kentucky's sons are wooden. He
is naturally savvy and has found little trouble
in evading the All-Academic's automatic
ousting machine into which so many fall.

"Sidney" doesn't believe in the theories of
efficiencies, and wastes much energy in the
process of locomotion. It is claimed by
efficiency experts that, for every ten foot-

pounds of energy he uses, only one pound does
useful work, the other nine being wasted in

an up and down motion.
Like all savvy men he has his weaknesses,

the greatest being women and the wicked
weed. He held a place on the third Varsity

Crew for two years but his love for "terbacker"

got the better of him and he decided to give

up his seat. He has had but few love affairs

but those few he has had have been of the
most violent form.

EDWIN ROBERT DUNCAN
"Eddie," "Dunk."

Burlington Kentucky

EDDIE" was born in South Dakota but,
being a sailor at heart, he forced his

parents to move out of the desert into the
land where, if water is scarce, moonshine is

plentiful. He started preparing for his naval
career when very young—in fact, he mastered
the art of burning oil at the tender age of six.

At twelve he was the champion shot of his

county—could hit the old box full of saw-
dust every time at twenty yards. Had he
passed his first entrance exam "Dunk"
would be back here now as a D. O. However,
he stuck to it, and after about six trials he
came out the proudest Plebe around these
parts. He professes to be a Red Mike but
we know that he sneaked off and dragged to
the Army-Navy Game. Then, too, judging
from the specials which he writes, and the
delicate blues which he receives, we guess he
is not an absolute teetotaler.
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LEON HAMRICK
"Ham," "Savvy," "Hamfats," "Oscar," "Misty."

Birmingham Alabama

OH WHEE!" "You've heard the boys
count off by threes," "What's the matter

with you, are you in a hop?" "Get away
from this bed, I'll kill you!" So rambles
this tentative engineer. It's been a stormy
voyage and if you don't believe it, he can
show you the marks of wear eternally

stencilled from ears to toes on his rocky
frame.

When he drags it's something to talk

about. Once, as "Jim's" last resort, he
easily got a presentation of the red-ribboned
tile but then, "This will keep me from feeling

sad."

And at the Ring Dance: "Delighted to
nieet you—"(Deep whisper): "It's in my hip
pocket, Smith." Sure, he was at the Class

Supper and now he has this story to relate:

"A night in a bathtub or who stole my
class ring." Still, academically speaking,
the profs all agree "Lots of bull but no action."

REUEL EUGENE SMITH
"Roue," "International," "Horky," "Square."

Boise Idaho

BEING possessed of the firm conviction
that though many a daisy may be born

to blush unseen, it should strive to break
into the limelight as soon as possible, "Smith"
shook off the roadside dust of his native
habitat and mounted the pathway of fame.
Although content to rank with the three-

thirty-fivers, academically, he early demon-
strated marked gymnastic ability. For two
years the coaches pondered the enigma as to
ow his talent might best be displayed,

finally making him first string man on the
coreboard where he performed with grace
and eclat.

While a Second Classman, he was placed
n command of a squad of eight men (includ-

ng "Smith") and it was here that his execu-
tive ability first came to light. However, it

was not another case of "Let the Lower Lights
Be Burning" for "Smitty" soon showed that
he could handle the eight men and a huge
wad of oil at the same time. Some man!
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ARCHIBALD EMIL UEHLINGER
"Uehlie," "Owl."

Kalispell Montana

HONORED by an appointment from a
Congressman (F) and three columns in

the podunk weekly, the "Owl" stowed his

trusty six-gun and came back to civilization.

After the hurricane deck of a cayuse, the
Basement was a big drop—but don't forget

the three columns. After yodeling it for a
long Plebe Year, "Uehlie" will be more discreet

about leaping into the limelight of publicity.

Here, too, he became acquainted with water as

a thirst-quenching fluid—and drinking copious
quantities as a charter member of the Sub
Squad cemented his regard for Mr. Volstead.

With the tendency right, "Uehlie" entertains

the gang with his old guitar and "Frankie."
Youngster Year the wind blew the wrong
way and he and Lillian tangled. So "Uehlie"
wrote "Probation Blues" and tried to bury
his sorrow by dragging. But of all the words
of tongue or pen, the saddest are these—it

might have been. The Army won—and the

Navy claimed another bachelor.

"She gave me that."

"I wouldn't marry a woman that would
marry me."

Log Staff (4, 3)
Class History Editor.Lucky

Bag
Mandolin Club (4, 3, 2, 1)

Probation (3)

p^-rsfct.
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HARRY WILLIAMSON PIERCE
"Beauty " "Savvy," "Cosine."

Lincoln Nebraska

BY NATURE and doctrine "Savvy" is

addicted somewhat to the habit of

precosity, and looking deeper into some
subjects than most people do he has managed
to keep from bilging with a 3.9. At sundry
times when we've returned from some class

with a zip in our hearts and another in the
prof's little red book, we have been greeted
with that "Oh, boy, knocked 'em for a cold

forty—whoopee!" and we felt like ruining

that smiling yet classic frontispiece.

When "Beauty" fell for the Navy, the science

of Chemistry lost a good hootch-maker and
the Basement Rats gained a reinforcement.

Non-reg he started, and continued, until his

intimacy with Lady Fatima gained him
notoriety and probation.

During his travels, as a matter of recrea-

tion and expiation, he has taken some cog-

nizance of women, but it was not until Second
Class June Week that he contracted his really

serious case of feminitis. Then "Beauty" was
convinced that there was a mistake in the
census—there wasn't but one girl in the

United States—another one of the "boys"
lost to civilization.

Log Staff (4, 3)
Feature Editor Lucky Bag
Buzzard (2)
Star (4, 3, 2, 1)

Probation (3)
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SIDNEY EARL
"Earl," "Oil,'

Terre Haute

SOUTHARD
"Sam."

Indiana

Wl
rHAT? You don't know where Terre
Haute is? Say—what's the matter

with you? Are you sick? You wanna learn

something."
Grasp the combination, "Sam"—and Terre

Haute. He left his accustomed place in the
Wabash corner grocery store long ago, but
he hasn't stopped talking about it yet.

Still look what the Navy has done for

"Sam." He is a glittering-eyed serpent, and
as such, has a snake's weakness for the genus
femme, gracing the gym with his dignified

presence of a Saturday evening. Once,
however, we remember how he was bricked.
"Earl" has had the shivers every time he has
seen a pair of crossed eyes since.

"Sam's" vices are indeterminate; his

recommendations two: he can shoot a rifle

and a heavy line. We'd hate to be the bull's-

eye, or the femme he has cornered.

"Say—when's the order about leave com-
ing out?"
"Do you think I can reach Terre Haute

by Friday night?"

WARREN HOWARD MAXWELL
"Max," "Peanuts."

Rockville Indiana

NOT THE least of all these is Warren
Howard, erstwhile of that Rocky Ville

in dear ole Indiana—the home of the homo-
geneous spud.
Somebody in a Juice book once defined

Maxwell as one line of force, but they
busted cold, for this member of the tribe of

Maxwell is a whole damn field of 'em. Light
in weight but with a mighty punch, "Mac"
has followed the teachings of "Spike" Webb
to the finest point. Only an injured nose
prevented him from giving his needed aid in

rounding out a championship Second Class

Team.
For a while "Velvet Joe's" chances seemed

opelessly blighted, when SHE remarked,
Oh Warren! I think you have such a beauti-

ful pomp"—yet that should really throw
no shadows on his future, he'll probably be
O. K. again before the order comes to "man
the boats."

"There comes a time in every man's life

when he wants to ketch and ain't gotta

match."



F.

FREDERIC NICHOLSON
"Freddy," "Nic."

Collinsville Alabama

NIC" and "R. Mike" are rather close to

each other alphabetically but "sho nuff

"

they are not. "No suh!" Does he look like

one who would make the femmes run from
him? And yet, they say all girls are afraid

of snakes. At a recent meeting of some of

the chosen few, he was even presented with
a swatter to protect himself when venturing
outside No. 2 Gate. Although our "lil"

Adonis is a confirmed bachelor, the "Bitter

Half of Man" will always pursue his type.

There are many and varied tales of his

two cruises. Of course he cheered for the
Bull at the fight in Panama; and went either

way, way aloft or way, way below, to catch
the proverbial skag; but, there was absolutely
no excuse for his thoughtlessness in taking
a pair of scissorsJ:o the Royal Hawaiian Hula.
Weep, Brothers, weep!

A]

RAYMOND WAY FOX
"The BlondImp," "Foxy," "Ray,""FoxyGrandpa,"

Morrisville Pennsylvania

ND NOW we approach, with voices
soft and low, the climax of this rhapsody

through which we are passing, the apex of
expression in this conglomeration of trite

phrases and utterances, "Foxy" Fox—the one
and only who rises to the anthem "I have
never been bricked." Fresh from the home
of the mule he reached us, and time has yet
to eradicate the marks of the mule's hoofs.

His simplicity was of such a touching nature
that as a Plebe he was well attended to,' and
for that reason, never had an opportunity to
amend the reg book. Parking his mud hooks
on the Alabama Youngster Cruise, he failed

to kink his vertebrae in an honest attempt
to restore the deck to a virgin whiteness or
put nice steam in the boilers. As we pass to
the light literature to follow, may we cherish
the quaint notion that, though nature has
her whims and moods, may she never again
feel as she felt the day she moulded "Foxy."



CORYDON HALSTEAD KIMBALL
"Dorothy," "Kim."

Los Angeles California

"QOUND off, mister!"

O "Kimball, sir. Hollywood, sir!"

"Any relation to Clara Kimball Young?
Do you know Theda Bara or any of Mack
Sennet's Bathing Beauties? Got any good-
looking women on your locker door?"
An invariable "no" to such questions as

the first two, but—his first disappointment,
after stencilling his name and convict number
on the front of his white works blou, came
when he found that U. S. N. A. Reg. 666
limited him to the use of his locker door for

an art gallery. A lover of everything femi-

nine, he is as independent with the rougher
sex as Nero was with Rome.
The possessor of a lovely "unique" voice,

"Toothless" for a year, "Two-cup" always

—

the latter being his thrice daily ration of the
all-powerful Java, barely acquainted with
the Early Rising and Extra Duty Squads
and a stranger to all others, "el senor Keem-
ball" has led a happy life of ease while a

member of the Regiment of Midshipmen.
"Tiene Ud. un fosforo, Leppert?"

FRED WHITCOMB PIERCE
"Ben," "Freddy," "Ted."

Los Angeles California

\\\

HERE we have "Freddy"—lawyer by
choice, actor by birth, concert soloist

by persuasion, and Midshipman by chance.
Perhaps it is his diversity of talent that is

responsible for his failure to follow any of
the numerous callings to which he has the
entrance requirements—but, in spite of all

temptation to acquire reputation, he remains
a Navy man.

It is rumored that he first signed up in the
choir because some First Classmen thought
that his face would add a light touch to that
dignified organization, but he has thrilled the
;irls with his Sunday morning solos ever
ince.

Pierce is always ready to lend a helping
and and, despite his quiet manner, you will

find that everything he tackles comes through
with a bang, with "Freddy" in the middle
of the detonation. May he always be at

the top of the trajectory.
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JAMES CAMPBELL BLAKE
"Swabo," "Eagle Beak," "Jimmy," "Diz."

Erie Pennsylvania

THE U. S. N. A. his ambition since seven
years of age—think of it! Of course, he

never reckoned on his encounters with Nav,
Steam, Juice, and the others, but somehow
he's kept fooling the Profs right along.

Plebe Year he developed, while answering
such calls as: "Number one, get me some hot
water" or "Mr. Blake, ten more stoop falls."

Then Youngster Year—the snake of snakes,

a veritable reptile. All the girls have likened

him unto Mavis—"simply irresistible." He
fought them off but was overpowered and
asked four of the fair sex to the June Ball.

How he got out of the scrape no one knows.
But, leave it to "Jim!"
Take a look at the handsome youth—Apollo

fades away, banished and outclassed by our
"Great Big Jumping Man," he, whose versa-
tility on the track is equalled only by the
heavy line he feeds the fair ones as he chants
some soulful ballad to an accompaniment on
a harp of heart strings; he, whose chatter, like

his smoking, has just enough "Bull" in it.

Track Squad (3, 2); Track
NA (2)

Log Staff (4, 3)
Lucky Bag

CHARLES FREDERICK HOOPER
"Flat," "Spheroid," "Pretzel," "Worm," "Bade-

duken," "Kewpie," "Prince of Oolong."

Erie Pennsylvania

ON OUR right we have Bancroft Hall

—

on our left we have the Chapel, but
"ladees 'n gentulmun of the Rigimunt," before

us we have "Charles Fritz," the boy from
Erie—he of shredded wheat fame—he who
counts the hearts he's broken on both hands
and his ten little toes and never sheds a tear!

And did you ever hear him sing? Ah!
them soulful eyes, them mouth, them notes

what warbles from that bottomless pit from
which no shredded wheat has ever yet

returned.

Our "Flat," as we see him every Sunday
morning in Chapel—you recall that angel

smile, the halo, and the rest. Just the same,

we know that things aren't always as they seem
and the Prince of Oolong can usually play

a winning part even when tea isn't the only

beverage on the card.

"What's the best town in the U. S., 'Flat?'
"

"Erie, Pa., the home of the Hooper one-hand
handhole plate."

Choir (4, 3, 2, 1)

Glee Club (4, 3, 2, 1)

Log Staff (4)
Lucky Bag
Buzzard (2)
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FROM out in Indiana where the sparkling

waters of the Wabash flow through
fields of new-mown hay, and where the cows
give the famous agricultural yell in green

pastures nearby, came this, our hero, throw-

ing away the hay fork and plowshare to take

up the stadimeter.

Among other things "Charlie" learned

back among the haystacks was the art of

using a pen and brush. His efforts along

these lines have worked havoc among the

femmes at the hops and among his class-

mates in his Steam section. Far be it from
us to underrate a man who can sketch the

main engines of the Tennessee on a reg

blackboard during one recitation period.

All the Prof, said was, "Turn on the steam,

Mr. Ashley, and let's see her run."

Even so, the "Hick" has same good points.

Once he told a D. O. he didn't likd his gum-
shoe methods and was good enough to get

away with it.

1:

JOHN HENRY LEPPERT
"Spots," "Johnny," "Smiles."

Chicago Illinois

OH—I bilged—I haven't got a prayer

—

they wanna make me a cit, but I'll fool

'em! I'll stick around this canoe club till

the semi-anns." But this doesn't mean any-
thing. After a month of this wailing and
gnashing of teeth he drags out a 3.4 or its

equivalent while his optimistic but less

brtunate fellows-in-agony draw blanks.
When he is not otherwise occupied he

rates on—just anything. But don't get
im started. It is as impossible to shut
im up as it is to expect to get by with "Turn
ackward in thy flight, O Time!" at a Juice

exam.
When he saunters down the main drag

of a podunk out West known as Chicago,
the Chief of Police breaks out his reserves

and proceeds to the scene of the riot. Why?
"This handsome photograph * * * ? You can
see by his uniform that he is a FIRST Class-

man at the Annapolis Naval Academy!"
P. S. He plays golf for exercise. That's

his only fault. Fore!
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VERNON HUBER
"Goober," "Boob."

Pleasant Plains Illinois

HE WHO makes talking a pleasure and
"dogs" a necessity. The worst of

"dope fiends," his ears just naturally begin

to itch and wiggle when he overhears those

magic words—"The Corn's messenger's friend

says—." Gossip? Ye gods! He has forgotten

more Crabtown scandal than the Sewing Circle

ever knew.
"Goober" has an ungodly sixth sense for

D. O.'s, but the art came high. Queen
Fatima never had a better court jester, but
he was also the first to grace the royal orders

—

"for the fourth offense." Personally we'd
hate like hell to lose Sep Leave but the gang
came back to find "Goober" a dyed-in-the-

wool snake, not a heart-breaker, but the
every Wednesday-Saturday-Sunday variety

of fusser. She even named the cat after

him.
But these are virtues, golf is his vice. He

took to it like the Sub Squad—hit bottom
and never came up. The sunny line is all

right—even at breakfast on a cold winter
morning—and so is golf, but that combination
from reveille to taps

ROBERT COWAN STRONG, JR.

"Bob," "Joe."

Raleigh North Carolina

ON FIRST glance one would hardly think
the picture represented a hard hombre

who was turned back to us for hazing poor
little Plebes (word now obsolete). You
are right, "Bob" is far from being hard as

long as his rights are not overstepped, but
then—well, don't experiment along that line.

He is the original rhino, always bilging

or resigning—never happy except when drag-
ging the fair sex or wooing the lady Fatima.
Probably the reason for his pleasure in these

two sports is that he can continually swear
off both of them without any intention of

keeping his resolutions. After each hop
"Bob" swears that he is through with the
"wimmen," but then some fair damsel who
just adores his Southern drawl" appears
nd the boy is off again.

'Co'se to hell—ah got a tendency, let's

ketch."
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WILLIAM CYPRIAN CROSS
"Cypress/' "Bill."

Cherokee Alabama

DESCENDED from Twenty-One but not
referring to his antecedent. Meaning:

"Bill" bilged, but returned, satisfied with
Twenty-Two. He's a quiet bird, never
regrets the past, and seems satisfied with
the present.

Youngster Year, Cyprus became interested
in the study of a certain Crustacea, just out-
side the wall. But the dream of romance
was unfulfilled, for he received one of those
"We can still be friends" little letters. Was
"Bill" rhino? Hell no, not while his supply
of Fats held out. Women are conveniences,
but Fats are a necessity.

"Bill" is either unlucky, or non-reg, for

he has had several disputes with the Execu-
tive Department, and has seen as much of
the East Coast States under Personally
Conducted Tours as any of us.

"The less people know about you the
better."

RAYMOND CALVERT CULLI
"Ray," "Bud."

^ Gadsden Alabama

BEING an alumnus of Marion Military
Institute, "Ray" should be regness per-

sonified. But, linking things military with
"Ray" is like suggesting speed to a mess moke
—it isn't done. He's reg—so long as regs
don't interfere with his purpose.
Back in the old days, "Ray's" ambition was

to become a lawyer, thereby sending some
upreme Court Judge back to the farm, but
a wandering jazz Ensign went through Ala-
bama by mistake and one sight of a Naval
Officer (?) settled "Ray's" destiny.

He didn't develop any pronounced reptilian

tendencies until Second Class Year when he
met the W.,B. and A. from Washington so often

that all the trainmen spooned on him.
Of athletics, "Ray" favors chasing the elusive

pigskin, and the ease with which he galloped

out and won his football numerals showed
that his efforts were well directed.

He's quiet, but—well, witness Honolulu
and Panama.

"She'll never get my ring!"

"Got 'ny chow?"
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WILSON BALDWIN McCANDLESS
"Venus."

Davenport Iowa

BILLY" (at home, but Venus with us
in the Navy), hails from Davenport, and,

like Mark Twain, obtained his first experi-

ences as a mariner on the Mississippi River.
He later gained knowledge of submarine
tactics at the famous Culver School. He
soon mastered the arts offered there and
became a champion plunger. He therefore

sought new fields to conquer and came to
the Naval Academy as quite a distinguished

water dog.

Plebe Year he at once came into prominence
as chairman of the reception committee
of the Broom Club. This experience, besides
reducing his avoirdupois, gave him wonderful
training to be used in later years. His
frequent week-end leaves made him quite
a stranger at times, but his good fortune
did not follow him in his dealings with Lady
Fatima, Lord Chesterfield, and Mada:
Omar Aroma.

f

sNt (3, 2)

JAMES ELLIS BAKER
"Bake," "Jimmy."

Fort Worth Texas

EVEN in the distant wilds of Texas this

rootin'—tootin'—pistol shootin' young
man heard the call of the far-off sea and
journeyed forth in search of romance and
adventure. Only those who know the inside

dope on that wild night in Lisbon can under-

stand how thoroughly his ambitious quest

was satisfied!

As he was gifted with a naturally non-reg

disposition, "Bake" had no trouble in soon

becoming a charter member of the Cross

Country Club. It was indeed unfortunate

that this mania for walking caused him to

spend five, instead of the usual four, years

in the University, but if it had been otherwise

he would never have encountered such stir-

ring adventures as he met with in sunny

Portugal. He has a very subtle sense of

humor for he is usually smiling at Extra

Duty, and the exercise involved has developed

his appetite to an alarming degree. James
is a cynic on the subject of femmes; to him
"a skirt's a skirt, even if it's on a cow."
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KARL AUGUST THIEME
"Oswald," "Thesis," "Oscar," "Carlos."

Lafayette Indiana

CARLUS Augustus Thieme, of Irish .de-

scent until after the armistice, hails

from the Hoosier State. The old axiom
that, "A good soldier makes a good sailor,"

was once again demonstrated: because of

his previous experiences at Western and
Marion Institute, he missed the awkward
squad and sat back and chuckled at the
boots.

"Thesis" is a firm believer in the Red
Cross, for his sleeveless sweater was donned
in October, not to be removed from him
until March—and then by force. He has
that easygoing, never worry disposition and
sticks close to his motto, "If God sends rain,

rain is my choice." This, however, does
not prevent him from singing the blues after

every NavP-work, but the way he can navigate
F Street makes one think that he is a stellar

navigator.

The Deb is yet to be that can snow "Thesis"
under, but not until he is given a gang of
fellows and a Fat or that terrible pipe is

he in his element.

GEORGE NEWTON STREETMAN
"Foggy," "Chauncey," "Newtie," "Stoney."

Marion North Carolina

'"T^HE Navy gained another notable victory

JL over the Army when "ChaunceyV
love of adventure and the sea overcame his

Napoleonic genius as an Army Officer; and,

instead of being a Kaydet, he became one
of the Pampered Pets. After Plebe and
Youngster Year, having mastered the ec-

centricities of the elusive tendencies and the

complicated holds of the wrestling mat,
this budding genius, like Alexander of old,

looked around for other worlds to conquer.

With such a comprehensive training it was
fitting that our hero should choose as his

ext field of conquest the unfathomable
eart of woman. In this line of endeavor
e has no peer for, equipped with a massive

bulk and eloquent tongue, the gentle ladies

flocked to him like buzzards around carrion.

leg
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RUPERT RILEY DEESE
"Deese, Aye, Aye, Sir," "Dizzy."

San Saba Texas

"THvIZZY DEESE," the delicious little

_L/ devil, has dedicated his existence to

two ideals: a life job on the Weak Squad,

and science. He first puckered the brow
of Einstein while on Youngster Cruise when
he attempted to hatch a crate of eggs in

his bunk. Experience taught him that,

whatever else he might be, he was no chicken.

Extraordinary as it may seem, he has yet

to arouse the amusement of one of the soprano

sex by his cemetery hill brace and his swabo
in the school of masculine beauty. Dear
"Dizzy" dimmed the spotlight Second Class

Year by protesting to The Evening Capitol

when the commissary department charged

him for extra chow. Deese maintains that,

since nature endowed him with a large facial

cavity and forty-two molars to fortify it, he

should use them to full capacity. It is said

that, while in a pie race Youngster Cruise,

his ears became jammed with blueberries.

He has never regained his hearing. In

leaving this simple subject with a compound
appearance, remember this: Nature was
harsh with him, and we should always follow

nature.

PETE" once had visions of great things

in law but all his prospects were shot
before he came amongst us.

Still we soon learned to give him the right

of way in all arguments: he airs his views
equally well in Latin, Russian, Lithuanian,

Magyar, Portuguese, Spanish, Italian, German,
or French; not to mention English or Profane.

To say the least, he has always kept his

Company sat in Dago.
Since probation Youngster Year, "Nemo"

has held himself aloof from anything that

wears a sword—a policy which he says any-
one near the top will vouch for.

"Pete" was booted from the ranks of Red
Mikes early in his career for dragging con-

sistently from Baltimore, but we have our
own hunch that the O. A. O. lives back in

Kulpmont, wherever that is.

"Sir, do you think the plotting room would
be of any real value in time of battle?"
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WALTER ELLIS GIST
"Joe Gish."

Enid Oklahoma

HERE we have him, tranquil "Joe Gish,"
a handsome, rosy-cheeked youth from

the oil fields of "Oklahomy." He is gifted

with a military physique that would vie

with that of the best of Pointers; which
perpetual Plebe brace, connected with his

unobtrusive, sombre aspect (even to the end
of Youngster Year), gave the Upperclassmen
at infantry drills the impression that he was
a Plebe, and as a Plebe he suffered.

His athletics are restricted to tennis "y
nada mas que tennis." "Gee, the best day
in the world for a real game of Country Club
tennis." The strains of his ukelele give

the signal for reveille, release, and tattoo.

"Gish" is the original Red Mike. Several
girls have had the "honor" of making "Joe's"
acquaintance during his academic career,

but to no avail.

"Say, 'Joe,' how is it to drag for me?"
"Aw g'wan, Elmer! I ain't gonna drag

no Myrtle around here. No, not even
never."

LLOYD DALLAS FOLLMER
"Dit," "Skeeter," "Josephine."

Nelson Nebraska

WHEN the W., B. and A. stopped in

Crabtown, "Dit" was confronted
with the enforced suspension of his journey,
so he stepped down to the vermilion cobble-
stones, so unlike the rolling plains of faraway
Nebrasky," and decided to investigate.

Now "Skeets" didn't say much but he
started right in to find out the inside dope

the game, and, as a result, we have the
ost efficient little work dodger in the Navy.

If you want to hear him chuckle, just ask
him how many times he has ever manned
a drag or a squeegee.

Dit's" encounters with the more deadly
sex are few, and yet, he can't be styled a Red
Mike—just can't be bothered. He has simply
ever shown a predilection for their presence.

From the cold, clammy environs of the
basement, he blossomed forth a breezy
Youngster, and although fundamentally reg,

"Dit" has tangled occasionally with the
Executive Department, sometimes coming
off second best.

He believes in higher education.
"Aw—come on—knock that off!"
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EDWARD BENJAMIN ARROYO
"Eddie," "Arrows," "Fienchy," "I. C."

New Orleans Louisiana

'TT^DDIE" came in the place with high

P> ideals and he's never lost sight of his

goal. He always liked those responsibility

jobs, while he used to veritably eat up that

"Assistant Take Charge" stuff. Efficiency

—

that's "Frenchy" all over.

Academically, it was quite a grind but
he's always pulled through even if he did get

so confused that he attempted to find his

latitude by adding the Index Correction to

the Greenwich Mean Time. That was prob-

ably due to the fact that he was planning

some complicated infantry maneuver to

dazzle the Old Man at Second Class Exec,

that afternoon—for "Eddie" usually officiated

as three striper on such momentous occasions.

For a regulation room we refer you to

one with E. B. Arroyo's name plate over the

door. He roomed with Personne for many
months and those two guys kept the reggest

room in the Regiment—in fact, it was so

reg that the Old Man got bald trying to find

his daily "One Particular."

S3

^1

KENMORE MATHEW McMANES
"Mac," "Ken."

Marion Ohio

McMANUS; McManz; McManes (every-
body pronounces it differently, so suit

yourself) from Marion, Ohio. What more
appropriate way of introducing this young
Buckeye than to mention his home town
which claims two such noble and notable
citizens as Kenmore McManus and Warren
Harding.
Any of you like singing? Of course, I

mean good singing, none of this tenor virtuoso
(stress on the virtue-o-so) type that one
so often hears the Salvation Army wail forth,

as^they plaintively chant "Oh, Where's My
Wandering Boy Tonight?" with the ac-

companying chorus "Down By The Gas
House, etc." But, to return to the key-
note of this musical business, if you ever feel

lonely during the wee small hours of the
morning and long for the noises of the farm,
just get Kenmore to come around and sing

for you before breakfast.

As a snake Kenmore always rated right

among 'em, until—until—well, until SHE
up and married that doggone "cit."



A

GERALD ABBEY STACEY
"Abe," "Gas," "Chaise."

San Francisco California

BE" came out of the West with the

idea that California was the original

site of the Garden of Eden, and after four

years have passed, we find him with the same
opinion. If he was a real estate agent he
would be a millionaire by now.

His was a forceful introduction into Aca-
demy life. The first Sunday of Plebe Year
during a visit to the Barracks his collar got
tight, and -he opened it. He heard the last

of it June Week. Then his memorable work
in the Bum Wad that evening set the world
afire.

For one thing, he does his own thinking.

Once he gets an idea he sticks to it. Some-
times it causes him quite a bit of trouble,

but if he believes he is right, he'll argue with
even the Superintendent.

:fc

OMER ARCHIBALD KNEELAND
"Doughboy," "Soak," "Crow."

Princeton Maine
" the innocent sleep,

Sleep that knits the ravell'd sleeve of care,

The death of each day's life, sore labor's

bath,

Balm of just minds, great nature's second
course,

Chief nourisher in life's feast.
—

"

SO SAID Macbeth, and so believes the
Doughboy. He hasn't heard reveille

since the balmy June morn of Plebe Year
when he arose a bonne heure in order to
indulge in a cold shower under the super-
vision of "the boys." He sleeps during
study hours and he sleeps during recitations.

If sleep had a multiple of three he would
have starred cold.

Despite his desire to caulk the "Soak" has
a quick-acting brain. His class standing
is not the only thing that corroborates this

statement. For one day in Norway when
the sun was rising at 1.45 he conceived the
idea of having a gyrene look the other way
while he scrambled over the forecastle. If

you think it worked, read his works,"Seeing
Europe on Six Liberties."
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HOWARD HOGAN
"Mai," "Malachi," "Dinty."

Oakland California

WHAT'S this? What's this?"

"That's a veil, sir."

"Put him on the report for unauthorized
article in room."

"But, sir, I was keeping it for a young lady

at a hop and forgot to return it."

"Well, aren't the memories it recalls worth
twelve demerits?" "No sir, she was a brick."

But still J. J. insisted and "Mai" went down.
On the baseball diamond, "Mai" fared better.

His noise, his fun, and his ability to slap the

ball on the nose often livened things up.

"Mai" has also proved his ability to wallop

things other than baseballs. As the ine-

briated Cowboy of the Tia Juana Bar he
drew this praise from the Superintendent:

"These Second Classmen are certainly

good actors. One would think that cowboy
was really intoxicated."

And as Commander-in-Chief of the P. and
M. Navy he is conceded to be batting well

over .400.

Once, though, "Mai" nearly struck out

—

Juice Reexam First half 2.50

Second half 2.50 Average 2.50

Baseball Squad (4, 3, 2);

N (2)
Football Squad (2, 1); Cap-

tain "French Fries" (1)
Too Drunk for Pink N
The Clan (4, 3, 2, 1)

NORMAN ARNO PEDERSEN
"Pete," "Piedmont," "Lum."

Chicago Heights Illinois

NO WONDER the boy's a oiseau with the
ladies: he's so big, and strong, and

handsome. And the way he wrinkles his

neck is so cute. If he only had a little more
hair on his gonk: but, if olive oil, Watkin's
mulsified, and castor oil won't restore it,

what will?

With Steam as Judge and Skinny as
Prosecuting Attorney, "Pete" was granted
a divorce from his French wife, Lionel Jules
Beauvais Jeanmard, Youngster Year. But
his was not to be a bachelor's life, so he
hitched himself to a husky colleen and has
lived happily ever since.

He was a Bare-Axer the first part of Plebe
Year and an industrious disciple of Nolan
and Christoph the latter part, a most apt
pupil as many of Twenty-Four's members
will testify.

A reduced Navy holds no fears for "Pete,"
for he'll go back to the steel mill, or, if the

Eighteenth Amendment is repealed, he'll

'tend the bar once more.

lass Football Numerals
(2, 1)

lass Boxing (2)
lass Track (3, 2);

merals (2)
Wrestling Squad (3)

The Clan (4, 3, 2, 1)

Nu-

:
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EDWARD BURNAM CURTIS
"Eddie," "Ed," "Barrel."

New Orleans Louisiana

AND then the Duke of York says to me,

says he, as he finally went under, 'Take

charge, Curtis. You're a better man than

I am, Drinka Gin.' No, I don't suppose

I would have won, only me, King, Gal, and
the boys had been training in Belgium for

a month before." No, we haven't heard

the last of "Eddie's" adventures as a member
of the Olympic Team, and we don't expect

to. He never runs out. Then, too, ever

since his younger days, he's always been
able to think faster than he could talk.

Many who have admired his striking

features have guessed, and rightly too, that

he is possessed of royal blood. Yes indeed,

he holds no less a title than Prince. When
only a Plebe, he won this position over the fair

kingdom of Eastport, but despite superhuman
efforts he still is forced to take precedence

next after ex-Midshipman Hog Murray.

Track N (4, 3, 2); Captain
(1)

Olympic Team, 1920
Boxing Squad (3, 2, 1)

The Clan (4, 3, 2, 1)

HENRY LAWRENCE PARRY
"Henny," "Mick," "Pop."

Elmhurst Long Island

WHAM! Bang! Zip! Give me room!"
Thus enters the hero, "Pop," into

the story. Hard? Ask the Plebes. Does
he carry a hefty punch? Ask those whom
he has met in friendly fistic combat. He
has had to fight a long battle against the
Academic Departments. Snake? He's the
original serpent, lounge lizard, reptile with
the women. He's nothing more nor less than
"God's own gift to them." When they
don't fall for him he gets them anyway:
Cave man stuff! His line flows continually

—

always with good ones.

He is one of "the boys." Non-reg? Exit
Christmas Leave as the result of receiving

an accumulation of demerits. Of all "Pop's"
characteristics there is one that stands out
above all the rest: He says what he means
and means what he says. He is or he is not
your friend and God pity you if you are not
his friend.

Class Boxing (2)

Class Football (3,2)
Class Baseball (3, 2)

Expert Rifleman
Class Basketball (4, 3, 2)
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CLINTON WILLIAM BLOUNT
"Clinty," "Babe," "Bill."

Fort Worth Texas

BORN in the land of the cactus; caressed
by the subtle perfume of North Fort

Worth, high, dry, and windy; mothered
'neath the hands of beautiful Southern
belles; "Bill" grew to be a husky lad. As
he progressed in years his ambitions turned
him toward the portals of that illustrious

institution, the United States "Academie
Navale." Whether he was predestined to
become an admiral no one can say, but we
guess intuition has led his faltering footsteps

to a lot worse places.

The episode of Christmas Leave, his

Second Class Year, on leaving the O. A. O.
still bring sweet memories as the clouds of
day dreams roll by. Best of all was the
time the fair femme told him his line wasn't
even a thread, the only moment Clinton
was ever non-plussed. His failing for beau-
tiful women has often led him astray but he
swears he's fallen only once. Well, time
alone can tell!

EDWARD RANDOLPH GARDNER, JR.

"Erg," "Randolph," "Gardner."

Monticello Indiana

NONE of us can ever forget the famous
beauty contest in which Randolph was

disqualified for his beard being too long.

Many a fair damsel has met her fate when
she gazed into his grey eyes shaded by their

long black eyelashes.

Loyalty? He has it—why just ask him
whether Indiana clothed her youth with
overcoats during the Civil War. Again,
with the three cruises he has made, whether
the argument is for the best or the worst
ship he can convince you that the "Whiskey,"
"South C," and "No Hope" qualify in either

class. Incidentally, he made the Royal
Order of the Black Diamond, the Squilgee
Club, and the Ki Yi Fraternity hands down.
As for women, he has taken his fun where

he found it and has learned a lot from them
all. He falls hard and, though he's recovered
each time so far, some day he may com-
pletely collapse and meet his final doom.

tbggsgjggg^g^i
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GEORGE FLORRIE WATSON
"Watstein," "George."

Shellman Georgia

' \TON, monsieur, je ne suis pazissi au-
X\l jourd'hui-bienque quoique qu'est-ce que
autrefois"—and yet George is desirous of
being assigned duty in Paris immediately
upon graduation. As to his past, though,
let us disregard it entirely for it is too scarlet

for even us to print—George claims to have
always been a dyed-in-the-wool Red Mike.
Still, at home they furnish him with a per-

sonal body guard to keep the dear things
at a respectful distance.

George has also been overburdened with
propositions from the Pullman Company,
having a standing offer to become Chief-
of-Staff with the sole duty of naming new
cars—an offer extended when it was learned
that he had named himself. He claims he
didn't like his original name but, after looking
at the middle one above, we sometimes
wonder what that original could have been.
Still, he's satisfied—for to hear him, "Of all

the people I know in this man's Navy I

believe I like Watson best."

DANIEL WARD HARRIGAN
"Skontz," "Hooligan," "Hap," "Diz," "Dan,"

"Ward."

Lebanon New Hampshire

#5S3

WARD has made himself famous for his

heroic opposition to the efforts of the
"All Academics" to make him a "cit," his
high mark in math for the four years being
a two-five-o-o-one. As he has a weakness
for the girls he is always to be seen giving
his own special edition of the toddle—see
Durgin for a demonstration—and we can
always hear some sweet young thing mur-
muring, "Oh, don't you think he looks exactly
like Conway Tearle?" He is still dizzy from
the shock he received on First Class Leave,
so dizzy that he lost a class pin on exactly
two hours' acquaintance.
The fact that there are no letters or nu-

merals on him isn't because he hasn't tried,

because he has done everything once or
twice. After all is said and done, "Dan" is

about what you would expect a big Irishman
to be, and may the gods keep the girl he
went to see from finding out he gave the
other girl the class pin.
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JERAULD LOCKWOOD OLMSTED
"Jerry"

Des Moines Iowa

JERRY" is a shining example of what
David M. Roth, Horlick's Malted Milk,

and an individual toothbrush can do forone.

Born way back in nineteen hundred, perhaps
(the year the grasshoppers were so bad), his

earliest ambition was to enter the pearly

gates of the Oyster College. Eighteen years

passed and he had a new aim—"Grease,

grind, graduate."
His previous condition of servitude in the

See, Save, and Serve outfit gave him a three-

fold advantage over the rest of us—a salty

line, a terrible vocabulary when riled, and
an ability to make three cruises without

essaying the slightest menial labor.

When it comes to writing a statement

which will prove the truth of the impossible

without even the slightest trace of distortion

of facts the Academy Lawyer is there, but
you bring your own ink and official paper.

He tries to be hard (oh my yes!), but winds
up by garrulously handing out dope, straight

or otherwise. "Hence the Pyramids."
"Fox 'em all! I never came into this outfit

to work."

RAYMOND PAUL COFFMAN
"Ray," "Coffie."

Philadelphia Pennsylvania

"/^\H, he's small but so stocky and so

V/ light on my feet" was the way one
admiring chaperon sized up the above insult

to the photographer's art in a discourse with
his loving "wiff." For, no matter what
else one can accuse "Ray" of, he certainly

has one strong trait, a penchant for dragging

a poor, unsuspecting friend to the chaperon's

corner each Saturday night and there, after

introducing said friend with the usual flowing

Navy line, leaving him to his fate while the

perpetrator of the crime goes off to read

palms for the balance of the evening.

"Ray's" only other fault is smoking—he
will clutch one occasionally. For a long

while this was the dark and hidden, secret

of his life for SHE did not approve: and then,

just before First Class Cruise, SHE handed
him a package, saying, "Smoke them on the

Cruise." As "Ray" now says, "Aw hell, what's

the use of trying to bluff a woman anyway."

s5s3SSSi=s§: :s

Editor-in-Chief Lucky Bag
Soccer Squad (4, 3, 1); Man-

ager (1)

Class Soccer Numerals (2);

Manager (2)

Ring Committee
Star (4, 3, 2, 1)

Buzzard (2)

Wk? Company] {Representative

(4, 3, 2, 1)

Soccer Squad (4, 3, 1); Cap-
tain (1) aNf (1)

Class Soccer Numerals (2);

Captain (2)
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DONALD SIDLEY EVANS
"Deacon," "Don."

Wausau Wisconsin

*T^\EACON" arrived early with his savvy
l^J looks, bony knees, and ukelele; but that

was the last time he was ever early—late

blast has been his signal for formation ever

since. He is never on time unless there be
"one of the many" waiting. Still he does
his share when there's a party on, always
managing, however, to turn up next morning
the same innocent li' fellow. Taxi seats

are narrow—sometimes! (Rest deleted by
censor.)

"Don" with his ukelele in search of a Fat
is like the Salvation Army in search of

converts and money—once you hear him
coming you get ready to surrender all in

order to keep him quiet! Cosmo, though,
has taken as much of his study hours as

borrowed skags. "Deacon" is just naturally

cosmopolitan, in fact, he is at home in the
gym, comfortable in the fireroom, but happy
only when he's broken another femme's
heart.

~#-

CHARLES CAMPBELL BROWN
"C. C."

Mt. Vernon Illinois

O not considered the most polite form of

address, even in the mess hall. Whereupon
the D. O. waxed wroth and did visit Charles
with a most severe punishment. Yea, verily,

in lieu of being thrust into the mouth of the
Fiery Furnace he was forced to stand at

attention near the jaws of the Calipers,

while instead of confinement in the Lion's

Den he was thrust upon the Pap with a thud
which resounded for forty D's. Thus "C. C."
became known to fame and the Executive
Department.

Charles received his first military training

at Marion Institute but we can't hand
Colonel Murphee any roses on the dear boy's

brace, for he seems to be lacking in that
sign of respect for authority which is so es-

sential for a would-be officer. Still, those

Alabama women managed to score heavily
for he's Academic champion at the great

indoor sport of letterwriting. "Mon Dieu,
Delysia."
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WHITAKER FORCHA RIGGS
"Christian Bill," "Will," "Caveman," "Literary."

Covington Louisiana

DOWN inLouisana, "Bill" was recognized

as the woodenest man that ever tried

the Annapolis entrance exams. "Mr. Arroyo
will stand one in the class; Mr. Curtis may
get by; but Mr. Riggs, you haven't a prayer,"

said the old pedagogue. And now "Bill"

leads the trio—academically, at least.

"Wheat-taker," like all of us, has his little

idiosyncracies—on his only frenching ex-

pedition somehow he got the idea that he
was playing hare and hound for he left a
pack of his visiting cards near the wall as a
clue to his whereabouts; and, as for singing,

it is still a matter of deep discussion whether
"Bill" sings because of a love of music or

simply to stop all others who may have
vocal aspirations. His best one, though,
was Plebe Year, when he sat on "infinity"

for an entire meal—(infinity turning out to

be another Plebe's knee)—and won a "spoon"
for his "exceptional physical abilities."

IV

HARRY CLEVELAND GARRISON
"Garry," "Slim," "Jazz."

Anderson South Carolina

ATTENTION to orders. Fourth of

July, 1918, etc., etc., ad infinitum."

That was the first chance "Slim" had to

demonstrate his love for shooting a line,

and he hasn't stopped since. He was acting

in the capacity of Battalion O. O. D. then,

but, due to the continual inspections by the

D. O's., it was his last appearance.
When with the girls he always spreads it

on thick, as the many who have dragged
with him will vouch—to their sorrow. "Who
are you dragging this week, 'Slim'?" "No-
body, I'm only escorting." And luck? Say,

in a blind drag he'd draw a queen if the other

boys were all dragging paving material.

"Slim" is an original S. C. caulking hound,
except when on leave, and then they won't give

him a chance. It's hell to be popular. How-
ever, a Christmas Leave in New York nearly

weaned him from the home podunk ways.
As he says before an exam, "It rests with

the Lord."
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EDWARD ROBISON DURGIN
"Ed," "Eddie."

Palmyra New Jersey

" T? DDIE" used to be quite a favorite back
X_> in the old home city (?), both on the

gridiron and diamond—in short, he was the

"Pride of Palmyra." His athletic abilities

soon claimed our attention here, for he has
been a bright spot, first on class teams, then
on the 'varsity squads. Who can forget how
he stepped into Hogan's place as catcher

and starred after but one night's practice

behind the bat? Big hand for Durgin!
Exams have persistently endeavored to

run "Durgie" on the rocks, but he always
turns to with the downright, honest-to-good-

ness punch that keeps men-o'-war steaming
straight in column—and pulls through with
flying colors. "Salty" is true blue and every-

one of us who has been fortunate enough to

know him values him as a steadfast friend.

And down in Connecticut a lassie waits for

the day when her young Lochinvar will

come up from the waves, and then—"Until

death do us part."

ROBERT ANDREW KNAPP
"Knapp" "Texas," "Leatherneck."

Calvert Texas

IT'S FROM the sagebrush and cactus.
Months of training at the hands of the

famous Nolan and Abdullah combination
produced a rough customer that made them
all gasp, when he went home.
The combination of alkali and salt crust

was too much for Robert's gonk and
another year will see him the proud father
of a shining pate. Possessed of a line that
would bewitch Munchausen, his delight is

to hold a roomful of open-mouthed listeners

spellbound with his tales of real red-blooded
adventure.
Although he has not made his letter in any

sport one would not call him entirely lazy—only
about ninety-nine per cent. "Gambler" has
his name on the list of those prominent in the
Mongolian polo circles, as well as the charter
membership list of the Galloping Domino and
African Golf Clubs.
"Women? Tell 'em you love 'em and all

that stuff, they expect it."
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ALBERT VINCENT KASTNER
"Al."

Chambersburg Pennsylvania

THOSE Hairs! Much worry and much
Mulsified Cocoanut Oil has gone into

their composition. Despite the fact that he
is usually busy gathering the shekels for the

LUCKY BAG and divers shady propositions,

"Al" has managed to keep Mr. Bennet busy,

for the demand must be satisfied, even in

Lisbon.
And efficient? Yes, indeed, the original

fish of efficiency. "Now I know, see!" Yet
he's way behind on the dragging proposition.

When "Al" comes down with a greasy "I'm
dragging a keen woman tonight" you can
generally give her a 1 .3 if she gets the buzzer.

Ever since a certain blind drag he has been
wary, but the average will never be sat.

His worries are many, but the chief one of

these has been the correction of his classmates'

wayward tendencies. He's a true evangelist

in the cause of military conduct. He believes

in "Love Me Little but Love Me Long," and
he is short.

ROBERT WILLIAM BEDILION
"Bob."

Marietta Ohio
"T7E GODS, end this Academy life

X And make two lovers happy,"
might be an appropriate plea for the above
specimen of the photographer's art. "Bob,"
although a bear with the ladies, is still essen-

tially a "one woman man." But, with all his

winning ways, he has been a source of keen
disappointment to his Academic wife. De-
spite three years' constant attempts to instill

into him the West Point code of honor, "Bob"
remains incorrigible.

Wine, Women, and Song—these three are

his greatest weaknesses. His bellowing voice

makes him at all times a general nusiance;

women alone were the cause of that six

hundred dollar bill at Caldwell's; and if it

hadn't been for the wine, he'd have known
why "that damn fool called the fellow a
captain when he only had a stripe and a half."

"Bob" prides himself on being savvy. We
often doubt this last, but at least, he can run
anything in the machine shops. "Gee, ye
broke it, didn't ye?"

He's an awfully sweet boy, though, and
he usually gets what he's after, especially if

it's food—in any form.

Manager Lucky Bag
Log Staff (4, 3, 2); Circula

tion Manager (3, 2)
Class Tennis (3, 2)
Class Soccer Numerals (2)
Choir (4, 3, 2, 1)

Glee Club (4, 3, 2, 1)
Buzzard (2)
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GORDON MOSES
"Greek," "Petit," "Mose."

Concord, New Hampshire

EY, 'MOSE,' late blast, turn out!"

"Uh-h-h!" 'Twas ever thus, which
accounts for Gordon's exceptional success

on the Early Rising Squad. This angel-

faced Red Mike is one whom the girls would
go wild about if he'd ever give them a chance.

Only once was he known to break forth, but,

verily, verily, it was a heavy drag. "That's

all right, Mr. Moses, you haven't got a spoon
like mine." It's a pity that he doesn't honor
the hops more, for he admits himself that he
frequently dances while on leave. We're
inclined to believe, though, that the Greek
doesn't love to dance half as much as he
dances to love. His only consistent love is

the fair Lady Fatima, whom he drags persis-

tently.

No one ever really appreciated "Petit's"

sterling worth, however, until on the cruise

to Hawaii when he and "Monty" got the
"Minnie" into port on time.

"Not such a bad watch, eh, 'Monty'?"
"Damn good, I thought. 'Nite Gordon!"

N°,;

MILO RYAN WILLIAMS
"Beta," "Milo," "Bill."

White Cloud Kansas

GIRLS, he won't bite: that hard
look only means he's hungry. Plebe

Year he fell a little behind on the food and
he's never pulled sat.
x
- "Rhino" never fussed much until Second
Class Year when, one Sunday night, he came
in from liberty and changed the good word
to "Gosh damn, met a hell of a keen woman
this afternoon." And he's been off on a
tangent ever since.

"Milo" is one of the extremely unfortunate
men who not only have no trouble in getting

their 2.50 but who, if they get a 3.00, feel

bilged. "Gosh damn."
"Milo" heard the call of the sea way out

in Kansas and now the Sunflower State sees

her manly son only once a year. The Navy
surely has a hold on him. He'd really be
happy if "that gosh damn 'Shorty' would
only tuck the sheets in at the bottom" and
protect his lanky limbs from the cold winter
air; "Shorty" being the one disappointment
in his life.
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CLARENCE EARL VOEGELI
"Charley," "Vogy," "Vogeljelly."

Bozeman Montana

O 1

West, there were holes in his trousers

and patched was his vest."

But all that's been changed since he hung
the sacrificial lock up in the Midshipman's
Barber shop and carefully hid his last HI'

memento of a wild and wooly past—the
trusty six-shooter that won him his name of

"One-Gun Charlie" back in Bozeman's Polka
Dot Saloon. Since arriving here, he has
devoted his efforts towards punching the
bull's-eye rather than to the more exacting

sport of playing William Tell with tenderfeet.

If we had gotten dress suits (may we give

thanks for all small favors) "Charlie" would
have displayed a "little bit of Heaven" upon
the collar of his. But he's generous with his

twinkling star and lights our wooden way
with the sweet music of "It's fruit."

Editor's note: This last paragraph was
written prior to the fatal Thanksgiving Hop
when straight-jackets became once more the
uniform for all punishment periods on the
dance floor.

THOMAS JOSEPH RAFTERY
"Raft," "Goo-Goo," "Irish."

Milford Massachusetts

WHEN St. Pat lured his pet snakes*from

Ireland, "Raft" was among the wrig-

glers present. Cross-country wriggling failed

to appeal to this Irish snake from the State

of Massachusetts (and laziness), so, while the

rest of the See-America-First Reptile Society

glided about Crabtown and vicinity "Raft"

drew in his tail and coiled up in Bancroft

ready to wrap himself round a Calc book and
slip stick, just to prove that Massachusetts'

fame as the home of mathematical geniuses

was well founded. "Tom" left nothing on
the Emerald Isle by which the natives could

remember him—not even his long-distance,

record-breaking, confetti-handling ability, as

evidenced during his demonstrations with the

detachable crockery in the old wings.

"Raft" would split the last peanut in the

sack, during a Crabtown movie, with anyone

appearing to have a desire for it—truly the

acme of generosity.

Star (3, 2)

Rifle Team (3, 2); Cham-
pion Intercollegiate Rifle

Team, 1921 ; rNt (3, 2)

Expert Team Rifleman
Buzzard (2)
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ALAN RICHARDSON NASH
"Nish," "Gran'pa," "Gramp."

Washington District of Columbia

THIS long, gawky biped arrived from
Washington one salt-tinged morning with

a huge clump of mouldy mud clinging des-

perately to his shanks. Ambling shame-
facedly into Carvel, he related how his first

vision of a career was tainted by the lure of

cornfields and graceful scarecrows. But
it seems the light was shown when one week
the podunk news-gatherer appeared with a
half tone of the "Whiskey" on theweather page.
That settled it. The pale adolescence of his

twelve years awoke to this greater call, "Non
sibi sed patria," which is old Italian for

"You'll never get rich, you little twitch."
Above all, he is famous for his unique voice.

"Twenty with the left, twenty with the right,

and twenty-five with both." We've heard
that he's an awful hard worker, but let me
state it ain't so. He's a helluvah good boy,
but he's just as careful of over doing as the
rest of us.

JAMES ARMISTEAD MITCHELL
"Jimmy," "Mitch."

Conway Arkansas

MR. YOUNGSTER! Mr. Youngster! Dog-
gone your soleful yell. For the last

thirty minutes I've tried to get your atten-

tion and every time you look at me you
wiggle like a bullpup with a fishbone in his

face. Mr. Youngster, maybe you don't know
who I am. I'm James Armistead Mitchell

from Mitchell County, Ark., where a man
can't hang his face out of the top story

window without having it riddled with
buckshot and where you chase the wildcats

off your porch every morning before breakfast.

When I was five years' old I had my first pair

of trousers, made of buckskin. When I was
en years' old I had a kick, the pride of

itchell County. Defame the name of

"Mitch— ,

" not by the twenty-three ears of the

twelve apostles. Mr. Youngster, you may
cage up the American eagle, or toddle with
the Goddess of Liberty, but make a Mitchell

remove the number of days with his nose,

ell's bells! No!

Y< •«» i,,,,, " BS9)
'.'•MM t.iV.V,'.' HI

m>k ^
Class Football Numerals

(2, 1)

Class Track Numerals (2)
Track Squad (4, 3)

Football Squad (3, 2)

Class Lacrosse (2)
Track Squad (4)
Lucky Bag
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LYMAN ANDREWS STOHR

"Lyman," "Lemon," "Oscar."

Meriden Connecticut

WHEN "Lyman" started his career as a
Plebe he was quiet, dignified, and timid;

quickly demonstrating the fact that he had
never strayed far from his own front yard.

But, how times have changed! Now he takes
his with the rest of the boys, and always
delights in an opportunity to raise !?

He's still neat, fussy, and systematic, though,
in all his work, and every shave, shine,

shampoo, and Y. M. C. A. speaker is promptly
logged in his diary.

"Oscar" is, above all, a Connecticut
Yankee. Good-looking, savvy, and a snake:

no wonder he's so conceited and fickle. He
has just so many good-looking friends that

he can't ever decide which one is best, and
the devil of it is they are all for him. As a
result he is the proud possessor of the Regi-

mental Brick. Further, he loves to dance
with the Crabs, one of whom was recently

heard to remark, "Lyman has just the

cutest mouth." Well, she ought to know!

i

SAMUEL CARTER STIRLING
"Pep," "Speed," "Broadway," "Big Time," "Sam,"

"Bowmie."

Jackson Mississippi

IF SIGNS mean anything, "Speed" ought
to be either a ratey red cap or a traffic

cop, for he had scarcely donned his natty
new white works Plebe Summer when a
company of training reserve officers passed by
and saluted him. This so fired the lad with
confidence that he commenced, at once, all

sorts of adventures. Breaking out on the
cruise, "Pep" soon had a string of experiences

to his credit which would make snappy
anecdotes for the rest of his natural days.
So extensive were his operations, that when
it came out in the papers that a breach of

promise suit was being instituted in one of

the towns he'd hit, the boy disappeared for

a whole week. However, he came out of

hiding long enough to break up everybody's
plans for a quiet Pullman ride after Sept.

Leave.
"Hush your mouth, man, I'm a one-

woman man," "Bowmie'
woman at a time.

says—yes, one
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FAVORITE Book, "Alice in Wonderland;"
Song, "I Love You Truly;" Ambition, to

lead the simple life.

Masselink was raised to be a navigator.
Coming from the furniture State, he knows
a good lower limb when he sees it, and is not
slow at taking a sight. His navigation
motto is: "Take it slow and easy."
As the story goes, Masselink was a great

fisherman before he started his career at the
Naval Academy. It was his greatest pleasure
to set out with his rod and bait, and try his

skill at getting the lithe and graceful members
of the finny family on his line.

Masselink still is a great fisherman
(when it's not too cold). Now, with his

Navy line and spoony ways we see him trying
his skill at, conquering the hearts of the lithe

and graceful members of the human race, at
which attempts he has hardly been a failure.

PRESTON SCHUYLER TAMBLING
"Pet," "Tarn," "Tuffy," "P. S."

Mt. Pleasant Michigan

'TT7ELL, private secretary," addressing

VV his long suffering roommate, "Whose
turn is it to be made happy next Saturday?"
Patient wifey, after interpolating through
several Social Ledgers and Reef Points,

finally dopes it out that Carrie Onn is the
Lucky Lady due for a treat. "All right,

guess I might as well drag her as the next
one. Get Mr. Ray T. Plebe to take the
dictation." Really, though, some dashing
young damsel ought to get hold of "Tuffy"
and break him in. It wouldn't matter much
whether she began by breaking in his head
or merely by breaking his neck; or possibly

e only needs some sort of a dynamic braking,

for he has a strong tendency for running
ild—especially when one mentions Michigan.

Everyone knows, if they've seen much of

Michigan, that it's not the next door neighbor
of Paradise. Still, it's a rare treat to hear
Pet's" classical interpretation of:

Oh, how I wish again
That I was in Michigan."



HENRY LEO SHENIER
"Henry," "Diz."

Grantwood New Jersey

SPOTLIGHT, operator, spotlight! This
midshipmite started life at a disadvantage.

Who wouldn't with the seal of New Jersey
on his escutcheon? "Henry," however, rose

above his environment, for he is not one of

the members of the biting genus Anapholes
Culicidad, only a sort of love bird that comes
in the spring and flits with the autumn. Not
that he's fickle, just changes his mind fre-

quently.

As a dabbler he wins the fur-lined sock, for

you never know what he'll do next. He'd
as soon collide with the side of the swimming
pool as stick his finger in a drill. At times

he even displays a hardened disregard and
contempt for R. H. I. P.; of which standing

in front of the business end of a loaded

machine gun is but a mild example.
"Sir, if a robber came up to you, you could

shoot him with this pneumatic hammer,
couldn't you?"

SAMUEL SILVERMAN
"Sam," "Billiards."

Los Angeles California

SAM" IS a quiet, unobtrusive chap until

he either has imbibed or gets into his

room. "Billiard Ball" is a Red Mike of the

kind that has been cruelly disappointed by
his would-be O. A. O. and has sworn off the

weaker sex.

But time will soothe many wounds, and
during Second Class Cruise he fared forth to

the hop in Seattle escorting a fair Seatt-

lioness. "Sam" danced very well—yes, all

over her tiny feet—but honest, as a waltzer,

he is in a class with Professor Bell.

When he is not asleep he is rhino—except,

of course, when he eats. For a man of his

size he can stow more chow than the fabulous

Wow. Like Julius Caesar he likes strong drink,

strong cigars, and weak women, but we're

afraid that, like Julius Caesar, he'll come to a
violent end. If he ever slips on the parallel

bars he'll be a shining example of the phrase,

"Another good man gone wrong," or "The
Blues My Naughty Sweetie Gave to Me."
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ANTHONY LEO DANIS
"Tony," "Al," "Shorty."

Washington District of Columbia

HERE you have "Tony," the biggest

midget in the Regiment. But he has

found consolation even in being small, for

he is a firm believer in "the best things come
in small packages," and we'll grant he is

right after watching him perform on the

parallel bars.

Though not a star man, but still gifted with

enough brains and stick-to-itiveness to give

him an easy three -o, he has found time to

become a real snake. His first attempts

ended rather disastrously for him but he only

cussed a bit, smiled, and decided to pick his

fair lady nearer home: with the result that

he is already beginning to settle down. And
the runt calls her "Shorty!"

He's fond of argument and will often

argue a point even when he knows he's

wrong, and you can't convince him even
then that he is in error. Oh no! But, by the

time the argument is ended, he is trying to

prove what he was denying before.

o

MALCOLM WOOD PEMBERTON
"Pern," "Shorty," "Sleepy," "Savvy."

Lebanon Kentucky

H, YOU'VE heard of the Navy and the
'men who sail the seas" so you must have

heard of "Pem." Yeah, he's the guy to
seize every opportunity to tell you he's from
Kentucky, the land where they grow beauti-

ful . Amen. Anyway, "Pern's" the bird

who breeds the horses and speeds the women.
No, no, you misunderstand me—speeds them
on their way, doesn't give them a chance at

his heart. He put that in a strong box when
he left the blue grass and gave the key to the
O. A. O. Consequently, he has been called

a heartless brute by the uninitiated. Fool-

ing them! That's "Pem" all over. He went
over to his first class with an ignorant grin

and the professor sez, "Fruit, I'll bilge you
easily." But did he? No, by golly, and neither

has anybody else, prof, or otherwise. And
what's more, nobody will. No, by golly, not

by a whole crock full of ossified onions!

Ummm-umm. He'd bilge himself first.
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JOYCE CLYDE CAWTHON
"Jake," "Rosy," "Double."

Anderson South Carolina

FROM the little town of Anderson, "Jake"
took up his stakes several years ago and

set out for the cosmopolitan life of Annapolis
—to become a Midshipman. Here it was
that he established a reputation as a caulker
of champion caliber. The art of caulking
is an individualistic achievement and "Jake"
sought the secret of Rip Van Winkle with
the ardor of the old alchemists seeking the
philosopher's stone. But a task occupying
so much of his time did not narrow his

activities nor abate his ambition. And, when
not actually engaged in this work,heinterested
himself in the activities of the Radiator
Club. In this organization he showed un-
usual astuteness by increasing its popularity,
much to the disparagement of its great rival,

the Denver Club. While Worthy Head-
master, he showed a stroke of genius by
eliminating one hundred and forty hicks
which were an obsession to him. And he's
singing yet.

KS£32§^fc§^^^3b

Victrola Mechanic (4, 3, 2,1)
Red Mike (4 to oo) (infinity)

CARL FREDERICK ESPE
"Eva," "Von Sketch and Describe."

Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

' \TOW, Mr. Espe,you enumerate the eighty

-

X >l seven parts of a feed pump." "Aye,
Aye, sir!" etc. It was little trifles like

this that made "Eva" so well known i to us.

But even in face of these accomplishments
we were inclined to doubt the boast that 1 was
attributed to him : were all the Steam books
destroyed, he could reproduce them word for

word, page for page, and sketch for sketch.

Once, in sketching the main engines of the
Oklahoma, he forgot to put in a stud bolt

on the H. P. cylinder (and it blew up)—my
word!
When this prodigy ambulated out of a

Steam section, however, he became human
again; when he was out of Isherwood Hall
he was alive; and by the time he had side-

tracked Steam he became a congenial and
altogether dandy chap. It was this good
nature and his small appetite that collected

for him his large number of messmates.
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EDWARD CULLIGAN FORSYTH
"Jess," "Yon Cassius."

Merchantville New Jersey

YON CASSIUS," with the lean and hungry
look, has always been a personality

without an equal around the Fourth Batt.
The place he held was extraordinary

—

enhanced perhaps because it was one of his

own choosing. The biggest Red Mike in the
Regiment, it made no difference to "Yon"
whether she wore rings on her fingers and
bells on her toes, or the finest raiments from
Paris—he relegated them all to the brick

pile without a mite of humor or a wiggle of
his ear.

"Jess" was always the best little arguer
this side of Spa Creek. He could refute

anything by simply keeping still and oscillat-

ing his tremendous little finger with a signi-

ficant but harrowing effect. It was at such
times that he used his extraordinary con-
tortionist powers—now I've done it! Yes,
dear reader, that's the dark secret in "Yon's"
life; he's double-jointed, but for a' that he's

a true, straightforward friend and classmate.

DAVID SOLIS RAU
"Davy," "D. S."

Lakewood New Jersey

THERE he is! Marconi II. Any time you
want the latest news from Mars, just go

around to "Davy's" room and he'll tell you all

about the most recent magnetic storm (only

he claims it's Martian code). "Davy" has
quite a radio set, but its over-all efficiency,

as a marshmallow toaster, beats anything
Carnot ever put out.

"Savvy?" Naw, that's just the way he
arts his hair. Many a Lakewood lass has

been smitten with his Marcel wave. How-
ever, "Davy" has always been a Red Mike
despite Cassius' efforts to lead him from the

straight and narrow path.

'Davy" has many hobbies. As a self-

confessed connoisseur of yachts and speed

boats he could make Lipton turn green with

patriotism; and as for catboats and half-

raters, well—ask any Plebe. Lazy, naturally,

he absolutely abhors physical exertion, but
just the same he has managed to keep his

sNs for three years. You know, Navy Sub
Squad.
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RALPH EARLE, JR.

"Crab," "Admiral."

Annapolis Maryland

HANDICAP number one for Ralph was
the fact that he came from Annapolis.

Handicap number two was that he is a Navy-
junior. But handicaps are nothing in

Ralph's young life. He's had bushels of

them in his time—that tooth he lost in the

lacrosse game was no handicap to him when
it came to keeping pace with his messmates.

Just as soon as he gets back to duty he's out
for action again, and the "Admiral" is no mean
exponent of the parlor game of lacrosse.

And, oh, what a wonderful voice! We all

remember during Plebe Year when he used
to sing, "Oh, it's nice to get up in the morn-
ing.

We will recognize the "Crab" thirty years

hence when we see a hardened skipper

limping around the quarter deck with some-
thing the matter with his knee—but we hope
we're the Admiral of that same ship

Class Lacrosse (3, 2); Nu
merals (3)

Soccer Squad (4, 3)
Buzzard (2)

JOHN MADISON COX, JR.

"Bilger," "Johnnie," "Tommy."

Waycross Georgia

WE CAN'T begin by saying that he
entered as a sweet young thing because

he hove in fresh from the border, chasing
greasers. Some of you may wonder why he
is so good in Mexican athletics but this will

clear that up. Because of his previous con-
dition of servitude "Coxie" was made three
striper at the start of Plebe Summer but he
is not now on speaking terms with the reg
books; too much indoor golf and a year with
Doyle's cutthroats.

Now for his other name—"Bilger." After
every exam—"I'm bilged" can be heard
down our corridor (also "I'm a Southern
gentleman" at the Commodore that night).

He pursues the weed and other things,

but 'tis the ladies that pursue him. Just
gaze at his map—ain't he cute?

Class Crest Committee
Class Baseball (3, 2)

-
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RICHARD JAMES GODIN
"Dick," "Slim," "Tubba."

Augusta Georgia

'T"\ICK" HAS always been possessed of an
jlJ impassioned love for the water—in

fact, he's a charter member of the Sub Squad.
So fond is he of the aqua pura that he fre-

quently used to hie himself to the Gym for

an early morning swimming lesson—and
plunge. One fine day, however, he failed

to notice the complete absence of H 2 in the
pool—with the result that he nearly broke
his !? heart. Yes, he's expecting to P. G.
on the Sub Squad. Nevertheless, "Dick" is

a mean man with the galloping dominoes
and you're certain to find him wherever
there's a gang of ivory shakers—" 'Doc's'

been more than a mother to him." Pos-
sessed of a line almost as heavy as he is,

Richard has pulled sat in everything but
demerits. As for his heart, it's as big as

the body that holds it—he would share his

last skag on a desert isle with a D. O.—which
is saying something!

GEORGE RANDOLPH COOPER
"George."

Hillsboro Illinois

"/^OOP" leads an easy, seagoing life.

V>< Women? Oh! They use most of his

week-ends but he never worries over 'em; he
believes in enjoying himself with them and
allowing the other fellows to do the marrying,
which statement is substantiated by his

carefree method of saying, "Well, just received

announcement of the marriage of another
of my old girls," and by the string of letters

that followed him from each and every port

we visited on our cruises.

He possesses latent athletic ability, but
as he was continuously associated with
outherners he was exposed to, and became
fflicted with, that disease which they com-
monly blame on the hookworm, and the
ability is still latent. He therefore had to

content himself with joining the one associa-

tion that is not forbidden by the N. A. Regs,
the Radiator Club.
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H. DONALD SMITH
"Admiral," "Smitty," "Don," "Smythe," "Effy,"

"Ash Day."

Spokane Washington

THIS HANDSOME, rosy-cheeked, deter-

mined-looking, young "salt" is none
other than our own "Admiral," a nativeof the
State of Washington. Being such a cheerful,

optimistic bunch of energy, one has no dif-

ficulty in distinguishing him from the nineteen
other odd varieties of the genus "Smith"
that flourish in and about the Naval Aca-
demy. While not a savoir, as one might
expect from that noble expanse of brow, yet,

when it comes to studies he plays the game
with such coolness and resolution that it is

seldom indeed that the Academic Depart-
ment scores. As for athletics there are few that

know more about the ballistics of an old

shooting iron or the gentle art of boxing
than does "Don." A truer or more faithful

wife no man could desire.

ALVIN LANNARD BECKER
"Ah"

Taylor

' TEP RIGHT

Texas

Rifle Squad (3, 2)

Class Rifle Numerals (2)

Expert Rifleman

STEP RIGHT up pee-pul. Don't be
bashful! Straight from the wildest wilds

of the Lone Star State is he—the one and
onlee, real, honest-to-goodness, sword juggler.

Look him over, girls, for he's the prize of
the ages. Please no-tic e the hun-dreds of
med-als upon his pal-pi-ta-ting boozem.
Now don't crowd, there's room for all inside."

Thus we may expect to find Alvin some
ten years' hence when the pacifists have done
their worst and the Navy ain't no moh.
But at present he's a naval officer, having
become a Midshipman and Gentleman (by
act of Congress) during July, '18, since

which time he's stuck right with us—for,

no matter what else one may say of "Al,"

he is a sticker—been sticking visiting fencing

teams for the past three years. Indeed 'tis

said he was born to be a pin pusher—having
been intimately connected with pins, in one
way or another, since earliest babyhood.

Fencing Squad (4,3,2,1); N (3,2); Captain (2,1)
Second Place, Academy Fencing Championship,

1920
First Place, Academy Fencing Championship,

1921
Intercollegiate Champion, 1921
President Intercollegiate Fencing Association

(1); Vice-President (2)
Y. M. C. A. Director (2, 1)



HARRY MUNROE LEIGHLEY
"Uke."

Brooklyn New York

ABOVE, you see the beaming countenance
of none less than "U. K. " Leighley himself,

the pride of Ozone Park. Entering amongst
us exuding a salty aroma, with a seagoin'

roll which even white works couldn't disguise,

he soon proved himself a true sailor by spend-
ing a peaceful night in a waterlogged bunk
(kindly prepared in his absence), his only
comment being, "This reminds me of the
night of the big storm—

"

After a few light skirmishes with the Ac
Departments, in which he repulsed every
attack, a 2.5 just naturally became attached
to him, never to depart. "Knocked 'em for

a 3.2 last month. That's too much, gotta

knock off boning." Work and this young
man are friends—but not close ones. He
works hard on the things that interest him
but for the rest

—"What's the use of boning
that, no one ever uses it?"

"Now, when I was on the Itasca
—

"

VALVIN ROBINSON SINCLAIR
"Red," "Sinny."

Washington District of Columbia

"QINNY" needs no introduction to Midship-
O men, Yard Engines, or Crabs, for he is

well known to all, due to his athletic abilities

and sunny disposition. Handicapped by a
bad leg it was not until Second Class Year
that he reached the top of his class, being
champion 1 2 5-pound wrestler. Besides wrest-

ling, "Red" has played on the Class Baseball
Team and would undoubtedly have made
the Varsity Football Squad if there had been
more of him. At fussing "Sinny" is an A-
Squad man, for it is a rare occasion when
his drag does not bring up the average of the

Hop. Surely he must believe the old adage,

'A thing of beauty is a joy forever"

—

especially when that beauty is dragged to a
Naval Academy Hop on a Saturday night.

"Sinny's" sole fault is that he likes to work,
but he should make a good officer despite

that handicap, for he is "strong for the Navy."
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JAMES BERTRAND McVEY
"Mac," "Cherub."

San Diego California

OH! THAT wonderful complexion and
those wonderfully deep brown eyes, the

softest you ever looked into. Or, can it be
that you have never looked into them? Gee
girls, if you haven't you've missed the best
treat '22 ever offered to the hop-goers. But
at that we guess few girls have had that
thrill. Seldom seen at the hops, "Mac" has
never competed strenuously for the cognomen
of Red Mike. And, what is more, we are at

loss to classify his species of Red Mike.
Certainly he's not too ugly. Far from it!

Neither did he fall on his head when an 1

infant. As far as we know he's never been
disappointed in love. So there you have it!

A Red Mike just because he wants to be one.

Oh yes, and don't think there's a girl back
home because there isn't, "No not one," as

Shakespeare says in Hamlet.
"Mac" has always lived by the sea and

for that reason he's a past master at handling
the various craft and sea-going hacks which
have Dewey Basin as their home port. In
fact, we wouldn't be surprised to know that

"Mac" has signed more boat slips than any
other member of '22.

DANIEL BEVILLE CANDLER, JR.

"Shorty," "Fats."

Dallas Texas

FAT'S" life here has been one continuous
battle with the Academics—he hasn't

missed a Christmas Tree or May Pole since
entering our midst. And yet he fails to take
warning from his previous misfortunes, never
being satisfied until he is so far unsat that the
average man would begin his packing. Then
the reaction comes, the little Texan digs
himself a toe hold on the ragged edge of the
empty void and not all the mass attacks of
the dreaded foe can budge him an inch.

"Tex's" smile and never-failing good humor
endeared him to us early Plebe Summer and,
since then, no matter how dreary the outlook
he has always brought sunshine with him.
Often this fund of humor has cost one of us
a little of his too much cherished self-esteem
but, if the joke is on "Fats," he can laugh
with the best of us and that, after all, is the
real test of a man's man.

gaggsggggasEBS?
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ROBERT HALL SMITH WILLIAM BRANTLEY TERRELL
"Bob."

Macon Georgia

' T)OB" is a true Georgian in spite of the

_D fact that, after trying for two years to

become an engineer at Georgia Tech, he
decided to cast his lot with the Navy. Since
coming here "Bob," as a fusser, has been
inclined to stand by one, yet he is not out
of place in the wildest tea fights, dances, or

even stag parties.

Although a permanent member of the
Ketcher's Club and one of the best at rigging

tendencies, as witnessed by his ability to
stay off the Ship and probation, the beginning
of each week sees "Bob" knocking off his

courtship for Lady Fatima. The truth is

this, that he has knocked off so often that
one never knows whether he is off or on.

He even forgets himself and never turns
down a proffered skag.

"Bill," "Eagle Eye."

Douglas Georgia

li-

GEORGIA Tech lost a good man when
"Bill," the oldest native of Douglas,

Coffee County, Ga., decided to come into

the Navy, where he will be of great value

to the Service because of his wonderful
ability in detecting submarines. This quiet

young gentleman is not much of a snake,

but, whenever there is a bunch of girls, you
can bet that "Bill" will get the best looking

one. It must be that he charms 'em with
those wonderful eyes which he so seldom lets

us see. At any rate he certainly showed
us something Second Class Christmas Leave.

One might not think "Bill" humorous but
when he ducks his head and smiles, you can
know there's a real joke coming. As a good
sport and true friend, the kind who would
lend you his last cent, you'd look a long

time before finding another "Bill."
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JOHN JANVIER BLACK FULENWIDER
"Jack," "Fully," "Savvy," "Bill."

Wilmington Delaware

ONE glance at the above should serve to

tell the casual reader that he is looking
upon a keen business man—a product of the
bitter school of experience. Like Alger's
heroes, "Fully" started by purchasing a gold
brick in the form of a slightly used car.

After it had stood in the garage for three
or four weeks of Leave, "Jack" pushed it

to the top of the highest hill in Wilmington.
How he ever lured a prospective purchaser
into the thing we don't know, but, after au

brilliant demonstration (confined to the down
grade), he sold it for enough to keep him from
walking back to Crabtown.
He followed this at Christmas by bursting

into Wilmington with a jump. Boarding
the Congressional Limited with twelve cents
and a ticket home he found the next stop
after Baltimore was Manhattan Transfer.
What did he do? When they slowed to thirty

at a bridge near Wilmington, "Fully" jumped.
And yet he's called a savoir.

THOMAS FREDERICK CHRISTIE
"Tom," "Crusty."

Company Representative
(2, 1)

Buzzard (2)
Soccer Squad (4, 3, 1)
Class Soccer Numerals

(2,1)

Gymkhana Committee
(2,1)

Star (4, 3, 2)

(4, 3, 2, 1)

W^ K

Brooklyn New York

HA-ha-ugh-ugh-ugh-uh!" No, he's not
choking, that's just his laugh; for "Tom"

is the proud possessor of the only double-
acting suction laugh in the Regiment. Natu-
rally he looks for opportunities to use it.

Practical jokes, fake dope, old wheezes, he'll

chuckle at anything except a score with
Navy on the short end. Nothing depresses
him as fast as that. No mail, or a bad mark,
has its funny side, but for Navy to lose a
game!—Well, the "Gentleman from New
York" is right, it's no laughing matter.
Want a line on him? Go watch him play

tennis. Did he take it easy when he was
learning? "Hell no! I'm not out here to play
ping-pong! You gotta hit 'em hard to
get any fun out of it." 'S a funny thing
about "Tom;" half the time he lives by his

hunches. Dangerous? No! Out of five blind

drags in one year, a 3.4 was anchor. Some
record, what?

Soccer Squad (3, 1)

Class Soccer Numerals
(2)
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OTTO CARL WIERUM
"Weary," "O. C," "McSweeney."

Montclair New Jersey

WHO shall say that "Weary" is dizzy?

Perhaps several—at first glance.

But no, upon deeper study, it's merely his

artist's temperament showing through. He
is an artistic connoisseur, and all that he
does must be done correctly, thoroughly,

but if possible, a bit eccentrically. Take,
for example, the subject of his home port.

Qui le sait? In the short span of twenty
years he has dwelt in six countries and in

twenty-three States of this country. You
see he has moved correctly, thoroughly,

and a bit eccentrically. The same is true

of his Sep Leaves, two of which he spent in

Crabtown (No—by request). Then there's

his McSweeney Stunt. On a bet he went
without food and water for three days. His
fast, you see, was correct, thorough, and,

without doubt, a bit eccentric. And so it

goes with but one exception. What's that?

Why, you see, everybody likes him correctly

and thoroughly, but not a bit eccentrically.

B

ROBERT EUGENE BLUE
"Vic," "Victor," "Bob."

White Plains New York

OB" came from New Jersey, and, like

the famous mosquitoes also of New
Jersey, "he hath a nimble tongue." This

weapon he frequently uses as a crochet needle

to weave a soft woolly line to heave about
the fair sex. Where he acquired it is not
known, but we do know that he first started

sharpening it at Princeton, where he spent

two years before signing his life away. Pos-

sessed of one of the smallest heads in the

class, his gray matter is nevertheless highly

enough concentrated to have starred him
if he could have seen reason for it. Lazy?
A little, perhaps, when it's a question of

shoving himself ahead but, be it said in

closing, that it was neither his nimble tongue
nor his inimitable gait that kept him on the

basketball table every year.
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GEORGE FRANCIS FLATLEY
"Fireman," "Coal Heaver," "G. F."

Brockton ' Massachusetts

A YEAR on the "North C" as Fireman

3C1. taught "G. F." the necessary parlia-

mentry law for conducting meetings of the

Radiator Club. As President of this noble

and revered organization he has never once

swerved into the path of work but with un-

equaled aloofness ignores it entirely. With

Lady Fatima he has had frequent tete-a-

tetes and found in her fragrance the consoling

and comforting graces of a rare companion.

In fact, many a seance with her has added

spice to his life (as well as a few demerits).

But, with all his smoking paps and warn-

ings, he has managed to maintain a steady

upward advance in class standing. A jump
of a hundred numbers in a year is a feat

which even the sawiest men in our class

would find beyond their powers, yet to

"Fireman" it was a mere trifle. And still

he was able to hold his position as King of

Caulkers. Vive le Roi.

FREDERICK JOHN ECKHOFF
"Ecky."

Brooklyn New York

SCENE 1: "Jig Jig's" office one Saturday
morning.

"J. J-": "So, you want to go to a Moham-
medan Church, do you? Of course you
realize the duties which would fall upon you?"

"Ecky": "Yes sir."

"J. J.": "You're willing to kneel at sunset,

face to eastward, and pray?"
"Ecky": "Yes sir, only, sir, I couldn't.

I'm on the Sub Squab and I'd drown if I

knelt down."

"J. J.": "Well then, get up and pray at

sunrise. Messenger, messenger, put Mr.
Eckhoff on the call list for ten minutes before

sunrise each morning."
Scene 2: Main Office, 5 P.M. the fol-

lowing Thursday. A call is sent for Mid-
shipman Eckhoff to report at once.

"Ecky," who had skipped the afternoon's

Gym Drill, believing himself ragged, sent a
substitute to reconnoiter while he dashed
wildly to the Gym for a workout. And well

it was that he did so, for his visitor was none
other than a priest whom "J. J." had sent in

to reguide the wavering footsteps of the falter-

ing lamb back to the straight and narrow
No, "Ecky," is not a Mohammedan yet.

m^&&?&$$^^;.
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FRANK AKERS
"Frankie," "Fakers," "Ake."

Nashville, Tennessee

FRANKIE" isn't a deep-dyed snake
but he does like to drag the fair sex once

in a while, particularly one petite feznme
from Washington. Neither the "Ac" nor
the Executive Departments made his stay
here exactly a bed of roses. He has been
a consistent attendant of the bi-weekly,

personally - conducted, sight - seeing tours

through rural Maryland and very few of the
little periods of confinement in the basement
of the fourth wing have found him among
those missing. Always just sat, and hitting

a tree or two a week, seldom seems to bother
him; the old grin still sticks.

If it wasn't for Fats, "Frankie" wouldn't
know what to do with his spare moments

—

and his tendency. His only other diversion

is reading the Irish World, "Pash's" home
town bumwad. Some bumwad!

ARTHUR FRANCIS DINEEN
"Bola"

Holyoke Massachusetts

PASH" has three hobbies: Ireland,

Holyoke, and Women—how he fights

to avoid them! He has been a confirmed
Red Mike since one night Youngster Cruise
when he dragged to Palisades Park. No
one knows what happened there, but it

certainly queered any desire he may have
had to be a snake. Books of Irish folk
lore or Celtic History, and Sinn Fein literature,

adorn his bookshelves and, when the late
Terence MacSweeney finally cashed in,

"Pash" went into deep mourning, even to
the extent of giving up Christmas Leave
and remaining within the walls in prayer,
meditation, and abstinence. While not out
fbr athletics, he has been known to make
enviable bursts of speed upon various oc-
casions when the D. O. showed up around
Farragut Field. His broad Irish smile is

never wanting while his happy spirits and
total freedom from care make him a plus
forty shipmate—even if they do estrange
him from some of the D. O.'s.
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LEON JOSEPH HUFFMAN
"Savvy," "Huff."

Tiffin Ohio

TO LOOK at this youth's picture you'd
take him for a farmer boy and if you

saw him in high society, the chaplain himself
couldn't make you believe it; but he admits
being born down with the cows and chickens.

However, this has never been fatal to his

mental development, for the nickname of

"Savvy" is not one of sarcasm. His favorite

studies are those in which he can sling a
wicked line and in such he is a past master.
But when it comes to Steam, look out, for

"Savvy" is one of the most remarkable
designers of mechanisms in the Navy; even
the prof can't interpret some of his con-

traptions.

Good looks never induced "Savvy" to

become a snake in the slightest degree. Not
bothering much about women or hops, he
nevertheless occasionally breaks out with
a fair one and when he does, Oh boy! it

would take an awful lot to mar his grease

with that particular woman.

K

JOHN SYLVESTER HARPER
"Bud," "Harp," "Jack."

Baltimore Maryland

WE'VE always wondered, and still do
wonder for that matter, whatever

induced J. Sylvester to enter the outfit. Look
at his picture and you'll wonder, too. The
Navy is the last organization on earth that
one would suspect of having any charms
for this youth. He knew more when he
came in the place than lots of us will know
when we get out. But when he did run
into strange waters in the Academic Sea
it was quite a task for him to bone. He
didn't know how. Fact is, he never learned.
Take Dago, for instance. "Bud," figured
that a knowledge of French wasn't essential

to read drawings or converse with American
girls—so why bone it? We don't suppose
any Midshipman has read more magazines
or books than "Bud," since Winston Church-
hill spoke the language. It's mighty con-
venient to be savvy.

"Yes that's Harper—number three in the
front rank—he's always out of step."
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FREDERICK EMIL KRAEMER
"Fritz," "Fritzie," "Bunky," "Fats."

Brooklyn New York

""Q IGHT! There's no finer city in the

XV country than Brooklyn, but there's one
nicer spot and that's Shelter Island. Wait
a minute, listen

—
" That minute is spelled

H-O-U-R when "Fritz" starts talking about
"IT." 'Tis an awful trial to have to spend
fifty weeks away from "IT." But in view
of the fact that two of those weeks are spent

in Brooklyn, where he goes at Christmas
and after the game, he manages to survive.

At "Shelter Island" he learned to navigate

the whimsical catboat. And while engaged
in the much more dangerous sport of navi-

gating a porch swing in the moonlight, he
learned to pick that lost chord out of his

stringed "whatchacallit."

"And say, boy, I know the best caulking

place—." Youngster Year, the "Flu" gave
"Fritz" the woozies, and during the long

month he spent recovering, he learned to

prize his "soft white downey" above all else.

Nev' mind, "Fritz," if they run you about
it—remember "Sid" Lakdar's record.

CHARLES ALAN HAYARD
"Al."

Lebanon Pennsylvania

AL" COMES from Little Holland, more
commonly known to the American

public as the State of Pennsylvania. De-
spite the erudition which he has acquired
in this institution of higher education he
is still unable to prevent occasional lapses
into some of the distinctive "Dutchisms"
such as: "Wait once." Considering his

ancestors we should, by all the laws of the
Navy, refer to him as being phlegmatic but,
stretch its meaning far as we will, we can't
make it apply. The truth is, he's generally
so desirous of sleeping that he hasn't time
to allow himself to be ruffled by the many
trifling annoyances which loom so large to
us in our life within the walls.

"Dutch's" weakness is that he's too dog-
gone obliging: some say it's being an R. S.

Whichever it is, he always dragged blindly
and recklessly for his friends, frequently
exhibiting that savoir faire which was neces-
sary to bring him through some particularly
unfortunate situation.
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RAYMOND ALFRED HANSEN
"Ray," "Joe Blum," "Navy," "Swede."

Madison Wisconsin
' \TAVY JOE" first gained renown through

A^\ his vocal efforts in the Mess Hall; but
since the days of Plebehood, "Swede" has
neglected his voice. Why he ever chose
the Navy is a question, even to himself. He
has a negative affinity for water, even though
a member of the Sub Squad during two
years of his academic sojourn.

Early graduation nearly saved the Bureau
of Ordnance a considerable quantity of

ammunition byprematurely removing "Navy"
from the Rifle Squad. Nevertheless, a
Masked "N" was justly won by the boy for

his wonderful presentation of naval character

in the "Masqueraders .

" "Navy" is also a woz
at the photographic game. Few are the

"picture books" in which he has not left his

mark, somehow, somewhere. A character-

istic domestic conversation in his Academic
domicile is: "'Joe,' dear, art thou printing

tonight?" To which "Joe" doth answer:
"Yes. I'll be sitting on the coals

Printing negs for poor damned souls,

And you'll come for prints in hell

To 'Navy Joe'."

Rifle Squad (3,2); Numerals
(2)

Masqueraders (2)

Lucky Bag

EUGENE EVANS ELMORE
"Gene," "Doc," "Southern."

Anderson South Carolina

SURE, I'll drag. I certainly do enjoy
the company of a nice girl."—Can you

believe your ears? "Snake" Elmore, newly
arrived.

Three years away from home made a great

change in "Gene." He still talks incor-

rigibly Southern. He still retains the dignity,

generosity, and self-control which are his

chief characteristics. But, thanks to Navy
influence, his lack of bad habits has been
supplied, and when in New York he knows
how to celebrate a Navy Victory.

Literature is his forte. His letters home
read like Bacon's essays. He likes fresh

air and long walks for exercise; but above
all he likes to eat, and when you're hungry
he'll bust out a box he got from home, or
from town, with a "Want some chow?"
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INTRODUCING the renowned "Bill

Holm, better known as "The freak from
Kansas." As a lad he pursued a quiet

agricultural career in the wilds of the Cyclone
State, but his restless temperament finally

led him to Crabtown where his natural

talents have been devoted to the science of

ploughing the sea. His early training, re-

ceived in chasing natives and rabbits through
the wheat fields of Kansas, has gained him
a place of honor on the Rifle Team, but
rumors of an early graduation nearly crushed
his hopes for the National Tournament at

Camp Perry last summer.
"Bill's" career at the Naval Academy has

been full of varied interests. Among other

things he is the proud possessor of a black
"N" and eleven stars, an achievement un-
equalled by any other member of '22. He
is also a great snake ; his drags, like his career,

being full of varied interest.

EUGENE WICKHAM SWEETLAND
"Sweetie."

New York City

CONSULT the directory of the munici-
pality of Great Neck, State of New

York, if you want an idea of the celebrities

whom "Sweetie" numbers among his in-

timate acquaintances. That boy knows
more actors and actresses than could show
on Broadway in a whole year. And they're
not just speaking acquaintances either. Liv-

on the same street (THE Street of Great
Neck), sipping tea, and breaking bread
with them in their own homes is conducive
to lasting friendship.

Nobody borrows more than "Sweetie."
And, incidentally, nobody draws more on
requisition. A keener sense of self-man-
agement will come with years, we hope.

Plebe Year he impressed us as having
he earmarks of a coming snake but, alas,

he disappointed and his drags can be counted
on the fingers of one hand. Raising the
marks a second time pulled him sat. That
—and the Duke's daughter.
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HAROLD EARLE PARKER
"Paf."

Flint Michigan

HAROLD, the boy blunder from Michigan,
was one of the first of the class to enter

on a naval career. He admits it was a
blunder on the part of the M. D.'s that he
was admitted and a blunder on the part of

the "Ac" Departments that he stayed.

Nevertheless, "Dizz" is still among us and
is now trying to make up his mind whether
he will stay in the Navy or become the head
of a family.

Despite his outward sentiments, "Dizz" is

a Navy man at heart and is due to be placed
on the retired list at a ripe old age provided
he continues to fool the "Ac" Departments.

"Pat's" hobbies are politics, good litera-

ture, nicotine, and an occasional depth charge
of goodly proportions.

"Hell! Where'd that Plebe put my other
sock?"

J$

THOMAS CLARK RYAN
"Thug."

Kansas City Missouri

HERE you have him, ladies—the boy
for whom the term "city slicker" was

originated. With his potent line, he could
sell "Pussyfoot" Johnson a corkscrew. He
has more coup d'Stats to his credit than
Napoleon, notable among which are the
Christmas Leaves he piloted for "Hitch" and
the "Ape." His biggest blaze of academic
glory came when, with Olmsted's aid, he
defeated the Juice Department in an extra
session; while the "Tia Juana" that he and
"Ike" promoted Second Class Year would
make the PreCat in its balmiest days look
like a Sunday School convention.
"Thug" would give a friend his Nautical

Almanac before starting for a Nav. P-work

—

angels could do no more (neither could "Thug"
even if he took the book along).

Well-heeled wherever he goes, the Navy
is sure to make a good berth for him, but
with that suave manner we can't help thinking
what a good faro dealer he'd make.

"Hey, 'Hitch,' am I sproutin' fins?"
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WILLIAM HENRY EGAN, JR.

"Willie," "Frenchie."

St. Paul Minnesota

WILLIE" is inclined to be a bit nighty
at times but he claims he has found

one person who has him stopped. Whether
his nervousness is cause from effect or effect

from cause is the question. There are various
things to which we may attribute this trait:

first, he may have been gassed in the trenches

—which he admits; second, the French
liquor might not have agreed with him, and
then again, it may be natural. But, whatever
it may be, if you ever care to go any place

with "Asty',' be ready on time and be pre-

pared to move fast. How he ever managed
to stay by Hall for four years is a mystery.
"Willie's" fondness for fine raiment is one
of his foremost characteristics, and it is said

that he has a world-wide acquaintance from
back stage in New York to the powers that

be in the Hall of Justice in San Francisco.

Yes, 'tis said!

FREDERICK S. HALL
"Skuzzie."

Fredonia New York

WHEN it comes to research Hall leaves

Einstein in the background. His pass-

words are, "Who? Why? What makes you
think so? How'd he know? Etc., etc."

Egan, however, says that he has to keep
a supply of T. N. T. on hand to move him
once he's anchored.

"Skuz" is ready for any kind of an ad-

venture provided it lies in the path of least

resistance. In a certain condition he will

even go so far as to drag.

Frederick is abstemious most of the time,

but some of his episodes make us believe

otherwise. Picture him after the Princeton

game with a handful of money and no idea

of who the owners were. And how about
bracing up that West Point Plebe in the Penn.
Station in New York?
"Now, Ryan, we ain't to be bothered with

no coose at the Army game."

Class Basketball (3, 2)

Class Lacrosse (3, 2); Nu-
merals (3)
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JOE FORD SIMMONS
"Joe," "Doc," "Kentucky."

Smith's Grove Kentucky

INTRODUCING "Joe," the smiling, easy-

going "Doc" from old Kentucky. "He
wears a horseshoe in each boot, and he
would tote a gun but the thing might shoot."

A lucky star has seemed to hover over him
always. He appeared to be a lifetime

member of the Submarine Squad until the
loss of Sep Leave was threatened, then he
splashed his way through breast, back, and
side strokes and gasped his way off the list.

He bilged on his eyes regularly enough to

keep him looking for a good job on the out-
side, but then he met a sweet young thing
who was such a treat for the eyes that he's

been taking treatment ever since, and now
he's passed the eye test. And as a final

proof that he's lucky—did you ever know
a man that has dragged blind so many times
and never been bricked?
"That was a turrible bust, Mr. Defect.

Try again and see if you can't git it this

time."

Mexican Athletic
pionship (2)

ALBERT LIVINGSTON TONEY
"Al," "Slats."

Johnston South Carolina

THIS handsome thing is "Slats" Toney.
He is that same tall, majestic-looking

person whom you have often seen dragging
some little dear who came just above his

waist. She always looked pleased because
he was giving her an earful of that fluent

line of his. The line is ever present but
flows best in argument. If you know him
you've heard him argue for that is "the
fondest thing he is of." He will expound
freely and indefinitely on either side of any
subject, and then change sides just to show
you he can win anyhow.
Mexican athletics wasn't the only form

he tried. He slighted none and managed
to chalk up a few points for Navy with the

discus Youngster Year. His six feet two
and a half gave him plenty of beef for any-
thing, but size twelve shoes held down his

speed in other lines. Big feet don't affect

one kind of speed, though. Ask the girls!

g^g=y3S3^fetefeuq

Class Wrestling (2)

Track Squad (3)

Lucky Bag
Log Board (2)

Buzzard (2)

¥3?¥¥g^:ggggS
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KENNETH FABIAN DAVIS
"Dave," "Ken," "K. F."

Escatawpa Mississippi

MEESTAIR DAVIS, I weel geeve you
ze twenty-four." It was ever thus,

and it was always with fear and trembling
that "Ken" went over to the Dago Depart-
ment. "Ken" is the greatest little procras-
tinator in the world. He goes out for all

the sports for about three days—still, he is

second Vice-President of the Radiator Club.
His real strong point, however, is the ladies,

and for two years he has held down the first

snaking honors in the company. He drags
'em blind (some of them deaf and dumb),
evidently on the plan that the more one
learns about building materials, the better
one will be able to lay a foundation for a
home.
"Ken" is not a man of wide fame, prefer-

ring rather to lead a quiet, retiring life than
one of bustle and strife—an instinct drawn,
no doubt, from the land of the Mississippi
Delta, which he claims for his home

HARRY KEELER, JR.

"Hal," "Willie."

Chicago Illinois

THOUGH admittedly hard to believe,

the editors guarantee that "Hal" is a

living reality and not an "Arrow Collar"

advertisement. And, while shocking, it is

only fair to say that, had it been possible at

birth to label him Anne or some other such
name, rather than Harvey, he would most
certainly have won fame posing for Coles

Phillips. His soccer career brought this fact

to light along with others, one of which was
that he could use his head on a soccer ball, if in

no other way. But fatal beauty must not be
held against any man, even when he uses it

in the reckless manner that "Hal" has. Now
it's rumored that he's roped, tied, and sub-

dued; anyway he wears that "speak easy

lease" expression when Northampton sends

best down to the hops. He's destined to

hang or marry, one of the two; so may God
ith you, "Hal."

Soccer Squad (3)

Class Soccer Numerals (2)

Log Staff (4, 3); Assistant
Athletic Editor(2); Edi-
tor-in-Chief (1)

Lucky Bag
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ROLAND PHILLIP KAUFFMAN
"Kauff."

St. Louis Missouri

'TT'S an ill wind that blows nobody good,"

X so the Navy got the silver lining when the
dark cloud appeared over St. Louis. Presto,

and another salty son of Neptune had passed
under the influence of Tecumseh.
As is customary in Naval Academies, our

hero handles a heavy line while he makes
fast alongside some nifty craft and prepares
for a tea fight. He dances, too. It's even
rumored that the Hop Committee considers

him as much of a fixture as they do the other
decorations.

He's more or less athletically inclined,

trots around the track with "Eddie's" cohorts,

and caddies on the African links. The
former is to prove that a jack rabbit can
move and the latter—ah, there's the rub:
what about the nervous few minutes when
they asked him to produce the cubes, huh?
He hits trees, too, but paltry little details

like that never weigh heavily on his mind.

CLARENCE LEE CONNER ATKESON
"Primer," "Atke."

Columbia Alabama

OCLARENCE, come hither!"

But he answers to "Alabama," "Kisnic,"
or "Prime" with equal facility. Academic-
ally speaking, Dago is the only terror for

this boy. Not many trees have been adorned
with the name of Atkeson, but when Dago
claims him for her own, he perches upon the
upper branches of the bush in solitary

grandeur.
His intense desire has been to prove to

his roommate that navigating a ship on dry
land is an utter impossibility, besides being
lubberly and hence barred in the best navi-

gational practice.

One of the memorable days in the career

of Clarence is the one during which he leaned
his weary frame against the automatic
whistle and waited until the skipper invited
him to move. That invitation wasn't couched
in the cooing terms of the numerous epistles

which infest his daily correspondence, either.

How about it, Clarence?

Wrestling Squad
Track Squad (4, 3, 2); Nu-

merals (4); N (3)
Class Football Numerals (2)

Football Squad (1)

J£
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EDWIN ASHBY TAYLOR
"Eddie."

Richmond Virginia

ONE Saturday in the summer of 1918 a
great flow of smouldering adjectives

arose from the ranks of the Plebe Fifth

Company. They all came from "Eddie,"

present for the first time, but nevertheless

expressing himself concerning the jazz en-

signs, U. S. N. R. F., who had ice water to

drink and were all shoving off on a week-end
liberty. The great descriptive vocabulary

of this man made itself felt from that day
forth. When it comes to telling you where
to get off, "Eddie" is there.

It was a hardship for the "Little Rebel"

to make his first cruise on a ship named after

the State of Maine. However, The Maine
went South and they got along. That old

battle-cart still bears the base relief of his

form in the planking of her boat deck to

mark the spot where "Eddie" made the

cruise of 1919.

All in all, though, we have but one fault

to find with him and that is that he still

persists in using that foreign language pe-

culiar to Richmond, Va.

THOMAS ALDRED
"Gadget," "Worm," "Amoeba."
Lawrence, Massachusetts

WHEN Lawrence lost "Gadget" the Navy
gained the cleverest little rhino chaser

that ever served confinement in the extra
duty cells of the Fourth Wing. "Gadget" has
never trod the rosy paths of dalliance in this

institution. Plebe Year he was a stellar

attraction for the embryo ensigns of the
Class of '20. His "down east" accent and
his powers of impersonation soon had him
booked for thirty weeks on the nine-thirty
circuit. And then the Duty Officers have
been continually worrying him to break the
chains which bind him to the weed and the
spirit of non-regness which leads him to
wear pockets in his trousers. But most
serious of all have been his encounters with
the shady side of two five. Youngster Year
Gadget" nearly succumbed to the disease

"Skinny."
"Gadget" is seldom serious except when

boning and is never taken seriously by his

classmates—which has caused his last name
to be buried beneath a hoard of monickers
as a tribute to his effervescent personality.

Let's go down and see Ike."
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HALSTEAD SHAW COVINGTON
"Covey," "Sweetness," "Kitty," "Benny."

Laurinburg North Carolina

HASH Slinger," Champion Chow hound
(4, 3, 2, 1), Royal Order of the Speed

Cone, is "A tar heel born, a tar heel bred,

and the pride of his State has gone to his head."
The World's Almanac, two greasy home bum-
wads, and several patent medicine circulars

which he bones faithfully keep this Carolina
booster pump supplied with a steady flow of

Durham. Bryan, the silver-tongued orator,

dwindles into a whisper when "Covey" sings

the litany of the "Old North State." However,
he has gifts other than a line of soapbox
fireworks.

No, girls, that marcel is natural; as is also

the oily smile which lubricates the rollers

he puts under rivals vieing for feminine
regard. Even cats love him! One day in

toddled a black, feline flapper purring coyly.

"Covey" was kind to the little stranger, fed

and petted her. Oh misplaced trust!—Cat-
astrophe—"Covey" became "Kitty" to the

Regiment. His life's sailing rule? "Never
delay a cat."

CHRISTOPHERJAMESFITZGERALDJR.
"Reg," "Fitz."

Riverside Connecticut

FELLOWS, I'm resigning!" This was Plebe
Year and the first intimation of "Fitz's"

true character. He is fast outgrowing his
conscientiousness but still he's a queer
combination.

"Fellows, I'm reforming!" And this time
"Fitz" is an Upperclassman. He reforms
at least once a week, but his only real faults
are his Irish wit and unquenchable line. His
line is gushing! Femmes fall for it! Babies
cry for it!

"Fitz," better known to the femmes as
"Chris," professes to be a Red Mike, but you
should have seen him kiss those three dainty
young things good-bye in The Grand Central
—just judge for yourself!

Furthermore, "Fitz" is popular, very pop-
ular. Think of a dozen Plebes rushing
madly to his room after inspection and each
urging him to accept a clean collar as a gift!

All in all, "Fitz" is right there—99-44/100
per cent, and fully worthy of commanding
the Irish Navy—both ships of it.
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ROY RAYMOND DARRON
"Dave," "Railroad."

Rochester New York

ONE cold wintry night an accident
happened in up-State New York and

"Dave," the chief hound of "Devil Dog
Den," was let loose to deal death, dare-

deviltry, and destruction upon the unsus-
pecting population of a peaceful democracy.
After a quick survey of the situation "Dave"
girded his diaper about his loins and began
to toddle about with a seagoing roll. Im-
mediately he enlisted such seagoing ex-

pressions as "up you come, Da-Da"—"all

those who have not done so"
—"lay aft the

second division, house the quarter deck
awning," etc. "Dave" foresaw that the Navy
was to be his destiny and he realized that
one must begin early and work fast to succeed
in Crabtown. Those who speak the lan-

guage know well that his duty has been done
and that the four years have not been lived

in vain.

HOWARD BOLES HUTCHINSON
"Hutch."

Portland Oregon

KIND reader, meet "Hutch," far-famed
exponent of the wicked line. He's as

smooth as the icy slopes of Mt. Hood and
rumor hath it that it was from the top of

this noble hill that "Hutch" first took his

very broad view of life.

Boles has a superior taste for literature.

Perhaps we should say he has an appetite

for it. Blindfold him, place him among the

volumes of Newton and Einstein, and he'll

soon emerge with a pile of books that'll put
Ibanez and Snappy Stories to shame. "Hutch"
is also a connoisseur and collector of foo-foo

and his supply of Mary Garden, Jasmine,
and Quelques Fleurs would rival the varieties

of our leading purveyors.
Like Caesar, Howard is ambitious (along cer-

tain lines) and it's generally rumored that he
has signed "Holy Joe's" appointment book for

graduation day, which may explain the fact

that he is often heard to mutter in his

sleep "She's coming back!" Congratulations,

"Hutch."



WHEN little "Mac" was seventeen he
left his boyhood acres and rolled away

via gazoline, lured by the call of breakers.

Thus little "Mac" did emigrate, from out the

local sticks, to follow fortune and his fate

inside old Bancroft's "bricks." This long,

tall lad from New York State at once became
well known by virtue of his six feet eight, or

thereabouts, of bone; and solid muscle
padded thick about his manly chest are

evidence he's turned the trick and stands out
with the best of these, the boys of '22 who
graduate today and don their suits of gold

and blue, and sail off down the Bay! So,

overlooking his few flaws—for most of us

have more—we wish him luck what'er he
draws when he shoves off from shore. But
"Mac," old boy, just take some tips, from us
who know the way, and steer well clear of

those ruby lips that lead young men astray.

BERNARD EDWARD MANSEAU
"Bennie."

Lead South Dakota

STILL water runs deep," is "Benny's"
nature in a nutshell. Take our word for

it, reader, when you sit down in a poker
game opposite this Frenchman from the
Black Hills of the Dakotas you had better
drop out when in doubt. From the inscrut-
able mask he puts over his countenance you
can never tell whether he has five aces or
the deuce of spades. "Benny" has no taste
for literature, in fact, the Nautical Almanac
is the first book he ever read from cover to
cover; but don't think he's wooden: No
he stars consistently in all subjects but
Grease. Unfortunately, the D. O's seem to
get the evidence on him, as a result of which
"Benny" is well acquainted with the rural
scenery of Anne Arundel County. But
walking hasn't stopped his smoking, even if

it has stopped his buying. He still seeks the
fickle tendency and ever will.

S&fe^t^

Buzzard (2)
Class Basketball Numerals

(3,2)
Class Football Numerals (2)



MICHAEL JOSEPH MALANAPHY
"Mike," "Mai," "Irish."

Cresco Iowa

THIS original son of the sod hails from
the big-farm country out in "Ioway,"

and we wonder how he got that Fifth Avenoo
accent and walk while following the plow.
"Mike" shakes a mean foot in the square
circle, and though he would never admit it,

in the gentler environs of the ballroom, also.

In his Academic voyage he has met occa-
sional storms but he has weathered them all

and has given a wide berth to all the rocks

and shoals.

"Mike" is the kind of fellow who will tell

you when he doesn't agree with you, and he
is liable to swear (inwardly) if he drops the
chinaware in a tea-fight, but ordinarily he
is quite even tempered. As he's a moral
colossus he usually camouflages his strength
with a quiet reserve. Although more or less

sensible, "Mike" shows a keen appreciation
of both art and artists. Ask him about that
painting of the New Mexico or those piquant
cinema stars who enchanted him in Los
Angeles.

"Ce jour il fait beau."

RUDOLF LINCOLN JOHNSON
"Rudy," "Swede," "Scan," "Ludie."

Crookston Minnesota

h:A devoted follower of Sandow, "Rudy"
is a "horrible" example of "what dumb-
bells can do for me," having early acquired a
charley horse in the region of the neck which
played havoc with his scholastic ambitions.

"Rudolf" is no botanist but he is, neverthe-

less, conversant with several varieties of

trees from intimate contact.

"Swede" has a failing for the beautiful

(women), and his is an artistic temperament
which delights in the display of the gorgeous

and the pompous. Like a moth he is attracted

to the bright lights of the city and, whenever
opportunity offers, he strikes off for Little

Old New York. There you may expect to

find him at some of those ultra-exclusive

places, with unwritten histories, down in

Greenwich Village, where Ziegfeld's best and
stars of other constellations are wont to

frolic. If there be poetry in grace, form,

and movement, give me all poetry; no prose,

says he.

On with the dance!"



WARREN KENNETH BERNER
"Savvy," "Warnie," "Tarzan."

Savanna Illinois

AS A PLEBE, "Savvy" had a hard time
convincing us that Savanna is in Illinois

and not in Georgia, but the way he acts on
the river has finally convinced us that "Tarzan"
and the Mississippi are old pals. He early

showed a tendency for handling an oar by
implanting himself in Glendon's Squad of

huskies; from which gang he has never yet

been routed. Plebe Year, "Tarzan" was
content with juggling bars and books; in fact,

we have it straight that he and Nat Bowdich
claim the same home town. Be that as it

may, Youngster Year brought hops, and he's

never been the same since. By Second Class

Year he had garnered a Wahoo bird and was
able to go crabbing five days a week. Said

bird seemed most happily perched on our
hero's arm during many months, but with
March came the migrating season and with
it, the irresistible call of the wild, which the

oiseau heard and answered nevermore to

return, we fear.

CLARENCE LEON ATKINSON, JR.
"Pete," "Tistet," "Lee."

Detroit Michigan

APERFECTLY tame, true-to-form Plebe,
"Pete" had only two claims to fame his

first year. They were his fiendish delight
in freezing out the corridor with "fresh air"

each morning, and his notorious work as
table bugler during some three hundred
meals. The first brought many a social(?)

call from more or less unwelcome visitors;

and the second, gentle showers of bread crusts,

orange peels, fried eggs, etc., in great profusion.

Never too savvy at the best, our hero
became the hapless victim of a vicious

struggle between Youngster Skinny and
murmurings of the heart, due to the untimely
discovery of an O. A. O. However, with
hard labor and concentration previously

undreamed of, he defeated the attempt to

end his Naval career.

The effect of Honolulu moonlight was to

make "Pete" a rather passive dragger Second
Class Year. However, his tendencies led

him more to non-reg excursions, until Fate
played him into the D. O's hands with a
most decided 50 D. jolt.

J
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WILLIAM FUNSTEN JENNINGS
"Bill," "Bones," "Willum," "Bolshevik."

Nampa Idaho

YOU SAID you wanted a description of

the bird that's dragging you blind next

week. Whew! That's a difficult undertaking.

His name is, attimes, "Bolshevik," "Rameses,"
"Bones," and most of all "Willum," and
when I'm riled I can add a few more. Like
Cassius, "he hath a lean and hungry look,"

so I advise you not to take him out to chow,
and let me further caution you against believ-

ing him, and particularly his yarn about the

Commander who told him to "take charge."

"Willum" came to us from Nampa, and
brought with him a crab-like, sidewise way
of dancing—quite unique. Dragging blind

is "Willum's" forte. He's a lucky gadget,

too, when dragging for himself—but Allah
help the misguided optimist that drags for

him.
Fear not, fair "Winks," you'lL be well

entertained. "Willum's" line takes well the
first three times you hear it.

As ever,

DUTCH.
P.S. Ask him to sing "Let go the jib halliards.'

GEORGE WILLIAM BAUERNSCHMIDT
"Dutch," "Square."

Baltimore Maryland

GEORGE'S presence among us screams
to the world at large that a man can go

through this place without having his spirit

broken. His Plattsburg training and his

300 K. W. voice got him a job as Plebe three

striper as well as a grease with the Executive
Department which a frenching pap and two
years of tireless effort on the part of his

roommates have been unable to shake.

George became engaged to six women
on Youngster Leave and four of them showed
up at the same dinner party one evening.

George saved one from the wreck.
Each year at Easter time he begins to

evince symptoms of rhino which vary with
he distance of the U. S. S. Henderson from
Crabtown. The attack directs itself against

the Marine Corps in general and towards
their aviators in Haiti in particular.

The announcement of early graduation
and the booking of double passage to Bermuda
happened simultaneously to George. There's

a reason!
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CARLISLE HARRY THOMPSON
"Tommy," "McSweeney," "Gamma."

Parkersburg West Virginia

TERRIBLE Tommy," bred of hardy
mountain stock, began a tumultuous

career at the early age of two by kicking the

slats out of his cradle and yelling, "I want
a fight!" Since then he has been kicking

the slats out of everybody who crossed his

path. He packs a mean punch and has a

quick return motion not described in the

Steam books.
Really very quiet and unassuming, these

very qualities have often led men to take

advantage of his good nature and forced

"Tommy" to give illustrated instructions in

astronomy, accompanied by the tweet! tweet!

of the birdies in the tree tops.

Love's light first broke the peace of "Tom-
my's" mind at the beginning of Second Class

Year. Since then he has burned a hot trail

between here and our national capital, in an

effort to keep his heart and body in the same
place, until, having made the trip so often,

he has almost convinced himself that Wash-
ington is inside the Academic Limits.

THOMAS DWIGHT WILSON
"T. D."

Hope Arkansas

TD.
• b<

TOOK his first sun-sight from the
bow of his cradle in that thriving metro-

polis—Hope—three thousand people and two
movie shows. His early life was filled with
heartbreaking and football.

"Great oaks owe half their greatness to
the scathing tempest's power." The Aca-
demics have proved a hurricane for "T. D."
but he has grown steadily stronger each year.

Still, if you care for a friend who plays the
sob stuff and can sing "The Undertakers'
Reverie" well, steer clear of Dwight. He
simply cannot extract conversational material

from his misfortunes. He's a Gibraltar of

Will Power and a mean hand with the women
when he cares to be, but just now he's seek-

ing blue roses for a little Southern Vision.

"Have you heard the one about ?"

"Say, 'T. D.', how's it to knock off being

ticklish?"



LEO PETER PAWLIKOWSKI
"Polly," "Le," "Turk."

Anita Pennsylvania

LEO'S naval career was ushered in

amidst a great din and crash of crockery.

During the days which followed he soon
learned, to his regret, that certain parts of
Maryland fail to possess the charm of his

native Pennsylvania. Studies never bothered
him much, he just naturally slid by them.
Youngster Skinny was but another mile-

stone in his young life. Long before entering
the Ordnance classrooms "Polly" was known
as one of the foremost artillerists of the inter-

class diamond; in fact, ordnance experts
might profit by noting Leo's methods of
obtaining long trajectories. His most no-
table record, however, was achieved in choice
and chance, the Math Department having
succeeded in giving him the complete master-
ing of the scientific principles involved in the
game of African Dominoes.
Long imperious to the wiles of the femmes,

Second Class Cruise and Seattle proved too
much for the warm heart of the susceptible
Leo, who backwardly admits, "I satisfy.

Just enough Turkish."

ARMAND JAMES ROBERTSON
"Robbie," "Musty."

Washington District of Columbia

I^RIEND "AL": Well, "Al", I take pen in

hand to tell you about this bird "Robbie"
from Wash., that kicked out "Pudd'nhead"
Wilson's teeth while standing on his gonk
Plebe Year and they had to raise our hosp.

fund to 20c. per, so's they'd have enough to

patch him up again. He gets real hard after

that and goes out for the ring game and makes
the table 2 class year after hard work and
pulling a Mac Swiney what made that original

title holder look like a gluten, or you know
what I mean "Al." When he comes back
from leave they's more than one U. S. mail

clerk finds out that Crabtown mail don't

take foreign postage and every bath night

at 15 G. M. T. I rolls over and pipes "Robert-

son's at the hop, sir." He's one of these

tempermental savvy ducks what comes back
from P-work and croaks about only making
a 30 and when the quotations are lamped
pulls down a figger the same as most femmes
wished they was around the waist, you
know him, "Al."

Your pal,

Jack.
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CARL RANSLOW BROWN
"Ike."

St. Albans Vermont

'TKE" IS a Green Mountain boy who up-
X holds the best traditions of that State as
he has a highly developed taste for maple
sugar and other products in which the
Canucks in that part of the country traffic.

In enumerating his many claims to fame we
must not fail to mention his great fondness
for athletics (from the side-lines); lighted

cigarettes in his hip pocket (that hip pocket
is very useful to "Bobby"); watermelons and
Russian dancers. "Ike" is pretty fast and
one day he was fined fifty bucks for speeding
while chasing some galloping dominoes. His
favorite method of preparing for Juice exams
is an hour or two of quiet study—of French
—just before the exam. He says it takes
his mind off the coming struggle. "Ike" has
considerable artistic talent but we are forced

to admit that it has been wasted on cuffs and
the blackboards in the confinement rooms.

RAYMOND HODGES TUTTLE
"Skipper," "Tut," "Tootul."

Montpelier Vermont

SKIP," the mighty son of the Green
Mountains! The pride of Ethan Allen!

Small, did you say? Yes, but oh what a
rumpus he makes! When he appears, it is

a sign to remove all wrist watches, don shin

guards and headgear—for there is sure to
be a rough-house.

"Skipper's" one ambition has been to grow.
He has been section leader of the Growing
Squad for the last two years, but in spite of
all "Doc" Thyroid's efforts, "Skip" is still one
of the runts.

When it comes to the Mexican Sport,

"Skipper" rates Admiral. Get him to tell

you about going to Canada sometime, and
see if he doesn't end up with, "Vive le Cana-
da." He also has a long and pitiful tale about
one Army-Navy game when he had to
sleep with his overcoat on to keep from
freezing.

E^fegh

Growing Squad (3, 2, 1)
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GEORGE DUDLEY COOPER
"Coop," "Dud."

Passaic New Jersey

PASSAIC was thoroughly renovated ""and

dry-cleaned by Billy Sunday and prohibi-

tion about the time George made his debut
hereabouts. Perhaps that explains why he
was mentioned but once in connection with
frenching and never for any other of the

abundant class A's. His very good academic
record and his carload of real friends prove
many times over that, though not a star man,
he's a steady plugger all the way through.

"Dud's" greatest pastime is sailing. On
any decent day with a fair wind you'll see

him on the broad expanse before Crabtown
in one of the Academy's half-raters or C-
barges.

The old boy is no Red Mike either. He
bursts forth rather spontaneously every now
and then with the entire makeup of a full-

fledged snake and teahound.

FREDERIC DAVID FOSTER
"Red," "Festis."

Belleville New Jersey

IT'S TYPICAL of "Red" that from the
minute the Fleet anchored in the roads in

the late summer of 1918 he was hardly able

to wait until the end of Leave for the Upper-
classmen to come back so he could show them
a good time. When they did come back he
had an eventful and interesting Plebe Year,
for "Red" did more running of Midshipmen
as a Plebe than he has since, which is saying
something.
A certain D. O. received the surprise of his

life when he called "Red" down to put in a
requisition for stripes. Besides the Radiator
hound he expected, a stellar Mexican athlete

with a mean line stood before him. No
wonder "Red" can talk them all out of seeing

ashes and smelling smoke.
"Red's" tinkling mandolin has caused

sleepless nights for more than one poor Mid
over the band room, but when the show is

given, we just naturally have to forgive him.
On the cruise, a skag in the lee side of his

face, he can make the wild waves homesick.
"What's the Steam? Only sixteen pages

of Thermo? Fruit! Tell the D. O. I'm down
in The Log office."
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FERDINAND CHATARD DUGAN, JR.

"Red," "Ferdy," "Ferd."

Catonsville Maryland

SEVERAL years ago a Baltimore Oriole,

with a Cardinal's plumage, horned into a
well-known flock of sea-gulls with rather

unusual results. He soon became initiated

but not without a few incidents worthy of
mention. Among other things, it's said that
one day at cutter drill when ordered to "Let
go," he did—of the boat-hook, not the dock,
losing the former in the river. At another
time he endeavored to brush the fuzz from
his new Plebe suit with a safety razor, and
all would have been ripping had he not cut a
long gash in the middle of the back. Next
came the mange cure episode, but that is

too heartrending to relate. "Ferd" played
the role of a Red Mike fairly successfully for

three years ; but at last, sad to say, he showed
signs of weakening.

Masqueraders (3,2); Sil

ver Masked N
Class Handball (3)
Class Water Polo (2)

BRADFORD BARTLETT
"Brad." "Bart," "Kid," "B. B."

Detroit Michigan

THIS youthful prodigy was born right

here inside the "Great Wall." Yep! a
seafarer from the start with the jump on us
all. Ask any of the D. O.'s if he ever snow-
balled them when they were Mids.

All went well Plebe Year until "Arty" Doyle
failed to catch him as he fell backwards; and
the boys found out that "Dad" wrote the
Steam Book; not to mention that one of the

famous D. O.'s was his cousin. "Brad" is

a dyed-in-the-wool fusser and there is nothing
he likes better than tripping the light fan-

tastic—unless it be eating. In this latter

art he is equalled by few and excelled by none.
Second Class Year saw the little bird on

"Brad's" arm. During the summer he went
up to Camp Perry and in the pistol matches
showed the gang that "Bill" Hart was only a
beginner.

Rifle Team (4, 3, 2); NA (3)
Expert Pistol and Rifleman
National RifleMatches, 1 921
Buzzard (2)

Musical Clubs (2, 1)
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HAROLD FREDERICK PULLEN
"Squire."

Hackensack New Jersey

HF." IS a young man of wide experience (in

#-Hoboken) and cosmopolitan instincts,

being of New England birth, up-State (New
York) breeding, college training, and New
Jersey tastes. In spite of Puritanical begin-

nings, he makes no claim of being a heavy-
weight. In fact, the "Squire" is a thorough-
going exponent of frivolity, and a master of

all the social graces which are so essential in

the career of a naval officer or a ward politi-

cian.

As a man is known by his habits, we must
mention his perennial claim to a place on
the Track Training Table and the Sub Squad,
and his penchant for dragging bricks without
knowing it. With the ladies, he has been by
turns blase, romantic, indiscriminate, and in

love. His chief claim to fame is his horse-

shoe luck, which allowed him to stay in

Honolulu, Second Class Cruise, a month
after the fleet had left. He has never been
the same dear boy since!

ALONZO LEWIS TYLER
"Al," "Ty," "Lorenzo."

Auburn Nebraska

WAS. THAT formation? What do we
have this period? What's the uniform?"

And if you told him it was cuffs and eyeshades,

"Al" would undoubtedly bust out in that

outfit. Absent-minded? Say, such things as

slipsticks in Dago class and Bullard Volume
I in Steam are everyday occurrences with
"Al!" There is just one thing that never slips

the mind of this lad from the Cornhusker
State—his daily to the O. A. O. Remark-
able how that line of his holds out; but it

must be a wazz, for it surely did drag down
forty.

And caulk! Now you're talking to "Al"
in his native tongue. Being endowed with
a smattering of savviness, "Al" breaks out
the old caulkin' mat during the Anns and
Semi-anns and puts in several hours' extra

duty pulling sat in that gentle art. It's a
fact that "Al" is as full of sleep as a barber's

cat, which happy trait makes him easy to get

along with—when he's asleep.
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ADOLPH ERNEST BECKER, JR.

"Ernie," "Crown Prince," "Gravy."

Asbury Park New Jersey

HE ADMITS two things—he's savvy and
he's a real Red Mike. He perched on

a tree just once during his Plebe Year, and
the shock was so great that he decided it was
necessary to swear off women. Have to
hand it to him—he did. Don't worry,
though, 'cause the time will come when the
thrills of Juice and Nav will fade—then, say
it with flowers.

His main reason for coming to the Academy
was his love for water. He has always looked
forward to making the cruises and has got to

be quite a seafaring man. Even in the
Academy he managed to keep on the Sub
Squad for four years, just to be near the
water.
Mexican athletics seemed to be "Ernie's"

favorite sport and he was ever present at all

meetings of the Radiator Club and the
Soviet.

"I always get my gravy first."

ss^^^^^se?
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Buzzard (2)

Sub Squad (4, 3, 2)

ALDEN REAM SANBORN
"Zeke," "Cozy," "Sandy."

Jefferson Wisconsin

WELL, you see, it's this way, when I was
up at Wisconsin we used to—," and so

on, ad infinitum, until we wondered what
"Zeke" really thought when he finally left

dear old Jefferson and came to the United
States.

But from the first our Alden took a
liking to sea-water a la Severn and, not being
content with three months' cruising during
the summer, he is a constant attendant on
"Dick's" all-the-way-by-water personally con-
ducted trips to Round Bay and return.
"Yessir, we rowed fourteen miles tonight and
then beat the second varsity over the Henley
in three seconds better than the record!"
Rumor has it that "Zeke" coaled ship once

on Youngster Cruise, but, knowing him as we
do, we expect that it was in St. Thomas. It

is also whispered among those of the inner
circle that he and "Jo" got to be quite chummy
after their joint sprees to le Bal Boulanger
and the Follies Bergere in Paris.

Crew (4, 3, 2, 1); N Five
Crossed Oars

Olympic Crew, Number 5

Football Squad (4, 3, 2, 1);

NA (3, 2); N * (1)

Buzzard (2)



EDWARD RICHARD FRAWLEY
"Thug," "Frog," "F. S.," "W. P."

Fulton New York

FRAWLEY burst into the Academy from
that little-known country—Up-State New

York. Plebe Year had not advanced far,

though, before he had acquired his widely
recognized nickname, "Thug." Not that he
was pugilistically inclined—not especially

—

but because of his general appearance, for

he's always had the idea that all that was
necessary was to look hard at a person and
resistance would fade away. This same
gentle look, aided and abetted by athletic

ability, doomed him to snakehood whether
he would or no. Content with his lot,

however, he falls often; but, before the week
has passed, he's once more acquired his

precious liberty.

"Thug" is a man of vast experience, who
is always willing to give it to the less fortu-

nate ; for he went to the Olympics where he had
his first experience seeing Europe. If

"Thug's" line is to be trusted (and he rarely

deviates very widely in telling his tales)

Europe must be one happy hunting ground.

RUSSELL JOHN EHLE
"Sonny/' "Ginger."

Fort Plain New York

FORT PLAIN, N. Y., sent us "Ginger,"
and "Ginger" he still is. He made a

bad break at the very beginning of his sea-

going career—he went to the Barracks. "R.

J." is a Red Mike in the Academy but
isn't it a shame there are only two mail

deliveries a day! "Sonny" has made an
enviable record during his stay with us,

having specialized in gymnasium stunts and
submarining. He was forced to retire from
these activities, however, when "Bully"
became enthusiastic, made plans to give his

regulars a little fall training, and asked them
to come back early from Leave. He couldn't

see this at all, and when he did come back he
found his teammates so far advanced that he
couldn't keep up the pace and had to resign.

He spends all of his time now framing up
the final touches for June Week. Ask him
about it.
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EATON ALEXANDER BOOTHE
"Boots."

Newark Ohio

EATON came into his own on his First

Class Cruise to Norway. The concrete-

mixer he met up with while in the Land of

the Midnight Sun, though not exactly a
Harrison Fisher product, made up for her
other deficiencies by an excess of beef and
brawn. Our hero tried to uphold the noblest

traditions but the style of wrestling was new
and he departed with several fractured ribs.

He has degenerated morally during the

past summer due to the insidious influence

of Ike Brown's company on various and
sundry liberties in Lisbon. He goes on
record as being the only man that can under-
stand Ike's French as spoken with the Scotch
accent. Possessed with the faculty of turn-

ing out on Monday morning with the firm

conviction that the Universe is all wrong, he
usually finds solace in singing the blues with
"Nap" Higgins.

"Yes, Jawn, this is Monday all day.
Gittem back, Plebes."

TtC

CHARLES HUGO MOMM
"Chaz," "C. H."

New London Connecticut

EARLY in his meteoric career "Charlie"
became famous as a "dragging Plebe,"

only a well-timed trip to the hospital saving
him from standing beneath a capsized bucket.
Since then he has, from time to time, com-
mitted like acts which have brought him
similar notoriety, for, above all, "Charlie"
is original.

Work and he have ever been strangers but,

while successful in fooling the profs, he has
been but a babe in the hands of the D. O.'s

and duty-struck Upperclassmen who failed

to realize that, but for delayed appreciation

of "Momm's" sterling qualities by the
members of Congress, he would have been a
prime member of Twenty-One.

His early attempts to break into the local

Four Hundred were accompanied by sundry
errors in finding 4.0's. He made several bad
mistakes, yet to this day he refuses to admit
the folly of his ways—but what's the use of

being Dutch if y' can't be flatfooted and
stubborn?



JOHN MARTIN HIGGINS
"Jawn," "Nap," "King," "Stalwart."

Madison Wisconsin

CAN YOU imagine a man so doggone
anxious to get into the Navy that he

would arrive here from the wilds of Wisconsin
a month ahead of time? Well, "Jawn"
hates to admit it but it's a fact, so look him
over—the only one in captivity. Wisconsin
may be proud of her stalwart sons but why
does she always wish them on us? As a
vamp "Jawn" is tres chic—wonder what
will happen, though, when his cross-country

walker from Tent City shows up.

The smile on that noble visage weathers
the stormiest of Dago professors and "The
man who always smiles" fools 'em into good
marks sometimes. Youngster Year "Jawn"
was a clamdigger; later he wielded a wicked
oar and a wickeder pen (judging from the
rogues' gallery on his locker door). The
folks from the sticks think "Jawn's" a peach

-

arino but let me state "It ain't so" for he
always manages to carry things to the proper
climax.

CHARLES JOHN CATER
"Runt," "Kate," "C. J."

Anniston Alabama

ANNISTON Presbyterian College turned
him loose on Marion Institute, that

American Eton shoved him on to the Navy,
and so far the latter organization has been
unable to pass the buck—possibly because
he's a first class oil burner, and oil burners
are undoubtedly the thing in naval circles

today. Anyway "C. J." stuck, and not
without results, for he possesses an rNt,
which to the uninitiated might mean anything
rom "Right Noble Toddler" to "Royal
Navy of Trinidad," although to those that
speak the language it shows that he handles
a wicked rifle.

After living several years in Alabam',
Kate" is quite naturally in love, for which

no one blames him except that's he's reason-

ably intelligent and is thoroughly acquainted
with the latest divorce statistics. Still, if he
insists on getting married, let us pity rather

than censure, and remember only his good
points as a Midshipman—an excellent shot
with any kind of a weapon and a holder of
the rNt.
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CHARLES JOHN McWHINNIE
"Mac," "Cowboy." "Briggs," "MacSweeny."

Douglas Wyoming

TWO SHOTS rang out on the still night
of the plain and two more redskins bit

the dust while their souls departed to the
Happy Hunting Grounds. From behind a
sagebrush 'Two-gun Mac' lurched into view,
armed to the teeth, and with that look on his

face that indicates a hard man."
So run the tales that our friend "Briggs"

tells to a group of delighted listeners. Some-
times there was even enough interest to
arouse the cowboy to show his skill with the
lariat.

Whatever induced this hombre, who was
born in the country where the sheepherders
stand their mid-watches under the still star

light, to come to the school for Pampered
Pets is beyond the scope of this work, but
old "Whitey" is still on the job and his ship
will never go on the rocks.

"MacSweeny, when have you eight?"

JAMES MERLE ROSS
"Bossy," "Betsy," "Jimmy Merle."

Xenia Ohio

ONE DAY in June, back in 1918, there

passed through the Maryland Avenue
portals of the Naval Academy clad in the
dull garb of the civilian one Ross, "R-o-
double-s, sir: from Xenia, Ohio, X-e-n-i-a, sir."

At least that was "Bossy's" version of it

when questioned by the powers (namely the
Upperclassmen) who ruled in those bygone
days.

As a Plebe, Ross was a feature daily

looked forward to by the men who felt it their

duty to guide the erring footsteps of the
Fourth Classmen into the paths of rates and
regulations. And beyond any question of a
doubt he scored his greatest success in this

field. It was here he learned the principles

of higher mathematics, all about asymptotes
and infinity, as well as the necessary knowl-
edge for testing the strength of certain

materials, namely brooms; however, it is not
to be inferred that he was ratey or wooden,
but, speaking in the vernacular, he got by,

and he got by strong.



I. NEIL YELVERTON
"Mickey," "Thug."

Bay Springs Mississippi

EARLY IN June, 1918, "Mickey" first

set foot on Maryland soil—aspiring to be
a Midshipman. By the end of Plebe Summer
he had shaken the cottonseed from his hair

but his good tongue still maintained that
quality of speech distinctive of the South.
During the first month of Ac Year some

Upperclassmen fired the usual question at

"Mickey," "What're y' out for, Mister?"
With the choice of many sports, "Thug"
chose, "Wrestling, sir." Now, "Mickey"
didn't know, at that time,«the toe hold from
the head scissors but he's learned since

—

until now he's a real wrestler, ready to meet
allcomers.

Late Youngster Year he appeared con-
spicious through the absence of one of his

front teeth due to a friendly game of lacrosse

—a calamity to a man possessed of a smile

that ordinarily reaches from ear to ear.

Why, the merriment of his laugh then would
even bring a chuckle from a brig-rat bound
for extra instruction on a Saturday night
during Segregation.

Wrestling Squad (4, 3, 2);

NA (3, 2)

Class Lacrosse Numerals (3)
Buzzard (2)

B

WILLIAM HENRY CREW
"Pheeziks," "Bill."

Evanston Illinois

ILL" started his business career as a
partner of the Pegg 8b Crew Coffee Co.,

in the Windy City, but soon departed from
his wanderings as a Java salesman to risk

his neck on the briny deep.

Though not a ladies' man, he always has a
batting average high among the femmes and
his line is the enemy of many of the tea
fighters of the first magnitude—but there's

a reason, for "Bill's" home adjoins one of
Northwestern's Sorority houses.

"Bill's" favorite pastime during the winter
afternoons, when members of the Radiator
Club were keeping their radiators warm,
was to heave some of our 135-pound white
hopes around on the mat, and he's no slouch

at it either.

"Enfin," he's quite a model young man for

a Midshipman—the kind of a fellow we want
people to think we all are—only we all can't

camouflage so well.

Mandolin Club (4, 3, 2, 1)
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HAROLD DAVIES BAKER
"Bake."

Baltimore Maryland

EVERYONE, friend and foe alike, agrees

that Baltimore must feel proud of her
native son. Why, even by Harold's own
admission, he's quite a boy, and is a "soi-

disant" authority on everything. And argu-
mentative! Whoever has seen him during the
heat of a disputation with one of the Soviet
must concede the statement—"Mathematical
Joe," with all his knowledge of the theory of

limits, could not hold a candle to the prodig-

ious marcelled Adonis of the old Sixteenth
Company. Steam profs, especially, are

susceptible to his powers of argumentation,
that is, with a few exceptions like Puddle
Ball.

"Bake's" activities at the Academy have
been many. Remember Plebe Year how he
kept us wooden ones off the Steam bushes
by giving us the full benefit of his earlier

railroad training? That was just a begin-
ning, and now—well, who doesn't know of
the one and only "H. D.?"

Buzzard (2)

Baseball Squad (3)

Class Baseball (2)
Ring Committee
Class Supper Committee
Business Manager Reef

Points

ARTHUR WALKER BRYAN
"Art," "Thug."

Baltimore Maryland

SHAKE him, boys. Do you hear those

oyster shells rattle? True son of the East-
ern Shore and seagoing—say, his Uncle
Jimmy escaped from the British by rowing
all night in an open boat even though it was
tied to a dock the whole time.

Youngster Year the bold youth sallied

forth in search of adventure. Indeed, he
came, he saw, he fell, and is still falling with
no bottom at six. Since then, Washington
N. J., has totally eclipsed Baltimore and
the Eastern Shore in his eyes. Just send him
a Plebe from any part of New Jersey and
see if that's not right.

"Smitty" nicknamed him "Thug" and, judg-
ing from the caricature above, he should have
upheld that title with "Spike" Webb. But he
wrote too many letters, which shows the

feminine influence. He has lost his Plebe

Summer two-striper brace and seagoing roll

and has developed what Calipers called a

debutante slouch.

ompany Representative

(4, 3, 2, 1)

uzzard (2)

ggff?^^
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DELBERT STROTHER CORNWELL
"Cornje."

Philippi West Virginia

HAS ANYONE seen how the war is com-
ing on in West Virginia? They tell me

they shot a few near home yesterday. Oh!
believe me, brother, that's God's own coun-
try!" It usually starts out about like that,

while it ends with a "Let's catch." In the
meantime, however, he has told you all about
the lessons in Juice, Steam, and Ordnance,
despite the fact that he hasn't cracked a
book. How does he do it? We don't know
but if he would worry about something just

once, to see what it felt like, he would prob-
ably star???

Early Plebe Year, "Lenine" qualified for

the Navy Demo Team. Since then he has
been a consistently high scoring member, his

bogy being one hundred and ninety over a
nine months' course. Some may have done
better but few did it without playing the
last month with the Supe and losing out:
probation up and three reasons to go.

H. RAYMOND ZAYOTTI
"Ray," "Rig," "Zig."

Fall River Massachusetts

SHADES of Paderewski! Our acquaint-
ance with Raymond was begun early in

Plebe Summer when, going to Mem Hall, we
came upon him, surrounded by an admir-
ing mob of music lovers, teasing jazzy melodies
out of the old Steinway.

Naturally, when you read "Fall River,
Mass.," you look under "Honors" to find

"Star (4, 3, 2, 1)," but in this case it is not so.

Nevertheless, "Zig" is a hard and earnest
worker, and has stood well up toward the top.

That cheerful grin has made many friends

for him and a liberty with him is sure to be
an interesting one. (We remember several

in 'Frisco.) Though not a confirmed fusser,

"Ray" is not entirely without talent in this

line, and it is a fact that at least six of the fair

sex have caused him violent heart throbs and
anxious anticipations of long delayed letters.
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WILLIAM BAYNARD WHALEY
"Fish."

Charleston South Carolina

IN EIGHTEEN hundred and ninety-nine

was born this stalwart youth of the fluent

line. "Fish" is one of the prize products of

Charleston, and has all the boys bribed not
to reveal his past. But his actions in our
midst have proved that his future will be
full of thrills. He is always on hand with a
glad word and cheery smile when the gang is

assembled for the ancient and honorable
sport of slinging Captain Billy's favorite fruit.

Ask him if he saw the Camels or the

Bachanalle in Mecca and he begins to frame
an alibi. His snaking percentage is just

about zero but, girls, there are wonderful and
untried depths to his nature awaiting the
awakening touch.

The "Angler" is not unnecessarily studious,

but when the velvet gets low few can come
through as he does with the real work.

MALCOLM MORRIS GOSSETT
"Mike."

Hopkinsville Kentucky

M 1

blue grass and good moonshine—so he
says. "Small in stature but large in mind."
When it comes to telling good stories, he
keeps us all on edge for the next one. Seeing
him in action one gets the idea that his sole

excuse for being is to tell a better one than
the last fellow. Thanks to him, we always
have something to laugh about when times
are dull. He is always strong for a big time
and never neglects the women. However,
he has his serious side; when the wrong side

of a two-five draws near he puts out the neces-

sary ergs and comes through with flying

colors. Here's to you, "Mike," may the
bull always pull you through.

A kick of the foot,

A look so bold,

He opens his mouth
And another one's told.
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CHARLES ANDERSON DODGE
"Chas."

South Pasadena California

you are from—eh yes,

California. I remember having seen

your name in print. You are the handsome
young son of South Pasadena who entertained

the King of the Belgians in your room. Now
wasn't this the second time you hobnobbed
with royalty, for in New York you repeatedly

said, 'As the Kaiser would say, Hoch!' What,
you will make no statement? Very well, are

you regulation, Mr Dodge?"
"Reg—say, didn't I get letters from the.

Admiral commenting on my behavior?"
"As to athletics

"

"Oh, I'm an 'athalete' all right. Radiator
Club two years, Weak Squad one, Sub Squad
one, and NA in track."

"And academically "

"Well, I always had over a two-five except
in Dago. But why study Dago in a 'mili-

taire institush'?"

"About the Old Kaiser
"Forget it. Come on, we will play put

and take. You put, I'll take."

¥

HENRY PARKE NEEDHAM
"Pete," "Hank," "H. P."

Los Angeles California

GENTLEMEN, we ask you, does he look
like a savoir? Well, it is hard to tell

now that they don't put stars on their collars
but "Pete" surely held down his end as one
of the savviest and laziest men in the Six-
teenth Company; incidentally proving that
the way to prepare for exams is to take a
rest cure.

Not much given to athletics he early became
a charter member of the Radiator Club as
well as famous for his interest in the winter
sports that made Bergen famous. A con-
firmed Red Mike during Youngster Year he
seldom broke forth at the week-end work-
outs in the Gym, but finally backslid during
Christmas Leave and lost a miniature in
Baltimore. And that's not all!
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STAND by, all you femmes, for here comes
"Reid," so cute and darling; the man that

makes the hops a success. Whoa! Just

because he's chairman of the Hop Committee,
don't crowd.
When "Reid" sings, it's a cinch he's just

received THE LETTER from THE O. A. O.;

when he bones Alexander Hamilton Institute,

he's bilged another Nav P-work and is

preparing for the cold outside; otherwise he's

just "Reid," with a smile for all and two for

the girls. A strong advocate of Women's
Rights and Prohibition he's never been known
to turn down a drop; in accordance with the

Volstead Act he's trying hard to "make the

country safe" for the unborn generations by
making it dry! No, tea is not his specialty,

pouring is too fatiguing for words.

Shakespeare was the only Second Class-

man who failed to bury English, January 28,

1921. Just to show his independence he
took a re-exam, his last famous sea fight with

C. Alphonso.

Lucky Bag
Hop Committee
Chairman (1)

Chairman June Ball Com
mittee (2)

Soviet

HERBERT SPENCER DUCKWORTH
"Ducky," "Trotzky."

Cape Girardeau Missouri

DUCKY" came from some place in

Missouri—very seagoing. The "Duck"
is quite a snake of the different kind. He is

not much for putting in a lot of dog but
would you believe that he is a real hero?
Yes, sir, a real hero, like those you read about.
If you don't believe it read the short story
"Jeannie Goes to Annapolis," published in a
popular weekly. Also, we wonder why he
went on the last practice cruise. It must
have broken "Duck's" heart to sail away
and miss that trip to Camp Perry with the
Rifle Team. But heros always do get in

trouble, don't they?
Ducky" is a clubman, after a fashion,

Vbeen a member of the Demo and Cross
Country Clubs. Fresh air is good for the
constitution, so maybe the little trips about
Annapolis on Wednesdays are responsible for

his having keen enough eyesight to make the
Rifle Team.

\

<
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REGGIE," Lord Chesterfield, is a native
of the most wonderful city in the world

:

New York. To be frank it was always his

boyhood belief that the sun rose and set in

the East and North Rivers respectively, a
belief which remained unshattered until

Second Class Cruise, when he learned that
Old Sol graced even the West Coast-
occasionally.

As the sobriquet implies, His Lordship is

a snake. As for girls, he's a connoisseur,
always displaying "discriminating judgment
of what is rare and choice" in the art of drag-
ging. On one occasion, a hop, he went so far

as to pose as the Prince of Wales and, strange
as it may seem, he got away with it—with
a few.

Like all true bloods, "Reggie" is a great
clubman, and generally can be located at one
or another of these favored spots. The
Cross Country Club, however, is undoubt-
edly his favorite for, as he says, "It is such
an excellent conditioner for track."

HERBERT GRAY CHANDLER
"Neptune," "Salty."

Williamsburg Virginia

MAMMA, who is that old man in a
uniform who comes back to Williams-

burg every September?"
"Sh! child, that is Mr. Chandler, he is in

the Navy at Annapolis."
"But mamma, I thought the age limit was

"Keep quiet, children should be seen and
not heard, my dear."

You'll have to admit that it is not every-

one that spends four years in college and
then takes a Post-Graduate course at the
Naval Academy, but we are not sorry that
Neptune was not satisfied with any meagre
education. Early in his career Herbert
yielded to Pancho Villa's offers to join his

troup of famous Mexican Athletes of which
old "Nep" is now a well known and leading

member. By the end of Youngster Year
he could heave his skag out the window
without leaving the radiator and apparently
without moving a muscle.

"Well, I think I'll caulk fellows, I don't
savvy it."

¥2
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ROBERT BRUCE MILLER
"Bruce."

New York City

THOUGH back in his home town of
Bagdad-on-the-Subway they never hear

of his fame nor publish his face in the papers,
still "Bruce" is considerable proud of his old
haunts. Indeed, no one can blame him for

that feeling of superiority over these Middle
Westerners with the hayseed behind their

ears—and he's not at all delicate about his

remarks on the subject.

A long line of Scotch ancestors and twenty
years' association with those who own Man-
hattan have given him a good estimate of the
value of money. 'Tis said that he can stretch

a dollar like a rubber band. As no man can
serve God and Mammon—but we're getting

sacriligious—no, suffice it to say that he has
shown many the error of their ways by his

appeals to reason.

The way he's slipped it over the D. O.'s is

a shame—he only walked once in his first

three years here. "Cozy?" I'll say so!

JAMES SAMUEL THOMAS STRANAHAN
ELY

"Jim," "Slip."

Rutherford New Jersey

AT BIRTH "Stranahan" was endowed
with a host of aliases which are easy to

hide behind on a hotel register and look most
distinguished on a calling card. As to

nationality, he denies all tales of a Scotch-

Hebrew origin but, knowing certain of his

friends, we wonder. "Jim" put in a clothing

requisition Plebe Year, made it out wrong,
got papped, and swore off. "Besides," says
he, "why should I req anything while my
stencil ink holds out?" 'Tis rumored that

after "Jim" was Mate-of-the-Deck on the

Minnie he had to buy three more laundry
bags.

And argufy, good Gawd, that's the best

thing he does! A perfect memory for dates

and places of everything that ever happened
and many things that never did, coupled
with a happy faculty of inventing statistics

to prove the case in question, are his chief

assets. In his way, "Jim" is a genius and
he experiences no difficulty in separating the

sheep from their goats.
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LEONARD KAPLAN
An Autobiography

BORN IN the township of Weston,
county of Lewis, State of West Virginia,

Monday, the 26th day of November, 1900.

Educated in the Public Schools of Weston
1907-1912; Weston High School 1912-1916;
Department of Civil Engineering, School of

Applied Science, Carnegie Institute of Tech-
nology, Pittsburgh, Pa., 1916-1917, and 1917-

1918; Midshipman, U. S. N., July, 1918.

A student above the average, and a mathe-
matician of marked ability. Has always
maintained that the prime factor in good
scholastic work is application rather than
genius—application, which includes first, the
mental effort or coercive force to exert the
brain; second, the knowledge of how to

study.
Unmarried. For further information see

"Who's Who in America, 1950-1952."

P. A. LIST

"Porky"

BORN IN the township of Zion, county
of Cork, State of Ignorance, Sunday,

the 17th day of March, 1900. Educated in

the Convent of Zion, 1906-1911. Zion City
Collech, 1911-1915. Department of Geolo-

gical Engineering, School ofReductive Science,

United States Naval Rock College, Ports-

mouth, N. H., 1915-1918. Midshipman,
S. N. R. S. 4th of July, 1918, until death
us part.

A stewed gent below the average, and a
poker player of marked ability. Has always
maintained that the prime factor in good
academic standing is grease rather than
genius—grease, which includes first, the
mental effort or coercive force to bone out
of hours and before reveille; second, the
knowledge of one's own importance.

Unsat. For further information see the
list of those denied special privileges until

by positive action on their part they show
that they merit further consideration.
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Elihu Criswell Grace
July 3, 1901 October 4, 1918

Malcolm Scott Duniway
October 7, 1899 October 8, 1918

Hugh Sherwood Mayo
November 28, 1900 October 16, 1918

Carl Stone Benedict

October 18, 1901 October 21, 1918

Verner Orion Vogenitz

November 23, 1898 December 4, 1919

Frank Donald Hodgkinson
December 23, 1899 February 27, 1920

Thomas Homer Crenshaw
November 15, 1901 March 24, 1920

Clinton Hodges
April 29, 1900 June 6, 1920
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Football Squad (4, 3)
Lacrosse Squad (4) INt (4)

^ FTER getting away with everything it is possible
for a Midshipman to get away with, "Doug" de-

cided Youngster Year that he had sufficiently drained
the naval life of all its novelty and left in search of
new diversions. The day he shoved off the Navy
lost a brainy athletic man and the class of '22 lost one
of its most worthy members.
"Doug" was savvy. He never let anything

like studies worry him or interfere with his

writing ten letters daily. Temperamental? Yes,
quite, but he was as quick to help a friend out as he
was to heave an ink bottle at his head. Entrusting
"Doug" with social matters, however, was a very
dangerous proceeding. He was famous for such
breaks as, "Mr. Gish, allow me to present my former
roommate, Miss Gadget." But we had to forgive
him for these little mistakes, for he never failed to

follow them with his simple grin and his blushes.

JOHN MILLER REDFIELD Iowa

Class Basketball (3)
Class Lacrosse (3)

J.
MILLER burst upon the Academy fresh from

Marion Institute with a broad smile and slicked

hair. Two and a half years later he left us with those
two peculiarities and, in addition, a lovesick heart.

Near the end of Plebe Year he joined the ranks of

the "She ran off and married a civilian" club, but on
the whole he led a virtuous life until Youngster
Cruise. While at Hampton Roads he encountered
a siren, and from then on he was destined to "cit" life.

It was a case of a letter a day until he left.

"Red" was pretty well liked, a social whirlwind, and
a good athlete. He helped his class on both the
basketball and lacrosse teams.
"Oh Flo! Look what I've got."

"Yours without a struggle, Sarah."

JOHN MONAS MALONEY Colorado

DAT" left Littleton, Colo., in the early days of
^ the war to lend his support to the Fleet but soon
decided that the Academy needed him more and he
joined the Pampered Pets in '18. He ran through
Plebe Year without a snag, and made a name for

himself in the lightweight eight which established the

150-pound crew as a college sport in '19 and made
the first record for its class in the Henley. He fooled

the Academics consistently, and even the femmes,
for his first two years, but students of history believe

that his resistive power must have been low Second
Class Leave, for soon after his return he became rest-

less, and, claiming to be affected by the wanderlust,

he broke away and hied him back to Littleton. And
now his Youngster Mechanics and "Skinny" are

shining forth in the contracting business, and, though
he claims he's single, his adopted Navy line and his

steady, earnest gaze are sure to tie him to a fireside

of his own before long.
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CHARLES EDWIN SNEDEKER New York
Black N
Swimming Squad (4, 3); Numerals
Boxing Squad (3)

^JHEN "Sned" went out into the cold world we
saw him off in the same manner as we did

Admiral Eberle—with a rousing Four N. But before
he left he had the imprint of his personality on every-
thing he had touched. For example, his work with
a right line pen struck the profs dumb with amazement
many times. Although he was a swimmer from the
start, he rarely was at the finish. His vocation
(Heavensent) is business. He is at home in each
and every branch of this science and is at present
showing his versatility by fitting silk underwear to

living models.
"Guess I caught you with your blou down this

time!"

JAMES DeWITT GEORGE Indiana

'TIMMY" is one of those incongruous birds who,
J although easy-going, is always doing something.
With him, when it wasn't smoking paps or extra duty,
it was the girls. With that marcelled head of gray
can you blame them? Were we to believe entirely

his account of his liberties in Seattle Second Class
Cruise—but that's another matter. Lady Nicotine
led "Jasdie" a merry chase and many were the times
that she caused him to take those Wednesday^after-

noon lion hunts.
Despite all the demos that somehow we always

connect with thoughts of him, "Jimmy" had a con-
tinual smile. Life was too big to him to let such
matters cause trouble.

"Well yes—sure, but—" and he is off on his favorite

pastime to convince you of something, whether it be
the merits of the State of Indiana, or why Calculus
is all bunk. "Jimmy," may your line be useful to

you now!

EMILE FRANCIS duPONT Delaware

Hop Committee (3)

< r^HICK" left early Second Class Year to try his

luck at Yale, where he entered the Class of '22

and took the Mechanical Engineering Course. Oh
yes, he'll get by, he always managed to fool the De-
partments down here. Perhaps he fooled us in the
same way. We thought he was a snake so we put him
on the Hop Committee, whereupon he spurned dragging
as a bad habit. "Chick" would make a big hit as an
arch criminal. Dame Rumor has it that he is already
well known in some of the best police circles in the
East, and latest reports state that he is out for even
greater notoriety. "Chick," like Caesar, always was
ambitious.
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ROBERT JOSEPH FLOOD
Class President (4, 3)
Football (4, 3)
Lacrosse (4, 3);lNt (3)
Chairman Class Ring Committee

TPO have managed as turbulent a class as ours for

its two most turbulent years and to have done it

as well as "Mike" did was no mean feat for anyone.
He started doing things in the middle of Plebe Summer
when he and "Thug" Morgan mixed it in the squared
circle for the Class Championship. Academic Year
found him up on the A-Squad in football and by this

time the Class had become so impressed by his quiet,

consistent, hard work that he was elected Class Presi-

dent. However, the one thing that he loved beyond
all others was a good old-fashioned roughhouse, and
if there was one anywhere in the wing you could be
pretty sure he was in it.

You may gather from the above that he couldn't
have been much of a ladies' man. Don't fool yourself!

He started fussing the Yard the minute he rated it,

and from various rumors we've heard he's still going
strong, though he's in Texas and She is here. It is

a cinch he never would have bilged in Dago.
Math got "Mike" just when his other troubles were

hardest. Some of his classmates got in hot water in

the spring of 1920 and he used that fluent line and
steady head of his to get them clear rather than ap-
plying his talents to Academic subjects. The con-

sequence was that he fell down on the Anns and the
Navy lost a Man.

«*
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OLIVER ALFORD New York
Football (4, 3)
Lacrosse (4, 3); INt (4, 3)

'ALFORD, the Pride of the Plebes," is the way
our weekly booklet described this ham an' egger in

the fall of '18. His limelight career in the U. S. N. A.
began at his first meal Plebe Summer and ended in

a little lacrosse game when he cut a man down, stepped
on his head, and took the ball without losing his stride.

"Ollie" and football have been pals since infancy
and his all-around ability is known to all hands despite

the handicap of a bad knee which kept him from
climbing to the top. When "Bully" said that Alford

was the best defensive lacrosse player in the United
States he didn't exaggerate to any noticeable extent.

He knocked things loose Plebe Year in the Hopkins
game when he finished up with eighteen notches in

his club and pulled down one of the two letters given

to our class in this sport that year.

ROGER GOODMAN MURRAY
Football (4, 3);N* (3)
Boxing (4, 3)
Lacrosse (4)FEW of us there are, indeed, who do not recall the

* fighting tackle which "Gil" Dobie was priming
for the All-Americans during '18 and '19. If "Hog"
had stayed with us there is no doubt that he would
have made all of them step for that honor. In fact,

a single glance was all that was necessary to tell that

a man with that build and those hands could be used
on any squad requiring a husky fighting-fool. Fre-

quent skirmishes in the Gym and on the lacrosse

field testify to that.

Math, however, proved to be the stumbling block,

and "Hog" fell in the mid-year slaughter. He decided

to follow the sea in another branch and since leaving

he has been in the Merchant Marine. That fatal

year which took Murray from the fold opened a gap
which was hard to fill.

Here's to you, "Hog"—the best of luck!



WILBUR J. WOODRUFF
Football (4, 3); N* (3)

T3EFORE coming here in July, 1918, "Doc" started
his career in the High School at Buffalo and prepped

a few months at "Buck's." During Plebe Summer
he spent his afternoons regularly with the Football
Squad. He held a place on the training table through-
out the entire football season, and, though he did not
get in any games that year, he was one of the most
consistent workers among the Hustlers. Plebe Year
closed with "Doc" as ratey Youngster of the 13th
Company.
The first football game of the next fall opened with

him playing left end, a position which he held through-
out the entire fall, including "The Game" at New
York, in which he well earned his N*.

After Christmas he began to get a hankering for the
outside, and about the 1st of February, 1920, he
resigned to enter Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology as a student in Electrical Engineering.

#9

HAROLD CALDWELL YEAGER Illinois

Buzzard (2)

Star (4, 3)
Tennis tNt (4, 3)
Class Crest Committee
Secretary Y. M. C. A.

TJ E'S a man we are proud to call our friend. The
very first day "Hal" hit Crabtown his infectious

good nature got us and we all swore by him. The
girls, also, simply craved his beaming smile and thought
the hop a failure unless that adorable Mr. Yeager
condescended to take care of them for at least one
dance. Yes, the boy was polished on the ballroom
floor!

"Hal" entered everything with a will and determi-
nation that never knew defeat. Witness—the tennis

crown, those two bits of heaven on his collar, and
many other honors and activities.

"Yeag" was the very quintesssence of ambition and
his one objection to the Navy was that he could not
find enough to keep him busy. With his sterling

qualities and all-around ability he cannot help but
bring reflected fame and glory to us.

FREDERICK DENFELD Minnesota

Football N (4); N* (3)

Champion Light-Heavyweight
Wrestler (3)

Champion Heavyweight Boxer (3)

HPHE same State that produced one of the best foot-

ball centers that the Navy ever had also sent a
guard which made the best in the East stand from
under. Beginning Plebe Year he started out with
Dobie's followers and renewing his drive again in

1918 held down a regular position through that and
the next season. He was in the game every second
of the time and is one man who will be remembered
out of the thousand in the Class that year.

His career at the Academy, while brief, contained
everything possible in a Midshipman's life. "Hog"
and "Denny" were a combination hard to beat, whether
at football,, boxing, or just a general rough-house
anywhere, and with Ewen as chaperon everything
went great. However, Chance threw snake eyes
and Denfeld departed from the chosen few. When
out of the Academy, he started in the wholesale grocery
business and as yet claims he has not been hampered
by feminine charms. Given a clear field with little

interference he will go over for the score in time.



he ever joined the W. C. T. U., but he received bills

for dues regularly. He did lots of things as a Mid-
shipman, but his story at San Pedro on Second Class
Cruise took the feather-lined paper weight. Think
of it,

"—but sir, just imagine if you had become an
uncle a week ago, etc." Sure, he got his eight hours'
leave.

The necessity of paying for three squares a day
made him get in the Merchant Marine and his extreme
saltiness stood him in good stead until he hit Rio.
Here, while moving through an alcoholic fog, he
collided with a native and had to spend six months
in the calaboose while they ascertained whether the
gentleman would come to or not.

But "K" came home, and, as he grew older, he
settled down and is now studying for the ministry.

JAMES HOWARD HOWLETT Tennessee

Class Crest Committee
• TIMMIE" was from Tennessee and a stauncher
J Southerner and Rebel couldn't easily be found.
He dragged blind one Thanksgiving with the result

that he won the Company Brick. He was without
opposition that night. Not to be discouraged, he
got even a few weeks later with the man who fooled

him.
Like many others, "Jimmie" soon tired of the Navy

life and longed for Sunny Tennessee once more. The
Ac Departments strengthened his intention by fre-

quently publishing his weekly marks and he finally

left us during Second Term Youngster Year. It is

rumored that a certain charming U. T. co-ed is at

present consuming most of this ex-Mid's time. We
can't get her name but her initials are L. G. J.

He is at this time taking Civil Engineering at U. T.
and working for the L. 8b N. R. R. between times.

"No, I wasn't bricked; I was sho' nuff holy-stoned."

EDWARD DAVID PEDEN Texas

'THE boy with a million dollars, a pow'ful wallop,

a pair of lungs envied by all, and a voice that

won first place in the Breaker's tryout that dismal

night in "Seattle." In his young life there was no such
word as "nip," uh-uh, he was cashier and main
absorbent of the Funnel Club. The saxophone he
wheezed through and made to bellow caused more
Commandments to be broken than the Pap Sheet

could begin to tell about. The authorities were never

able to keep those twenty-one layers of concrete, sheet

iron, tar paper, et al, that made up the perforated

roof of the Mess Hall from leaking until they closed

the Main Gate behind "Tex's" retreating saxophone
and footsteps. He soon tired of the lazy life, the

kind the Academy furnished, and could be soothed

only by the call of the many lands where the milk and
honey still flow freely. After a little jaunt that took

in most of the world he found himself at Princeton

with the old motto, "Grease, grind, graduate" and
a "rep" as the international coxswain.



ALEXIS POST California

Football (4)

Hustlers (3)
Captain Mexican Athletes

""PWAS in a western water town on a cold November
J- day,
Beside an empty boxcar, a dying hobo lay—."

It is indeed a pity that we cannot hear the touching
words of that time-worn refrain any more. Maybe
"Axel" is singing it now in Sunny California; that is,

provided it doesn't require too much energy.
In athletics "Postie" improved with age. Plebe

Year he was on the A-Squad, Youngster Year he was
a Hustler, and in his last days he became captain of
the Mexicans at the Hospital. A little difficulty over
being vamped by Fatima cut short his wrestling
table graft.

It didn't take much to tear him loose—he just

decided that he didn't like the Navy Life, nor Navy
Rheumatism, that his girl was calling, and that he'd
like to try the fascinations of the great outside.

ARTHUR EDMUND PEW Pennsylvania

Gym Team
150-lb. Crew

" \4 ISTER PE-E-UW, were you the man who wanted
to bring those three French maids in here with

you? Where in hell did you learn to juggle those
Indian clubs? You ought to be good at scratch-

ing cooties off your back after what you did over in

the Gym Saturday." And then we knew it was
"Jimmy" Nolan welcoming "Art" to the Academy.

English was his dish—his line would stop a heavy
freight on a West Virginia down grade and slippery
track. His specialties were making eggnoggs in

third wing washbasins after taps Saturday nights,

and spooning on "Joe" Morrison. He left us at the
beginning of Youngster Year for an engineering course
at M. I. T., and later showed up on their Gym Team
and Crew.
We always expected him to do something unusual

but were quite disappointed when his wedding an-

nouncements showed up last fall. "Art" was a good
man and a true friend—and now he's married.



RUPERT BIDWELL LOWE
Football (4, 3) ; N* (3)

A FTER TWO years here, "Rupe" gathered up his
luggage and honors and set out for the Colorado

School of Mines. His luggage didn't amount to much
but his honors—say, "Rupe" was all to the good when
it came to those things. He was one of "Gloomy
Gil's" boys who went up to the Polo Grounds in 1919
and beat the Army, "Rupe" starring on one of the
wings. He also possessed the rep of having bawled
out more Upperclassmen than any other Youngster
in the Class—no mean record in itself. Above all, he
holds the bottoms-up championship, never having
refused a drink, whether it was Gordon Dry, sweet
spirits of nitre, or just plain, ordinary hair tonic. His
career nearly came to an untimely end, due to a foot-

ball accident in November, 1921, but with true Navy
fight he came through and still lives to skaal with
those of us who are fortunate enough to meet him dur-
ing the course of our journeys.

WALTER RAYMOND STOKES Washington, D. C.

National Championship Rifle Matches
International Championship Rifle Matches

T^7ALTER'S early training came as chainman on
a surveying gang, and it certainly taught him

to use his eyesight. He only laughed when he got

a four or a three instead of a bull on the range
Plebe Summer, but now we have to hand it to him.
He was right there with the gift of the blarney but
when finally convinced that the English language
could be written as well as spoken he proved so slow
that time was usually called as he finished his first

question on an exam.
Since leaving us he has risen to the place of champion

rifle shot of the world, winning that honor in France
last summer.
"Confound it, where did that butt go?"

EDWARD BERNARD LYNCH South Dakota
Honor Guest of Reina

"pDDIE" was initiated into the way of the Navy
out at Bobby's War College, but as he was nat-

urally brilliant he passed the entrance exams in spite

of his hilarious preparation. In Plebe Summer he
soon found the old gang of prep school days and
became chief promoter of Company broom fights.

Dobie turned him down when he asked for a suit

so "Eddie" decided he wanted to go over the top
with the Marines. He left Quantico and had his feet

on a transport when the Armistice was signed. Dart-
mouth got him next and he graduates this year. He
has been a fixture on the Green's eleven so that, as an
end, he proved to Dobie on the Polo Grounds that

he never rated being passed up.
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JAMES ORR
Football N (4)

"TIMMIE" proved himself a true son of the Navy
J right at the start by his craving for food and his

unlimited desire for sleep. Many a Plebe Summer
roughhouse was discouraged by the announcement,

"You guys clear out and let me caulk." His first

suggestion for the New Navy was to dispense with

buglers.

While most of us were practicing "PlebesisPlebes,"

Orr was kept under the wing of "Big Bill" and the

rest of the machine that formed our team in '18. He
deserved the help for he was working till late each

night with the squad and, despite a bad knee, he made
the team Plebe Year.

Because of a long sojourn in the hospital, "Jimmie's"

stay with us was cut short. Since leaving us his wander-

ings have been so hard to follow that we have no real

dope on his present whereabouts.

JOSEPH SPIELVOGEL New Jersey

Log Staff (4, 3); Asst. Art Editor (2);

Christmas Card Committee (3)

LUCKY BAG, Art Editor
r"~PHE electron theory is what makes the world go

round—yep, everything can be explained by little

jumping electrons. Take love, for instance. Why
do people fall in love? Simply because they have
electrons which mutually attract each other. Fruit!"

"Joe's" delight was his private room in the old
basement Log Offices—and many were the horse
fests in which this night owl engaged. "Joe" was
full of contrasts: he liked both solitude and Mexican
Athletics. Though a Red Mike par excellence, he was
a fast worker.
At present, "Joe" is aboard the U. S. S. Outside and

one of his favorite sports, he tells us, consists in setting

the alarm clock for reveille, listening to it bust in the
morning, and then turning over for another snooze.

RALPH HUNGERFORD SHEPARD New York
/^ENTLEMEN : There has passed from our midst

one of our most unusual exhibitions, an artist.

He was a sho 'nuff artist, that boy, drew for The Log
and the Steam Department, but finally we got him
to do useful work and he designed our class seal.

"Hercules" devoted so much of his time to doping out
new-fangled contraptions for the Steam Profs that
when Math thought he was so small he'd be easy
pickings he couldn't stage a comeback. The Shep-
ardized Age was destined never to be—not in the
Navy. He turned his attention to Pratt Institute
of Technology and tells us that his business is "Yacht
designing and drafting (past and future)."



EARL AEGERTER
A TRUE son of unrest,

Colorado

son ot unrest, he could no more stand
restrictions than a South Sea typhoon could settle

down to the steady business of running windmills.
He vvas good on the track and won the hundred Plebe
Summer by an easy margin. He had a mean delivery
as a baseball twirler, but "Aeg," that thousand acre
ranch is more suited to your eager style than the
cramped quarters of a battleship.

CLARENCE DEWEY ALLEN Michigan

"p\EWEY had a smile that wouldn't come off, not
even in ranks, and he had a laugh that could be

heard from the Assistant's around to the M. C.'s desk.
Swedish didn't appeal to him for he took his exercises

a la Naval Academy, that is, sitting on infinity with a
Bowditch in one hand and a strong box in the other.

He's in the General Motors Export Company's train-

ing school now, learning how to earn an honest living.

GILBERT HARE BARGAR Ohio

"DARGAR took to fencing like a Mexican athlete
takes to the Cosmo—enthusiastically. The results

differ, though, because our hero won the Clemens'
gold medal at the Intercollegiates. He left us as the
result of a medical discharge, and took a chemical engi-

neering course at Ohio State. It was with great regret
that we learned of his death in an automobile accident
at Columbus, during October, 1921.

JACOB BRANTLEY BAUM Georgia

"What's your name, mister?'

"Bomb, sir."

HPHUS WE have J. Brantley expressed in one
word. He was large, if not bulky, and exploded

like a depth charge. Baum was too fond of his native
State to sing "Sherman's March Through Georgia"
and for that fact his Plebe Year was not a bed of roses.

He is studying law at Emory.

JOHN CHURCHILL BEACH Minnesota

jV/TINNESOTA must offer something more than
wine, women, and no reveille to attract so many

of her sons back to the fold. Anyway, Beach left us,

to be followed soon by all of his roommates. He attended
the University of Minnesota for a while but the latest

dope is that he is married—and has a baby, too.

Leave it to John to put something over on the boys.

" I" ULU" WAS one in a million—whenever he got
sore at a Youngster he went to his room and

practiced swinging on the locker door with a cheerful
disregard of his knuckles. His persecutors were the
ultimate cause of his downfall for he was so entertain-
ing that he was allowed no time to bone. After he
left, he led a varied life around the big city; he went to
Columbia, acted in the movies, and wound up selling

motor trucks in Brooklyn.

HARRY ALEXANDER BURTON BROWN
New York

TTARRY was one of our uncrowned champs, for

whenever he got going the cry went up, "Gather
round boys, Harry has started." He chased the lurid

pill to excess and divided his leisure between the
diamond and the Reina. Math sidetracked him after

some nine months, so now he's earning his living as

advertising manager for Pathe, Inc.

BERNARD JEFFERSON BUTLER California

Hustlers (4, 3)
Basketball N (3)
Lacrosse (3)

'CIR, IF I had more room I would have made a
larger sketch," grinned "Greasy" after a lengthy

four-o oration in Steam. He cracked them all that

way and kept the boys humping to stick over the boun-
dary line; but "Jew" was not selfish with his gray
matter and was always ready to help out those whom
he found it necessary to bilge in the section room.
He was no confirmed Mexican athlete for he played

on the Hustlers for two years and won a Basketball N
in our first meeting with the Army. His future might
have been bright but his eyesight wasn't, and the

Docs took his measure in the eye test. He's learning

to be a business man now at the University of Cali-

fornia.

ARTHUR DONALD CASWELL Minnesota

/^ASWELL was a buck private, U. S. A., before he^ became a Plebe, U. S. N. A. The only reason he
joined up was that he was tired of sand on the Border
and thought he'd like a little water for a change.

The change from fighting Greasers to bucking Aca-
demics was too sudden, and too great a let-down, and
as a result he succumbed. Like many another good
man before him, he got married and is now working
for quite a family (twins).

I
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EARL RAY BETTS North Carolina

T ISTEN to the girls' opinion—"a frank, smiling,

energetic, generous, and good-looking countenance
mounted on a well-shaped, brown-complexioned gonk"
—and in spite of it all he used to be a member of the
notorious class of '22. But the "Admiral" is an admiral
no more for "Betty" is subdebbing as a Tar Baby
Textile Engineer, although they do say he's coming
out soon.

ROBERT RAY CLELAND Kentucky

A TRUE Kentucky gentleman is a judge of fast
**- horses and pretty women, a man gifted with a

fluent line, a king of snakes—and that's "Bobby" all

over. He, like all great men, has his failings, for he

never did savvy spelling or Dago. He even got this

from the Dago Department: "Mr. Cleland, your
pronunciation is so Parisian that it positively makes
me homesick, sit down!" So now he's trying for a

B. S. at Center.

THOMAS HUTCHESON BOYD New York
' DAT" IS nothing short of being a red-headed snake
—the only thing about him that smacks of a Red

Mike is his carrotty top. And he's not only guilty

of being a snake but he denies it, he says it's not so.

Sh-h-h, actions speak louder than words. He couldn't

get away from us in spirit even though he did in body,
so he went to M. I. T. for a little jaunt through a course
in Naval Construction, regular P. G. stuff.

ALEXANDER EUGENE COOK North Carolina

TTE CAME to us from '20. Just why? Qui sait?
*-* He doesn't even know why himself. By having

his ups and downs, mostly downs, he was true to

North Carolina form so that he seldom failed to adorn

a few trees each week. The rub came because he was
never satisfied with the Navy. The tobacco business

got him for a while after he had spent a few months at

Davidson College. Here's luck, "Alex."
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KIMBALL MARSHALL CORMACK Illinois

r\NE OF his favorite remarks was that he was
never intended to be a denizen of the deep any-

way. In spite of that, he really wanted to stick with
us, and it was not through a lack of effort that he failed.

He was a happy-go-lucky and carefree fellow, rhinoism
never descended on him, not even when he got his

Valentine. His occupation is working for a bank, and
his business is getting married.

CARROL DOWNES, JR. Pennsylvania
' \X7HO'S that rowing number four?"

"Downes, C, Jr., sir-r."

"You from Philadelphia, Mr. Downes?"
"Ya-as sir-r."

"Thought so—lovely nasal twang—this ain't a blank-
dashed bed—wake up—put some beef on that oar."
Thus began a delightful acquaintance with "Lil'

Joe" which lasted till the lad decided that his fair and
suave manners were wasted in Crabtown—so forth
he went to Penn, taking with him his ever smooth line.

HENRY HAMMOND DUVAL Pennsylvania

"HE STRUGGLE was hard and the issue long in

doubt, but with their usual perseverance the Big
Three finally won. The Army, however, was his refuge,

and he is now holding down a shavetail's job, where his

Academic shortcomings will not be held against him.

PAUL LE MOYNE DYSART, JR. Iowa
VOUNG, good-looking, and well established in the

Drum and Bugle Corps, Dysart shouldn't have
given the Navy the cold shoulder so early in the game.
Perhaps it was his inability to get along with the M.
C.'s that prompted his early resignation; but "cit" life

always had a strong hold on him and he couldn't resist

the temptation. Once out he turned to and went to
work in the Hollingshead Company's factory at Louis-
ville.

TI

ALEXANDER ELDER Arizona
' A LEC" GAINED fame Plebe Year when he salted^ the coffee for the First Class and lived for a week
thereafter on salt fish and salt water. But the women
fell for him—two letters a day, rain or shine. It

surely is certain that they never saw him in his soup-
strainer at supper formation wearing two shoes of
doubtful relationship. He followed his motto, "a 2.5

in the book is worth a dozen 4.0's which have not yet
materialized" so well that he was able to resign when
the spirit so moved him.

VICTOR GARRETT ELLIS Vermont
r\NE OF his best known traits was his capacity for^ sleep. So great was it that his favorite expres-

sion, "I crave Morpheus," was well founded. During
Plebe Year, however, "Garroot" worked hard enough
to attain the great honor of a position on The Log
Staff. In the first part of the next year, though, "cit"

life got topside in his affections, and he left for his

native State to work for a living. Latest accounts
have him in our environs trying to kid us into buying
clothes we don't want and can't pay for.

FREDERICK RIETBROCK ERBACH Wisconsin
' IV/fTSTER, from now on your name is 'Hamlet'."

With these kind words he began his career in the
Naval Academy, which he soon forsook for the glorious
life on the great outside. Plebe and Youngster Years
found him standing well up in the class but the life he
had led at the University of Wisconsin called him
back, and the call was too strong to resist. He will

graduate from the School of Electrical Engineering in

June and we hope that he will do no worse than the
rest of us.

ARTHUR FARWELL Illinois

I" ] P AT McGinty's they still speak with awe and
^ regret of "Honest Abe," and his famous Swiss

movement. While with us, he had an uncanny
faculty of getting non-reg at the wrong time and was
generally in hot water. But as a roommate he was
unequaled—too good; in fact, it was a shame to take

the money sometimes.

K.

KNIGHT DICK FARWELL Illinois

Basketball N (4)

DICK" gained military experience at Culver so

that, when he became Adjutant of the Fourth
Batt in that long-to-be-remembered first summer, he

was right at home. When Academic Year rolled

around he retired to the Bare-Axe and only came out

of that oblivion to play basketball.

In spite of his Bare-Axe associates he was a man of

very high principles. One evening he brought two
eggs over from the training table in the Hall, intending

to have them for his breakfast next morning. When
he crawled into bed he found that the eggs had moved
in ahead of him and that some careless person had
sat on them. "I dont care about their breaking the

eggs in my bed but it is the principle of the thing. I

brought those eggs over for my breakfast."

On Youngster Sep Leave "Peggy" happened along

and the last heard from "Dick" was a rumble from
Wisconsin.

JOSEPH CARRUTH FLOWERS Mississippi

TIE REFUSED to believe new dope but, when he" had the floor, although his line was easy to listen

to, it was a good idea to follow his example and refuse

credence. He could reduce contestants in an argument
to the status of mere observers. Athletically, "Pansy"
held the long-distance, non-stop caulking record. His

idea of a perfect billet was a hammock swung from an
orange to a banana tree in the shade of a cocoanut

palm.

HARVEY DEAN FRYE Oklahoma

HPHE REGIMENT did not claim "Oyster" very
-*- long, and at no time did it have a hold upon his

heart, for that was always with the girl back home.
Shortly after Youngster Year began, "Fry" decided

that he'd rather play cowboy than work Calculus, and
the Math Department readily agreed, so we lost one

of our driest humorists. He went where his heart

and treasure were and became an architectural drafts-

man. He hopped off in October, 1920, and now has a

happy home of his own.

HAROLD CAULK GRIER Delaware

'CKIP" WAS in the Naval Reserves for the war when
^ he decided he'd like to become one of the Crabtown
crew. He was a salt with a mean nautical line, but

we were not to have him for long. Early in Plebe Year
he resigned to go back to Delaware College from whence
he has long since graduated; then had a flier at Prince-

ton for a P. G. course; and is now settled in lower

Delaware in his home podunk. He's a cog of more
or less importance in a large manufacturing concern.

JOHN NELSON HALL Montana

•OLEEPY" was known as a king of all with the banjo
^ so that he was more in demand than Al Jolson's

records, and to him we owe a great deal for our "Plebe

Blues" and "Smoke Hall Blues." Youngster Cruise

gave him the habit of skagging under the forward
turret with the rest of the famous quintet, G3H2.
When he made his last liberty he went to Washington,
and later entered Yale as a Freshman in the class of '24.
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DONALD McDOUGAL HALLEY South Dakota

Log Staff (3,2)
Glee Club (4, 3, 2)

Gym Team (2)

Choir (3, 2)

TDEING the advertising manager of The Log prob-
ably gave "Mac" the idea that he could be more

of a success in the business world than in Uncle Sam's
Navy. Whether having sung in the Glee Club and
performed with the Gym Team will also be assets to

him remains to be seen, but he is now making use of

those attributes at Cornell, leaving the business until

later.

JAMES LINTON HAMILTON Washington

'TIM" STARTED his life in Tennessee as a snake
J and pursued that career safely even while with us,

but outside—well, as he says, "Single? Yes—but not
after June of 192 1 ; the sweetest, most adorable girl in

the world, the best, the finest." "Ham" has fallen

hard, but at that he will never forget the days of
reveille at 6.20 A.M., of the swapping of the yarns with
"Pete," and of the parties made merry with (shh!).

CLIFTON BATTLE HARGROVE Tennessee

'CHORTY" came to us as a Navy Junior and had his
^ troubles with the Upper Classes on account of
Brother Bob. First he bilged, but finally he left the
Navy altogether and is at present striving for a sheep-
skin at Vanderbilt University. They say he is teach-
ing the rah-rah boys down there to cuss in true Navy
fashion. He always was good at that sort of thing.

WINFIELD SCOTT SCHLEY HARTMANN
New York

Baseball Squad (4, 3) ; N* (3)

Honor Committee (t, 3)
Ring Committee

•OCOTTY" assumed responsibilities Plebe Summer
on the Honor Committee and later increased them

by holding down a job on Billy Lush's nine that broke
the jinx with West Point. After Second Class Cruise
he cast his die with the outside.

THOMAS HOWARD HOOD, JR. Mississippi

WHEN THE Academic Department gratuitously
bestowed upon "Tommy" the privilege of life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, the Class sus-
tained a loss which has been keenly felt ever since.

Had he been able to master the Bostonian pronuncia-
tion of "Descartes" it is probable that his roommate
would not have been left inconsolable for want of the
daily challenge. "Tommy" didn't know the Civil
War was over—but he could tell to the minute how
long Elizabeth had waited to answer his most recent
ultimatum. "How come I ain't Irish—wasn't my
grandfather named Smith?"

WILLIAM ELLIOT HUGER South Carolina

THE NAVY held no joy for "Billie" so he resigned
Youngster Year to take the Naval Construction

Course at M. I. T. During the short time that he rated
the hops, though, he acquired the reputation of being
the most consistent and undiscerning snake in the
Academy. He was never bothered except by the
domestic question, "Which of the two hundred will I

drag next?" At that, though, many aver that a four-o

average the rest of his life wouldn't pull him sat.

LIONEL JULES BEAUVAIS JEANMARD
Louisiana

" \A R. JEAN-MARD!! Cm here." This wail was
the battlecry of the back corridor of the Fourth

Deck, Third Wing, throughout the last half of our Plebe
Year—being a sure sign that "Shorty" was once more
to tangle ankles with Nolan and Christoph, for "Shorty"
was the ratiest of the ratey Bare-Axe Plebes.

"Come here all youse Plebes," this time the scene
of action had dropped a deck, while "Shorty" had
become a Youngster, the hardest in the Regiment.
This yell was also a sign—a sign that the Board of
Education was to hold an intimate meeting with some
unfortunate member of Twenty-Three.
And then the Skinny and Steam Departments inter-

vened. "Shorty" beat the M. E. & N. C. boys but
Skinny was too much for him and he left us to sell rust

remover to overworked housewives in and around
Washington. From there he drifted back to Louisiana
where he started a business course which he is now
putting into practical application as chief clerk in his

father's grocery store.

PAUL JOHNSON Minnesota

pAUL CAME to us from the Service and a salty

Plebe he was. It took a savvy Youngster to run
him with any success or satisfaction. He ought to

make good in business for he surely showed business

instincts in the systematic way he had of filing his

letters and checking his outgoing mail. He wasn't
especially wooden, but a serious and lengthy illness

put the skids under his ambition to become an Admiral.

HOWARD BIRD KEPPELL, JR. New York

Plebe Crew (4)

2d Varsity (3)

\^7HEN '22 lost "Kep" it lost a loyal friend and a
consistent supporter in every phase of Academy

endeavor. The writer of these few lines rowed behind
"Kep" when he stroked '22's Plebe boat, and take it

from us, Howard had the stuff. He was all for Navy.
It took six consecutive operations and the time from
studies that went with them to give him the count.

Wherever the hand of fate leads our former classmate

he'll always find a welcome when he meets a member
of '22. We wish you were here with us "Kep;" as we
know you are with us in spirit.

I1

HUGH DAYTON HUFFAKER Tennessee

«« TJ UGHIE" is a rare specimen right from the rugged
•* mountains of Tennessee; tall, lean, and lanky, and

the proud possessor of as big a heart as possible. He
is always ready to give the girls a treat, and has never
been known to miss an opportunity. We now leave
our well-beloved exclassmate out in the wilds of "cit"
life, only hoping that if he can't be good he'll be careful.

WILLIAM CAREY KINSOLVING Texas

• DILL" IS just one of the many who heard the call
*-* of the outside and heeded it. At the end of Young-
ster Year he got under way and stood out the Main
Gate with a suitcase under one arm and a resignation

under the other. He dropped anchor at Cornell with
their class of Twenty-Three, and when he gets under
way again it is very likely that he will have a full

charge of vectors and copper losses.

IY
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JOSEPH KRECEK Nebraska

TX/E HAVE here the pride of the first squad, first

platoon, the original boy wonder. As one good
Slav would say to another, "Czech!" From early

Youngsterhood to First Class Year, "Joe's" history-

making record has been one of retrogression—Juice and
Math causing him to fight slipsticks rather than tea-

cups. Famous for his wit and juvenile slapstick
stunts, he frequently encountered lil' Eddie Cruise,
only to give a demonstration of the fact that two
Cornhuskers can't husk the same ear.

HERMAN HARRY LANDAY Pennsylvania

D IGHT AT the start "Honest Harry" saw that his

gifts as a financier were wasted in a place where
the Pay Corps has a half-nelson on our amounts avail-

able. Accordingly, our hero left us to enter the battle
for the almighty kopeck and if the dope is right he
stands a chance to win. Although Academically speak-
ing Landay was a dud, he made enough busts so that
he had no trouble in getting his resignation accepted.

FRED WILLIAM LARDNER Michigan

npIME HAS found "Ring" getting into his own,
and he is now swinging into column astern of his

namesake. While in the Academy he shoved the pen
for our Log and took part in various other activities,

enjoying principally Soccer, Baseball, Wrestling, and
Tennis.

GLENN ROBERT LOCKHART South Dakota

TJNDER THE influence of Youngster Cruise Lock-^ hart decided that dry land was the natural habitat
that God had mapped out for man. He got out im-
mediately after Leave in 1919 and struck out for Min-
nesota, where he spent a year in the University of
Minnesota. He is now engaged in the wholesale
grocery business.

EDWARD JOHN LONG Pennsylvania

" JOHNNY" Long, with the numerous other boys,
J walked out the middle of Plebe Year because he and
Math did not gibe. While here, "Johnny" was promis-
ing material, going out for swimming and the Masquer-
ader Stage Gang, and contributing some deep treatises

to The Log which we used to ponder over. Now he
is taking up journalism at Columbia and in a few years
intends to displace his father as Editor of the Mc-
Keesport Daily News.

JAMES COOLIDGE McCARTER New Jersey

DROWN'S Mills lost a valuable citizen when James
Coolidge McCarter, the musical prodigy and living

advertisement of Fleishman's Yeast, betook himself
to the briny deep via Crabtown. An ideal wife, it

would seem that he would make an ideal husband.
Judging from the way the other necessary half of
matrimony act, they think so, too, but despite all their

special deliveries and telegrams he was still faithful

to his O. A. O. when he departed our midst.

VINCENT EDWIN McGUINNESS Ohio

"lV/fAC" RAN in hard luck if ever a man did. He
had been a Midshipman for fully eighteen minutes

when he picked out a fashionable malady and spent
nearly all of Plebe Summer giving the nurses a treat.

"Mac" always went in strong for everything, so instead
of taking the flu with the rest of us he selected pneu-
monia. When he came back to begin his Academic
career in December, the Irishman spent his study hours
in writing to "God's Masterpiece," and practicing his

signature. The All-Acs got him and he left us.

LOCKE LITTON MACKENZIE New York

'jV/fAC" DID wonders for the Naval Academy.
*-** What would the Masqueraders have done with-

out him and his mother? And The Log Staff? And
the Mandolin Club? Eventually he took a trip across

the creek to the Home Beyond the Graves and, after

a three months' stay there, found that his only hope
lay in an A. B. at Yale.

JOSEPH AUGUSTUS NELSON MAGNUSON
Massachusetts

' \/f AGGIE" came to us from the Service, but his
*•** home town was Boston, and he never has lost

that accent. He nearly starred Plebe Year, but then

rested on his laurels, and finally the Juice Department
got him. He is now with the Western Electric Com-
pany and making good, which proves that perhaps
the E. E. & P. Department didn't judge him so accu-

rately after all.

'M (

WILLIAM JOSEPH MARTIN, JR. North Carolina
rONK" DIDN'T exactly like studying, and we
can't blame him, but no one ever hated to leave

the Academy more than he. Still, though "Gasping
Gus' ' and the other Skinny Professors might have given

him trouble, that didn't stop him from going out to

Ohio where he could enjoy plenty of fresh air and
country sausage. There was a certain little girl in

Baltimore that was mighty sorry to see "Bill" go,

but now she's looking forward to the time when North
Carolina State makes a mechanical engineer out of

this student of higher mathematics.

HARRY ROBINSON MEREDITH Ohio
'

f
CLAIM only one honor. I was accused by all

Upperclassmen of smiling. This same smile I still

proudly wear." Meredith's smile was the bane of all

Upperclassmen's lives while he was a Plebe but now
he is using it in trying to josh people into buying farms
—he's in the real estate business. "Married?—not

yet, but soon—the wedding chimes are within hearing

distance!"

WALTER AUGUSTUS METCALFE New York

' VVALT" ONLY stayed with us six weeks of our

first Ac Year, four of which were spent in the dip

ward. This was long enough for him to make the A
Squad and break into a game the day his resignation

was accepted. After leaving the Navy he returned to

the University of Rochester, and the following year

found him at that famous home for broken down Mids
—M. I. T. He made a name for himself athletically but
as to his academic standing in that nest of savoirs we
have no dope, nor will we hazard a guess.

RICHARD HOPKINS MILLER Pennsylvania
rPHERE was nothing ordinary about "Dick." He

was unique—an only specimen. Systematic in

the extreme, he was at the same time most erratic.

His locker was always methodically stowed, but his

moods varied with the letters received. And when
he felt good—then the wise might expect anything
from a new story from his boundless repertoire to

diamonds on approval which were never ordered. The
innocence of his face masked a heart full of guile.

But we forgive him his faults on the strength of his

skags, and his chow, and his inimitable line which was
"stronger nor any ox as ever was," to quote his own
quotation.

I
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WALTER LAWS MITCHELL Washington

'VS/ALT" BECAME one of us with quite a bit of
Navy experience behind him, which helped him

to decide that he preferred a career t'other side of the

gates. The lure of the sea was so great, though, that

he spent over a year as a radio operator in the Mer-
chant Marine, covering most of the globe. He has
now left the sea for better or worse, and is attending
the University of Washington.

RALPH HOWARD MOFFAT Minnesota

D ALPH never did seem to be in love with the
academic life and, after a Youngster Cruise,

followed by a view of "cit" life that only a Sep Leave
can give, he decided in favor of the free existence

beyond the Limits. At present he is attending the
University of Minnesota with the idea of some day
becoming a dentist.

ROYAL LESTER MOORE Arkansas

TLTE HAD the choice of two evils—facing the Semi-
ans or going home to be traded in as a husband.

Whether wise or otherwise, he selected the latter

course as the lesser and in February of 1921 entered
into the solemn bonds of matrimony. If he had stayed
here he could have loafed with the rest of us but as it

is he has to scratch for a living in Texarkana.

FRANK DANIEL MORRIS Rhode Island

DEMEMBER Frank, our Pawtucket bantam with
the beautiful black wavy hair and those big eyes

of baby blue? To hear him talk about Rhode Island
and the way they do things back home made many
a long study period seem like Sunday Morning in

Chapel. Frank always had a ready line no matter
what the subject, and his authority on Rhode Island
reds was unquestionable. Perhaps if he had studied
more and talked less the All-Acs would never have
claimed him as a victim.

BRUCE KITREDGE MUIR Michigan
TF SUCCESS were measured by hard work, "B. K."

would have stood one in '22, for if ever a man loved
the Navy, he did. He was a snake of the first blood,
had a winning way with the women, and earned the
respect of his fellows through his frank, unassuming,
and quiet character. Bruce has three claims to fame
—he made a cruise on the KY., roomed with "Hod"
Plebe and Youngster Years, and is as yet unmarried.

ROBERT PENDLETON NELSON Georgia

THE ORIGINAL home-brew king— that's the
"Lord." Sole maker and dispenser of "Nelson

gin," imitated only by Gordon, the maker of Gordon
gin. After his first year, when the "Lord" nearly
went on the rocks because of the Executive Depart-
ment, his life here was a continual round of eating,
caulking, and Saturday nights. Have a good time on
the outside, "Pen," and down with Volstead.

ROBERT ELMER NICHOL Indiana
' L_I E WAS a good boy, but he wasn't savvy." No

indeed, girls and boys, this isn't an "In Memor-
iam"—kind of an ex post facto, donchaknow. How-
ever, in spite of ergs and dynes and a case of inherent
laziness, "Jim" seems to be making a few odd dollars,

when he isn't chasing the two reasons why girls wear
short skirts. He admits it—nay, he claims it!

CHARLES HOLLISTER NOBLE New York
'^•HARLIE" first saw the light of day in Auburn,

but whether or not this early association with jails

had anything to do with his decision to come here we
have never been able to determine precisely. "Always
ready to lend a helping hand or to do a good turn,
generous and true, we feel certain that the country
lost a great admiral when this promising young man
determined on a journalistic career"—hot stuff!

VICTOR JOSEPH OSSOLA Vermont
'/~\SCEOLA" was a member of the Old Guard from

Vermont. A savvy bird was he, and much was
expected of him, but he resigned on the advice of the
Medical Corps. After leaving here he went to Boston
and enlisted in the Merchant Marine as a Chief Signal
Quartermaster where he remained five months. Since
then he has been earning his bread and milk in the office

of a large factory in Bristol, Conn.

1

GEORGE BRUCE PALMER Michigan
DRUCE was among the first to enter Plebe Summer

and was the first to spring into prominence during
Ac. Year. A little sojourn on Youngster Cut-off was
the cause, and the result was that he established the
previously unheard-of record of three hundred stoop-
falls without stopping. The absence of a six P. X.
reveille at the University of Michigan attracted him
more than the campus life of the Naval Academy, so

in April of Youngster Year we heard "The Navy
Department has accepted the, etc."

WILLIAM DEWEY PARKER Massachusetts
' DILL" WAS one of the number that entered the

Academy from the Service, and to hear him talk

we would think that he had been at sea all his life.

His favorite line of "Man, I've passed more lighthouses

than you have telephone poles" indicated what a
hardened old sea pop he thought himself. Included
with his other imperfections was the habit of dragging
blind, and the old proverb of "once bitten, twice shy"
never applied to him. Rather, "Bill" believed in

trying a new one each time in hopes of bringing up
his average.

STANLEY PULLEN Maine
'OIMPLE" started his Academic career with several

handicaps: an aversion to the Juice Department
which they reciprocated, a poor grease with Sick Bay,
and a love sick heart. "Boo-ful" proved too strong

a magnet, so he offered small opposition to his arch-

enemies, the Academics, with the result that he is now
attending a business college in Boston.

FREDERICK HOMER RANDALL Tennessee
"D ANDALL'S sojourn at the Navy School was brief.
-1 His time was consumed in trying to get back to

Chattanooga to work for the Southern Railroad again.

His object to get back home was finally accomplished
after handing in his resignation the Nth time, and at

present he is holding the position he went for. "What
in hell ever made me come to this place anyway?"

FRANCIS DROIT RIPLEY Virginia

HTHE GREAT Ripley has now severed his con-
-1- nections with the Naval Service but he is like the

famous Welsh Rarebit—"Gone, but not forgotten."

"Rip's" career started early. From the first he was
one of the staunchest supporters of the extra duty
squad, but he really loomed into prominence during

Second Class Cruise. At Honolulu he decided to get

married, and started to hunt a minister with the girl,

while the lady's father hunted him with a shotgun.

He was not married. Disappointed in love, he missed
the ship at Seattle and asked the skipper by radio,

"Left on dock! What do? Ripley." Well, "Bud" is a
civilian now—Occupation, "None;" business, "Rotten!"

I



PARDON SHELDON REMINGTON, JR.

Massachusetts

ARE THE boys from the Bay State erratic? Oh
"^ my yes—here we have a well polished example of

what Massachusetts in general, and Harvard in

particular, turns loose on an unsuspecting world. We
thought he was an exception to the rule until he took a
butterfly net ashore and went chasing over the hills of

St. Thomas. But old loves are true loves, so back he
went to finish his Home Economics course at Harvard.

ORIN FRANK REYNOLDS Iowa

"VI/HERE you from, mister?" "I-o-way, sir.

"You can't fool the farmers, by cracky!" Our
hero spent part of Plebe Year at the Bare-Axe. When
the submerged tenth returned to the fold, Reynolds came
along carrying his crockery, mattress, and picture of
the O. A. O. The year held no terrors for him, acade-
mic or otherwise, but a cruise on the Illinois, with its

far-famed skipper and Navy chow, did turn the trick

and Orin returned to the paternal hearth and the
arms of his cornfed O. A. O.

GEORGE FREDOLINE ROMY Missouri

"pUS" came to us a hard-hearted Red Mike and
remained so until that never-forgotten West

Coast Cruise. Nuff 'sed. He was small in stature
but he showed that he had the fight. His work on the
wrestling squad stamped him as a man who will carry
that fighting Navy Spirit on the outside.

PAUL PERNIM SAINSBURY Minnesota

HPHERE may be others like him, but it is quite
improbable. Sainsbury took three years to get

in, and three months to acquire a two-o average.
There were weeks when the sum total of his Dago
marks wouldn't have made a two-five, much less the
average of them. Christmas morning he got up too
late to make the early church party but he was so

sleepy that he stood around in the Rotunda waiting
for it. "Big Bill," rather the worse for the night
before, and thinking that Paul might be, too, took com-
passion on him, and carefully led him back to the
Second Wing. He might have been wooden but he
got away with running the Five-striper.

JAMES GORDON SCOTT Washington

OCOTT was dropped by the wayside because of a
deficiency which could not be remedied. Poor eyes,

combined with a poorly memorized test card, resulted

in the Medicos enlisting him for service on the U. S. S.

Outside. While here he was one of us both in body
and spirit, and since leaving he has never missed an
opportunity of inquiring concerning the latest activities

and other scandal.

EARL EAVALOCK SEAL Michigan

"CAWY'S" sylph-like proportions, permanent wave,
and congeniality make it hard to forget him but

he left little else to say about him. He stayed with
us until Youngster Year, when he left for Northern
Michigan to put in practice the results of a two years'

correspondence course. He became assistant manager
of a large chemical concern without ever having boned
it under the Skinny Professors. "Savvy, what?"

LOUIS SIMELSON Pennsylvania

"T OUIE" came to us late Plebe Summer and left us
after Second Class Semi-Anns to answer the call

of higher responsibility as a second lieutenant in the
Army. His happy smile won him many friends who
will always swear by him.

JAMES GARLAND SKAGGS Mississippi

"JACQUES" is one of those Southern Gentlemen, a
J bear with the women, always more than willing to

partake of the forbidden liquid, and a friend ready to
lend a helping hand. The Outside lured him away
from us, but he couldn't forget the sea, so he did the
next best thing and is now in the Merchant Marine
cruising between the Big City and South America.

RALPH JONES SKIDMORE Kentucky
T) ALPH JONES SKIDMORE came to the Naval

Academy straight from Campbellsburg. For
those of us who have not heard from him since he
resigned we have the following dope: After leaving
he went back home and worked on a farm for nearly
a year. Then he passed a Civil Service exam and
now has a position on the strength of it. Married?
"Yes—to a fine little wife back home in Kentucky."

FRANK WINEGARNER SPENCER Ohio

OPENCER started early to make a name for himself
as an athlete, and got on the Basketball Squad

Plebe Year. He also wrote for The Log and it is

much to be regretted that THE LUCKY BAG could not
be enriched by some products of the wicked pen he
wielded. He profited by his experience and the teach-
ings of the English Profs to such an extent that he is

now helping his father in the newspaper business.

JOHN STEPHANI, JR. Wisconsin

"OTEVE" began his Naval career under most auspi-

cious conditions, but from the very first the Aca-
demics proved an insoluble puzzle to this lad from Wis-
consin. When Math put his shoulders to the mat in

February of Plebe Year, he departed from our midst.
We had suspicions as to his intentions towards a
certain famous Crab but they proved to be unfounded.
"Steve" seemed to have acquired the habit of working
for Uncle Sam and when last heard of was an embryo
statesman in Washington.

GEORGE McWHA STURGEON, JR. Ohio

f F YOU see an enormous pair of rubber-tired glasses

and behind them a pair of eyes, dreamy at times,

the whole ambushed behind a mop of hair that any
artist could well be proud of—then you have seen

"Fish." "Mac" is a real savoir. Like most people,

though, he has his weaknesses—these being art, a

love for torturing the English language, the O. A. O.,

and enough blindness in both eyes to cause him to be
turned loose upon an unsuspecting world.

WILLIAM HOWARD SWALWELL Washington

VX7HEN the Fleet drops anchor in Seattle there's

always one Navy man we're sure to find. When
"Hod" left us his whcle company went into mourning,
and our sense of loss has increased with every passing

day. Remember how the Blues fled beneath the
magic blarney of his tongue? When "Bake" and
"Hod" got under way, Munchausen retired for the

night and the deck crowded closer to listen in. And
the femmes—"Oh, please, won't you bring him over?

I just adore those rosy cheeks—and such broad
shoulders! he's just like a big man!" In Martinsburg?
Sh-h-h-h. "Perform for the ladies, 'Hod'!"
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CARL DAVIS SWENSON Utah
TPHE ORIGINATOR of that little line "I want a

good girl and I want her bad." Don't get all

excited though, 'cause in spite of that he wasn't much
of a snake. Unanswered prayers, huh? Well, not
exactly. Ask Washington, Goucher, et al Q. E. D.
If it weren't for a few bad eyes due to working Nav
(remember, however, that we had just seen the bright
lights of Kristiana, Lisboa, and Gibraltar) "Swense"
would still be taking meridian altitudes of old Pelorus
himself. Hard luck for us! Yea bo!

KARL ADRIAN SWETT
TT WAS unfortunate that

Massachusetts

we should lose this tall,

lean son of old Boston. His down-east accent, and
Puritanical code, stamped him as the typical New
Englander and made him stand out more or less as an
individual. There was a certain fineness in his char-

acter and makeup that would stand up under any fire,

and we will be always proud to remember him as one
of our Class.

LEON GERALD TYLER Michigan

A T THE end of Second Class Leave, "Jerry" returned
•'*" to us with fond dreams of home and the fair one
waiting there for him. As a result, the congregation
lost a member gifted not only with very great personal
charm but also with exceptional athletic ability. He
was well-known to the Class as always engaged in some
form of indoor sports. Those who made Second Class

Cruise on the Michigan will remember the "Sep Leave
terms game" which his fertile brain evolved. But
he's gone, and our loss is the University of Michigan's
gain, or vice versa.

HERBERT ELLERBE WALLER Alabama

"VX/HAT'S your name, mister?"
* "Waller, sir, from Alabama."
"Are you unsat?"
"Yes sir, two subjects."

Everyone who knew Waller was sorry to see him
shove off, but his study hour dreams of home and
the state of matrimony were realized after Young-
ster Semi-Ans. He was an affable and true Southerner
—wooden and proud of it. Waller is married now

—

let us wish him prosperity and happiness.

JOHN FRANCIS WELCH, JR. Massachusetts

T OWELL suffered a loss indeed when "Johnny"
*-* came to spend a few years with us, greatly to our
gain. In those stormy times "Sunshine" won a warm
spot in our hearts and a place among us that is always
his—his memory will occupy it. We hope that on
board his new ship he may have a most pleasant and
enjoyable cruise on the sometimes stormy sea of life.

NORMAN MANCHESTER WELSH Massachusetts

CAWY," from the far-famed Bay State, has lived

up to its reputation for savvy men to the fullest

extent. And, in addition to showing the boys the
easiest way to acquire knowledge, he also gave them
some tips as to playing basketball by getting his numer-
als Youngster Year. His specs weren't good enough
to show him the way to fool the Docs, though, and in

the end all he could see was the Gate behind him and
the Future before.

BECKER, L. H. New York
Taking an M.D. course at Columbia

BELFORD, R. L. Illinois

Attended Washington University at St. Louis, but is

now at Michigan University, taking
Mechanical Engineering

BETTIS, T. J. Mississippi

"Sales Manager of Meriden Grain Company."
Engaged to be married

BILLHEIMER, P. G. Pennsylvania

Obtained A.B. Degree at Moravian College

BINDER, E. H. Pennsylvania

"Hardware Merchant for Binder Bros. Hardware
Co." While at the Academy he dumped the water

on Jupp

BLUME, H. M. Wisconsin

Junior at the University of Wisconsin. Married

BOWEN, C. H.
With Goodyear Rubber Co.

Illinois

BOWMAN, N. LE R. Colorado

Porchclimber, charter member; sNt.

BRAASCH, K. W. Wisconsin

Is in the Order Department of the Shelby Chair Co.

BURKE, C. E. Virginia

Attending Washington and Lee, taking Law Course.
Was on Baseball Squad

BURNETT, CLARENCE I. Nevada
Attending Stanford University

CAMPBELL, F. L. Oklahoma
Chief Electrician on U. S. S. California

CARMACK, J. M.
Lumber Business

Tennessee

CARPENTER, C. C, JR. California

Attending Stanford University. Won numerals
on Track Team. Log Staff

CHAPMAN, H. M. Oregon

The perpetrator of the Tia Juana Bar in the Gym-
khana. He was one of our most non-reg boys and

as a result stood high on the Blacklist

CRANDALL, H. W.

CROSBY, F. D.

At West Point

Cotton Business

Maryland

New York

CROSSE, W. G.

Mechanical Engineer



CULLENS, F. T. Louisiana

While on the Reina, before entering, he confided to

us his intentions of being our five-striper

DASPIT, G. D. Louisiana

Store Manager

DAVISON, H. C. New York
Taking Mechanical Engineering Course at Sheffield

Scientific School. Made Plebe Crew

EACKER, E. H. New York

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Special-

izing in Electrical Engineering

FAHLQUIST, F. E. Rhode Island

Attending Brown University

FOX, R. R. Washington

In the Tire Business

GAY, W. T. Alabama

Attending University of Alabama

MORGAN, J. F. Massachusetts

Soccer Team. A-Squad Football. Georgetown
University

OXFORD, G. W. Rhode Island

Lowell Textile Institute

PEABODY, W. A. Colorado

Mechanical Engineering Course at M. I. T.
Attending Colorado School of Mines

PIKE, M. N. O. Nevada
Attending University of Nevada. Sharpshooter

POST, E. S. Indiana

Draftsman and Married

PYLE, W. A. F. New Jersey

Drexel Institute

QUINLAN, H. W.
George Washington University

Hawaii

GREENWALD, H. S.

Wool Dealer

HALL, A. E.

Mississippi

Illinois

Public Accountant

HALL, F. P., JR. North Carolina

Attending Davidson College

HALSEY, W. H. Ohio

Shipping Clerk. Made rNt

HERMAN, F. A. Illinois

University of Illinois

HEARNE, H. A. Louisiana

"Stood about half way in class"

HENDRICKS, E. Minnesota

University of Minnesota

SHERMAN, K. L. Massachusetts

In the Paper Business. Captain Youngster
Football Team

SINCLAIR, D. H. New Jersey

University of Michigan

SMITH, R. H. Maine
Electromechanics; Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

SOLOMON, P. L. Georgia

Banking

HOLLEMAN, H. C, JR.

"Shoe Salesman"

JENNINGS, C. M

Alabama

New Jersey

SPAIN, F. O., JR. Florida

Attending University of Florida

SPEAR, B. H. Wisconsin

Attending University of Wisconsin

STOCKTON, A. B. California

Stanford University

STREISSGUTH, G. H.

Fuel Engineer

Iowa

Princeton

LAWRENCE, L. W. Michigan

Taking Chemical Engineering course at Hope
College

LOUDIN, G. R.

University of Indiana

Indiana

LUNDIN, O. A. Rhode Island

Brown University

MARSTON, M. M. Maryland

Guaranty Company of Maryland

MARTIN, W. D., JR. Wisconsin

On Crew and Wrestling Squad. Attending
University of Wisconsin

THOMPSON, L. B. New Jersey

Taking Civil Engineering Course at University
of Pennsylvania

THOMPSON, W. F. Missouri

Basketball Squad. Now taking law course at

University of Kansas

TOLK, ARCHIE New York
Law Course at New York University
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ADAMS, N. O.

ADCOCK, J. W.
ALCORN, W. L.

ALEXANDER, L. W.
ANDERSON, D. G.

APPLEGATE, E. C.

ARNOLD, A. D.

ASMAN, G. D.

AUSTIN, F. L.

BAILLIERE, L. M.
BAKER, D. D.

BAKER, L. N.

BARROW, E. J.

BEACH, H. E.

BEAL, G. M.
BEDFORD, W. E.

BENNER, R. E.

BERN, U. P.

BERTRAND, K. P.

BLAIR, G. S.

BOURQUIN, E. M.
BOWMAN, P. G.

BRAME, J. R.

BREWER, J. W.
BROLLIER, E. R.

BROOKS, A. E.

BROWN, G. G.

BROWN, J. T., JR.

BUCHANAN, G., JR.

BUFFINGTON, A. W.
BURDETTE, F.

BUSBEY, H. C.

BUTLER, W. R.

CALHOUN, C. G.

CARMICHAEL, J. A.

CARTER, J. H., JR.

CARTER, W. R.

CARTER, W. W.
CARVER, C. C.

CHADDOCK, J. V.

CHILD, L. T.

CHRISTIAN, J. D.

CLARK, C. A.

:, R. B.

CLAXTON, R. B.

CLOUD, O. L.

COLBY, E. F.

COLBY, J. W.
COLE, S. G.

COLLINS, G. J.

CRAMER, E. J.

CRAWFORD, H. McL.
DANIELS, W. B.

DAVIS, E. McC.
DIBOLL, E. B.

DUVALL, F. R.

DOUGHER, O.

DOUGLAS, J. G.

DOWNES, G. E.

D'OYLEY, D. L.

EDWARDS, J. L.

ELLIOT, W. J.

ELLISON, J. G.

FARRIER, G. LeB.

FISHER, H. B. P.

FLETCHER, H. A.

FLYNN, T. L.

FRAAD, H. O.

FRENCH, J. H.

GARRETTE, L. M.
GARVER, W. M.
GATES, H. E.

GIVAN, C. W.
GLASSCOCK, L. J.

GOLDSMITH, P. H.

GOW, H. C.

GRAHAM, J. H.

GRAHAM, R. McD.
GRAMLING. A. J.

GREEN, F. O.

GREGG, K. J.

HAHN, W. C.

HARDING, P. M.
HEALY, F. G.

HEFTY, E. A.

HEPBURN, A. J.

HINDENACH, R. A.

HIRWAS, C. L.

HOFFMAN, B. S.

HOLLINGSWORTH,W. E.

HORTON, P. E.

HUNTER, G. R.

HUNTER, W. C.

INGRAM, J. D.

JEFFERSON, L. W.
JOHNSON, O. G.

JOHNSON, P. C.

JONES, H. K.

JONES, H. L. McC.
JONES, H. P.

JONES, L. B.

KEATING, W. P.

KAZANJIAN, N. H.

KENT, W. E.

KERN, M. S.

KINSLOE, G. W.
KUGEL, C. A.

LANCASTER, W. L.

LEBLOND, R. E.

LEONARD, J. E.

LEWIS, C. C.

LEWIS, J. T.

loudon, d. e.

loughery, j. c.

lybrand, j. c.

McCaffrey, j. a.

McCANDLESS, L. H.

McCASKILL, G.

McMANUS, J. H.

McMORRIS, R. E.

McWHORTER, W. E.

MABEN, R. D.

MADISON, J. G.

MAGOON, J. R.

MANN, S. S.

MEYER, F.

MORRIS, R. E.

MOWATT, D. S.

MULHOLLAND, W. E.
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PERKINS, O. K.

POLLOCK, H. V.

QUINN, K. M.

RAINEY, L.

RENARD, J. T.

RICHARDSON, L. L.

RICHEY, A.

RICKER, E. K.

RIDDLE, M.
RIPPEY, H. G.

RISHEL, W. P.

RUSSELL, R. P.

RUST, P. G.

RYAN, E. A.

SALTER, H. D.

SAYE, J. R.

SCHILLING, H. W.
SCHROEDER, R. L.

SEUFERT, W. M.

SHERER, J. S.

SMITH, E. O.

SMITH, J. T.

SULLIVAN, C. E.

STAPLES, M. W.
STEPHENS, H. D.

TAYLOR, S. N.

TITUS, E. J.

TODD, W. L.

TOWE, H. L.

TOWNSEND, T.

TROUSDALE, G. W.
TURNER, G. R.

VAN BENSCHOTEN, F.

VAN VALZAH, J. D.

VON SCHRADER, O. F.

WAGNER, F.

WALKER, E. T.

WALL, W. D.

WELLER, M. F. J.

WHITAKER, C. C.

WHITE, H. A.

WIGTON, R. J.

WILKINSON, J. B.

WILLIAMS, F. B.

WILLIAMS, J.

WILSON, J. F.

WILSON, J. T.

WIMSETT, H. A.

WINKLEMAN, H. A.

WOLFSON, H.

WOODARD, M. E.

WORTHINGTON, L. G.

WRAY, R. C.

WRIGHT, B.

WYMAN, C. H.

YOUNG, J. C.

ZELENKA, R. L., JR.

ZORTMAN, J. E.

l

IN OTHER CLASSES

AGNEW, H. F.

ANDREWS, J. R.

ARMSTRONG, J. E., JR.

BALL, F. H.

BALL, F. J.

BARNES, S. M
BRATHWAITE, M. W.
BRIMBERRY, M. F.

CHARLES, P.

COGGER, P. J.

COOPER, H. M.
CRIST, L. E., JR.

DAVIDSON, W. W.
DAWSON, N. M.
DREXLER, H. C, '24

DUNN, H. A.

FLY, W. A.

HALLAND, W. F.

HARPER, J. W.

HUDSON, H. B.

KELLY, M. L.

KENNETT, C. L.

KOONCE, P. D.

LEWIS, R. D.

McARTHUR, G.

MARTIN, P. L.

MAURIN, R. D., '25

MILLER, C. R.

MIZELL, M. H.

MOLLOY, T. R.

MONAGIN, E. L.

MONTGOMERY, E. P.

MORGAN, H. E.

MORGAN, H. R.

MULHERON, E.

MULLINS, W. J.

NELSON, F.

NICHOLSON, J. R., JR.

NIEMEYER, H. A.

NUNN, J. R.

NUTTER, D. L.

O'SULLIVAN, W.

PEARCE, E. S.

PIERSON, J. H.

PETERSON, J. V.

PCGUE, W. G.

PRICE, F. M.
PRICE, J. W., JR.

REESIDE, A. H.

ROADES, P. A.

SCHLICHTER. C. F.

SOWER, J. P. L.

STOCK, W. E., JR.

WHITTEN, J. L., JR.

WRIGHT, W. D., JR.

ZIMMER, L. A.

1
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PLEBE SUMMER
WENDELL ASHERTON BROWN, Midship-

man, Second Class, also 2 P.O., put his feet upon

Pi

%iif

m
the table, tilted his too seagoing blue cap on the back

of his head, and sighed wearily. In vain he had

wrestled with Oersteds, unit poles, ohms, watts, abam-

peres, and coulombs which chased each other in dizzy-

procession through his muddled brain until he

fervently wished that every scientist, living or dead,

were senttoawarmerclimate, there each to continue his

experiments amid an abundance of those B.T.U.'s and

calories so seldom found in Third Wing radiators.

Finally the after effects of the morning's Juice Exam gradually subsided, leaving s.^
his overworked brain to pursue more pleasant channels as he turned to answer i|f||

the last question of his inquisitive Fourth Class protege. "Our Plebe Summer, ||^ ;

good time? I beg to state! I guess we were nearer to Rear Admirals then than §if||

most of us ever will be again! f§^

"When I landed in Crabtown with the subpoena served me by the Bureau of J|||

Navigation tucked safely in my inside pocket,

I wouldn't have swapped places with President

Wilson himself. Already I had begun to swing

along with my version of the seagoing roll of a

saltwater sailor and it seemed to me that I was

the center of all eyes as I roamed over the red

brick sidewalks in search of Carvel Hall.

"Next morning, after waiting at Maryland
Avenue gate from 8.30 to 9.00 A.M. for

the Jimmy Legs to let us in, myself and a

91
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few other young hopefuls reported to sick bay-

to face the doctors there. As I went in, a sick

bay apprenticewhispered, 'Say, ifyou have any

cigarettes shoot 'em over. You can't use'em

now. ' Seeing the logic of his suggestion I gave

him my two packs of 'Fats,' glad to be rid of

such incriminating articles. Allowing one pack

of skags per candidate, that 'gob' must have

amassed 1914 cigarettes, which should have lasted him until the advent of 1923.

"But I grow unreliable, I digress. When we had satisfied the doctors as to our

fitness to become Farraguts and Deweys, we were piloted to the Administration

Building to place our little John Hancocks in the big book and become at the same

time a part of the United States Navy, gentlemen by act of Congress, officers 'in

a qualified sense.'

"No sooner had we signed up, about 10 A.M., than things began to happen in

such rapid sequence as to nearly sweep us from our feet. We went to the Executive

Officer to be assigned rooms and roommates, to the Athletic Office to join the

Association, then to the store to draw clothes, books, shoe polish, and laundry

numbers. As each man left the store, several servitors, whom we now know as

corridor boys, pounced eagerly on his newly-acquired property and the spryest

hurried off with it, followed by the bewildered Fourth Classman. By 12.30 forma-

tion, the somewhat awkward civilian had evolved into an infinitely more awkward

and self-conscious Midshipman, ready to take his first crack at Navy chow.

"Two days after entering I saw my first Duty Officer. In spite of his sword,

he inspired in me no awe, in fact I was undecided whether to turn up my nose or

to condescend to talk to him as I would to a Jimmy Legs. Besides, he was a most

disgusted and tired-looking individual, and by far the most lonesome one I had

seen for days. Just as I had about decided to show my gentlemanly upbringing

and be sociable, he began to manifest a decided interest in me. He turned with

more 'pep' than I thought he could possibly muster and,

after a close scrutiny, proceeded to administer my first

bawling out, speaking thusly : 'Are you a Midshipman?

Well, where in did you come from and who let you in?

Here you come slouching along with your noisy new shoes

and your beautiful new hat on the back ofyour gonk like

a politician. Salute? No, you were waiting for me to

start that, I guess! Well, shove off, get back to your

padded cell and bone up the little green book on Naval
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Etiquette. Step out!' Alas, if this was an officer,

something told me he was out of luck, for I felt

sure he and I could not easily come toan understanding.

"Some of the boys at table sixteen had right good

appetites, but the first dose of Navy slum got most of

them. One little redhead, however, was conscious of a

brain throb and he snatched up the bottle of red-eye,

which I had hitherto thought was an ornament, and

commenced to open it. Red-eye might have worked

well as a lubricant with that type of slum, but we never

found out, for that bottle shortly began to sputter and blow off steam like the Emma
Giles on a winter day. Then followed a demonstration which would have done credit

to a Yellowstone Park Geyser. What that condiment did toourbrand new Plebe white

works was a shame. Thereafter the supply of red-eye greatly exceeded the demand.

"Now, it was about here that I began to lose my awe for the Midshipmen-in-

Charge. Hitherto I had regarded them with fear and trembling, for was it not

they who insisted on our turning out at reveille and who shouted in harsh accents,

'Step out to Formation!' or 'Turn in and keep silent!'? As I was saying, I grad-

ually came to understand that these M. C.'s were but Plebes, and to treat them

as such, and with that understanding I was initiated into the mysteries of Plebe

Summer nocturnal activities and received an honorary membership in the Ancient

and Honorable Order of Holy Rollers.

"The functions of this order which I am about to disclose were obscure and

mysterious in the extreme. Often in the deep silence and murky blackness of

the hot summer night some poor Plebe, suddenly awakened from dreams of the

old homestead, found himself roughly precipitated on the hard deck, mattress and

all. Or yet another, aroused rudely from pleasant slumbers, would voice strenuous

objections to countenancing mice, crabs, or even dead eels as bedfellows. Yea, verily,

the workings of the Klu Klux Klanish Order were silent and terrible ; annoying to

the innocent newcomer but amusing to the Rollers, at least.

"Now, as you have probably discovered, the

D. O. is one who normally commands respect and

obedience of all hands. The wise D. O., better to

preserve this respect with least exertion, avoids, to

a large extent, contact with the new Plebes who
might unostentatiously step on his toes or cause

him other humiliation. So it happened that a

certain D. O. was distracted from his newly-
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acquired Snappy Stories (he obtained same

from an M. C. he ragged reading on duty) by a

spasmodic tapping on his window. Annoyed at

last beyondreason,hepoked his head forth to as-

certain whence the disturbance, when lo, from a

clear sky there burst upon his bended neck a very

deluge of H.,0. As he was not drowned by his

sudden dousing, our gallant officerput forth every

effort to catch the miscreant but the latter had

made good his escape.

"Now those were hard days on shoes, in fact at one time the supply of shoe

leather bid fair to be exhausted. For why? The answer is simple. Extra duty!

And so when all the occupants of the old Left Wing were to walk extra duty it

caused great consternation. In fact, melancholia threatened to become an epidemic.

This is how it happened

:

"A long, fishy-looking Plebe named Pike on the fourth deck disliked limburger

and citronella on his pillow, so he voiced his objections with a broom. Now
Smith disliked brooms, so he retaliated with a sparkling pitcher of Adams'

Ale which missed its mark but dampened the spirits and uniforms of a small party

of bolsheviks on the stair landing below. Instantly pitchers and brooms began

to appear from nowhere and the wing was in a turmoil. The stairs were a surging

mass of struggling combatants. Just here the D. O. made his entrance. He

probably wouldn't have minded, but what naval officer loves water? So, on second

consideration, hesitate to repeat the remarks he

made as the true situa-

tion slowly dawned on

his nearly dormant men-

tality.
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"And so pay day rolled around, and the screaming of the eagle was advertised

throughout Mr. Bancroft's hotel. And lo! six or seven hundred young hopefuls

clustered about the pay office door to receive their monthly insult. Sure, I was

there, I couldn't miss my first pay day. Well, when they pay Midshipmen, the

minute you arrive at the office the pay line stops moving. Never saw it fail.

No matter how industriously the clerk is passing out the dollars a minute before,

he always stops when you ar

quarters of an hour, yours

tance of the drousy clerk

stenographer, I had earned

my name, however, the fol

safed : 'You don't rate any pay,

you've got just two weeks and

appointed I couldn't eat

rive. So when, after three-

truly got within striking dis-

and his pretty, bright-eyed

my one-fifty. When I gave

lowing information was vouch

-

you have to be in three weeks

;

six days.' Well, I was so dis-

for a week. I said to my-

and right there the Navy

material, I'll say.

"So, what with running the Jimmy Legs, smoking after taps, putting glue on

the light button for the inspecting P. O., a little fire in the Second Wing, fights

»4 self> 'this is a hell of a Navy!'

tfff nearly lost some valuable

with watermelon rinds, our first

liberties in town Plebe Summer

said, 'Fugit insetera fugit irrepar

«* effect? Anyway, tempus fugited
NT*
1M^ realized it the Plebes-to-be were

!t|l accessible windows gazing open-

so soon to discharge

Soon they, whom we

ikf were

f» men -

8r
«P appear and we realized

l^l to come, for our hardest

*fj^ andnot farahead either.

{ftp and the Class of 1922

|» upwardpath,theroadto

TO

Dago lessons, extra duty, and two

slid rapidly by. Who was it that

ible tempus,' or words to that

with a will and almost before we

banked two deep around all

mouthed at the 'Crabs' which

their cargoes of Upper-class-

so envied and feared, began to

that the worst was yet

times lay ahead of us,

Plebe Summer was over

was started upon its

rank and achievement.
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Oh, the paps of a Plebe are many,

And the woes of a Plebe are great

:

And the joys of a Plebe, if any,

Are scarce, and I'm here to state.

But how those woes would vanish away

Like a sought for Bosun's Mate;

How peaceful the night and how care

free the day,

If we didn't have to tolerate

That pestiferous Upper Class!

And there are the questions they ask

you!
Do you think they'd know every one?

Seamanship, history, and science,

And the list is only begun!

That omniscient Upper Class!

And there are rates ! Ifyou break them,

Farewell to your poor, damned soul!

Wherever you are, don't forsake them,

Or remorse o'er your spirit will roll!

You go to the table and brace up,

With head up and stomach well in

;

Then they criticise you from your base

up,

"Get your guts up and pull in that

chin!"

First the butter, and then fill each

glass up,

And then, if you start on your meat,

There'll be something they want you
to pass up

'Till you hardly have time to eat,

That omniverous Upper Class!

If you wake from the deepest of slum-

bers,

Forget not to feather your ears,

Or you'll do stoop falls by the numbers

For the rest of your natural years.

Wherever you are they are by you!

Wherever you go they are there!

If your soul goes to Hades, they'll fry

you,

And even in Heaven, beware

That ubiquitous Upper Class.
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PLEBE HO!" Words from a far distant, but not forgotten past. Say, do you

remember when we were Plebes? I bet that nobody here would go through

another Plebe Year for a golden goose but just the same there is something

hallowed and sort of revered in the common memories of that formulative period

—

when we were novitiates of the naval game, when we lost our individuality and

became laundry numbers, when we took much and gave much, and started re-

arranging our ideas concerning many things.

The old place was different then. It was changing and the war had enlarged

and somewhat expanded it. Don't you remember how the First Class used to

bemoan that the old Navy was gone? But, somehow they continued their endeavors

to bring us up in the teachings of the old Navy, and in a manner befitting our humble

stations in life. Pile Driving, Cuckoo, Infinity, Reciprocating Engines, Fantail,

and many more relaxations of the kind were quite fashionable and frequent; and

we were learning that orders were orders and that Jones is dead.

Plebe Year—our Plebe Year, began as others before had begun—with the begin-

ning of the Academic Year. Soon we were individually discovering, as many

before had discovered, that we had chests, and that whisk brooms were made to

be worn out, and that our straight and narrow path was exceedingly narrow

and geometric in shape.

The tribe of the Bare-Axe migrated over to the Peaceful Valley and those of

us who were fortunate, or unfortunate, enough

to see our names on the roster of those called

over the river, lived in comparative freedom

for six months. Many were the night trips,

not only to the beautiful little city of Annapolis,

but also to Baltimore and points beyond, and

many were the narrow escapes from detection

by the suspicious D. O.'s.

And just as we were realizing that "We're

not behind the plow," the "Flu" came and took

off its hat and coat with a business-like manner, and soon formations were inter-

rupted with frequent dull thuds as the various individuals took the count, and

the ambulance drivers ordered a new set of tires and a few barrels of gasoline.

To those left, life became very simple. The third, or tenth assistant section

leader, reported himself and maybe one or two others present, and he had a whole

roomful of blackboards to himself. To those who met the enemy and succumbed,

life became even more simple. Either a room in Bancroft, or a ride over to the

already crowded hospital, and nothing else except to toss around for ages on the
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soft regulation mattresses, waiting until lunch time before the attendant brought

the breakfast of cold eggs. And the ever-present smell of disinfectants remained

with us, pervading the atmosphere, our food, and our dreams.

We were fairly well acquainted with Academic Life when the "Flu" ended. All

the thunder and lightning was over, and the weather settled down into a steady

drizzle. The bucket was tilted at

an acute angle while we all made

desperate attempts to stand from

under. And still no liberty.

Monthly exams were knocked off,

but will we ever forget the weekly

nightmares in Math—each little

P-work a regular Semi-ann?

Then Barracks A and B, classic edifices of

emergency, rang to the voices of hard M. C's. uncurbed by more weighty authority;

and many were the parties, unwelcorned by '22, held in our honor. And lastly,

the Basement Rats shivered and waxed non-reg in their dungeon-like rooms, but

not forgotten in the general fever of education.

The year drifted on until the eventful Armistice Day, and in celebration of

that memorable occasion, drills were knocked off for the afternoon, and the Upper

Classes were given liberty to visit Annapolis and the Officers' Quarters. We went

to football practice, and by the way, that football team was not the poorest the

Academy has ever put out, as we saw a few days later in the eventful and disastrous

game with Great Lakes. That was our first real introduction to anything like

the spirit that grips a fellow at the old Army-Navy game. "Skinny Paul" had

told us his views on the subject the night before; we had listened to him tell how

"this thing has been kind of getting under my skin. I may be wrong, I don't

know—but I can't say that I want the best team to win. To hell with the best

team! I want the Navy to win!" Well, we watched that team of ours sweep up

the field with the Great Lakes bunch—a team of stars, and—on the verge of our

second touchdown, that inexplicable fumble, and the long run of the enemy player.

But it doesn't matter that we technically lost the game by a queer twist of Fate.

We knew our team, and we had learned what it meant to fight on the sidelines

with a fighting Navy Aggregation.

And then came dope on Christmas Leave. Varied and brightly colored, it

soared and plunged and, when Christmas came, the First Class shoved off on twenty-

six hours' leave.

But the Christmas Carnival suffered not from the good news. Two thousand
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people, fifteen hundred goats, and one frog—bizarre uniforms and the jingling of
jjjj

shekels, to be squandered in no other way, made the affair rather a success, and 5^
the novelty of rating First Class wasn't entirely displeasing to our seamanship- ^
and infinity-burdened souls.

About that time a bright spot came into our lives—we met the distinguished

and polished Professor Bell. The first day we merely stood in line and raised on

our toes but, on the next encounter, our dear teacher blossomed forth in all his

glory. "Out! Out! Give me the drill, please! Gentlemen, me and the Com-
mandant has got to have order. Now everybody was one-stepping. Why don't

you waltz? Be a leader! Don't be a follower. All the time when you was march-

ing over here, you was one-stepping. Anybody what can waltz can do anything,

and nobody what can't waltz can't do nothing. Gentlemen, it is so simple as

sleeping. Boom, drip, drip—just like this. See? Now—give me the drill

—

one half right face—Boom, drip, drip—OUT!! OUT!!!" And that coyote yell

drowned out the mechanical piano, and the sound of release.

One cold morning the steam was

turned into the new wings, still smelling

of paint and newness, and the wandering

Tribe of the Bare -Axe immigrated again

to the place to which their mail was ad-

dressed and commenced to learn what

Plebe Life was like in the elite circles.

Likewise, BarracksA and B were deserted,

the silent corridors bearing no testimony

of the last three months, nor of the

Q^2m^ three months' Ensigns(?) that had once

lived there in comfort and opulence. And then came the basketball game with

Camp Humphries, when the Long Corps yell rang in our ears for the first time, from

the group of officers accompanying the ex-West Point Team. It was the first time

we heard "Benny Haven-O," and answered it with "Anchors Aweigh." With the

anchor up, we steamed to a victory.

Hundredth Night came, but the mess hall roofwas pronounced unsafe to with-

stand the rigors of such a celebration, so the celebration was postponed until the

seventy-fifth night. And from the ragtime formation to the last revengeful chance

at the First Class, we rated the sky. Each of us had a particular friend among

the First Class, whom we favored with a few attentions, long and carefully

thought up. This was the hour of our revenge. We exhausted the resources of

our experience, and imaginations, and produced wrinkles in the backs of faded

^waammmm. m 083S9SM@m
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blouses that had long been smooth and convex. And when someone of the stripers,

carefully chosen for their physical disqualifications, suggested "squads east," we

ambled down to the mess hall, but saw that the momentary Plebes made up in

military bearing for all we lacked.

J oiJLY Two couple
(Got TKrtT DrtNCE RIOttT
-SEVERAL HEP-E ,

FOUR
\ OR FIVE OV6R THERE
( NoW THEM WHAT WAS

Followers-
will b£-

^
The Band and a Blood Feed waited for us, but did not wait

long. Forks were denied the First Class while attention was

not. Finally the ladies, or at least, excellent imitations, began

to dance on the tables and the party got rough. On one table

a Spanish dancer vied with another who was of the Egyptian

School; while, on the other side, there was one apparently just

escaped from the Ballet Russe.

A little longer, and the evening was at an end, and the

aftermath commenced. Our fertile imaginations had produced original ideas in

the gentle art of running, that rebounded in our direction once we resumed the

humble station, and many of us wished we had not taken such a full measure of

revenge.

Sunday night came, followed by ten more Sunday nights, each with an intermin-

ably long week after it. "What's the good word, Mister?" "Sunday night, and

Rhino as Hell, Sir." "How many days?" "Seventy-three, a sleep, and a butt,

Sir." Some of us cruised on the Reina, some languished in the Brig. Most of

us walked extra duty, and graced the conduct grade, and brushed off, and braced

up, and said "Sir" occasionally. And then, the Cruise Dope, with the warm

spring days; that was the beginning of the end! The cruise boxes made their

appearance, new and unmarred, before each door; and as each exaction of Plebe

Life, each moment of unstable equilibrium of the bucket, caused us to feather

our ears, we had but to think of the nearness of deep water. Came the Army

Game, and although we saw it by proxy, it was none the less real and exciting

—

and Man, but didn't we welcome the N-Star aggregation of pill jugglers, and the

speedy crews, wearing the scalps of all comers at the Henley, back to Crabtown?

We did, and the Japanese bell awoke the echoes after a long silence. It still

knows how to talk, after the lessons we gave it.

Don't you remember the Yard on those warm j*
»
x\||

evenings, filled with twosomes and moonlight and

romance? And the lights of the fleet out beyond

the light house, waiting for us to embark? Will

you ever forget the spectacle of a hundred search-

lights making a cubist painting of the sky? And

the last few days and nights of Plebe life, hot
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i days of drill and cool nights under the cool showers, make us all the more

eager for the big day to come.

And the four striper—he wasn't

such a bad sort of chap as he mourn-

fully invited them all to jump in the

lake, "Squads East, Go!" And very

soon, we were lined up in the Armory,

breathing gentle thoughts as the Secnav

tried to prove, as usual, that he

could talk longer than his echo; and

bracing up, now with a will, since

it was our last time. The Secnav

stopped. Even he was a human, willing

spirit and all that, notwithstanding.

Then one -two -three -four Hurrah! A silence, a triumphant snake dance, a

general heaving of belts and rifles, a wild break for Herndon Monument—'Taint

no mo' Plebes—taint no mo' PlebesH! Hot damn!!!

One
Down
and —
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YOUNGSTER CRUISE
H I say, Charming, let's not dance this one.

How about a little stroll outside? The moon
is glorious

—

"

"O-oh let's Joe! Let's sit in the hammock, and no

one can see us. I want you to tell me all about

your perfectly thrilling cruise—uh—and your sweet-

hearts in all those ports you saw."

"Now honest, Charming, I'm not like other Mid-

shipmen. Why, see that moon? Well, just a month
ago I was lying out on the quarter-deck dreaming that

I would be with you when it would be full again.

"Well, it was some cruise. You remember how
foggy it was that morning when we shoved off

—

the morning after the June Ball? We bumped into

every ship in the Atlantic Fleet before we struck the

right one. I was sure sleepy that morning, and if

you hadn't been at the dock to say good-bye—I'd have

gone to sleep somewheres and forgotten all about

the cruise.

"Sunday the starboard watch was given liberty

and the men came back, telling us all about Wash-

ington and Baltimore. Of course, I was in the port

watch; I always get left. And that first night in

a hammock—say, Charming—it can't be compared

to this night, in this hammock.

"The next morning; I heard 'all hands up anchor!'

for the first time, and watched the chapel dome
disappear behind us. It's a great feeling, Charming;

you like it better every time you hear it, and when

they add a 'Homeward Bound,' and you know you're
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headed back to that chapel dome, and all that lies

behind, you are sort of strong for it.

"During the night we made the open sea—and

when the morning came the decks had a sure enough

heave, and the water was blue—as blue as your eyes,

Charming, no kidding. No, I didn't get seasick,

but lots did.

m

"We-—I mean they—soon became used to it, and

before long we had acquired that rolling gait so

peculiar, don't you know, to us sea-going officers.

"One morning, we saw a queer little palm-covered

island—it looked lonesome out there on the bright

sea, but I'll bet Columbus didn't think so when he

first saw it. And that reminds me about a song

we've got about Columbus; I'd sing it to you only

my voice isn't in good condition.

"The following morning, when I went out on the

quarter-deck to take my accustomed morning exer-

cise, half of the fleet was nowhere in sight. The
Captain told me they were headed for St. Thomas."

"I'm glad you and the Captain got along so well,

Joe, and isn't it nice they let you get some exercise

in the morning?"

"Oh, yes, Charming, I used to go out and walk

up and down the quarter-deck every morning in

my bare feet. They say it's good for the complexion

and, besides, I was in the Second Division. You
see, the Second Division was a popular bunch of men.

They used to get us to do everything, like rig gang-

ways, swab the decks, rig the movies, and things

that needed experienced men.

"And then came Cuba—dear, romantic, verdant

Cuba. Each one of us was thinking what a beautiful

place the bay was, surrounded by low hills and ro-

mantic ideas, of how tropical and Cubical it looked,

but it was not long after the mudhook had splashed

over the side that we had gained a new conception
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of Cuba. Guantanamo Bay should have been named
Guantanamo Baseball Park—it is famous for its

brand of baseball and nothing much else.

"While I was in—Cuba—I naturally tried Spig

skags and Spanish, but somehow I lost my enthu-

siasm for the skags, and Chinese aren't talkative as

a rule. I did like the goat milk ice cream, however

—at the time. We discovered it in a little shack a

mile or two inland, and this little shack proved to

be about the most popular place in Southern Cuba,

except, perhaps, Caimanera, and the latter was pop-

ular because it was forbidden."

"Why was it forbidden, Joe?"

"Well, you see, Charming, it is not exactly an arid

place, and the officers were afraid there wouldn't be

enough to go around. But one whaleboat managed

to sneak over. The fellows had to steer a regular

rhumb line course back to the ship. And that was

Cuba."

"Didn't you get to see any of the cities, Joe, dear?"

"Well, not exactly. But we heard all about it

from the skipper when he came back from Santiago

one night. Must have been great.

"And then one day, we slipped out of the harbor

and, with the Virgin Islands ahead, we chased the

flying fishes across an azure sea, and stoked the

furnaces, and holystoned the decks in between times.

"St. Thomas is a beautiful little place—an emerald

isle in a sea of sapphires. From the bay, the old city

of Charlotte Amalie reaches white fingers up the

hillside as though trying to hold on to the earth.

And over the city stand the ancient piratical strong-

holds of Bluebeard and Blackbeard, reminders of

more thrilling days. The feminine population coaled

ship for us there, while we went swimming across the

island, or investigated the quaint old city, or bought

Bay Rum—for our hair. We might have had a dance

there, only there were not enough white girls in the

1
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Islands. And their favorite song was 'My Two-Bit

Sailor Man.' "

"Why do they call them Virgin Islands, Sailor

Man?"

"Hanged if I can figure it out but, as I was saying,

the Fourth of July came next, while we were under

way to Colon, and we celebrated by working only

twelve instead of sixteen hours, and by having a

smoker. And, Charming—behold in me the cham-

pion contestant of the ship—I— ."

"Oh, Joe, I didn't know you could box, and did

you beat everybody on the boat?"

"Well, you see, I was just going to say I won the

pie-eating contest, but if you insist— . However,

we eventually reached Colon, as we generally do,

and there followed a round of 'personally-conducted'

tours of the locks, dams, fields, forts, and everything

else worth investigating except what we wanted to

investigate. And, going through the canal, I ex-

perienced the sensation of the cruise—a fresh water

shower. Hadn't had one since the cruise started.

And in Panama, we made liberties between the rain-

storms. Quite wet, Panama, and quite Spanish.

They held a Vista Alegre—that's the Spanish for

Bull Fight—in our honor. But I liked the dance we
had in Balboa—

"

"Oh, Joe—I just know you were fussing some
senorita down there

—

"

"Honest, Charming—that is, not very many. You
see, I spent most of my time sight-seeing—through

the Pacific Forts, the Ruins of Old Panama, the

American Hotel, and the beautiful Cocoa Grove.

"Coming back, we made a record run through the

canal, and just as I came off watch, we steamed out

of the last lock. Some luck!

"Back in Guantanamo we coaled, and played

baseball, and ate goat ice cream, until finally, one
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happy morning, we shoved off for the land of the

Jagged Skyline. Off Cape Hatteras the Fleet ran

into some heavy weather, and the combination of

stoking and rolling was powerful, but everything

came out all right.

"Charming, it was 'nada menos que' one thrilling

experience to sight Ambrose Lightship, pass Lady
Liberty and the skyscrapers of Manhattan on board

a battleship—sort of first experience for all of us.

And New York—from the Pre Cat to the Commodore
—was a joyful cure for the Guantanamo Blues.

"New York is a fair-sized village, but I tried my
best to become acquainted, and I sure saw every-

thing from Coney Island to the Follies and from the

Battery to 158th Street."

"Look here, Mr. Joe Gish—you didn't get vamped
by one of those wicked chorus girls, did you?"

"Why certainly not—I am impervious to all

women's charms—except maybe—perhaps—

"

"Oh—go on, Joe, dear—continue."

"Well, we delighted the classic banks of the Hud-
son for four days—for four nights we fed up on

musical comedy and bloody chow; and then we
hauled— that is, hauled anchor for Provincetown.

You know, Provincetown is where the Pilgrims first

landed, or something, and they still live there. But

we had a few dances in the Town Hall, and saw the

art exhibits, and ate more chow, until coaling time

came.

"We went up to Boston to coal—but all we saw of

the City was a building or two in the distance, and a

lot of Boston coal barges. Some little coal party we
had out there in the Bay!

"After a couple more days in the Pilgrim City we
cruised down to Gotham again, and this time each

one knew where he was going. Guess our return
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caused quite a stir, because all the chorus girls went

on a strike when they heard we were coming back.

"Financially, hard times ensued, so we weren't really

sorry to wave good-bye to Lady Liberty—and run

down to the Roads—why—that was only a few days

ago, Charming. We fooled around Norfolk awhile,

had a few dances at the Hotel Chamberlain, and got

to hear the O. D. say, 'Recreation Pier and Return.'

"

"What's an O. D. Joe, dear?"

"Oh that's the Officer of the Deck—he's out there

to keep the sea gulls from sitting on the quarter-deck.

"Many dreary days we spent on the Southern Drill

Grounds, standing in to Hampton Roads at times for

coal and amusements, or both. Usually we got both,

but they always came separate, and then came the

day when we fired the big guns, we—

"

"Weren't you afraid?"

"Well, our chief told us the old blow pipes were apt

to blow up, and when I pressed the firing key, I was

kind of shaky. But what happened was more than I

was expecting. That first salvo sure snapped me out

of it."

"Did you hit anything, Joe?"

"Sure, either the target or the water—every shot.

But—as I was saying, that ended the cruise. I

didn't weep much when the old bateaus shoved their

rams into the waters of Chesapeake Bay—homeward
bound at last! The Radio towers, the chapel dome,

and all that lies beyond. Night before last, I was
lying out on the quarter-deck, keeping an eye on my
half-filled laundry bag, and tonight—well—how about

it?"

"Oh, Joe, you're mussing my hair—no—well—."



AS FITTINGLY expounded by Mrs. Dunwiddie to her neighbor, Mrs. Murphy, over the

alley fence. All dope straight from the front—which same is held by none other than

"Mike," the aspiring offspring of Mrs. Dunwiddie. "Michael Ignatius, Jr., is a member of

the Third Form at the Annapolis Maryland Military Academy." (Note from local publication.)

Illustrated Panorama No. 1

"What? No soap?"

"Nay, nary a sliver, and that ain't all. The water was fresh from the briny sea when the pumps
was working and the buckets was not and they locked their towels in the paymaster's safe to keep

'em from pacing the quarter-deck. He ain't been treated to a bath for thirteen days, a sleep 'n

a butt, whatever that may be, and at this moment he's upstairs in drydock. Chipping and

painting, he calls it. And then he's goin' to caulk for a week."

"He's going back to Ireland, then?"

"Aw, no, Mrs. Murphy, come out of the fog, that means sleep—do you get me—he's going to

hit the hay, pass out, take ether, crawl between the sheets, snooze, snore, saw wood, hunt the

sandman, pound his ear—in other words, c-a-u-1-k-"

"Stop! I grasp your meaning in both mits, Mrs. D., but tell me, is he as dizzy as ever?"

"Well, not half as bad as when he left home. Honest, he looks quite the berries in that blue

suit of his. Just last night I saw Maggie Swift, the butcher's daughter, giving him the big

double-O."

"He'd better watch Maggie, she only saws meat for her Dad, but there's been rumors of late

that she's getting to be quite the social climber."

"I guess you're right, Mrs. Murphy, and I'll warn 'Mike,' but

I surmise that he can take care of himself. 'Twas only yes-

terday that he told me how he and the Captain held up the

mast for an hour one day, all by themselves."

"Smart boy, 'Mike,' eh, Mrs. D.? Well, good mornin' to you

and tell the lad to come over and sample some of my new home

brew before he goes back."

Lucid Sketch No. 2

"Call them chickens out of the lettuce bed, Mrs. Dun-

IN DRYDOCK widdie, before I have me husband poison them."

''/.>'
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"Pipe down, Mrs. Murphy, 'till I tell you about

the letter I had from 'Mike' yesterday."

"Pipe down or up, Mrs. Dunwiddie—those hens

will lay their last egg today. But go ahead, what

did 'Mike' say?"

"He got back all right—only two hours' late—but you

see, being a Youngster he gets away with most

anything. That's rates for you. Rates are what

'C^J£& you don't do when you're a Plebe but when

you get to be a Youngster you can do 'em all

"MIKE" PULLS SAT IN SLEEP —that is, if you're ratey enough. The ratier

you are the more you do. 'Mike' does 'em all. He says he gets extra duty all the time—that shows

how capable he is."

"Do tell!"

"Yes, and that's a mere half of it, dearie. The boys are playing football down there now.

You know, that lovely game which resembles trench warfare, only worse. Well, the Navy is

out to beat the Army, and a few others in between times. The big game is only two weeks

away, and seeing as how 'Mike' has never been to a game like this he's getting all set to throw

a big party. He's dragging a forty from Bath, Maine. He says that since so much lumber

comes from Maine he believes this damsel will spruce him up a bit. Clever—just like 'Mike'

—always having his joke."

"Say, Mrs. D., what's a forty?"

"A forty is a girl who is perfect in the eyes of a Midshipman. She must have beauty in face

and figure, she must have clothes that are pretty and becoming, and a line that is witty and
complimentary. If she has all of this, or appears to have it, she's a forty. All Youngsters drag

this kind to the hops, so 'Mike' says. He got a present from his company for his wonderful taste.

He didn't mention what it was. That's 'Mike,' never proud or boastful about things like that."

Enlightening Epistle No. 3

"How's tricks, Mrs. Murphy?"
"Tricky as ever, Mrs. Dunwiddie, but speaking of tricks—did you hear what the Navy did

to the Army last week in New York?"

"The Navy won, of course!"

"Oh sure, you see I had a note from 'Mike' this morning and he spread the stuff about the

game all over the lot. His writing looked sort of shaky but I 'spose that was from the excitement

and all. It seems that all the scribes in the Big Town had given the Navy no chance at all

They were as sure as Mohammed, the Prophet, that the Mule Drivers would give the Goat the

big razz. Alas and alack, the Army never had a chance and the Goat shoved the Mule in the

mud to the sweet dirge of six to swabo."

"By golly! It must have been a fierce conflict."

"Fierce! Say, 'Mike' tells me he was so worn out from cheer-

ing that he had to turn in right after the game. Next morning
he rolled over and found an Admiral and two Lieutenants in bed
with him. They were so happy and excited over the

game that they forgot their room number. 'Mike' said

they sure treated him fine."

"I'll bet them Admirals and Leftenants is some

boys when they get worked up. They don't fight

battles all the time in the Navy."

"Perhaps not, Mrs. Murphy—but boys is al-

ways boys, as Shakespeare said, and they must

have their little fun."

"Sure, even when there's hell to pay."

"Check one for you, Mrs. Murphy, but that's "MIKE" and the SKIPPER HELD MAST
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plenty for this morning. I've got to start housecleaning today because the boy will

probably be home Christmas time. He alludes that the scales tip that way now."

Whizz-Bang No. 4

"Goo-id Stuiph!" ejaculated Mrs. Murphy as she emptied . J?^ iWj*'?

the garbage into the can one bright December morning.

"Swill, you might say," retorted Mrs. Dunwiddie, who
had just come out to gather in the morning's milk.

"Aw, go on now, Mrs. D., you're getting as bad as _

'Mike' himself. By the way, did he get in from Annapo- i^^^§§?iW M V.(\

lis last night?"

"He sure did, with bells on. The dope is that he took

12

3

the B. 8b O. special which same, being translated into

English, means the twin cousin to the slow train through

Arkansas. He says the way that string of box cars

eased along the rails made a hand car look like the

20th Century Limited."

"Well, now he's here what's he going to do?" "MIKE" GETS A PRESENT FOR DRAGGING

"That's a good one, Mrs. Murphy. He'll do plenty, I reckon. Tonight he's going to the

Plumbers' Ball with Olettes Neque and tomorrow night he figures on going coon hunting in the

moonlight."
"Moonshine, you mean. Here's praying he don't see any other

animals besides coons. Snakes is hard on the peace of mind and
blue hippopotamuses is absolutely depraving."

"Ain't you right, neighbor?"

"Absolutely!"

Kick in the Neck No. 5

\ 'No, not there!"

Where?"

"There," answered Mrs. Dunwiddie as she showed her friend

Mrs. Murphy to a chair in her parlor one Sunday evening.

"Do you know, Mrs. D., we talk of lots of stuff when we
work our chins but I never am wholly satisfied 'till I get the

=====^========^ latest dope from Crabtown."

WRITING SORT OF SHAKY "You said a mouthful, Mrs. Murphy, and I sure have got
an earful for you tonight. All isn't so peaceful and quiet down there just now."

"Something rotten in the State of Maryland, hey?"

"Nothing less. You see, one of 'Mike's' classmates had a pretty mean trick played on him,

which same was just mean enough to ease him outside with a ticket home in one hand and his

suitcase in the other."

"How come?"

"Well, it isn't all just clear to me, but anyway, the day that they gave
f-5^

him the air the whole Class accompanied him to the Main Gate to show

him how they stood. That overturned the well-known bucket and the

next day the whole gang was confined to their rooms under arrest.

After the storm was over the lads all had twenty-

five demos, no Easter hop, and a lot of hard

)

feeling. 'Mike' said that for the first time in his

life he saw a femme stag line at a hop in the gym.

They'll get over that, but I'll bet one thing."

"What's that?" <%&>

"I '11 bet that after this they all will know that

the Class of '22 is one for all and all for one."

'?
5

THE MORNING AFTER

?M
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"I shouldn't doubt that, Mrs. D., they'll never let

anyone put any fins on them."

The Night of the Royal Ball No. 6

"Where is my wandering boy tonight?"

"I'll bite, where is he?"

"Down on the sea-wall teasing the gamboling Crabs,

I guess."

"Ain't he the devil, though?"

"The way he whined and howled around over those

semi-anns I thought he had gone to the dogs for sure.

But since then he's sort of snapped out of it and all he

talks about now is the Army Ball game, June Week,

and the Cruise to the West Coast."

"He sure is talking about something then."

"The game came out as was hoped for but the way it started, the final result was hardly ex-

pected. The Navy 1st sacker broke up the party in the 12th inning when he slapped a four-

bagger into the Hudson River. Hence West Point! Yea Navy!

"Then came June Week. Words failed him in his letter but I'll bet they

didn't fail him when he went out to count the stars between the dances. Hs
dragged heavy this time and from the looks of things he sure took the count-

He asked me all about stones for rings, etc.—I ain't blind yet.

Tomorrow they shove off on the Cruise."

"You say they're bound for the West Coast?"

"Yes, and to Honolulu where the dark and loustrous maid-

ens trip lightly o'er the yellow seasands 'neath the languid

moon and scintillating stars, while from the depths of the

waving palms come the tantalizing strains of the ukelele

which mingle pleasantly with the rolling surf of the opales-

cent sea."

"Out! Mrs. Dunwiddie—Out! Let me smell your breath."

"Say, Mrs. Murphy, you ain't heard nothing yet. Wait
'till 'Mike, Jr.,' eases in here in September. After a sum-

mer with all them ropes that line will stack up against

his like a country schoolma'am's description of a wrest-

ling match alongside of Ring Lardner's glorious emula-

tion of a similar event. Still, we'll be

spared the trouble of listening to it now,

because

:

For eighteen days and eighteen nights

He'll sail the broad Pacific:

But when he comes once more to us

His lyin' will be terrific."

UNDER ARREST
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As the great ships were riding at anchor

To the rise and fall of the tide,

Many couples were straying from Dahlgren

Fleet moments by the seawall to bide.

She was there, and still she would linger,

But the clock in the tower whirled on

To the moment of heartrending parting,

To embark on the ships and be gone.

Embarkation

II

'Twas the sound of "station the sea watch"
Which roused us from dreams of the past.

The mud-covered anchor rose slowly,

As the ensign flew up to the mast.

Soon the gold Chapel Dome became faded,

Kent Island was left far astern;

We were bound for the heaving blue ocean,

Deeper secrets of life must we learn.

Mk JteS.

Under Way

I

» '

a:

in

Mile after mile slipped behind us,

And the Windward Passage astern,

When appeared on the Western horizon,

A land we were better to learn.

'Twas Colon and Cristobal City,

Guarding gates to the East and the West.

We crossed o'er the isthmus by water,

And stopped there the monsters to rest.

Panama Canal
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IV

There were ships to be coaled as is ever

The case when a ship puts to sea;

But for once we were freed from that "pleas-

ure,"

For the labor was native to be.

We shoved off for a taste of the tropics,

In a land that'll never be dry.

We motored and danced for a pastime,

While the hours of our stay flitted by.

Coaling in Panama

V
This was a mere pause in our travels,

As a swallow swoops down in her flight.

Once again we were headed to westward,

And the land had gone down in the night.

The sea was as smooth, calm, and glassy,

As ever by Coleridge was sung,

While relentless the sun beat upon us

As there in the azure it hung.

Headed to Westward

VI

So day after day we sped onward,

Westward yet westward our goal,

'Till Mauna Kea was sighted,

A scene for a seafaring soul.

It was yet on the distant horizon,

Some hundred and two miles or more,

But we woke the next day bright and early,

To gaze on her wave-beaten shore.

Nuuanu Pali

VII

Very slowly we entered the harbor

—

Each ship to a predestined berth,

While strains of Aloha came to us,

This, truly, was heaven on earth.

From the decks one could see groves of palm
trees,

Scattered miles 'long a surf-bathed shore.

Each was bordered by shrubs ever blooming:

This was beauty spread out at our door.

Waikiki



VIII

Each day we would swim at Waikiki,

With the surf foaming white on the sand.

Then we motored and walked at our leisure,

O'er flower and sweet-scented land.

At night when the world seemed to waken,

With notes from the drowsy guitars,

We would then wend our way to Moana,
And dance by the hour 'neath the stars.

JLpTfr'isile
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Moana Hotel and Beach

IX

Far down the beach like a sentinel,

Diamond Head stands from ages gone by,

She once was a spouting volcano

Causing many a village to die.

Her fury has long been expended,

Grass-covered and quiet she stands.

The moon ever rises behind her,

Casting shadows on tropical lands.

Diamond Head

One cannot but be sentimental,

For 'tis found in the warm, balmy breeze.

'Tis spoken by birds in the moorland,

And by other wild life in the trees.

This was the place we were leaving,

Coming back to the land of our birth,

There were many who said we were leaving,

The most beautiful spot on the earth.

Z::S '

•
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The Royal Palace
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XI

Once more there were strains of Aloha,

Flowered leis encircled each neck,

Slowly we slipped from our moorings,

While waving farewell from the deck.

We answered the best we were able,

With "The End of a Perfect Day."

A squadron of seaplanes rose upward,

And gave us God-speed on our way.

God-speed on Our Way
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XII

Soon the islands were left at a distance,

The last aeroplane taken flight;

Hawaii was but a remembrance,

When dropped the black curtain of night.

Cold and yet colder the weather

Became while approaching the Isle

Of Vancouver, and snow-capped Mt. Rainier

Was our beacon for many a mile.

The Last Aeroplane Taken Flight

XIII

We slipped between fir-covered uplands,

Which bordered each side of our way,

As silent as aisles of the forest

In the heat of a midsummer day.

We steamed past the Isle of Vancouver,

Past ships that were bound for the sea.

And Seattle soon lay there before us,

To land, none were anxious as we.

Seattle Skyline

XIV
A lottery was held in our honor

Not the kind that is well known to most,

But each Mid was given a number
Corresponding to that of his host.

We marched to a street in the outskirts,

Then lined either side of the way;

While numbered cars passed down between

us

And our hostess was claimed for the day.

The Lottery

XV
We were taken to dinners and dances

—

Ace high were the Mids in that port,

And now that we each were acquainted,

To our own pleasures must we resort.

There were sight-seeing trips to Mt. Rainier,

Motor parties set out for the hills;

Lake Washington's canoeing by moonlight

Furnished many desirable thrills.

And Now We Each Were Acquainted



XVI
Fast went our stay in Seattle,

And soon we were bound for the sea,

To search for the gate to the westward,

'Twas in 'Frisco our next stop would be.

Once more we took charge of the city

—

Mids were well-known in each cabaret

—

To Tait's or the Pup in a taxi,

Or to stop in the park on the way.

California's Best

XVIII

From San Pedro to Sunny Los Angeles

Was a very short journey to make;

So we promptly took charge of the city,

As had been our habit of late.

An open air dance in our honor

Was the outstanding feature by far,

So we danced in the gleam of the moonlight,

Or strolled on the lawn 'neath the stars.

Ferry Building

XVII

There were many whose course took them
inland

To the sun-bathed hills of the West;

We sped many miles o'er the highways

And met California's best.

With our stay at the Golden Gate over,

A brief moment or so it had seemed

So half the Fleet turned for San Pedro

To San Diego the other ships steamed.

Sunny Los Angeles

XIX
For the rest of the Fleet it was different-

They were close to the boundary line,

Where Mexico ever will beckon

To visit her alkali clime.

So many have seen Tia Juana
With its dance hall and gambling den;

"Try your luck" is ever their motto,

And luck is the downfall of men.

Tia Juana



XX
So soon we were bound for the Isthmus

—

May we never forget that long trip;

How the firerooms became human "hell-

holes"

—

Just existence, no more, on each ship.

Some would drop from their toil and their

labor,

Up to sick bay for treatment, and then

Back below to their comrades in trouble;

Such work proves the making of men.

Scrubbing the Quarter Deck

XXI
A sight for sore eyes was the Isthmus,

For it's any old port in a storm.

So each set his course to a chowroom
And acted in true Middy form.

Then said we good-bye to the tropics,

To the North we were anxious to roam,

So we left all our friends at the Plaza

And headed the ships back toward home.

Ruins of Old Panama

XXII

A week should have seen us in Crabtown

Had everything gone as it should;

But somehow events never happen

In a manner for everyone's good;

Half way to the Island of Cuba
The Connie was turned out of line,

For her starboard propeller sank downward

To be lost in the foam and the brine.

Homeward Bound

XXIII

She was able to limp slowly onward
And they said that she still would reach port.

Of course, we'd dive down and repair her

If that were the final resort.

The Connie could not stand the tension

Of holding her own with one screw,

And soon it was lost as the other

So we stopped: There was naught else to do.

Shooting the Sun



XXIV
A line was dropped from the No Hope
To take the Connie in tow,

And slowly they limped on toward Cuba
While we waited, all raving to go.

At last after hours of waiting,

And losing three days in transfer,

The remaining four ships started northward

Toward home, and mother, and—Her!

Guantanamo

XXV
Oh, that was a notable speed run,

For we needed no word in our work:

Every turn of the engines brought nearer

Our leave, and thus no one would shirk.

At last the low sand beach was sighted;

We steamed by Cape Charles on our right,

Then entered the waters at twilight,

And passed up the Bay through the night.

One to Go

XXVI
The Chapel Dome ne'er was so welcome,

For it marked now the end of the trip;

We were soon bound to landward in kickers,

Cheering good-bye to each ship.

The hardships were all soon forgotten,

With thoughts of the leave now ahead,

And soon we were leaving the city

In ways that to home, sweet home led.

Over the Side

XXVII
So now I must say, gentle readers,

That you've heard the long tale of the trip;

Still, in hearing, you know very little

Of the work that was done on each ship.

This Cruise is to go down in history

As the longest that ever was made
By a Fleet of our sturdy sea-fighters

On schedule time, so 'tis said.

Finis

Memories
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NEW NAVAL OFFICERS

OF 1921

The present Second Class at the United
States Naval Academy, that is, the class

which under ordinary circumstances would
be graduated in June, 1922, will, according
to an announcement made at Annapolis
Monday, end its course at the Academy
next December, and its members will then
receive their commissions as Ensigns. There
will thus be two graduation exercises at

Annapolis this year, since the present First

Class will receive their diplomas early in

June. This is not an expedient of war times,

but the resort to it is brought about by a
similar condition, the urgent need of naval
officers. The class to be graduated in

December is one of those which were affected

by the ruling of March, 1917, when a three-

year course was established. The Class of

1922, according to the plan at present out-
lined, is not to have the usual summer cruise

but is to be put through a course of inten-

sive training. Beginning with the class

which entered in June, 1919, however, the
regular four-year course will be required.
One of the reasons assigned for the need

of new naval officers is that a larger number
of Reserve Officers will be transferred to
the inactive list before the end of the year
and that these transfers will cause a short-
age of officers of the line which must be
met. Another fact that might be considered
in explaining it is that many graduates of
the Naval Academy have gone into the
Marine Corps. An instance of this is

furnished by the Class of 1920, twenty
members of which accepted second lieuten-

ancies in this branch of the service. This
dearth of officers is, in a measure, a condi-
tion growing out of tha war and one which
it is believed will be adjusted in a short
time.

The enrollment at Annapolis is now
2,250 Midshipmen, three times as large as
it was ten years ago. This, and the fact
that the Congressmen and other nominat-
ing officers are now having little difficulty

in finding desirable candidates for Midship-
men honors, would indicate that this famous
old institution has lost none of its charm
for the ambitious youth of the land.

PAKENHAM TO ANNAPOLIS

British Sailor Will Inspect Naval

Academy This Week-End

Annapolis, Md.,Nov. 16th.—Authorities
of the Naval Academy will have another
party of distinguished visitors for the coming
week-end, when Vice Admiral Sir William
Pakenham, Commander-in-Chief of the Brit-

ish North Atlantic and West Indian Station,
and a party of twenty-four will come here
to inspect the local institution. Rear
Admiral A. H. Scales, Superintendent of
the Academy, is preparing an order setting
forth the arrangements for the reception
and entertainment of the visitors.

EXTRA!

WILSON TO SUCCEED
SCALES

Admiral Will Become Head of Naval
Academy Late in June

Annapolis, Md., May 13th.—Admiral
Henry B. Wilson will succeed Rear Admiral
A. H. Scales as Superintendent of the Naval
Academy the latter part of June, it being
the intention of the Navy Department
that Admiral Wilson shall continue his
duty with the selection board until about
that time.

It became known today also that Capt.
Wat T. Cluverius will be succeeded as
Commanding Officer of Midshipmen shortly
after Admiral Wilson's arrival by Capt.
Thomas R. Kurtz.

"Wants Crabs Protected"

Fishing Industry Suggests to Hoover

the Need of Closed Seasons

Washington, May nth.—Federal protec-
tion for crabs was recommended to Secre-
tary Hoover by representatives of fishing

industries of the country, who conferred
with him recently on means for closer co-
operation between the fish industry and
the Government. The declining crab sup-
ply, the Secretary was told in the recom-
mendations made public today, suggested
the need for closed seasons.

Other recommendations included exten-
sion for an additional six months of the
twelve months' limit on the storage of frozen
fish, lower freight rates on fish, and the
issuance by the Bureau of Fisheries of

bulletins showing available supplies of fish

Naval Academy Rules

Attacked in U. S.

Senate

Washington, D. C, May 5th.—Naval
Academy authorities were attacked and
defended today in the Senate, the discussion

growing out of the wholesale failure of

Midshipmen in the examination last January.
Senator Pomerene, Democrat, Ohio,

charged that the Academy officials were
"intent on hazing Congress" by virtual re-

fusal to observe the law requiring that Mid-
shipmen failing in their examinations be
given an opportunity to make up their work.
Senator Robinson, Democrat, Arkansas, de-

fended the Academy administration.

Calling attention to the fact that 286 Mid-
shipmen had failed in January, the Ohio
Senator said they were required to submit
to an almost immediate re-examination, and
that 1 10 who then failed were forced to hand
in their resignation.

He argued that the law provided that the

men be given opportunity either to receive

additional instruction or to drop back into

the next lower class.

SECOND-YEAR MIDDIES TO
GRADUATE EARLY

Denby Orders Class Moved Up Six Months

To Fill Navy Vacancies

Annapolis, Md., April nth.—The Naval
Academy Class of 1922, consisting of 660
members, who would ordinarily graduate

from the Academy and be commissioned
Ensigns in the Navy in June, 1922, will, by
the order of Secretary of the Navy Denby,
graduate and be commissioned in December
next. This action was taken in view of the

urgent need for additional officers in the

Navy. One of its effects will be to prevent

the demotion of a number of Naval Officers

who reached rank by special legislation

during the War.
It will also have the effect of preventing

a number of officers now appointed or to

be appointed from the ranks outranking
graduates of the Naval Academy. The
early graduation was directed by the

Secretary of the Navy under power given

him by a special act of Congress, passed as

a war measure. Under this act the Secre-

tary may order the graduation of any Mid-
shipman provided he have at least three

years' instruction at the Academy. Under
the terms of the act this authority is not

extended beyond next October. The order

states that the class will not embark with

the rest of the students on the annual

summer practice cruise in June, but will

remain at the Academy during the summer,
and will be graduated in December of this

vear.
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SECOND CLASS YEAR

In reviewing the material with which to
prepare an article dealing with Second Class
Year, THE LUCKY BAG Staff hit upon the
idea of presenting that whirl of events in the
form of a newspaper, as the subject matter
seemed to be particularly adapted to that
form of treatment. Consequently, the
metropolitan dailies were closely scanned,
and eight pages of snappy stuff were
gleaned which portrayed the notorious
facts of that most turbulent period of our
life as only the landlubberly Press can.
As the time for publication drew nigh, we
were informed by the Powers That Be that
it would be necessary to submit the proof
for censorship. The result was that many
of the episodes which would help to com-
plete the true picture of our brief sojourn
here went by the board and must remain
unwritten, only surviving in the years to
come as legends of the Reconstruction
Period. We have done the best we could
in the short time that remained and with
the meager proof left us, and we hope the
Class will understand why we must leave
much unsaid.

?fn Jfflemortam

MIDDIES GOING TO EUROPE

Expected to Arrive at Christiania

June 23d on Practice Cruise

Annapolis, Md., April 15th.—For the
first time since the war began, Midshipmen
will go to European waters on their practice
cruise this summer. The start will be
made from Annapolis June 4th. After
sailing by the Azores and the north of

Scotland, the men are expected to reach
Christiania, Norway, by June 23d. Arrivals
at other points are booked as follows:

July 14th, Lisbon; July 30th, Gibraltar;
August 19th, Guantanamo; August 29th,
Annapolis.
Only the present Third and Fourth Classes

are booked to take the cruise, as the Second
will graduate in December and will be kept
at the Naval Academy for scholastic work.
The practice squadron will be composed of

the battleships Kansas, Connecticut, Michi-
gan, and South Carolina.

April 20th.—It is rumored the Early Grad-

uation Order will be rescinded.

GRADUATION ORDER
REVOKED BY DENBY

Second Class at Annapolis to Finish Term

in June, 1922, Instead of Next December

DENIES UNDUE INFLUENCES

Navy Head Regrets Suggestion High

Officers Worked to Keep Tem-

porary Rank

Washington, D. C, May 7th.—Con-
gressional protest today caused Edwin
Denby, Secretary of the Navy, to revoke
his ruling that the present Second Class
at Annapolis should be graduated next
December instead of the following June,
when their term normally ends.

It was charged in Congress that Annap-
olis Cadets were being graduated pre-

maturely in order to insure permanent
grades to officers in the Navy now hold-
ing temporary rank. The law under
which temporary commissions were given
provides that on December 31st of this

year all holders of temporary commis-
sions shall revert to their permanent rank
unless the lower grades were filled.

Opponents of naval expansion said in

the House the idea in early graduation
was to fill the lower grades of ensign and
junior lieutenant with Annapolis grad
uates and enable all temporary commis-
sions to become permanent. That, it

was said, would increase the number of

rear admirals by eight and the number of'

captains by about twenty, in addition to

numerous additions to the commanders
and lieutenant commanders.

Situation Serious, Denby Says

"It was today announced by the Secre-

tary of the Navy that the Class of 1922 at

the Naval Academy would not be grad-
uated prior to the expiration of the acade-
mic year and the conclusion of their

course," his statement said. "The Secre-

tary, shortly after assuming office, ordered
the graduation of this class because of

the very serious shortage of officers in the
Navy and with the purpose of having
some 500 additional officers greatly

needed in the service. The situation is a
very serious one for the Navy."

Because of the rescinding of the order
the Navy will be short on December 31st

at least 1 ,000 officers of the authorized

5,500, the statement says. It concludes:
"The Secretary has noted with great

regret a tendency to read into the original

orders, for which he was solely respon-

sible, a desire on the part of senior officers

to increase the commissioned personnel
for the purpose of preventing their loss of

temporary rank. He wishes most em-
phatically to state that such a suggestion

was never made to him in this connection,

and he has too high regard for the com-
missioned personnel of the service to im-
agine for one moment that such consider-

ation would influence any officer so

affected."

a NAVAL MILK BRIGADE"

Membership is Very Difficult

to Acquire

Must Be Youthful and of Good Family,

Preferably of Holstein Ancestry,

and Stand Rigid Inspection

Every Day

A good strong cow with a little political

influence and a hankering for sea life may
get her Representative in Congress to have
her appointed to the United States Naval
Academy, if she can pass the examinations.
A bulletin just issued by the United

States Department of Agriculture makes
it clear that it is as hard for a cow to get

into the "Naval Milk Brigade" as for a

youth to get intothe Midshipmen'sregiment.
One must be a young cow of good family,

preferably of Holstein ancestry. Persons
who view with alarm this sponsorship of an
apparently Germanic cult by an American
military institution should know that the

Holstein dynasty has embraced democracy
and all its works. The whole Holstein

family has become Americanized, root,

branch, horn, hoof, and tail.

There are now 233 seagoing cows, First

Class, in the milk brigade at the Naval
Academy. Only 170 are reporting for

drills, however. That is, using the phrase-

ology of the Department of Agriculture,

only 170 are "in milk". The drills are the

last word in modern military preparedness,

every cow having to undergo "shelter tent

inspection" every day.
They are marched in from their daily

duties at "policing" the pastures of their

camp—keeping the grass short and report-

ing to headquarters any wild onions they
find growing there—and are lined up at

the milking machines.
Camp life in the milk brigade is the pleas-

antest life imaginable. The camp consists

of 864 acres at Gambrills, Md., about 12

miles from Annapolis on the trolley line

connecting Annapolis, Baltimore, and Wash-
ington. Barracks, shelters, and mess halls

form a miniature city. The barracks are

built of hollow tile, plastered inside and
stuccoed outside. The floors and gutters

are concrete and there are plenty of windows
and good ventilation.

The straw in the beds scratches your
back now and then, but in general the beds
are satisfactory. Hazing has not been
permitted since a Plebe cow, trying to

jump over the moon one night at the com-
mand of a band of Third Class cows, fell and
sprained her cud.

Incidentally, the milk this brigade

produces is drunk by the 1,850 Midshipmen
at the Naval Academy. There was some
disposition among the cows to object to

this at first, but a vote showed that not a

single member of the brigade liked milk,

and the majority of them declared that they

were glad to get rid of it every night. There

is even a little dry sentiment among them, as

a matter of fact, most of the 63 cows that

are not "in milk" have gone dry already.

"Baby food!" was the disdainful way
some of the Holstein veterans put it. And
most of them are hoping that as a result of

the Disarmament Conference they will get

out of the military service and return to

civilian life.
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SOCIAL CHATTER

1922 CLASS RING DANCE

By far the most brilliant social event of

the season was the Class Ring Dance,
given by the Class of 1922 last evening in

the Rigging Loft, Luce Hall. It was
difficult to recognize the long narrow hall,

which contains multitudinous lore of the
Old Navy, and some of the New, so pro-

fusely was it decorated with signal flags,

which vied with the creations worn by the
fairest girls the nation could provide, in

lending color to the scene. At one end
was an immense drapery, which remained
a mystery during the fore part of the evening.
The ultimate seemed to have been reached

in music, which was dispensed freely by
the incomparable Midshipmen's Jazz Band;
and who has the courage to say he ever
heard sweeter strains? Midshipman J. R.
Johnson, the Chairman of the Hop Com-
mittee, received the guests as they arrived,

and promptly at eight-thirty the festivities

commenced.
After the fourth number came the "Ring

Dance." It was a "Moonlight Waltz,"
without too much moon; and with "Her"
in your arms, you forgot there ever was a
Navy and you just wanted to waltz on and
on into eternity. Soon the tempo changed
to a snappy one-step, and the crowd became
more hilarious; streamers of confetti filled

the air and imitation snow drifted down
from nowhere, seeming to give the place

the touch of informality it needed. Sud-
denly the hall became totally dark; then
from the place where the drapery had been
blazed forth an electric sign, artistically

arranged, "Twenty-Two, Take Charge!"
What a shout went up!
But it would be useless to try to describe

that dance in words invented by weak,
mortal man. It seems to be the consensus
of opinion that the Class of 1922 has hung
up another record.

WITH THE PLAYGOERS

March 28th.—The spring production of

the Masqueraders played to four packed
houses last Friday and Saturday, and was
warmly received by appreciative audiences.
"The Fortune Hunter," a most excellent

comedy-drama, was particularly well-

adapted to display the histrionic abilities of

"Smoky" Snyder, who played his role in

his usual masterly fashion and was ably
supported by a well-balanced cast.

IN THE REALM OF MUSIC

April iith.—Lovers of music were given
a treat during the past week-end, when the
combined Musical Clubs presented their

annual program of harmony, both vocal
and instrumental. The selections showed
careful preparation and were executed ar-

tistically. During the performance, the
entire musical realm was traversed, from
the sublime motifs of the Classics, to the
invigorating cacophony of Jazz.

PERSONALS
The Superintendent and Mrs. Scales

will be at home on the first and third Wed-
nesdays of each month from 4 to 6 P.M.

R. Wigglesworth Dole was again enter-
tained at dinner at the Carpenter home
Sunday.

Commander and Mrs. Vernou enter-
tained at tea yesterday afternoon, Mid-
shipmen Pedersen and Hogan poured.

J. G. Mercer spent the latter part of
September leave in Newport visiting Ad-
miral and Mrs. Scales and their three
charming daughters.

Midshipmen Malstrom, Kastner, and
Walker gave a dance last week for the First
Class Midshipmen who were on the Min-
nesota last summer. Refreshments were
served free of charge.

J. W. Patton spent the week-end in

Baltimore.

G. N. Streetman, who has just com-
pleted a correspondence school course in

ballroom dancing, is loud in the praise of

his new Alma Mater, and heartily recom-
mends the training to his less fortunate
associates.

Midshipmen Clark, Iverson, and Waid-
lich were house guests at the Peagreen
home over the week-end.

The Commandant and Mrs. Cluverius
will be at home on the second and fourth
Saturdays of each month from 4 to 6 P.M.

NAVY NOTES
Interesting rumors are current in naval

circles to the effect that Secretary Daniels
intends, before he leaves office as head of
the Navy Department, to relieve Admiral
Henry B. Wilson from duty as Commander-
in-Chief of the Atlantic Fleet and assign him
as Superintendent of the Naval Academy,
as relief of Rear Admiral A. H. Scales.

This transfer of Admiral Wilson would
involve the loss to him of his rank of

Admiral, which he holds while in command
of the fleet, and reversion to his permanent
rank of Rear Admiral, an event that must
occur sooner or later, at any rate, on relief

from the fleet command at the end of his

tour of sea duty.
Premature separation of Admiral Wilson

from his command afloat is understood to
be desired by Mr. Daniels, who is dissatis-

fied with conditions at the Naval Academy
and who has some positive convictions as
to the methods of improving them. More-
over, it is known Admiral Wilson has some
decided ideas of his own on the same subject
and is desirous of putting them into effect.

It is realized by Mr. Daniels that, if he
intends to install his ideas as to instruction

and training of Midshipmen preparatory
to their appointment as Officers in the Navy,
he must do so before March 4th.

Another important naval assignment
about which there has been much gossip,

so far as relates to the period following the
advent of the new administration, is that of

Chief of Naval Operations. It is pre-

dicted Rear Admiral William S. Sims will

be selected for that billet if former Senator
Weeks, of Massachusetts, becomes the next
Secretary of the Navy. It is reported,

however, that Mr. Weeks, who is a grad-
uate of the Naval Academy, does not want
the place, in view of the many close friends

he has in the naval service, and, moreover,
being a banker, he would prefer to become
Secretary of the Treasury, if he is to be
made a member of the new cabinet at all.

Advertisement

CUPID'S COLUMNS
What do you want in this world?
Why do you want it?

What are you going to do with it when
you get it?

And what price are you willing to pay
for it?

These are the questions that the old
school mistress, Life, is asking every woman
in this class this very day.

What do you want? Money, fame,
beauty, popularity, power, luxury, home,
love, friends, contentment?
You can't have them all—they don't all

grow on the same bush.
Make up your mind which ones you'll

have and decide to throw the others away
and be satisfied. Choose well.

There are only four realities. You can
take your money, your fame, your beauty,
and your popularity and go with them
wheresoever you will and they will turn
to ashes in your hands if you lack these

four— home— love— friends—contentment.
These are the real things which neither

time nor usage nor despair can dim.

Home with a fire on the hearth, a book
on the table, and a dog on the rug.

Home and the protection of it—home
and the comfort of it—home and the ever-

lasting, enduring peace that you can find

nowhere else on earth.

Love, the torchbearer—love, the star

that lights the loneliest life—love, that kind
tenant of the empty heart—friends—con-

tentment—they are the only realities!

That is what we have to offer. The Red
Mikes' Protective Association, that mighty
power behind the throne, has decided that

it is about time you girls came to your
senses. Why waste your time with these

lounge-lizards, these sycophantic parasites,

these self-styled "snakes" who drag you
down to watch the animals play every
week-end, only to cast you aside when they
see another pretty face? Don't you know
that after every hop you are criticized,

analyzed, and picked to pieces by the very
men from whose clutches you emerged,
breathless, half an hour before, until there

is scarcely a rag, a bone, or a hank of hair

left of you? But the worst part of it is

that these raving maniacs are bilging their

roommates, honest, upright Red Mikes in

good standing, who are endeavoring to

acquire an education, but find themselves
on the verge of ending it all, by the drivvle

their cellmates persist in telling the world.

So they have determined to sacrifice, and
make the following proposition to all you
girls who weekly appear in our midst.

Send us your name and address and we
will mail you a contract, whereby, if you
agree to stay away from the Naval Academy
you will be provided with one Red Mike
upon his graduation who will give you the

kind of a home that we know all girls look

forward to—eventually. Why worry as

to the future? Your husband will never

look at another girl and you will be fixed

for life—especially if he stays in the Navy.
Address all communications to

O. R. (Cupid) Sutherland.
President R. M. P. A.

Advertisement
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SPORTS
Navy's Powerful Plunges Down Army 7-0

Navy Drives to Victory in Final Period

One Touchdown and Conquest, 7-0, of

the Army Eleven

A CRUNCHING BATTLE

West Pointers Hold Their Own for Three

Periods, Then Outplayed

The Naval Academy's football fighters,

rough, ready, and indomitable, defeated the

Army eleven 7-0 yesterday afternoon at the

Polo Grounds and tied the long series of an-

nual encounters between the two, eleven

games to eleven. The Midshipmen, fine phy-
sical specimens that they were, played hard
football with increasing ardor and relentless

purpose through to the referee's last whistle

and with a tough endurance with which they
outfought the Army in the fourth period.

It was in that period they made their, and the

game's, only touchdown.
They outfought but didn't outgame the

Army. If accomplishment was an indica-

tion, they were stronger and had more fire

in the final quarter, when they unleashed
the drive which took them ripping and
shooting to the goal line, the first and only
time they could go through the Army like

that. The West Pointers by that time, a

bit more worn by the exacting demands of

as hard fought a game as ever was put up
on a gridiron, yielded, but even then rallied

before the game was over and played it out
with their last ounce of muscle.

Victorious Navy Eleven Re-

ceives Great Reception

Annapolis, Md., Nov. 28th.—For nearly

three hours this afternoon and early this

evening, the naval reservation was the
scene of a riot of noise and jubilation,

because of the demonstration by the Mid-
shipmen returning from the Army-Navy
game at New York.
The students returned in four special

trains over the Pennsylvania and Baltimore
and Ohio Railroads. The celebration began
shortly after 4 o'clock with the arrival of

the first section of 500 students and reached
its climax when the victorious football

warriors had been drawn to the reservation
in buses, from which the horses had been
detached and squads of the happy embryo
sea commanders furnished the drawing
power. The main or Maryland Avenue
entrance to the Academy was aglow with
red, white, and blue electric lights, and
bulbs of the same hues were strung from
the top of the wireless tower to the ground.
A piece of white canvas stretched across
the top of the gateway was embellished by
a painting depicting the Navy goat, official

Navy athletic mascot, butting Army's
mascot, a mule, over an embankment into
a river. It also bore the score of the game
—Navy, 7; Army, o. The celebration had
its climax in front of Bancroft Hall, where
more than 2,000 students cheered the
players, the team, and the coaches.

Tigers' Brilliant Defensive

Plays Bowl Over Navy

Spectacular Forward Passing and Open-
Field Running Give Princeton

14-0 Victory

Princeton, N.J., Oct. 23d.—Spectacular
forward passing and brilliant open-field

running carried the Orange and Black to
a sensational victory over Annapolis this

afternoon in Palmer Stadium. Old Nassau
won 14-0. The Tigers scored at the opening
of the second period and in the middle of the
closing quarter. Navy never seriously
threatened the Princeton goal after the first

quarter.

NAVY JOLTS GEORGETOWN

Conroy's Great Work Helps Middies

Defeat Hilltoppers

Annapolis, Md., Nov. 6th.—Coach Bob
Folwell's Midshipmen, with a heavier and
more powerful line, gradually wore down
Georgetown University's undefeated eleven
in a brilliantly played game here today and
won, 21 to 6.

Midshipmen Tossers Down
West Pointers

The Naval Academy was the victor over
the Military Academy today by the score
of 45 to 29 in the second of the games since

the series of basketball was inaugurated.
Last year the Midshipmen also won at
West Point.

Today's game was the kind of contest
which always results when the represent-
atives of the service schools meet in any
kind of sports. In speed and dash the
teams were equal and almost unrivaled.
Both played a good game, the Navy
relying more on its passing and team play,

though not hesitating to try long shots,

while the Army used the long throw when-
ever a reasonable chance was presented.
In the contest of two styles of play the
Navy won.

NAVY MATMEN BEAT PENN
STATE TEAM

Naval Academy wrestlers won a clear

title to the intercollegiate championship
for the season when they defeated Penn
State here this afternoon by the unexpect-
edly large score of 19 to 6.

Things were not looking well for the
Navy after the first two bouts had been
lost on decisions, but Swigart, the Navy
captain, turned the tide by throwing Detar,
the visiting leader, and Morgan put the
Navy in the first place by getting a decision

over Oehrle. The other three bouts were
also Navy victories.

NAVAL ACADEMY ATHLETES
MADE GREAT RECORD IN 1920

Annapolis, Md., Dec. 25th.—It is

doubtful if any institution ever made a
better record in athletics than that accom-
plished at the Naval Academy during the
year just closing. The supreme achieve-
ment was the victory of the crew in the
Olympics at Antwerp, an honor not before
won by an American crew, but in many
other lines of sports the Midshipmen have
done great things during 1920.

Winning the world's championship over
the mile and a quarter course at Antwerp
last summer, the Naval Academy eight,
in defeating the Leanders, of London,
lowered the world's record for the distance
by 5 seconds. The crew had previously
won the Childs' Cup and the Stewards'
Challenge Cup, the two high honors, at the
American Henley at Philadelphia, and had
defeated the best American crews at the
Olympic tryouts rowed on Lake Quinsiga-
mond,- Mass. The work of the crew of
1920, reaching its climax in the victory at
Antwerp, will be handed down as one of the
great events in the athletic annals of the
United States.

Of the things done by Naval Academy
teams during the year the most pleasing
to naval people are the defeats of the
Military Academy representatives in three
lines of sports—football, baseball, and
basket-ball. The basketball game was
the first ever played against the Army
youths. The Navy is anxious to increase
the number of sports in which the service
teams meet.

In boxing, wrestling, gymnastics, swim-
ming, water polo, and lacrosse the Naval
Academy was unbeaten. In all of these,
except boxing and water polo, the naval
team had a large schedule, and met most
of the big teams of the East. Boxing is in

its infancy as a sport for outside competi-
tion, and the Midshipmen met only the
teams of Pennsylvania State College and
the University of Pennsylvania. These,
however, had the best records of the
colleges, and they were beaten so decisively
that the Midshipmen were conceded to be
the leaders in that line of sport.

In two lines of sport, gymnastics and
fencing, the Naval Academy won top
honors in the final tournament of the repre-
sentative college organizations in these
branches.

Swigart, who gained a decision by a
small margin over Detar last year, went
after his man in most aggressive fashion,

locking a double bar while they were on
their feet and forcing him to the mat.
Detar made a game struggle but was pinned
after 3 minutes and 20 seconds of wrestling.

The other fall was gained by Lewis, in the
175-pound class. With a body and arm
lock he pinned Spangler in 49 seconds, the
record time for the match and the local

"Results—Not Excuses."
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TTTMTT WI7T7lf high spots while "those who are
JUlMEi VVEjIjIV about to leave us"make merry

THE MORNING DRILLS PRESENT A NOVEL AND INTERESTING SIGHT TO THE SWARM OF VISITORS
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PRESIDENT HARDING REVIEWS THE REGIMENT SECRETARY DENBYARRIVES FOR THE GRADUATION

"TWO MEN ABSENT, SIR" TWENTY TWO TAKES CHARGE
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GENTLEMEN, First Class Year!
What is it, why all this celebration, why the oft-repeated "Now in my First

Class Year" to rival the former "Now when I was a Plebe—?"

Why? Well, we'll tell you privately and in strict confidence that it is the

goal, the hope, the ambition, and the reward of the Just and the Unjust, the

Reg and the Non-Reg, the Good and the Careful, and most of all those few
unfortunates who are neither Good nor Careful (Allah have moicy on their

souls, for their way is hard and strewn with thorns).

We are here, after having undergone more vicissitudes and misfortunes and transition stages

than have come to the lot of any other class. We were a marked class from the beginning, that
is evident. The largest Plebe Class that ever entered, we donned the beautiful "white works" in

the midst of war, and went to our jobs with glorious visions of battles and heroic actions upon the

high seas, against the Hun,—then the Armistice—do you remember that we got out of drill, and
held a snake dance, and went to football practice in celebration—and we knew that the four-

year course was ours.

Have you stopped to realize that we have seen the Regiment grow to four times its former
size; do you remember the "Bare-Axe;" those independent navies, Quarters A and B, where a
Plebe never knew that there was anybody else but First Class in the outfit ; the old Reserve Mess
Hall with its quota of a reach per man; the erection of the two new wings with those innumerable
pilgrimages to new rooms? Have you considered that we have seen three whole and distinct Ad-
ministrations—Admiral Eberle and Captain Nulton during Plebe Summer (will you ever forget

the thrill that went up your spine when we cheered the

Admiral "Good-bye" from the dock), then Admiral Scales

and Captain Cluverius, andnow '

'UncleHenry' ' andCommander
Kurtz? You know that after each Sept Leave we've come
back to a totally new institution under an old roof, to

learn new ropes and new ideas of what should, and should
not, be done.

Just to bring out how differently we have found it, here

are a few brief comparisons or suggestions—You'll see the

drift of them. There was the "U-boat," the "Reina" for

smoking, the "fourth offense;" now, what Plebe knows what
a tendency is? There were 26 hours for the First Class

Christmas Leave; there is now a 10 days' Regimental Christ-

mas Leave. There was each section marching back from
recitation, then we formed battalion classes and strolled home,
now we march by sections again. There was then Plebe

liberty every other Saturday afternoon, now every week end;

then "Plebes was Plebes," now by all that's horrible, they

are comfortable at mess. That grand old joke is particularly The U-Boat
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applicable here: "Nope, the Navy ain't what it used to be." To which the ever true response:

"Naw, and it never was!"
Let us devote a brief interval to the select and limited societies in our midst. We won't take

them up in any order of merit or demerit, but just ramble on. F'instance are you a member of
that famous military organization "The Black Night Watch?" (Motto:—They shall not haze.

Hours:—Two on, four off. Equipment:—Bayonet and gun. Station:—Second and Fourth Batt.
ladders) or do you count yourself honored to be among "Those who were not there" and so avoided
"Conduct to the prejudice?" Perhaps you were an imitator of the Submarine until they dis-

couraged membership to that exclusive organization by divers means, or did the "Weak Squad"
claim you? The "Arctic Rescue Club," a recently-formed organization, has the patronage ofsome
of our best known men. "Our Set," Mod. '22 still nourishes, and the F. A. M. A. A. is not to be
forgotten. There are ties that bind the members of the "Reina" crews (both Plebe and First

Class cruises) and the old "Brig Rats," who inhabited the
brigs in the 1st and 3d Batts, still hold an occasional "husking
bee" even now and members of the old Denver Club may still

be found in the wee small hours.

We've had our share of this world's troubles and turmoils,

too, for who will ever forget those anxious, hopeless days of
Segregation; those two irrevocably lost days of Second Class

Sept Leave; the horrible gloom of the "Flu" and Quarantine;
the bitter sweet joy of Early Graduation and its cancellation

(we're the only class with that to its credit); the old "rhino"
days of Plebe and Youngster Years with no leave and little

joy in sight? What memories they make for us now, though.
Think, too, of the songs we've sung and almost forgotten,

except for the occasional spasm of barber shop harmony in

Smoke Hall. "Gentlemen Sailors," "The Armored Cruiser
Squadron," "Home, Boys, Home," "The Vamp," "Duke
Lisse," and that yearly crop of football parodies; those old Give Way> Starboard

heart wringers, "Smoke Hall Blues" and "The Hula Blues" (who knows them now), the infamous
"Segregation Blues," and remember how "Smiles" took the Regiment by storm not so many
years ago; the grand old "Stand Navy to the Bar" has been forgotten along with many, many
others, but they're teaching the Plebes to sing now! "Ye gods, the Navy's gone to Hell, bo's'uns

mates clean their teeth and Midshipmen wear garters."

The D. O's, beg pardon, Watch Officers, have multiplied three-fold since Plebe and Youngster
Year, but still fond memories remain of our friends "Gentlemen Joe" Le Bourgeois ("Port" and
"Starboard"), "Rufus" (Now the First Class Soccer Squad), "Casey" Greene, "Tiny Tim"
Timberlake, and there's "Hank" Bowdey and "Wally" Vernou, who put the fear of God in our

hearts, and so they come and go, but "J. J.," the best D.O. in the outfit, goes on forever. We
won't forget "Joe" either, who swore it would be a "cold, cold day in December when that crowd
graduates" and came darn near being right, too. There is a special niche in our hearts for "Joe"
who hoped to there were 2,000 miles of deep blue sea between him and the Academy when'22
was First Class. You know them all yourself, but this is just to make you realize the flight of time.

Shall we reminisce a while longer or are you all done in? Wait, by the Lord Harry, we nearly

forgot the good times we've had. Caramba damn! Quel pitie! We started out upon our

career of crime with a whoop and a holler, by being involved in the Christmas Carnival, the last

of the species, but if it didn't put all six rings of the Six Ringling Brothers Circus absolutely flat,
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well, we'll just go join the Fifth Battalion. There is no need to drag in June Weeks, or Cruises, or

Sept Leaves, or Army Games here, but people have been found who remember our first Hundredth
Night and some few who have forgotten our last Hundredth Night! They were sick or on duty.
One officer who is now old and dignified, but had, in his youth, a reputation to be envied,

walked in upon our Ring Dance and joy lighting up his countenance, grinning from ear to ear

he said, "Well, this is a real old Navy hop," and they do say that some other officers not so old,

sent over to quiet us down a bit, so we wouldn't drown out the First Class German, so far forgot

themselves as to stay and have a good time. "Ain't it queer what some people will do?"
Which touching thought brings us to First Class Year itself. Again the Powers-that-Be have

done us dirt. Instead of letting us go on along our customary non-reg, carefree, untroubled path
of roses and sleep, as we had every right and reason to expect, they done us dirt. They treated us
like gentlemen, with leaves and liberties, hops and privileges, and the running of the Regiment!
Doggone it, that was a deuce of a trick. We had to come across and give them as good as they

sent, and it interferes seriously with our sleep and our excursions

to Baltimore and our falling out of ranks, and lates and absentees and
our general "Hurrah for me, to Hell with you" attitude.

Yes, indeed, they spoiled all our plans. They took all the wind out
of our sails, and we went all aback at first. It was so totally and
unexpectedly new and different from anything we had ever seen or

heard of that it really got our goat, not to mince matters any. We
didn't believe it, really; said it was too good to be true, and then
started in to try it out to see how far we could go before the bubble
burst. But it didn't go bust, for the Powers-that-Be had a gift of

foresighted savviness that made us blush individually to think what
narrow-minded, suspicious folk we were, though it must be admitted
we hadn't reached the point of standing up in meeting and announc-
ing our views.

But we had, you remember, announced at the beginning of the year
that we would undertake three reforms, which had been discussed at

our meetings Second Class Year, and which we felt were sadly needed
to bring the Academy back to its before war standard of honor and

integrity, for none will care to deny that the rush of war-time
training, the huge expansion, insufficiently officered, had had
a very deleterious effect upon the morale of the Academy. And
so we started our campaign, with little noise and no flowers, to

break the strangle-hold "gouging" had upon us; to really

abolish hazing ; and by being regulation and military, to show
some consideration for the man hitherto considered so unfor-

tunate as to be placed in charge of us. That was our platform
and we can be very, very glad (not proud, understand , but
glad) that we have put the first two across.

The third plank, affecting us more directly and as individ-

uals, is still in the balance but slowly winning, for King was
not idly jesting when he said that '22 had the reputation of

finishing whatever it started, whether for good or for bad.

Beyond a doubt we are 100% more regulation than any
First Class we've seen go out ahead of us, but at that we're

not saying such a huge mouthful. Geed Steif

Reina Bound
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Early Graduation

"Wine, women, and song" are famous in song and
story but we, along with the rest of the youth of the
country (if one can believe the little one sees, and the
much one reads), made the serious mistake of mixing
the first and the second ingredients. We can be glad
that we secured, if not a fall, at least a decision, with
a good time allowance on that problem.

We've begun to think along the right line and it is

a move that has been long needed here. The lax per-

formance of, and regard, for, duty here is notorious in

the "Fleet" and deplored, and it is high time it was
changed. Not to any such militaristic, inflexible, hide-

bound system as is in force at the Point, Heaven for-

bid, for that has more faults than ours, but to some
system which will maintain a military discipline and
appearance, foster a sterling brand of honor and truth
and sportmanship, yet be flexible and human enough
to make life worth living.

That is a worthy goal and one which we have put
in sight for those who follow after us. Yes, our First

Class Year has been different from all others we have
heard of, in that we have endeavored to give the Acad-
emy something well worth while, in return for the
much she has given us. Perhaps you do not like bear-
ing all our deficiencies to the naked air this way, but it is done, not so that the world may comment on
our shortcomings, but that she may know that we realize them and are successfully combatting them.

Thinking back now, we can look upon our First Class Year, not as one of rating Rear Admiral
at the expense of everyone else in sight, but to a year of honest endeavor and some small accom-
plishments in the midst of the most dishearting conditions a class has ever gone through due to
the threatened turning of the entire 540 into "cit" life.

We've gone along that line of thought about all it will stand, so let's leave a "chaser" of joy and
admit that we've had about as pleasant a First Class Year as

anybody ever had. If we didn't, we're pretty near incurable.

Although our trips to New York and Philly for the Games, and
to the ends of the earth at Christmas, and Thanksgiving and
Washington's Birthday and Easter and all are the bright

spots of our year in the Academy ; still the Hundredth Night
Celebration remains a tender spot in our memory, and the
Gymkhana, and the Hops, and the Shows, and the tea-fights,

and the After-Dinner Speeches, and the Princeton Game and
all the other games are days and incidents which make life

here livable for they all blend into one pleasant existence which
looks now like the life of the Chosen People in a "land flowing

with milk and honey."
So we have come to the parting of the ways, some to "The

Army, the Navy, and the Marine Corps," some to a career

in civil life, but let's all stop and drink a farewell toast in

good, real, red wine, "The Class of Twenty-Two, may she

live forever!"
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Standing, left to right: Maher, Kane, Hall, J. L., Kriner, Truesdell, Langfield.

Seated: Johnson, McCauley, Stewart, Soule (Head of Dept.), Barnes, Hoey, Hall, R. A.

SEAMANSHIP
" •"^ENTLEMEN, you are especially fortunate this month in having a good prof. I don't want
VJ any of you to come over here unless you make at least a 3.0. You should have very little

trouble with Seamanship. Bone it when you get to class-—bone that Juice in your room. Those
alternating currents are terrible—believe me, that Juice Department's out after you. During all

my time as an instructor in this department I have never found it necessary to give a man less

than a passing mark.
"All right, draw slips and keep on drawing till you get one you know something,about. You've

gotta show me anything in the reg book that says a man can't draw more than one slip without
getting a 2.0. Now, you got about five minutes to finish those blackboard essays, so write about
fifteen words apiece.

"What? The China station? Sure—great place—I was out there a bit myself. Came back
and they gave me some leave. Well, I went home and there was the same old gang hanging around
the blacksmith shop and down at the pool room was the same bunch, just as in days gone by.

Well, I stood it about a week and then I began to worry whether the ship was still anchored where
I left her, so I hied me back and I've been back ever since.

"Matrimony? Say, I'm not saying a word. Last year I told the boys all my views on that pain-

ful subject, and one of 'em went out and told the wife. Gee, I caught hell."

:
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Standing, left to right: Austin, Burnett, Scott, Arnold, Steece, Meek, Thomas, Wakeman, McCormick, Morgan,
Floyd.

Seated: Rogers, Berry, Allen, Wilson, Downs (Head of Dept.), Lofquist, Jordan, Fergus, Clay.

'N'

NAVIGATION
rOW, gentlemen, if you do as I tell you there is absolutely nothing to worry about. Always

be sure to adjust your sextant properly when you take your sights. The adjustment of

this instrument is absolutely essential to proper navigation. Why, I've got a sextant at home

which I have never had to adjust but once in ten years. I've climbed trees, swam rivers, slept

with it under my head at night, and even so it's still as good as ever. Bring your instruments to

me, gentlemen, if they need adjustment.

"And always use the largest chart you have. Three times have I been court-martialed and three

times I have been exonerated—purely and simply because I used the largest chart obtainable.

Mate of the deck! Have all the First Class fall in on the boat deck with their instruments im-

mediately."

s>
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Top Row, left to right: Kiely, Corn, Lewis, Richardson, C. G., Wood, V., Hans, Brown, Marshall, Wherrett,

Bolgiano, Pfaff, Eichelberger, Walker, Farrell. Second Row: Healy, Page, Early, Hatch, Smith, Cochran, Beneze,

Jondreau, Bray, Struble, Breed, Boak, Paddock, Kavanaugh. Bottom Row: Gray, LaBombard, Haggart, Fay,
Peyton, Woods, J. S., Richardson, J. O. (Head of Dept.), Barleon, Stuart, Gillam, Bischoff, Dashiell, Davis

cTViarine Engineering and Naval Construction

" T} EPEAT that again, won't you please, Mr. Goober? Yes, yes, now in a few words, just what
XV do you mean? Just forget all that bunk you've got on the board and give me the straight

stuff. Well, maybe the book does say so. What? Don't try to start a debate.

"So that's the way it works, hey—by the way, where did you get that suit? At Bellis's! This
sure is a good joke. Pockets in the trou, too, I suppose? Oh, yes. Well, will twenty-five demos
keep you here for Christmas? It will? Ha, ha! Good-bye, Santy Claus!

"Wake that man up. Aren't you interested in the lesson? And aren't you insulted, Mr.
Goober? He wasn't even listening to your noble recitation. You aren't? Gee, I thought I could
start a fight.

"Mr. Wanselow, put your hat on straight. You haven't been around the Horn yet. What?
twice! Very well, as you were!"

t ~l|
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Top Row, left to right: Doyle, Rosendahl, Idelson, Grantham, Stevens, Thomson, Engelke.
Second Row: Gillespie, Gray, Brownell, Lange, Parr, Robinson, G. D., Moore, Hicks, Dickerson, Barnett,

McManus.
Third Row: Gilliland, Lee, Waddington, Alden, Ray, Lorenz, King, Vickery, Moss, Godfrey, Wiley.

Bottom Row: Benson, Rockwell, Scott, Robinson, F. M., Cooke (Head of Dept.), Dashiell, Parker, Barker,
McElduff.

Electrical Engineering and Physics
"•^ENTLEMEN, you don't know how lucky you are to have someone like myself to make
VJ Electricity clear to you. When I was a Midshipman I would have given a thousand

dollars for the instruction that I am giving to you.

"First of all we have a magnetic field, with the lines of force running around. And here you have
a conductor. Now we take the conductor and pass it through the field, cutting the lines of force,

and—Eureka! We have it—Electricity—the wonderful form of energy that startles the world
with its possibilities. What could be more simple?

"Any questions? Be sure and remember them. I'll answer them tomorrow. Gentlemen, that

was a very clear explanation. And I'm frank to state that this lecture I just gave you was one of

the best I ever heard.

"Now, all

attention!"

those men that got something out of the class stand up. What, none? Class
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Top Row, left to right: McKay, Gignillat, Mather, Herrick, Browning, Sturdy, Pratt, Merrick, Pease, Darden.
Middle Row: Foster, Doty, Myers, Lewis, Fanning, Aldrich, Stewart, Houston, Fortna, Hunt, Weber.
Bottom Row: McCormick, Krafft, Fenton, Stevens, Smith (Head of Dept.), Alden, Westcott, Norris, Gunn.

-

ENGLISH
"•"^ENTLEMEN, I am going to address you this evening on the very important subject of

VJ after-dinner speaking. I promise not to detain you long, because a good speech is like a
wheel—the shorter the spoke, the less the tire.

"Ahem. No subject can possibly be of as great importance to you as this, for the time is bound
to come when each and every one of you will be called upon to rise from a banqueting board and
express a few simple thoughts. A well-appointed speech is like a dumb-bell, the introduction on
one end united by the body of the address to the conclusion at the other, and that is why we
require you to write out your first and last paragraphs.

"I realize that perhaps three years ago I applauded many of your efforts along this line and I

hope that now I shall have the very great pleasure of truly hearing the originators. In the years
to come when you are called upon to say a few words as an American representative in foreign

lands, you will then remember the early training you received in the Department of English at
the U. S. Naval Academy."
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Back Row, left to right: Kopke, Allen, Bluestone, Hildebrandt, Loss, Jordan, Melamet, Meyer, Fichter, Metour.
Middle Row: Vaccariello, Winchell, Llorens, Fowler, Osborne, Purdie, Laguardia, Arjona, Lajoye, Mitchell,

Ditchy, Winter.
Bottom Row: Broussard, Colton, Fernandez, des Garennes, Milne (Head of Dept.), Voinot, Olivet, Martel,

Fournon, Molt.

cTVIODERN LANGUAGES
' y^ENTLEMEN, you have no doubt derived much amusement from the assurances of the

VJ various Heads of Departments that their subject was the most absolutely important of the

whole Academy course. Now, I won't tell you that, but I will say that this is the one subject that

you will most regret neglecting, in after years. In foreign ports you will doubtlessly get on board-

ing parties or official visits ashore, and if you don't speak the language you'll have about as much
fun as a man in Baltimore on a Sunday night. If you do—Nuf Ced, all the wine, women, and
song will come your way.

"I've always maintained that a good poem or motto is more beneficial than pictures of good-
looking women. I know an officer who for fifteen years had this little phrase tacked up in his state-

room: 'A man who is married is damned to the service.' His shipmates took such an interest

in it that he had a number of copies printed but the demand always exceeded the supply. Well,

I stopped giving those out five years ago but I still maintain my point: A married ensign is the

most useless piece of gear aboard ship.

"Hombre! Hombre! Cuanto vale quackquack in the bottom of the boat?"
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NAVAL ACADEMY ATHLETICS
ONE of the most gratifying features of our course at the Academy is the re-

markable mariner in which Navy athletes have jumped from the compar-
ative obscurity of four years ago to the crest of organized college athletics. This
advance has not been confined to any few particular sports but has been generally

recognizable in almost every one and, due to the gradual nature of the movement,
a review of our recent successes will probably surprise even the most devoted of

Navy adherents.

A consideration of our activities, during the years since Twenty-Two arrived,

reveals that our increased good fortunes are due, not only to the athletes themselves,

but to the officials who have permitted the Navy Teams to gain outside recognition

by arranging schedules on a basis where the Midshipmen, by virtue of the trips

allowed them, could demand that they be met by teams that possessed a recog-

nized high standing.

One thing that the Navy has always lacked is the advantage of good press pub-
licity. Most colleges have one or more papers that keep them in the public eye.

And nowadays especially, when claims for an intercollegiate title are liable to ar-

rive from any part of the country, the scribes who pick the leading teams are forced

to form their opinions largely upon the press reports that are sent to them. A
team with the backing of a reputable newspaper is certain to receive full credit for
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every iota of its ability, but the Navy has never enjoyed the benefit of newspaper
aid.

For this reason, probably more than any other, it was necessary for our teams
to get out in the open and meet and defeat the representatives of famous colleges,

in order to be recognized as champions or near-champions in the sports that they
played.

Our Plebe Year found the members of the Class rapidly picking the sports that

were later to make them well known in college athletics. And it was not long be-

fore their appearances on the regular teams bespoke with emphasis the efforts that

were being exerted by them in their desire to make good.

Youngster Year found us well represented. The football season uncovered men
that will be spoken of for years. Our own Clyde King broke the Army's heart
with those two well-directed placements that were destined to make him famous
overnight. But he wasn't the only one that contributed to the Class glory in that

Army-Navy conflict. Woodruff, Murray, Denfeld, Lowe, Koehler, Cruise, and
Larson were there to give their best that the Midshipmen might come out and get

their feet muddy after that game, instead of hearing the Cadets chant "Good-
Night, Navy!"
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The winter sports found Youngsters
holding down berths on all the teams,
and it was just about this time that the

Navy Department began to show a will-

ingness to send Navy Teams outside to

compete with the best of the college or-

ganizations. Then came spring and the
rowing season. If there is one warm spot
in the heart of a Twenty-Two man, in

which he cherishes a little more athletic

pride than anywhere else, it is reserved

for the members of the crew that rowed
itself all the way from the Little Red
House to the winning position at the
Olympics.

Zeke Sanborn established a precedent
when he made the 'varsity crew his Plebe
Year. And the following season found
no less than five more of his classmates

sitting in the senior shell. The honors
that they won are discussed in the pages
that follow, but the fact is, that although
the Navy has always had good crews, itwas
not until the summer of 1919 thattheywere
recognized as world beaters.

The track squad received its share and Eddie Curtis and Clapp are only the two
leading figures of a squad that has made an enviable record for itself.

In baseball, Humphreys, Baker, Hartmann, Mulholland, and Rawlings had al-

ready distinguished themselves in the season which had terminated with the

first Navy baseball victory over the Kaydets in ten long years. This season had
the same happy ending with Hartmann and Humphreys getting their N*.

With this excellent start we tackled the bigger half of our stay here. It might be
well to note that it was about this time that the Navy discovered that the visit-

ing athletes were becoming so numerous, and in many cases so famous, that it was
necessary to have an organized force of men- to form the reception committees,

and to care for them while they were here. This work has gone ahead splendidly

and no more is heard the complaint that visiting athletes are neglected at the Naval
Academy.

"Dick" Glendon 'Bob" Folwell
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Tucker; Guider; H. A. Smith; Malstrom; Ault;
Lyon; Hunter; Clapp

Pullen; Cory; Hogan; Kauffman; Gallagher;

Curtis; Becker; Silverman; Lewis
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The success of our football season,

Second Class Year, is well known.
It persevered even during the forbid-

ding days of segregation. Princeton
alone was able to stop us and that
defeat had at least its compensating
features, as was shown a twelve
month later.

Class athletics had, by this time,

been advancing by the proverbial

leaps and bounds. Lieutenant Com-
mander "Bully" Richardson, the
gymnasium officer, backed it with
all his might and the results justified

the efforts. Examples of men jump-
ing from the class team to the

'varsity were not infrequent. The
spring before, "Bill" Ault had
jumped from the Youngster team to

the 'varsitybasketball squadand a few
weeks later started in the game with
West Point.

The following fall, Eddie Durgin
showed such speed and promise that
he was unceremoniously transferred

from the two diag football team to the A-Squad. And these two men are not the only

ones who had their ability recognized and rewarded because of their Interclass work.

The Harvard Shield had been donated for annual award to the Class scoring

the most points in Interclass competition. Two years have already gone by since

its arrival and the first two spaces on it boldly tell the world that 1922 won the

coveted title. As THE LUCKYBAG goes to press, we can imagine an exact counter-

'Spike" Webb 'Billy" Lush

The Captains

Standing: Coffman; Zotti; Waidlich; Conradt; Gallagher; Higgins; Cory; Becker
Sitting: Morehouse; Curtis; Ault; King; Larson; Humphreys; Lewis
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part for these first two inscriptions shading itself into the third space as the
football and basketball titles have already been decided in Twenty-Two's favor.

Truly, is not the athletic editor justified when with a proud little feeling he lets

his own thoughts about the prowess of Twenty-Two's athletes be expressed by
Grantland Rice, of the New York Tribune? "The Navy's showing has been
remarkable. This is especially true of the class to graduate next, one of the
greatest athletic classes in competitive history!"

—

New York Tribune, 1922.

As time went on, our success continued and our fields widened. The details

of the last years' seasons are condensed in the few pages that follow. But in them
will you find only part of the men to whom credit is due. You will see the names,
pictures, and records of the men who made the 'varsity teams. Unfortunately
there isn't enough room to give glory to the "hustlers" in the various sports. These
are the men to be glorified. Not for them was destined the applause of the stands,
not for them the glory of fighting an outsider for the sake of two-blocking the Blue
and Gold, and not for them the crowning satisfaction of a big letter and its accom-
panying honors. Their job was to go out night after night to take the hard knocks
from men better than themselves, and to train and develop the first string players.

But now, we are nearly ready to be relegated to the stands, to join the company
of those blue clad men who, when Navy is on the field, cause the blue of their

uniforms to blend into one fighting unit, and the gold in their insignia to change
from a mark of differentiation to a mark of the integral quality of whole-hearted
Navy support. Therefore, though we may all attend the next Army-Navy Game
in "cits," we are thankful that we've left a record at which our successors may aim.
And with the sincerest of feelings our only wish is

—"May they surpass it!"

NAVAL ACADEMY
SPORT CAPTAIN COACH

SPORTS,
SPORT

1921-22

COACH

Baseball Humphreys Lush
Basketball
Boxing
Crew
Fencing
Football ...

Gym

Ault Lush
Zotti Webb

. King Glendon
Becker Heintz
Larson Folwell

Cory Mang
Lacrosse Morehouse Finlayson

CAPTAIN

Rifle Conradt Denny
Soccer Coffman Taylor

Swimming Gallagher Ortland

Tennis Waidlich Sturdy

Track Curtis Mang
Water Polo Higgins Foster

Wrestling Lewis Schutz

A SHORT HISTORY OF NAVY ATHLETICS
Athletics of a competitive sort at the Academy can be traced back to comparatively recent

times—it being Colonel Robert Means Thompson who pulled Athletics out of the rut of despond
by his energetic campaigning in the early nineties. In 1893 Naval Cadet Winston Churchill was
sent to Yale to report on rowing there. His report was instrumental in reviving a sport that should
always remain Navy's favorite. Up through 1919 Navy contented itself with a few Henleys; but
Navy does not stop at half-way marks for long. Only an Olympic victory or a Poughkeepsie
cleanup would do—having done that, we set out after new worlds to conquer.

Navy's football fame in the olden days evoked only local interest. Today it arouses attention,

but of a different sort—the kind that Princeton could tell about, or even the victorious Pennsyl-

vania State Team of 1921. While baseball is not Navy's strongest sport, still the seasons rarely

end with fewer than three-quarters of the games victories. When we come to basketball we can

say, "Heads up and tails over the dashboard." Since 1909 an average of fewer than two defeats

a season has been Navy's achievement, an enviable record when amongst our opponents were
Intercollegiate Champs and the best in the East.

Wrestling was started at the Academy in 1907. Since then we have met with only two defeats,

both on the home mat. In the season of 1921-1922 Navy found itself topside in 53 out of 56 bouts.

While we cannot be in the Intercollegiates with the "other boys," still it is a point of great sat-

isfaction to us ofttimes to beat the so-called Intercollegiate Champs. The Gym Team has given
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Noyes
Sanborn
Hughes

McKee
Cruise
Wiedorn
Bolles

N-STAR MEN

King
Larson, Captain
Conroy

Barchet
Koehler
Frawley
Taylor

Carney
Parr
Hamilton
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the Naval Academy the most monotonous series of victories ever.

three defeats have been our share; while we have won three Intercollegiate Championships in as
many starts.

Lacrosse was imported from Canada and the wild west in 1908, a rather early date for that sport
in American colleges. An endless chain of "clean sweeps" tells the story. "A stick for everyone
who wants it" is the Navy Athletic Association slogan, and from appearances it has certainly

borne good fruit.

The Swimming Team at the Naval Academy started off modestly, even as late as 1911. That
year Navy "busted out" with a team coached by a Midshipman Captain, but the first meet, that
against the Nautilus Club, of Washington, impressed us with the urgent need of further training.

Navy should rightfully be supreme in this element.

Fencing against Navy is generally an uphill climb ; indeed, it is a shocking surprise when we are

defeated in this sport, though occasionally we run into a Fencing Club that beats us in a close

meet. In the olden days a fencing season used to mean an annual tussle with West Point, but
Army has not entered in recent years. The Fencing Team is invariably at its best in the Inter-

collegiates. It's gotten so now that the "Iron Man" is homesick whenever he is away from Crab-
town.
Navy has made great attempts to produce a Track Team of recognized rank, but interest in

this sport unfortunately was not fully awakened until Commander Washburn assumed charge
last year. In Tennis our records are just better than an even break.

Rifle is the really professional sport we have at the Naval Academy; but, owing to the limited

number of available opponents amongst the colleges, Navy has had to concentrate on the meets
with the best of the Services. The records in these meets and in the National Matches have
earned for the Naval Academy a most wholesome respect among service people generally.

Intercollegiate Boxing looks to the Naval Academy as its "Alma Mater"; in fact, it received its

first start here and also its impetus. After three years of Navy boxing, Navy is yet to lose her
first meet.

Soccer has appeared here off and on in the last ten years. After having aroused sufficient interest

in the game through class competitions, the Athletic Association consented to a schedule of

Intercollegiate games during the 1921-1922 season. The two victories out of three against ex-

perienced teams was an excellent start for what promises to become a most popular sport. Water
Polo is also a recent institution and our success with class and 'Varsity teams has provided a bright

array of material for the future. The 1922 season saw us defeat Princeton in this sport, giving us

another intercollegiate championship.
From the above it is clear that the Naval Academy, in the last five years, has established itself

athletically, from a provincial institution somewhere below the Mason-Dixon line to an inter-

nationally recognized home of a crowd of fighting men.

THE PANTS-HANGERS

Standing: Webb, Dougherty, Aamold, Graham, Glendon, Wilson, Thomas, Lynch, Pavese, Taylor.

Sitting: Ortland, Sazama, Mang, Lieut. Comdr. Richardson, Lt. Perry, Schutz, Heintz.
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The 1921 Squad

Hamilton, Mathews, Harvey, Hudgins, Tucker, Powell, Sanborn, Brown, Woodside, Walsh, Waters.
Second Row—Ensign Butler, Lieut -Comdr. Richardson, Query, Flaherty, Dole, Stoltz,

Bell, McBride, Cruise, McKee, O'Regan, Levensky, Winkjer, Wallace, E. B. Taylor.
Third Row—Ensign Ewen, Rooney, Head Coach Folwell, Conroy, King, Frawley, Larson

(Captain), Carney, Bolles, Parr, Koehler, Shewell, Ensign Scaffe, Eccles (Manager).
Bottom Row—W. S. Taylor, Schreiner, Kambine, Cullen, Noyes, Hughes, Barchet, Norris,

Weidorn, "Doc" Snyder, Ensign Whelchel.

THE 1921 Navy Football Team was one which may fairly be awarded the
honor of being perhaps the most successful combination that ever wore
the N*. It defeated such teams as Bucknell, Princeton, and Army, and

lost to Penn State only after what was conceded by critics to be one of the
greatest football battles in gridiron history.

When practice began on September 15th the prospects for a successful sea-

son appeared bright. Of last season's N* men the following were on deck:
Captain Larson, King, Koehler, Cruise, Conroy, Parr, Bolles, Hamilton, Noyes,
and McKee. The big problem was to fill the guard positions left vacant by
the graduation of Moore and Willkie, and right end, "Eddie" Ewen's
former stamping ground.

Coach Folwell put Frawley and Carney at guard and
shifted Taylor from the backfield to end. With these ex-

ceptions, the team started the season as it faced the Army
the year before. The line was powerful, experienced, and
well-balanced. But where the line was powerful, the back-
fields was well-nigh invincible—what with two sets of equally
strong backs and a third set only slightly less powerful.

Without a doubt it was a fast, strong, well-balanced group
of seasoned players that encountered the hardest opposition any Navy team
ever had. With "Bob" Folwell as Coach they were under a man who had
proved his ability and gained their confidence the season before.

The season began on October 1st, when we trained our heavy artillery on
North Carolina State and sunk them to the tune of 40-0, thereby repaying
with interest the humiliation of the year before. The playing was a bit

ragged and the line lacked the co-ordination and smoothness of operation that

characterized it in the latter part of the season. Nevertheless, the team
crashed through for six touchdowns. The wonderful playing of the Midget
Barchet gave the first indication of his ability, which, as the season progressed,

was destined to stamp him as one of the best backfield men in the country.

On October 8th Western Reserve came down with a light but game team,
and was unmercifully snowed under a 53-0 score." Navy played a game
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vastly superior to that of the Saturday previous ; the line showed that it was
up to the standard of other years, while the backfield showed individual

brilliance coupled with a team drive that spoke well for the future. Con-
sistent long gains by Koehler, Noyes, and Barchet, and a sensational sprint

of 60 yards by Norris for a touchdown were the outstanding features of the

massacre. This game determined the line-up of the team for the big games
to come.
On October 15th we vanquished Princeton in the first feature game of the

eastern season before the largest and most enthusiastic crowd ever seen in

Annapolis, thereby securing sweet revenge for last year's defeat. The Regi-

ment was worked up to a high point of spirit never before seen except at The
Game. Princeton faced a team which had been pointing for the game since

September 15th, a team which remembered the battle of the year before in

the Palmer Stadium and the crew race six months later at Lake Carnegie—

a

team which had the determination to win. That evening a mutilated tiger

skin waved over Farragut Field. Although Princeton had come down minus
two of their star backs, they still had a fast team of heavy and seasoned
players, which was expected to make a big bid for the first honors of the East.

However, they were clearly outclassed by Navy's smooth and versatile attack,

coupled with the strongest and most nearly impregnable defence yet shown
in the East. The result was that Navy made ten first downs, while Princeton

made none. Barchet was without doubt the star of the game; he hit the line,

ran the tackles without trouble, and carried back the Princeton punts in a way
that more than made up for their longer kicking. Every man on the Navy

team played well and it was particularly gratifying to the Regiment to see

the showing that the new men of the line (Taylor, Frawley, and Carney)
made against a big team. The latter, by blocking one of Van Gerbig's punts,
scored the only touchdown of the afternoon. Perhaps the most unusual
feature of the game was the number of high-class backs that Navy trotted out.

Seven backs displayed their wares, and in no case did a substitution detract
from the offensive or defensive strength of the team. For Princeton, Baker,
Keck, Wittmer, and Gilroy played fine defensive games, but all to no avail,

for they were unable to withstand the unrelenting drives of the Navy backs.
Princeton's offensive seemed weak when met by the charge of the Navy line.

Navy constantly threatened Princeton's goal, while at no time was Princeton
able to launch a dangerous attack.

PRINCETON GAME
FIRST PERIOD

Navy kicked off to Gilroy, who ran the ball to the 30-yard line. After one
play, Van Gerbig punted to Navy's 15-yard line. On the

next play Newby went out for slugging, Princeton being

penalized half the distance to the goal. Navy started a
drive which was finally stopped by Keck on Princeton's 18-

yard line. Princeton was forced to kick but the kicker was
roughed and the "Tiger" made another vain attempt to

gain. Barchet ran back the next kick 20 yards to Prince-

ton's 40-yard line and then he and Koehler brought the ball

Princeton recovered on downs but when Wittmer passed

badly Van Gerbig fumbled, the ball being recovered for Navy by Parr. As the

quarter ended Koehler drove through to the 5-yard line. Score: Navy 0,

Princeton 0.

SECOND PERIOD
Princeton took the ball on downs on her 5-yard line and Van Gerbig dropped

CARNEY
15 yards more.

$3fe^p#

Navy scores on end run—North Carolina State Game
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Carney broke through, blocked. the kick and fell on
King kicked the goal.

Navy started right after another score, Barchet running the kickoff back
to midfield. However, he was soon forced to kick. Princeton gained several

times on an exchange of punts and finally McPhee caught a short kick on
Navy's 30-yard line. This was Princeton's farthest advance. After several

unsuccessful plays, Baker tried for a field goal but the attempt went wide. Score: Navy 7,

Princeton 0.

THIRD PERIOD
This was the only period in which Navy did not threaten to score. McPhee returned the kick-

off to his 3 5 -yard line but when Princeton failed to gain they were forced to kick. For the rest

of the quarter the ball remained in mid-field, Barchet's sensational returns of Van Gerbig's punts
making up for the latter's longer kicks. Late in the period "Steve" was knocked out and McKee
took his place. When the quarter ended it was Navy's ball on Princeton's 33-yard line. Score:

Navy 7, Princeton 0.

FOURTH PERIOD
Navy jammed through for a first down and when Princeton braced, King dropped back for a

place kick. As the boot was wide, Princeton took the ball on her 20-yard line. Their first play was
a forward pass which "Pete" McKee gathered up in pretty style, making it first down for

Navy. King tried for another goal which he barely missed. Again Princeton passed from her

20-yard line and again McKee intercepted the ball. A short pass, Noyes to McKee, brought the

ball to the 20-yard line and once more Clyde dropped back. This time the ball went true and
the score stood: Navy 10, Princeton 0.

Navy then went wild. "Vic" Noyes by brilliant running carried the kick- fPi
off back 35 yards. McKee, Noyes, Cruise, and Koehler ripped through at

will for large gains deep into Princeton's territory. A penalty for holding left

Navy with two downs to make twenty yards, but the next play cut that to

ten. With it fourth and ten to go, McKee smashed through the center of the

line for 12 yards and first down. King went back once more and, as the final
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At the End of First Period Navy Carried the Ball to Princeton's 5 -Yard Line

whistle blew, the ball sailed through the goal posts for the last score of

the game. Final score: Navy 13, Princeton 0.

The week following the Princeton game was devoted to light workouts

—

West Virginia Wesleyan having cancelled its game. The problem for the

coaches was to keep the team keyed up to the pitch reached against Prince-

ton. October 29th saw Bethany go down to defeat 21-0, in spite of having
a fast experienced backfield and a line which far outweighed the Navy's. In

addition, they had Shoemaker, one of the cleverest kickers seen in action during the year. In the

first half Navy tore through the opposing line for three touchdowns in rapid succession, making
large gains through all points, while the line smeared all of Bethany's plays before they started.

The second half saw practically an entire substitute Navy team and, as a consequence, the two
teams seesawed back and forth without scoring, neither team showing a sufficiently sustained

attack to carry the ball over the opposing goal line. The feature of the second half was Hughes'
sprint of 40 yards through most of the Bethany team.

The next week Bucknell, which has always given us a hard fight, appeared on the scene with a

fast, heavy, hard-playing, and veteran team, led by Bowser, one of the best backs in the country.

They had pointed for this game and that day they showed the best brand of football of any team
which visited Farragut Field. They were out to win, and went about it in a business-like fashion,

smashing through the Navy line for three consecutive first downs after receiving the kick-off.

But the Navy braced and for the rest of the first period the teams fought evenly. In the second
period the Navy attack got under way when an exchange of kicks left the ball on Bucknell 's 35-

yard line. Conroy then carried the ball over for the only score of the game after a series of smash-
ing plays had brought the ball to the one-yard line. The kick for goal was
missed and for the remainder of the time the Navy supporters were in sus-

pense lest a Bucknell score should put them ahead. The rest of the game
was exceptionally close. Once Barchet broke away for fifty yards but Bowser
brought him down from behind on the Bucknell 20-yard line.
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Princeton's Kick Blocked, Resulting in a Touchdown for Navy
Van Gerbig, Carney, King, Taylor, Gilroy, Bolles
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CONROY
Captain-Elect

Bucknell, except for Penn State, had the strongest de-

fense of any of Navy's opponents and her attack was
always dangerous. Bowser, by his wonderful place kick-

ing, kept the ball in Navy's territory and his fine de-
fensive work did much to hold the Navy in check. In
the third period he made one of the most sensational
plays ever seen on any gridiron; one which almost gave
Bucknell the lead. Bolles blocked one of his place kicks
at midfield, the ball rolling back to the Bucknell 10-yard
line. Bowser sprinted back, scooped up the ball with
one hand, circled the charging Navy forwards, and tore

down the side lines for 45 yards before he was finally

brought down by a Navy back. He almost invariably
kicked from placement and several times his long boots
came dangerously close to the Navy goal posts. The
hard charges of the opposing lines did much to break
up both attacks. "Swede" Larson, who all season had
been playing a beautiful and dependable game at center,

was all over the field, breaking up plays and making al-

most impossible tackles in a way which stamped him as

one of the season's best linemen. Barchet was, as usual,

a consistent ground gainer, running back kicks, and hit-

ting the line and tackles, with equal effect.

On November 11th Navy received her only defeat of the season at the
hands of Penn State at Philadelphia. From all standpoints it was one of the finest games ever
played on Franklin Field, a field where for years the best teams of the football world have met.
It was a spectacle of the meeting of two well-coached, hard-playing, unbeaten teams, each hav-
ing the theoretical requisites of strong lines and fine backs; two teams of hard fighting men
imbued with the indomitable spirit that lifts men to super-football. It was this spir it that sent
Penn State crashing through for two touchdowns in the first half; it was this spirit which made
Navy hold the best attack in the country in check for the second half ; and in the fourth period
this spirit, animating eleven worn-out men in the blue and gold, enabled them to drive the State
team back by a series of wicked blows for seventy-seven yards, only to lose the ball by inches on
State's 18-yard line. Penn State won because it had the strongest, most deceptive attack in the
East, headed by the wonderful Killinger and coupled with a powerful, flexible defense which held
fast at critical moments. Navy's playing brought a thrill of pride to every man in the Service
and with it the knowledge that it was a team second only to Penn State. For such a close,

hard-fought game the playing was unusually clean.

FIRST PERIOD
The field was a quagmire when Penn State won the

toss and Killinger chose to receive. Navy fooled State

completely with a short, quick kick-off to the left side

of the field. Most of the Navy team was waiting for

the ball and when the pile was unscrambled Carney had
the ball on State's 40-yard line. Navy at once uncorked
a vicious attack which drove State steadily back. A
short pass to Taylor with bucks by Koehler and Barchet
brought the ball to the 3 -yard mark. State held for

one down but on the next play "Steve" Barchet crashed

through for a touchdown. He then kicked the goal.

Bolles kicked off to Killinger who ran the ball to his

40-yard line. Then, on a soaked and slimy field, State

launched a tricky, dazzling attack that could not be
stopped. Killinger twisted and jumped out of seem-

ingly sure tackles. Wilson plunged the line like a

battering ram, while Lightner and Knobb were nearly as

hard to stop. Navy seemed bewildered by the speed

and deception of the State offence. At times they held

for several plays only to have a State back literally gal-

lop through for a first down. Finally Killinger from the

8-yard line cut past right end for the first touchdown
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OUR SATURDAY "P" WORKS

NY TEARS -OFF ANOTHER GAIN
KOEHLER CARNEY BOWSER
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scored against Navy all season. Lightner failed to kick

the goal. Score: Navy 7, Penn State 6.

Barchet ran the kick-off to the 27-yard line but he was
soon forced to kick. State started another drive which
Navy finally held. Killinger punted to Navy's 16-yard
line as the quarter ended. Score: Navy 7, Penn State 6.

SECOND PERIOD
When Navy could not gain, "Steve" punted to Kil-

linger who was dropped in his tracks on State's 42-yard
line. Once more State swept down the field. But this

time the progress was slower, for Navy was fighting des-

perately. However, State's three brilliant backs, Kil-

linger, Lightner, and Wilson, brought the ball to the 6-

yard line for first down. Navy held for three downs
but on the fourth Lightner leaped over the charging
Navy line and stretched the ball over the goal line. This
time he kicked the goal. Score: State 13, Navy 7. At
this time it looked as if State could not be stopped. The
backs ran through everywhere—the peculiar shift and
rapid running of plays getting the Navy line off balance.

But for the rest of the period neither team was able to

gain, and the half ended with Navy having the ball on
her own 30-yard line. Score: State 13, Navy 7.

THIRD PERIOD
Navy tried another short kick-off but this time State held the ball. Once again State began

to drive toward the Navy goal, Killinger and Lightner diving and twisting their way through,

using a peculiar side-step and hop that carried them to the secondary defense on almost every play.

The Navy team, fighting savagely, was forced to its 18-yard line. Killinger crossed the goal but

the play was recalled when State was penalized for off-side. Navy took the ball on downs and for

the rest of the game held the State attack in check. When the quarter ended State had the ball

in midfield. Score: State 13, Navy 7.

FOURTH PERIOD
Then came the wonderful fourth quarter. Killinger punted across the goal line and Navy took

the ball on the 20-yard line. Noyes was in Conroy's place; Cruise had replaced Hamilton; and
Wiedorn, who had played for a while in King's place, was now in for Bolles. Navy rushed the

ball past midfield only to be stopped when Killinger intercepted a pass on his own 35-yard line.

The crowd thought that Navy had made its last attempt and settled back to wait for the end.

With only seven minutes to play Noyes caught a punt on
his own goal line and was downed- on the 5 -yard line.

Then came one of the most sensational assaults the game
has ever seen. The Navy team, which had been outplayed
for nearly three-quarters of the game, turned on the State

team and drove it staggering back for five first downs. It

was a swift, unrelenting, smashing attack, backed by the

indomitable spirit of men who would not admit defeat.

Barchet turned the end for sixteen yards, then slipped

through the line for nine more, and then for an additional

ten. State rushed in substitutes in a frantic attempt to

stop the Navy attack which was gaining momentum with
every play. Cruise, Noyes and Barchet hammered through
for two more first downs. Koehler and Barchet made first

down on State's 28-yard line. Navy made nine yards on
three plays and with only one yard to go the two teams
crashed together for the deciding play of the game and State

won. The ball was short of first down by a foot and the

opposite stand's rooters went wild as State took the ball on
her 18-yard line. The game ended shortly after with State

holding the ball in midfield. Final score: Penn State 13,

Navy 7.
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PENN STATE GAME

THE COACHES
BILL BUTLER EDDIE EWEN BOB FOLWELL BILLIE WHELCHEL TOMMY SCAFFE
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WHEN THE DAYS WORK IS DONE,
AND THE NAVY HAS WON"
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Two weeks were now left to prepare for the Army. To the casual observer it appeared as if

Navy had a big edge but the coaches and team knew that the Pointers would be harder to beat
than ever. The Army had not had its full strength on the field at any time during the season.

The West Point team had been developed for the sole purpose of beating Navy, and it was com-
posed entirely of experienced players. Their stars were too numerous to mention; there had not
been a single man lost from the team of the year before and the defeats of the past two years had
made the kaydets doubly dangerous. French was reported crippled but his showing in the Yale
game, and the fact that he had been held back all season, served to increase his importance.
Army's advantage in weight made it more evident that the Navy would have to play better foot-

ball than they had heretofore in order to win. Army's failure to show a good offense indicated

that Coach Daly had a surprise for Navy in the shape of a new attack, probably resembling
that u:ed successfully by Notre Dame on the Plains.

Navy had gone through a very hard schedule which had served to temper the team and bring

out its faults. "Battler" Cruise and Weidorn, who had showed to such great advantage against

Penn State, replaced Hamilton in the backfield and Bolles at left tackle respectively. As was
only natural, the team acted stale after the State game, but five days before The Game the men
began to round into shape.

The team which lined up in those last few days of practice was one of the finest in the country.

Certainly for all-round ability it was the best that had ever represented the Navy. It had a
machine-line smoothness in action that is seldom obtained and then only through the hardest

kind of work under expert coaching. There was not a weak spot in it and its attack was of the

well-rounded type that is sure to gain. In the backfield "Vin" Conroy, calling signals for two
seasons, had proven himself under fire to be a clear-thinker and a steady, dependable all-around

back. "Steve" Barchet, small but powerful, lacking experience but quick to think and quick to

learn, had been playing a consistently brilliant game against the best teams of the East. His
hard and shifty running, his ability to handle punts, and his fine defensive play, classed him
among the best in the country.

"Benny" Koehler had in the two previous years distinguished himself against the Army by
hard plunging and fine broken field running, being the first man to cross Army's goal from scrim-

mage since 1906. As "Al" Sharpe said, he was the most underrated back in the East.

"Battler" Cruise, was as fine a defensive back as ever wore the Blue and Gold. His sure,

savage tackling, his good interfering and, above all, his inspiring fighting had made him invaluable

to the team.

Captain "Swede" Larson as a roving center was without a superior in the country. His won-
derful passing, clever headwork, and sure tackling, coupled with a fine quality of leadership, made
him the keystone of the team at all times.

"Thug" Frawley at right guard had played a fine, aggressive game, both offensive and defensive,

that marked him as a fitting successor to "Country" Moore.

The work of "Bull" Carney at left guard had been characterized all season by an alertness and
general ability that placed him on a par with the best men in the East.

At right tackle, "Clyde" King had maintained his reputation gained in the past two years as

one of the most valuable linemen playing. His cool, skillful play, backed up by great strength,

aggressiveness, and a dependable right toe, made him feared by all opponents.

"Pete" Wiedorn, was a sure tackier of unusual power, good at any line position and against

any opponent.
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Warren Parr, playing left end, had been improving steadily for two years and he was equally

capable at any job, from covering punts and receiving passes to smashing interference and nailing

the runner.

"Tim Buck" Taylor at right end was the fastest man on the squad and his alert, smashing end-
play had spoiled many a drive.

"Lucy" Bolles, left tackle, had been a big factor in Navy's success for two seasons and his

consistent hard playing and endurance made him most valuable to the line.

The playing of "Vic" Noyes in all his big games had been distinguished by brilliant running
and good headwork. He had the faculty of rising to the emergency and coming through with a
fine tackle or long run when most needed.

"Pete" McKee was a steady, dependable, all around back whose playing improved at the
critical time.

"Hammy" Hamilton backed-up the line with sure, hard tackling and was always able to pick

up a few yards through the line.

On the whole it was a beautifully balanced team of fine players, reinforced by substitutes of

nearly equal ability. For this reason the entire Naval Service looked forward to the Army Game
with the utmost confidence.

Record of Season

Navy Opponent

40 North Carolina State

53 Western Reserve

13 Princeton

21 Bethany

6 Bucknell

7 Penn State 13

7 Army «
Total 147 13
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MOORE
Captain

EARLY in January Navy launched one of the most auspicious and suc-

cessful crew seasons that she has yet completed. It should have been
auspicious and successful forwe had seven men remaining from the crew

which won the World's Championship the preceding summer in the Olym-
pic Games at Antwerp, as well as a large supporting squad of eager huskies.

The Plebes took to the rowing machines in the Natatorium soon after

the peal of the New Year's bells had died away, and early in February the

'Varsity squad was called out. Daily training went on with rowing
machines and stationary barge until Old Man Weather grew lenient enough
to permit the squad to practice upon the river. Then the welcome sounds
of the coxswains' sharp cries and the plash, plash of the dipping sweeps
brought joy to the winter-weary heart of the Regiment.

Captained by "Country" Moore, and under the tutelage of that old

master of rowing, "Dick" Glendon, the 'Varsity eights gained rhythm and
power, while "Young Dick" taught the Plebes the old lesson of body-
swing and leg-drive. It was a splendid sight to see the eight odd shells

paddling up to Round Bay on a bright Spring afternoon for the gruelling

journey back which always followed. The 'Varsity eights ahead in a grace-

ful, easy-moving group; trailed by the watchful Dart containing the
big megaphone, with "Dick" in back of it; followed, half a mile astern, by
"Young Dick" with the Plebes, all made a never-to-

be-forgotten picture. As the daily workouts pro-

gressed, the crews lost the winter fat, improved in

blade work and rhythm, gained in endurance and
staying power, and gave great promise of perform-
ing well in the races which Lieutenant-Commander
Rockwell and Manager Talbot had scheduled.

The season proper opened when Pennsylvania
came down with her 'Varsity, Junior 'Varsity, and
Freshman crews. They arrived on Thursday,
April 28th, and were installed in Bancroft Hall as

the guests of the Regiment. Saturday dawned
bright and clear, and in the early afternoon a large

crowd was borne to the anchorage above the rail-

way bridge to view the finish of the races.

The Freshman eights paddled up to the start of

the mile and five-sixteenths course first, and were
soon coming down the river pell-mell. As soon as

the blue-tipped sweeps of the Navy were distin-

guishable from the red of Pennsylvania, the Plebes

were seen to be in the lead, and "Young Dick's"
proteges took the Freshmen into camp handily,

finishing with a snappy spurt and rowing the dis-

tance in 6.39. "DICK"

IS
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iff! 'VARSITY SQUAD 1921

Leavitt, Huntington, Kendall,Rear Row: Beard, Moss, Dennison,
Howland, Davidson, Schade, Frazier.

Front Row: Gwinn, Kirkpatrick, Frawley, Lee, Johnston, Sanborn, Clark

Gallagher, Wanselow, Higgins, R. D., Coach Glend.

Washburn, Ambros, Browning Higgins,

Moore (Capt.). King, Bolles,

By this time the Junior eights were at the starting line and were soon

making rapid headway for the group of whistling, tooting subchasers.

This proved to be the race of the afternoon. Wanselow set up a high and
back-breaking stroke for practically the whole distance. He had to, for

the Pennsylvania shell was on top of him until the very finish, but then

the Navy's stamina seemed to have held out the longer, for her bow flashed

across the finish line two seconds ahead of her rival's, doing the course in

6.41. At the beginning of the 'Varsity race the visitors took the lead by
virtue of a superior racing start, but they could not resist the long, swing-

ing Navy stroke, and before 400 yards had been covered the tables had
been reversed. King then eased her down to a 32 and the Navy eight

steadily increased the lead until it amounted to four lengths at the finish.

The respective times were 6.32 and 6.50.

The triple victory in the initial encounter put everyone in high spirits

and all felt certain that we would defeat Princeton and Harvard on Lake
Carnegie on May 6th. The 'Varsity was the only one which went up,

although the Plebes were also invited. The four coaches, with Manager
Talbot and Candler, made the trip with the "big fella's," and Jackson
was left at home to conduct practice during "Dick's" absence. A royal

reception awaited us at the home of the Tiger and
F. Scott Fitzgerald upon our arrival and we were
quartered at the Colonial Club.

] r̂_
The results of the race upset the sporting writers'

predictions and astounded the Navy supporters, for

the Princeton eight beat us in a thrilling race.

Harvard was never a factor, and came in a poor
third. The Regiment would hardly believe the
meagre reports that filtered down to Annapolis the

evening following the race, and it was not until the

next morning that it ceased to believe that an ac-

cident must have happened. None had, however.
Dr. Spaeth's crew was in splendid form, while our

boat rode heavily, and, despite Coxswain Clark's

bombastic exhortations, could not cross the line in

front of the flying Princetonians. They rowed the

course in 9.48 and the Navy eight was 2 2-5 seconds
behind them, a disgruntled and beaten crew.

This defeat was far-reaching in its effects and
paved the way for the victories which followed. The
'Varsity was undoubtedly overconfident when it went
to Princeton, and, in the minds of many, a defeat at

this time was more to be desired than the loss of a

<S>J

KING
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later race. The following Monday gloom hung in large bunches at the boathouse but the fight-

ing spirit and the old determination would not be
put down. They had received a terrific impetus
and everyone went to work harder than ever. The
'Varsity received a shake-up, "Dick" trying several

arrangements in an effort to locate defects. The
final changes were as follows: Frawley went from
two to stroke; King went from stroke to three,

changing over to the side on which he had rowed
two years before; Lee and Gallagher changed
places; Bolles, a powerful oar, came up from the
second 'Varsity and was given Frawley 's old seat;

and Jordan was taken out of the boat. Never did

men work harder than did those of the squad during
the next two weeks and the race with Syracuse, sched-
uled for May 21st, was looked forward to with
great interest, as it would be the test of the success

of the new combination.

About this time the new shell arrived and was
tried by the 'Varsity. It was decided, however,
that the Olympic boat was the faster, so the new
one was given to the second 'Varsity for limbering
up.

Syracuse University brought their 'Varsity

and Freshman boats down to row against Navy's
corresponding crews on May 21st. Honors were
equally divided, for the Plebes were beaten in the
first race of the afternoon and the Syracuse eight

took the Navy's wash in the 'Varsity event. The
times were 11.05 2-5 and 11.27 2-5 for the 'Varsi-

ties, and 11.25 and 11.34 for the first year men.
Wind and tide were not conducive to making good
time on that day, the surface of the Severn being
decidedly choppy.

During the following week several interesting

brushes occurred between the second and third

'Varsities. "Dick" seemed unable to pick a com-
bination that would beat the other consistently,

and finally announced that the faster crew would
row in the Henley. The third crew proved the
gifted one and pulled on the Schuylkill, although
the second boat was taken up as a substitute.

The squad, 45 strong, departed for Philadelphia

on Thursday, May 26th. The shells were taken
up on subchasers and arrived at the Bachelors' JOHNSTON

ft
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Barge Club in good shape, under Candler's watch-
ful eye. Candler took his Brussels blazer and
varnished hat with him, which everyone who knew
him believed to be a good augury for Saturday.
After a short workout on Friday afternoon the

squad went out to the Whitemarsh Valley Country
Club, the training quarters until after the races.

Friday saw the Navy crews on the water for morn-
ing and afternoon practice.

Among the many interesting water events which
take place at the American Henley, the Navy
captured two of the three in which it was entered.

In the Freshman race the Plebes easily defeated
Pennsylvania, the only other entry, leading her

across the line by four lengths, and pulling the

distance in 7.29. In the race between the Senior

eights, the rejuvenated Navy 'Varsity came down
the stream in beautiful style, going the mile and
five-sixteenths in 7.08 4-5 and showing a clean pair

of heels to the weary representatives of Pennsyl-
vania and the Union Boat Club. "Country" and
his mates could have rowed ten miles that day,
sitting up and talking it over at the finish. The
Academy was not represented in the specialty race,

that between the 150-pound crews, as we had no
lightweight crew last season. The Junior 'Varsity

event was the last on the program, as it was for-

seen by the officials that it would prove the most
interesting one of the day. The only contestants
were Princeton's 'Varsity A and Navy's Junior
'Varsity. Both crews got off well and were jockey-
ing for the first mile, but from then on the Tiger
crew drew away, and, despite Stroke Beard's
almost superhuman efforts, finished half a length
ahead. The winner's time was 6.58 1-2.

When the Regiment embarked for the European
cruise the 'Varsity crew, with four substitutes, was
left behind to train for the Poughkeepsie Regatta,
which occurred on June 22d. After June Week
was over and the femmes had departed, the big
crew got down to work again, "Dick" having given it

a brief rest during the festivities. Training for a
three-mile race during the hot June days was not
fun but every man jack went to it with a will, for

-^^^^^^^^^p
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(he defeat at the hands of Princeton still rankled,,

and it was hoped that her 'Varsity would pull in

the big regatta on the Hudson. This hope was not
fulfilled.

The eight was at the zenith of its finish and power
when it left for its training quarters at the Hillair

Inn, ten days before the race. "Dick" put his heart
and soul into perfecting that crew, and he was re-

warded by machine -like performance and great

reserve power on the part of the men in the boat.

Six crews had entered the regatta and a tremen-
dous crowd defied the parching day and lined the
banks of the Hudson to see the great classic rowed
for the first time since 1916. Navy was the fav-

orite, and proved that the confidence was not
misplaced by winning the event hands down. It

was more of an exhibition than a race as far as the

crew of Midshipmen were concerned, for Clark
got his crew away with a perfect racing start and
"Dick's" eight steadily increased the lead they had
created for the entire three miles, Navy's bow
crossing the finish line five lengths ahead of her

nearest opponent, having rowed the course in 14.07

flat.

It was one of the most superb exhibitions of

oarsmanship that has ever been seen on that his-

toric course. As for the rest, California nosed
Cornell out of second place with an unbelievable

show of power in the last half mile. The Western-
ers' time was 14.22. Cornell came in third, Penn-
sylvania fourth, Syracuse fifth, and Columbia last.

This was a great victory as it gave the Navy
the Intercollegiate Championship. Our only re-

gret was that Princeton had not been in the race,

for Coach "Jim" Ten Eyck, of Syracuse, expressed

everyone's sentiments when he said of "Dick's" eight,

shortly before the 22d, "I would back them to beat

Princeton were they to row again," and "Jim"
Ten Eyck is not called "The Fox" for nothing.

After the race, the crew elected Clyde King the

Captain for the coming season.

Thus ended the 1921 season, and the Pough-
keepsie squad, after a short leave of absence, em-
barked on the U. S. S. Utah at Boston, and was

ill
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BASEBALL SQUAD 1921

Top Row, left to right—Lynch, Crow, Flaherty, O'Regan, Niemyer, Zimmerman, Turner, Thach, McKee.
Middle Row, left to right—Fleming, Reiter, Mills, Alexander, Sparling, Hayes, Hederman, Petersen, Suman, Mont-

gomery, Milner (Assistant Coach).
Bottom Row, left to right—Commander Theobold, Humphreys, Hogan, Pino (Captain), Barchet, Gaines, Poole,

Lush (Coach).

ALTHOUGH the 1921 Baseball Season was a highly interesting one, it

could hardly be termed successful. Nine wins, seven losses, and one tie

complete the season's record.

From three standpoints, however, the baseball year proved valuable. First,

the team was given the new privilege of going away from home for games.

This proved disastrous, for both games of the West Virginia and Johns Hopkins

double header were dropped.

Second, it seemed as if all the teams we played took great delight in giving us close-ups of their

football stars. We were thus favored in watching the performances on the diamond of such re-

nowned pigskin artists as Gilroy, Lightner, Killinger, "Hinky" Haynes, Bedenk, Robertson, Lynch,
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"Benny" Boynton and his brother, Gazella,

"Buck" Flowers, and "Red" Barron, and

most of these proved themselves to be

mean wielders of both willow and pellet.

Third, and of greatest import, comes
the fact that more promising material

proved its worth during this last year than
has budded out on Worden Field for sea-

sons. Harris and Fleming were unquestion-

ably the "finds" of the year. The former

is undoubtedly as nifty a fielder as has ever

performed on our back lot. Time after

time he sprinted across half the outfield to

leap after a ball that had been tagged
"Upshur Row and three bases." Further,

he proved to be a most valuable lead-off

man. "Artie" Fleming, who sings his soup,

and breezes perfectly good strikes past

opposing batsmen, both with his left hand,
snowed enough stuff to rank him as one of

the best left-handers in college baseball.

If he can acquire just a little more control

he is going to have the critics erase the

"one of" in the preceding sentence.

"Hank" Rawlings stepped into the lime-

light with scorching hits off his left-handed

bat down the third base line that crossed

'em all up. "Ike" Niemyer startled the

world with frequent home runs that made
the lacrosse players keep their heads up,

while Petersen gained himself a reputation as a smooth little relief pitcher. On two occasions

he stepped into the box in a pinch and retired three batters while the scorers jotted down S. O.

For consistent ball playing we have to hand it to our ex-skipper, "Squirrel" Pino, and "Frisco"

Stubbs. The former treated us to frequent surprises by getting hits to the outfield, when we only

counted on an infield hit; and his fielding was superb. Stubbs led the team in batting, and credit

for several of the games listed in the WON column can be laid to his timely smashes over second.

"Nemo" Gaines served up splendid twirling from his south paw, and showed 'em a motion to-

wards first base that can't be beaten even in the big time circuits.

The season opened on a perfect day when Admiral Scales tossed a "strike" past Princeton's

lead-off man. Gaines then took up the burden, and after pitching masterful ball, landed the game
3-2. Penn. U. was sunk 10-6 despite "Eddie" McNichols' arguments, and then came Penn State.

"Billy" trotted out Fleming, and we saw some high-class pitching. The tall boy walked 16 batters

—caused them to walk to the bench, that is. Despite this, owing to indifferent fielding, the game

HUMPHREYS, Captain '22 PINO, Captain '21
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was lost 4-1. After twice alternating wins

and losses, the team settled down and played

Georgia Tech. to a tie in an 11-inning tilt.

Fleming again showed to good advantage,

letting the Southerners down with 4 hits

in the extended time. "Old Man Hogan's

Son" collected a brace of homers in the

Delaware game, and then bunged up a

finger, giving Durgin a chance to display his

versatility by discarding his little glove

in favor of the mask and pad.

About this time Maryland State came
down with Keene and eight or nine others.

He didn't last, however, and the game was
won by Mr. Lush's outfit 11-8. Shortly

after, Catholic U. handed us a 4-3 beating

in a game that was lost by bad base running.

The pre-Army season closed when "Bill"

tried 19 men against the St. Johnnies to the

tune of five-zip.

The Navy was represented by a scrap-

ping aggregation throughout, and win or

lose, there was no team which played them

that failed to realize it. Moreover, this

team showed that it was a product of the

Lush system. The Navy players seemed

to have acquired more of a finish in their work , and usually displayed better form.

was speedy and hard hitting; their fielding

left nothing to be desired. The right side of

the infield was well cared for with "Hump"
and Pino stopping 'em, but short and third

proved big holes. Hederman started at

short and played a good brand of ball until

injuries forced him to retire. Barchet and

Poole were finally decided upon. "Steve,"

when he gets rid of the ball a little faster

on his throw, is going to make us forget

"Shorty" Milner. Third proved trouble-

'
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some all year and will be another hole

to fill this season.

The battery work was exceptionally

good, Fleming, Gaines, and Petersen

were all anyone could desire for a pitch-

ing staff, and Hogan, even with his ex-

cess avoirdupois, is a catcher the equal

of whom few college teams can boast.

/

HARRIS

GAINES

The season in condensed form:

Navy 3 Princeton 2

2 Georgia Tech. 2

6 Dartmouth 13

11 Maryland State 8

3 Lafayette 4

Navy 7

1

20

9

Reading B.B. Club

Army 8

Penn State 4

Johns Hopkins 3

Mt. St. Mary's 2

Delaware 2

Navy

Navy 10

1

15

3

3

St. John's

Penn. U.

West Virginia

Williams

Swarthmore

Catholic U.

m
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THE track season of 1921 opened with brilliant prospects, and the results as viewed at the close

of the year were gratifying in the extreme. Navy lost not a single meet at home, and made a
remarkably good showing at the annual Penn Relay Carnival in Philadelphia, considering

that it was our first entry in this national
event. The team also made a name for itself abroad
where we were invited to take part in the annual track
and field games in Christiania, Norway. Commander
Washburn and Coach Mang, as well as the squad,
worked their hardest during the entire season, and suc-

ceeded in placing track on the best footing it has ever
had at the Naval Academy.

Many records were broken, notably by Curtis,

Captain Moncewicz, Pullen, and Clapp; a new standard
being set for all future competitors. A wealth of fine

material was discovered in the Plebe Class—Huckins,
Opie, McLean, and Bedell being consistent point win-
ners. Moncewicz showed himself to be the most ver-

satile runner we had, starring in the half mile run, but
also doing excellent work in the quarter, two-twenty,
and hundred. Curtis was not far behind him as an all-

around man for, in addition to being one of the best

intercollegiate milers in the country, he showed him-
self to be a runner of no mean ability in both the half

and quarter. We greatly missed "Doc" Hudson who, by
the way, will be with us again this season. Huckins,
however, filled his place most ably in the high hurdles

and we are looking to see some great races between
these two in the future. The steady work of men
like Powers, Dickens, Dell, Blake, Dodge, Doak, and
Taylor also proved features of the season. The out-

look for 1922 seems co indicate even a more interesting

and successful year than the one just passed.

Training started in the middle of the winter, the

runners working themselves into shape on cross-country

runs. Late in March the entire squad turned out on the

track and commenced work in earnest. Our first meet
was a triangular one with Johns Hopkins and Delaware
as the visitors. No remarkable performances could be
expected so early in the year, but Moncewicz, of Navy,
and Betzer, of Delaware, were perhaps the outstanding

figures of the meet. We came out on the top end of

the score, with Delaware second. By their request, the

r W&0^
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Top Row, left to right—Newhall, Sweeton, Kaufman, Richards, McLean, Baron, Holderness, Holmes, Bedell, Adair
Bauernschmidt, McBride, Dodge, Birthright, Goodnough, Foss. Second Row—Commander Washburn, Schneider'
Rodgers, Marsh, Doak, Huckins, Opie, Pullen, Blake, Taylor, Moore, "Doc" Snyder, "Spike" Webb, Coach Mang.'
Third Row, left to right—Wierum (Assistant Manager), Powers, Dell, Dickins, Curtis, Moncewicz, Captain ;Clapp^
McKee, de Rivera, Cooke (Manager). Bottom Row, left to right—MacKerracher, Kelly, Gibbons, Young'
Shepherd, Short.

relay race with Delaware was run the following Wed-
nesday afternoon. It consisted of two 220-yard dashes,

the quarter, and half mile runs. Our opponents had us

worried at first by winning the sprints, but "Money"
took charge of the four-forty, and turned the baton over

to Curtis with a sizeable lead. "Eddie" had already

proven his superiority over Boothe, of Delaware, in the

mile run, and proceeded to do it again most decisively in

the half mile.

On April 28th, the manager and Clapp got under way
for Philadelphia, to be in readiness for entry in the inter-

collegiate pentathlon of the Penn Relays on Friday the
29th. The rest of the team, consisting of a two mile and
a medley relayteam with substitutes, followedthem next
morning. This was the first time we had had any ex-

perience in a big meet of this kind, but the boys showed
the old Navy fight nevertheless. Clapp captured fifth

place and a medal in the pentathlon, winning the discus

throw, and acquitted himself creditably in the other
events: namely the broad jump, javelin throw, 1,500
metre run, and 200-metre dash. Curtis and Moncewicz
made the best times on the track in the distance medley
that afternoon. In the final race, "Eddie" started

nearly one hundred and fifty yards behind the leader

but succeeded in passing all but four of the competitors.

Several watches caught his time at 4 minutes 18 1-5

seconds. Pity a mile isn't longer; they all might
have been chasing him at the finish.

We were fortunate to end up as well as we did in the

two mile relay race on Saturday. Holmes had hard luck

at the verybeginningofthe race and dropped his precious

baton. This placed us well in the rear, but Curtis again

saved us from a whitewash , and placed us sixth . Not all
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"Money" Finishing the 440

the glory goes to the winner by anymeans, how-
ever, and the Regiment certainly had cause
to be proud of the men who represented them
at the Penn Relays.
Our next meet was with Virginia, who

came to repeat their victory of the preceding
year, and departed a sadder but wiser team.
The meet was closer than the score would indi-

cate, however, although Navy succeeded in

capturing ten first places. Clapp brought the
javelin record up a notch or two, throwing his

spear 163 feet 4 1-2 inches; Opie also smashed
the high jump record, clearing the bar at 5 feet

9 3-4 inches. Revenge was surely sweet; for

our defeat at their hands the year before had
marred an otherwise flawless season.

In spite of the sterling work of Shea, ofPitts-
burgh, his team also bowed indefeatto Navyby
a score of 80 to 36. Shea, as usual, won the
hundred, two-twenty, and quarter mile, and

made a valiant struggle to recover the already lost relay race for his side. But the visiting team
was not quite well balanced enough to back him up. Another local record fell at the hands of Curtis,

who ran the half mile in 1 minute 59 1-5 seconds. Pullen duplicated Opie's performance of the
week before and jumped 5 feet 10 inches, or a quarter of

an inch higher than the previous record.

Carnegie Tech gave us the hardest fight of the sea-

son in our last meet, contrary to all expectations. By
the time the visitors had taken all three places in the

hundred and two-twenty yard dashes, and second
and third in the mile, things began to look interesting,

to say the least. But Huckins and Schneider ran

away with the high hurdle race, the former equalling

the record of 15 4-5 seconds. In the next event,

Moncewicz went Curtis one better, and brought the

half mile mark down to 1 minute 57 2-5 seconds.

The field events went to us entirely, with the excep-

tion of the pole vault, which was won by Stults, of

Tech. The final score was 75 to 41.

This finished the last act on Farragut Field for 1921.

The curtain next rose at Ornulf's Internationale

Idraetsforeningen at the Stadion in Christiania, Nor-
way. In other words, we entered a Norske track

meet, June 25th to 27th. The proverbial screaming
of the American Eagle was doubtless heard and with
some reason, when "Eddie" Curtis won two cups and three

medals for being the best middle distance runner then in

Norway. Vernon Clapp shouldered his way through the

discus event, winning the right-handed throw easily, and
also the

Start of the Mile

lit

Finish of the 100

combined left and right-handed,

which was something entirely new to him.

When one considers the three weeks of

cruise just undergone, and the lack of train-

ing implied, the way the entire team showed
up was nothing short of wonderful. Other
place winners were Huckins, McLean, Pullen,

and Bedell.

The arena is now cleared for 1922. Mon-
cewicz, McKee, Powers, Dell, and de Rivera

graduated ; but we have a great many veter-

ans left, and an able captain in "Eddie" Curtis.

Others are just beginning to find their real

strength, and become stars of the first mag-
nitude. Among these we may mention

Huckins, McLean, Taylor, Opie, and Foss.
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THE lack of a suitable schedule and the frown of Fate were the only things which prevented
Navy's 1922 Basketball Team from dominating the Intercollegiate Basketball situation.

That the opposition was weak can be realized when the scores show that the Team beat all but three

out of fifteen opponents by at least twenty points. That the breaks did not come our way can be
proved by narrating the circumstances which surrounded the two important games of the season.

The heaviest snowstorm in years kept the Team on the train several hours longer than anticipated

before the Pennsylvania game. The gang went on the court tired and still held the Champions
to a two-point victory, while Parr's sprained ankle didn't help us any in the Army game.
The pre-Christmas season found the Team without the services of McKee and Parr. These

worthies were obliged to remain off the court until the medical authorities felt that they had
recuperated sufficiently from the effects of the football season. As the teams we met at this

time were weak, this gave "Billy" a chance to try out new material and to get a line on several

combinations. From the outset, the contest between the tall Barnes and the diminutive Harris

for the left forward position attracted attention, and it was not until late in the season that the

"Kid" established his right to the job.

The new year witnessed quite a revisal of affairs. McKee and Parr donned the knee-guards
and started mussing people up. The passing became smoother, and the shooting more accurate.

About this time we took on our first "close" game. Lehigh was the victim in a rough contest.

The score of 39-17 indicates just how hard pressed the Team was.

Next came Delaware fresh from a trouncing at the hands of our friends the enemy—Army.
The game was fast throughout; the interest reaching its zenith during the last few minutes of

play when, in an endeavor to exceed the 40 points which Army had scored against Delaware,
the Team displayed what was probably the highest class basketball ever played on this court.

Although we failed to make the 40 by one point, the result was sweet revenge for the defeats

they had handed us in the two previous seasons. About this time, "Vic" Blue returned to guarding
after a two-year effort to convert himself into a forward. How fortunate was this return can
be seen in the account of the Army-Navy game.
The Pennsylvania game was next in line. Here, the Navy proved conclusively that their Team

was one of the best in college circles. Our skipper, "Bill" Ault, in outplaying Grave established

himself as one of the greatest centers the game has seen. Parr, too, came in for considerable

publicity when he dropped in four goals from the floor in addition to keeping his forward well

in hand. This excellent exhibition was followed by a string of easy victories in which the shooting

from the floor of Ault, McKee, and Parr; McKee's accurate work from the foul line; and Harris'

determined scrapping were the high lights.

The home season ended with fair opposition when Catholic University, Marietta, and W.
and J. were successively downed. In all these, the smooth team work of the Navy machine,

coupled with hard playing and accurate shooting, accounted for the decisive victories. In the

last we were unfortunate enough to see Parr leave the game with a sprained ankle just as he

was about to finish a full game without being removed for personals.
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THE BASKETBALL SQUAD, 1922

Rear Row {left to right): Davis; Day; Garrigues; Barnes; Smith; Fleming; Liggett; Jones; Wilson.
Center Row: Coach Lush; McKee; Lyon; Ault, Captain; Parr; Harris; Coleman, Manager.

Front Row: Blue; Crudup; Norris; Hirst.

This was probably the most capable team that has represented Navy in years. The choice

of Ault as captain gave us an ideal leader. Such a hard-working, conscientious, and yet spectac-
ular player is rarely found; and when one is coupled with the brain which our captain possessed,

it is no wonder the result was a player of such ability. The team play was smooth, and the
Navy aggregation displayed more finish and better form than any team which opposed them
on the Armory Court. Every player was a fighter; however, the work of Ault, McKee, and
Parr stood out. Despite the fact that it included its members three such stars, the Team played
team basketball, each man subordinating his individual ability with one motive in view—the
perfection of team play.

Washington

Blue Ridge

Muir Naval Post

Markham
Albright

Lehigh

Delaware

Waynesburg
Pennsylvania U.

St. Andrew's
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SPRING and "George" are synonymous as far as the gang of "Haman-
eggers" are concerned. Middle March of 1921 was no exception, as

that month of lambs, lions, and windy weather "found George Finlayson
on hand" to lick into shape his champion squad, the best team he has yet
turned out. This was his eleventh consecutive season as Navy's head
lacrosse coach, another year of wonderful records, with Johns Hopkins
at the end of the season at the short end of a 9-0 score.

The first few weeks were spent in selecting the squad from the numerous
candidates who turned out for the preliminary practices. The competi-
tion for places on the 'Varsity squad was keen, butby the end of March the

squad was picked and serious preparation was well under way , the only dis-

tinguishing feature from previous years being the greater attention paid to

science, speed, and stick work; less to the old-fashioned "gonking" and
murderous stick swinging.

The season opened with Maryland State on the boards. It is sufficient

to say that the spectators were given an exhibition of how a well-oiled

and trained Navy team gets under way, mowing down its opponents and
making goals with nearly clock-like regularity. The fracas ended with
Navy topside, 15-0. The Cornell game was but a replica of the first.

Cornell's big football men with their football padding and baseball masks
were subdued—and that quickly and neatly—to the tune of 1 5-2 . Cornell

fought hard and played good lacrosse, but her big defense wasn't fast

enough to stop Navy's attack; and her attack couldn't penetrate the Blue
and Gold defense.

The following Saturday found Penn within our gates, hopeful and
confident of victory—but once again pride went before a fall, for Navy surely rode them to a
disastrous defeat. Penn showed lots of fight in the first half, but the superior condition of

George's men and his

system showed up in the
second period. Penn went
down, gamely fighting,

staving off a whitewash by
making two goals against

Navy's eleven. Swarth-
more was the next victim,

losing a fast and interest-

ing game despite the final

score of 15-0.

The climax of all, toward
which Navy had really
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been preparing, came with the squad's invasion of

Baltimore to battle with Johns Hopkins on their

own field. Hopkins had not been on Navy's schedule

the year before and the team was anxious to get

at them. It was a battle royal and a wonderful sight

for those people who really knew lacrosse. The
men of the Blue and Gold played beyond them-
selves. They were invincible. Hopkins never had
a show. Surely, Hopkins put up a good hard
game—they always do—but it was Navy's day
and we who have seen three of them know what
that means. When the old Navy Juggernaut starts

out on a wild tear there is nothing under the sun
that can stop it. Hopkins was no exception, going
down to defeat whitewashed, with Navy having put
across nine beautiful goals. The gang surely celebrated

the closing of the season in regal style; a season wherein Navy had amassed 95 goals against their

opponents; the biggest score for any single game being 20 and the largest scored against her being 2. fyj||

Who says that in days to come when Navy men shall meet somewhere within the bounds of the seven
seas that such names as George, Hiram Shaw, "Griff" Herring, "Hal" Watters, "Eddie" Ewen,
"Swede" Larson, "Ute" Titus "Savvy" Dole, "Terry" Morehouse, "Homer," "Tom," and "Dave"
will not stir the blood and bring back memories ofNavy's prowess with the stick. George is eulogized

elsewhere. Enough to say here that he is one of the best lacrosse coaches in the world, and as such is

first in the hearts of his old men. Hats off to you, George, and may your last season here, that of

1922, be as successful as the preceding eleven.

GEORGE "TERRY'

in
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CAPTAINED by "Strangler" Lewis, the Wrestling Squad lived up to everything that

was expected of it. At the beginning of the training season, the usual horde of aspirants

reported to Coach Schutz, and from then on the work of training and elimination never ceased.

The season opened with Brooklyn Polytech, and the team stepped off on the right foot, for

the visitors departed without the consolation of having received a single decision.

Washington and Lee were the next opponents, and they provided a meet that was replete

with thrills and satisfaction.

The following week, the team bit off a big chunk, and downed the V. M. I. aggregation in the
afternoon, using the second string men, saving the first team to hang the Indian Sign on Brown
in the evening.

Lehigh came next, and it was this meet that showed us just how powerful the team really was.
They departed without gaining a point. West Virginia followed and repeated Lehigh's performance.
"Scotty" Hough, ex-'23, who captained the visitors, put up the best struggle.

The following week the team invaded the

den of the Nittany Lion and brought back
the best part of his calloused hide. Timber-
lake had his man's shoulders pinned to the

floor on two different occasions but was
made to break his holds, by the referee, and
was finally thrown by his opponent, Captain
Watson. After that bout, the Navy Colors

were two blocked and the meet was a

succession of decisions for the Midshipmen.
In the 135-pound class, C. C. Adell bested
Penn State's best bet. "Strangler" Lewis,

just for the sake of showing the spectators

the correct way for a Navy Captain to lead

his team, shook hands with his man,
clamped on his famous hip lock, and threw
his opponent. The time for all this was
eighteen seconds. "Pete" Wiedorn finished

a good day's work by gaining a decision,

despite a 30 pound handicap.
The Season ended with M. I. T., Navy

taking six bouts out of seven.

As usual, the success of the team may
largely be credited to Coach Schutz. In-

structor Lynch and Ensign Swigart per-

formed invaluable work in developing the

team. With such an able corps of instructors

the least the Navy could do was to turn in the

record that they did, 53 out of 56 bouts.
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Top Row: Simonds; Nager; Sutliff; Duvall; Shewell; Arnold; Storrs; Smith; Graham; Leighley; Kershner.
Second Row: "Doc" Snyder; Mendenhall; Davis; Vieweg; Herlihy; Engerman; Du Val; Waggoner; Ericsson;

Wolcott; Swigart, Assist. Coach.
Third Row: Quarton, Manager; Timberlake; Adell, B. B.; Wiedorn; Coach Shutz; Lewis, Captain; Smith; Morgan;

Adell, C. C; Yelverton.
Front Row: Hopkins; Wilson; Hughes; Walton; Sodergren; Rhea; Lynch, Asst. Coach.

It is hard to pick out individual men for the honors usually given the stars of a team.
Timberlake, wrestling here his first year, has the earmarks of a collegiate sensation. "Red"
Sinclair and Wilson gave the 125-pound weight a clean slate, and "Cece" Adell performed like a

champion should perform in the 135-pound
class.

Six different men worked in the next
higher weight, and five of them won their

bouts. They were Bruce Adell, Mendenhall,
Morgan, Hughes, Leighley, and Ericsson.

In the 158-pound weight, Herschel Smith
had things his own way. He was a consis-

tent worker all season and finished with a
clean slate.

Lewis monopolized the honors in the 157-

pound class. The sturdy little skipper, who
has been such a faithful exponent of the hip
lock, was a never- failing favorite with the
stands. A wrestling meet without "Strang-
ler" is, to us, an unheard-of affair.

Peter Wiedorn, our best bet in the
heavyweight class, deserves the best that
can be said about him. He satisfactorily

handled the only weight in which we did

not have a superabundance of material.

Navy wrestling teams have a habit of

outclassing everything they run up against,

and that is why, perhaps, they are never
admitted to the Intercollegiates. This
team proved to be no exception to the

rule.
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WHEN the season started, it was expected that we would be able to arrange a schedule that
would contain eight intercollegiate meets, but only three of the contests materialized. For-

tunately, however, these three bouts were with the colleges that gave us a firm status in the sport.

The first task was to plug up the holes left by the absence of "Pug" Waggoner, "Scup" Miller,

"Walt" Jones, and, "Clint" Misson. O'Regan, Sebald, and Zotti were the veterans around whom
the team had to be built. The latter captained the fighters.

The season opened with M. I. T., whose team put up a mighty good defense, despite the
fact that they only gained one decision. Superiority in boxing and tactics, rather than the
ability to hit hard, placed this victory in the Navy column.
Two weeks later, the team met their huskiest opponents. "Bill" Latta started off with a

technical knockout over Benze. The next three bouts were all hard fought, and the decisions

in each case were awarded to the Nittany Lions. Then the Navy skipper climbed through the
ropes with fire in his eyes, and systematically proceeded to outpoint his man in a most highly

approved fashion. The 175-pound class brought O'Regan and Black together, and the big Irish-

man had it on his opponent all the way. The
final score of the meet was 11 to 9, not counting
the heavyweight bout which was forfeited to

Navy by State.

The final meet was with a picked team of Cana-
dian amateurs from Toronto, Queens, andMcGill;
andwas perhaps themost interestingmeet ever held
at the Academy. Again little "Bill" Latta gave
the occasion a fitting startby scoring a knockout on
Holmes, the Canadian 115-pounder. Sebald's op-
ponent was Gray, Toronto, who had fought

"Jimmy' ' Wilde for the championship ofthe British

Army. The Navy man exhibited the highestbrand
of gameness, but was finally stopped in the last

round. Shackell, of McGill, and Jerry O'Donnell
staged a whirlwind fight for two rounds, but in

the third, the latter connected with his powerful
right and the Navy boxer was credited with
a technical knockout. Leach, fighting his first

bout for the Navy, drew Brewer, the Intercol-

legiate Champion of Canada in his weight. In
the first round things looked bad for the Mid-
shipman. In the second round, the Navy man
landed a number of telling rights, and in the

third round he tore into the Canadian, hitting

with both hands. The plucky little Northerner
went down again and the referee stopped the

bout. Zotti, and Black, of Toronto, were evenly
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THE BOXERS, 1922

Top Row: Leach; Ragan; Lyons; Crommelin; Thomas; Flaherty; Bell; Conroy; Mathis. Third Row: Rooney;
Woods; Eaton; Moore; Goldthwaite; Atkins; Monagin; Henderson; Cruise. Second Row; McBride, Manager:
Cruise, E. A.; Verge; McAuliff; Griffith; Charlton; Malanaphy; Granberry; Alwood; Stolz. Front Row: Sigel;

Latta; Severin; O'Donnell; Coach Webb; Zotti, Captain; Matthews; O'Regan; Kurtz; Sebald;Hayes, J. D.; Lt. Perry.

matched, but the fourth round resulted in a de-

cision for Black. It was then up to "Micky"
O'Regan to show his wares. He had a crafty

opponent inMahan , of Toronto, but his superior

ability as a boxer asserted itself, and he gained
the decision by a wide margin. Mathews, the

Navy heavyweight, was entered against

McLeans, of McGill, a much heavier man, but
Mathews tore into him, scored a knockdown
in every round and easily captured the decision.

This was the first time that Canada had
ever sent any team to participate in an Inter-

collegiate Event in this part of the country,
and too much cannot be said for the splendid

type of sportsmen that they sent down.
Penn State also belied the belief that

Sportsmanship, as desired by colleges, would
not be present in boxing meets. The Nittany
Lions set an example that has never been bet-

tered in any other sport, and we are proud to

have fought them.
To "Spike" Webb goes the credit for de-

veloping this team. The little Coach is one
of those persons who has his squad behind him
to a man and is a veritable genius in the art

of developing boxers.

It would be futile to attempt to pick the

men on the 'Varsity to whom the most credit

is due; they are all in the same class. The
best to be said about one of them is the worst to be said about all.

Navy was disappointed in not being able to participate in the Intercollegiates, but beycnd
that it was certainly a most satisfying and successful season.
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VTAVY has always been very successful in this sport, due perhaps to the amount of time

•* that its devotees spend in training and practicing the art of thrusting, parrying, and coun-

tering. It is a game that calls for the finest coordination of mind, eye, and body, and it is truly

a pleasure to watch a Navy team in action.

Our prospects were very bright at the beginning of the season. We lost no one by graduation.

The foil and duelling sword teams were intact. Due to an injury to Malstrom, the only veteran

sabreman was Guider, who with Malstrom had captured the Intercollegiate title the preceding

season. With this seasoned lineup, the team got under way. The first meet was with the experts

from the French Y. M. C. A. of New York, and the Navy made an excellent showing. Becker's

gang gave the visitors a good run for their

money, and were only beaten by the close

score of 10 to 8.

The team lined up as follows: In foils,

Becker, Floyd, and Grandfield. Later in the

season, Shears took Floyd's place. Stuart was

fencing number two on the sabre team, and

held his job down in good shape throughout.

Hunter and Callaway were fighting the epee.

The next team on the schedule was Yale.

The meet went to Navy by a big score. M.

I. T. and Pennsylvania followed and each

shared the same fate. Then came a practice

meet with the Army officers of Washington.

These men were all ex-Olympic stars and the

team did well to hold them to a score of 10

to 6. Becker and Guider starred in this

meet.

Then came Columbia, the holders of the

•ft
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Standing: Malstroim; Ware; Ginn; Callaway; Mitchell; Vose; Carson.
Sitting: Grandfield; Floyd; Hunter; Swordmaster Heintz; Becker, Captain; Guider; Stuart; Shears.

Little Iron Man. They fared no better than the rest, however, and the meet ended with the

score 13 to 1, Navy's favor.

Despite the splendid record made during the season, Navy was not burdened with over-con-

fidence as the time drew near for the Intercollegiates. Harvard had been cleaning up in

foils, to an even greater extent than had the Navy, and Dartmouth seemed to have an

unbeatable sabre team. Unfortunately, neither of these teams could arrange their schedules

so as to meet us in a dual meet.

The team went to New York, with the odds

favoring Harvard in foils, and Dartmouth in

sabres. But the gang went right to work,

and when the meet ended had every available

medal, and the coveted "Little Iron Man."

Shears, Floyd, and Becker won the foils team

title. Shears won the individual champion-

ship with Becker only one bout behind.

Guider and Stuart left the field well behind

when they won 17 out of 20 bouts in sabres.

Guider captured the Individual Champion-

ship after defeating Hertzberg, the Dart-

mouth Captain. Callaway won the duelling

sword title, although hard pressed by the

former champ, Hunter. As the New York

Sun said, "When the Navy was finished

they took everything but the Hotel Astor!"

MALSTROM
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AT the beginning of every year it seems to be the habit of coaches to be systematically pessi-

mistic about the chances of the success of their particular squad. This was not so, however,
with this year's Gym Team. In fact, Coaches Mang and Sazama freely admitted that "we might
have a fair team if we worked hard."
With these cheering words, the team began its pre-season work. In graduating, Captain

Raleigh Hales and "Chink" Strang had left two big holes to fill. It was soon seen that the rings

would be taken care of by George Nold and "Brute" Taylor. The side horse task seemed to be
a greater one, however. With "Tom" Cory, as captain, and such veterans as Danis, Comp,
Jack Pearson, and Manager Smith, who made it his business to keep all hands on the job, the
team assumed smooth working order. However, at this time, an unfortunate accident put a
crimp in the smoothness for, during one of the Thursday afternoon tryouts, Silverman lost his

balance on a flyaway from the rings and in falling suffered so severe an injury to his right arm that

it precluded any possibility of gym work
on his part during the entire season. A
steady worker and a consistent point

gainer, his loss was felt keenly.

This urged the team to greater efforts

and when the date for the first meet,

with Pennsylvania, , came, we showed
them a clean pair of heels. The final

score was 45-8. Princeton came down
next with a well-balanced team, but they
lost to our stunt artists by a score of

43-11. Neither M. I. T. nor Dart-
mouth, our next two opponents, could

spoil our clean slate, the scores being
52-2 and 49-5, respectively.

During the next two weeks there was
much practice to be done, before meeting
N. Y. U. Cremer and Schmoor, their top-

notchers, were up to form, backed by a

good team. This meet turned out to be
much more interesting than the score

of45 to 9 would indicate, as every event was
closely contested. It brought forth some
of the best work ever seen in the gym.
"Jack" Pearson far excelled his own rec-

ord by taking three first places, a second,

and a third. His total of 254^ points in

the five events was, we believe, a record.

It is a noteworthy fact that during the

season he made more points than all of our
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THE GYMNASTS, 1922

Back Row, left to right: Waller; Rigler; Welch; Pearce; Sweeton; Dugan; Replinger; Lt. Perry.

Middle Row: Sylvester; Stimson; Clark; Covington; Page; Sanders; Wood; Smith, Mgr.
Front Row: Lieut.-Com. Waddington; Danis; Comp; Dancy; Coach Mang; Cory, Captain; Pearson; Nold;

Taylor; Coach Sazama.

opponents combined. At the Intercollegiate meet at M. I. T. Navy closed the year by a com-
plete victory. Here Comp and Dugan earned first places, and Pearson again brought back the

all around championship, seconded by "Tom" Cory. Pearson's victory was all the more marked
because by it he performed the noteworthy task of corralling more points than all the other

college teams put together. Cory, the
clever little captain, while unable to

keep up with the Second Class star,

was a consistent worker in the best

sense of the word. He skippered a team
that was not only a well balanced
organization but also a happy, contented
bunch, and no small amount of praise is

due him for the splendid organization

that he perfected. The season was far

more of a success even than it first

promised to be, maintaining in every
way the high standard of Navy work.
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ONCE again has the time honored "cleanest sport in che Navy" come through a difficult and
successful season, just falling short of the intercollegiate title by the proverbial hair—the

accident that always must happen.
From February 4th, when Lehigh was sunk 49-12, until March 11th, when Penn gracefully

accepted its complimentary 11 out of a possible 44 points, our bunch of "fish" were unbeaten.
Week after week visitors such as Rutgers, Washington and Lee, Princeton, and M. I. T. (not
forgetting the other two) came down and—went down! And it was considered a poor day if at
least one record didn't go by the board each meet. Giebel, the Rutgers star, threw an awful
shock into the Navy supporters when he nosed out Sinclair, because of his superior ability to
negotiate the turns, despite the fact that the Navy star drew away from him with apparent ease
on the straightaways. After that race Sinclair vowed that the Rutgers merman would not enjoy
this advantage another year.

First crack out of the box we found that at last "Henry" Ortland had a plunger of no mean
tonnage in Peugnet. Twice in the first two weeks did
this "little" fellow break the Academy record, the figures

now standing at 22 i seconds for the width of the pool,

bringing down the best Academy record by 6f seconds.

"Brute" Winkjer and George Boiling divided the
honors in the 50-yard event, George's time now being
recorded as 24| seconds, breaking the Academy record

by lowering the tank mark for this event. Twice also

did the relay mark fall, the quartet of Boiling, Winkjer,
Sinclair, and Kanakanui finally negotiating the neces-

sary 160 yards in the record time of 1-161 which is

several fifths lower than the intercollegiate record for

the same distance. Sinclair, not to be outdone by
the rest of the boys, smashed his own mark in the

100, lowering the figures to 561 seconds.

After the regular season was ended the team made
the trip to Philly for the Intercollegiates and came
away with two second places, a third, and a fourth

which certainly is an accomplishment for five men,
alone and unsupported, in a strange tank. Next year

we feel that things will be different and several titles

will come home to roost where they belong.

The final meet, and anri-climax of the season, came
on April Fool's Day (perhaps there's a reason) when
Yale put the skids under our five standbys and re-

tained their claim to the intercollegiate title. We have

no excuses to offer, but next year will tell a different

tale. SINCLAIR
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Back Row:
Manager.
Second Row:
Bottom Row:

THE MERMEN
Manley; Phelan; Redfield; Wells; Donlap; Arison; Elliot; Bearce; McCandless; Peugnet; Taylor,

Coach Ortland; Sinclair; Boiling; Davis; Dyer.Coach Foster; Simonton; Winkjer; Kanakanui;
Mallory; Borden; Rowe; Beers; Daisley.

This little recognition would be incomplete,

however, without mention of the three men who
didn't get into print so often—Captain Galla-

gher, whose crew work kept him out most of

the season; "Dick" Taylor, who deserves all the
credit in the world for managing the gang with
such success; and last, but not least, the man
"who made 'em what they are today"—our own
"Henry."
At the meeting of the team, shortly after the

close of the season, Guy Winkjer was elected

captain for the next season. Under his leader-

ship the gang is looking forward to an even bet-

ter season than the one just past.

Lehigh

Rutgers

W. 8b L.

Princeton

M. I. T.

Penn.

Yale

SUMMARY
NAVY OPPONENT

49 13

36 17

54 8

33 11

49 13

33 11

13 31
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ALTHOUGH this is a comparatively new sport at the Naval Academy, it is one that appeals to

the Midshipman's idea of an interesting diversion, and this year's team more than justified

the interest shown in it. All of us have watched this gang of legalized murderers in their Saturday

afternoon exhibitions, wherein they showed the skill of wrestlers, the agility of boxers, the de-

termination of bulldogs and the utter disregard of conventions of so many cave men.

Seriously, though, these contests demonstrated to us that we really did possess a team that

may well claim superiority to any other aggregation of college players in the country.

Some difficulty was encountered in getting games to fill up the schedule due to the fact that

the Naval Academy is only an Associate and not a full member of the Intercollegiate League.

The manager and his assistants after much correspondence and many telegrams succeeded in

getting three teams to meet ours. Every team in the league and also the

Army was begged to come down but Princeton, City College, of New York,

and Pennsylvania were the only ones to accept. These teams were the best

in the country, so the season showed signs of interest at least.

City College, of New York, was the first victim. With a fast and power-

ful team, built around their wonderful star, Menkes, they impressed us with

a confidence and skill that was marvellous to behold. But the Navy Team,

placing their hopes in a system of well perfected team play, were more than

a match for the Gothamites, and the half ended with the Midshipmen lead-

ing 25-16. In the second half the visitors changed their tactics but were

unable to overcome the lead, and when the final whistle blew the game
belonged to the Navy to the tune of 30 to 24.

The next game brought into the tank the aggregation that had won the

former season's Intercollegiate title. Formidable and threatening, flushed

with victory and confidence, and ready to sweep aside all opposition, the

Tiger realized not that we had developed a fast scrappy team. He was
thwarted at every move; the much touted scoring machine could not pene-

trate the Navy defense, and just to follow the example of the football team,

the husky forwards of the Navy managed to keep us on the long end of the

score. The first half ended with a score of 13 to 10. The expected comeback
in the second half failed to materialize, and the final score was 23 to 20.

The Tiger was subdued once more and the Water Polo Team told the crew

to "Take Charge!"
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THE WATER POLO SQUAD, 1922

Standing: Francis, Hicks, Haviland, Leberman, Harrison, Weller, Ingram, Dickinson, King. Sitting: Coach
Ortland, Wilcox, Benton, Coach Foster, Higgins, Hoffman, White, Moses, Taylor, Manager

Two weeks later the boys romped away with the Pennsylvania representatives. The first

half found us leading with a score of 50 to 0. After scoring 15 points in the first few minutes of

the second half, the regulars gave way to the subs, and the final score of 70 to resulted. This

is one of the largest scores ever recorded in the history of the game.

The success of the season is in no small part due to the splendid coaching of Frank Foster,

whose ability, character, and personality were appreciated by all those associating with him.

Higgins, a veteran of three seasons, again ably Captained the team with his fight and ability.

He could always be found leading the attack, ably assisted by his two running mates, Wilcox

and Benton, a fast, hard fighting pair.

Hoffman, the versatile goal tender, was a tower of strength on both defense and offense. Moses
and White, who had worked together for two seasons, more than proved their worth during

many of the critical moments, producing a barrage of strangle holds that caused more than

one unfortunate opponent to wish that he had never ventured from his comfortable fraternity

house. Hicks, also a veteran, was another man that was never impressed by their size, and

was an important unit in the organization that depended upon team play for its success.

Harrison, Weller, Dickinson, Leberman, Ingram, Haviland, King, Frances, and Clexton were

the boys that took the nightly brunt of the scrimmages that this team might be developed.

There can be little doubt that Navy won the Intercollegiate title in this sport, and also some

idea of the quality of the players as individuals may be drawn from the fact that five of Prince-

ton's team was placed on the All-Intercollegiate Sextet. A team that can meet and defeat oppo-

nents of this type certainly must have a little material to be proud of; considering that not a man
on this team is to be lost by graduation, the prospects for next year are certainly of a nature that

causes us to lose no sleep over the outlook for 1923.
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COFFMAN, Captain

games with the issue rarely in doubt.
Upon arrival in Christiania, in

June, 1921, after the long nineteen-

day trip, a letter for the Admiral
was found at the American Lega-
tion challenging the American Fleet

to a Soccer match. The Admiral
was advised that a Midshipman
team had played the year before,

so he ordered them to meet the chal-

lengers, a Norwegian athletic club.

The Royal Guards also came for-

ward with a challenge and were
accepted on the spot. A team was
hastily gathered together and,

though in no condition due to the

nineteen day's lack of exercise and
with no individual practice since

WITH the successful close of the 1921 season the Class ofTwenty-Two
passes on a sport which has received, after several years ofhard work,

official recognition at the Naval Academy. Soccer, while not unknown
here, has never received the proper impetus sufficient to lift it to the plane
of other Navy athletic activities. If, in the future, Soccer attains the place
that now seems to be waiting for it, much credit will be due to the men
whose names appear herein and who persevered in spite of the most
adverse conditions.

The 1919 season found a team composed mainly of '22 men under the
veteran Bueche, '21. The only 'varsity game, however, was the game
against a team from the Conti di Cavour, an Italian ship visiting An-
napolis during the fall. The game was played after but two weeks' prac-
tice. The Italian team was a highly developed one which later

represented Italy in the Olympic Games at Antwerp. A 5-0 defeat at their

hands came rather as a surprise—the surprise being that the score was so

small. Later in the season, matches with Baltimore City College and
Polytechnic Institute resulted in overwhelming victories for the Blue
and Gold. These games could hardly be considered as intercollegiate and
were, therefore, not taken into account by the Athletic Department.
The season of 1920 was devoid of interest as far as an intercollegiate

schedule was concerned. After some discussion, it was decided to run a
series of class games with the idea that if sufficient interest was aroused,

a 'varsity schedule might be arranged the following year. Under the
captaincy of Ray Coffman, the Twenty-Two class team won all six in
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Navy's First Intercollegiate Soccer Team

Back Row: Alderman; Colt; McCord; Olmsted, Manager; Wallace; Bennett; Casey;
Purple; Christie; Cogger; Wadbrook.
Middle Row: Hodgkiss; Dole; Budnitz; Baker, H. D.; Moore; Coffman, Captain;

Creehan; Connor; Home; Fulenwider; Coach Taylor.
Bottom Row: Rosenstein; Benson; Jones, W. G.; Randolph; Newton.

the regular season at the Academy (while having none at all as a team)
met a crack aggregation of Guards, several of whom had played in inter-

national matches, holding them to a moderately low score. The team had
hardly gotten over their stiffness when they met the Gjoa Athletic Club
and were defeated 3-1.

The fleet had no sooner arrived in Lisbon than local representatives
of the Athletic Association came aboard and requested that a six-game
schedule be arranged. With no gear and with the team scattered

throughout the Squadron, it was decided that such a schedule would
be impracticable.

The squad came back in October with the determination to put an
intercollegiate schedule across, providing one was granted. Nothing was
accomplished until, at the close of the Football season, word was passed to

prepare to meet Baltimore Polytech. With only ten days' preparation
and putting in a team that had never played together, Navy took the

first game 4-0. Pennsylvania University came down next with a team
that had been built up around the veteran players who had made Penn
the intercollegiate champions for the last two years. The Red and Blue
were a finished team whose combination and individual play outwitted the

less experienced Navy squad. Penn won 4-1. The third and final game
was played with Swarthmore, runners-up for the Pennsylvania State Championship. Under the excel-

lent coaching of "Shorty" Taylor, coupled with the valuable experience gained in the Penn game,
Navy came back and outclassed

Swarthmore to the tune of a
2-1 victory.

This short but successful sea-

son has at last ushered Soccer
into its own and a complete
schedule ispromised for the com-
ing year. The thirteen men
awarded the "aNf" are Coffman

;

Baker, H. D.; Dole; Connor;
Jones, W. G.; Wallace, J. R.;

Hodgkiss ; Bennett ; Casey;
Wadbrook; Moore, E.;
Creehan; Budnitz;Blue Day for Swarthmore
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TENNIS at the Naval Academy has not been a highly successful sport. While it is played

by more Midshipmen during the fall and spring months than any other game except dragging,

as a representative sport it has never been on a par with boxing, swimming, or any other of the so-

called minor sports. It has been left out in the cold, so to speak. The tennis team, although
officially it rates with the other minors, has never had any real support from the Regiment. The at-

tendance at a tennis match is pitiful, compared to the crowds which baseball draws. Of course, one
of the reasons for this is that tennis has never been able to sweep the board, as other Navy teams
have done. It is not spectacular, it holds no interest for those who do not play. And yet, almost
as much space in the newspapers is given to the national matches in tennis as is given to baseball.

Tennis cannot reach the perfection at the Naval Academy that other sports can, because tennis,

above all other games, requires constant practice. Our tennis players cannot hope to compete
with the best of other colleges on an equal footing; while the tennis players of other colleges are

playing all summer long, our men are scrubbing decks or shoveling coal. During the winter

months when most other colleges have indoor courts that are available, our players get rusty.

They should not by all rights be able to outmatch other colleges. Yet they do, and all credit

should be given them for what they accomplished during the spring of 1921. Under the able

coaching of Mr. Sturdy, the tennis team made a
record of which any team might well be proud,

considering the handicaps of little or no support,

no training table, and little time to practice,

which they had to work under.

The first meet of the season was with Swarth-
more . Waidlich ,Harshmann ,and Nelsontook their
matches in straight sets. Fitzhugh lost his, and
Replogle was also unfortunate. Harshmann and
Shoup took their doubles, but Waidlich and
Nelson lost theirs, and the match score stood 4

to 3 favoring Navy at the finish.

Harvard swept up the courts in the next meet.
Shoup was the only man to turn in a victory,

but "Tarzan" Waidlich deserved all kinds of

praise for the way in which he played up to de
Turenne of Harvard, who is one of the best of

the intercollegiate players.

The meet with Pennsylvania was called off on
account of rain. The next meet was a disaster

for Virginia. Harshmann and Nelson lost their

matches, but otherwise it was a clean-cut victory

for Navy.FITZHUGH
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Standing: Gary; Hartwig; Birmingham; Carlson; Quartern; Hennigar; Lott; Chapman
Seated: Shoup; Harshmann; Waidlich; Nelson; Coach Sturdy; Fitzhugh; Replogle; Ferris

Replogle was the only man in the Navy team to take a set in the meet with the 7th Regiment,
which followed Virginia. That looks discouraging on the face of it but Frank and Fred Ander-
son, the mainstays of the 7th Regiment team, stood eighteen and nineteen in the national

ranking list for 1921. There is no disgrace in being defeated by such opponents, and Navy
played better tennis during this match than ever before. Every man learned something from
the brilliant play of the 7th Regiment men, and the match, although lost, was not one to

be regretted.

Johns Hopkins suffered defeat in the next meet, by a 5-1

Navy man to drop a match.
score, Harshmann being the only

There the season stands—three victories and two defeats. Not a clear slate by any means,
but a good record if ever there was one. Mr.
Sturdy did his work as coach nobly, and much
credit must be given to him for all that the team
accomplished, while every man on the squad
worked faithfully and well, and did his level

best. No higher praise can be given.

It is to be hoped that in the near future tennis

at the Naval Academy will rise out of its slough
of despond and take its rightful place as one of
the best sports on the board.
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THE spring of 1919 found Captain Rathbun, unaided, trying to build up a rifle team out
of the wreckage of the War, which had left the team without competition. Out of a meagre

squad of twenty candidates, none with experience, had to be created a team to compete with
the best riflemen of the country. At the first match of the season, that with Pennsylvania,
Lieutenant Commander Vossler was sent to the range to represent the Ordnance Department.
Seeing the fight which the squad was making to whip a team into shape, he took charge and for

three years worked ceaselessly to put the Naval Academy at the top on the rifle range.

Following a highly successful season in 1920, Mr. Vossler announced, at the opening of the
1921 season, his intention of trying to send a Naval Academy team to the National Matches
at Camp Perry. This, of course, necessitated keeping a large squad in Annapolis all summer,
which meant missing the Cruise, but, by dint of hard work, Mr. Vossler obtained the necessary
permission. The one question which then worried the team was, "Can we equal the record of

the last Naval Academy team to enter the National Matches?" This had occurred in 1910,

our team finishing fifth in a field of fifty competitors.

The Washington High School Cadet Corps furnished the first match of the 1921 season. They
had several shots of the highest grade, and of long National Match experience, and were coached
by Walter Stokes, ex-'22, and the present international rifle champion. The last few of the
High School boys were weak, however, and the green Navy Team won when a Cadet jammed
his rifle at rapid fire, 300 yards. The match was close, there being only 28 points difference in

the total of 3,000, and Navy was behind most of the time. Because of the early graduation
order, the eight '22 letter men were not available for the match.
The District of Columbia National Guard, in their first appearance here since before the

War, failed to even approach the shooting of the High School boys and showed none of their

former ability. Navy won easily by 150 points. With the rescinding of the early graduation
order for '22 all likely men in the Second Class were immediately put back on the squad so that

a re-made Navy Team faced the Quantico Marines the following Saturday. The Marines,
although headed at the first stage, 200 off-hand, finished in the lead for the third consecutive year.

The season closed with the annual match against the 71st New York. They put up a creditable

fight but were not the equals of the reunited Navy Team, which was now shooting in good style.

It was Navy's match by nearly a hundred points.

Twenty-one men were selected, out of the many candidates available, for the National Match
Squad. These men were: Captain Conradt, Bartlett, Boldiszar, Cater, Clay, Duckworth, Holm,
Hunt, Morgan, Nicholson, Olney, Pratt, Rawlins, Ringle, Sampson, Scheyer, Thayer, Voegeli,

Wells, M. W., Wolleson, and Manager Pape. An idea of the strength of this group may be
gained from a knowledge of the fact that it contained sixteen letter men, and that in a sport

in which substitutions are not made. Once a rifleman starts a match he finishes, unless physically

disabled.

June was spent on the range while July was devoted to leave. August witnessed a month
of hard shooting, and scores ran up in wonderful shape. The Squad was beginning to show
a remarkable development but, in the dual practice meets with the regular Navy Team, the Mid-
shipmen were still forced to accept the small end of the score; the Navy's July practice proving

It
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NAVAL ACADEMY SQUAD, NATIONAL MATCHES, 1921

Standing: Pratt, Foster, Assistant Coach; Hunt; Wells; Wolleson; Nicholson; Holm; Rawlins; Lieut. Commander
Vossler, Coach; Conradt, Captain; Bartlett; Thayer; Sampson. Sitting: Olney; Morgan; Pape, Manager; Clay;

Voegeli; Boldizsar; Cater; Scheyer.

of inestimable advantage to them at this time, although this was more than overcome before

the opening of the big matches.
The end of the Cruise found both Navy aggregations shoving off for Camp Perry, where the

two sea-going outfits settled down to an unaccustomed life in tents, in a portion of the Camp
which soon became known as "Navy Camp." After a few days preliminary practice, the National
Rifle Association individual matches commenced. The Midshipmen, sticking strictly to the

rifles and ammunition they would be required to use in the National Team Match, won no high

honors in these events but they won many medals and prizes worth while. These matches
served chiefly to keep the team in practice and to accustom it to the wind conditions of the Ohio
Range, which conditions were far different from those at Annapolis. Meanwhile the Marines
were almost daily breaking world's records at long range with special telescope-sighted rifles.

Watching such occurrences was an ideal way to humble the spirit.

The first team match was the Championship Regimental Team match for the Rumbold Trophy
at 200 and 600 yards. It proved to be a hard event, the Fifth Regiment of Marines, who had
come from Quantico especially to win this event, did so. The Regiment of Midshipmen placed

second and the 47th U. S. Infantry (Philippine Scouts) came in third out of the forty-one teams
entered.

Three Naval Academy teams were entered in the National Intercollegiate match. Fifteen

College Teams, chosen by Army competition as the best in each section of the country, furnished

the opposition. In a long match, drawn out over two days, and following the National Match
course, the Naval Academy took the three first places for the Intercollegiate Championship.
The match was truly national, being conducted by the Government, which bore the expense
of selecting, training, and conducting the various College Teams to Camp Perry. The Citadel,

of Charleston, S. C, a school which has an excellent reputation in National Match circles, finished

fourth. Strung out down the line were, in order, Texas A. and M., Washington High Schools,

Washington State, Illinois, Kansas State, Lehigh, Oregon Aggies, Michigan, Delaware, Missis-

sippi A. and M., and North Carolina State.

The United Service Match, open to one team each from the Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
National Guard, and Civilians, for the United Service Trophy presented by Col. Robert M.
Thompson, U. S. N. A. '68, followed. Four Midshipmen shot on the Navy Team in this event
and helped land the Navy in second place, ahead of the Army, Civilians, and National Guard,
but well behind the Marines. Bartlett did unusually well in the pistol event but lacked the co-

operation necessary from his inexperienced team-mates.
The "Big Match," the National Team Match itself, for which seventy-five teams had gathered

from the ends of the United States and for which a year's effort and much ammunition had
been expended, was approaching. It was scheduled to begin on Wednesday, 21 September.
Mr. Vossler announced the Team as: Conradt, Thayer, Morgan, Sampson, Clay, Voegeli, Wolle-
son, Hunt, Ringle, and Wells; with Olney and Rawlins for alternates.

The 21st dawned with a violent rainstorm. An attempt was made to start the match but
the targets could not be made to stay up, so the start was delayed until afternoon. This time

i
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National Match Team, 1921

the wind and rain were a little better but for offhand firing at 200 yards it was exceptional. Mr.
Vossler ordered the Team to abandon aiming at the bull's-eye and, instead, to merely try to aim
at the target between showers and gusts of wind. This makeshift worked, the completion of
the first stage finding us in fifth place. At 300 yards rapid fire, prone position, the Naval Academy
was high team, with only seven points less than the possible score on this range; ten men firing.

"The Million Mile Graveyard" up at the 1000 yard stage, where more matches are won and
lost than anywhere else on the range, was started Thursday afternoon; following the firing of
the 300-yard rapid and 600-yard stage in the morning. A strong gale, upwards of forty miles

an hour, was sweeping across the Range. Due to Mr. Vossler's painstaking care of details,

however, the Midshipmen not only held their own but were in third place by nightfall with
a margin of seven points—having pulled up from fifth place since dinner.

Friday morning's shooting was a soul-testing event. The Marines early passed the Infantry

and went into the lead, but the Midshipmen were not doing so well. When the last pairs came
to fire the Massachusetts' National Guard was but one point from third place, while the
Navy, Cavalry, and Coast Artillery were within ten points. Ringle and Wells, the last Naval
Academy pair to fire, were eleventh hour additions to the Team, as they had fired on the third

team during the Intercollegiate Matches the week before. At first the standing jockeyed from
shot to shot, the Naval Academy being in third place one minute and fifth the next. Towards
the end of the firing, however, we pulled well away from these close contenders, so that, when
Wells fired his last shot, the Midshipmen were a full ten points ahead of the Massachusetts
National Guard.

Too much cannot be said for Lieutenant Commander Vossler, who found a team weak and
unacquainted with rifle shooting but left it after three years of long, never-ending hours on the
Range a real rifle team; who in three years' time built from nothing an organization which made
a most brilliant record in the year of the greatest sensations in shooting history. To his per-

sonal efforts was due the presence of the Team at Camp Perry, and to him, also, is due the
credit for the results.

Wells Firing the Last Shot for the Naval Academy
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THE ARMY-NAVY FOOTBALL GAME
SEVEN to Nothing! It was the same tune that was heard the previous year. The conditions

under which we heard it might have been taken from the very day two years before, when Clyde

King's trusty toe defeated the Pointers. The same intense spirit that is a part of all Army-Navy
games characterized the struggle. But despite the similarities, the feeling of joy that engulfed

the Navy stands when the final whistle found Parr grimly clutching the mud-soaked pigskin was

in no wise diminished. To have contributed to two winning football games, only to lose our last

one, would have been a severe blow to the men who were sitting in the Midshipman stands for

their last time.

The rain started while the Regiment was waiting on the 158th Street pier, and the team was

speeding up Park Avenue, with all traffic held for them and motor cycle police clearing the long

way, at a 40-mile clip. It was a persistent rain, one that was destined to turn a none too firm field

into a sea of ankle-deep mire before the game was over.

The Regiment passed through the still and splendid ranks of Cadets, into the grounds, and
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around to the open stands. The Corps soon marched in and around to their sections. The teams
were on the field and soon after the last Cadet was in the stands the game started.

FIRST QUARTER
Navy kicked off and French ran it back to his own 2 5-yard line.

The Pointers grouped together and learned the next play. This was the style they used through-

out the game. In most cases their plays were executed after a couple of preparatory "hikes."

The Kaydets showed their best offensive of the first half here and carried the ball down to Navy's

42-yard line. This was accomplished after a 15-yard run by Smythe, a couple of one-yard gains

by the same back and French, and a final off-tackle plunge by the great little ex-Rutgers star,

which netted 6 yards and a first down for the Army. Smythe again carried the ball but failed

to gain. At this point Army was penalized 15 yards for holding. Wood made 3 yards off left

tackle, and he punted out on Navy's 37-yard line. Navy had been offside, however, and it was
Army's ball with the added advantage of the 5 yard penalty. French made 7 yards off left tackle.

He attempted a forward pass but it grounded. Lawrence bucked center for a yard and repeated

for a 2 -yard gain and a first down.

French made two valiant efforts to gain, at this stage, but the slippery footing and Navy's

defense combined for a total result of nothing at all. Smythe, who was playing a beautiful game,

gained 7 yards around left end. The Navy contingent held its breath in wholesome anguish while
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Mulligan attempted a 43-yard goal from placement, but its fears were unfounded, for the ball

went to one side and rolled over the line.

The ball was brought out to the 20-yard line and Conroy made a 5 -yard gain through center.

Koehler attempted a forward, but it grounded. He came back strong though with a 15-yard gain

off left tackle. Cruise made a yard through center. Navy tried another pass but it was knocked

down. Koehler made 8 yards around left end. Barchet punted and French made a fair

catch on his own 3 5 -yard line.

French fumbled and attempted a forward that was grounded. Wood punted to Navy's 15-

yard line. Conroy fumbled but recovered. Cruise made a drive at center but failed to gain.

Barchet, carrying the ball for the first time, made 6 yards around left end. "Benny" went through

left tackle for a first down. Cruise made an ineffectual attempt to gain through center. Barchet

broke away for a 20-yard gain around right end. Conroy, working a double pass, made 9 yards off

left tackle. Cruise again hit center, this time making 5 yards, and it was first down on Army's
41 -yard line. Barchet made 5 yards around left end. Koehler fumbled but picked it up and gained

a yard off left tackle. Conroy gained 3 yards through center and repeated with a 6-yard gain

through the same point. The period ended with the ball on Army's 2 5 -yard line. Score to 0.

SECOND QUARTER
In the first play of the second quarter Barchet made 3 yards around left end. Cruise failed to

gain through center and Army held for downs on their 2 2 -yard line. French fumbled a bad pass

and lost 3 yards on the play. Army punted and Barchet ran it back 5 yards to midfield. A for-

ward pass, Conroy to Taylor, netted 5 yards. Cruise trying right end was thrown for a 3-yard

loss. Conroy attempted a long pass but Army knocked it down. Barchet punted to Army's 20-

yard line.

Smythe failed to gain at center. French failed to gain around right end. Army punted and

Barchet made a fair catch on the Navy 45-yard line. "Steve" Barchet made a beautiful 24-yard

gain around Army's left end. Koehler made a yard through left tackle. Conroy made a yard

off right tackle. Army was penalized 5 yards for offside. It was Navy's first down on Army's

2 2 -yard line. Koehler lost a yard at left tackle. Conroy made first down inside tackle. A two-

yard gain by "Benny" placed the ball on Army's 9-yard line. Conroy made 4 yards off right tackle.

Barchet went through left tackle to Army's 3-yard line. It was the fourth down. "Steve" took the

ball again and made it first down with a yard to go. Army stiffened and held Conroy at center.

Conroy went right back at the same place, made two yards, and the only touchdown of the day.

King kicked the goal. Score: Navy 7, Army Swabo!

Army made the first substitution during the game when she sent White in at end, replacing

Myers. Army kicked off. Barchet received it on the 15-yard line and ran it back 30 yards. On
a double pass Taylor slipped around left end for 7 yards. Cruise hit center for 2 yards. Taylor

made a first down by cutting off left tackle on another double pass play. Conroy broke away and
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gained 15 yards around left end. Koehler went around the other end of the line for 4 yards.

Conroy made a yard through center. "Benny" lost 2 yards trying right end. Navy called time here

while the ball was being wiped. King dropped back for a goal from placement but the ball slipped

from Larson's hands. The whistle proclaimed the end of the first half. Score: Navy 7, Army 0.

THIRD QUARTER

Army kicked off to Navy's 10-yard line and little "Steve" ran it back 16 yards. Koehlermade2

yards around left end. Barchet tore through right tackle for 4 yards. Koehler ran around right

end for another four. "Vin" Conroy made it first down on Navy's forty-yard line. Koehler again

ran right end and gained 3 yards. Conroy and Cruise each made a yard through center. Barchet

punted to Army's 25-yard line where the ball was downed.

Wood attempted a play through center but failed to gain. French made 6 yards off tackle.

At this point "Pete" Wiedorn, who had played a splendid game, was taken out and Bolles was sent

in. The big Second Classman went in with fire in his eyes and threw Smythe for a 5 -yard loss on

the first play. Noyes was now calling signals as Conroy had been withdrawn. Army punted to

Navy's 38-yard line. Barchet was downed in the mud, but took the ball on the next play and got

away around left end for 17 yards. Noyes made 3 yards off tackle. It didn't count, though, for

Navy suffered a 15 -yard penalty for holding. Cruise made 3 yards through center. Noyes made
5 around right end. Barchet failed to gain around left end. Navy punted to Army's 20-yard line

and French ran it back 7 yards. Wood failed to gain off right tackle. Smythe made 2 yards at

that place. Wood punted to Navy's 35 -yard line again and Barchet ran it back 5 yards. Koehler

ran right end for 7 yards. Noyes made it first down in midfield.

Army substituted Dodd for Lawrence in their backfield. Barchet made 7 yards through center.

Noyes fumbled and Wood recovered it on his own 40-yard line. He ran left end for 3 yards. A
forward pass from French was grounded. He attempted another but it was knocked down.

Wood punted out of bounds at Navy's 15-yard line but it was called back, Navy being penalized

for offside. It was Army's first down. French gained a yard around left end. He attempted a

forward which Navy knocked down. Wood punted back of the Navy goal line. The ball was

carried out to the 20-yard line. Barchet made 2 yards around left end. Noyes fumbled but re-

covered for a yard loss. Barchet punted to Wood who was downed on Navy's 40-yard line as the

period ended. Score: Navy 7, Army 0.

FOURTH QUARTER
Army resumed play with a yard gain off tackle by Dodd who fumbled on the next play and

Navy recovered on her own 3 5 -yard line. Barchet was thrown for a yard loss on an attempted

run around right end. He made 3 yards around the same point on the next play. Barchet punted to

Army's 36-yard line where Wood made a fair catch but the ball was called back for an offside and
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it was Navy's first down on her own 42 -yard line. Barchet failed to gain through center. Hughes

went in for Noyes and McKee replaced the valiant little "Steve," whose splendid work was of All-

American caliber. Hughes made a yard off right tackle. Koehler made 20 yards around left end.

Hughes made a yard through center, McKee was thrown for a yard's loss. It was Army's ball after

Navy had failed to gain upon two end runs, and Wood kicked out of bounds on Navy's 30-yard line.

Hughes failed to gain around left end. Koehler, however, made 3 yards at that extremity of the line.

Hamilton replaced the mud-covered apparition that really was "Battler" Cruise. Koehler made 6

yards through center. McKee punted to Army's 35-yard line where Wood was downed in his tracks.

French ran left end for 7 yards and right end for 4 yards on the next two plays. Wood was thrown for a

2-yard loss. Army punted to Navy's 25-yard line where the ball was grounded by an Army
player.

By this time it was getting so dark that it was almost impossible to distinguish the men that were

battling so determinedly down under the Navy goal posts. Hamilton made 2 yards through center-

Hughes made 2 yards off left tackle. Hamilton made two more through center.

McKee punted to Army's 40-yard line. French ran it back to midfield. Warren ran right end

for 27 yards and planted the seed of hope in the gray and gloomy Army stands. French made a

yard through left tackle. Smythe hit center for 7 yards and followed with an off tackle drive that

netted 5 yards and a first down on Navy's 8-yard line. The Midshipmen's line broke through and
downed French for a 4-yard loss. French attempted a forward pass but McKee intercepted it

on the 12-yard line. "Zeke" Sanborn replaced Larson; Navy was penalized 5 yards for offside.

Two line plunges failed to advance the ball materially, and McKee stood under, and back of, his

goal posts and punted. There was a sickening sound as an Army man's hand partially blocked

the kick but it sailed on, and Parr fell on it. It was Navy's ball on her own 30-yard line when the

game ended. Score: Navy 7, Army 0.

The Line-up

NAVY
Parr
Wiedorn, Bolles

Carney
Larson (Captain), Sanborn
Frawley
King
Taylor
Ccnroy, Noyes, Hughes
Barchet, McKee
Koehler
Cruise, Hamilton

NAVY
ARMY

LE
LT
LG
Center
RG
RT
RE
QB
LHB
RHB
FB

Score by Periods

7

ARMY
D. Storck
Mulligan
Breidster

Green (Captain), Clark
Garbisch
Davidson, Bryan
Meyers, White
Lawrence, Richards, Dodd, Warren
Wood
French
Smythe, Gilmore

- 7

-

Referee, Al Sharpe, Yale. Umpire, J. A. Evans, Williams. Linesman, Tom Thorpe, Columbia.

Touchdown. For NAVY, Conroy. Goal from touchdown, King.
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" /^ENTLEMEN, that victory was horseshoe—damn horseshoe!" So spoke

VJ Captain McEwen, former Ail-American center, to a group of half-naked
Cadets gathered around a huge bonfire at 2.30 A.M. with the double intent of

celebrating their victory over the Navy and of hearing McEwen
tell how he "heroically" knocked out Goodstein's teeth in a former
Army-Navy Football tussle. "Horseshoe" it was, for the game was
lost, so it developed later, before play began. Scheduled for 2

o'clock, the start was delayed nearly fifteen minutes due to an
argument over ground rules. The field stands, being close in to
the diamond, were the center of dispute. The Navy contended
that a hit into the bleachers should stand for three bases, or, if not
for that, for as much as a man could make. The Army, on the other

hand, held out for "four bases into the crowd." When it

became apparent that Army would play under no other

conditions (even declining Pino's offer to shake for it) our
skipper acceded, Lush having already given up the argument

„ *r
~ ' ~ '^^^^^SS^F' t? _ in despair.

- -w-^» FIRST INNING
Navy— Harris walked and stole second while Pino was striking out. Storck nabbed Rawlings'

scorcher and tagged Harris coming from second. No runs. No hits. No errors.

Army— Wilhide drew a walk after Barchet had gathered in French's fly. Smythe missed his

third strike by a foot. Wilhide stole second while Storck was letting a wide one go by. Storck
hit through second and Pino, in attempting to stop the ball with his bare hand, knocked it over to
short. Wilhide scored and Storck took second. Stevenson grounded out, Pino to "Hump." One
run. One hit. No errors.

mm

SECOND INNING
Navy— Humphreys walked on four straight balls. Stubbs missed the first ball on a hit and

run, "Hump" being caught stealing, Bonnet to Dasher. Stubbs was hit and Barchet walked.
Poole's single to center scored Stubbs, Barchet being held at second. "Steve" and "Ernie" exe-

cuted a double steal on Hogan's first strike. Hogan hit to Dabezies who threw wild to the plate,

Barchet scoring and Poole going to third. Hogan stole second. Fleming singled between first and
second, Hogan being caught at the plate on the throw-in. Harris out, Wilhide to Dabezies.
Three runs. Two hits. One error.

Army— Dabezies walked. Fleming knocked down Dasher's hot one but could not recover it
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in time to catch the runners.

Hogan let the next pitch trickle

through and caught Dabezies
stealing third, Dasher going to

second on the play. Bonnett
fouled out to Hogan. With
the count two and one on Mc-
Grath, Hogan threw the ball

over Fleming's head. Pino
came in, took the throw, and
threw Dasher out at third. No
runs. One hit. No errors.

THIRD INNING
Navy— Pino walked and

Craigin relieved McGrath, the
latter taking first. Unless the
pitchers were grooving them
all pitches not swung at
were being called "balls"

so that Fleming's wide
curves and McGrath 's corner
cutters were alike useless de-

P^.

m\
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How Many Bases Into the Crowd?

. 're-

spite the fact that they had been these pitchers' winning factors all year.
Pino scored on Rawlings' triple to right. "Hank" came home on Hum-
phreys' long sacrifice to left which Smythe barely caught. Craigin stopped
the progress of Stubbs' grounder but was unable to recover it in time to
get "Frisco" at first. Barchet was hit in the head. Poole hit to Storck
who, instead of touching his bag, threw to second too late to get "Steve."
Wilhide then overthrew first in a desperate effort to catch Poole; Stubbs
and Barchet crossing the platter. After a lengthy argument the umpire
ordered "Steve" back to third, despite "four bases into the crowd." Hogan
went out on a high foul to McGrath, "Steve" being thrown out on a try

for home after the catch. Three runs. Two hits. One error.

Army— McGrath drove the ball halfway between first and second.

Humphreys booted it in a hard attempt to stop its progress and then
tossed the ball into the crowd, no one being there to cover the bag. Mc-
Grath went to second and then took third while French was beating out
an infield roller. Wilhide whiffed wildly at three beautiful curves. French
stole second and Smythe walked, filling the bases. Storck's fly to right

seemed a sure hit until. Stubbs, by a great run, nabbed it and completed
a wonderful exhibition of baseball by cutting McGrath off at the plate.

No runs. Two hits. One error.

FOURTH INNING
Navy—Fleming and Harris went out, Craigin to McGrath. Pino singled

POOLE through second and stole on the next pitched ball. Smythe caught Raw-
lings' fly. No runs. One hit. No errors.

Stubbs Brings in Navy's First Run
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Army — Stevenson and
Craigin walked. Niemyer re-

placed Fleming at this point.

Niemyer threw Stevenson out
at third on Dasher's bunt.

Bonnett was hit on the shoul-

der filling the bases. Harris
dropped McGrath's long fly

to center, Craigin and Dasher
scoring and McGrath going to

second. French popped up
to Poole. Wilhide hit a low
drive to left which rolled to
the edge of the crowd and
scored Bonnett and McGrath.
Rawlings threw Wilhide out
at home but the umpire award-
ed theArmy captain fourbases

.

Smythe walked but was caught
stealing, Hogan to Pino. Five
runs. One hit. One error.

H

McGrath Gets a Foul
FIFTH INNING

Navy— Humphreys
out to Wilhide. Stubbs singled past short and stole second standing up. Stubbs went to

while Barchet was going out, Craigin to McGrath. Poole struck out on three

pitched balls. No runs. One hit. No errors.

Army—Storck hit one to deep center which Harris misjudged, Storck taking
four bases. Humphreys called forthe ball andtouched first base, the baserunner
having cut the bag by over a yard. Umpire Johnston called Storck out but
later reversed his decision, he and Umpire McBride being unable to decide

whose right it was to settle the queston. McBride, not having seen the man
cut first, refused to consider him out. Stevenson and Craigin went out, Bar-
chet to Humphreys. Dasher singled to right. Rawlings pulled down Bonnett's
fly to left center after a long run which took him to the very edge of the
bleachers. One run. Two hits. No errors.

lined

third

-ill

SIXTH INNING
Navy—Hogan walked. Niemyer singled to center, Hogan being held at

second. Each advanced a base on a passed ball. Harris hit to Storck who
threw to McGrath. The first baseman failed to touch the bag but Harris was
called out, even the Army supporters laughing at the decision. Pino walked.
Rawlings singled to left, scoring Hogan. Humphreys forced Niemyer at home,
Storck to Bonnett. Stubbs' liner was caught by Dasher. One run. No hits.

One error.

Army—Gaines now pitching for Navy . McGrath out , Pino to Humphreys

.

French was safe on Poole's error. Wilhide struck out. French stole second
but was left stranded when Pino nabbed Smythe's liner by a nifty jump.
No runs. No hits. One error.

0*

HOGAN

SEVENTH INNING
Navy—Barchet out, Storck to McGrath. Poole bounded out to Craigin unassisted. Hogan

<NH.
jj^tpi fc^

1
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To Be or Not To Be? Storck's Home Run
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The Run That Beat Us

flew out to Smythe after Storck had dropped his high foul, thus spoiling an otherwise perfect
afternoon for the third sacker who was, without a doubt, the outstanding star of the Army team.
No runs. No hits. One error.

Army—Storck was retired, Gaines to Humphreys. Stevenson singled to center. Craigin hit

to Gaines, who tossed to Pino; the latter dropping the ball when Stevenson ran into him. Gaines
caught Craigin asleep off first. Dasher hit a roller to Poole who made a beautiful play but could
not quite get the man. Rawlings took Bonnett's long fly after another circus catch. No runs.

One hit. No errors.

EIGHTH INNING
Navy—Gaines went out, Storck to McGrath. Harris' high fly was caught by Storck. Pino

walked. Smythe pulled down Rawlings' hefty drive to left center. No runs. No hits. No errors.

Army—McGrath dumped one in front of the plate and was out, Hogan to Humphreys.
French went down, Pino to Humphreys, and Rawlings took Wilhide's long fly in deep left. No
runs. No hits. No errors.

NINTH INNING
Navy—Humphreys singled through short but was caught at second on Stubbs' bunt. Craigin

caught Barchet's pop-up and French gathered in Poole's fly. No runs. One hit. No errors.

Army—Smythe hit through short. Barchet finally caught up with the ball and then over-

threw first, Smythe going to second. Barchet dove into Storck's grounder, thereby holding

Smythe at third. Stevenson hit a pop-up which landed just behind the pitcher's box: Gaines,

Pino, and Humphreys all trying for it but apparently getting confused in their signals. As Pino
picked the ball up Smythe crossed the plate with the winning run. One run. Three hits. One error.

BOX SCORE :--NavyA.B. R. H. S.B. P.O. A. E. BOX SCORE :--ArmyA.B. R. H. S.B. P.O. A. E.

Harris, c.f. 4 1 1 French, c. f. 5 1 2 1

Pino, 2b. 2 1 1 2 4 1 Wilhide, 2b. 4 2 I 1 2 2 1

Rawlings, l.f. 5 1 2 1 3 Smythe, 1. f. 3 1 1 4

Humphreys, lb 3 1 8 1 Storck, 3b. 5 1 3 3 4 1

Stubbs, r.f. 4 2 2 1 1 1 Stevenson, r.f. 4 2

Barchet, s.s. 3 1 1 1 2
'

1 Dabezies, lb. 1 1

Poole, 3b. 5 1 1 1 4 1 Dasher, s.s. 4 1 2 2

Hogan, c. 3 1 1 5 4 Bonnett, c. 3 1 6 1

Fleming, p. 2 1 McGrath, p.; lb 4 1 1 6 1

Niemyer, p. 1 1 1 Craigin, p. 2 1 2 3

Gaines, p. 1 2

Total 33 7 9 6 24 14" 5 Total 34~ 8~ IT 3~ 27" Fi 3

Summary—Home runs: Wilhide, Storck. Three base hits: Rawlings. Bases on balls : Off

—

Fleming 5, Niemyer 1, Gaines 1, McGrath 4, Craigin 3. Struck out: By—Fleming 2, Gaines 1,

McGrath 1, Craigin 1. Hit by pitcher : By—Niemyer 1, McGrath 1, Craigin 1. Passed ball:

Bonnett 1. Umpires: Johnston and McBride.
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o4RMY-NAVY BASKETBALL
SATURDAY, February 25th, witnessed the Pointers' first triumph in the Service basketball series

and their second victory in the last nineArmy-Navy encounters. The game was erratic through-
out, neither team playing consistently good basketball, so eager were they to win this most im-
portant contest of their respective seasons. During the opening minutes both fives were notice-

ably "in the air"—the Kaydets being the first to reach the earth again. From then on, with the
exception of the first few minutes of the second half when the Navy team swept them off their

feet, the Graylegs played excellent ball, exhibiting a four-man offense, ably backed by Wood,
which was hard to stop. The Midshipmen, on the other hand, played in a daze throughout the
entire first half and only began to show their regular season form during the second period. Time
after time easy shots were missed by the Navy offense, shots which had been going for goals

during the former games of the season. The Army, on the other hand, lost several goals through
hard luck, one shot rolling three times completely around the rim before finally going out. For

Army, Roosma and Forbes played the best ball, while "Vic" Blue was
Navy's star. Blue, who had passed up a chance to play in the Army-
Navy Game the year before in order to give some of the First Class
members of the squad a chance to get in the struggle and win their

letter, was held in reserve this year until "Billy" should decide
where to inject him in order to derive the most benefit therefrom.
Entering the fray about the middle of the first half, "Vic" played a
slashing game at guard, repeatedly breaking up the Army offensive

and carrying the ball back down the court.

As soon as the game opened, Army took the ball down the floor but,

when Forbes was caught holding, McKee dropped in the first score

of the game. Roosma's clean shot from the field soon put Army in the
lead, however. Harris took the ball after a lively scrimmage and
dribbled down the court, almost scoring a basket by tossing the ball

back over his head, when he was blocked from a direct shot and forced

to dribble away from the goal by the taller Army man. McKee evened
the count on Dabezies' foul but Roosma put the Army back in the
fore when he scored on a free throw after Lyon had been called for

running with the ball. Following another attempted free throw after

a technical foul by Parr, the ball seesawed up and down the court,

Dabezies finally scoring, making Army's total 5 to Navy's 2. Roosma
scored two more free throws. McKee missed his shot after Dabezies
technical foul but Harris soon made it 7-4 by a basket scored on a clev-

erly-executed outside play. Soon after the tip-off the referee called

Ault for traveling, the objection being that Ault's pivot, which he has
been developing for three years, was illegal. This served to further

disconcert the already dazed Navy players. Roosma missed his shot
but followed it up shortly after by a long shot from the center of the
court. McKee scored after Forbes' foul, while Roosma added a point

when Ault was charged with pushing. Score: Army 10, Navy 5. Lush here substituted Blue
for Lyon, although "Dick" had been playing an excellent game so far. Forbes boosted Army's
total to 12 by caging one from near the edge of the court. Navy took time out. McKee made
one foul throw out of his next two attempts. After another long scrimmage, Vichules attempted
a goal, the ball rolling around the rim and finally going out. Blue seized it and dribbled down the
court, missing his chance for a goal, however, when he took a long shot despite his having a clear
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floor ahead. McKee scored a foul when Dabezies was caught hacking, but Roosma followed up
with another free goal when Ault was again declared to be traveling, as he endeavored to use his

pivot. Roosma missed his shot after Parr had held an Army man. The half ended with Army-
leading 13-8. The last few minutes had been played in Army's territory but the Navy seemed
utterly unable to hit the basket despite repeated attempts.

Second Half

Between halves the Navy coaches landed on the team and endeavored to get them out of the
daze by making them fighting mad. The results showed up with the opening of the second period,

for the fierceness and intensity of the struggle, which had been noticeably lacking during the
first half, now were equally noticeably present. Roosma, who missed a free throw after Harris'

holding, let McKee slip in the first score of the period by committing the same foul himself.

A moment later Roosma shot one, when McKee was alleged to have traveled with the ball, but
missed his next attempt after Blue had transgressed the rules. McKee got a goal from the floor

after dribbling half the length of the court, and added another point immediately after, as Wood
had pushed him during his throw. The score now stood: Army 14, Navy 12. Roosma missed
a free throw and McKee brought Navy within one point of a tie when Dabezies was ejected for

four personals after hitting Parr from the rear and knocking him to the deck. Storck was now
playing center for Army. The small Navy cheering section was begging madly for the score which
would put the Big Blue Team in the lead, while the Army stands alternately prayed for their

team to get together once more or sat silent in fear. Roosma boosted Army's lead

by a goal following McKee's foul. After much seesawing back and forth Vichules
scored, while Roosma made the count 19-13 by tossing a goal almost immediately
after the tip-off. Navy took time out. Roosma scored another goal after Parr's pushing;
while McKee made one when Wood was caught holding. Forbes grabbed the ball on the
next toss-up, dribbled through, and scored a goal, making it 22-14. After another scrim-

mage Harris made a long pass to Ault, who dribbled through to a position from which
he scored. After Roosma missed a free throw Wood scored another for Army. Harris brought
the score to 24-18 when he took a pretty pass from Ault and scored his second basket of

the game. McKee missed an opportunity to cut Army's lead when Vichules was called for

running with the ball. Roosma made the Kadets' last point when he tossed the ball in,

after McKee had held an Army player; but he missed his next chance after "Pete" had been
accused of running with the ball. McKee
scored one for Navy after a foul by Vichules.

Harris booted Ault's long throw-in, but
McKee grabbed it and scored Navy's last two
points. Army was perceptibly worried and
took time out, to ascertain how many sec-

onds remained, while Pfeiffer was rushed in

to replace Forbes, who was weakening after

playing a splendid game. A check-up re-

vealed the fact that there was one too many
"timeouts" for West Point, but McKee
missed the free throw, the game ending with

the Army leading 25-21.

In closing, comment might be made rel-

ative to the refereeing, for, despite the fact

that both teams objected strenuously after

some decisions (while the Army stands spent

the last half groaning at each foul called on
one of their men), it was the best officiating

seen by the Navy team this year.

ARMY (25) _ NAVY (21)

Roosma L. F. Harris

Vichules R. F. McKee
Dabezies, D. Storck C. Ault

Forbes, Pfeiffer L. G. Parr

Wood R. G. Lyon, Blue

Goals from Field: Roosma, 3; Vichules;

Dabezies; Forbes, 2; Wood; Harris, 2; McKee,
2; Ault. Goals from Foul: Roosma, 9 out of

16; McKee, 11 out of 16. Referee: G. N.

The Five That Started Messer. Umpire: O. Tower. Time of

Harris; Lyon; McKee; Ault; Parr Halves: 20 minutes.
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'22's CLASS CHAMPIONSHIP TRACK TEAM
Top Row: Pedersen, Adell, Riddle, Eldridge, Johnston, Beck. Bottom Row: Carroll, Archibald, Covington, Palmer,Cory

INTERCLASS ATHLETICS
INTERCLASS athletics were a relic of the antebellum days; days before Twenty-Two was

gathered together; but none of the classes in the Academy when we entered had ever seen any
such contests. The reason was quite simple—all athletic energies were bent on turning out 'Varsity

teams capable of holding their own anywhere, but, in the rush for glory, sight was lost of the fact

that there are many men who could play, and would, if they only realized their possibilities, and
so in the fall of 1919 Lieutenant Commander Richardson inaugurated a series of interclass contests

with a view not only towards getting more men to participate in athletics but also to bring out any
latent ability that for some reason or other might be unnoticed.
Twenty-Two did not do so well in the first series in football. Our Youngster Team was trod

upon severely in two games, but when they met the Plebes they took sweet revenge with a large

score. Basketball soon got under way with six games scheduled for each team. At first it seemed
that we would have a walkaway but, towards the end of the season, competition was close on
our heels and we won the series by a margin of one game. Waidlich was taken from the class

team to the 'Varsity Squad during the season and, as soon as it was over, "Bill" Ault made his

debut with Lush's cohorts. Besides these two, Spencer, Rockey, and Redfield had great promise.

Indoor sports that year were confined to 'Varsity and individual competition, so the next
melee we find is the villainous game of lacrosse. As in the basketball series, the Youngster Team
opened up strongly by defeating the other classes decisively, but two of the last three games
were very close—due, probably, to the fact that three of the defense had been moved up to the

Big Squad—but the others came through without a defeat and were chalked up as Interclass

Lacrosse Champions.
Soon after the lacrosse had started class baseball came on the boards. Several on the sick

list accounted for one loss and some unfortunate playing in another game landed us in second
place. The track competition was in the form of a meet with all classes entered. We won by a

margin of seven points, with the Plebes in second place, a win due in a great part to good work
by Ault and Harper.
That made the third championship out of five sports contested in that year. The "Harvard

Shield" had been donated by the Associated Harvard Clubs as a trophy on which should be
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CLASS BASEBALL TEAM—1923, CLASS CHAMPIONS
Top Row: Moosbrugger, Hobby, Walker, Keegan, Pugh, Connelley, Rooney, Dugan. Bottom Row: Miller,

Russell, Colbert, Felt, Walton, Graham, Osborne

inscribed each year the numerals of the class winning the largest number of points in interclass

competition during that year. In all we had forty-five, to the next nearest total of thirty, so

we saw 1922 go up on the first space. Besides that, we had given the 'Varsity Squads six men

—

our debut in interclass competition was not altogether without results.

It was decided in 1919 that in the future numerals would be awarded only to championship
class teams; monograms were to be given to deserving members of 'Varsity Squads so that hence-
forth numerals would have a distinctive meaning. Eligibility rules for interclass sports were
simple in that all that was required was that a man should not be on the 'Varsity Squad or training

table in that sport. At the start of Second Class Year, the football team was spurred on not
only by the desire for numerals for themselves but also for numerals for the Shield. "Red"
Reinicke's bunch of cutthroats tore things up from the start of the season, which eventually
became devoid of interest because of a lack of competition worthy of the name. The whole team
was good and "Bob" Folwell picked Durgin for his A-squad after one game.

After a short recuperation from Christmas Leave the basketballers turned to. Third and
Fourth Classes went under without a struggle but the First Class, after a furious game, gained
a one-point margin of victory, 31-30. In the second meeting the First Class still had a clean

slate and our team had but one blot on its record ; the game caused more interest than the majority
of 'Varsity contests and was a victory for Twenty-Two. The series was tied with a deciding
game yet to be played. Both teams were primed, and ready, but in the midst of tremendous
excitement the Second Class dribbled, passed, and shot to a 25-17 win and the championship.
Although there was no 'Varsity Soccer Team the class games caused much interest, and brought

out and developed such good material that a regular schedule was tried the next year. Com-
petition was of a high order because the best players in the Academy were on the different teams,
but Coach Taylor got together such a good aggregation that we went through the season not
only without a defeat but also with twenty-three goals scored by us as against three by our
opponents in six games. When the 'Varsity lined up in our First Class Year it had one of our
full backs, all three half backs, and two forwards—the majority of the team from Twenty-Two's
Class Team. Two of these, Dole and Wallace, had never played Soccer before their Second
Class Year.

Indoor sports (the Gym kind) seemed to be quite a stumbling block. Wins were few and far

between, and when the smoke blew away we had lost boxing, wrestling, swimming, and water
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polo, and had won gym and fencing. For some reason or other no outstanding men were devel-
oped but much credit is due to those who with small hope of success, did their best.

Baseball and lacrosse had their unlucky elements for us. The former team was fighting

all the way although they couldn't overcome Twenty-Three's representatives in either game.
"Dick" Godin turned in a brilliant no-hit game but it came too late to affect the final standing.
The Lacrosse gang (Lacrossers are always called "gangs") got away badly by losing to the Young-
sters in the first game, and later they seemed to be jinxed by the Plebes, once 5-4, and the
other time 1-0. Both contests were as close as the scores, and though we failed to send any
men to the table from our team several Plebes went up as a result of their playing against us.

Things began to look bad for us as far as the "Harvard Shield" was concerned. We dropped
tennis to the ambitious Youngsters and found that to win the "Shield" we would have to take
both track and rifle. Our track meets with the First and Fourth Classes were easy and then
we met those Youngsters. Class spirit had been appealed to on both sides, and every man
who had any ability at all was entered. We won, 68-57, and after winning the rifle shoot were
once more on top in interclass competition.

The sinister influence of Mexican athletics and Liberty are supposed to be detrimental to the
chances of the S. O. P's. Class Teams but, after some juggling of positions, we put out a football

team every bit as good as those in previous years. That was surprising because Sutherland and
Tenbrook were on the table, and "Red" Reinicke had bid us a fond farewell. He left his spirit

behind to a sufficient extent though, so that we went right through the opposition with all hands
almost as good as Hudson, the individual star.

As usual basketball followed in close order. The Champs of the 1921 season were out in force,

intending to repeat. The Youngsters had a team of ex-squad men, and they took our measure
once, but they in turn fell before the Second Class and ourselves. Once more the spotlight of

success, the third time in three starts, was played upon Rockey, Kehoe, Conradt, Waidlich, et al.

Soccer, swimming and handball increased our lead so that the opening of spring sports found us
leading with 68 points, our nearest competitors being the Second Class with 30. The final result

will have to be recorded in Twenty-Three's LUCKY BAG, however.
We can look back upon a remarkable development in interclass competition with considerable

satisfaction. Victories have been won, but at the same time we have felt the sting of defeat

on several occasions. Some claim that the aim of athletics is "the greatest good to the greatest

number," if that is so we have benefited a great deal because there are few men in our Class who
have not been out for some team or other. We have seen men go from a class team to a reg-

ular 'Varsity berth, and we have seen others stand out prominently without being of 'Varsity

calibre. Those men deserve much credit, but at the same time we must not forget that there

were many more who received no recognition except their numerals (and sometimes not that)

but who did their best. These men were the backbone of our class teams.

: .
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1924, LACROSSE CHAMPS

Top Row: Krook, Budnitz, McLean, Lipsey, Laidlaw, Layne, Bawden, Davis, Kline. Middle Row: Dickinson, Spencer,

Preiser, McAssey, Bertschy, McLean, Beakley, Hepburn, Coach Taylor. Bottom Row: Purple, Pottle, Sharp, Leverett.
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THE MASQUERADERS, 1921

FOR the 1921 show the Masqueraders presented "The Fortune Hunter" under the very able

directorship of Walter J. Lee, better known as "Chink." It was an ambitious undertaking, for

it is a comedy with serious spots, and all the world knows that amateurs find it harder to play
these parts convincingly. Moreover it calls for four acts, each with a different setting, and so presaged
a great deal ofwork on the part of the stage crew. When one considers also that the fourth act takes
place in the gathering gloom of an evening thunderstorm and concludes in a downpour of rain, the

problem of lighting the scene on the narrow Auditorium stage is manifest. Though these difficulties

are evident at a glance, none but those who took part in some department of the Masquerader organi-

zation realized the actual magnitude that some of the tasks assumed. A stage crew under less capable
management than that of J. A. Hollowell, '22, would have found the difficulties insurmountable. An
electrical crew under less capable management than that of R. E. Libby, '22, would have failed in

making the lights fade for the summer thunderstorm of the fourth actwithout atthesame time streak-
ing the landscape on the back drop with queer shadows and unrealistic blue stripes. A cast under less

capable management than that of "Chink" Lee, Director and President, would have fallen far shortof

adequate interpretation of the play. In fact, "Chink" proved to be one of those very unusual indi-

viduals who seem able to foresee all contingencies and to overcome all obstacles.

And then there came the delay. The performance had to be postponed for two weeks because the

leading lady WOULD play soccer; in the course of a game of which, she was rapped on the head so

soundly that she had to take up residence in the hospital for two weeks, and this, too, just before the

date set for the play. Her part was so long and difficult that it

was hopeless to try to find a substitute upon such short notice,

and so delay was the only alternative. At last, on the 1st and
2d of April, everything was
ready, and the play ap-
peared.

The croakers were con-

founded. The demands of

the play did not prove too
great. Indeed it set a new
standard of production at

the Academy and won praise

and applause from all who
saw it. Not the least of the

merits of the performance
was the fact that the uniform
excellence of the "team work"
left the audience somewhat
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"Here's Some Change That is Coming to You, Mr. Duncan"

at a loss to know whom the laurels should be awarded to. "Smokey" Snyder, as "Nat," the Fortune
Hunter, brought into his interpretation all the poise and assurance that his past history in the

Masqueraders had given him. It was a more varied part than he had yet played, and there were
those who doubted. But his performance turned out to be easy, facile and magnetic. It was a
shifting part, act by act. In the first he began in a mood of dejection, bordering upon despera-
tion. This yielded to the worldly-wise advice of his friend, Harry Kellogg, and became one of

ignoble surrender to a sordid scheme. In the second act he began in a mood of cynical hypocrisy
through which his better nature began to gleam in frequent flashes of sympathy, generosity, and
kindliness. In the third act he started in a mood of cheerfulness because at last he was making
a business success, but now he began to despise himself because of the contemptible scheme to

which he was committed, and which was now sweeping him along to a miserable fate. His scheme
was beginning to work, now that he loathed it, and he was finding too late that he really loved
Betty. The fourth act opens with his determination made up to divulge the plot. Josie, however,
hears and believes an unfounded rumor that "Nat" is a bank robber and breaks the engagement.
No longer the fortune hunter, but just "Nat" Duncan, the lover, he woos and wins Betty in the

first few drops of the evening thunder shower.

Of equal power was the surprisingly finished portrayal of Sam
Graham (R. R. Jackson, '22), the lovable, impractical, kindly old

druggist and inventor, whose almost childlike faith in his fellows

had brought him to the verge of ruin. Especially strong was his

interpretation of the serious parts upon which the success of the

play depended. His suffering when Betty scolds him because he is

unable to provide for her as the other girls in Radville are pro-

vided for, was very convincingly acted. So also was his un-
questioning faith in "Nat," a perfect stranger, and his profoundbut
simply expressed gratitude for the relief that the new clerk's slender

resources afforded. To the

critical ones in the audience,

there was evident in Jackson's
appearance and interpretation

a striking resemblance toFrank
Bacon of "Lightnin' " fame.

K. D. Ringle, '23, as Betty
Graham, showed unusual in-

sightand dramatic talent. Her
emergence from the poverty-
pinched life of the decadent
drug store into the larger life
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that "Nat" Duncan's work for her father made possible was a change remarkably well portrayed.
Betty certainly rated a 4.0 when she came back from school. In each act there was a pivotal scene;
in the last three it was between Betty and "Nat" Duncan every time. In each case it was performed
with a fine sense of dramatic effect. Perhaps her strongest bit of acting was in the scene where,
when she thinks "Nat" is about to propose to her, he unwittingly deals her a blow by announcing
his engagement to Josie. The struggle to master her emotions and to wish him "all the happiness
in the world" was as fine a piece of acting as the Auditorium stage has seen in many a year.

E. T. Layton, '24, as Josie Lockwood, the daughter of the Radville millionaire banker, was
most coquettish. The experiences which she and "Angie" (R. L. Tatum, '23) had in "Nat's" initial

experiment as soda clerk provoked roars of laughter, as did also the scene of her betrothal to the
reluctant "Nat." Her father, "Blinky" Lockwood, as portrayed by "Pete" Frost, also had an ad-

venture at the soda fountain. Head of the temperance movement, he makes his first acquaintance
with whiskey under the guise of "plain sody" and remarks to "Nat's" infinite astonishment, "How
can anybody want intoxicating liquors when they can get such a bracin' drink as this?"

Another reason for the play's success was the excellent work of J. S. Holtzclaw, '23, who took
the part of Tracey Tanner, the love sick son of the liveryman. From his first appearance to the
final curtain, he was a constant source of merriment. Blessed with a voice of flexible and musical
quality and with an imagination alert to grasp the vital humor of a situation, he made Tracey
Tanner one of the characters long to be remembered. As laugh provokers, Holtzclaw, Frost, and
Layton are as good as any who have been on the Auditorium stage in years.

The substantial power and easy presence of T. M. Brautigam, '22, as Harry Kellogg, the suc-

cessful business man whose knowledge of human nature gave rise to the fortune hunting, was an
indispensable element in the fitting presentation of the play. It would also be much amiss to

overlook the finished, but unostentatious work of R. H. Carey, '21, as Robbins, the butler. His
part was so well taken that those who were looking for good acting could not but wish the part

gave him more to do. It seems idle to trace the work of each of the characters, however. The
thing upon which the success of the play depended was above all else the excellent "team work"
of the whole cast.

The electric sign on the clock tower of the Auditorium, a bag of gold pouring its coins into an
ever increasing pile, was an achievement that reflects the greatest credit upon the genius and
ability of the electrical crew. Many a famous show has spent a long life on Broadway without

ever having had half so elaborate a sign.

Cast of "The Fortune Hunter"
Robbins—A butler R. H. Carey, '21

George Burnham—A promoter J. M. Hoskins, '21

James Long C. S. Snodgrass, '22

Lawrence Miller H. C. Drexler, '24
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"Betty, Dear, You are the Very Best Girl in the Whole World"

Nathaniel Duncan, "Nat" G. W. Snyder, '21

Willie Bartlett R. F. Shropshire, '24

Harry Kellogg T. M. Brautigam, '22

"Hi" R. A. Hansen, '22

"Watty" G. D. Cooper, '22

Betty Graham K. D. Ringle, '23

Tracey Tanner J. S. Holtzclaw, '23

Mr. Lockwood, "Blinky" R. F. Frost, '22

Sam Graham R. R. Jackson, '22

Roland Barnett C. J. Nager, '23

"Angie" R. L. Tatum, '23

Josie Lockwood E. T. Layton, '24

Mr. Sperry T. W. Millard, '22

Pete Willing, Sheriff F. L. Monzingo, '24

Herman D. T. Lloyd, '24

"IfSI ^ ^$ m£&-

m,
The Electrical Crew
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THE cTVlASQUERADERS, 1922

FOR the 1922 show the Masqueraders found a rather uncommon situation facing them. The
stage crew still retained Hollowell, '22, as its head, and experienced management augured

success in that field. Likewise Libby, '22, retained his place as head of the electrical crew, and
his achievements of 1921 gave a great promise for success in 1922. The President and the Director
were new. R. F. Frost, '22, the "Blinky" Lockwood of the "Fortune Hunter," became President
and R. R. Jackson, "Sam Graham," became Director. Those who saw the excellent work of these

two men in 1921 felt that everything pointed toward a successful season. They were not mistaken.

The three-act farcical comedy, "A Pair of Sixes," was the play chosen, and early in the Academic
year the tryouts were held. Over a hundred candidates turned out and a great deal of excellent

material was discovered; so much, in fact, .as to make selection frequently difficult. At last it

settled down to the following cast and rehearsals began:

Miss Sally Parker, a Stenographer. . . W. R. Compton, '22

Krome, a Bookkeeper T. B. Hill, '22

Jimmy, the Office Boy L. J. Bastien, '24

Shipping Clerk H. R. Robinson, '24

Mrs. Net tie ton—
"Nellie" W. E. Guitar, '23

Mr. Net tie ton—
"George" R. P. Kimzey, '25

T. Boggs Johns

—

"T" A. W. Cruse, '22

Tony Toler, a Sales-

man . . W. A. Page, '25

Florence Cole W. T. Pearce, '23

Mr. Applegate R. F. Frost, '22

Thomas J. Vander-
holt, a Lawyer W. S. McMahon'25

Coddles, an English
Maid D. A. Peterson, '25

Four performances were given — two
on March 3d and two on March 4th.

Everyone pronounced the play splendid
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"Take Her in the Sitting Room

£%.

and applauded to the echo. The play itself was more humorous than the "Fortune Hunter" as

attested by the more than three hundred laughs that it drew, for it is written for laughing pur-

poses only. But for all that, there was some very clever character portrayal, not to mention
moments of real emotional value.

The story concerns itself with the troubles that beset the partners in the Ureka Digestive Pill

Company, George B. Nettleton and T. Boggs Johns. Nettleton, the real originator of the business,

has invented a digestive pill from ingredients so unpalatable that people refuse to take it. T.

Boggs Johns, with a genius for advertisement, comes along with a sugar coating of a fashionable

violet tint to remedy the defect and the business booms. But now the partners begin to quarrel

until, in a final burst of jealous rage, they drive off Mr. Applegate, the President of the North-
western Drug Company, who has come to place a big order but changes his mind when he is mal-
treated, while Nettleton and Johns fight. Vanderholt, the firm's lawyer, is called to settle the dis-

pute, but he is balked by one or the other at every turn until he hits upon the plan of letting them
play a hand of poker, the winner to become the master and the loser to become the servant for

the period of one year, the agreement being drawn up in contract form and safeguarded by
secrecy and a series of fines and penalties to secure its enforcement.
The lawyer makes himself "referee with power to settle all questions

of dispute, for which he is to charge such fee or fees as in hisjudgment
seem just and lawful." The partners agree.

Johns is buoyantly confident, but Nettleton,

to his own great surprise, wins. He takes

Johns into his service as butler and humil-

iates him in every way he can devise.

When he invites Johns' fiancee, Florence
Cole, to dinner in an attempt to force Johns
to break the contract by telling her of it,

he over-reaches himself; for Florence de-

termines to get at some sort of explanation,

and succeeds in pumping Vanderholt when
he starts to propose to her. She sees how
Johns may make Nettleton miserable and
willing to break the contract on his own ac-

count by making him jealous of his wife, and
she suggests the plan to her lover, who puts it into execution by seeing to it that Nettleton catches

him paying attentions to Nellie. Likewise, he makes Nellie suspicious of George by the daring

use of an atomizer filled with perfume that "smells like the Chicago River" as George puts it.

%Wl
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The plan works. Nettleton and his wife begin to suspect each other and Mrs. Nettleton paves
the way for securing a divorce by having violent hysterics and summoning her lawyer, Vander-
holt. Meanwhile, Florence has discovered by consulting a lawyer, "a real one," that a contract
based on gambling is illegal and so Johns is not bound by it. When the situation in the Nettleton
household is strained to the breaking point, Florence intervenes and settles the matter to the
delight of all concerned.

Cruse, '22, as T. Boggs Johns, proved to be an actor of finish and insight. His magnetic presence
and sureness of touch gave strength and finish to the play. His part was difficult and long and he
faced an audience ready to find him inferior to the redoubtable "Smoky" Snyder of the past three

years. The audience was agreeably surprised to find him stand the comparison and to prove equal
to his predecessor in every way, even superior in several ways. The constant shifting of character
from partner to butler and back to partner again called for imagination and a ready control that
cannot be too highly commended. And the girls found him to be a genuine matinee idol.

Kimzey, '25, as George Nettleton, had about as many lines to learn as did Cruse. He played the
part with an excellent appreciation of the humorous aspect and with a sustained intensity that
made the character strong and memorable. The sustained intensity of his scenes with Boggs
proved to be an element of considerable dramatic value. The Masqueraders are fortunate that

they can look forward to his services for three more years, for his unquestioned ability is such as

to prove of incalculable worth in the years to come.

The part of Vanderholt, played by McMahon, '25, was vivid and effective. He had an easy
stage presence and a polish that gave grace and suavity to the play except where his confusion
under untoward circumstances provided mirth. His maladroit proposal was something not soon
to be forgotten. Of course, strictly speaking, he was the villain of the play, but seldom is a villain

so wholly likable. With McMahon and Kimzey still with us, the outlook for next year's show is

most promising.

The problems presented by the "girls" in a Masquerader performance are always great, and
Naval Academy audiences are nothing if not critical when the "ladies" of the cast appear. Guitar,

'23, as the nervous and hysterical Mrs. Nettleton, proved to be astonishingly good in a part which
called for some of the most difficult acting that has been presented on the Auditorium stage in

years. The skill with which he played the part was a matter of universal comment. Pearce, '23,

as Florence Cole, played a very different part but he played it equally well. Though the part

called for no hysterics—always a problem for midshipmen actors—it called for a finish and sin-

cerity without which the whole play would have been flat and colorless. When she returned

"T's" ring because he would not divulge the reason for his appearing in "buttons and a pair of

unspeakable monkey whiskers," she touched upon the highest peak of sincere emotional acting

that the whole play afforded; and those who viewed it with a critical eye granted her a power in

portrayal by no means exhausted in that fleeting moment but full of promise for performances
in other Masquerader shows.
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The comedy part of Peterson, '25, as the Cockney maid, was one of the excruciatingly funny
features of the play. That it was well and imaginatively done no one could deny. He is another
Plebe for whom great things may be predicted.

The stage in the second and third acts presented the prettiest picture that the Auditorium has
yet provided. The audience was moved to applause as soon as the curtain rose upon it, although
not a character was upon the stage. Applause was equally due the electric sign that Libby's
"gang" had erected on the clock tower—a flickering, colored fountain rising between two whirling

parti-colored wheels and pouring down over the sign "A Pair of Sixes." Over all stood the Masked
N illuminated by indirect lighting.

And so another success has been added to the tally of the Masqueraders. Year by year the
standard is getting higher; year by year we feel they have "struck twelve." And year by year
the new organization faces a task increasingly exacting. But back from the Fleet come the voices

of former Masqueraders in generous applause and appreciation. So long as this continues, can
there fail to be growth?

SB6
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rHE LOG of the United States Naval Academy is just closing its tenth year of existence.

Mark X is complete with Modification 35, The June Log. The new Editor has been elected,

and board and staff organized for next year's work. Everything runs smoothly. Once a week
during the next Academic Year The Log will be circulated to over eight thousand subscribers.

It seems incredible that the college publication with the largest number of issues per year and the

greatest circulation should be produced at" the Naval Academy. Here we have no Art courses,

no Journalism courses. Our spare time is well taken care of. Who are these men who supply the

Regiment with news, thought, and humor every Friday night? They must be savoirs who do
nothing but read and write, anemic-looking men. But glance down the list. Every man there is

a member of some Varsity or class athletic squad. What is the driving impulse that puts out The
Log?

It is this: We have tasted the satisfaction of giving a thought to eight thousand readers.

We have known the real pleasure of being part of The Log organization, of knowing we have done

our best each week and that we have given the Regiment another Log, a little bigger and better

than that of any year before. We have felt the fellowship of working without remuneration and
almost without recognition, a part of a gathering of clever friendly men. And we growl about the

work, we growl about the fewness of contributions, but we like it, and we work like the devil for

The Log. And why? Because The Log has got us. We're Log men. We can't help it.

"Well, it's Sunday night and we haven't got a blamed thing written yet for this week's Log.

Ye 'Ed,' was crawling my frame last night. He said that, when he told me to write more short

jokes, he didn't want me to knock offmy regular line andmy weekly poem andmy column. Did you

ever try to write a short joke? Man, it's a job. Well, there are enough of you here now, let's go."

Everybody yells to everybody else to pipe down and muster around for an assignment meeting.

"All right, gentlemen, now don't take that for a compliment; I only tell the truth when I must.
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LOG STAFF

Top Row: McGeoy; Stevenson; Armor; Heine; Howland; Todd; Martin; Toney; Alderman.
Second Row: Tucker; Dills; Wolleson; Baker; Von Dreele; Kissam; Kalisch; Cochran; Cowan.
Third Row: Lemly; Will; Cady; Fabian; McCracken; Fowler; Hawkins; Beatty; Hazard; Montgomery.
Front Row: Brautigam; Olch; Taylor; Keeler; Moses; McElroy; Guider.

But the dope is we got to put out a Log this Friday. Now you, Kalisch, loosen up with a good

Philip Space. Have the dashing hero break a leg or something so he can't stand up for the punish-

ment of your usual final close-up. Make it different. Heine, you and Howland have your news

page. Cut down on the Y. M. C. A. write-up and give us lots of news lines. Try this one, 'Now

that the House has passed the bill and the Senate the buck, the Navy's in a holidaze.' Huh, no

cheers! Well, you know what I mean. And Mark Time, for the love of Pete, knock off bothering

McCutchen's exchanges and—Loosen up your putrid line, clear up your addled brains. For if you

don't, your folks will pine, over the crushed remains. That's better than you ever turned out.

No, don't heave that, you may hurt me and go down for destruction of Government property,

and don't use that ladies and Hades rhyme of yours, it's passe. Stevenson, let's have the Fable

of the Bird who wrote letters before he signed his name, versus the Fowl who signed letters after

his name. Moral, which one won the beautiful demi 1 mean, damoiselle. Don't make it

true to life or you'll have to take money into account and you're no bank. McCracken, how about

you? Oh, it's done. Good stuff, boy, I'll read it in a minute. Hey, Keeler, send a Plebe to collect

the Log Boxes, will you? Now the rest of you fellows turn us out some snappy short stuff, one

hundred words or less. Knock prohibition! Boost the femmes! Get some 'Prof.' and 'Jinks'

(snapping out of it) jokes. Some new spring poems wouldn't be so bad. 'The flowers that bloom

in the spring, tra, la, were none so lovely as her. But how can I think of a ring, tra, la, with spuds

at six seventy per!' Now you, how many words can I count on? Fifty? Good. Two hundred

for you. All right, fellows, hop to it. And bring anything you've got done right to me and I'll

look it over."

The littlest Plebe, secure in a three-three average, stares at him in wonder: "Gosh, I wish I had

that much brains!" But the assignment Editor sits him down to write a few hundred words and

bone Juice for the morrow, wondering if he'll ever pull sat in Electrical Engineering, and Navi-

gation, and sleep.
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Without ELLIOTT BREWER the goal aimed for in this book would neverhavebeen approached.
Thanks to the careful handling of details, his extensive professional knowledge, and his coor-

dination of the printing, engraving, and binding firms involved, the quality attained in the pro-
duction of this LUCKY BAG has been made possible.

To ROBERT BENNETT, of the WHITE STUDIO, is due the credit for the photography con-

nected with this volume. Always on the job and ready with a myriad of helpful suggestions it

is small wonder that he has been the photographer for ten consecutive LUCKY BAGS.
When Spielvogel and Shepherd left, it became necessary to look to the outside for the majority

of our art. By the cheerful cooperation of DAN SMITH the gap was bridged and the necessary
art obtained.

RICHARD C. SHERIDAN handled all matters of printing directly with the Staff. The suc-

cess of his labors cannot be proclaimed in any better way than to refer one to the printed pages
of this book.

In accordance with the usual custom, the present most popular painter of girls was approached
with a request to paint The Class Girl of Twenty-Two. COLES PHILLIPS answered with a
drawing that completely overshadowed all former Class Girls and will, we feel certain in predict-

ing, overshadow most of those which are yet to come in succeeding years.

After a short visit here a year ago, LOUIS RUYL offered THE LUCKY BAG the use of six

drawings made and reproduced in the New York Times. Later, he kindly consented to pro-

duce our entire set of Yard Views, which was no small task when done in the complete manner
used throughout those twelve pages.

We wish to acknowledge the use of the Yard Views on pages 28, 29, 31, 35, and 36 through the

courtesy of the New York Times.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR METOUR kindly consented to furnish the etchings which appear
on pages 555, 6, 7, 8, and 9; while PROFESSOR BROUSSARD has offered valuable suggestions

throughout the entire progress of publishing the book.

"B" CALDER and "KAY" HEALEY, when asked to continue their endeavors in The Log
in our own special issue of the same, responded in a most generous fashion.

Even after the Medics got JOE SPIELVOGEL he kept with us, contributing, among other

things, the Biography Page design. To SHEPHERD, ex-'22, goes the credit for the ideas portrayed
on the Lost Battalion page.

The picture ofthe "Jagged Skyline," page 365, is used by courtesy of "The Cathedral of

Commerce."

Last, but far from the least, are those members of the Underclasses who are listed below. Some
worked tirelessly night after night typewriting the copy and getting it ready for the printer.

Others worked far into the morning hours turning out art work for us. To them goes the fullest

measure of the Staff's gratitude.

The following Midshipmen contributed largely to the work ofTHE LUCKY BAG, but lack of

space prevents the running of their pictures

:

Orem
Blake
Hansen
Eccles

Jones, W. G.
Stacey
Frazer
English
Snodgrass
Chase, S. F.

Pierson, J. A.
Montgomery
Price, J. W.

Howard
Kissam
Armor
Cochran

Kosse
Farrington
Bibby
Toney
Jackson, R
Holcomb
Hooper
Latta
Zachary
Woods, E. E

FIRST CLASS

Krick
Draim
Pullen
Ashley

R. Metcalf
Olch
Wierum
Cruse
Stickley

Stohr, L.

SECOND CLASS

Von Dreele
Baker, H. M.
Pearson, J. B., Jr.

Pottle
Wenger
Day

Rosenstein, A. L. R.
Kniskern
Hazard
Johnson, J. R.
Keeler
Elmore
Cady
Wood, C. A.
Covington
Nicholson, M. F.

Daisley
Hawkins
Withington

YOUNGSTERS
Randolph
Linthicum
Blaylock
Newman

Norman
Kirkland
Mensing
Hatcher

Kalisch
Siegrist

Seay
Ericsson

Mumma
Daniel

PLEBES
Thomas
Van den Berg

Jensen
Thorington

Hubbard
McGeoy
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THE MANDOLIN CLUB
Standing: Hight, Messmer, Hudson, Johnson, Wagner, France.
Sitting: McCracken, Trundle, Uehlinger, Fitzhugh, Whitgrove, Cutts, Thayer.

MUSICAL CLUBS
FOR several years the Mandolin Club and Glee Club gave us our only chance to hear music

around the Academy. Of course, they didn't satisfy everyone always but they did pretty
well. In fact, they were good and they knew it! Witness: This is probably the only school in the
United States where the Musical Clubs do not make any trips to neighboring colleges. No, Sir!

If people want to hear our musicians they must come to Annapolis, for that is where we draw
the line. Our men will not go to their audiences.

"History repeats itself," says Irvin S. Cobb, philosopher and scientist, and probably this state-

ment applies as strongly to music as to any other subject. Back in the good old days, long before

Daniel disported himself in the den of lions, a guy named Joshua went out on an errand of

destruction. Joshua and his band ofmusicians descended on the city of Jericho, where they played
havoc among the townsfolk with their crashing melodies rendered touchingly on trumpets, cym-
bals, and earthenware goboons. Thus began the art of jazz and now, some years later, we again

find this type of music in vogue, only, instead of Josh, we find the leader to be no less a personage

THE JAZZ BAND
Standing: Frost, Kent, Taylor, Walsh, Hylant, Naquin.
Sitting: Holden, York, Waters, Dyer.
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THE GLEE CLUB
Top Row, Roth, Eccles, Landers, Lindholm, Hall, Woodside, Parks, Siegrist, Peterson, Wallace.
Middle Row, Willett, Hodgkiss, Pierce, Stevenson, Jordan, White, Berner, Iverson, Heine, Lewis.
Bottom Row, Archibald, Hooper, Kastner, Beyrer, Blick, Taylor, Shears, Verge, Larson.

than "Pete" Frost. Like that group of old, our Jazz Band can move walls and cause
chaperones to quake with fear as they watch the gentle swaying of the couples on the deck. Verily,

verily I say unto you, the well-meaning incumbents of the old folks' homes loudly proclaim that
the bray of the trombone and the moan of the saxaphone are fast leading us all to a second de-

struction of Jericho. Maybe so, but we certainly have a snappy funeral to go with us.

The other group here pictured, the Orchestra, is headed by C. H. Momm. This body was or-

ganized during the last year and made its first public appearance at the Fourth Batt. Show. If

there was any doubt of the impression such an orchestra would make, it was dispelled by the fact

that many of the Midshipmen stayed after the show to listen to the music instead of making their

usual hurried flight to the Hop. This group was not opposed to Jazz, but rather turned their

efforts to putting it out in softer and more palatial form, and in this they have succeeded.

So, for our music, we have these four organizations to thank and their existence has been char-

acterized by the co-operation between the first two and the competition between the others.

The result has been seen in many an entertaining evening for all hands. "Music hath charms,"
as we all know, and certainly nowhere is it more in demand than here, where it helps remove some
of the humdrum monotony of a military existence.

THE ORCHESTRA
Standing: D. E. Roth, D. J. Martin, P. S. Reynolds, L. A. Stohr, W. L. Messmer, and R. D. Maurin.
Sitting: W. B. Trundle, L. G. Whitgrove, M. Rosenberg, C. H. Momm, R. L. Dyer, A. T. York.



HOP COMMITTEE
Standing: Glass ('24), Seay ('24), Petersen ('24), Walker ('24), Waters ('23), Drexler ('24), Congdon ('23),

Castera' (23), Hughes' (23), Treadwell' (23).

Seated: Rockey ('22), Koehler ('22), Titus ('22), Jordan ('22), Johnson ('22), Larson ('22), Fitzhugh ('22),

Clark ('22), Graham ('23).

HOP COMMITTEE
THIS is an assortment of our best, carefully selected Midshipmen of the First, Second, and

Third Classes—the Fussers, the Snakes, the Elite, analogous to, and the chief competitors of, the
gentlemen of The Four Hundred. Before this year they were to be recognized only by their white
gloves and by occasionally shocking some fair stranger who confided to her escort her worries
about "Mr. Smith's suspenders dangling, etc." So now our Committee are wearing their sword
belts outside, for gloves are becoming too common; then, too, it relieves the anxieties of our guests
and the brass buckles add a finish to the costume.

Now that we are acquainted with the Hop Committee it might be well to let our minds wander
back to the dim past and look into the humble origin of this little group of Midshipman aristo-

crats. We have practically no documents or historical records on the subject, unless it be in

certain volumes formerly referred to as "Dime Novels," which are of somewhat doubtful repute.

But we have the movies and upon these we must base our research.

About 1850 or so, when the West was still a wilderness, there existed in various mining centers,

certain small towns, where poker games often were settled by recourse to six shooters and where
the bars and dance halls flung wide their doors to all comers. It is here, in these dance halls, that

we discover the germ of the Hop Committee of today. It existed here in almost every case in the
form of certain men who dressed immaculately, combed their hair scrupulously, and had a way
with the ladies which was irresistible. These men were often classed under the simple and de-

scriptive term, "Bouncers." They were there to protect the ladies, beat strangers at cards, eject

the boisterous, and encourage men to spend their money at the brass rail. Truly, this was a
position of prominence, and he whom the bouncer spooned on was to be envied.

But times changed, and in the early part of the twentieth century we find the bouncer had
deteriorated to a mere little fashion plate, Hart, Schaffner 8s Marx type of gentlemen commonly
known as the "House Detective," in stylish hotels'and restaurants. His backsliding is more or

less astounding. True, he still has attractions for the ladies but his hair is now parted in the middle,

he wears rubber-tired glasses, kid gloves, and patent leather pumps, while his long, black, deadly
cigar has dwindled to a mere scented cigarette.

And so it is we have a Hop Committee, the outgrowth of the old bouncer and theho use de-

tective. Some one to look after the things and people concerned, and to show the girls a good time,

and make the Hop enjoyable for them. Glance at the assortment of young Apollos pictured

above. Do they succeed? Ask the girl who owns one.

But the Committee undoubtedly has real uses. We have them to thank for the tastes dis-

played in the hop card designs, decorations, and a thousand little points which come under their

care. They are ornamental and useful. A hop without the Committee would fall flat, so we will

\eave them with a short quotation from Tolstoi, O. Henry, or some other great author, "They seen

leir duty and they done it noble!"



Class Supper Committee

Pratt, Little, Coleman, Baker, H. D., Johnson, J. R.

CLASS SUPPER AND GERMAN
THERE are two failings which have characterized our race for years; the desire for food

and, following this, the longing to trip the light fantastic all over the lot. Midshipmen,
after all, are but a type of human, and in them the above idiosyncrasies are rather pronounced.
This has been the case with thousands of our predecessors. Consequently, year after year,

two social events have taken place. At one we eat and dance, and at the other we just plain eat!

The German is one of the big times for the First Class. It is half of June Week. It has an
atmosphere of its own, due to the fact that the end is at hand. Even Navigation, that Academic
bugbear, is at that time as harmless as Postum (there's a reason), and consequently spirits are

at top-notch and enthusiasm is rife.

Now to the "just eat" event.

Class German Committee

Standing: Coleman, Rockey, Bedilion, Fitzhugh, Titus.

Sitting: Lott, Hudson (Chairman), Tyler, Pierce, F. W.

This, sad to say, is now in the dim past, having occurred at the

Emerson Hotel, with a less im-

portant flare-back in Lisboa,

First Class Cruise. The
official name for this function

is Class Supper, althoughithas
been referred to by less compli-

mentary titles. Believe us,

Benjamin Franklin, respected

as he is among the Midship-
men, went far astray when he

said, "Always get up from

the table hungry." The
feudal barons never practiced

it, the ancient Romans never

practiced it, the Elks don't

practice it, and strange to

say, the Midshipmen don't

practice it, either.

So these two affairs were of

the type that made the unfor-

tunate ones "wish they had
been there." They were uni-

versallypronouncedahugesuc-

cess. No one went hungry,

everyone enjoyed himself, and

the best of Spirits, only, pre-^

vailed.



KAPPA SIGMA

ARCHIBALD, C. B.

BALDWIN, J. A.

BIBBY, L. H.

GALLAGHER, V. J.

GILL, G. C.

PERKINS, A. N.

SEAY, E. A.

STIRLING, S. C.

WALTON, F. W.

PHI GAMMA DELTA

CROWTHER, G. R.

FROST, R. F.

LINDSEY, W. C.

McCONN, B. L.

SPENCER, R.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

CADY, J. P.

CROMMELIN, H.

FENNO, F. W., Jr.

GOODNOUGH, J. C.

HUNTER, R. N.

MORRIS, M.

RHOADES, W. R.

RITTER, P. O.

CHI PHI

CONGDON, T. B.

PHI KAPPA PSI

RAFFERTY, W. J. F.

RAWLINS, E. W.

WISHART, C. A.

DELTA SIGMA PHI

LANSTON, A. G.

WALSH, C. S.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

ASHTON, R. K.

CLAPP, V. O.

HOLLIS, R. P.

JUST, C. F.

SIEGRIST, P. W.

SIGMA CHI

AXTELL, A. W.

CARNEY, K. B.

COOPER, J. E.

MATHEWS, B. O.

PURMORT, G. L.

ROCKEY, W. W.

SCHWANINGER, J. L.

WHITE, T. B.

ALPHA SIGMA PHI

McLEAN, D. F.

CHI PSI

BOLLING, G. W.

ELY, J. S. T. S.

JARRELL, A. E.

RIGSBY, W. B.

DELTA KAPPA
EPSILON

DOE, H.

ECCLES, H. E.

FRENCH, J. E.

HAYS, W. S.

LITTLE, M. N.

MATSON, R. H.

RIGGS, W. F., Jr.

DELTA UPSILON

BROWN, C. R.

CALVERT, A. P.

EGAN, W. H.

PETERSON, J. V.

WHITTEN, J. L., Jr.

BETA THETA PI

ALLEN, J. L.

DAY, J. S.

GUITAR, W. E.

HUDSON, H. B.

LOOMIS, P. L.

MAXWELL, W. H.

MONROE, F., Jr.

WALKER, G. E.



PHI DELTA THETA

ARNOLD, B. W.

BEISER, C. R.

BURLEIGH, R. W.

CRAIG, E. C.

CROUCH, J. M.

DAVIS, W. P.

DORSEY, J. H.

FOLK, W. P.

GEISE, J. F.

KOEHLER, B. G.

MARSHALL, W. J.

WALKER, F. R.

PHI KAPPA SIGMA

FISH, H. C.

SIGMA ALPHA
EPSILON

BRAUTIGAM, T. M.

CRISP, C. F.

GRANT, E. K.

HILL, T. B.

PARKER, E. C.

SANBORN, A. R.

SMITH, R. H.

WILKINSON, E. R.

WOOD, McF. W.

WRAY, H. W.

DELTA TAU DELTA

DYER, R. L.

OVERSTREET, G. J.

WILDER, D. C.

SIGMA NU

BARR, W. W.

HARRIS, H. D.

HOGAN, J. H.

HUNT, G. D.

LEE, W. T.

McINTOSH, H. D.

MERIWETHER, G. M.

STURGES, R. G.

THETA XI

QUARTON, D.

SKIDMORE, R. L.

PETERSEN, W. F.

PHI SIGMA KAPPA

WATKINS, F. T.

PI KAPPA ALPHA

DUKE, I. T.

HURT, D. A.

RAWLINGS, H. A.

ROBINSON, B. H.

THETA DELTA CHI

CHANDLER, H. G.

LINDSAY, S.

KAPPA ALPHA
(SOUTHERN)

BARCHET, S. G.

BENSON, W. H.

HOLTZCLAW, J. S.

JACKSON, M. C.

JOHNSON, J. R.

LANGFORD, C. K.

MAGUIRE, J. D.

MILLARD, J. W.

PATTON, J. W.

PHILLIPS, N.

POTTER, A. P.

ROBISON, H. C.

WALLACE, M. H.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

HEADDEN, W. R.

McWILLIE, C. W.

KAPPA ALPHA
(NORTHERN)

ZIMMER, L. A.
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THE CHOIR

THE CHOIR AND CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
GLANCE at them—nay, scrutinize each upright and determined visage. Yes, they are Mid-

shipmen, all of them. We absolutely guarantee that there are no ringers in these pictures.

We will say that these pictures were taken on Sunday, which might have some slight effect upon
expressions. However, they are not quite as good as they look, in fact you would scarce recognize
those angelic countenances on the lacrosse field or wrestling mat.

Consider what the men in the choir do for the Academy, the great sacrifice they make. First,

they sit up before the Congregation, where they can, under no circumstances, catch a snooze.

And second, they actually give up one whole drill period each week, and, instead of a pleasant

little tramp under arms, they slave and toil at their "Te Deums" and Hymns. Imagine such spirit

!

Then we come to the Y. M. C. A. At the Naval Academy this consists of regular Sunday night
meetings, excellent talks by excellent speakers. But consider the Midshipmen who are cited as

prime movers in this work. We are forced to admit we can't just exactly figure out where they
fit in. Outside of the President they seem to be officiating in name only. We should very
probably liken these young notables to the now extinct cigar store indian who, in days gone by,

graced the door of each tobacco merchant. True, he never sold a cigar, but one can scarce deny
that he added dignity to the establishment and an atmosphere obtainable in no other manner.

&

Ht m #

**r ^ yiv 1 v
it——.

THE Y. M. C. A. DIRECTORS
Standing: Bradbury; McCracken; Johnson; O'Regan; Walker; McKee.
Sitting: Fowler; Haase; Tucker; Whiraker, President; Lyon; Blick; Becker.
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CONNELEY, H. H.
HARP, T. R.
KOONCE, P. B.
McCOOL, R. G.
MILLS, D. C.
OLIVER, R. M.
THACH, J. H., JR.

CALIFORNIA
AGNEW, H. F.
BELL, R. C., JR.
CASTERA, G.
COLLINS, E. T.
LUSIGNAN, J. T., JR.
McCAMENT, H. D.
McCUTCHEN, J. C.
REYNOLDS, P. S.

THAYER, W. R.
WELLER, D.

CANAL ZONE
CARSON, H. R., JR.

COLORADO
BURKE, A. A.
FRYBERGER, E.
HEZLEP, H., JR.
MANN, C. H.
RUBLE, R. W.
SPRUNG, E. E.

L.

CONNECTICUT
CONGDON, T. B.
MacKERRACHER, R. A.
MARPLE, M. M., JR.
MORAN, H. G.
RAFFERTY, W. J. F.
SMILEY, C. S.

WATERS, H. J.

CONE, D. N., JR.
ENSEY, C. R., JR.
KING, J. W., 3d
MOYERS, G. W.
SCRUGGS, R. M.
TREADWELL, P. C.

GEORGIA
BRIMBERRY, M. F.

HOBBY, W. M., JR.
HOLTZCLOW, J. S.

McARTHUR, G.
MOLDER, J. C.
PARSONS, F. W.
RIGSBY, W. B.
SIBLEY, W. A. L.

WALTON, F. W.

HAWAII
COOPER, J. McG.
HIGGINS, R. De W.
LORD, G. M.
WIRTZ, P. C.

IDAHO
ARNOLD, M. E.
McCRACKEN, K. D.

ILLINOIS
ANDERSON, W. D.
BOLLING, G. W., 2d
COE, C. F.
HAWTHORNE, D. J.

LEWIS, E.
MORROW, J. A.
O'SULLIVAN, W.
PARKER, W. C, JR.
PEARCE, E. S.

REDDINGTON, W. H.
REMBERT, E.
ROBERTS, R. T.

IOWA
ARMKNECHT, R. F.

ARNOLD, R. J.

BALL, F. J.
BURT, B. LaR.
CRIST, LeM. E., JR.
LOHMANN, P. D.
MOSS, A. E.
SEVERIN, H.
TEUSCHER, L. F.
WITHINGTON, F. S.

KANSAS
FELT, H. D.
PARR, W. S.

SULLIVAN, C. F.
TATE, V. B.
WILLIAMS, H. N.
WOLLESON, H. D.

KENTUCKY
BASKETT, D. T.
BRADY, J. H.
DIETRICH, N. K.
DUNCAN, E. R.
GILMER, J. P., JR.
KELLY, M. L.
McKINNEY, J. R.
MORRIS, R. M.
NEELY, G. M.
SOWER, J. P. L.

WOOD, McF. W.

LOUISIANA
BELL, H. A.
BERNARD, J. P.

BRES, A. V.
PIERSON, A. R., JR.
TORTORICH, D. J., JR.
WENGER, J. N.
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MAINE
COFFIN, P. R.
DOE, H.
HIGHT, R.

MARYLAND
EVANS, T. C.
HENSEL, K. G.
McCOLLUM, F. L.
RIDOUT, H.
SODERGREN, A. R.
STEELE, N.
WALDHAUSER, J. T.

MASSACHUSETTS
AMBROSE, H.
AVERY, J.

CASEY, T. J.

COGGER, P. J.

CROSBY, G. J.

FLAHERTY, M. E.
FOLEY, J. H.
HAMBLIN, F. D.
HAWKINS, S. H.
HEDERMAN, T. H.
HERLIHY, J. J.

KEATING, J. S.

KELIHER, R. H.
KELSEY, J. D.
LEAVITT, R. B.
McISAAC, J. M.
MANLEY, W. G.
NEWTON, F. H., JR.
PARK, N. H.
RING, S. C.
SARGENT, W. S.

SHEA, D. F. J.

SHEEHAN, J. T.
STEVENS, F. C.
WHITE, H. G.
WILLETT, J. H.
WOODS, R. W. D.

MICHIGAN
AGETON, A. A.
FULLER, J. E.
GUILLOT, J. C.
JACKSON, P.
JENKINS, E. F.
OCKER, J. McC.
PECK, E. R.

MINNESOTA
CASSON, R. A., JR.
DAY, D. H.
DRAKE, D. O'N.
HUEBL, R. M.
LARIMORE, J. P.
MATTSON, R. E.
MOSES, L. B., JR.
SCHADE, H. A.
WINKJER, G.

MISSISSIPPI
COOK, R. A.
DOWNS, H. A.
FLY, W. A.
FUQUA, S. G.
TATUM, R. L., JR.
WALKER, C. H.

MISSOURI
DODSON, B. E.
GUITAR, W. E.
HARRIS, J. T.
HUDSON, H. B.

JR-

KIMES, I. L.
McCORD, W. J.

MONROE, F., JR.
NORTHCUTT, H. W.
RASSIEUR, W. T.
RINGLE, K. D.
WADELL, R. P.
WELKER, G. W., JR.
WOODSIDE, R. E.

MONTANA
FABIAN, L. M.
FLEMING, J. E.
KELLY, H. M.

NEBRASKA
BRIGGS, J. A.
CHAPMAN, J. E.
MARTIN, P. L.
PETERSON, J. V.
REBBECK, R. F.

NEVADA
MORRISON, J. B.
STOCK, W. E., JR.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
DANA, M. M.
levasseur, j. j.

Mcdonough, r. p.

MOSES, K. L.
MULVANITY, A. S.

PARKER, C. A.
PEARCE, W. T.
REDFIELD, A. D.

NEW JERSEY
BURKE, L. T.
COMLY, S. P., JR.
DUGAN, P. F.

GREEN, H. F.
HENNIGAR, W. E.
KERN, L. H.
LEWIS, R. D.
MILLER, L. N.
PIERSON, J. H.
SMELLOW, M.
SCHLICHTER, C. F.

Von DREELE, W. H.
WADBROOK, W. P. E.
WILL, J. M.

NEW YORK
ABERCROMBIE, D.
BAKER, H. M.
BEAUMONT, C. D., JR.
BLAIR, L. N.
BRENDEL, L. H.
BURNS, W. F., JR.
COOK, F. E. S.

DAISLEY, G. W.
DAVIS, A. C.
DONOVAN, W. E.
DUSSAULT, G. A.
EGBERT, E. W.
FISCHER, R. H.
FISH, H. C.
FITZGERALD, J. S.

GOODNOUGH, J. S.

HICKS, R. I., JR.
HODGKISS, G. K.
HOLT, W. C.
HUNTINGTON, R. D.
HURD, L. E.
JECKLIN, J. J.

JONES, H. W.
KANE, J. L.

KINGSLEY, M. P.

KIRKPATRICK, M. K.
LEITH, S.

LION, B. D.
Mccormick, r. w.
McLELLAN, H. M.
MONTGOMERY, E. P.

MOSS, J. B.
O'REGAN, W. V.
POTTLE, V. L.

RILEY, W. A.
ROBINSON, A. McL.
SCHEYER, W. J.

SMITH, C. T.
STORRS, A. P., 3d
WASHBURN, G. A. T.
WEIR, F. D.
WILCOX, D. E.
ZIMMER, L. A.

NORTH CAROLINA
BALL, F. H.
CUNNINGHAM, R. H.
ERWIN, M., JR.
GOLD, P. D., 3d
HATCHETT, E. W.
HOLDERNESS, G. A., JR.
NIEMYER, H. A.
PATTON, J. B., JR.
RIGLER, F. V.
TAYLOR, G. E.
WARD, F. T., JR.

NORTH DAKOTA
FARRER, M. T.
HALLARD, W. F.

OHIO
CAUDLE, F. L.
EDWARDS, F. A.
GESEN, C. G.
HAASE, R. W.
LOUGHEAD, E. C.
McAFEE, R. D.
McCARTY, W. P.
MEYERS, E. H.
MILLER, C. R.
MORGAN, H. R.
RICHARDS, A. H.
VOSS, H. J.

WALKER, R. K.
WALLACE, G. L.
WESCOAT, H. M.

OKLAHOMA
SOUCEK, Z.

TAYLOR, W. S.

TROTTER, F. A.

OREGON
SCHNEIDER, M. F.

TWINING, M. B.

PENNSYLVANIA
AMMON, W. B.
BENNETT, C. H., JR.
BIRTLEY, T. B., JR.
BROWN, J. L.

CROWTHER, G. R.
CURRY, J. E.
DENNISON, R. L.

DUSINBERRE, H. W.
GINDER, J. K. B.
GINN, W. S.

GOLDSMITH, W. A.
GOOD. G. F., JR.
HAAS, P. W., JR.
HAMILTON, W. H.
HARTMAN, K. P.
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PENNSYLVANIA—Con.

HOFFHEINS, W. L., JR.
JENKINS, P. H.
JOHANNESEN, J. R.
JOHNSON, H. C, JR.
JUST, C. F.
KENNEDY, A., JR.
KURTS, W. S.

LINDSAY, S.

McCAFFERTY, W. J.

MAHER, A. L.

MOOSBRUGGER, F.

MULLINS, W. J.

NEWHALL, B.
RHOADS, R. H.
ROBBINS, F. L.

ROBERT, R. P.
ROONEY, J. J.

ROTH, D. E.
SCHMIDT, L. S.

SHOMIER, J. E., JR.
SIMRELL, W. F., JR.
TODD, H. W., JR.
WELCH, J. L.

WESTON, G. G.
YODER, R. H.
ZIMMERMAN, C. K.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
OLIVARES, J. E.

RHODE ISLAND
WHITE, H. F., JR.

SOUTH CAROLINA
HAYNSWORTH, W. Mc. C, JR.
WALKER, T. J., JR.

SOUTH DAKOTA
DAWSON, N. M.
DUNCAN, E. R.
PRICE, F. M.

TENNESSEE
BARR, F. L.
BOWERS, W. A.

EARLY, E. D.
FOLK, W. P.
LANDSTREET, J. C.
RODES, P. A.
TRAYLOR, J. A.
WRIGHT, W. D., JR.

TEXAS
ANDREWS, J. R.
BROWNE, E. H.
COFER, R. E., JR.
DAVIDSON, W. W.
DAVIS, B.
FOWLER, W. C.
HUMPHREYS, C. W.
MENDENHALL, W. K., JR.
MONAGIN, E. L.
NUNN, J. R.
PARROTT, J. H.
PEARSON, J. B., JR.
PERRY, J. R.
POGUE, W. G.
ROBISON, H. C.
SCOGGINS, O.
SHOUP, F. E., JR.
SPANGLER, J. B.
TURNER, T. L.

UTAH
BARNES, S. M.
BROWNING, W. E.
CONROY, V. P.

KELLY, T. E.
MAESER, E.
SMOOT, R. N.
WALSH, C. S.

YOUNG, H. L.

VERMONT
BUCK, R. R.
CHERRIE, G. E.
FIELD, W. L.
MULHERON, E. S.

VIRGINIA
ARNOLD, B. W., 3d
BARRETT, J. P. B.

CHANDLER, A. D.
GWATHMEY, C.
HARRISON, B. R., JR.
KEEGAN, C. F.
MURDAUGH, A. C.
NEILL, W. McD.
PICKELL, C. R.
PRICE, J. W., JR.
RYAN, P. H.
SPANGLER, S. B.
TRUNDLE, W. B.
WALKER, G. E., JR.
WHITEHEAD, J. E.
WILSON, B. B., JR.

WASHINGTON
BATTERTON, H. D.
BOLLES, H. A., JR.
BURFORD, W. P.
CARR, R. E.
DUNN, H. A.
GRAHAM, W. A.
HARSHMAN, A. C.
KAIL, C. W.
McLaren, k. m.
SHAW, J. D.
SPARLING, F. A.

WEST VIRGINIA
COOPER, H. M.
FULTON, S. De W.
KENDALL, R. C.
NAGER, C. J.
TRAPNELL, F. M.
WHITTEN, J. L.

WISCONSIN
LAURENT, F. W.
LOOMIS, H. H.
LOOMIS, P. L.
NELSON, F. J.
PRATT, R. D.
REINKEN, L. A.
SCHNEIDER, A. W.

WYOMING
CHAPPELL, C. A.
RUSSELL, W. C, JR.
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RAYS FROM A LIGHT
Class colors—Black and Blue
Class drink—Black and White
Class motto—"Sweetness and light

Class flower—Sweet pea

IN the words of the great French philosopher, Abie Le 'Vine, "O tempora! O mores!" or "How
times do change." For, as the city slickers and the home-town heroes slowly, or rapidly, as their

condition permitted, oozed back to this sanitarium for helium-laden heads, great and wondrous
things were in store for them—yea, even in the Midshipmen's Store. No longer did one havejio
surreptitiously suck upon the vile weed while various and sundry members of la clase cuatro stood
anchor watch. No longer did one have to pull the old dining-out gag in order to start one's stuff

just outside the main gate on Sunday afternoons.

Nay, nay, not tonight, Josephine—for all this and even
more had been proclaimed reg in the eyes of "them
that is" by "order number umpty-ump, dash, dumpty."
Glory be to Maryland Avenue, a new era was on
hand! And whoever heard of a Second Classman
being absent when any kind of a hand-out was going
on? For as "Charley-horse Buck" so aptly puts it,

"A 2.5 in the hand is worth two 2.4's on the bush."

According to the famous old lightweight, "Battling"
Mahan, we should have assumed the offensive when
hostilities began with our friends the enemy, the
Ambitious Academics. But the young hopefuls were
sorely repulsed and instead of massacring old man
Math, or even disabling Johnny Gow, lo and behold
we were smitten for a goal; yea, for two or three

goals even as was "one of the city's finest" on the
night of the mule-meat orgy. Yes, and Juice was no
lemon either (perhaps currant would be more appro-
priate) when it came to perching the young onions
high up in the branches. There were by actual count
43 sprained necks and 71 broken fingers due to the
"Three-finger rule" alone. Glory be to old "Doc" Feld-

meyer, the casualties for the first month were many,
and many of the wooden tribe did wax exceeding wroth.
However, when it came to the fruity department of
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upon us
following named

English the lads were all there with bells and other things on.
For, in the midst of a bovine's-husband slinging contest the
prof didn't have a show—let him but mention the Irish question,
or venture a word upon the reason for increasing population in

Germany, and the battle would begin. Ah, dear, dead,
departed English, may your bones make excellent fertilizer!

For, as the Krafty One once remarked, "The shovel is mightier
than the sword."

Then it came to pass in the fullness of time that the chosen
few should journey to the city of brotherly love and forged
liquor receipts, to witness one of the greatest games of the
year. Although we came out on the short end of the score,

believe me, brother, "it was a battle, by gar!" It was a damp
and rainy day (no relation to Reiny Day) so only natural that
some of the "young gentlemen" should get sloppy. However,
all made the train back, which promises well for next year.

Just about this lap of our incarceration the terrors of the old

Spanish Inquisition were once again dragged forth and hurled
Not a day sneaked by without its "Memorandum for Battalion Officers: Have the

And Smeared the Big City to Their
Hearts' Content

for try-on of dress jacket in basted form." Them was the good ole

days—glory be to "Jakey" Reed for the Steam and Juice periods that went by the board while

watching the clock go 'round an' 'round in old man Solar's sanctum. That was the time you
could get a rise out of a D. O. by telling him your roommate was having a fit—at the tailor's.

For as the three wise men, Hart, Schaffner, 8b Marx, would say, "Clothes break the man."

Once again the answer to that worn-out, age-old query of "How many days?" became like

unto the tail of a dress jacket and the inhabitants of Uncle Sam's Ensign Factory sent out frenzied

telegrams for some of the long green to lay on the Navy Blue against the Army Gray. And
for once Lady Luck was with us, even as The Saturday Evening Post. It was a grand and
glorious occasion, folks, from the first drop of the hat to the last drop of the bottle. Glory be
to the Hotel Commodore, ne'er had it beheld such scenes as that night brought. Many of

the boys had wielded a mean paint-work rag before but that was the time when all hands
turned to with the red lead and smeared the big city to their hearts' content—and their

bankrolls' ruin. Everybody and his brother was there, including Haig and his brother, spirits

were high ($12 for the best), and "a good time was had by all."

But as "Ikey" Newton himself once shouted from the housetops, "To every action there

is an equal and opposite reaction." And what a reaction it was! Like our old friend, the hys-

teresis curve, our minds seemed to lag, a coercive force was needed to produce study, while the

remnants of coin of the realm were exceedingly small.

But glory be to "Ampere Pete," all this was but as a drop in the bucket to that which was to

come. For it was at this period of spiritual and financial depression that "Uncle Henry" made
himself forever beloved with "Naval Academy order number 79-21; Subject, Christmas Leave."
When the adjutant had finished bellowing forth the glad tidings in accents wild and hectic, ye
mob did howl its glee. But when the paragraph on the elusive 2.6 was discovered, 'twas even as

the man in the bathtub said as he reached for the towel, "Ay, there's the rub." Whereupon all

the members of the specie mahogany did enter upon a vigorous and lusty campaign of beating

the Academics at their own game. Glory be to the corridor boy, then the chalk dust did fly!

The unfortunate egg who happened to stop drawing B. M. diagrams long enough to draw his

breath was out of luck—to drop your chalk meant two probs lost. Yea, verily, the watchword
became "Check 'em up." The strain was terrible; men could be seen pursuing the elusive log

around the corridor while others were hunting
the dangerous dyne in its native haunts. Epi-
cyclic trains and anchor escapements furnished

matter for many excellent nightmares, at the

same time that el senor Bullard was unani-

mously elected in full standing to "those we
could do without." The time grew short and our
breath became young—coming in short pants

—

as results of the great struggle were published.

But the gods had been kind, so with joy and
gladness in our hearts and plenty of jack in ourj

non-reg pockets, the great exodus began. 37lj

When Baltimore was reached the embryo
admirals herded aboard the home-bound specials

with the rest of the cattle, tested whistle and And Sure Gave the Girls a Treat

r
't>

Kg
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siren, and got under way for the old stamping grounds. At every station between Bangor,
Maine, and Six Shooter, Texas, a band was busted out, awaiting the triumphant home-galloping
of the favorite son. The fair ones had all laid in an extra supply of hair nets, for had they not
heard prodigious tales of the way of a Mid with a maid? Forsooth, all things pointed to a

strenuous leave.

Once more embraced in the family circle, the local prodigy did feast upon the fatted calf, and
having feasted was wont to stroll along the broad highway and gaze upon more calves—less fatted.

Then for one solid week our young hero copped all the gravy, he was truly the pussy's pizazza
for once in the history of his downy beard. How he was wont to fill the trusting ears of the

sweet young things with much of the well-known material regarding such episodes as the time-

honored "Assistant, take charge!" While at the hops he was all there with sword belt and one
of "Jakey" Reed's latest form-fit creations. Yes, the young acorn slung a mean sabot and sure

gave the girls a treat. But alas! 'Twas all gone—there wasn't any more and once again the
wandering sons of old Tecumseh did gather at the festal board of Uncle Sam's heatless hotel

to scoff a belated New Year's chow.

The scene changes. What is this motley crew that wends its weird way toward the Steam
building, painted and powdered? A bunch of hamaneggers—actors, perhaps—or some of the boys
they named a soap after? Nay, nay, Pauline, with all those decorations it looks like an old-time
Democratic Association clambake. But 'tis neither; 'tis merely the funeral cortege of old man
English himself. Glory be to the shades of "Horseshoe" Brown, it was a happy day when the
board of strategy on "how the fights should have been fit" was laid six feet beneath the fertilizer,

and the influence of sea power died for the lack of more hot air.

The great mental gymnastical tests this year were no exception to the rule and required merely
a thorough understanding of the Encyclopedia Britannica in 28 volumes and a memory like Mrs.
Roth's son, David. In spite of all the academic ambushes, however, only a few of the boys drew
their amounts available plus reserve pay and hauled it for civilization.

Right here, brethren, let us stop and shed a tear for those perhaps more fortunate birds who
completed their four-year course in two and a half. Soft music and dim lights as the choir sings

"The Stumbling Block of Ages," or "The Semi-anns Will Get You If You Don't Watch Out,"
in memory of those who have gone aboard the good ship "U. S. S. Outside." Glory be to the
Peruvian Navy, ne'er truer words e'er were warbled than those of the Juice prof who said, "We're
here to help you out"—and they did their best!

No sooner had the smoke o' the battle cleared away than the second frantic lap of our dash for

knowledge (?) began, and the same old grind was repeated. Then came the "dope period"—one
day some poor trusting egg had us furloughed for

life on half pay, and the next, thrown out into

the frigid oblate spheroid on the ball bearings of

our ears if the new sat mark of 3.0 was not made.
Yea, verily, glory be to Jones, J. P., who first told

the world that "Dope hath charms to soothe the

savage breast"—it sure is potent material.

Time wore on, and our second suits of service

wore out, as the Gymkhana came and went—the

best ever according to those who ought to know
—while the Masqueraders checked up another
with "A Pair of Sixes." Once again, the band

| - T_ became successful in its attempt to prevent boning
while the re-appearance of the Argo and Robert
Center made it sure that the time of long-haired

poets and love-sick birds had arrived.

And now our chronicle needs must close. A few
more months and we step up to the last match
in Academic life—First Classdom. The prospect

of a swiftly accelerated dive over the seawall

becomes more enjoyable every day. We are sorry

to see you go, '22, and yet glad—you've treated

us white and we have appreciated it (even though
some of the ex-M. C.'s might doubt the last

statement) and as you go, we wish you the best

o'luck and hope to take up the wheel where you

The Shadow that Lurks in the leave *• And may eternal glory ever be to the soul «Three Men
Background of him who says, "Three men absent, sir!" Absent, Sir"
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ALABAMA
AUERBACH, E. H.
DAVIES, J. Y.
FLETCHER, F. M.
GLASS, B. W.
GOLDTHWAITE, R.
HAYS, W. S.

JOHNSON, L. W.
LEGG, C. A.
LEVERETT, A. B.
MacDONALD, F. W.
MONTGOMERY, G. C.

MOORE, W. T.
PERKINS, A. N.
PRIVETT, G. P.
SEAY, E. A.
SMITH, H. P.

ALASKA
BELLERBY, R. J.

ARIZONA
BALDWIN, J. A.
KELLY, S. G.
KING, G. C.
SUMAN, E. L.

TONKIN, C. T.

ARKANSAS
DURHAM, R. L.

GREGOR, O. F.

HOUGH, C. S.

KIMES, T. J.

NUNN, I. H.
PHILLIPS, N.
RITCHIE, T. C.
THOMPSON, W. B.
WILLIAMS, G. A.

CALIFORNIA
ADAIR, C.
BALLINGER, H. R.
BEDFORD, S. R.
CLAUSEN, A. J.

CREWS, M. H.
DEMAREST, H. R
DOCKWEILER, E. V.
ECKLAND, D. L.
FORSYTH, J. N.
GLENN, T. A.
GRIFFITH, T. R., JR.
HICKEY, W. A.
HYDE, J. D.
HYMAN, W. M.
LAIDLAW, J. S.

LOOMIS, F. B., JR.
McINTOSH, J. H.
MARSHALL, T. C.
MILLER, H. B.
NAGEL, S.

OSWALD, H. H.
TIEMROTH, H. H.
WAID, R. T.

COLORADO
BARE, H. T.
BERGER, H. A.
BRISBANE, W. H.
BURRIS, H.
DUNN, P. H. H.
FARRELL, J. A., JR.
FRANCIS, D. L.
HOPKINS, H. V.
McLEOD, R. D., JR.
MATHEWS, B. O.
PLAYTER, R. E.
WILSON, B. E.
WOLOWSKY, J. E.

CONNECTICUT
ANDERSON, E. E.
BALDWIN, R. V.
BOCK, B. N.
GRAESSER, W. M.
GRANDFIELD, F. J.
HARTMAN, F. C, JR.
SMITH, J. W.
WEBB, R. C.
WILLIAMS, S. A.

DELAWARE
DREXLER, H. C.
TAMMANY, W. P.
WEIR, A.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CLARK, R. W.
CULLEN, C. E.
HARRISON, H. H.
LATIMER, S. E.
MILLS, M. A., JR.
SINCLAIR, G. A.

FLORIDA
BRODA, D. F.
BROWN, W. D.
EVANS, W. A., JR.
HOFFMAN, C. M. E.
PRATT, C. H.
ROSE, R. E., JR.
STEVENS, E. W.
WILKINSON, E. R.

GEORGIA
BELLINGER, G. H., JR.
BRERETON, W. H.
BUSH, S. E.
CALDWELL, W. A.
CALLAWAY, C. H.
CLOSE, F.
DAVIS, W. V.
FOX, S. B.
HOOK, F. M.
MARTIN, H. J.

MILLS, R. E.
ODEN, S. F.
PARKER, E. C.
WOOD, A. C.

HAWAII
SIMONTON, R. M.

IDAHO
DICKIE, A. B.
FLOED, H. C.
HOLBROOK, J. A.
McCALLUM, D. J.

PAGE, H. G.

ILLINOIS
ANDREWS, F. B.
ARISON, R. E.
BASTIEN, L. J.

BEARCE, H. P.
BRYANT, P. K.
BURLONG, D. O.
CLAUDE, D. K.
CROMWELL, J. P.
CROSLEY, P. C.
DARTSCH, F. A. L.
EVANS, C. McA.
FREELS, A. J.

HAWKINSON, L. H.
HILL, S. W.
HORSCH, A. C.
HOWLAND, G. F.

JONES, H. A.
KRAFT, W. E.
LAYTON, E. T.
LINDSAY, G. M.
LUTHRINGER, M. S.

MAKOWSKI, M.
McASSEY, E. D.
MEINTS, C. G.
NAPIER, T. D.
PENNY, R. J.
REPLINGER, C. F.
SAYRE, R. E.
SIEGRIST, P. W.
SNYDER, J. T.
TEMPLE, H. B.
VOSSELER, A. B.
WILSON, H. K.
WHIPP, W. S.

INDIANA
AXTELL, A. W.
BRAND, J. W. C.
CAMERON, D. A.
COLLINS, D. H.
DILTS, P. V.
ERDMANN, W. L.

FREEMAN, S., JR.
GRAF, P.
HARVEY, W. W.
HEDDENS, F. M.
KAPPLE, W. R.
McGLASSON, G.
MILLER, D. H.
MURPHY, E. M.
O'BEIRNE, J. F.
POTTER, O. O.



INDIANA—Continued
RUHSENBERGER, J. R.
SIMMONS, W. F.
WYMOND, J. E.
YEOMANS, E. E.

IOWA
BACHMAN, L. A.
BALL, T. J.

BARE, R. O.
BARNES, A. D.
BEDNAR, A.
BORGEN, K. R.
FERRITER, C. A.
LAZELL, J. D.
PETERSON, W. F.
RUTT, B. L.
WIGHT, D. D.

KANSAS
DEAM, F. E.
DEYO, J. E.
GOODALL, H. W.
LINHOLM, A. R.

KENTUCKY
ADAMS, J. W., JR.
BROWNING, L. L.
CAMPBELL, L. F.
GIBBONS, J. H., JR.
HARRIS, A. E.
HERRINGTON, L. B., JR.
PRICE, C. H.
SHANKLIN, E. W.
SHIVELY, J. C.
STONE, W. P.

LOUISIANA
BENTON, H. P., JR.
BLANCHE, J. G., JR.
CURRIER, C. F.
GAUDY, H.
GRANT, E. K.
harper, t. b.
McGregor, t. h.
morrow, s. h.
rucker, c. g.
SYLVESTER, H. MacT.
ZELENKA, B. T.

MAINE
CLEAVES, W. E.
FOLGER, C. H. F.
LISHNESS, R. W.
PETERSON, G. EDWARD
SCHOULAND, H. E.
SEAWARD, E. T.

MARYLAND
BALDWIN, H. W.
BLADES, G. E.
CALLAGHAN, J. A.
HOWARD, H. P.
KOLB, S. D.
LONGFELLOW, W. J.
PATTERSON, G. W.
RICHARDS, W. L.
WALLER, G. W. D.
WOOD, C. C.
WORTHINGTON, J. M.

MASSACHUSETTS
ALDERMAN, C. L.
BARON, R. S.

BROWN, W. S.

BRYANT, C. R.
CARROLL, R. C.
CHADWICK, W. B.
COLBURN, R. C.
COLLINS, H. L.

CROWE, E. F.

CUNNINGHAM, E. A.
DALTON, L. W.
ELLIS, E. M.

FRASER, T. E.
GOUIN, M. E. A.
HERLIHY, J. L.
HUNT, A. T.
leahey, g. a., jr.
Mcdonough, j. f.

McPEAKE, L. J.

MacLEAN, S. K.
MANSFIELD, W. N.
MARSH, J. A.
MARTIN, D. G.
PETERSON, G. EDMUND
QUINN, B. D.
VERGE, W. E.
WALSH, A. J.

WHALEN, J. J.

WILDER, D. C.

WRAY, H. W.

MICHIGAN
CALVERT, A. P.

CAMPBELL, R. A.
DeWOLF, M. M.
FOSS, W. D.
GATES, H. K.
HARRIS, J. C.
HARTWIG, G. R.
O'KEEFE, G. F.

ROBERTS, D. G.
SALL, H.
SHANNON, J. T.
SHEPHERD, C. E.
THEW, J. P.
TOWNSEND, A. M.
VOS, R. A.
WELSH, D. E.

MINNESOTA
ANDERSON, R. A.

DILLS, E. N.
GERRY, L. J.

HARMON, A. B.
KING, S.

KREISER, A. W.
KROOK, A. T.
LEACH, W. D.
LIPSEY, R. O.
McFADDEN, A. G. W.
MICHELET, W. G.
MORRILL, J. H.
QUALE, A. M.
WILLIAMS, R. D.

MISSISSIPPI
DANTZLER, T. T.
HANCOCK, J. B.
HUCKINS, T. A.

JOHNSON, L. F.

KEYER, R. A.
LINTHICUM, T. C.
McLEAN, E. R.
SHORT, W. B.
SISSON, T. W.
TURNER, T. A., JR.

MISSOURI
BERTHOLD, E. E.
BYRAM, F. F.

CRAIG, M., JR.
DEVENS, W. G.
DYER, J. R.
DYER, T. H.
ELLIS, N. W.
HELMICK, G. B.
JAUDON, L. B.
LILLARD, J. S.

POUPENEY, D. B.
SPENCER, R.

MONTANA
SHARP, L. D., JR.
TOWNER, G. C.

NEBRASKA
bertschy, r. s.

Mcdonald, c. c.
ricketts, j. b.
wittlake, o. d.

NEVADA
FIKE, C. L.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
BURROUGHS, S. E.
HORNE, D. F.
PATTEN, W. L.
STEELE, T. E.
SULLIVAN, J. E.

NEW JERSEY
ABDILL, E. W.
BEAKLEY, W. M.
BENNETT, D. B.
COLT, S. B., JR.
CRAMER, W. E.
DAHLGREN, J. F.
DAY, L. W.
HOOPER, A. M.
KENNADAY, J. M.
MATTEUCCI, G. A.
RAMSEY, D. J.

ROBERTS, N. K.
SINGER, S. J.

STOUT, R. F.
STUART, W. J.

TICHENOR, M. J.

WALKER, D. S.

WILKINS, C. W.
WOOD, J. L.
WRIGHT, C. H.

NEW MEXICO
ERNST, L. F.
HEDDING, T. J.

HUDNALL, J. H. N.

NEW YORK
ADDOMS, J. F.
ARMOR, H.
BAILLIE, R. V.
BEATTY, C. E.
BEDELL, S. W.
BLANCHARD, T.
CAPLES, J. R.
CLEXTON, E. W.
COWAN, F., JR.
DAVIS, C. R.
DEUTERMANN, W. V.
DICKINSON, M. D.
ECKBERG, W. T.
EDGAR, H. B.
ENGEMANN, J. T.
ERICSSON, H. M.
ESMOND, R. W.
FALGE, F. M.
FINES, C. A.
FISHER, W. G.
FLYNN, J. M.
FOWLER, G. W.
GALLAGHER, E. F.
HAYES, J. A.
HAYES, J. D.
HOPPING, H. L.

HOPSON, C. G.
HYATT, J. K.
ILSEMANN, F. J.

IRISH, E. W.
KALISCH, B.
KENT, H. G.
KISSAM, G. D.
McGARY, K. C.
Mclaughlin, a. e.
MOORE, E. McF.
OEXLE, C. W.



NEW YORK^Continued
PALMER, E. A., JR.
PHILLIPS, G. L.
PHILLIPS, R. D.
POTTLE, J. H., JR.
RASBACH, J. B.
REITH, G., JR.
ROBILLARD, G. N.
SAYRES, C.

SCHEIBLER, J. J.

SCHENCK, C. A., JR.
SCHIRMER, W. O.
SESSIONS, F. E.
SHROPSHIRE, R. F.
SIMMONDS, N. B.
SMITH, P. K.
SOUTHWORTH, H. B.
STORMES, M. C.
SWEENEY, J. M.
TEBEAU, F. H.
TELLER, M. S.

TRACY, O. V.
VIEWEG, W. R.
WITMER, E. L.

NORTH CAROLINA
FERGUSON, J. W., JR.
GRANBERRY, G. M.
HOWARD, W. S., JR.
JOHNSON, R. F. J., JR.
McILHENNY, W. A., JR.
WINECOFF, C. L.

NORTH DAKOTA
BUDNITZ, E. A.
BUNKER, F. R.
FURTH, F. R.
TAYLOR, E. J., JR.

OHIO
ADAMS, C. B.
ALLEN, J. L.
BARCHET, S. G.
BRADLEY, M. M.
BULLIS, W. F.

COOPER, H. D.
DURNELL, F. L.

EDWARDS, L. B.
FAIRBAIRN, D. W.
FRENCH, F. J.

FRENCH, W. H.
GARCIA, H. F.

GORE, T., JR.
GREISE, A. A.
HANGS, J. F.
HEINE, M. C.
HEISSER, A. B.
HURST, A. M.
KLINE, A. R.
LANKENAU, W. E.
LEWIS, J. N., JR.
LOCKHART, R. G.
LOVEJOY, J. D.
REITHER, R. W.
ROOK, E. C.
SIEGRIST, W. W.
STARKWEATHER, M. W.
THOMPSON, A. L.
WILKIN, W. D.

OKLAHOMA
COLEY, L. E.
CROSS, C. B.
DANCY, J. R.
DOGGETT, B. L.

DUGAN, H. J.

FRANCE, W. C.
HERRING, L. R.
KING, H. T.

LAWRENCE, J. R.
NEALE, E. T.

SCHREINER, M.
SCOTT, W. S.

SPEER, J. G.

OREGON
DEY, W. C.
EVANS, J. W., JR.
GARDNER, F. H.
MENSING, R. J. K.
RIGGS, P. H.
STOTT, J. W.
STROHECKER, F. A.
WILSON, R. E.
YOUNG, R. C, JR.

PENNSYLVANIA
BAILEY, S. M.
BASS, A. W.
BLIESENER, A. G.
BLOUGH, A. K.
BOLTZ, P. McC.
BOURKE, R. J.

BURCHETT, E. C.

CARL, K.
COCHRAN, W. O., JR.
COLE, W. M.
COLT, R. B.
COOKE, J. F.

CREEHAN, E. P.

DANIEL, H. C.
DANIEL, J. C.

DAVIS, F. R.
DOAN, H. C.

DOMER, W. S.

DUNCAN, B. C.

FLEMING, A. J., JR.
GMINDER, E. E„
HAKE, G. E.

HALL, H. W.
HARRIS, D.
HOGG, J. T.

HUGHES, J. G., JR.
KELLER, H. S.

KERNS, E. F.

KERRICK, A. H.
LEE, C. L.

LESLIE, H. K.
LLOYD, D. J.

LOOS, W. M.
LORD, J. K.
McCALEB, W. R.

McKEE, I. C.

MERCER, P. V.

OSTERTAG, W. R.
PURPLE, W. C.

REPLOGLE, L. T.

RHAMSTINE, J. R.
ROBINSON, H. R.
RODE, H. C, JR.
SHELDON, H. P.

SHIEBLER, P. A.

SCHULTZ, T. J.

SCHUMAKER, C. S.

SPAHN, C. S.

SWART, R. L., JR.
TAYLOR, J. C.

TEMPLETON, T. H.
THOMAS, R. H.
WALBRIDGE, V.

WATTS, E.

PORTO RICO
CABANILLAS, J. M.
WOODBRIDGE, B. H.

RHODE ISLAND
CARR, R. S.

DRURY, M. J.

HULL, L. C.

JERRETT, R. L.
ROONEY, J. B.
WEEDEN, W. W., JR.
YOUNG, E. W.

SOUTH CAROLINA
AUSTIN, B. L.
BLUE, J. S.

calhoun, a. d. jr.
holler, w. w.
kirkland, t. j.

Mcdowell, n. l.
saunders, s., jr.
wheeler, h. b.

SOUTH DAKOTA
GAMET, W. N.
kanakanui, w. h.
Mcdonald, c. e.
stevens, h. p.
SOUTHERLAND, t. c.
WALDRON, J. C.

TENNESSEE
BAILEY, W. B.
BARNETT, G. E.
BUSH, F. L.
FRAZIER, J. B.
HUBBARD, C. N.
KENNY, J. N.
MITCHELL, W. L.

NICHOLS, B. B.
NORCROSS, N. A.
ROTHS, M. H.
WALLER, R. R.
WARREN, J. T.

TEXAS
ABRAHAMS, N. W.
BAWDEN, H. E.
BERLINGER, S.

BRADY, J. W.
DASCOMBE, B.
DOLLINS, A. E.
FERGUSON, J. A.
GARVIN, J. H.
GWINN, L. H.
HANDLY, A. H.
HATCHER, R. S.

HOGLE, J. B.
LAMBERTH, H. R.
LEMAN, A. L.

McILHENNY, S. A.
McLEAN, H. B.
MORGAN, A. M.
NEWMAN, J.

NORMAN, O. L.
NORMAN, R. G.
OGLE, R. J.

PERRY, R. E.
RANDOLPH, A. K.
SANFORD, J. R., JR.
STEELE, H. B.
TURNER, R. H.
WILLIAMS, A. L., JR.
WILLIAMS, J. B.

WOODYARD, E. L.

UTAH
BLAYLOCK, L. B.

CUTLER, S. Y.
GRAHAM, J. W.
GANAHL, R. G.

VERMONT
NOYES, V. P.

SAWYER, W. A.
THOMAS, L. H.
WILLIS, D. G.

VIRGINIA
BELL, F. J.

BRYDON, G. M., JR.
BUXTON, J. W.
CARSON, J. M.
COLONNA, R. P.
DAY, D. T., JR.
DARLINGTON, J. J.

DUKE, I. T.
DuVAL, C.
DUVALL, W. H.
FRANK, L. P.
HAYTER, H. M.
HUNTER, E. N. W.
JOHNSON, R. H. G.
MALLORY, R. O.
MINTER, R. O.
MURRAY, F. A.
OPIE, J. N., III.

RANDOLPH, A. P.
ROANE, V. R.
RAGAN, T. C.
STUART, C. J.

TOPPER, J. R.
WEAVER, P. L. F.
WHITEHEAD, E. V.

WASHINGTON
CARROLL, C. E.
McLEAN, D. F.

MONZINGO, F. L
OLSON, D. P.

ROEDEL, L.

W. VIRGINIA
ADAMS, R. McC. B.

DANIELS, H. C.
ELLIOTT, A. B.
LAYNE, F. C.
RAWLINS, E. W.

WISCONSIN
BECKER, H. P.

CURRAN, L. C.
CRESSWELL, C. P.

EKSTROM, C. E.
NESSER, C. J.

NEUSSE, L. W.
RUFFOLO, L. J.

STEINBERG, G. H.
STODDARD, G. M.
SUTLIFF, R. C.
WARBURTON, A. L.

WYOMING
BOLTON, A. J.

CAMERON, T. S.

LARSON, R. W.
RHODES, W. R.
RICE, L. K.
WEIDEMEYER, J. D.
WRIGHT, J. B., JR.

AT LARGE
birmingham, w.
carlson, r. p.

hepburn, a. j.

McGregor, f. a., jr.

MOSS, R. S.

PHELPS, W.
READ, H. T.
RHEA, F. L.

RORSCHACH, A. L.

WINSLOW, C. McR., JR.
WOODWARD, J. J.

WRIGHT, J. M. P
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HURRY! Hurry! Hurry! Right this way to see the animals! Don't block the door, please!

Step right along! Only a nickel, half a dime, the infinitesimal part of a dollar, to see the

most extraordinary collection of curiosities on earth, the only one of its kind; guaranteed to please,

amuse, educate, instruct, and amaze. Step right inside, ladies and gentlemen, and in the first

cage on the right you find the one and only

—

PLEBE SUMMER. A rare curiosity, I assure you.

It is active only four months of the year, from June to

September. On the first of October it hibernates promptly,
swiftly, and expeditiously. Its favorite foods are beans,

slum, milk, iced tea, and watermelon. Its table manners
are atrocious and its appetite enormous. Notice how play-

ful it is. Observe its graceful leapings from infantry to

rifle range to seamanship back to gym and thence to steam.
It never tires nor wearies of its play and even after taps
it continues its activities. The chief nightly delight con-

sists of dropping blank cartridges on the seaboard ter-

race. The pompous-looking runt in the corner is Plebe
Summer's little playmate, the Ensign. He's a harmless-
looking creature, and at times acts quite human but oh,

how he can pap! He spends hours at a time gleefully

shrieking, 'What's your name? You're down!' Now in

the next cage we have—What's that? Oh, those six un-
couth, dirty, barnacle-covered objects in the rear of the
first cage? Why they belong to the crab family, madam;
a venomous species, the mere sight of which causes Plebe
Summer to shiver with terror and prepare for his annual
nap.

"And here, my friends, we have the AC YEAR, Plebe
Summer's big brother. Observe the brace he carries, his

brightly-polished shoes and spotless uniform. His food is

practically the same as his brother's but his table manners
are as decorous as the other's are atrocious. His chief

amusement consists of making free-hand sketches of the
agreement of the past particle with what literature can
do for the sine of x.

'In the next cage we find the Sunday night WHYEM Plebe Summer



Moving Day

SEE-AY. Interesting as well as instructive, amusing as well as agreeable,
brilliant as well as beneficial, cheerful as well as commendable, en-
tertaining as well as educational, humorous as well as helpful, and
pleasant as well as profitable. It frequently utters strange cries such
as 'the first three rows are reserved for the First Class.'

"Now this next heavy, iron-bound, window-barred cage with
armed sentinels guarding its doors contains a creature so vile and so
outlandish that I urge the ladies, children, and weak-hearted to hurry
by without looking in: SEGREGATION, the second of its kind in the
history of the world and may it be the last! It looks harmless enough
while playing with its tops, marbles, and kites, but wait until you see
it gnash its teeth and begin to chew up the crockery. Its war-cry is

'squads east' and its deadly enemy congregation.
"Let us pass to a more pleasant exhibit, my friends, namely

THE GAME. This creature, ladies and gentlemen, is active but
once a year, but during this time he shows more life, pep, and
fight than all the rest of the menagerie together. This particular specimen is an extremely valuable
one owing to its ability to put our patrons in good humor after viewing the previous exhibit.

The Game's habitat extends from the Polo Grounds to the Commodore, via the Pre Cat. Its

favorite food is ah—er water and his chief amusement is—er-tiddledy winks. He has a fine voice
and a large repertoire and will sing on request anything from 'Anchors Aweigh' to 'The Morning
After the Night Before.'

"In the adjoining cage we find the stuffed body of the much-lamented CHRISTMAS LEAVE.
It lived only one hundred hours, but during that time gained such a place in the hearts of its ad-
mirers that we decided to preserve its memory. Its motto in life was 2.6 or bust, its habitat the
United States east of the Mississippi, and it counted among its friends and benefactors ex-Vice-

President Thomas R. Marshall.

"Now in the next cage we find the blood-thirsty, heartless, cannibalistic, SEMI-ANN. Just
whisper 'Cosine' or 'morceau du pain' in its ear and watch it lick its chops. Its habitat is lim-

ited to Maury, Isherwood, and Luce Halls. Its yearly orgy is followed by the appearance of cruise

boxes in every corner of Hotel Bancroft. Be careful, sir! Don't approach the cage too closely,

please. Why that beast regularly consumes a hundred odd Plebes in one short week!

"In the adjoining cage lives SPRING TERM, a strange creature of varied moods. One of its

favorite amusements consists of standing on its head under a cold shower and whistling 'Anchors

Aweigh.' After such a performance its trainer invariably tucks it into bed, where it promptly
dozes off into a peaceful slumber. Spring Term's little playmates are known as boxing, wrestling,

basketball, gym, fencing, water-polo, swimming, lacrosse, baseball, and 'The Fortune Hunter.'

The sullen-looking creature in the far corner is ANNS, Semi-Ann's brother. He is fully as vicious

but not quite so deadly as the former.

"Here in the next cage, ladies and gentlemen, we findJUNE WEEK, the most cheerful, the liveli-

est, and most popular member of the entire -menagerie. Observe his antics: how he cheerfully

enters the cold shower for the last time and gleefully calls the ground deck, knowing that 'it's all

over now.' The peculiar look in his eyes? Oh, yes, that shows that he is looking forward to the

wee sma' hours when his chance will come! Observe the super-brace that he throws during

A Friendly Game, October, 1920



Ain't No Mo' Plebes

the last dress P-rade and during graduation exercises. Oh, now it's

gone—look at him rush madly toward the lane. Yes, madam, that is

a snake dance which he is performing, and that yell? Why that's a
'Four-N for McKee.'
"Now in this cage, my friends, we have one of the strangest, most

uncouth exhibits in the place,—THE CRUISE. It eats beans, beans,

and beans, and drinks salt water—or steam. It sleeps at times but
much prefers to remain awake for at least four hours of the night. Its

chief amusements are passing coal, scrubbing the deck, polishing bright

work, and scraping double bottoms. Moreover, it takes delight in wash-
ing its own clothes and bathing in salt water—and yet on the whole it

enjoys life more than the Ac Year does.

"In the large cage to the right, ladies and gentlemen, you see four

creatures closely related to The Cruise: KRISTIANIA, LISBOA,
GIB, and GUANTANAMO. The docile cow-like creature with the
unbrushed teeth is Kristiania. It lives on strawberries with cream,
and fish, drinks 61 by the gallon, spends its time at Tivoli Haven,

and finds pleasure in sailing over the bay by the light of the sun at 1 1 P.M. Lisbon is the black-

haired, semi-clean animal whose principal achievement is throwing the bull. The creature itself is

far from attractive, but other members of the species, including Cintra, are quite pretty. The third

occupant of this cage is Gib, the powerful-looking, quiet animal, surrounded by the bunch of noisy

monkeys. Their chatter, my friends, is almost unintelligible but has been translated as follows : 'Fine

scarf, sir, nice kimono, good silk shirt, maybe? No, you want a shawl? Well, here I got a fine pure silk

one I sell for four pounds or twenty dollars. You take it? No, well I make it one pound. Too much?
Allright gimme three shillings and I give you the shawl.' The fourth exhibit is Guantanamo, the

dullest animal in the menagerie. He sits by the hour drinking Coca-Cola, eating goat's milk ice-cream,

mangoes, and cocoanuts.
"In the next cage we find SEP LEAVE, the twin brother to bliss, joy, and contentment. Its

habitat is the United States and possessions, and its activities are as varied as the activities of

sixteen hundred separate human beings. Its food consists of anything from corned beef and cab-

bage to quail on toast and its drinks range from water to—grape juice. It is without doubt the

happiest member of the menagerie, my friends, and the one which causes us least care and worry.
"In the next cage we find YOUNGSTER YEAR, the strange-looking creature arrayed in bath-

robe, bed-room slippers, and with his cap on the back of his head. Observe his confident carriage,

ladies and gentlemen, and note the absence of Plebe Year's super-brace. Listen closely and you
will hear a murmur of 'Yes, sir,' 'No, sir,' and 'Aye-aye, sir,' addressed to the proud creature

and not emanating from his lips as heretofore. Watch closely and you will observe that while

passing through the corridors he hugs the walls in an effort to remain as far as possible from the

central row of light. His food is similar to Plebe Year's except that he eats butter from chips

and indulges in dessert twice a day instead of only once, for the new administration insists on
dessert twice per diem. His activities are varied and interesting. One moment he is finding the
second derivative of the Valence of Mister Seguin's goat while the next minute he is busily en-

gaged making an assembled drawing of the chemical action of Boyle's Laws on the integral of
the Nelson Touch.

"In the next cage, my friends, we find a collection known as the FOOTBALL SEASON, most

537
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Only a Youngster

famous of which are Princeton Game, Penn State Game, and The Game. The latter, you will

notice, is very similar to the exhibit in the fifth cage ; both are seven feet in height, and both wear
the same super-happy, million-dollar smile. However, the one which you now see before you is

much fonder of water than his brother—water in the form of rain, you understand.
"Now here in the adjoining cage we find CHRISTMAS LEAVE, the largest of its kind in ex-

istence. Like its brother it eats anything that's good, sleeps in a real bed, and in general conducts
itself as a gentleman of leisure should. Next to Sep Leave it is by far the pleasantest member of
the menagerie to look upon—that is, to the majority of our patrons. But beware all those on the
P. A. list and all those unfortunate enough to have an average of 2.59999! Its activities are so
varied that I can speak of but one phase of them: those taking place in Hotel Bancroft. Here its

chief amusements are boning (?) from 9.30 A. M. until 12.30 and staging stag dances to victrola

music after supper.

"In the next to the last cage is SEMI-ANNS, THE SECOND. Horrible, carnivorous, canni-
balistic, atrocious, guilty of conduct unbecoming an officer and gentleman, merciless, blood-
thirsty, vicious, stupefying and possessed with but one ambition: to bilge, to bilge, and still to
bilge. Woe to the man who enters this cage without a heavy pad of velvet to protect him from
the creature's foul blows! The actual casualties inflicted by him are less in number than those
of his brother's but the mental anguish which he causes is by far the worse.

"Now in the last cage, my friends, we find a most remarkable creature, DOPE. His food con-

sists of—nothing, as he is at all times too worried to bother about so insignificant a matter as food.

He never sleeps, and has never been known to enjoy life. From morning to night, my friends, he
sits in his corner murmuring mysteriously. A dictaphone record of his mutterings revealed the

following information: 'Peace Conference eliminates Navy. Naval Academy to be reduced
fifty per cent. No cruise. African cruise. Subchaser cruise. Fleet cruise. Chesapeake Bay
cruise. Reduction in pay Bill passes Congress. All those with an average of 2.8 or less will be
dropped from the rolls of the Naval Academy. All Midshipmen now in the Academy will receive

commissions as second lieutenants in the Army. No cruise. Three months' leave on full pay.
Maryland and California designated as cruise ships.'

"Now this, my friends, concludes the afternoon's performance. Please be so kind as to recom-
mend us to your friends. Remember we have the cleverest collection of weird wampuses ever

gathered together under one roof; inclusive of every phase of life from the first salute to 'three

down and five to go.' Good-evening, ladies and gentlemen, come again."

Who Said It Wasn't a Youngster's Rate to Spoon on Royalty?
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ALABAMA
ABERCROMBIE,
M. B., JR.

BAINES, G. W.
BOYD, J. M.
CROMMELIN, H.
De SHAZO, J. P.

GREGORY, M.
LANE, J. A.
RAINER, J. B.
SLEDGE, A.
SMITH, S. E.
THORINGTON, A. C.
WILLIAMS, F. P.
WILLINGHAM,

J. H., JR.

ALASKA
TONSETH, T. H.

ARIZONA
McGRAW, T. M.

ARKANSAS
BRUCE, C. L.
HAMMOCK, J. C.
KIRTEN, W., JR.
PETROSS, L. C.
POWELL, M. A.
WRIGHT, B. W.

CALIFORNIA
BUERKLE, E. C.
CARNEY, K. B.
CHARLESTON, J. A.
FARRINGTON, F. R.
FRENCH, J. F. H.
HALEY, F. G.
HOGAN, J. H.
LATISLIE, W. C.
MADSEN, H. V. B.
MOORE, J. G.
NEWTON, E. P., JR.
OWERS, F. D.
PRICE, G. J.
QUINN, A. R.
RANDOLPH, R. B.
ROSENBERG, M.
SCOTT, E. W.
SMITH, R. S.

STANDLEY, W. H.
WALES, W. W.
WHITE, P.
WICKIZER, V. D.

CANAL ZONE
FERGUSON, H. L., JR.

COLORADO
DUNCAN, R. J.
HARCOURT, S. H.
KENDALL, P. G.
MARKHAM, L. M., JR.
PALMER, R. C.
WAKEFIELD, A. C.

CONNECTICUT
AUSTIN, C. E.
GOULETT, W. B.
INGRAM, L. G.
LINSLEY, R. H.
MILLER, J. M.
PORTER, W. F.
SMITH, R. S.

TARBOX, G. E., JR.

DELAWARE
JOHNS, J. G.
PARKS, L. S.

SENTMAN, R. A.
WARD, R. F.

DISTRICT OF CO-
LUMBIA

BIRTWELL, D. T., JR.
BLAKESLEE, H. W.
BRIAN, H. T.
BRIGGS, C.
BROADBENT, J. H.
EATON, W. A.
GIBBS, R. H.
HICKS, J. M.
KIEL, P. J.
LANSTON, A. G.
LEMLY, F. VonW.
LONG, A. K.
LONG, J. H.
LONG, V. D.
LUDEWIG, J. W.
REEVES, I. S. K., JR.
SMITH, S. P.
TAYLOR, J. D., 3d
TYREE, O. M.
WALKER, H. W.
WRIGHT, G. C.

FLORIDA
BARNARD, U. G.
HOURIHAN, J. J.
HOFFNER, C. C.
McADAM, S. T., JR.
MITCHELL, R. F., JR.
WILSON, M. J.

GEORGIA
ALLEN, R. F.
BURTON, J. D., JR.
BUSH, D. A.
COOPER, J. E.
CORBIN, C. T.
FIELD, B. H.
HAMRICK, R. N.
IVEY, J. C.
JARRELL, A. E.
JORDAN, J. B.
Le HARDY, L. M.
OVERSTREET, G. S.

OVERSTREET,
J. W., JR.

PRINTRUP, C. A.

SMITH, R. D.
SNEDEKER, J.
STRONG, W. H.

HAWAII
BEERS, W. H, JR.
CHILLINGSWORTH,

C. F., JR.

IDAHO
GRIEL, E. F.
HARRIS, H. D.
McCALL, F. B.
McFALL, E. A.
PUTNAM, W. H.
SMITH, C. C.

ILLINOIS
AHLGREN, G. O.
BOLSTAD, B. L.
BLURTON, C. H.
BOWERS, H. T., JR.
BRADY, W. M.
CARPENTER, D. N.
CRONIN, R. E.
DUFEK, G. J.
ECKLEY, W. F.
FLORANCE, J. E.
GALLERY, W. O.
HANNER, W. O.
HARRISON, F. DeC. B.
HOWE, H. W.
LAMBRECHT, J. O.
LOVELACE, W. F., JR.
McDANIEL, C. DeM.
McNULTA, H, JR.
PEFLEY, A. R.
PETERSON, M. R.
SARRASIN, W. J.
SCHUETZ, C. C.
SEABURY, C. C.
SPILLER, J. H.
TRUESDELL, W. H.
VOGE, R. G.
WAGNER, H.
WILSON, G. A.
WILSON, G. C.
ZITZEWITZ, E. K.

INDIANA
BARNHART, F. C.
BENHAM, C.
BOND, E. W.
GEBHART, T. D.
LEGGETT, A. B.
LOOMIS, B. D.
MASON, R.
MILLS, D. L.
NONWEILER, K. H.
REDDINGTON, J. D.
RHODES, W. K.
SIHLER, W.
SLEETH, E. E.
THOMPSON, J. C.
THOMPSON, R. S.

WILLIAMS, K.
WILSON, J. E.

IOWA
BELL, F., JR.
CLARK, P. M.
CULVER, I. G.
DILLAVOU, C. A.
ERVIN, F. J.
GIESE, A. A.
GRIMES, C. G.
GUTHRIE, R. A.
HAUGEN, C. E.
LYON, P. H.
MacKINNON, R. M.
MUMMA, M. C, JR.
WOLCOTT, T.
WRIGHT, G. F.

KANSAS
BENZ, A. J.
DANIEL, T. S.

FOUNTAIN, F. F.
GORDINIER, V. F.
LEMON, W. V.
McHUGH, F. P.
McMillan, i. r.
thomas, t. c.
williamson, s. r.

KENTUCKY
ADAMS, R. L.
AGNEW, W. W., JR.
ALLEN, R. N.
DAY, J. S.

HORD, P. W.
LEAHEY, G. A., JR.
MARSHALL, W. J.
PARO, E. E.
PURVIS, R. S.

RAY, C. C.
SHELTON, A. A.
VARIAN, D. C.
WATTS, J. C.
WOOD, H., JR.

LOUISIANA
GANDY, H.
GOODWIN, E. S. L.
GOUDEAU, L. C.
JACKSON, R. S.

LEWIS, J. H.
MOORE, A. E.
NAQUIN, O. E.
NORMAN, D. P.
SEALY, H. S., JR.
STEELE, J. W.
STURCKEN, W. A.
SYLVESTER, M. D.
THOMPSON, H. P.

MAINE
ATKINS, F. E.
HATCH, A. W.
McGOWAN, M. Y., JR.
MOORE, C. H.
NICKERSON, R. B.
TRACEY, A. H.
WALKER, E. K.
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MARYLAND
BEECHER, W. G., JR.
BELL, H. B., JR.
BENSON, W. H.
BROWN, J. B.
DAVIS, R., JR.
ELLIOTT, T. P.

FARRELL, A. D. J.

GARRISON, D. M., JR.
GRIFFIN, J. H.
GROVE, R. L.

HOWETH, L. S.

HUBBARD, H. E.

JOHNSON, T. W., JR.
KING, G. J.

McSHANE, J. J.

MUNROE, F. A., JR.
SIMMS, H. A.
THOMPSON, A. B.
VonKLEEK, E. St.C, JR.

MASSACHUSETTS
BROADLEY, C. V.
DELANEY, J. F., JR.
FENNO, F. W., JR.
FITZGERALD, J. E.

GOODWIN, J. F.

HARLOW, J. B.
HENDERSON, H. H.
HENEBERGER, H. B
HULL, D. R.
KRAMER, A. D.
LANDERS, W. N.
LENT, W. A.
LIPSEY, R. O.
McGIRR, W. P.

McNALLY, J. A.
O'NEIL, C. H.
RICE, H. P.
SEARS, H. W.
SINGER, W. T.
TOLMAN, C. E., JR.
WELLINGS, J. H.

MICHIGAN
APPLEBY, H. B.
BEARD, D. C.
BURHANS, C. H.
CLARK, R. S.

DAWSON, K. V.
GOODNEY, W. K.
GUNTHER, L. E.
HACKETT, T. E., JR.
HURD, K. C.

JENSON, C. M.
LARSON, H. O.
LEONARD, E.
MESSMER, W. L.

MILLER, J. M.
REED, M. O.
SILSBEE, C. S.

SIMA, F. F.
STICKNEY, F. R.
TODD, G. L.
TULLSEN, W.
VAN DEN BERG, O. W.
WESTON, L. T.

MINNESOTA
AKINS, C. M.
BROWN, J. G.
CHRISTENSEN, W. N.
DUNLOP, M. G.
FORSTER, R. B.
JOHNSON, V. E.
LEICHT, J.

MATSON, R. H.

m

MELGAARD, J. L.
PETERSON, D. A.
SIGEL, C. H.
YOUNG, C. H.

MISSISSIPPI
BANKS, J. O., JR.
BRASH, F. C. C.
HOGABOOM, R. E.
LOWREY, S. J.

McAULIFFE, C. L.
McGEOY, T. J.

MORRISON, J. K., JR.
SMITH, H. F.

MISSOURI
BRENNAN, J. W.
BIGGS, G. P.

CALDWELL, R. S.

CHARLES, R. W.
CHITWOOD, J. S.

COX, G. McC.
GELLHORN, G., JR.
GOLDENSON, D.
HICKEY, T. J.

KING, S. H.
LANKFORD, C. K.
LEE, E. S.

McMURTRY, T. B.
MORRISON, C. H. B.
MUTH, E. G.
PEUGNET, W. R.
REPPY, J. D.
ROBERTSON, F. W.
SHEWELL, C. T.
SMITH, J. T.
WANGLIN, B. C, JR.

MONTANA
BRINK, F. H.
BUTLER, C. W.
DAY, DeV. L.

McKAY, W. B.

NEBRASKA
CLARK, J. R.
CROWLEY, E. D.
CRUISE, B. L.

HANNA, J. R.
MILLER, L. H.
STEPHENS, J. M.
STUBBS, D.

NEVADA
FEE, G. E.
SMITH, M. W.
VAN METRE, M.
VAN NAGELL, J. R.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
RYAN, C. M.
SMITH, J. S., JR.

NEW JERSEY
COMPTON, P. D.
EGGERS, F. B.
GARRIGUES, E. B., JR.
GRAHAM, W. W., JR.
HANLON, P. J.

HIRST, G. C, JR.
JEFFCOTT, E. M.
KIRNER, W, F.

LIND, W. G. H.
MacINTYRE, A.
MOELLER, W. F.

PYNE, S. N.
ROSS, D. A.
SCHULTZ, W. C.

SULLIVAN, E. D.
TRUAX, W. B. D.
TUZO, P. B., JR.
UHLIG, F. J.

WISHART, C. A.
ZUBER, A.

NEW MEXICO
BURKHEAD, L. H.

NEW YORK
BAILEY, C. M.
BECK, E. L.
BENSON, W. L.
BILLING, F. C.
BURROWES, T., JR.
DAVIDSON, W. B.
DOTZLER, T. R.
FORD, W. C.
FOWLER, G. B.
GINGRAS, R. H.
GRAUBART, A. H.
HAIGNEY, F. J.

HAVILAND, J. W., 3d
HEDE, A.
HOUSE, J. C.
HUDGINS, C. H.
JACKSON, A., JR.
JOHNSON, W. W.
LAFFAN, J. J.

LION, P. M., JR.
LUKE, A. A.
LUKE, R. H.
LYONS, R. R.
MAYER, W. S.

Mcdonald, d.
McGEE, C. L.

McGUIRE, G. G.
MICHEL, C.
MILLER, C.F.
MOORE, M. E.
NELLIS, R. E.
NEVINS, J. H., JR.
NEW, W. A.
NEWTON, W. S.

O'BRIEN, W. J.

O'HARA, J. B.
PAGE, W. A.
PELLMAN, S. F.

REDFIELD, M.
REITH, E. V.
SCHREFER, C. J.

SEIDL, J. C.
SMITH, D. E.
STONE, H. L.
TERRY, W. E.
THOMAS, F. J.

TRIEBE, E. J.

TUCKER, D. P.
WATERMAN, H. C.

WHEELOCK, A. W.

NORTH CAROLINA
ALLGOOD, D. M.
COLYER, L., JR.
CRUDUP, J. B.
DAVIS, E. J.

ELLER, E. M.
gallaway, p. n.
gattis, h. i.

howard, w. b., jr.
McMillan, d. g.
McNAIRY, P. M.
PARKER, T. C.
QUERY, J. V., JR.
RAMSEY, C. W.

NORTH DAKOTA
MOURER, P. W
STILLMAN, J. H.
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AGNEW, D. M.
BEISER, C. R.
BROWN, T. M.
COLLINS, C. J.
DAHLKE, H. O.
HOLIBAUGH, R. W.
KLAPP, F. O.
LARKIN, R. A.
LUMB, R. C.
MALONE, C. F.
MILLOTT, A. T.
NORRIS, E. A.
ROHWEDER, C. R.
PICKTON, W. H.
PURMORT, G. L.
SHAHAN, W. H.
STARKWEATHER, M. W.
STRAUB, W. C.
TAYLOR, E. B.
TIBBITTS, F. P.
TRUXALL, C. W.
TURNEY, W. L.
WAGNER, C. T.
YORK, A. T.

OKLAHOMA
CHAMPLIN, J. S.

COPPING, B. S.

DOGGETT, F. M.
HOBBS, O. E.
KIMZEY, R. P.
LESTER, T.
MAGUIRE, J. D., JR.
MORRIS, M.
MOUNTS. P., JR.
ROBERTS, L. W.
POUND, H C.
WOLVERTON, T. M.
WYLY, L. B.

OREGON
EDMUNDSON, E. H.
GARDNER, R. N.
JONES, L.
KIVETTE, F. N.
SIMPSON, S. D.
SUGNET, L. F.

PENNSYLVANIA
BAILEY, M. H.
BOND, C. A.
BRANT, E. V.
BRITTAIN, M. C.
COLBORN, W. B.
COLEMAN, R. I.

CONRAD, R. C.
CURRAN, P. M.
ELLIOT, R. E.
ELLIOTT, C. P., JR.
FOOSE, R. P.
GIBSON, P. F., JR.
GOLDEN, J. M.
HARTZELL, P. A.
KELLER, H. S.

KNOWLES, J. P.
KRIEG, W. B.
McKINNEY, C. S.

MILLER, H. F.
POORE, J. B.
RITTER, P. O.
RAHISER, M. S.

RANSOM, H.
SIEGFRIED, C. J.
SMITH, J. M.
SULLIVAN, C. M.
TERRY, R. B.
TRAINER, H. G.
WELSFORD, H. R.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
BATAGO, E. M.

PORTO RICO
CALLENDER, J. T.
DOMENECH, F.

RHODE ISLAND
BEHAN, A. C.
ENTWISTLE, A. L.
MAHONEY, G. F.
MARSHALL, H. N.
MAY, B., 2d
SAMPSON, W. B.
SWINBURNE, E. R.
VANASSE, R. B.

SOUTH CAROLINA
BIGGS, F. D.
CARRINGTON, J. H.
CLELAND, J. B., JR.
CLYDE, P. M.
SIMS, G. L.
SOWELL, J. C.
THORNTON, R. T., JR.
WEST, M. J.

SOUTH DAKOTA
COWIE, T. R.
SCHELL, R. H. E.
SCHIEKE, H. E.

TENNESSEE
BACON, B. E., JR.
BEVAN, C. D., JR.
CULBERT, W.
FEILD, S. C.
FITZGERALD, P. H.
GILL, A. B., JR.
GILL, G. C.
GREENLEE, D. G., JR.
HOWLETT, K. S., JR.
LINDSEY, W. C.
LOVE, H., JR.
MURPHY, J. W., JR.
PHELAN, G. R.

TEXAS
ANDERSON, C. H.
CONKLIN, W. T.
FERGUSON, J. A.
FOWLER, T. F.
HAMILTON, R. M.
KENDRICK, M. S.

McFARLANE, R. N.
MANN, E. E.
MATHIS, D.
MAURIN, R. D.
MITCHELL, H.
MOORE, A. S.

MORRIS, N.
MOSELEY, S. P.
POLK, H. J.
RANSOM, R. R.
REYNOLDS, C. D.
ROBERTSON, J. B., JR.
SANDERS, H.
SCRUGGS, J. M.
TAYLOR, H. M.
WALLACE, A. B.
WALLACE, L.
WATERS, H. T.
WRIGHT, W. L.

UTAH
BADJER, A. J.
LYON, H. N.

VERMONT
COMBS, B. C.
GEE, W„ E.

HADDAD, E. F.
HOAG, L. F.
NEWTON, M. S.

VIRGINIA
BEVERLY, J. W.
BLACKWELL, C. L.
CASH, J. B.
DERBEY, L. B.
DOWDEN, J. P.

EATON, S. W.
HANK, W. E.
HARRISON, C. H.
HART, J. N.
HURT, D. A.
McMAHON, W. S.

OGDEN, S. N.
POTTER, A. P.
REAMY, T. G.
ROBINSON, J. M.
TIMBERLAKE, F. S.

TRUMBLE, E. J.
VEEDER, W. S.

WILLIAMS, W. R.
WOLFE, J. L.

WASHINGTON
BARRY, D.
CREASOR, P. S.

DYER, R. L.
GRANGER, J. R.
HAMMOND, S. A., JR.
JONES, F. A.
KELLEY, B. D.
PAUL, A. C.
PEASE, A. C.
SIDES, J. H.
STRYKER, J. W.
WHITE, T. C.
WRIGHT, F. B.

WEST VIRGINIA
BABCOCK, H. H.
GAINES, R. K.
KERSHNER, G. F.
LOOMIS, F. K.
MELINTZ, P. R.
RICHARDSON, E. C.
SLAVEN, F. W.
SMITH, C. L.
WARDER, F. B.

WISCONSIN
AMUNDSON, J. A.
ASHTON, R. K.
BIRD, V. G.
BLANCHARD, J. D.
BRADBURY, W. M.
CRIDDLE, C. R.
DEARTH, H. F.
DONLEVY, W. B.
DRIER, D. C.
FUNK, E. W.
GILL, C. B.
GOETZ, C. M.
GREGERSON, C. E.
KAMPINE, L. L.
MAITLAND, F. W. G.
MOWATT, W. P.
SCHLEIF, E. L.
STOLZ, F. R.
THOMPSON, W. K.
TUREK, W.
TWEEDY, E.
WEAVER, N. E.

WYOMING
LOCKE, P. G.
ORVILLE, H. T.
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"PLEBES IS PLEBES"
JUNE 21, 1921, and the week it ushered in, count themselves guideposts to

posterity in that they formed the birth week of the Class of '25.

The words, "On a Certificate entered in June," from a once-famous poem,
applied to more of our Class than to any before it, and it remained for us to

gain a topside on all precedent by showing that just as good Joe Gishes come
from the ranks of the certified as from those of the examined.
The change from "cits" to new white-works, with the natural grace, elegance,

and poise that such accoutrements induce, made real salts out of us all. We vere
not long in acquiring a bona-fide sea-goin' lingo, its accompanying air of regal

authority, and a contempt of all that did not smack of the sea, all of which stamped
us as already devoted to our new work. We formed our Summer Regiment with
no time wasted in picking officers for their merit. "Any previous service, mister?"

if answered affirmatively made the ex-Boy Scout or S. A. T. C. buck a one-striper,

at the very least, while a "No, sir" fixed one forever and for all time in the ranks.

But happy choices were the order, and the adoption at this time of the new manual,
with its resultant six counts to "squads right," kept us all on
the alert and made good marching sailors out of the majority.

A precocious proclivity for ordnance and its accompany-
ing target-practice early manifested itself in some of our
antics at chow. At that time the Mess Hall witnessed such
battles of buns, bread, and similar missiles as would have
defied the imagination of parents who had bid farewell to

such well-mannered sons but a few days before. Ensign
Sabin curbed the S. R. B. P. ambitions in this line by insti-

tuting a daily class in culture and etiquette, and by backing
his teachings with such powerful arguments as "massed
gymnastics." Thus, we early became acquainted with one

Made Real Salts of Us
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of the popular pastimes of the place. No great liking for

the sport was induced by our meeting, however, and we
rejoice that such exercise will no longer constitute a part

of our curriculum.

Soon after our arrival the S. O. P. pennant, which had
been a fixture on the Reina's joy-stick for some time, gave
place to the two white stars and blue field that meant the

beginning of "Uncle Henry's" reign. And such an auspi-

cious beginning! We know now that we were a lucky Class.

Things were going to happen where we were, and now
there began the succession of changes in the regulations

Less Dangerous End of a 1903 which marked the past year as one never to be forgotten.
Springfield "Attention to Orders! Naval Academy Order Number dash

'21, Smoking after the mid-day meal will be permitted— etc.," sounded the death-
knell of that once popular sport of "tendency hunting." We learned, too, that
the news was received in the Fleet with as much elation as we ourselves experienced.

Then followed days of toil in the butts and at the less dangerous end of a 1903
Springfield. At the strained mercy of the pants-hanging brigade we were initiated

into the intricacies of Swedish, and also taught not to swing a lacrosse stick as we
would a scythe. Weekly inter-Battalion meets in wrestling, boxing, and other
sports gave us an insight into those phases of Academy life that make it more
livable.

"Country" Moore and his crew, returning from a victory at Poughkeepsie, found
us waiting at the main gate, and furnished us our first thrill of cheering for Navy.
"Country" remained with us during the summer and became dear to us all. He
showed true generosity one day when he offered to give up a prised Virginia hunting-
license to one of us who persisted in carrying his rifle as though a brace of ducks
was suspended from the muzzle.

Seamanship-by-the-numbers and fire-drill were
two of our favorite pastimes. Those who never
before knew the difference between an oar and a
scupper soon mastered the art sufficiently to avoid
catching more than a dozen "crabs" during a drill.

Someone was always sure to bite as we neared the
lighthouse when the remark was made that the
lighthouse keeper raised all his food out there ; and
from repeated lectures on "Woodenness, and its

Possessors," delivered by "Chink" Lee and others,
we in time learned to recognize our own fire stations
as we passed them.

But, "the old order changeth." The last of
August, and the many spy glasses gave us our first glimpse of the once battle-

wagons that held our fate. They came—and went—and we
remained, enlightened, at least, as to the speed with which
things really can be accomplished when home and the O. A.
O. are waiting for tales of Christiania and other ports from
those who ought to know.

Holy Writ tells us that the meek are blessed. Then we
Plebes were thrice blessed, for such was the degree of meek-
ness and humility that now descended upon us (augmented,
of course, by the presence of some hundred or more unsats
who lent a somewhat changed atmosphere to our surround-
ings). Finally we finished a summer of new environment,

Hundredth Night

Christmas Leave
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hard work, much fun, and many lessons learned, and donned
blue service for the real beginning.

Ten-thirty A.M. of September 30th, found all but a few
of the famed Regiment within the gates. R. H. I. P. became
a term of deep meaning to all of us. Our deportment,
carriage, manners, and methods of doing assumed a very
guarded character. The full meaning of the word "Plebe"
was brought home, and since has been referred to by our
lawful guardians in enough measure to prevent our demise
through actions we do not rate.

The "Sunny Southland" (?) The squad of two hundred and fifty Plebes who had
entertained football aspirations dwindled to thirty-five who were retained on A- or

B-Squads. Events in the form of games—especially that Princeton fracas

—

endeared the Academy to us, and our only regret of the season was that we
couldn't go to "Philly" with the rest of the gang when the Penn State Game
rolled around.

Our first Army Game—the hop—our drags—the Big Town—oh, Boy! And it

was the same Plebe, who is reported to have disrupted the Pointers' formation in

the Grand Central by an (in)opportune "Squads right!" delivered from a point

of vantage, who is held responsible for this:

Wooden: "I found a couple of two-bit pieces in my bunk when I rolled out at

reveille this morning. Wonder who put 'era there?"

Roommate : "I did, dumb-bell ; didn't you say you wished
you had different sleeping quarters?"

That nine-day Christmas Leave was made use of by
homesick Plebes more than by any other one Class, surely

(and wasn't it great?) ; and then the remnant of our 800
who had so nobly offered their services in June, confident

in the belief that they were saving the Navy from an early

grave, now entered on the real grind of Ac Year. The
"Sunny Southland"(?) surely played some queer tricks on
us in January and February, but those who survived the

wintry blasts pursued their "Analyt" and
they were now true Mids.

Then came Hundredth Hight, the first celebration in three years, and the only
one of its kind ever—What a night! Ah, what countless calories were consumed by
capers on the deck of the Armory. Pavlowa, McCormack, Lionel Strongfort, Al
Jolson, and Atlas were all impersonated by "gifted"(?) First Classmen. " 'Twas
the most perfect example of concentrated energy that e'er the eye of mortal
rested on." Eyes were all that rested that night, too. Everything else was em-
ployed in earnest exercise—Stoop-falls came in multiples of fifty; track records

were broken right and left; and perspiration poured! It was a "ragtime" for-

mation, but "ragtime" meant "hot time." Costumes included everything from
overcoats to pajamas; entertainment included everything
from aesthetic-dancing to dry-land swimming. When we
entered the Mess Hall "not in Battalions, but as single

spies" the celebration ceased, as per order—but "brevity's

the soul of wit."—And right here we might say that we
count ourselves lucky to have been "broken in" by such a

Class as '22. They treated us white all the way through,

and we each and everyone realize it.

On the horizon of June week we foresee a gold diag

—

Youngster freedom, and—but who knows?

They Came
'Steam" in the supreme faith that
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Royal Naval Academy, Dartmouth, England

FOREWORD
ROYAL NAVAL COLLEGE, DARTMOUTH

In devoting a full section of THE LUCKY BAG to the Royal Naval College at
Dartmouth, England, we have had two intentions: first, of course, to see how an-
other great navy trains her future officers before they go out into the Service for, no
matter how self-centered one may be, there must be an interest in "the other fellow."

We have tried to present this, not as a technical discussion upon naval training, but
rather from the viewpoint of the men there, themselves, and with the purpose of
striking a comparison with our own U. S. N. A. life. A second intention, perhaps
better, a wish, is that in this manner we may aid in bringing together in spirit the men
we are bound to meet and know in some corner of the world in years to come.
The Cadets at Dartmouth have co-operated with a letter which is self-explanatory,

and is here printed in full. Midshipman E. P. Montgomery, ex-22, had the good
fortune of being their guest for a week-end and we have, in addition, a "Mid's"
view of the school and its customs.

H
ROYAL NAVAL COLLEGE,

DARTMOUTH,
October 30, 1920.

Gentlemen:

Your interesting letter was most welcome. We heartily admire your initiative in starting such
a splendid scheme, and we hope it may be a great success.

As you said, the co-operation of our two Fleets during the recent War has shown the need of

a closer friendship between the officers of both Services. We have so much in common, that it

only needs a better understanding of one another to cement firmly that entente begun by our
Seniors in the North Sea. It would obviously be for the better if this more intimate relationship

started in our college days.

Formerly there were but six terms at Dartmouth, but now, since Osborne has been closed, there

are twelve terms of about forty each. Entries take place three times a year; the course being four

years. (This description is of Dartmouth before Osborne was closed.)

Each term, throughout its period of training, is given a distinguishing name, that of some
famous Admiral. For instance, the terms at present in the College are, "Exmouths," the senior

term, "St. Vincents," "Drakes," "Blakes," "Hawkes," and "Greynviles," or "First Termers."
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By these names they are always known, and on Quarter-deck orders such as "Exmouth Front
Rank, a pace forward, march!" are always used.

The organization, discipline, and recreation of each term is in the hands of a "Term Lieutenant,"
nominally a Lieutenant or Lieutenant-Commander, R. N. Under him there is a "Term Cadet-
Captain" and four ordinary "Cadet Captains for each term," there being a total of thirty of the

latter, chosen in proportion from the three Senior Terms. Sixteen from the Sixth Term, ten from
the fifth, four from the fourth. Sixteen more are made at the end of each Term to fill the vacan-
cies caused by those leaving. They are chosen primarily by the Term Lieutenant but the selection

is subject to the approval of the Commander and Rear Admiral.

A "C.C" is distinguished by a triangular device in gold braid on his right arm. A "Term C.C."
wears a gold star above it, whilst a "C.C.C." (Chief Cadet Captain) has a badge on both cuffs

and need not wear a lanyard.

Small offences are dealt with by the "C.C.'s" themselves, but should a Cadet commit a more
serious offence he is taken before his Term Lieutenant, who, if he considers it necessary, brings

the matter before the Commander. A typical Commander's punishment is "Four days' No. 7,"

which means four days of two hours' drill. "Official Cuts," or in other words, an official "beat-

ing" is considered more severe. In the latter case the preliminary ceremonies are probably far

more awe-inspiring than the actual chastisement. As a matter of fact, there have been very few
Commander's "cases of late.

A day's work with us is roughly as follows: Reveille sounds at 6.30 and Junior Terms are hustled

out of their dormitories by 6.40; the rest can take their time. From 7 to 8 there is an hour's work,
which usually consists of preparation as this does not necessitate the early rising of so many
masters as would be the case with ordinary studies. At 8 o'clock breakfast is served in the two
large messrooms, three terms in each. From then on our time is our own until nine o'clock when
"Divisions" is sounded. Prayers are then read by one of the "Padres," and Cadets are dismissed

to their studies.

A period of instruction consists roughly of an hour, and a morning's work consists of four

periods, until 1 P.M., and lunch. Then until four o'clock is the time set apart for games. A light

tea is provided up to 4.30 for any who need it (of course everyone does!). Two more hoars of work
are followed by a substantial meal at seven o'clock. Evening preparation of one hour begins at

eight; there is then a short time for dancing on the Quarter-deck, followed by prayers, and "turn-

ing in." Rounds take place soon after 9.30, lights are put out, and the day is over.

Wednesdays and Saturdays are half holidays and afternoon work is omitted.

We are free to do what we like (within reason) on Sunday afternoons, and can go anywhere
we like on this side of the river, where there are no large towns within about twenty miles. Some
go for a substantial tea at one of the scattered farmhouses, regaling themselves with eggs, "Devon-
thire Cream," and such like.

Then there is the river, where all College pulling, sailing, and motor boats are available, and in

the latter there is ample time to go up the ten miles of tidal river and have tea at Totnes.

We are certainly better off for leave than you. Our year is divided into three terms with leave

at the end of each; four weeks at Christmas, three at Easter, and six in the summer. This
idea is modelled on the prevalent system in British Public Schools.

There are no separate rooms for each Cadet. Every term has a "Gunroom" for its own use.

Although this arrangement has certain obvious disadvantages, it contributes considerably to-

ward good comradeship in the Terms, and is a
foretaste of future conditions at sea.

We sleep in dormitories, capable of holding
thirty or more Cadets. Each is in communica-
tion with lavatories and a "plunge," or minia-
ture swimming bath (very miniature we assure).

There is a sea chest for clothes at the foot of

each bed.

The studies and classrooms, 52 of them, are

mostly in the center block of the College. Every
master has a class room of his own. The latter

work independently of the Naval staff and are
solely for instructional purposes. The syllabus

includes Mathematics, French, German, History
and English, the various Sciences, and Seaman-
ship.
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Games in the College receive every encouragement and there is ample scope for everyone,

give you some idea of their organization, let us deal first with the summer term.

Three Cricket elevens are chosen, and play matches against outside teams, usually on half

holidays.

To promote keenness among the rest a "Cricket League" is arranged. Each term makes up
three XI 's in order of merit, exclusive of those who play in College matches. All first elevens

play against each other and so on. A win counts two points, a draw one, and the Term scoring

the most carries off the League Challenge Cup. Finally an Inter-Term Championship is also ar-

ranged for full strength elevens. Twice a week sailing races are organized, and usually take place

outside the harbour, in the various classes of boats: Service Cutters, Montagu Cutters, Whalers,
and Sloop-rigged Cutters. Fishes get fed liberally when there is a bit of a swell on! These races

also take the form of Term competitions, and at the end of the season a trophy is given.

In the two winter terms "Rugger" (Rugby football) is considered the most important game.
Competitions are arranged in a similar manner to those described above. There are several out-

side matches, but being so far west, we have few opportunities of measuring our strength against

the public schools. Naturally, therefore, there is great excitememt over the few matches we have
with them. Hockey and Association football are run on similar lines.

In the Easter Term, Sports and Cross Country runs take the place of Hockey.
We also run a pack of beagles (a small type of harrier). The Commander is ex-officio

master and hunts on horseback. A few Cadets act as whips. This pack of beagles has become
one of the traditional College institutions, and produces good relations with the neighbouring

farmers.

Like you, we have our little customs. On duty, Cadets have to double everywhere: be-

tween studies, into meals, and Cadets of Junior Terms have always to double down the corridors

outside the gunrooms of their Seniors.

Certain paths are restricted to the use of the

Senior Term, and woe to any unfortunate who
may be seen making use of them.
On the last night we always have an "End of

Term Dance," from about 8 to 12, which, as all

the troubles of the Term are behind, and only

leave ahead, is naturally a cheery business.

We enclose several odd photographs, a copy
of our Magazine, and a College list, in the hope
that they make up for our rather bald description.

Joining you in the hope that the scheme may be
the means of a better friendship between us,

I remain, gentlemen,
Yours most sincerely,

C. C. POWELL,
Term C. C. A Senior Term

It was the Saturday before August Bank Holiday when I started out on my trip to Dartmouth,
and the trains were jammed with excursionists off for a big week-end in some one of the many
Devonshire seaside resorts. It took me six hours and two changes to get from Salisbury to Dart-
mouth, which is on the end of a branch line. Devonshire certainly is England's most beautiful

country—rolling hills, rivers, red sandstone cliffs, all jumbled up into a picturesque loveliness that

must be seen to be appreciated.

Dartmouth is a funny little town. It is about half the size of our own tiny Crabtown, tucked
away in under a big headland that shuts off the river entrance from the sea. Most of the houses
in Dartmouth look as if it were only by God's grace and a few bricks that they are held from sliding

feet foremost into the river. The streets were built in the days of one-horse shays, and the taxi

driver had hard work to keep from scraping his hubs against the house fronts as we turned and
twisted about through the town.
The drive up to the college is long and winding, and the view one gets of the buildings from below

as one climbs the hill is most impressive. Their buildings are not so high as ours, and, of course,

are massed all together, so that at first sight they seem much larger. The red brick and white
stone makes them look cherry and warm against the green trees which surround the buildings.

It reminded me of old Bancroft.
The Jimmy Legs at the college seemed to have been forewarned of my arrival, for he relieved

me of my suitcase and took me up to the wardroom. The wardroom at Dartmouth is a big, well-

lighted room filled with leather chairs and couches, more like the smoking room of a club than any-
thing nautical. The mess was in another room behind, and there was also a billiard room, where
all the billiard and pool enthusiasts gathered after dinner.
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There I met my future guide, mentor, and friend, Lieutenant M , who came up and in-

troduced himself. I was able to talk at least coherently. Everyone was more than kind, and
wanted to know if I knew so-and-so, who was with the Fifth Battle Squadron during the war.

Being also a stranger from a dry and arid land, they pressed on me all the drinks they had in the

cellar. If you are ever at Dartmouth, ask for some of their cider. It's wonderful! You will have
the other drinks forced upon you, but don't miss the cider.

I arrived at an opportune time. It was just at term-end and there were all sorts of shows,

prize-givings, and inspections going on. The first night I was there the officers and masters gave

a musical show, called the "Purple Hair Streaks." Each came down with a song, dance, or mon-
ologue; also there were several little skits. Everything ran off like clockwork and it was a reve-

lation what a lot can be done with the simplest materials and still get good effects. It was held in

the gym which does duty as an auditorium, also, having a stage at one end. Of course there were
lots of local cracks in it, which were hard for a stranger to appreciate, but fortunately the College

has not evolved as wierd slang as we have, and while seagoing terms were rampant, everything

was understandable. After the show I was talking to Lieutenant M and unconsciously fell

into a lot of Naval Academy slang, and the puzzled, but polite, expression on his face was
too funny for words. I couldn't help laughing, and then went back and translated it for him.

One thing that particularly amused him about our "language of the sea" was the expression

"country" for the compartments around and near the officers' quarters.

The next morning they held "divisions," which corresponds to our "quarters," on the

Quarter-deck, and the stripes for the next term were given out. The Captain's wife gave them,
saying something nice to each boy as she handed him his insignia. Then the Paymaster Sub took
me to service in the Chapel.
The Chapel is part of the main building, and though small, I regret to say that it is much nicer

inside than ours. It was "Sob Sunday," the last Sunday in the term, and I was more or less ex-

pecting a "Sob" sermon from the padre. But it

was much more of the "go-out-and-fight" type.

The padre looked very much as though he could

shake a wicked fist in the ring if need be, and his

sermon was very much to the point.

The grounds are nothing short of marvelous
when compared to our own little yard, fenced in

with a high wall and crowded with buildings.

There is no wall at Dartmouth and the ground
area is immense. I forgot to ask how many acres

there were, but when I saw four huge playing

fields, each one larger than Worden Field, and was
told there were a couple more straying around
somewhere, I began to think in terms of square
miles. The grounds are beautifully laid out with
plenty of trees in exactly the right places. Each
one of the playing fields is surrounded by tennis

courts or cricket nets, and near the biggest one is the canteen, where all sorts of cool drinks, ice

cream, candy, and cakes are sold. Imagine "Dinty" Moore's down by the Armory after drills.

In the afternoon Lieutenant M invited me to go up to the picnic he was giving his term.

I joyfully accepted—to say the least. About three o'clock we crammed ourselves into a big

motor launch, and set off. Two other officers went along, one acting as engineer for the occasion.

We headed out of the river mouth into the Channel, anchored in a little cove with a bit of

beach, and went ashore. Some of the Cadets went swimming, but the water of the English
Channel with a chill wind blowing is not a tempting sight, and I did not join them. A couple
of roaring fires were built and one of the officers acted as Chief Steward, and turned out the most
wonderful scrambled egg and sausage sandwiches I have ever eaten.

The wind had risen slightly, and it was a very wet trip back. It was a cold, damp crowd that

reached the college shortly before dinner and a shot of the real stuff (you don't know how good
whiskey can be until you've tasted some of Dartmouth's offering) went down with a most cheer-

ing effect.

After dinner Lieutenant M and I grabbed a big leather chair apiece, and I plied him with
questions. Every single thing I could lay my mind to I asked, and he answered so cheerfully and
pleasantly that I was almost ashamed of myself for having bothered him. But I learned a lot:

Why the British salute with both the right and left hand, everywhere except in Mohammedan
countries, then only with the right hand (don't ask me why—the reason can't be printed). By
the way, I asked him what rates there were in the college. In the letter from Dartmouth printed

above they speak about their customs, and strange as it may seem to us, with our multitude of
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Inspection

rates and unofficial class privileges, those they mention are the only rates they have whatsoever.
We think that rates are necessary to keep things
running smoothly , and yet the R. N. C. seems to
get along without them. Possibly it is because
they have not had time for them to grow, for it is

not so long ago that the college was transferred
from the old Britannia to dry land, and Lieuten-
ant M , who was, of course, a Britannia
Cadet, said that there were many, many rates

aboard her in his time, but that they seemed to
drop out entirely when the change was made

The next morning there was a big inspection
by the Admiral, who, by the way, is a real oldtime
"Ad," from a bushy gray beard down to a hook
on his left hand, and prize giving, at which he
delivered one of the best and most straight-from-
the-shoulder talks to men about to go to sea that
I ever hope to hear. In the afternoon there was

a big cricket match between the officers and the Cadets. Cricket, somehow, doesn't appeal to me.
Certainly it is the most dreamy game to watch that can be imagined. Nothing is thought of sud-
denly stopping in the middle of a match to have some tea. Imagine the "Giants" and the "Yanks"
stopping in the middle of a World's Series game to have a sundae! The American game is

snappy, spectacular, a game of speed, as befits the nervous national temperament we possess.

But I was talking about Dartmouth, not baseball. That night the Term-End Dance was held

on the Quarter-deck. It corresponds to our June Ball and consequently was a gay business. Un-
fortunately, Dartmouth is in such an out-of-the-way place that girls are scare, so the Cadets
who are not dragging dance among themselves. Two or three officers introduced girls to me, and
I danced with them. Then one shy, small Cadet out of Lieutenant M 's term came up and
asked me if he could be my lady-fair for a dance? I was struck all of a heap for a moment, but
finally I said I would. So I grabbed him and off we went. The boy followed like a dream, and
I had almost as much fun dancing with him as with the girls. Afterwards I took him out to the
buffet, and treated him to a ginger-beer, thereby making a friend for life. Then I went back to

the stag line and was immediately besieged by a number of Cadets wanting dances. In two min-
utes I had a full card. I never enjoyed myself so much in my life. The music was very good, and
the Quarter-deck was very prettily decorated with Japanese lanterns and flags. About eleven

o'clock the party got really peppy, when the boys started throwing confetti, streamers, and bal-

loons. The dance ended at twelve, with everybody holding hands in a big circle, and singing

"Auld Lang Syne."

The following morning everybody shoved off on leave on the Dartmouth leave special, which
reminded me a good bit of the Army-Navy game specials. So ended my week-end at Dartmouth.
Never in my life do I hope to meet a pleasanter, more hospitable crowd of men than the officers of

the Royal Naval College, and I could wish no one any better luck than to have the good fortune

to fall into their hands as a guest.

"Cheerio! Everybody!"
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The Porch Climbers' Association

As says a late lamented"Log" Editor, 'tis rare that a real scoop comes in our direction. The detectuff of THE LUCKY
BAQ unearthed part of the records of an organization which pales the futile attempts of the few of us who managed to find

a hole in the wall—and probably graced the "See Maryland" trips for several weeks. In the fight part of the records were lost,

but our scout escaped with a few fragments and his life.

24 April, 1920.

At 10.00 P.M. Midshipmen X, Y, and Z
left their quarters in B. H. and by way of

the Marine Barracks left the Academic
limits. Such actions on the part of Mid-
shipmen X, Y, and Z created and gave out
the idea of the Porch Climbers. Upon their

safe return, 2.10 A.M. 25 April, they formed
the nucleus of the P. G. A. and adopted the
names of a, P , and 0.

Illustrating Route No. 2

Good day or night, however, watch your step

Meeting No. 3.

Date: 15 May, 1920.

Route used: No. 2.

Time left: 10.00 P.M.

Time returned: 2.30 A.M.
Destination: Washington Avenue.

Members present: a, p, 6, and Mid Z

Result: Good.

Return: Safe No. 2

Remarks: Fairly dark, moon. Mid Z

attended and proved by his conduct that

he was worthy of the P. C. A. Was duly

enrolled as Brother /3.

After due thanks members turned in

The Gang
Top Row: English; Wilkinson; Walsh; Cruise.

Bottom: Schlicter; Neiley; Rockey; Eccles; Price; Murphy.
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Meeting No. 5

Date: 3 June

Route used: No. 2

Time left:

Time returned: 4.30 A.M.

Destination: Baltimore

Members present: 6 and. Mid Y
Object: * (See code book)

Result: Safe; No. 2

Remarks: This meeting was attended

by Brothers 6 and Mid Y who proved

worthy and is hereafter known as Brother

<o. The meeting was a paramount suc-

cess. After due thanks the members

turned in.

Meeting No. 8

Date: 22 October, 1920

Route used: No. 3

Time left: 10 P.M.

Time returned: 1.20 A.M.

Destination: Orchard

Object: Fruit

Members present: <£, x. ^

Result: Fruit

Return: Safe; No. 2

Weather: H full

No. 2 Again

Meeting No. 9 Meeting No. 10 Meeting No. 11

26 October 27 October 29 October
No. 2 No. 2 No. 2

7.05 7.05 7.05

9-3° 9-3° 9-3°
Movies Movies Movies * (See code)

x,jM *,X,« *,x,«
Pleasure Made date Kept date
Safe; No. 2 Safe; No. 2 Safe; No. 2

Meeting No. 23

23 November

10 P.M. to 4.30 A.M.

X, & and MidE
Bad night. Found No. 2 unavailable.

Tried No. 7. Too much light, but made

safely. Returned by No. 2. Never

leave clothes under grandstand. It is

fatal. Results of meeting—excellent.

HELPFUL HINTS

Meeting No. 25

30 November

8.00 P.M. to 1.45 A.M.

Left by No. 5

Returned No. 4

X and 6 kept date. Good.

Safe.

After this, membership was limited

to 12 active members and further records

were not obtainable.

""Unfortunately, the code book was

lost, and cannot be located. Que

lastima!

1. Never leave clothing that has
names or laundry numbers on it, under
grandstand or any other place in yard.

2. When using Route No. 2 go by
way of gun sheds and willow trees, see
if any Jimmy Legs are there, then care-
fully scrutinize grandstand, both on
top and under.

3. If coming in by No. 2 always
speak to the lumberman, as sometimes
he can give helpful dope.

4. Leave no non-reg clothes in yard,
either going or coming back.

5. Do not make plans down by the
wall (either side). Know what you are
going to do and do it.

6. If caught in the barb wire and
closely pressed by enemy—move and do
it quickly—clothes can be replaced but
frenching paps are scarce.

7. Never assume a guilty attitude

—

some one may think you do not belong
where you are.

8. If exit is doubtful, return by an-
other route. There are 800 yards of
wall, vary a bit.

9. There are but two Marines on
night duty—one at the sea wall at
Dewey Basin pacing between Power
House and cutter shed and the other
at the gate at the end of College Creek
bridge.

10. Do not fraternize with guards
while operating; they are your enemies
and should be ignorant of your
presence.

11. Get all lights between you and
the source of danger, if possible.

12. A dark form shows up clearly
against a light gray wall or building.
Keep well clear.

13. When danger is scented—flop
and do not run. Whoever it is, his
presence should be known before he is

on top of you—therefore lie flat and
look. After looking, and if conditions
warrant it, run, and run like hell.

14. If you are perceived by anyone,
and you think he will call the D. O.,
make best of way to B. H., removing
enough clothing to avert suspicion.

15. Remember—a fishy story sounds
raw—but say something and stick to it.

16. Remember it is your party, and
no one else's, and be sure it is not
some one else who is in the bight.

17. Lastly—you are a Porch Climber,
and as such preserve an attitude, ad-
mirable and enviable, and prove by
your actions that gray walls and barb
wire do not a prison make.
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A SPIRIT MESSAGE

Something Told me I should like this woman
immensely. She was pretty, of course—most of them
are artists enough for that. But I knew many girls

who were prettier, and there is Aireen, who won a

beauty contest, and Grace, the artist's model. So it

was not for her prettiness. She dressed well. But
Yvonne is the most ahead-of-the-minute dresser I

know, and Roberta has her gowns imported from
Paris. It couldn't have been dress. Her line was good,
what I heard of it, for I never like to talk when I

dance. And her dancing was rhythmic and tender,

as everyone's is this year. Neither of these things had
a very marked effect upon me as we glided along and
she turned her head to speak and, funny coincidence,

I could have sworn something reminded me of Haig
& Haig or Johnny Walker. I couldn't be sure
which. Still I wonder what it was that told me I

should like her immensely?

Of course, one does forget and take declina-
tion out of the reg book, but when an ord-
nance prof sends Bates to extra instruction
in Plebe math .

She—Doesn't Manning the Drags sound too much
like an artillery drill to be applied to escorting a
young lady?
Mid—Lord, no ! The kid I dragged last week was

young enough for the infantry

!

His board was a perfect essay in Plebe English
but "Herman" couldn't be satisfied. With broad
chalk strokes he indicated a dozen words.

"Repetition, my dear boy, use a different word now
and then. You have used 'vessel' twenty times. Call

them-er-what-do-you-call-thems-er
—

"

"Yes, sir," pipes up young hopeful, carefully

erasing half the "vessels" and substituting "wooden-
craft.

Dolls and animals grotesque
Lie neglected in despair.
Mary has grown out of childish ways.
Never, ask you, she with toys plays?
There she sits, how picturesque,
Gazing at her newest teddie bear.

Estess (in Nav section, day after day) : H'm, now,
Mr. Geese—I beg pardon, Mr. Geise

—

"Jim" Brady (section leader, after two weeks of

the above) : Sir, I report Section 306, with Mr. Geese
—beg pardon, Mr. Geise—absent, sir!

Asiatic Charlie (in Steam): "Mr.
Sebald! Are those gray socks regula-
tion?"
Sebald : Why-er-yes, sir—I think so,

sir. Why I've been wearing them since
Plebe year, sir!"

FOR THE EARTHENWARE TEAPOT
We humbly nominate the Mid who is put off the

floor of the "Pre Cat," after an Army-Navy Game,
for improper dancing.

Second prize to him who cut a wisdom tooth and
hit the Christmas Tree the same day.

Lieutenant—Now, Willie, while I'm at sea
you must take my place with Mother.

Willie—Yes, Daddy, and how about Nursie?

Doc Reeves (reading slip)—Price! Perce! Oh!
Pierce, is it ! Why don't you write it so a human being
can read it?

Pierce (with a bandaged right hand)—Beg pardon
sir, that's the slip you wrote for me yesterday.

The way of the transgressor is hard—probably
because so many have trod it.

'Tex"—the lad who was personally responsible

for two D. O.'s insanity. That "Sax!"
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Milady care alleviates

At dinner, fete, or ball.

Her skirts the style abbreviates,

Her cut of bodice deviates,

But has no back at all.

Yet ever she eludes the Fates,

And shuns Godiva's fall,

Who needs must ride her lord's estates

Quite sparsely clothed, the Muse relates

Her hair her only shawl.

But if they calmly show to men
All that which once was charm,

We shan't desire what's in our ken,

We'll never thrill at sight, again,

Of well-turned calf or arm.

We'll fear no witching houri's den,

No vamp can do us harm.

We'll see no "Follies" after ten,

No kick in Vie Parisienne,

Pray God 'tis false alarm!
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LIGHT STUFF
The great Skyboat swayed in the Martian breeze,

tugging gently at its moorings as though spurning
the ground and eager to be off into the infinite

spaces. Prince Phethur, of the reigning house of

Helium, strode majestically down the Palace steps

and onto the landing, accompanied by old King
Cirrus, come to bid farewell to his son. He kissed

him on the forehead and spoke

—

"Phethur, of Helium, you are on this day em-
barked on a great undertaking. It has been the

dream of my life to sponsor an expedition to the

far-off Earth. Go, and return to our beloved Mars
with tales of discovery that shall astonish the

scientists of all times."

The Prince embarked in the great Skyboat as a
thousand flags fluttered from stem to stern. He
shoved forward the lever controlling the pink rays

and the giant craft shot swiftly off into space, head
pointed towards the far-distant Earth hanging
majestically in the heavens.

One year later, the majestic ship settled wearily

onto the landing before the Palace. Prince Phethur,
now old and broken, slowly descended and sank
into the arms of King Cirrus.

" What news, my son—tell me of the Earth Folks."

"Sire," said the Prince, "I landed in an open
field near a river that flowed into a great bay. There
were large buildings all around, peopled by queer
men in blue tight-fitting garments. I was royally

received. They gave me banquets, invited me to

their rooms—talked to me till I fought for air
—

"

"Yes, yes, my son, go on
—

"

"And, Sire, I found them lighter than you, the
King of all Helium, lighter than Coark, my illustrious

grandfather, lighter even than Smoak, the founder
of the Kingdom of Helium—and I was ashamed,
Sire, so I returned."
And the Prince of Helium, fainting away, floated

out of the arms of King Cirrus, his father, the
Monarch of the Kingdom of Helium.

NOTICE

1. In view of the eccentric dancing of Midship-
man Farrington, J. V., First Class, at the hop on
Saturday, 10th December, until further orders,

whenever the Third Battalion, First Class, is as-

signed to Gymnasium Drill, Midshipman Farrington
will report to the Instructor in Dancing for instruc-

tion. T. R. Kurtz,
Captain, U. S. Navy,

Commandant of Midshipmen.

From: Midshipman W. B. Pape, First Class.

To: The Commandant of Midshipmen.
Subject: Statement in Regard to Conduct Report.

"Late to Formation" (second period)

1. I was late to this formation.

2. From long experience I have determined that

to travel from my room, on the fourth deck, to my
place in ranks, takes just two minutes double time,

in ordinary traffic.

***** (Indicating 476 words describing the

traffic jam and the width of the doors).

3. In view of the extraordinary circumstances, I

request that this report be cancelled.

(Warned) (Signed) William B. Pape.

Looking for the O. A. O.'
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AN EDITORIAL IN THREE PARTS

"As it was in the beginning

—

MEANING US?

His eyes are dark and shine, they do,

They say a lot

—

I'll warrant you

—

A devilish lot that isn't true,

They look just like some eyes I knew,
Except they're brown and those were blue,

They're just about as dangerous, too,

A doggone dangerous man!

He's rather nice and rather tall,

He's not too big and not too small,

And just so bold it does appall

A girl like me—He's just like Paul
I used to love. And all in all,

He's just the type to make me fall

—

This doggone dangerous man !

!

He'd break my heart—leave me to mend
As best I could the crack and rend.

He'd kiss me often—might offend,

I might object—perhaps pretend.

He'd have his way, and in the end
He'd make me love—unlike a friend,

He'd make me like—Oh, Navy men,
Ye doggone dangerous men !

!

Ye Ed is told that due to the general excel-

lence of the January number, "Flat" Hooper's
February edition of the "sweetest little girl in

the world" will be delayed.

IN THE OFFICE

Plebe enters and hands paper to a couple of the

boys with a "Sir, I was to give this to Mr. Olmsted."

They both come down with "Mister, do you take

me for Mr. Olmsted?"
"No, sir—I wasn't calling anybody any names!"

is now

—

and ever shall be!"

4153 U. S. Naval Academy,
Annapolis, Md.

13 January 4, 1920.

From: Midshipman Dope Hatch, Fourth Class.

To: The Midshipman-in-Charge of the First Deck,
Fourth Wing, Bancroft Hall, from 7.30 P.M. Jan-

uary 3d to 7.30 P.M. January 4th.

Subject: Reasons why Midshipman Dope Hatch
should not go down for an act performed
early in the morning of January 4, 1920,

said act being the wooing of Morpheus and
said act being performed in his bed.

1

.

The passion with which I wooed Morpheus was
so deep that reveille failed to register upon my au-

ditory senses.

2. Morpheus was willing that I should; that

consent makes me free of all crime under strict

interpretation of the law.

3. Upon seeing the stalwart form of the Midship-

man-in-Charge framed in my doorway, I hastily

arose from my couch, thus showing that it was not

"a hardened disregard for authority."

4. Shakespeare says, "For in that sleep what
dreams may come, must give us pause." I was only

pausing to see if mayhap some pleasant dreams
would come to me.

5. My drowsiness was so great that I mistook late

blast for taps.

6. I hold that my offense is lightened by the fact

that I did not snore during my slumbers.

7. Caulking off always makes me extremely sleepy.

8. Every good man or woman is weak in spots.

9. I was asleep and did not know what I was doing

:

I am not re ponsible for sleeping.

10. If I had not committed the offence you would
not have made me write this.

11. You would have lost the pleasure you have
gained by reading this.

12. I would have lost the sleep I gained by sleeping.

(Signed) Dope Hatch.

-,^y
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HERE'S TO SHIPS AND SHORE
By MARK TIME

Three times a year we hit the rails at pullman plus

the war-tax, to sport to all the home-town frails our

brass bebuttoned thorax. We go cavorting down
the pike in Beth or Sue's hell-wagon; or swap wild

tales with Bill and Mike and drain full many a

flagon. All drills belayed, we're S. O. P. at every

close formation; and so each leave is apt to be a lib-

eral education.

'Tis thus we think the gay outside, a world where
pleasure ambles. It's painted in bright colors pied,

that cover all the shambles. A few hours toil per

diem makes a roll to choke a sphinx. Your chauf-

feur eases off the brakes and chauffs you to the

links. A friendly round in less than par, mixed four-

some, sprightly banter; a cooling drink at club-

house bar, a tea-dance or a canter. You don your

tux for soup and fish, then opera or a show. Jazz

music all the heart can wish. Come on, Chorine,

let's go ! A moonlight ride just long enough, a tender

parting number. A night-cap brings you up to snuff

until you're wrapped in slumber. Ashore they

laugh and loaf through life, and pigeon-hole dull

care. And if they don't like boss or wife, they give

them each the air.

But how do Navy ways appear to brothers of the

land? What do they think there is to cheer the boys

by sea-winds tanned? In uniform of blue and gold,

in cap with rakish angle, we walk the deck like Jones

of old and quiet foreign wrangle. We've nought to

do but draw our pay and dazzle charming ladies.

And if we wish a busy day, we blow some ships to

Hades. We're always neat and spick and live, the

courts of Kings we fill. We are the drones within

the hive; civilians foot the bill. If Queen or Lady
feels ennui, she entertains the Navy. Your dashing

officer will be the guy that grabs the gravy. We
come and go, says Brother Cit, as free as gull or lark.

For when on leave we're simply It; we play from

dawn till dark. He works all day and half the nights,

like all the Toms and Jerrys. The boys in blue take

in the sights, the Navy is the berries.

But are we either sure we look at more than silver

linings? And should we extra troubles brook by

aimless thoughtless whinings? Coal bills are bad

as coaling ship, inspections bad as ledgers. Why
should we try our fates to slip, a spineless bunch of

hedgers! There's joy in life, where'er it be, so

here's to ships and shore. If one or other glories

see, he sees as well the gore.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW?
Who is the King of Siam?
What was Daniel's famous remark to the King?
What battleship was called Kate?
For what other institution is the maker of the

Pyramids famous?
Where was the Lady Elsinore?

How did Daniel lose his place?

What famous man came down from Lehigh?
Who was Nunn, and what was his famous con-

fession?

If jokes were like liquor, folks could get an
awful kick out of the aged ones nowadays.

"Flat"—What you doin' now, Swabo?
"Swabo"—Pilot in a fertilizer factory.

"Flat"—What d'you mean,—pilot?

"Swabo"—Oh! Pilot here—pilot there.

Bobbie—You oughter see the jokes Sis brought
home from college!

Willie—My Sis only brought one—he's in the
parlor now.

Chorus girls may be talented, possess sweet
voices, and be very good little girls—but it's

highly unnecessary to the average Mid.

Gunnery officer (to gang on loading platform)—

-

Who's down there?

"Tex"—Nunn here, sir.

G. 0.—What?!
"Tex"—Hallabsent, sir.

G. 0. !!*??! ?*??

Can you remember—

?
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RESIGNATION PROCEDURE

Many of the members of the Regiment fail to
realize that the finished Naval Officer should express
himself in a punctilious manner at all times, even
when it becomes necessary to do such unpleasant
things as submitting one's resignation. The fol-

lowing statements are appended for the information
and guidance of the young Gentlemen.

U. S. Naval Academy,
Annapolis, Maryland.

March 21, 1921.
From: Midshipman K. Baker, Second Class.

To: The Secretary of the Navy.
Via: Midshipman Officer of the Day. Fourth Bat-

talion; via, Fourth Battalion Officer; via.

Aid to Commandant of Midshipmen; via, Com-
mandant of Midshipmen; via, Superintendent,
United States Naval Academy; via, Bureau
of Navigation.

Subject : Resignation

.

1. Owing to my extensive banking and pool-hall

interests in the Middle West, I find myself unable
to continue longer in the dual role of Naval Officer

and Financial Adviser. I therefore tender my
resignation as a Midshipman in the United States
Navy in order that I may devote my entire time
to my huge business interests.

(Signed) K. Baker.

If, by any chance, the statement fails to obtain
the proper respect from those to whom it is solicit-

ously addressed (for example: this one failed to
get that effect, as witness, the D. O.'s comment,
"Bull, Mr. Baker, you're not serious, turn in another
resignation or get dropped")

;
please remember that

brevity is the soul of wit and the Executive Depart-
ment, and follow Mr. Baker's second, simple attempt,
namely

:

"I resign."

(Signed) K. Baker.

Mid
sir?

Prof.—Busted!

Right!

What are we going to get on the Juice exam,

HERE AND THERE

U. S. Naval Academy,
Annapolis, Md.
December 19, 1921.

From: Midshipman G. A. Stacey, First Class.

To: Executive Officer, Bancroft Hall.

Subject: Window screens, request for.

1. About 3.30 last Friday morning I was rudely
awakened from sound slumber by a piercing scream.
When I gathered my wits together I was amazed to

find my room-mate climbing the steam pipe at the
head of his bed.

2. The cause for these most unusual actions was
the entrance of a cat through our window, which
opens on the terrace. The cat jumped through our
window and landed on my room-mate's feet, at the

same time emitting a most annoying howl. A second
accompanied him, but from a more distant position.

After much persuasion and use of shoes the visitors

were ejected.

3. In order to avoid a recurrence of this I request
that our windows be screened.

(Signed) Gerald A. Stacey.

U. S. Naval Academy,
Annapolis, Md.

March 15, 1921.

From: Midshipman J. H. Shultz, Second Class,

To: The Commandant of Midshipmen, via Third
Battalion Officer.

Subject: Nightly disturbances.

1. There is a coal pile in the courtyard directly

beneath my window. Every night, at various hours
after taps, employees shovel coal into wheelbarrows
for the galley.

2. This creates a loud noise which awakens, and
keeps awake, all Midshipmen in the vicinity of this

courtyard.

3. I suggest that the coal required during the night

be shovelled before taps.

(Signed) J. H. Shultz.

Teddy B.—I'm all played out!

Bobs H.—Never mind, Teddy. They'll scrap half

the Navy soon and you won't have so much to do.
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PROF NOTES

'I will repeat that

—

z-z-z-t bang!"

"— , don't we ever get

heat? If I were running
it—"

"Three times, gentle-

men, have I
—

"

CAN YOU REMEMBER?
HOW MANY DO YOU KNOW?

"Well, I knew D. C. pretty
well—but I'll look that up."

"Now, this is positive—you'll
get a Kirchoff problem on that
exam."

"If you ever visit
Spain, you don't
want— "
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"Jerry" has always been savvy, but he never was greasy till "Jessie" got him with that
butter pat last Army-Navy Game in one of New York's most fashionable restaurants.
Ah, "Jessie," there's another good man whose rep you've ruined—heartless che-ild!

But "Kitty" isn't pretty,
Can't dance, and has no line.

Still, she'll stay home, and-—well,
you know,

Think I'll make "Kitty" mine!

Of course, Georgi-
ana, we know that
teddy bears are aw-
fully attractive, and
so good looking, es-
pecially when they're
so soft and crinkly;
but is that any reason
why you should take
him. to a hop and
there desert him,
without another
thought?

Corinna—Corinna! What is this? Such a noble charioteer—and so cruel to throw you
over so. But if you will wear slippers when Crabtown is in the throes of a blizzard, you
must expect a few bumps from life!

The Sybil speaks—and manages to carry on quite
a conversation without straining her voice at all, at all.

Segregation gave two people—the Mid we won't name!

—

a pleasant chat via semaphore every morning—the
upper porch in those houses on Porter Row.

Comb—comb—who'll find my comb? Ann and the Mid played
Diogenes all over Crabtown's streets one night when the comb
was quite accidentally brushed from her hair. But—oh, Ann, how
come it was so treated?

AMONG ^
OUR ^

NATIVES
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FIFTEEN CLUB
Cassells, B. B.

Waidlich, J. E.

Zotti, F.

Goodwin, C. F.

Jackso n, R. R.

Momm, C. H.
Garvin, C. D.
Polhemus, L.

Saeltzer, C. R.
Bradford, R. A.

A little joke of the Corn's—liberty one Tuesday afternoon for a little talk with Judge Monroe—a lot of

the boys in line—drew slips, one dollar bills—were asked a lot of personal questions, where we were from,

if we knew the difference between "eyes" and a "pass" (most of us were ignorant)—found out later it was
the Grand Jury—hence the "15 Club."

Saunders, W. V.
Ryan, T. C.

Godin, R. J.

Terrell, W. B.

Pawlikowski, L. P.

^f*^

HOP COMMITTEE
"Misty" Morehouse, Chairman
"Diz" Homann
"Red" Beck
"Ike" Brown
"Sleepy" Orr
"Caesar" Draim
"Battleship Luke" Pape
"Andy" Bates
"Clintie" Blount
"Swabo" Blake
"Peggy" Hylant
"Al" Tyler
"Norske" Boothe
"Savvy" Dole
Club Yell: One long and two shorts on whistle or

siren, as prescribed for vessels not under command
in a fog.

Club Song: "Well, sir, was the uniform rain-

clothes?"

BLACK LIST.

Who's Who in Twenty-Two
or

We May Be Admirals By
and By.

"Fish" Rowe
"H. M." Chapman
"Jerry"- Olmsted
"Al" Morehouse
"Mai" Hogan
"Leon" Garrette

Club Yell : Duck 'em all,

we got ours.

Club Song: "The bucket,
the bucket, the old Navy

bucket."

BLACK LIST-^—

Navy Brotherhood of Yard Engineers, Annap-
olis Roundhouse No. 909

President: "Duke" Guider
Vice-President: "Dayton" Clark
Traffic Manager: "Swede" Larson
Passenger Agent: "Bebe" Adell
Division Superintendent: "Jimmy" Mitchell

Freight Agent: "Tarzan" Waidlich
Section Boss: "Dick" Dole
Section Hand: "Harry" Smith
Fireman: "Snake" Frawley
Water Tender: "Charlie" Wood
Oiler: "Skeets" Mercer
Club Yell: "Porter Row, Rodgers Row, Upshur

Row, Blake;
Sandwiches, Tea, Ice Cream, Cake.
Grease! Grease! Grease!"

Club Song: "Oh Bring Back My Grease Mark to

Me."

NTH CHAPTER, RADIATOR CLUB
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THE STAGE
HOME BREW

Burlesque for the t.b.m. : slipping one past the

censor, the burlesque at Academic naturally proved
popular. Hootch never acquired fame till the pro-

hibitionists advertised it, and with beaucoup raisins,

the home brew popped the cork on the first night.

Ziegfeld never produced a chorus like the First and
Third Batt's "Floradora." Moreover, he never

will ! Was anyone ever deceived by the benevolent

parson? They were undeceived, then, by "Bibby's"

first highball, and "Pete" Frost's Jazzidiers always

make the feet get light. A rattling good Gayety
Burlesque, but take somebody you can nudge.

Bend, as Secnav, brought down the curtain on the
sure-fire success of the season.

MUSICAL COMEDY
Ever imagine this home of ours sin D. O.'s (beg

pardon O.W.'s.) sin regs, sin everything? Russia
has nothing on the Bolshevistic Naval Academy
which formed the background for "Ruffles." The
two helium atoms, Frazier and Holcomb, with a cast

the mighty Masqueraders missed, played to a packed
house on the opening night, and fairly brought down
old Mahan Hall. "Freddy" Pierce, of chapel fame,
as the ex-English prof, Plebe Bilger, and jazz ensign,

put mean stuff into Charlie Noble's hectic career.

Loofa Sponge, laundry queen and pride of Charlie's

heart, emoted heavy soprano sob stuff in Tatum's
best tenor. Who could criticize that after seeing a

famous D. O. properly chastised and locked up
"Where Nobody Knows and Nobody Cares." From
the corridor in the first act to the messhall in the last,

a laughing mob saw dreams come true, and sang
"I'm a Jazz Ensign" for weeks after. With a line on
leave, always popular just before Christmas, Carrick

BALDY
If the critic casts his eye over the later season

successes of Maryland Avenue (not 5th m'dear),

another farce by the authors of "Ruffles" comes into

the spotlight. A high-tension laugh producer which,

according to press agents, will break all rec-

ords. (Press agents get a salary for that line.) But
the show's good; the only fault being that Frazer

used two good themes, each of which is alone good
for a complete show.
The scene opens in the next (or the next after the

next) decade, the Navy shot to—well, anyhow, the

boys are now so reg that "ink bottle adrift" is a

"Class A." Into this set burst Baldy, an ex-First

Classman of '22 days, still, thanks to a stay at Las
Animas, a First Classman. Regular Rip Van
Penuckle, y'know. The Supe alone comes of an older

class than Baldy's, and the Supe spooned on him in

the old days. The Comm. is a former classmate, and
Baldy knew the D. O.'s when they were Plebes. View-
ing the old place as it has come to be, Baldy begins to

bring back the good old days with a vengeance. To
thicken the soup a fair femme mixes into the mess
as a stowaway in Mid's clothes—and Baldy, being-

human, falls. The Exec finally commissions him
so as to be rid of trouble, and a wedding takes place

in the Main Office.

"Dizz" Monzingo as Baldy, Auerbach as Peggy,

and two excellent office messengers drew a darn good
number of laughs. If taking this life too seriously,

you should see it.
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Right—Pearce, of Masquerader
fame, in the "Gymkhana"

CONFIDENTIAL GUIDE
More or Less Serious

Maury—First Class tragedy each Saturday morning, Nav fur-
nishing the sad music. Usually an aftermath of sob stuff.
Basement Fourth Wing—Saturday nights and matinees with

occasional Wednesday afternoon performances. The "Jap Sand-
man" "Pug," "Tommy," and "Mac" playing to capacity houses.

Comedy and Things'Like That

Masqueraders—"A Pair of Sixes." Good whether you play poker or
tiddle de winks.

Helium Theatre—"Baldy" reviewed in this issue.

Auditorium—"Second Batt Show." Fairly interesting
Tasse the bright spot of the bill.

Maryland Avenue—"Third Batt Show." Grewsome stuff under the
bluelights. Good music. Better than the hop if she can't dance.

Eye and Ear Entertainment

Stribling Theatre—"Slum." (Fourth Batt). First pep of the Batt show
season. Pullen goes unsat but Charlie Momm gives 'em a thrill.

Gayety—"Home Brew." The sequel to "Getting Gertie's Garter."
Reviewed in this issue.

Mahan—"Ruffles." Laugh a minute stuff with "Ben Turpin" Pierce.

Reviewed in this issue.

Academy—"Plebes." Good vaudeville by the younger set. You'll like

it if you like saxophone jazz, and who doesn't?

Hippodrome—"2 x 4." An "utter fiasco," to quote Dickens, in spite of
"Pete" Frost and "Jimmie" Jennings.
Flag Hall—Masked N Minstrels. The big gang invades vodeville with

beaucoup snap and jazz. Jackson rumbles in bass, Frost trills in soprano.
MacDonough—"Gymkhana." (To be reviewed later.)

The "Floradora" Sextet, produced in the First and Third
Batt Show, "Home Brew"
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Great Iowa Athlete, S

Annapolis Football

Rowing Is Greatest

C i

Sport;

By Henry L» Farrell
•
''"' (United Press Staff Correspondent.)

ANTWERP. Sept. 4.—In a haze . that hung- over the .Polo grounds
like a great gray- blanket late last November, a big straight, .

broad-
.shquldei-ed boy, hardly discernible in the fog, plowed thru mud ankle

''deep and booted two fields goals that gave the Navy, a 6 to victory
*over the Army.

Braced against the footboard in the Navy shell, the same right foot-

moved 180 pounds of Iowa brawn against the oar that stroked the Navy
crew thru a victorious sweep of American water that brought the
eight here to contest for the world's champiponship.

.That right foot belongs 'to Clyde \V. King, the 22-year-old son of a

I

wealthy Grninell, la., rancher wfx> preferred to work his way thru
college rather than accept the eas

,

'" King, whose name is in keeping

;strtth his rank among the ,
midship-

L men, dreamt, hoped and aspired to

be a great athlete when he was
running around XiOdqra, Iowa, in

short trousers. But he was a puny
little lad and couldn't stand the

gaff of even the kid games in the

neighborhood.
-.' When he was eight years old his
father sent him to his ranch in
.Saskatchewan and he roughed it

there for three years returning
ihome a youngster with a man's
physique.
He played football and basketball

'in high school and then entered
Grinnell College.

In keeping with a resolve to work
his way thru school, he bought a
shoe shining parlor In the little col-

lege town from a Greek for $300.

He decorated the place with pen-
nants and college trimmings and ad-
vertised, making a specialty of fair

co-ed trade. ,

His business grow until his staff

of Negro boys was swami>ed and
then he took a hand at shining the
leathers himself.
He made close to $1500 a year for

two years and then sold the business
for $600 going from there to Marion
(Ala.) Institute where ' he prepared

.Jfor Annapolis.

route via a proud parent'* check..^—.—

—

—»**»-^t
His dream of success in athletics

came in undreamt proportions at the
Academy.
Twice he stroked the crew and

twice he has won the "N" for foot-

ball. He has two years more to go
and plans to go out next winter for

the basketball team.
Considering the condition of the

field in New York during the game
last year, the feat of this King in

kicking two difficult goals was re-

markable but it was all the more
remarkable when it is considered
that he played thru the game with
a charley-horse in his right leg that

hurt "worse than a toothache."
"When I kicked off to the Army

on the first play, my leg hurt so

badly I thought I would have to

quit. But when we got into action

I got my mind off it," he says.

He was in the hospital at the

academy for a month after the game.
"Of all sports I think rowing is

the greatest," he says. "The big

crowds and t% joy of personal con-
j

tact bring big thrills in football, but
j

owing ia the greatest because it.isj

. man'-s game in every sense of the /

«,'ord."

DEER LODGE BOYWINS PROMOTION

Humphrey Toomoy. of Deer Lodge,
has been selected by the Superintendent
of the U. S. Naval Academy and a
board composed of the officers of the

U. 8. S. Kansas, on account of his high
efficiency marks and excellence in navi-

gation on last summer's cruise. For
the latter he received a letter of com-
mendation from the Admiral of the
fleet. The fact that he was selected

for Regimental Adjutant of the Regi-
ment of Midshipmen over six or seven
hundred other fine young men indicates

the great honor that Humphrey has re-

ceived.— Anaconda, Standard (Mon-
tana).

ANOTHER STAR UNCOVERED
The old story of a light hidden under

a bushel has been repeated in the case
of a First Classman, "1'ash" Dineen.
Modest and reticent, he preferred to
remain in flic background and let
others have a chance for their numerals
and letters. The Commandant, realiz-
ing that the rarest flowers grow in
swamps, encouraged Dineen to take up

i class wrestling. And to prove his worth
"I'ash" appeared on the "excused from
formation list" three hours later.
Moral

: Once a good Mexican, always
one.

Boy! Page Mr. Birth-

right!

"Doggone! There just

a'nt nothin' to do in this

town," remarked our
hero as he turned in at

the Commodore at 9.30

P.M. the night of his

first Army-Navy Game.
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THREE LOCAL BOYS

MAY BE ADMIRALS

Former High School Boys Are

Students at Annapolis

Academy.

Three rneinbers of the 191 C class of

I/ittie Hock high school have ejected a

seaman's life for theirs and are- com-
pleting their preparatory training this

year at the United- States Naval Acad-
emy of Annapolis. They are: "W. • G.

Alexander, son of A. L. Alexander of

Scott, Clare iRudisill, son Of Mr', and
Mrs. R. C. RudisilU 2222 Battepy, and
T. A. Cory, son of Mr. and Mrs.. Thomas
M. Cory. 1428 Schiller avenue. The

three cadets received their appointments

and entered the naval training school

, the same year\and will be among the

|
5!;0 graduates,- or first class men, who
Will be assigned to ships at the close

of the present term. Young Rudisin and

Alexando/ are visiting their parents for

the holidays. A Bine-day vacation was

g.tven at the school this year instead
]

of tar ^ays, as ..formerly. This (jaw
f-

n\any?studcnts opportunity to spend, the;

Christmas holidays' at home, who hstve

not bceh able .to do so before. - ,' .-

Graduates of the four-year course in

seamanship are' allowed" to select".the
,

ship thpy prefer by the drawing of imm-
,

hers, fturttsil ^aays. The numbers: are

placed in a hat and the one. drawing

No. 1 is given first choice; Noj 2 is^

given second: choice and so on through

the list of numbers. This method -was

instituted when fewer officers -tfere

needed on the. nation's eruieers, At\pres-

ent there la -a shortage of officers on

practically all battleships- and the 530

graduates will he quickly assigned. Tne
rudiments of the .course giveji at the

academy consist of one year in seaman-

ship, a year and at haif in navigation,

four years in steam engineering, four
|

of mathematics, t\vo_vear's training in ;

urdnatK-e -and gunnery, and four years |

of Spanish or 'French. One-half of the'

student body Is required to take up the.

study of French and the other half is

required to include Spanish in each year

of the course.

The academy is equipped with one cf

the best gymnasiums to be found in col-

leges, Budisill sayjg. The gymn class is

one of the most important parts of a

student's training. Cadet Cory la captain

of the gymnasium team and was award-
ed a medal • as second all-round inter-

collegiate ^champion of gymnasium work
S. the last intercollegiate meet, which
was held at Havcrford last summer. He
is also a memiisr of the football team.

There ate 2,400 cadets enrolled at thor
academy this year. TludisUV aays , rep- t*

resenting every state. Trie .Sfeamanshlp Ig

building, which accommodates all firsi> {]

year cadets in seamanship training, was V

I completed last summer as a. part of the

tinprovement program for. the. 'year,

"The Log" is the name vot the

official stuci<?nis' paper. Tile publt-

cation' is Issued weeSly. Admiral Henry ^
B. Wilson, newly appointed superintend- [

ent, who succeeded Admiral Scales, is

one of the most popular heads" the in-

stitution has had with the 2,400 cadets,

Rudiaill says. i
,'

FULTON LAD GUARD
ON BIG NAVY TEAM

E. R. Frawley Has Made
Fine .Record in

Athletics.

E. R. FRAWLEY

Stroked the Championship
Crew and Now Playing

Fine Football.

By J. HAROLD SLATER.
Should Bob Folwell's An-'

napolis football team triumph
over Major Daly's West Point
aggregation in their annual
battle at the Polo Grounds
Saturday afternoon, it is pretty
certain, barring accidents, that
a young giant by the'name of
Frawley, who holds down the
left guard berth on the : Navy
team, will have done a .great

deal tobring about this vfcrory.
i And if the Arni-jr- dhoxild "find; itr

sjalf making for the -defeat.. of Jaal..

yeai*. and place the Navy jfeain.on tjtte

defensive, it's another safe, wager,
fhat this' same Frawley : fellow . will

be ifound fighting hard -to defend the
goal ,of ihp Midshipmen* . - .

Edward , R.. is the other half of this
chap's name.' He is the eon of Mr:
and Mrs. John Frawley of East River
rd;, Fulton, a native son -of Central
New York. ' - ,•'

"

Said Frawtey, is one of tl>e best
athletes that old man Annapolis has
developed" ip some time. ' After star-
ring: on Fulton High School football,

and (baseball teams for four years,
Frawley^ was graduated in 1916.. *He
was the' best 'player, on the football
team and,poayed a.fair game of jball,

.tin-til he went to Atfnapolis, Fraw-
ley had never wielded a crew par,
let alone sat In a shell. But he made
the varsity crew of 191ft. .His
strength was. mighty and h> made
such a, good showing that ''he Was
placed at stroke on tihe 192Q Navy
crew.. :

• v
: He stroked the Naval crew t&at.
trimmed Syracuse and 'a,!, the' other
crews, in this country, - winntfejg • the

.

right to represent the XJjUted' States
in the . Olympic games at Antwerp;
The Fulton boy led the Na/ai crew
to the elght-aared dhampitmship of
the" woi-ldrby defeating j£tl' cVri|esting
shells for the Olympic 'dbampibflShip.
He also stroked the. Navy tCK -yi'ctdry,.

in the 1921 .intercollegiate races at
Poughkeepsiie.
He has been pronounced by crew

coaches all over the country as the
fastest and "best stroke- in America.
A year ago thig.fall, Frawiey -went

out for the Navy football team; He
made, a good showing ,

t>ut did not
make the. varsity,' playing on the sec-
ond eleven all reason..
'This year, however, the same de-

termination that manifested
,
his su-

periority in the Naval . shell, won
for him a guard berth on the Navy
varsityv Vs. :

" "He has been a tower of strength
on'theitfefense all season, and when
there rs a hole to be" made In the

right side of an opposing eleven's

.[ teara^ig^awley is the man who makes
lit liitid' times out of ten.

It-I^l&seible that two Central New.-;

York'^oys will be seen in action at- ;

/the Polo Grounds Saturday, for Eddie
;

Doyle, '. of this city, eub-Ajrrhyv &Mj
[may :get a chance to take a crack at.]

1 the -Navy, and it may'-, be Frawley,
\

ItM oilier Central New Yorker whoj
wlH ;,bring him to the griund. '

m
-.

.
»?-*-ssf' ;

Courtesy POLICE GAZETTE

Photo by International,

* A FIGHTING MIDSHIPMAN.
EDGAR ALLEN CRUISE, HEAVYWEIGHT . OF
ANNAPOUS, AND SPIKE WEBB, HIS COACH.
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YOU NEVER CAN TELL—
What Would You

Have Done?

— Your drag wants to see search-

lights at June Ball

— You observe Man Overboard at

fashionable Naval Banquet

—Oil burner at wedding unable to

say the "I will"

— You discover you have addressed

Mabel's letter to Becky

DURGIN & WATSON
Etiquette Engineers

Service Satisfaction Success

RAINES and DAVIS

PROFESSIONAL HAIR RESTORERS

WE GUARANTEE TO GROW THICK

LUXURIANT HAIR ANYTIME, ANY-

WHERE, ON ANYTHING

We are advertised by our own

Kast.ner, Malstrom, &Walker

Hop Managers

Hops arranged in every Port.

Lovely partners furnished

' L

Ten escudos or no liberty'

—A re you too short ?

—Is your success impaired by

brevity of stature?

~Do women call you fT}aby ?

M. D. GROWING GLANDS will

add inches to your height. Satisfaction

guaranteed.

Prepared only by

Mercer- Dants Pharmacy Co.

CLASSIFIED ADS
ARTIST'S MODEL, experienced, de-

sires employment, preferably with
Rube Goldberg. Write Waidlich.

INDIAN GUIDE. Intimately ac-
quainted with primeval Minnesota
wilds. Apply to Chief Mee.
MASTER OF MEN wishes position

of responsibility. Worthy Bitler.

NIGHT WATCHMAN of sober habits
wants permanent position, preferably
on Pullman. I have the uniform

—

Sterling.

PROHIBITION SLEUTH, experienced
abroad. Unequalled recommendations.
See Coil, this office.

UPLIFTERS, PROFESSIONAL; ac-
credited Helium Club, graduate of Navy
Lighter-than -Air School. Pleasants
and Olch.

SOPRANO, BOY; with two months'
experience in the Second Battalion.
Specially trained for funerals and Wed-
dings—John Roche Howland.
JEUNE sous off.de marine, Americain,

desire corresp. avec jolie mar. demoi-
selle. Photo fournis. Addresse Gene
Emmons, Annapolis, U. S. A.

OM DER er nogen som hveter hvar jeg
kann finna min vockert og hyglig pojk,
Kadet A. K. Morehouse hvar saa godt
att skriva til Johanna Johannesen, i

Kristiania, Norge.

Lubricating oils and greases. Bar-
gains. Leon Manees.
Masseuse, English Spoken, Madame

Saeltzer. Address N. A. Representative
P. O. Annapolis, Md.
Whitaker and Hill—Refined Under-

taking. Solemnity—Beauty—Economy.
BECOME a Playwright and your fu-

ture after graduation will be assured.
We will show you how—Frazer and Hol-
comb.

DO YOU KNOW-
That 350 Good Men
Have Been Released

as Civilians?

Let Us Manage Your

Store or Factory, and

Install Navy Efficiency.

You Can But Stand

to Lose! Write!!

Power of Will
Make yourself popular

—

Make your way to the top

—

Make the Watch Officers pass
you by

—

Make yourself a master of
men and women

—

Power of will accomplishes all that

and more besides. Assure your
future. A valid beer check brings

pamphlet to you.

PROF. J. A. LAMBERT
Publisher

1010 Broad

HARRIGAN FINISHING SCHOOL

Successor to Elton School

for Girls

Ideal location in salubrious Maryland Flats

—

half-mile from America's Naval College, 3 hours

Extra Duty from Memphis. All degrees embraced.

Naval commission guaranteed with diploma. Largest

educational staff in America. Send photograph

with application.

D. Ward Harrigan,, V.M., R.S., Pres.

FRANK B. GARY

BOOTLEGGER DE LUXE

APPOINTMENT BY CARD

DUDE RANCH
MONTANA

Mr. Easterner, here is where you should

spend your summer! On the shores of

Flathead Lake, next door to the Rockies.

Special rates to Class of '22, U. S. N. A.

Punch cows and learn to handle the wife.

"Six-Gun" Uehlinger

Kalispell Montana
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"BUT I CAN'T UNDERSTAND YOU—"
Academic Board (n)—The Powers that be—consisting of the

Supe, Comm., and Heads of Departments.

Amount Available (n)—The Mid's Mite, or what is left of

pay when the Store and Jake Reed's get their share.

Anchor Man (re)—The man who has the lowest class standing

and still graduates.

Anchor Watch (n)—A Lookout, usually Fourth Class, who has

a sixth sense for the Watch Officer. The rear guard of an in-

board tendency.
Anns (re)—The Annual Exam. The Mid's Rubicon.

Army («)—West Point—Those who are constantly having the

Navy Blues.

Ballyhoo (re)—An nth class battleship for the practice cruise.

Bat. (v)—Making a high mark, a home run against the academic

subjects.

Batt. (re)—Abbreviation for battalion.

B. C. (n)—Busted Candidate, one who failed at the entrance

exams. Now obsolete.

Bilge (v)—To fail or flunk in anything. To procure a ticket on
the U.S.S. Outside.

Bilger (n)—Tried but found wanting. One who has failed aca-

demically.

Bird («)—The insignia of a petty officer, second class. See

buzzard.
Binnacle List (n)—Those sick, near sick, or good pretenders,

taking a vacation in Sick Bay.
Blind {adj.)—Sight unseen. Used in connection with "dragging."

Going Steve Brodie one better.

Blinker (n)—Signal by light flashes sent as a prelude in Sea-

manship.
Blood («)—One of "Our Set." The Elite.

Bluff (v)—Making a 2.0 recitation sound like a 4.0.

B.M.B. (n)—A horrible high ball administered at Sick Bay.
Bobby's (re)—The War College for preparing candidates.

Bone (v)—To study. To gather fruit from the tree of knowl-
edge.

Bones (n)—Naval Hygiene. A lecture course on human engin-

eering and native construction.

Brace (n)—An exaggerated position of attention. Affected

by Plebes and West Pointers.

Brick (re)—A young lady, who, if put on trial for good looks,

would be discharged for lack of evidence.

Bull (n)—Hot air from the Radiator Club. Powder charge of a

homemade cigarette.

Bust (v)—To fail, to commit a faux pas, to err.

Butt (n)—The last thing in cigarettes. A fractional part of a
day. The receiving end of a target range.

Buzzard (w)—The gold eagle of a 2 P. O. See bird.

Buzzer (re)—A radio signal in Juice, meaning a minus three

tenths on one's mark.
Calc. (n)—Abbreviation for Calculus, Third Class Mathematics.
Candidate (n)—One who aspires to be a Midshipman.
Catch (v)—To smoke, either officially or otherwise.

Caulk (»)—To sleep, perchance to dream.
Chow (re)—Our daily bread.

Christmas Leave (n)—Of late, a glorious ten days, thanks to

Uncle Henry.
Christmas Tree (n)—A list of those below par for the first

three months. A hint to begin boning.

Cit. (n)—A civilian, ranks with and below a Plebe.

Cits, (n)—Civilian clothes, used on leave and otherwise.

Class "A" (n)—A serious type of report of misconduct.
Clean Sleeve (re)—A First Classman who has no Midshipman

rank.

Cold (adj.)—Synonym for absolute, as a cold 4.0.

Collision Mat (re)—A mess-hall pancake (which could be used
for sole leather)

.

Comm. in)—The Commandant of Midshipmen, the skipper of

Bancroft Hall.

Confinement (re)—A form of extra duty for rainy days.

Cough (v)—The last chance of the doctor at a physical exam.
Crab (n)—A native femme. A fair inhabitant of Annapolis.

Crab Fleet (re)—The Practice Cruise squadron.
Crabtown (m)—Annapolis—Our hunting ground (?).

Cross Country (re)—A former method of extra-duty.
Dago (n)—Modern Languages, applied to both French and

Spanish.

Day's Work (n)—Navigation done in a day at sea and in two
hours at the Academy.

Demerits (re)—Black Marks for bad conduct, the reward for

the non-reg.

D. O. (w)—Duty Officer, now called Watch Officer.

Doc's (re)—Headquarters for the golf association.

Dope (w)—Unofficial information; "rumor hath it."

Doyle's Law (re)—A synopsis of Navy Regulations.
Drag (»)—To escort a young lady.

Drag (w)—The young lady being escorted.

Duty (n)—Standing watch for twenty-four hours in Bancroft
Hall. To be in line for a report.

Extra Duty (n)—Punishment for offences against regulations.

Exams (re)—Process of separating the sheep from the goats.

Fat (w)—A Fatima cigarette. Academy standard.
Filly-loo in)—A famous bird.

Femme (re)—A member of the dangerous sex, a young woman.
Four-0 (n)—The perfect mark—hence the impossible.

Forty Percent (n)—The Midshipmen who have to wear lead

shoes to keep from floating off.

Foo-foo (n)—Djer Kiss or any form of scented powder, face

lotion, or perfume.
Frap (re)—To go on report, as "frap the pap."
French (v)—To be absent from academic limits without

authority.

Fruit (w)—Anything easy.

Function (n)—A cross between a candidate and a Plebe.

Fusser (re)—One who drags consistently. One to whom the fair

sex is a necessity.

Fuss {v)—To drag; not to be selfish with oneself with the femmes.
Gish, Joe (n)—Analogous to John Doe.
Gonk (n)—The head, cranium, cabeza.

Goo-goo (n)—Filipino mess-boy.
Gouge (n)—The answers by which the prof, keeps one jump
ahead of his section.

Grease (w)—Favor with anyone higher up.

Grease (v)—To boot lick, to curry favor.

Greaser (n)—One who carries apples to his prof.

Grey Leg (n)—Brothers in service at the Point.

Gyrene (n)—Colloquial for a Marine.
Hazing (n)—What everybody always got when they were Plebes.

Obsolete.

Head (re)—Second Class Smoke Hall.

Hit (v)—To decorate the tree or conduct report. See frap.

Hell Cats (n)—Drum and Bugle Corps. Obsolete.

Holy Joe (w)—The Chaplain.

Hop (n)—A dance. Also, a daze.

Hundredth Night (re)—100 days to graduation. The Plebe's

chance at the First Class.

Hustlers (n)—The academy second teams. All work and no
glory.

Jimmy Legs (re)—Naval Academy police. Master-at-Arms.
Johnny Gow (re)—The subject of mechanisms.
Jones (n)—An historical character; dead, by gosh!

Juice (re)—Electrical Engineering. Waterloo.
June Week (n)—The big week with Her at the end of the year.

Kaydet (n)—West Pointer. Those who remain seated at the

end of the big Game.
Late Blast (n)—Four minutes after formation. The signal for

flank speed.

Leave (n)—Permission to leave the limits of Annapolis. A sub-

ject for dope.

Liberty (n)—An opportunity to leave the Academy walls, but
not Annapolis.

Log (re)—The weekly paper of the Regiment.
Lover's Lane (m)—A misnamed gravel walk without shade or

shelter.

Makings (n)—Bull Durham and Riz-La—the requirements for

rolling your own.
Man Overboard (w)—Spoon left in cup—a signal for the wrong-

doer to eat under the table.
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(Continued)
Masqueraders (re)—Our own Dramatic Club.

Math (re)—Mathematics, the Plebes' first hurdle.

May Pole (n)—A list of those unsatisfactory in studies for the

first three months of second term. The binnacle list for spring

fever.

Mech (n)—Elementary Mechanics—Math Department's last bet.

Middy (re)—Endearing term used by girls and newspapers.

M. C. (re)—Midshipman-in-Charge of a floor in Bancroft Hall.

Mokes (re)—Colored corridor boys.

Nav (re)—Navigation, the process by which you determine a

large number of places where you aren't.

Non-reg (adj.)—Non-regulation, said of the one who looks in

the Regulation Book to see what not to do and then does it.

O. A. O. (re)—The One-and-Only girl in the world.

O. D. (re)—Officer of the Day, a Midshipman on duty in the office,

wearing a sword. Now 0. W.
Oil (re)—Lady Nicotine in a chewable form.

Oil Burner (re)—One who masticates the vile weed.
Ordnance (re)—A subject treating of guns and naval gunnery.

Learning what makes the big noise.

P. A. List (re)
—"Those denied special privileges until by positive

action on their part—." (The backbone of the Supe's receptions.)

Pampered Pets (re)—The Regiment of Midshipmen who, 'tis

said, are pampered by a doting Congress.

Pap Sheet (re)—A daily list of those who break the regulations

and get caught.

Pink Hash (re)—An indeterminate solid which is the mainstay
of cruise chow.

Plebe (re)—A Fourth Classman. The lowest rung of a long

ladder.

P-rade (re)—A dress parade. A chance to show the girls how
nicely you drill.

Pred (re)—The graduate whose vacancy you were appointed to

take.

Probability Curve (re)
—

'22's chance at commissions.

Prune Navy (w)—Those who eat that fruit. The champion
prune eater is Admiral of the Prune Navy.

P-Work (re)—A practical work—two hours of something you
generally don't like.

Queen (re)—A perfect femme in face, form, and figure, usually

typified by the O. A. 0.

Radiator Club (re)—Those who haunt the heat and a magazine
rather than strenuous exercise.

Rag (v)—To catch a malefactor in the act, as "got ragged french-

ing""

Rate (re)—An unofficial or official privilege, such as "Smoke Hall

is a First Class Rate."
Rate (v)—To be able to do anything by official or unofficial

sanction.

Ratey (adj.)—Applied to one who assumes rates of his seniors.

He who thinks he is the only spud in the slum.

Rebound (re)—The Conduct Report.

Red Eye (re)—Blue Label Ketchup, used as camouflage for Mess
Hall chow.

Red Mixe (h)—One who finds no pleasure in hops or the company
of femmes. Or, one who remains true to Her at home.

Reg (re)—One who walks the straight and narrow path of the

Regulations.

Regs (re)—The Regulations and the Supreme Law of the Acad-
emy.

Reina (re)—The station ship, used as a form of punishment.
Formerly called the "White House."

R. H. I. P. (re)—Rank Has Its Privileges. Rapidly going out of

date.

Req. (re)—A list of articles desired from store. A request, or

requisition.

Rhino (adj.)—Blue, a state of mind when you feel like taking-

poison. A general soreness of mind and body.

Rivers (re)—The Annual and Semi-Annual examinations.

R. S. (re)—Royal Sap—on the receiving end of a raw deal.

Run (v)—To kid someone along. To make fun of anyone.

Running (re)—A mild form of Plebe instruction.

Sat (adj.)—Satisfactory, particularly used in regard to marks.

Savoir (re)—One with more brains than the common herd. He
who can study little and learn much.

Savvy (adj.)—The state of intellectual prowess. Possessed of

much gray matter.

Scuttle Butt (n)—A sea going drinking fountain.

Seamanship (re)—The course in signals, ships, International

Law, and Navy Regs.
Secnav (re)—The Secretary of the Navy.
Semi-Anns (re)—The mid-year examinations, or why Willie came
home in February.

Ship (n)—The Reina Mercedes.
Shivering Liz (w)—Jell-o dessert, likened unto a chorus girl with

a chill.

Showers (n)—The constant of Doyle's Laws.
Sick Bay (re)—The medical hangout. The last place to go when

really sick.

Skag (re)—A cigarette, usually meaning a Fatima.

Skinny (re)—A Youngster horror, known otherwise as Physics

and Chemistry.
Sleep (re)—A night, used in reckoning time as "20 days, a sleep,

and a butt."

Slum (w)—A standard dish, composed of anything that was
ashamed to be seen on the mess table in its true form.

Smoke Hall (re)—The First Class Club.

Snake (re)—A Midshipman who haunts the Eves of Porter Row.
Sob Sunday (re)—The last Sunday of the year, when the Under-

classes weep at the departure of beloved (?) Seniors.

Soup Strainer (re)—A blouse of questionable appearances, one
that would convict the wearer of "carrying food from the Mess
Hall."

Speed Cone (re)—The last appearance of meat at mess.

Spoon (v)—To recognize a Plebe by shaking hands with it.

Spoon (re)—A Plebe's friend in an Upper Class or vice versa.

Spuds (re)—The homely Irish potato.

Stag (n)—A parasite who enjoys dancing with another man's
girl, but does not drag himself.

Star (re)—A gold satellite on the dress jacket collars of the savoirs

Star (v)—To attain a mark of 3.4 or 85% for a year.

Statement (re)—An attempt to get out of a report. An alibi.

Steam (re)—Marine Engineering.

Striper (re)—A commissioned Midshipman officer.

St. Johnny (re)—A misguided youth of St. John's College, who
looks like a Pointer, yet ain't.

Supe (re)—The Superintendent.

Swabo (re)— (zero).

Swedish (re)—Physical exercise of the "stoop falling" type.

Tea Fight (re)—A social party.

Tecumseh (re)—The God of 2.5, friend of the Wooden.
Tendency (re)—A breeze which will waft smoke elsewhere than
toward a D. O

Tree (re)—A weekly list of those whose marks were below passing.

Trou (re)—What a civilian calls pants.

Two-Five (re)—The passing mark. The dividing line.

Unsat (adj.)—Below passing.

Valentine (re)—A request for your resignation, in great evidence

about February.
Wahoo (re)—A famous delta-connected bird, said to be respon-

sible for the Pyramids and West Point.

Weak Squad (re)—Those not physically fit

.

White House (re)—Old-time name for the Reina, i. e., House of

Correction.

Wooden (re)—Not endowed with brains. He whose star mark is

a 2.5.

Yard (re)—Our Collech campus. The territory within the wall.

Yard Engine (re)—A femme who lives in the Yard. A female
dreadnaught.

Youngster (re)—A Third Classman—no brains, no cares, no use.

Zip (re)—Zero, nothing, swabo.
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BYRON GAY
Naval Academy men, when they ship as

Navigators for a cruise on the U. S. S. Out-
side, almost always bring her into port with
colors flying a day or two ahead of time.
Byron Gay has run true to form. He entered
the Naval Academy in the Class of 1911, but,
due to a trip to the hospital which resulted
in six months' sick leave, he was turned back
into the Class of '12. Before he left, however,
he indicated in which direction his talents

lay, as he wrote both words and music for

the first production of the Masqueraders,
which sprang into being at that time. Since
then he has written many popular song suc-

cesses such as "Sand Dunes," "Oh," and
"The Vamp." Everyone knows what a hit

we made with out football parody of "The
Vamp" at the Army-Navy game in 1920.

He is very much interested in the Naval
Academy and is always ready to give us a
helping hand, as we all learned when he deliv-

ered an inspiring talk to us on "Navy Spirit"

last fall. He has written "The Navy Goat"
for the Academy and has kindly dedicated it

to the Class of 1922. We thank you, Bryon
Gay, and we hope that we may dance to your
music for many years to come.

VERSE

Just once a year we sail up here

To see the Army Mule

—

It's lots of fun to see him run

From a Goat.

Old Navy pep will always get

The best of any duel

—

Our motto is "play fair"

—

Our watchword is "Beware"—
Of all who sail aboard the "Navy

boat."

VERSE

Our mistress gay, the salt sea spray

,

We courted in our youth

—

B. S. degrees plus a cold freeze

—

Such is "World Truce."

For Juice and Nav. no need we'll

have,

We're fighting nail and tooth

To keep our wife in socks,

We're almost on the rocks,

For out in cit life they have turned

us loose.

FIRST CHORUS

With the Navy Goat hitched to our

little boat

We'll sail across the Army goal

—

Full steam ahead we'll score

Till someone shuts the door,

Then we'll "up and at 'em,"

We'll butt and bat 'em,

And then we'll score some more.

Every now and then

We'll "underway" again,

All over Army's land we'll roam,

When the day's work is done

And the Navy has won

Wild with joy we'll sail back home.

SECOND CHORUS
So-now-come let's go

We're set. So come let's get

The Army Mule and lay him low.

Two thousands tons of steam
Backs up the Navy team.

We'll keep it bright and happy
With fast and snappy
Old Navy pep and cheer

—

This is Navy day—So sink the

Army Gray;
Let's drink and sing the Army

Blues.

(Toast)—"May the Army Mule
go where the rasp-

berries grow

And the fog horns

sound tattoo."

CHORUS

We are the Navy Goats; they've

scrapped our little boats,

We'll never sail the bounding

main

—

We've lost our Navy pay,

Our three square meals a day,

Our married lives are snappy, our

wives are scrappy

And creditors raise cain.

We strain and sigh and snort,

We must the kids support,

We'll never be salt sailors bold

;

But our hearts ever yearn,

As the years back we turn,

For the Navy Blue and Gold.
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The Navy Goat
(A Son? of the Navy)

Words and Music

by BYRON GAY

m ' j m" " h 11 n «>

Our life to be is a life at sea that some one wished on

It's not a boast but a Na - vy toast is a fact we must em-

WeVe or-dered here or there we nev-er know where,.

Friend wife and sweet-heart may we keep them a - part,-

seems a shame but we are game,we'll see it thru or bust, Ad- ven-ture, love and chance witL

quick re-treat if the two should meet and an-chor face to face, So driiikfrorobrimmingcup, a

We'll makethings bright andsnappy to keep us hap-py a mer-ry life'twill be, Ev-Vy

j j j r
[r J |J J||J r^ r ^m

thrills of strange ro-mance, A fu-ture all un - known but we don't care.

toast and^bot-tom's up'' Here's hop-ing that we fin - ishwhat we start

) un-der way a -gain, All o'er this wide, wide world well

^w~f— j | l_iJJJIJJJ*l*J J rlr r^r^H
«^ ' Wit], f„n "nf

! f ff-Il,r**»* 1

5 ll- ~%- * »
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dream of home sweet home With a home.
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INDEX TO BIOGRAPHY
Name Page

Adams, F. McK 161
One stripe; 1 P.O.; Clean Sieve; 2 P. O.

Adell, B. B 112
Four stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.

;

Four stripes; Wrestling, wNt.
Adell, C. C 112

Batt. C. P. O.; One stripe; Clean Sleeve;
Two stripes; Wrestling "N"

Akers, F 291
2 P. O.; 1. P. O.; 2 P. O.. 2 P. O.

Aldred, T 301
Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Alexander, W. G 78
2 P. O.; Three stripes; Clean Sleeve; One

stripe.
Allen, D. E 99

2 P. O. (four details)
Alvord, CM 197

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Anderson, B. S 212

Clean Sleeve ; 2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; 2 P. O.
Archibald, C. B 80

2 P. O. ; Four stripes ; Clean Sleeve ; 1 P. O.
Archibald, E. P 100

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.
Archibald, H. C 100

C. P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.
Arroyo, E. B 262

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.
Ashley, C. L 255

1 P. O.; 1 P.O.; Two stripes; One stripe.
Atkeson, C L. C, Jr 300

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Class Soccer Numerals

Atkinson, C. L., Jr 306
Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Ault, W. B 103
One Stripe; 2 P. O.; 1P.O.; Three stripes

Badger, C. J 114
2 P. O. (four details)

Class Basketball Numerals
Baker, H. D 320
One Stripe; 2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; Two stripes

aNf (1)

Baker, J. E 258
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Baker, O. K 233
2 P. O.; Reg. Three stripes; 1P.O.; Two

stripes
Barr, W. W 130

2 P. O.; Three stripes; 2 P. O.; IP. O.
Bartlett, B 312

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Three stripes; One stripe
Musical Clubs (1)—Rifle Squad (1)

Bates, A. D 195
Clean Sleeve ; 2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve ; 2 P. O.

Bauernschmidt, G. W 307
Batt. Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Batt.

Two stripes
Beattie, T. T 105

2 P. O. (four details)

Beck, E. F 107
2 P. O. (four details)

Becker, A. E., Jr 314
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.

Becker, A. L 284
1 P. O. ; Three stripes; 1 P. O. ; One stripe

Bedilion, R. W 272
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.

Class Soccer Numerals (1); German Com-
mittee; Gymkhana Committee

Bennington, J. P 178
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.

Baseball Squad (1)

Berger, H. E 95
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve

Berner, G. R. Jr. 211
2 P. O. (four details)

Berner, W. K 306
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Class Soccer Numerals (1); Glee Club (1)
Class Track (1)

Beyrer, W. H 132
2 P. O. (four details)

Bibby, L. H 83
2 P. O. (four details)

Biehl, F. W 144
2 P. O.; Two stripes; 1P.O.; One stripe

Birthright, F. B 224
2 P. O. (four details)

Bitler, W. S 180
2 P. O. (four details)

Log (1); Class Track (1)
Blake, J. C 254

2 P. O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.
Blick, R. E., Jr 97

1 P. O.; Two stripes; Clean sleeve; 1 P. O.
Blount, C. W 266

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Blue, R. E 289

2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; Two stripes; Two stripes
"bNb" (1); Tennis Squad (1)

Boldizsar, G. T 215
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Bond, K. E 84
Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; Clean Sleeve;

2 P. O.

Name Page

Boothe, E. A 316
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Borden, F. P 126
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Bradford, R. F., Jr 241
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Brady, A. R 217
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Class Lacrosse Manager
Brautigam, T. M 109

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Three stripes; Two stripes
Brice, W. E 236

Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.
Brown, C. C 269

1P.O.; Batt. Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.
Brown, Carl R 310

2 P. O. (four details)
Brown, T. O., Jr 241

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; One Stripe; 1 P. O.
Bruce, A. C 147.

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.
Bryan, A. W 320

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Burgess, E. E 213

2 P. O. (four details)
Burleigh, R. W 162

One stripe; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.;
Butler, H. St. J 179

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Butterfield, H. B 103

1 P. O.; Batt. Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Cady, J. P 216
2 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.; IP. O.

Campbell, W. S 62
2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve ; Clean Sleeve

Candler, D. B., Jr 286
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.

Carrol, J. M 199
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Carter, B. E 163
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; One stripe; 1 P. O.

Cassels, B. B 64
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Cater, C. J 317
2 P. O. (four details)

Catron, P 164
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.

Cawthon, J. C 280
2 P, O. (four details)

Chandler, H. G 325
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Chandler, H. W 237
2 P. O. (four details)

Chapman, A. E 210
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean

Sleeve
Chapman, J. K 116

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Chase, S. F 238

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Chase, V. 183

2 P. O. (four details)

Childs, L. M., 2d.' 165
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Christie, T. F., Jr 288
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Clapp, V. 117
One stripe; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; One stripe.

Clark, A. D 86
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Clark, S. J 248
1 P. O.; Batt. Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Clark, S. R 166
2 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Class Swimming Numerals (1)

Clark, W. S 133
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Clarkson, A. A 65
2 P. O. (four details)

Clay, J. P 224
1 P. O.; C. P. O.; Batt. Two stripes;

2 P. O.

Clement, H. L 134
2 P. O. (four details)

Coffman, R. P 268
1P.O.; Four stripes; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Cogswell, W. P 97
2 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Coil, E. E 113
2 P. O. (four details)

Coleman, B. M 183

Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.
German Committee

Comp, CO 135
Three stripes; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Two stripes

Compton, W. R 80

Clean Sleeve ;2 P. O ; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Class Swimming Numerals (1)

Connor, J. de L 167

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; C. P. O.; 2 P. O.

Conradt, P. E 242

Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes

Name Page

Converse, A. F 85
One stripes; Clean Sleeve; Clean Sleeve;

2 P. O. ; Class Soccer Numerals
Converse, F. M 101

2 P. O. (four details)
Cooper, G. D 311

2 P. O. (four details)
Cooper, G. R 283

2 P. O. (four details)
Cornwell, D. S 321

2 P. O. (four details)
Cory, T. A 209

Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Gymnasium N (1)

Covell, G. W. D 233
C. P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Covington, H. S 302
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O—Gym

Squad
Coward, J. G 225

2 P. O. (four details)
Cox, J. M., Jr 282

1 P. O. ; Two stripes; 2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve
Craig, E. C 161

Batt. Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; One
stripe.

Craig, J. E 118
Clean Sleeve; Two stripes; Clean Sleeve;

2 P. O. ; Class Swimming Numerals
Crawford, C W 113

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Batt. C. P. O.; 1 P. O.
Crew, W. H 319

1P.O.; Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.
Crisp, C F 208

2 P. O. (four details)
Cristal, C. W 66

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Cross, W. C 257

Clean Sleeve ; 2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; 2 P. O.
Crouch, J. M 96

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Cruise, E. A 57
Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Cruse, A. W 59
Three stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.

;

Three stripes; Gold Masked N.
Culli, R. C 257

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.
Curtis, E. B 265

Batt. C P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Batt.
C. P. O.; Class Boxing (1)

Danis, A. L 279
One stripe; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.

gNt (1)
Dannenberg, J. Y 137

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Darron, R. R 303

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Davis, H. G •

. . 121
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Davis, K. F 299
2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Davis, W. P 121
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Basketball Squad (1)
Dawson, H. T 149

Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; C. P. O.; 2 P. O.
Deese, R. R 260

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve
DeWitt, R. B 148

2 P. O. (four details)
Dickey, C. C 165

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Dineen, A. F 291

Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Doak, J. H 281
2 P. O.; Batt. Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Track Squad (1)

Dodge, C. A 323
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Track

Squad (1)

Dole, R. W 88
Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Donehoo, J. C, Jr 232
2 P. O. (four details)

Donnelly, W. J., Jr 115
1 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Dorsey, J. H. 63
One stripe; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Draim, N. A 184
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Drumm, S. L 116

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Duckworth, H. S 324
2 P. O. ; 1 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve

Dugan, F. C, Jr 312
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Class Water Polo (1)

Dugan, T. B 185
2 P. O. (four details)

Duncan, E. R 248
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Dunkelberger, H. E 228

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.
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Name Page

Dunn, J. B 90
2 P. O. (four details)

Dunstan, T. S 149
2 P. O.; C. P. O.; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Durgin, E. R 271
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; C. P. O.; 1 P. O.

Baseball Squad (1)

Class Track (1)

Earl, R., Jr 282
2 P. O. ; 1 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; C'ean Sleeve

Class Swimming Numerals (1)
Eccles, H. E 108

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; C. P. O.; 2 P. O.
Eckhoff, F. J 290

Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Egan, W. H., Jr 297

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; Clean
Sleeve

Ehle, R. J 315
2 P. O. (four details)

Eighmy, G. W 151
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Class Soccer Numerals (1)
Ekelund, K. 225

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve
Eldridge, D. R 194
One stripe; Clean Sleeve; Clean Sleeve;

2 P. O.
Elliot, R 110

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Ellis, L. E 245

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Elmore, E. E 294

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.
Ely, J. S. T. S 326

Two stripes; 2P.O.;2 P.O.; 1 P. O.
Emmons, E. F 164

1 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve
Engeman, W. A., IV 222

Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve;
2 P. O.

English, R. A. J Ill
Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.; Clean Sleeve;

2 P. O.
Espe, C. F .* 280

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Evans, D. S 269

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.
Class Gym (1)

Mandolin Club (1)

Farrington, J. V 223
2 P. O.; Batt. C. P. O.; 1 P. O; C. P. O.

Fenton, P. M 76
1 P. O.; C. P. O.; Three stripes; Two

stripes
Fink, B. W., Jr 102

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.
Finn, W. A 186

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Fisher, A 110

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Class Soccer Numerals (1)

Fitzgerald, C. J., Jr 302
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; C. P. O.; C. P. O.

Fitzhugh, G. D 222
Batt. Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.;

1 P. O. ; German Committee
Fitzsimmons, A. M. R 213

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Flanders, M. J 198

2 P. O. (four details)

Flatley, G. F r 290
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; Clean

Sleeve
Floyd, N. M 162

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Batt. C. P. O.; Batt.
C. P. O. ; Fencing Squad (1)

Flynn, D. T 180
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve

Follett, R. C 232
2 P. O. (four details)

Follmer, L. D 261
2 P. O. (four details)

Forster, K. L 107
2 P. O. (four details)

Forsyth, E. C 281
2 P. O; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Forsyth, R. E 66
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Foster, E. W 168
2 P. O. (four details)

Foster, F. D 311
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.

Class Swimming Numerals (1)

Fox, R. W 252
2 P. O. (four details)

Frawley, E. R 315
Reg. C. P. O.; Five stripes; 1 P. O.; Reg.

Three stripes

Frazer, J. L 136
2 P. O. ; 1 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve

French, J. E 207
2 P. O. (four details)

Freseman, W. L 245
2 P. O. (four details)

Class Soccer Numerals (1)

Frost, R. F 152
2 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Name Page

Fudge, H. L 182
2 P. O. (four details)

Fulenwider, J. J. B 288
Three stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1P.O.; Two

stripes; Star (1)
Furlow, C. M., Jr 143

2 P. O. (four details)

Gallagher, V. J., Jr 169
Three stripes; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; One stripe

Gardner, D. W 238
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve

Gardner, E. R 266
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Garrison, H. C 270
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Garvin, CD 209
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; Clean

Sleeve; Class Baseball (1)
Gary, F. B., Jr 59

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Gary, J. P 79

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.
Geise, J. F 207

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Gist, W. E 261

2 P. O. (four details)
Godin, R. J 283

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve
Goodman, L 94

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.
Goodwin, C. F 159

2 P. O.; C. P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve
Goodwin, H. F 76

2 P. O. (four details)
Goodwin, H. H 171

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Gordon, J. F 125

2 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Gossett, M. M 322

2 P. O. (four details)
Groseclose, S. K 104

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Grow, B. E 229

1 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Guider, J. W 146

C. P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.; One stripe
Intercollegiate Champion Sabre Team
(1) Intercollegiate Individual Sabre
Champion (1) Academy Sabre Cham-

pion (1)
Gurley, R. R 91

1P.O.; Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.

Hadley, H. W 219
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.

Hale, P. G 192
2 P. O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Haley, I. J 71
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Hall, F. S 297
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Class Lacrosse (1)
Halsell, F. S 197

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Hamlin, A. LeR 98

2 P. O. (four details)
Hamrick, L 249

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Three stripes; 2 P. O.
Hansen, R. A 294

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Hardin, D. W 174

1 P. O.; C. P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.
Harper, J. S 292

Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Harrigan, D. W 267

2 P. O. (four details)

Class Basketball (1)
Class Wrestling (1)
Class Baseball (1)
Class Track (1)

Harshman, H. C 122
2 P. O. (four details)

Hattemer, N 179
2 P. O. (four details)

Havard, C. A 293
2 P. O. (four details)

Haycock, W. E 63
Clean Sleeve; Reg. Three stripes; 1 P. O.;

Batt. Two stripes

Hazard, H. G 126
2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; Three stripes ; 1 P. O.

Class Football Numerals (1)
Class Basketball Numerals (1)

Class Lacrosse (1)

Healy, H. R 123
2 P. O. (four details)

Hedrick, J. S 150
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Height, E. F 131
2 P. O.; 2 P. O; 1 P. O; 2 P. O.

Helber, C. L 105
Reg. Three stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.;

Reg. Three stripes
Hickson, R. C, Jr 244

2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve
Higgins, J. M 317
1P.O.; Three stripes; 2 P. O. Two stripes

Higgins, R. B., Jr 231
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean

Sleeve
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Hill, T. B 181
One stripe; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; Two

stripes; Masqueraders (1)

Hogan, H 264
2 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Holcomb, H. L 136
2 P. O. (four details)

Class Baseball (1)

Holden, W. B 242
Clean Sleeve (four details)

Hollis, R. P 171
2 P. O. (four details)

Hollowell, J. A., Jr 82
1 P. O; 1 P. O.; C. P. O.; Batt. C. P. O.

Holm, W. L 295
2 P. O. (four details)

Holmes, W.J 166
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Four stripes; Two stripes

Homann, A. J 68
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Hooper, C. F 254
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Howland, J. R 146
Four stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.; Batt.

Two stripes

Huber, V 256
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.

Hudson, R. H 216
One stripe; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.; Two

stripes

Huff, H. R 61
2 P. O. (four details)

Huffman, L. J 292
Batt. Two stripes; 2P.O.; 2P.O.; IP. O.

Class Football Numerals (1)
Class Basketball Numerals (1)

Class Baseball (1)

Hume, J. R 98
One stripe; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Humphreys, CO 192
Batt. C. P. O.; Reg. Four stripes; 1P.O.;

C. P. O.
Hunter, G. P 223

C. P. O.; Two stripes; 1P.O.; Two stripes

Hunter, R. N 159
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Hurt, W. F 67
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve

Hutchinson, H. B 303
2 P. O. (four details)

Hylant, E. P 82
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.

Ingram, H. A 173
Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

wNAp (1)
Iverson, N. K 84

Batt. Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.
Batt. Two stripes
Class Baseball (1)

Glee Club (1)

Jackson, M. V 187
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; One stripe; 1 P. O.

Jackson, R. R 172
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; Batt. Two stripes;

Clean Sleeve
Jarrett, H. B 62

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P.O.; 1 P. O.
Jennings, H. L 169

2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; Batt. Two stripes ; 2 P. O.

Jennings, W. F 307
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Jerome, C. C 218
Three stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.;

Two stripes

Johnson, F. B 188
2 P. O. (four details)

Johnson, J. N 147
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; C. P. O.; 1 P. O.

Johnson, J. R., Jr 324
2 P. O.; (four details); Gymkhana Com-

mittee (1)

Johnson, Robert L '.
. 118

2 P. O. (four details)

Johnson, Rudolph, L 305
One stripe; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Johnston, B. H 106
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P O.

Johnston, D. H 153
1 P. O.; Four stripes; 1 P. O.; Batt. Two

stripes; Class Water Polo (1)

Johnston, R. F 67
2 P. O. (four details)

Jones, W. G 239
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Jordan, W. C 168
Batt. C. P. O.; Three stripes; 1 P. O.;

Three stripes; Glee Club (1)

Junker, A. F 204
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve;

Clean Sleeve
Justice, D. B 231

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
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Kastner, A. V 2 72
Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; IP.O.jIP. O.

Class Soccer Numerals (1)

Kauffmar), R. P 300
2 P. O.; C. P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Keeler, H 299
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Three stripes; 2 P. O.

Class Soccer Numerals (1)

Keeth, A. S 61
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Mas-

queraders Stage Gang
Kehoe, T. H 87
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean
Sleeve; Class Basketball Numerals (1)

Kendrick, O. A 247
One stripe; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.;

Class Soccer Numerals (1)

Kepart, R. C 220
1 P. O.: Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Kimball, C. H 253
2 P. O. (four details)

King, C. W 56
Reg. Four stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.

;

Reg. Four stripes

Knapp, R. A 271
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.;

Class Lacrosse (1)

Kneeland, O. A 263
2 P. O. (four details); Class Baseball (1)

Kniskern, L. A 190
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Three stripes; Two stripes

Koehler, B. G 120
Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Class Basketball Numerals (1)

Kosse, S. H 160
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.

Kraemer, F. E 293
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Krick, H. D 237
2 P. O.; Batt. Two stripes; Clean Sleeve;

Clean Sleeve (Hospital)
Class Soccer Numerals (1)

Lambert, J. A 205
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Larson, E. E 228
Four stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.;

Three stripes
Latta, W. C 170

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Boxing
N (1)

Leberman, P. K 139
One stripe; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.;

wNAp (1)

Lee, W. T 187
1 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.;

Crew Squad (1)
Leighley, H. M 258

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; wNAt (1)
Class Handball Numerals (1)

Leppert, J. H 255
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; C. P. O.; 1 P. O.

Lester, J. C 140
2 P. O. (four details)

Lewis, C. H 93
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.;

Wrestling N (1)

Libby, R. E 191
C. P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.; C. P. O.

Libenow, L. D 128
2 P. O. (four details)

Lind, I. L 191
2 P. O; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.;

Class Wrestling (1); Tennis Squad (1)
Lindsay, H. W 99

Clean Sleeve; Two stripes; 2 P. 6.; 2 P. 6.
Lindsay, M. M., Jr 127

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve
Little, M. N 87

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.;
Class Boxing Squad (1)

Long, W. W 91
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. 6.

Lott, F. S 151
1 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.;

Tennis Squad (1)

Lyon, A. R 154
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; One stripe; C. P. 6.;

bNb (1); Lacrosse Squad (1)

McAlister, N. D 106
2 P. O. (four details)

McBride, J. A 89
Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; Clean Sleeve;

2 P. O.

McCabe, C. P., Jr 73
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.;

Class Soccer Numerals (1)

McCandless, W. B 258
2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; Clean

Sleeve

McConn, B. L 83
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve

McCracken, A. R 155
2 P. O. (four details)
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McCrea, W. G 64
1 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

McDonald, R. P 304
1 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.;

Class Football Numerals (1)
Class Basketball Numerals (1)

McElroy, F. K 77
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean

Sleeve
McGhee, C. L 138

2 P. O. (four details)
McHugh, J. M 218

1 P. O. ; Three stripes; 1 P. O.; One stripe
Mcintosh, H. D 240

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.
McManes, K. M 262

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; C. P. O.; 2 P. O.
McMurray, R 122

1P.O.; C. P.O.;2P.O.;l P. O.
McPherson, E. R 90

2 P. O. (four details)
McVey, J. B 286

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
McWhinnie, C. J 318
Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

McWillie, C. W 198
2 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.; Batt. C. P. O.

MacComsey, H. F 219
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve

Macfadden, L. A 60
Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; Re-

signed
Malanaphy, M.J 305

1 P. O.; Batt. C. P. O.; 2 P. O.; Batt. Two
stripes; Boxing NA (1)

Malstrom, A. 1 190
1 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Manees, L. J 124
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Manseau, B. E 304
2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve ; 2 P. O. ; 2 P. O.

Masselink, L. A 277
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Maxwell, W. H 251
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Mead, A. R 325
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Mee, F. J 60
2 P. O. (four details)

Menocal, G. L 119
Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean

Sleeve
Mercer, J. G 145

Clean Sleeve; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.;
2 P. O.

Meriwether, G. M 172
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Metcalfe, E. C 175
2 P. O. (four details)

Meyers, E. E 175
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Class Basketball; Class Baseball

Michaux, W. V 141
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Miles, M. E 66
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Batt. Two stripes; 2 P. O.

Millard, J. W 137
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.

Miller. L. G 74
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P.O.; 2 P. O.

Miller, P. P". 56
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Miller, R. B 326
1 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.; IP. O.

Miller, T. W 95
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve

Millet, C. R 155
2 P. O. (four details) ; Class Soccer Nu-

merals (1)
Mitchell, J. A 257
One stripe; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.;

Fencing Squad (1)
Mitchell, W. M 202

2 P. O. (four details)
Momm, C. H 316

2 P. O. ; One stripe ; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.;
Class Boxing Captain (1) ; Orchestra (1)

Moore, C 117
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.;
Class Basketball Numerals (1)

Moore, W. D., Jr 244
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O; 2 P. O.

Morehouse, A. K 214
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O; Two stripes; 2 P. O.

Morris, W. S 247
Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.; One
stripe; Class Swimming Numerals (1)

Morse, R. W 102
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Moses, G 273
2 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Murphy, J. E 57
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Murphy, M. E 186
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Myers, C. W 134
2 P. O.; IPO.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.

Nager, H. S 214
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.

Neasham, W. D 203
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.
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Nash, A. R 275
2 P. O.; 2 P. O; Two stripes; C. P. O.

Track Squad (1)
Class Football Numerals (1);

Class Boxing (1)
Needham, HP 323

2 P. O. (four details)
Neely, G. L 148

2 P. O. (four details)
Neiley, E. A 108

2 P. O.; Batt. Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Neimo, P. J 260

Clean Sleeve; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.;
2 P. O.

Nelson, R. E 142
2 P. O. (four details)

Nestor, J. L 127
2 P. O. (four details)

Nichols, L. H 167
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Nicholson, F 252
2 P. O. (four details)

Nicholson, M. F 201
1P.O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Nold, G. E 193
Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Ochiltree, T. H 212
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

O'Donnell, J. J., Jr 234
1 P. O.; Three stripes; 1 P. O.; Three

stripes; Boxing N (1)
O'Kane, E. J 226

1 P. O; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Olch, 1 176

2 P. O. (four details); Class Fencing (1)
Olmsted, J. L 186

Five stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.; Five
stripes

Orem, H. E 235
2 P. O.; C. P. O.; Batt. C. P. O.; 2 P. O.
Class Water Polo Squad (1) ; Class Wrest-

ling Squad (3)
Orr, W. W 203

2 P. O. ; 1 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve
O'Shea, G. J Ill

2 P. O. (four details)
Oxnard, T 145

One stripe; 2 P. O; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Palmer, C. A 235
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve;

Clean Sleeve
Palmer, G. E 201

2 P. O. (four details)
Pape, W. B 188

2 P. O.; 1 P. O; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; rNAt;
Class Football Numerals (1)

Parker, H. E 296
2 P. O. (four details)

Parker, J. E 156
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.
Class Wrestling; Class Basketball;

Class Baseball (1)
Parry, H. L 265

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O; 2 P. O.
Parsons, W. S 220

1 P. O.; 2 P. O. ; One stripe; 2 P. O.
Patton, H. C 88

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Patton, J. W., Jr 246

2 P. O. (four details)
Paul, H. N., 3d 139

1 P. O; 1 P. O; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Pawlikowski, L. P 309

2 P. O. (four details); Class Baseball (1)
Peacher, R. McC 81

Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O; 2 P. O.
Pedersen, N. A 264

2 P. O. (four details); Class Boxing (1);

Class Track (1);
Class Football (1)

Peete, J. W., Jr 77
2 P. O. (four details)

Pemberton, M. W 279
2 P. O. (four details)

Phleger, C. C 189
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Class Soccer Numerals (1)

Pierce, E. H 132
2 P. O; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Pierce, F. W 253
2 P. O.; One stripe; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.;

German Committee
Pierce, H. W , 250

Batt. Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.;
1 P. O.

Pierrepont, J. J., 2d 193
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.

Class Soccer Numerals (1);

Class Handball Numerals (1)

Pleasants, A. L., Jr 176
2 P. O. (four details); Class Basketball

(1); Class Swimming Numerals (1);

Lacrosse Squad (1)

Polhemus, L 200
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve;

Clean Sleeve
Pool, J. M 75

1 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.
Porter, K 154

1 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.;

Class Soccer Numerals (1)

Class Tennis (1)
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Pratt, J. L 208
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Price, E. H 227
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Puller., H. F 313
Three stripes; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.;

Three stripes; Musical Clubs (1)

Quarton, D 93
Three stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.;

Two stripes
Quinn, G. U 144

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.: 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Raftery, T. J 274
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Ragonnet, L 194
Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Raines, E. V 69
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Batt. Two stripes; 1 P. O.

Rau, D. S 281
2 P. O. (four details)

Rawlings, H. A 229
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Batt. Two stripes; Reg.

C. P. O.
Rees, 68

2 P. O. (four details)
Regan, H. E 221

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.
Richards, F. F 135
Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes;

Class Soccer Numerals (1); Captain
Rickover, H. G 94

2 P. O. (four details)
Riddle, F. L 86

1 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.
Ridgway, A. K 189

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.;
Class Gym

Riggs, W. F., Jr 270
2 P. O. (four details); Boxing Squad (1);
Class Soccer Numerals (1); Manager

Riseley, J. P 72
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve

Riste, G. N 79
2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve

Robertson, A.J 309
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; One stripe; 1 P. O.

Rockey, W. W 109
2 P. O.; 1 P. O; One stripe; 2 P. O.;
German Committee; Class Basketball

Numerals (1)
Rosenstein, A. L. R 160

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve
Ross, J. M 318

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Rothwell, R. B 153

C. P. O.; One stripe; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.
Rowe, F. W., Jr 72

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve
Academy Record Backstroke, N (1)

Rudd, A. V. P 73
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Rudisill, R. C 78
2 P. O. (four details)

Rupert, R. C 65
2 P. O. (four details)

Ryan, T. C, Jr 296
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.

Saeltzer, C. R 199
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O; Clean Sleeve;

Clean Sleeve
Sampson, J. G 125

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P O.
Sanborn, A. R 314
Four stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O.

;

Four stripes
Saunders, W. V 240

Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Scherrer, R. C 211

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve
Schmidt, A. A 158

Clean Sleeve; Clean Sleeve; Clean Sleeve;
2 P. O.

Schmidt, H. J 92
2 P. O. (four details)

Sebald, W. J 215
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Shears, C. C. 89
1 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Two stripes; Two stripes;
Glee Club (1); Naval Academy duelling
sword Championship (1) First Class
Foils Championship (1) Lucky Bag

Shenier, H. L 278
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. ..; Clean Sleeve

Sherman, E V 157
2 P. O. (four details)

Short, R.J 156
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O; 2 P. O.

Class Boxing (1); Class Track (1)
Class Basketball (1)

Shultz, J. H 195
2 P. O. (four details)

Class Swimming Numerals (1)
Silverman, S 278

2 P. O. (four details)
Simmons, J. F 298

2 P. O. (four details)
Sinclair, V. R 285

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.
wNt (1); Class Baseball (1)

Skidmore, R. L 58
1 P. O One stripe; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
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Smith, H. A 221
2 P. O; 2 P. O.; Five stripes; Batt. Two

stripes; Wrestling N (1)
Smith, H. D 284

2 P. O.; C. P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O;
Rifle Squad (1); Class Lacrosse (1)

Smith, H. T 92
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Smith, J. A 143
2 P. O.; 2 P. O; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.

Smith, R. E 249
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Four stripes; 1 P. O.

Smith, R. Hall 287
Two stripes ; 2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; Two stripes

;

Class Swimming (1)
Smith-Hutton, H. H. . .• 114

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.
Snodgrass, C. S 152

Batt. Two stripes; 2 P. O ; 1 P. O.; Three
stripes; Class Water Polo (1)

Solomons, E. A 170
2 P. O. (four details); Class Wrestling (1)

Southard, S. E 251
One stripe; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O. ; Two

stripes
Stacey, G. E 263

1 P. O. ; Batt. Two stripes; 2 P. O. ; 1 P. O.
Class Basketball Numerals (1);

Class Lacrosse (1)
Steele, C. H 230
Three stripes; 2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve; Four

stripes; Class Boxing Captain (1)
Stephens, J. E., Jr 81

Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean
Sleeve

Stevens, H. R 200
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; Clean

Sleeve
Stickley, D. P 239

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O; 2 P. O.
Stirling, S. C 276

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O; 2 P. O.
Stoddard, K. D 142
Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Stohr, L. A 276
1 P. O.; Two stipe; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.;

Orchestra (1); Class Track (1)
Stokes, T. M 196

2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Three stripes; One stripe
Streetman, G.N 259

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.
Strong, M. J 230

2 P. O.; One stripe; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.
Strong, R. C, Jr 256

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.
Stuart, J. A. .

.' 226
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 1 P. O.;

Fencing, N (1)
Stuart, L. B 104

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.
Studebaker, D. J 129

2 P. O. (four details)
Sturgis, R. G 70

2 P. O. (four details)
Suits, W. J 115

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Two stripes; One stripe;
Class Basketball Numerals (1)

Sullivan, R. D 185
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Sutherland, O. R 217
2 P. O.; 1 P. O; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.

Sutton, F. C 131
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Sweetland, E. W 295
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Sweeton, J. A 150
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.
Gym Squad (1); Track Squad (1)

Tambling, P. S 277
2 P. O. (four details)

Taylor, A. R 243
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.

Taylor, E. A 301
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Taylor, E. D 243
Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. O; 1 P. O.

TenBrook, J. A 85
1 P. O.; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Terrell, W. B 287
2 P. O. (four details); Class Baseball

Terrell, W. R 163
Z P. O. (four details)

Thieme, K. A 259
2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve ;2P.O.;2P.O.

Thompson, OH 308
2 P. O. (four details)

Thomsen, P. S 1 78
1 P. O.; Batt. C. P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Thomson, W. S., Jr 133
2 P. O. (four details)

Titus, E. U 74
2 P. O.; Batt. C. P. O; Two stripes;

C. P. O.; German Committee
Toney, A. L 298

C. P. O.; Clean Sleeve; Reg. Four stripes;
1 P. O.

Toomey, H. W 210
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Reg. Three stripes;2 P. O.

Tucker, W. B 138
Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes

Tuttle, R. H 310
2 P. O. (four details)

Name Page

Twachtman, J 204
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Tyler, A. L 313
Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes;

German Committee

Uehlinger, A. E 205
2 P. O. (four details)

Vest, J. P. W 130
2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.

Class Football Numerals (1)
Class Swimming Numerals (1)
Class Soccer Numerals (1)

Voegeli, C. E 2 74
C. P. O; 2 P. O.; Three stripes; Three

stripes
Vose, F. B 174

2 P. O; 2 P. O.; Two stripes; ip!d.;'
Fencing Squad (1)

Waggener, R. S 157
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. 6.; Clean

Sleeve; Wrestling Squad (1)
Waidlich, J. E 53

C. P. O.; Clean Sleeve; Four stripes; One
stripe

Walker, F. R 120
Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O 1 P 6

Walker, O. M 196
Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 1 P. 6. ; 1 P O

Wallace, J. R 124
2 P. O; 2 P. O; Reg. C. P. O.; 1 P. O.

Wallace, M. H 129
1 P. O; Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 1 P. 67;

Class Swimming (1); Musical Clubs (1)
Wallis, A. V 206

1 P. O.; Four stripes; 1 P. 6.; Batt. Two
stripes

Walsh, H. T 101
1 P. O.; Three stripes; Clean Sleeve; Two

stripes
Walters, H. C 236

2 P. O. (four details)
Waneslow, F. B 1 73

Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.- IP 6
Ware, W. L

'

75
2 P. O. (four details)

Watkins, F. T 70
1 P. O.; 1 P. O; 2 P. 6.; 2 P. 6.

Watson, G. F 267
2 P. O. (four details)

Weaver, J. B 71
2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O; 1 P. 6.

Weiser, M. S. Q 140
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. 6.; Clean

Sleeve
Wells, M. W 205

2 P. O. (four details)
Wells, P. A 202

2 P. O. (four details)
Weston, J. L 123

Batt. Two stripes; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. 6.:
C. P. O.

Whaley, W. B., Jr 322
2 P. O; 1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Whitaker, F. H 181
Reg. Three stripes; 2 P. O.; 1 P. 6.; Four

stripes; Class Lacrosse (1)
Whitgrove, L. D 246

1 P. O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.; 1 P. 6.;
Orchestra (1)

Whitney, J. P 141
IPO.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.; 2 P. 6.;

Class Swimming Numerals (1)
Wiedorn, P 184

2 P.O.; Reg. C. P. O.; 1 P.O.; 2 P.O.;
Wrestling N

Wierum, O. C 289
1 P. O; 2 P. O; One stripe; 1 P. 6.

Wilkinson, R. S 96
2 P. O.; 1 P. O; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.

Williams, E. A 119
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Williams, M. R 273
1 P. O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.; One stripe

Wilson, T. D 308
2 P. O; 2 P. O.; Four stripes; 2 P. O.

Wishard, R. H 22 7
2 P. O. (four details)

Wood, C. A 177
Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Clean

Sleeve; Boxing Squad (1)
Woods, E. E 128

2 P. O. ; 2 P. O. ; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.

Yelverton, I. N 319
1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; Two stripes; 1 P. O.;

wNt (1)

Zachary, W. W 206
1 P. O.; Clean Sleeve; 2 P. O.; 2 P. O.

Zayotti, H. R 321
1 P. O.; One stripe; Clean Sleeve; One

stripe
Zimmerman, W. E 177

1 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.; 1 P. O.
Zinn, R. T 234

2 P. O.; 1 P. O.; Two stripes; 2 P. O.
Zotti, F., Jr 158

1 P. O.; 2 P. O.; One stripe; 2 P. O.;
bNt (1)
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foreword
^— g»

T^VlD you ever stop to think that

-*-^ each advertisement contained in a

LUCKY BAG is an invitation—yes, a

cordial invitation from the business

friends of the Navy—business institutions

whom we are proud to acknowledge

—

firms of long establishment—with goods

of recognized standard and quality, and

stamped with the approval of the Naval

Service.

"p "& "? f

Each and everyone is an "at home" which

always holds, and we could not too heartily

recommend them—nor too warmly

express our appreciation for their gener

ous interest and material aid

in the furtherance of the

success of this

book

'^



J. E. Caldwell & Go.
Jewelers
Silversmiths
Stationers

44 1922" AU REVOIR
T_T ERE' Swishing you
-"- a "Happy Ship"
and a smooth sea; and
may your lifelong "Sea
Bag" be a bulging

"Lucky Bag."

PHILADELPHIA
and

ANNAPOLIS

ii



J. E. Caldwell & Co.
Engagement

Rings
Wedding Gifts

PLEASE REMEMBER
^pHAT Caldwell serv-

-*- ice never graduates

—that it is always at

attention, cleared for

action in your behalf,

wherever your station.

PHILADELPHIA
and

ANNAPOLIS

III



Civilian

Haberdashery

Headwear

Sport Clothes

vJUR assortments of Men's

Apparel are selected from the

markets of the world, and represent the cream of the

productions of tested and proven manufacturers.

There is a decided advantage for consumers in dealing

with a house of established reputation and wide experi-

ence, and we confidently invite your patronage,

being assured that business dealings with us

will work to our mutual advantage

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-1426 CHESTNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

BRANCHES
No. 48 Maryland Avenue

ANNAPOLIS, MD.

No. 611 Fourteenth Street N.W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Garden Pier

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

IV



FOR THE
NAVY
Uniforms &
Equipment
ofthe highest

standard

Everything Regulation and

up-to-date in cut, style and

finish

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-1426 CHESTNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

BRANCHES-

No. 48 Maryland Avenue

ANNAPOLIS, MD.

No. 611 Fourteenth Street N.W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Garden Pier

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
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The ANNAPOLIS BANKING
& TRUST COMPANY

CORNER MAIN STREET AND CHURCH CIRCLE

Capital and Surplus $160,000

Resources $1,700,000

COURTESY SERVICE STRENGTH

Since its Foundation this Bank has

handled the moneys of the Midshipmen

and Officers of the United States Navy.

We invite you to make this Bank your

Business Home throughout your Naval

Career.

To Officers on sea duty we suggest

the convenience of making us a monthly

allotment, which is placed to their credit

on the first of each month, and is at once

subject to check.

If you have surplus hinds, they will

draw 4 per cent interest if placed on a

savings account.

WE ARE PREPARED TO SERVE YOU IN EVERY WAY
YOUR ACCOUNT SOLICITED, PROTECTED

AND APPRECIATED

James A. Walton F. Howard Thompson, Jr. Ridgely P. Melvin
President Treasurer Attorney

VI



CONDENSED STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF

TheANNAPOLIS BANKING
TRUST COMPANY

FURNISHED TO THE BANK COMMISSIONER OF MARY-

LAND AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS

DECEMBER 31, 1921

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts - $1,287,282.10
Stocks, Bonds, Securities - 166,802.62

Real Estate ------- 80,973.30
Fixtures and Furniture - 11,365.08
Cash and Due from Banks - - 239,316.35

l I >78 5>739-45

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock paid in $100,000.00
Surplus _-_-____ 40,000.00
Undivided Profits ----- 21,492.34
Deposits -------- 1,553,547.11
Rediscount Secured by U. S. Liberty

Bonds -------- 70,700.00

$ l >7$S>739-±5

A DEPOSITORY OF MONEYS OF THE STATE OF MARYLAND

A DEPOSITORY OF MONEYS OF THE COUNTY OF ANNE ARUNDEL

A DEPOSITORY OF THE MONEYS OF THE CITY OF ANNAPOLIS

Capital—Surplus— Undivided Profits

$l6o,000.00

VII



Schuele, Peppier& Kostens

62 MARYLAND AVENUE :: ANNAPOLIS, MD.

Uniforms Equipments

Civilian Dress

FRANKLIN BINDERY
Specialists in SUPER FINISH BINDINGS

Created in an endless variety of style.

Every binding of distinctive character,

original and appropriate to the book.

THE LUCKY BAG, 1922, GIVES
ONE INTERPRETATION

Our Super Finish Bindings outlook and outlast all others. They are a direct

aid to selling. Let us design your next cover.

FRANKLIN BINDERY
JUNIPER and CHERRY STREETS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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BALTIMORE STEAM PACKET COMPANY
(OLD BAY LINE)
'CARRYING U. S. MAIL"

Between

Baltimore and Norfolk, Old Point Comfort and Portsmouth, Va.

Dining Room
A la Carte Service and Table d'Hote

Dinners, 50c, 75c. and $1.00. Also

Club Breakfasts, 30c, 50c, 75c. and
#1.00.

Staterooms
Bed and Berth rooms range in price

from $1.00 to $3.00.

Bedrooms and Berth rooms can be

had en suite with or without private

bath. Running water in all State-

rooms.

Bedrooms and Bath .... $4.00

Berth Rooms and Bath . . . $2.50

Palatial Steamers ALABAMA and FLORIDA
Modern in Every Detail

Southbound Northbound
Lv. Baltimore 6.30 P.M. Lv. Portsmouth 5.00 P.M.
Ar. Old Point '.

5.45 A.M. Lv. Norfolk 6.30 P.M.
Ar. Norfolk 7.00 A.M. Lv. Old Point 7.15 P.M.
Ar. Portsmouth 8.30 A.M. Ar. Baltimore 7.00 A.M.

CONNECTING WITH ALL TRAINS NORTH AND SOUTH

For Information and Illustrated Folder, Address

R. L. JONES, General Passenger Agent Baltimore, Md.

THE

Gyro-Compass

Gyro Ship Stabilizers

Gun Fire Control Apparatus

Navigational Instruments

Naval, Military and

Commercial Searchlights

GYROSCOPE CO.
MANHATTAN BRIDGE. PLAZA

BROOKLYN. N.Y.

CONTRACTORS TO U. S. ARMY AND NAVY

The Seward Trunk
& Bag Company

Trunks, Bags
and Suitcases

Buying your traveling equipment from the Mid-
shipmen's Store, such as wardrobe trunks ofnew styles

of design, locker trunks, dress trunks, bags, and suit-

cases of all description, you will have the advantage

of exceedingly low prices, because these goods were

bought direct from the SEWARD TRUNK & BAG
CO., a plant rated as the largest and best equipped

in America for producing this class of merchandise.

The Midshipmen's store has the advantage of low

prices and our very best discounts in buying these

goods, therefore the Midshipmen and Officers of the

Naval Academy can be served best when they are in-

terested in purchasing traveling goods and can

save money by purchasing these goods

from the Midshipmen's Store.

THE SEWARD TRUNK & BAG CO.
PETERSBURG, VA.



ESTABLISHED 1818

tleraenS WMni$tyin$wootx& f

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill 8800

Uniforms for Officers of the
United States Navy

Dress Uniforms, Service Uniforms
Regulation Overcoats and Cloaks

Civilian Clothing

Ready made and to Measure
Travellers' Outfittings, Imported Furnishings

Hats and Shoes

We would suggest that Midshipmen on

leave have their measurements recorded

at our store for future reference

This entails neither charge nor obligation

Samples, prices and self-measurement blanks will

be sent on application

BOSTON
Tremontcor. BOYLSTON

NEWPORT
220 Bellevue Avenue

BROOKS BROTHERS'
Building, convenient

to Grand Central, Subway,

and to many of the leading

Hotels and Clubs

HOTEL
ASTOR

Times Square

Where you breathe

the sparkling at-

mosphere of that

New York you
have come to enjoy

To have stayed
al the Astor
is to have lived

in New York

ARMY and NAVY HEADQUARTERS
FRED'K A. MUSCHENHEIM
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ESTABLISHED 1849

The

WILLIAM H. BELLIS GO

Naval Uniforms
and

Civilian

Dress

ANNAPOLIS :: MARYLAND
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IrSdeTdllowsTheTlag

In tt&D (JCH^UGATED IiBI^E

Shipping Boxes
Tor

EVetry Purpose
To

Every Port

THE HINDEfrDAUCH PAPERCOMPANY
SANDUSKY OHIO.
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Chesapeake Steamship Company
OUR MOTTOES:

"Politeness and Courtesy of Employees"

"Cleanliness and Good Service"

OUR STEAMERS ARE THE MOST MODERN ON CHESAPEAKE BAY
In our meal service we feature the products

of Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.

A Dinner at $1.00 that cannot be surpassed,

and Club Breakfasts from 25 cents to $1.00.

Dining Room Located On Gallery (Upper) Deck Forward

Staterooms and Bedrooms with and without Private Baths

SCHEDULES:
rj vr d Leave Baltimore (Pier io Light St.) 6.1.0 P.M.
Baltimore-Norfolk Route: t xt c „ )„ /

,

6 „ < , ° „,,
Leave Norfolk (Foot Jackson St.) 6.15 P.M.

t> r> t> Leave Baltimore (Pier io Light St.) 6.00 P.M.
Baltimore-Richmond Route: t „. , , /1V

V
, y °

. N „ A/rLeave Richmond (Main Street Station) 5.10 r.M.

We ask your patronage and invite your criticism.

H. R. BOWEN
General Passenger Agent

They Always Come Back

Men may be down, but never out, so long as they understand the

recuperative power of the right kind of food—the kind that enables

a man to come back—the food that is rich in the necessary body-

building elements and easily digested. The real come-back food is

Shredded Wheat Biscuit

a whole wheat food containing all the nutritive elements in the

whole wheat grain made digestible by steam-cooking, shredding

and baking. It is the food to study on, to work on, to play on—the

favorite food of Navy men and outdoor men. Shredded wheat is

on the training table of nearly every college and university in this

country. It is delicious for any meal with milk or cream or with

sliced bananas or other fruits.

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara Falls, N. T.
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Cit's Evening Dress Outfits Cit's Clothes

Welch the Tailor
Cor. State Circle and Maryland Ave.

Annapolis, Md.

Cit's Clothes Cit's Evening Dress Outfits

Quality : : Service

Carr, Mears & Dawson, Inc.

HAND MADE UNIFORMS
i-

(Whites &f Blues)

FURNISHINGS &? TAILORING

Norfolk, Virginia

Welch, The Tailor, Annapolis Agent
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Wm. H. Horstmann Co.
PHILADELPHIA

Fifth and Cherry Streets

N E W YORK
111 Fourth Ave., Cor. 18th St.

ANN APO LI S

74 Maryland Avenue

Navy Officers'

Uniforms
and

Equipments
of

Superior Quality
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The ^Babcocf^ & Wilcox Qo.

Manufacturers of

WATER TUBE MARINE BOILERS AND SUPERHEATERS
FOR NAVAL AND MERCHANT VESSELS OF ALL CLASSES

MECHANICAL ATOMIZING OIL BURNERS
FLEXIBLE RELIABLE EFFICIENT

OIL SEPARATORS
FOR BOILER PROTECTION

SAN FRANCISCO NEW TORK LONDON, ENG.

QUALITI SERVICE

PIETRANGELO'S
Naval Uniforms

(WHITE and BLUES)

m

FURNISHING &
TAILORING

ANNAPOLIS, MD.
27 Maryland Avenue
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Transmission

TRANSPORTATION

MAIN PLANT
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

' SCHENECTADY N.Y.

A Gateway to Progress
There it stands—a simple forty-foot

gateway but unlike any other in the entire

world. Through it have come many of the

engineering ideas that have made this an
electrical America.

The story of electrical development
begins in the Research Laboratories. Here
the ruling spirit is one of knowledge—truth

—

rather than immediate practical results. In

this manner are established new theories

—

tools for future use—which sooner or later

find ready application.

The great industries that cluster around
Niagara Falls, the electrically driven battle-

ships, the trolley cars and electrified railways

that carry millions, the lamps that glow in

homes and streets, the household conven-

iences that have relieved women of drudgery,

the labor-saving electrical tools of factories,

all owe their existence, partly at least, to the

co-ordinated efforts of the thousands who
daily stream through this gateway.

AIR PURIFICATION

:W :

/'"if
:. .. :..!...:... ;;..

.

LiCHT

General Office ;©mpaniy Schenectady,
N.Y.

\

m
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MARION INSTITUTE
Designated "Honor School" at lastgeneralinspection

of General StaffofWar Department, 1920

PATRONAGE from 46 States and 12 foreign countries. Old and well estab-

lished, now entering upon its eightieth year. Special facilities for caring for

students the year round. Patronized by scores of distinguished diplomats

and Army and Navy officers on foreign detail who enter their sons for an indefinite

stay. The Institute's educational standard has attracted to it sons of professors

of America's leading universities. Delightfully mild winter climate, permitting out-

door sports the year round.

SYSTEMATIC AND UNLIMITED PRIVATE TUTORING FOR
EVERY CADET WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE

Military training under the War Department with tactical staff from the

Army, U. S. Military and Naval Academies. Junior and Senior Units of the

Reserve Officers' Training Corps.

ARMY AND NAVY DEPARTMENT

offering Coaching Courses for entrance examination to Government Academies;

special courses covering the first year's work in the Academies, such as recom-

mended by the Adjutant General and the Navy Department for candidates whose

certificates have been accepted. Over 700 candidates sent to the Academies

within the last five years.

JUNIOR COLLEGE DEPARTMENT

affording opportunity for completing the first two years of college work under

wholesome supervision, with individual instruction and constant supervision of life

and work. Pre-Medical, Pre-Law, Business Courses, the first two years of all

Engineering, standard Arts and Science Courses. Graduates admitted without

examination to Junior standing in leading universities.

HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

affording opportunity for completing the four years of important foundation work

under a faculty of experts from the great American universities. Work fully

accredited.

Rates moderate. For catalogue and information

of any department, address

COL. W. L. MURFEE, Pres. Box S, Marion, Alabama
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RICE & DUVAL, INC
'Tailors and Importers

Makers of Fine

Navy Uniforms

509 Fifth Avenue, New York

Branches

Westory Building, 14th and F Streets

Washington, D. C.

Carvel Hall Hotel, Annapolis, Md.
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ETWEEN/^ Midshipmen oftheUnited

States Naval Academy and The Annap-
olis Publishing Company there exists a

rapidly increasing bond that is clearly shown by the

foIlowing figures

:

We print 8,000 LOGS Weekly.
We print 288,000 LOGS Annually.

We have printed 1,440,000 LOGS
in the past five years

PRINTERS of PERIODICALS
PROGRAMS and BOOKS

The ANNAPOLIS PUBLISHING CO.

BAUSCH & LOMB
Stereo Binoculars

New and improved line—American-made glasses

of unsurpassed quality—featured by large objectives,

compactness, durability and highest optical efficiency.

Write for Descriptive Folder

Bausch & [pmb Optical (0.
NEW YORK WASHINGTON SAN FRANCISCO
Chicago ROCHESTER, N. Y. London

Makers of Microscopes, Photographic Lenses, Balopticons,

Range Finders, Searchlight Reflectors, Automobile Lenses
and Other High-Grade Optical Products

"DAVIDSON"
PUMPS

in United States Navy
since 1882

M.T.DAVIDSON CO.
43-53 KEAP STREET
BROOKLYN NEW YORK
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To Feel Well All theTime
The most direct way to build up the strong

endurance that means health and spirits is through

a simple diet.

Be certain that your diet contains the valuable

water-soluble vitamine so essential to proper nutri-

tion. Ten chances to one it is lacking in that very

element.

"Safety first" demands that you take

—

Fleischmann's Yeast

the tested,fresh yeast approved and recommended by

doctors. Two or three cakes taken daily will assure

vou more zest, more life.

Fleischmann s Yeast, because of its freshness, is building

health and endurance for its ten million users in every walk
of life.

In one college the football coach is prescribing this fresh

compressed yeast as a conditioner to members of the football

squad. In the U. S. Naval Academy it is used extensively

both in the mess and at sick quarters.

Eat Fleischmann's Yeast plain, spread on bread
and crackers, or dissolved in water, milk or fruit

juices. Get it fresh daily at your grocer's.

THE FLEISCHMANN COMPANY
701 Washington Street :: :: New York, N. Y.
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Moore's
Confectionery

MARYLAND AVENUE and PRINCE GEORGE STREET
ANNAPOLIS MARYLAND

Telephone

Sixty-nine

We have for the past Twenty-Eight Years

SERVED THE MIDSHIPMEN WITH
OUR UNSURPASSED SERVICE.

Fountain « Sodas

Sundaes Sandwiches
FEATURING

Louis Sherry, Whitman's and
Chocolate Shop CANDIES

The FIRST and LAST CHANCE is iMOOVC S

Why Advertise the

Obvious—

CUMBERLAND ARMS
2ii KING GEORGE STREET
ANNAPOLIS :: :: MARYLAND

Launching of the U. S. Submarine S-48"
Gould Equipped

T T 7HEN submarines draw on the

* * power that propels them
under water; when big city power

plants are in trouble; when railway

lighting generators stop running

—

there's a rugged, reliable Gould

ready to supply dependable power

WHEN POWER IS NEEDED MOST

Gould
Batteries
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F. J. SCHMIDT
Naval Tailor

HIGH-CLASS UNIFORMS
and

ALL EQUIPMENTS
FURNISHED

SPECIAL PRICES TO
GRADUATING

CLASS

Latest Styles of Civilian 'Dress

26 STATE CIRCLE

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND
TELEPHONE 241
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Founded New York, U. S. A., 1844

A. SCHRADER'S SON, Inc.
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

CHICAGO TORONTO LONDON

Manufacturers of Diving Apparatus

We make Divers' Outfits of all kinds and invite inquiries from Wreckers,

Contractors, Bridge Companies, Water Works or anyone

who contemplates the use of such apparatus

[tj

Furnishers of Diving Apparatus to U. S. Navy and

U. S. Army Engineers' Corps

HIGHEST AWARDS

:

JAMESTOWN, 1907 SEATTLE, 1909 SAN FRANCISCO, 1915

Hotel ^Bristol

Christiania

Norway

The Most Luxurious Hotel in

Norway and Northern

Europe

O p e n e d '1 9 2 o

150 Bedrooms with Baths, Running Hot and
Cold Water

High Class Restaurant

All Comforts

WALDM. JENSEN, Managing Director

Correctness
In Officers'

Footwear

STETSON
SHOES

For Dress, Service, and
Civilian Wear

ALSO ACCESSORIES

Write for Style Folder

STETSON SHOPS, Inc.
address mail orders to

5 East 42d St., at Fifth Ave., N. Y.

other Shops at

Broadway at 45th St., Hotel Astor, N. Y.

143 Broadway, at Liberty St., N. Y.

Distributors of the Products of

The STETSON SHOE CO., Inc., South Weymouth, Mass.
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In Revolutionary Days

THE first Du Pont started making powder

for the United States in 1802, a few

years after Lord Cornwallis surrendered to

General Washington at Yorktown.

In these succeeding 120 years, Du Pont has

kept pace, stride for stride, with the world's

progress in the manufacture of powder and

high explosives. And quite often Du Pont

has pointed the way to the road ahead.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS 8C CO., Inc.

Explosives Dept. : Military Sales Division

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

UrU
In 1802, practically all

Du Pont Explosives were

made for military pur-

poses. Today this pro-

portion is less than 2%.
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Let Fatima smokers
tell you

FATIMA
CIGARETTES

Always higher in price than

other Turkish Blend cigarettes but—
just taste the difference!

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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E STA B LI S H E D I9I I

Army & Navy Co-operative Company

Naval Uniforms—Equipment

Civilian Dressand Haberdashery

Carvel Hall

Room 6

Annapolis, Md.

BRANCHES
512 Fifth Avenue
Room 610

New York City

723 iyth St. N.W.

Washington, D. C.

1123 S. Broad St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Telephone 85 Prompt Delivery

Scala & Company
Fancy and Staple

Groceries

Fruits and Vegetables

Maryland Ave. and Prince George St.

Annapolis, Maryland

UNIFORMS
AND

Civilian Clothes

HABERDASHERY
AND

Naval Equipment
Midshipmen' s Uniforms and Overcoats

converted into Ensigns'

ALTERING, CLEANING
AND PRESSING

I. SNYDER
78 MARYLAND AVE.
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Frank Thomas Co., inc.

THOMAS :: POOLE :: HENLEY :: MILLER

Norfolk, Virginia

Known Throughout the Service as Makers of the

Best Whites Made in the States

(\\ The Frank Thomas Company, Inc., is composed

vll^ of all the former employees of Koolage's, Inc.

The FARMERS
NATIONAL BANK

of

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND

Chartered 1805

Assets - - - $2,500,000.00
ACCOUNTS OF NAVAL OFFICERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION
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Crane's cfinen c$wn
[THE CORRECT ^WRITING PAPER] V_

needs no introduction to navy officers and midship-

men. It is the stationery of the Naval Academy, is

on board every battleship and is extensively used

throughout the Navy Department.

The quality of Crane's Linen Lawn is the result

of i 20 years of conscientious paper-making by four

generations of the Crane family.

EATON, CRANE AND PIKE COMPANY
New York Pittsfield, Mass.

1865 IQ22

UNIFORM CLOTHS
Finest Quality Only

Dress Cloths,

Overcoatings,

Elastique, etc.
cfc

Olive Drab,

Cadet Gray,

Sky Blue, etc.

Also High Grade Civilian Overcoatings

WORUMBO COMPANY
334 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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[quipped with many years'experience

for making photographs of all sorts,

idesirable for illustrating College

Annuals, best obtainable artists .work-

manship and the capacity "for prompt

and unequalled service.

Photographers
Executive Offices Al_. A . Vnn^ Laboratory
1546 Broadway

7 IEW YORK 220 W.42;s Street
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Picture Your Merchandise
faithfully, faultlessly, convincingly

by using

PHOTOTYPE PLATES
(Made by engraving specialists)

For twenty years we have been developing an organization of engraving

specialists to give to buyers the greatest measure of service, both in quality

of printing plate and in advertising value of illustration.

Our plates are being used regularly by the largest

and most particular advertisers in the United States

Phototype Plates Are a Good Business Investment

PHOTOTYPE ENGRAVING CO.
147-151 North Tenth Street Philadelphia, Pa.

The New Ebbitt
Fourteenth and F Streets

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Army and Navy Headquarters

Modern in Every Appointment

Running Water in Every Room

Splendid Cafe

The "HOMEY HOTEL"
where Service

is the rule

Geo. F. Schutt
Proprietor

Augustus Gumpert
Manager

Johns-Manville

Marine Products

For years we have made a special study of the Naval

Engineer's requirements. The results are seen in

Johns-Manville Naval Products, known and used wher-

ever ships are built. Our nearest branch will gladly

send full information about these Johns-Manville Naval

Specialties.

Packings

Industrial Flooring

Asbestos Roofing

Bitumen-Mastic Solution

Bitumen-Mastic Enamel
Bitumen-Mastic Cement
Fire Extinguishers

A-S Refrigerating Machines

Transite Asbestos Wood

Navy Brand Fire Felt

"Noarlc" Enclosed Approved and
Refillable Fuses

Service Switches and Accessories

Ebony Asbestos Wood
Steam Traps
Fibre Conduit
Asbestos and Magnesia Pipe and

Boiler Insulation

WRITE FOR CATALOG

JOHNS-MANVILLE
Incorporated

Madison Avenue, at 41st Street, New York City

Branches in 59 Large Cities

For Canada: CANADIAN JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., Ltd., Toronto
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THERE IS

MORE POWER IN

THAT GOOD GULF
GASOLINE

AND

JPREME AUTO OIL
Manufactured by

yGulf Refining Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

•USA-

Established

1851
Chicago

11-13 E. Illinois St.

H. KOHNSTAMM
"& COMPANY

Manufacturers of

LAUNDERER'S
MATERIALS

Factories

:

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pavonia, N. J.

XXXIV

83-93 Park Place

New York, N. Y.

K&E Slide Rules
for

your calculations

AS the largest manufacturers of Slide

Rules, we are able to offer a wide
variety of rules for general calcu-

lations and for specialized work. Our
Slide Rules have an established reputation

for fine quality and accuracy. They have
exclusive patented features,—and the K&E
quality guarantee stands back of them.

Send for our Slide Rule Booklet

KEUFFEL &, ESSER CO.
127 Fulton Street,

NEW YORK.
General Office and Factories,

HOBOKEN,NJ.

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO MONTREAL
Drawing Materials, Mathematical and Surveying Instruments.

Measuring Tapes.

J. SLADECEK

UNIFORMS
Blue and White

a
Cits"

47 MARYLAND AVENUE
ANNAPOLIS :: MARYLAND



c / HEpaper used in THE
1 LUCKY BAG is

WARREN'S
STANDARD
LUSTRO

Warren Standard Printing Papers

are distributed by

D. L. Ward Company
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
WASHINGTON RICHMOND

WILKES-BARRE

Geo. J. Davis
Academy Seal Pennants

Banners : Pillows

Athletic Goods

i

Kastman Kodaks fe? Films

76 MARYLAND AVENUE

ANNAPOLIS
MARYLAND

Two
Generations

of men whose work

in metal demands
the utmost in ac-

curacy stand ready

to attest the supe-

rior qualities of

Starrett Tools

K^NILLA
AND 32 OTHER FLAVORS
Flavor is the soul of food. If the

the food will be delicious and tempt

flavor is poor, no amount of other

good ingredients can make it taste

right.

Quality has been the first consideration

in the manufacture of Sauer's Vanilla and
Sauer's thirty-two other flavors. It is the

best because it is made from the finest

selected Vanilla beans and mellowed with

age both before and after manufacture.

Sauer's Vanilla comes to you with that

rich, delicate flavor which distinguishes the

BEST Vanilla from ordinary Vanilla.

Sauer's Pure Flavoring Extracts have
been the choice of housewives for more
than a third of a century, because they

know there will be no "failures" if their

pastries and desserts are flavored with

Sauer's.

Send for recipe booklet.

THE C. F. SAUER CO.
Established 1887

Richmond Virginia

flavor is good

insr. If the
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ioo Per Gent
Uncle Sam exacts the highest standard of man-
hood for his navy, and we insist upon the highest

standard of Merchandise for this Furniture store.

That's why we sell Victor goods.

Victor Victrolas and Victor Records are ioo per

cent perfect, and you will find our store service

ioo per cent perfect.

Headquartersfor Victor Victrolas

and Victor Records

McCREADY AND COMPANY
Maryland 's Leading Homefurnishers

FRANCIS STREET AT MAIN :: :: ANNAPOLIS, MD.

Cartel $all
Annapolis, Jib.

|a€ ©Ibe ®tme 3nn, tfje Scene of Wimton
g* Cfjurctjiir* i asctnattng nobel "&tcf)arb

Cartel/' tfje renbe^bou* of all J§abal people,

tfje center of tfje &cabemp'£ foetal life. gt&
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Westinghouse Engineers Share with you the responsibility of building

soundly for the future. It is our duty to look

ahead with you and for you

Westinghouse Marine Equipment

Air Heaters

Air Ejectors

Ammeters

Arc Lamps

ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENTS

Automotive Electric Equipment

Battery Charging Panels

Circulating Pumps

CONDENSING EQUIP-
MENT

Control Apparatus

Cooking Utensils, Electric

Crane Motors
Dead Front Safety Fuse Panels

DIESEL-ELECTRIC PRO-
PULSION EQUIPMENT

Electrically Heated Hot Tables

Elevator Motors and Control

Fans, Ceiling, Desk and Bracket

Flood Lighting Projectors

GEARED TURBINE PRO-
PELLING EQUIPMENT

GENERATORS UP TO
45,000 KW.

GENERATORS FOR LIGHT
AND POWER

Heaters, Electric

Industrial Haulage Trolleys

INSTRUMENTS,
ELECTRICAL

Industrial Heating Plates

Insulation Material

Insulators

Lighting Fixtures

Lightning Arresters

LOCOMOTIVES: BALDWIN,
WESTINGHOUSE

Machine Tool Motors
Melting Pots

Meter Panels

Meters, Electrical, All Types
Micarta

Motor-Generators, All Sizes

MOTORS, 1 /50th TO 45,000

HP., FOR ALL SHIP
AND SHIPYARD
APPLICATIONS

RADIO APPARATUS

Relays

Resistors

Rheostats

Safety Apparatus, Electrical

SMALL TURBINES FOR
ALL LOADS

Stokers

Substations, Outdoor
TRANSFORMERS, ALL
TYPES

Transmission Line Fittings

TURBINE ELECTRIC PRO-
PELLING EQUIPMENT

Ventilating Equipment
WATER - TIGHT MOTORS
AND CONTROL, DECK
AND ENGINE ROOM

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Offices in All Principal American Cities

Special Pacific Coast Representatives
Hunt, Mirk & Company

San Francisco

WESTINGHOUSE
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Hyde Windlass Company

irf^t

Manufacturers of

Windlasses, Steering Gear,

Deck Winches,

Capstans, Pumps,

Manganese Bronze and

Iron Propellers

rwv

Bath, Maine

Charles G. Feldmeyer
Newsdealer, Bookseller& Stationer

Navy Pennants and Pillow Covers

Largest Assortment of

Souvenir Post Cards in the City

Choice Brands of

Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobacco

Sole Agent for

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

IF IT ISN'T AN EASTMAN
IT ISN'T A KODAK

You should have one on the summer cruise

Developing and Printing

56 Maryland Avenue

Annapolis : : Maryland

Hotel ^Maryland
Under New Management

Delmas C. Stutler, Proprietor

European and American Plan

UR Grill Room is capable of

catering to the most exacting

tastes of our patrons. The Service

and quality of food offered is

unsurpassable. By prompt and
courteous attention to the indi-

vidual requirements of patrons

the new management has estab-

lished an enviable reputation of

reliability.

For your convenience, reservations and private dining rooms are

available upon request

Annapolis Maryland

H. N. Koolage
-exclusive-

WHITEand KHAKI
UNIFORM TAILOR

4 8 MARYLAND AVENUE
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND
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Protected—Til Say So
'

Whether you are an officer, midshipman, or

civilian—the strongest ally of success is the feeling of

security against financial need.

The fact that you do or don't carry life insur-

ance is frequently used as a criterion of your character.

It indicates whether or not you are thrifty and

foresighted and are a good moral and physical "risk."

The banker looks more favorably upon your application ior a loan.

Your prospective father-in-law is more impressed with your responsibility

—

if you have a man's sized TRAVELERS' LIFE POLICY.

"Talk it over with Meier."

J. A. MEIER
171 King George Street

(Opposite First Class Gate) ANNAPOLIS, MD.

Lemmert
a synonym for

clothes of excellence

WE make Civilian Clothes according to your Order,

your Measurements—and your Individuality—each

with the stamp of Lemmert creation skillfully apparent.

We offer an exclusive display of Furnishings: Hats,

Shoes, Out-of-the-Usual Articles for your Appearance

—

Improvement.

25 MARYLAND AVENUE
TAILOR DRAPER

ANNAPOLIS
IMPORTER
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SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT
"The World" s Standard Since 1845"

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS
FOR THE NAVY

FIRE ALARM
ANNUNCIATOR

dL Fire Control Systems, consisting of Range and
Deflection, Turret Tell-tale, Salvo Indicators, Ready
Light Signals, Torpedo Firing Equipment, Tele-

phones, etc.

(fl^ Interior Communication Systems, such as

Electrical and Mechanical Anchor, Steering, Dock-
ing, Fireroom, Oil Burner, Engine Order, Flag Speed,

Engine Revolution A. C. and D. C, and Powder
Passing Telegraphs, Rudder Angle, and Shaft Revo-

lution Systems, Telephones, Annunciators, Boiler

Fire-timing Devices, Fuel Oil Level Contact Makers,

W. T. Bells, Buttons, Voice Tube Fittings, and

General Interior Communication Appliances.

d^ Signalling Apparatus, comprising Truck and

Screened Speed Light, Cease Firing, General Alarm,

Electrical Whistle Control, Boat Hour Gongs, Port-

able Blinker, Refrigeration Indicators, Thermostatic

Fire Alarms, W." T Door and Air Lock Indicators,

and many other Equipments.

Q Electrical Equipments built to] meet Navy
Specifications.

electrical
transmitter-

indicator

CHAS.CORY© SONInc
183-7 VARICK STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA
41 SOUTH SECOND ST.

SAN FRANCISCO
11 MISSION STREET
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BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY

LONDON OFFICE
25 VICTORIA ST., S. W.

BETHLEHEM, PA.

RIO DE JANEIRO OFFICE
9, AVENIDA RIO BRANCO

NEW YORK OFFICE
25 BROADWAY

14-inch Bethlehem Naval Gun being proof fired at Bethlehem
Steel Company proving grounds

We are Designers and Manufacturers of Naval

and Military Ordnance which it has been

our privilege to furnish to no less than

sixteen different Nations, in-

cluding five of the World's

Great Powers
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Electric Boat Company
Designers and Builders of

'*K-W*S,:j

..-: ^x~-
^aatmsSSS^^i

SUBMARINE TORPEDO BOATS
(HOLLAND TYPE)

No. 11 Pine Street, New York, U. S. A.

Puget Sound Bridge

Dredging Co. , Inc.

Engineers and Contractors

Specialties:

BRIDGES, STRUCTURAL WORK
PIERS AND FOUNDATIONS
DREDGING BY ALL METHODS

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
8 1 1 Central Building

Southern Supply Co.
INCORPORATED

Machinery and Supplies

SELLING AGENTS
FAIRBANKS COMPANY

Scales and Valves

BOSTON WOVEN HOSE & RUBBER CO.
Belting and Hose

WRIGHT MANUFACTURING CO.
Hoists

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE COMPANY
Asbestos Products; Roofing and Packings

TEMPLETON, KENLY & COMPANY
Simplex Jacks

NORTON COMPANY
Grinding Wheels

EDWARD R. LADEW COMPANY
Leather Belting

DODGE SALES & ENGINEERING CO.
Oneida Steel Split Pulleys

SIMONDS MANUFACTURING CO.
Saws and Knives

WHITMAN & BARNES MFG. CO.
"Hercules" Drills and Reamers

FOSTER ENGINEERING COMPANY
Pressure Regulators

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO.
"Tico" Special Skidding Rope

NORFOLK VIRGINIA
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Hdotel Commodore

One of the Famous Bowman Hotels

In its magnitude, its architectural

beauty, and in its amazing capacity

for the sumptuous entertainment of

many guests, The Commodore is one

of the great hotels of the world. But

this supreme physical greatness is

only a background for sincere hospi-

tality and unusual personal service

to the individual guest.

Just a step from the smart shops of

Fifth Avenue. Convenient to Rail-

road Terminals. Close to theatres,

clubs, libraries, music and art exhi-

bitions. Surface cars, elevated and
subways at hand bring every part of

the city within easy touch. Direct

indoor connection with Grand
Central Terminal.

A special discount of 25% on room rates to Naval Officers and Midshipmen.

JOHN Mc E. BOWMAN
President

GEO. W. SWEENEY
Vice-Pres. ck Managing Dir
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Skillkrafters
Incorporated

"HONOR QUALITY
AND

SINCERE SERVICE"

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
Engravers Stationers Jewelers

COMMENCEMENT AND WEDDING
INVITATIONS, CLASS AND FRA-
TERNITY PINS AND RINGS, DANCE
PROGRAMS, MENUS AND FAVORS,
DIE STAMPED STATIONERY

SAMPLES ON REQUEST

Philadelphia Pennsylvania

jUSis committee ofcorrection

assures valve perfection

—

This committee, composed of superintendents,

chief inspector and metallurgist, which is called

into daily conference, is but one precaution exer-

cised to maintain the Jenkins recognized high

standard. Others are: correct design, pure metals,

uniform castings, careful machining, accurate

assembly, rigid tests, handsome finishing.

Valves for all requirements—genuine carry

Jenkins "Diamond" and signature.

JENKINS BROS.New York
Boston

Philadelphia

Chicago

Gilbert's Pharmacy

Toilet Articles

Cigars

Cigarettes

and

Ice Cream Parlor

State Circle

The Baltimore Agency of

The Prudential
Insurance Co. of America

wishes to thank the many Mid-
shipmen who have shown their

confidence in our Company by
placing their insurance with us.

The SERVICE of our Agency
is well and favorably known
throughout the Navy.

We will be glad to furnish

information or advice, whenever

desired.

E. Griswold Thelin, Manager
M. A. Leahy, District Manager

1 131 Munsey Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

John C. Hyde, Special Agent
Carvel Hall, Annapolis
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PHILADELPHIA

AS OFFICIAL JEWELERS FOR MORE THAN
FIFTY OF THE LEADING NAVAL, MILITARY
AND PATRIOTIC SOCIETIES OF AMERICA
MAKERS OF THE MEDAL OF HONOR

FOR THE U. S. ARMY AND NAVY AND THE
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE MEDAL AND
CROSS OF THE NAVY— HAVING BEEN
AWARDED THE CONTRACT FOR CLASS
RINGS FOR TWENTY-FIVE OF THE THIRTY
CLASSES GRADUATING FROM ANNAPOLIS
AND WEST POINT DURING THE PAST
FIFTEEN YEARS—PROVES CONCLU-
SIVELY THAT THIS ESTABLISHMENT
ENJOYS THE DISTINCTION OF BEING
THE LEADING MILITARY AND NAVAL
JEWELERS OF AMERICA.

IN TIME TO COME, WHEN MEM-
BERS OF THE PRESENT GRADU-
ATING CLASS ARE PERHAPS IN

FOREIGN COUNTRIES, THEY WILL
REALIZE AS NEVER BEFORE THE
BAILEY, BANKS & BIDDLE WORLD-
WIDE REPUTATION FOR QUALITY
OF PRODUCTION AND SERVICE.

THIS SERVICE, WHICH HAS PROVEN SO
SATISFACTORY TO THE LEADING NAVAL
AND MILITARY OFFICERS OF THE UNITED
STATES, IS EXTENDED TO PATRONS IN

ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.
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WOOD vs. STEEL
The old wooden frigate was replaced by the full armored

steel cruiser—and the sailor man says aO. K."

The scarcity of good ash and hickory has led this year to

the substitution of steel for Golf Shafts, Tennis Racket Frames,

Tennis Presses and Net Posts—and the athlete says, "Well

Done."

These new numbers and all other good Taylor athletic

products are fully described in our latest catalog. Write for it.

ALEX TAYLOR & CO., Inc.
Athletic Outfitters In Our New Building, 2 2 E. 42 d St., New York

United States Naval Institute

FOUNDED in 1873 by a small group of naval officers, with the object of

advancing professional and scientific knowledge in the Navy; at present main-

tained with the same unchanging ideals by a life membership of 144, a regular

membership of 4172 officers of the Navy and Marine Corps, and an associate mem-
bership of 517, composed of civilians, officers of foreign services and officers of the co-

ordinate branches of the United States Military Service.

United States Naval Institute Proceedings
PUBLISHED MONTHLY

Subscription for non-members, $3.50 per annum. Subscription for regular and associ-

ate members, including dues, $3.00.

The Institute publishes text, hand and drill books in the interest of and for the use

of the United States Naval Service.

Booklet explaining the objects of the Institute and containing a catalogue of books

published will be sent on request.

SECRETARY and TREASURER
United States Naval Institute Annapolis, Maryland
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New York Shipbuilding

Corporation

Camden, New Jersey

TRADITIONS
Since 1842 have been making

Chocolates and Confections of finest quality,

appealing to cultivated and discriminating taste.

The Special Annapolis

Package, with seal and

colors, is a worthy

souvenir for fair visi-

tors to the Academy.

STEPHEN F. WHITMAN & SON, Inc. Philadelphia, U. S. A.
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WHATEVER branch of
* * The Navy you may be

entering, you will continually
witness the genuine service

rendered by products of the
United States Rubber Com-
pany. Insulated wire and
cables, rubber footwear, tires,

balloon fabrics, gas masks, hos-

pital supplies, soles, heels and
many other commodities bear-

ing the "U. S." trade-mark are

recognized as standards.

For your own personal
equipment it is advantageous
to order our products by their

trade names—Raynster Rain-
coats; Naugahyde Bags and
Belts; "U.S." Rubber Footwear;
Keds, the superior canvas rub-
ber-soled shoes; "U. S." Spring-

Step Rubber Heels and Uskide
Soles.

United States Rubber Company
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